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I Balance In il monthly payments of 5/6. 
GARRARD INDUCTION GRAMOPHONE Send 
MOTOR. - Tor AC. mains.- Model 282. J 

Mounted on 12-inch nickel motor plate with f 

I fully automatic electric starting and stopping oaly 
switcb. Cash Price 02/10/0. Carriage Pahl. 

I Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/7. 
HEAY BEND Model 0150. AC. mains Send 

I Unit. SG. Tapping 50/120 n.; Detector I 

J PP1n 00 120 7/10 
sash er ¿.O.D. 04/6/0. only 

I Batanee in 11 monthly payments of 7/10. 
J 

UNIVOLT EI.ECTRIC UNIT. Standard unit Send 
with Univott pick-up, automatic stact-and- 

I stop, for AC. mains, 110/210 n. Cash Price, / I 

I 65/15/6. Carriage Paid. f I LBO1±__LdLJ 

If the makers Peto-Scot Co Ltd 7 City Rd London, FCJ2; 
i 

West-End Showrooms: 62, HIgh Holborn, London, W.C.1., Hof born 3248 can aenver- i Dear Sirs-Please send one C.oD./CAS8{/}t.P ................................ 
PETO-SCOTT 

for which I enclose £ s, d. CASIO/I-OP. Deposit, Send mo your FREE 1933 Catnlogun 

INASIE................................. . ................................... l can supply 
- 

IMMEDIATELY 
ADDRESS 

J PRIV. 6/lt/SS ............................................................ I 

Q- 

W.B. PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING. Send 
COIL SPEAKER. Type P.15C2. Complete 7/9 
with 3-ratIo transformer. Cash Price / 
£415/S. Carriage Paid, only 

Balance in il monthly payments of 7/9. 

WE. PERMANENT.MAGNET MOVING. 
COIL SPEAKER. Type PM4. Complete 
Aith transformer. Cash Price £212/S 
Carriage Paid. 
Balance in 7 monthly paymentuof 5/9. 
BLUE SPOT SPEAKER. UNIT AND 
CHASSIS. TYPE iSSU.' Cash Price Send 
£1/12/6. Carriage Paid. j 

Balance In 6 monthly payments ol 
- / 

5/2 ............................ 
i BLUE SPOT UNIT AND -CHASSIS Send 
i TYPE 99 PPM. Including matched' 

Transformer. Cash Price £2/i916. 
t Balance in ii monthly payments o15/0. only 

ATLAS ELIMINATOR. Type A.C.244. Three SiI 
tappings. SG., detector and power. Ontput: 
320 volts at 20 rn/a. Cash Price £211916. 
Carriage Paid. . only 

STOP PRESS OFFERS 
ROLA PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING. Send 
COIL SPEAKER Fe. Withunisersal tapped / transformer. Cash Price £219/6 

f 'Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/6 Only 
READY RADIO KENDALL-PRICE S.G.4. Send SO,, Detector, L.F. and Power. Coocptrte 
kit less valves and cabinet. Cash Price - 
£4/616 Carriage Paid. 

Balance in li monthly payments of 8/.. Only 
SONOCHORDE PERMANENT. MAGNET Send 
MOVING-COIL SPEAKER with universal 
input 

transformerS Cash Price £111210. 6 - Carriage Paid. 
Balance in5 monthly payments of 6/.. only 

READY RADIO 303. r3 valve Kit (Del. Send 
2 L.F.) with valves, cabinet and permanent 
magnet moving coil speaher. COsh S'ricci 27 £6/i 7/6. 
Balasce in ii monthly payments nf 12/7. Only 

BASD-l'A43 UNIT cst, not h ii t&eetioily. 

Oe6noathlyearu,nsol4/S -. 

1933 KELSEY S'- ADAPTOR 
Tuc,.ta the Sln,t-Wsee8tstene 

KeOcy Shoetonee MarIne-. 
Tueca i n the 
Wn,ld'n SInnt. 

lt St, n-tt.hcot any cltercttcn. 14"uUg Statinna ne 
Ne entea ralee [c4nleed; en E Se 

- cetra appsea, Ready foe 

I&'!"' ií-r l't,I Ç 

45./ On: 

1Ñ1FÄAiÖ1 
CARRIAGE PAID TO YOUR DOOR. I 

C008RIELODYMAKER. Send 

valves, valse and Cash I I poser cabinet. 

nceíti monthly payments ol 11/lo, 
only .............. As described in this week's 

: I issue. 
THIS YEAR'S WINNER I K" UA Cl Deljeered CARRIAGE PAID 
"LISSEN SKYSCRAPER 3." Send 

i Chassis model, with (Linsen) 5.G., 
Detector and Pentode Vaiv:s. Cash t I 

P £4J9J6. C g P d. 
. L 

on FIRST PAYMENT OF 
A u t h o r 's 

° 

B i 11 

'eady- s Balance jail monthly payments nl 8/3. only drilled °'°°'j r' 
"LISSEN SKYSCRAPER 3," Send 

and 

i and°1 ' iif I CASH or C.O.D. Carriage 
I Detector and Pentodo Vaines. Cash 

i Price sEO/5/O. Carriage Paid, I I ai 
.... Balance in il monthly payments 0111/6. only. 

KIT - a « KIT « c « 
RADIO FOR THE MILLION TATION As Kit "A" bove, As Kit "A," but 
MASTER3 (Model A). With valves but with valves, less complete with naines 

and cabinet for battery use. Cash cabinet. Deluoered and cabinet. Deliner- 
Pche LS/II/O. Carriage Paid. I 

I 

carriage paid on FIRST ed carriage paid so 
PAYMENT OF 14/li. FIRST PAYMENT j - Balance io lt monthly payments of 

10/2. R & A 'VICTOR"PERMANENT- . Balance in li monthly OF 16/3 and Balance 
MAGNET MOVING-COiL SPEAKER DELUXE. With 

-1 With 6-ratio input transformer and protecting i 

grill. Cash Price L3/ia/0 Carriage Paid. 

payments allo/il. in li monthly pay- 

CASH COD menls aI 16/3. 

c p 
' 

CASH or COD. 
Balanre in li monthly payments of 6/5 order £8:2:6. Caeiagr Paid 

EASIA1SPECIFIED VALVES. SPECIFIED CABINET. 

NO DEPOSIT. StrIct s ' SONOTONE 4 
v- . Prvacy. No third . Described tes jome of Octobre 22nd. 

party collections. We KIT Dotiveeed CARRIAGE PAID 

deal with Author's Kit sp npec 
FIRST PAYMENT OF ',eoudirect 

lina components with 
/ 

Bal, soll 
t EPOÓH 2O C° PERMANENT MAGNET Send i 

'v:ivea I = S eWEAtion.)6/6 
I 

but ess tocsin of 11/1. 

I Li/IS/O. Iai. only 
I 

cab1 5Ç/ree 
t f6 

............................................................................... 
I 

or COD. Carriage Paid 06 :1 : f. 

Specified ValvesL2 :2:6. Cahinrt Li 15:0. 

PETO-SCOTT WALNUT. 
CABINET -SPEAKER 
Fitted with the famous 
BLUE SPOT 100U. 

-- 

r 

Sends 

.4/6 
- 

The eesvdnefol toco nl BIne Opct 

On1y ' 

ticlen to laIt, Oe,iOglsg, te 

doned nchth 1eseey detaIl . n citas 
cud dIctIonS n' she nelgloul. nine 
Spot 10010 lo eqsalto peeforoneeeeioa 

ßalaocr j,, Jj good Modes-CoIl Speakec. li gleec 

ooaoihly pay- 
escoto a noten. bOU lo ocseltice to sees 

4/6 
n 

, z 
CASH OR COD. 

CARR. PAID 
vente on ,ontvinirg tvaoinessee; 
cusbeo,ednelthrne,nalceFeetodn 

47/6 

PILOT BAND-PASS UNIT 
Whethee pacte cet h Mulot ne IneIsndy e000n,ic cas loi lo 
ltntteey epeeutel. the rcior Band.naac Tanise with SocOle. 
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SPECIFY BULGIN 
and your entire satis- 

faction is assured. 

Write now for Catalogue "N." 

SEND FOR NEW 
8OPAGE 

CATALOGUE. 
FNCLOJ'E 2d. 
PO5TAGE 

Any aerial may take qaite a heavy charge during a thunderstorm, Espera. 
say adequat. protection is given by,pb gap cieaya in circuit, a awitch Li litnin and a foce. The Bottin" Ninety-nine" Q.M.B. Lightning eritch he, ail theaa feature,, care,'elaSltOgunranteeofefficicncya,,diuee,yao;c,taiI-Jaut Wit 
remace cc cover ucd sere,, it to the asaD. Remore the aerial from the cet No. S99 ... 2/6 and connect t to the centre terosanal. Then, "A" terminal of cet to top terminal of the awiteh, acd earth lead to "E" on switch and set. Rapiate Free 
ch e cover. It alwayC chassa whether it's on rar off," a valsahie feature. £100 incacacce. 

ADOPT THESEÀs1DÀPTQRS 
(7: 

J n7TiiL') 
PICKUP LEAO 

LE"-'FILAPIENTPINOFVALVE 

The doctor carries bis ctetbo'cope sa that be may determine jost bow ill ....................... 
(or hoar scell) his patient i.. Bulgia adapt ora aill enable you to do the came S lit Anode 
to y oar act, na need to break or diacocnect wires. The aplit-ascde adaptor, 
(left) enable a millia,aeter ta tat pat in the anode circuit of a calce and its : 

ap or 

anode current read ,u,der working condition, the effect cf gcid'bias can No. A7 ... 2/6 i 

be noted, etc. TheP.ek-up edaptora (right) euable:pick-up, :tc,' 
Pick.upAdaptor 

application, (and there,aremany) will be obyioas. 'Mòee adnptorcatahosaa No, CRI ... 1/6 1 

Ccl 
___i 'i Ii 

three easy pictorial dia- A pick-op Con qote cimply fcc connected to ,00st octs, oed it i ncxc,Uent ....................... 

grams showing the uses OIIO signal Lamps 

and connections of a ItCOOl No. D9 ... 2/6 ¡ 

further number of Bulgin (co e&ch ide of ch, centre bokelit, divicion) to byconce the point, to i,, : D.P.C.O.Swutch 

Products taken from our b gd f tcb d) 
th b Cbd It tciflog f 5h d t. N S89 3/3 

latest catalogue. 

atwtcg A Wi S E R E C AU T I O N. 
ning Switch, and laát, but ¡t. i 

I 
AERIAL 

Plugs of 
Aaptor 

L 1117N' aduaiI 
i 
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'A Tongue-Twister for the Announcer 
QOME twenty-five miles from Danne- 
,J virke, in the Hawkes Bay district 
of New Zealand, there is a small locality 
which figured recently in a News Bulletin 
broadcast by 2YA Wellington; its name was 

Taumatawhakatangihangakoauauaatane- 
nuiarangikitanetahu," which proved some- 
'what of a stumbling block to the station 
announcer. 

State Owilership of German Broadcast 
Stations 

FROM separate organisations the Gor- 
man broadcast stations have been 

amalgamated into one corporation con- 
trolled by Berlin, and thus have been 
put under direct State ownership. The 
only exception is that of Munich and its 
associated relays, which has retained its 
independence, although on some evenings 
tàking part in transmissions put out by 
other German studios. 

Developing Norwegian Broadcasting - 

BY a recent vote the Norwegian - Par- 
liament has authorised the Ministry 

òf Poits and Telegraphs to expend one 

- Specially Designed by 
H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE, 
Wh.Sch., B.Sc.(Hons.),A.C.G.I., 

D.I.C., A.M.I.E.E. 
........_., .... , ........ .. 

dinary telephone system to be put into 
communication with coastal shipping as 
well as with barges on the Rhine and Mouse 
rivers, and the network of canals so widely: 
used in Holland. Messages telephoned 
to the Rotterdam transmitter are re-radi- 
atad by wireless to all vessels equipped 
with receiving apparatus, each craft being 
allotted its individual call. The service 
has been organised mainly for the purpose 
of enabling owners to send urgent orders 
to their skippers and will, it is con- 
sidered, quickly pay its way. Shoùld the 
experiment prove successful, Amsterdam 
Harbour will be 'equipped in the same 
manner. 

"Canned " Music in French Transmissions 

ST1 published a few days ago 
respecting the composition of the 

wireless programmes in varions European 

(6.050 kc/s.). 

Russian Super-power Station 
TESTS are being carried out by a 500- 

kilowatt transmitter recently in- 

stalled at Moseow-Noghinsk. The wave- 
length on which the station will eventually 
operate has not been definitely fixed and 
experiments are being made on various 
channels, and in particular on 848.7 m. 

Brdadcasts from Paris Conservatoire 
AS, following, an official refusal to lease 

land 'lines for the purpose, Radio- 
Paris was unable to carry out relays of 
performances from the Paris Grand Opera 
House, the studio has now made arrange- 
ments to broadcast during the winter 
months a series of weekly symphony 
concerts from the Paris Conservatoire. 
The dates which hive been provisionally 
fixed are: October 29, November -5, 12, 
19, 26; December 3, 10, 17, 24; January 7, 
14, 21, 28; February 11, 18, 25; March 4, 
j8, 25; and April 1 and S. In most -of 
these concerts some of the better-known 
artists of the French concert-platform 
will contribute to the programme.' - 

ROUND 'THI 
'Youthful Home Constructors in Germany 

ACCORDING 
to a recent census taken 

in German schools, 43 per cent. 
of the boys were interested in the home 
'construction of radio receivers. Statistics 
show that girls in similar educational 
establishments were interested to the extent 
of only 34 per cent., and it was found that 
in general but few of them had any know- 
ledge of wireless; they were merely 
listeners to the broadcast programmes. 
Europe's Jamming Transmissions 

THERE 
are at present in Europe 

roughly 250 transmitters broad. 
casting daily on wavelengths comprised 
between 200 and 2,000 metres. Ifa 9-kilo- 
cycle separation between channels is 
.insisted upon, there would only be room 
for 150 transmitters, and for this reason 
some stations are compelled to use wave- 
'lengths in common with others. 

Rlay Programmes from Algiers - 

WITH 
a view to a development of its 

- "relay" features in the evening 
programmes, Radio Alger (Algiers) now 
'transmits from time to time operatic 
performancee from the Paris Gra.nd Opera 
House. These broadcasts are passed on to 
North Africa through the Pontoise short- 

1wave transmitter, Radio Colonial. 

WORLD OF' WIRELESS 
million kronen on the fuli development of 
the broadcast system of that country. 
During 1933-4 complete overhaul of the 
stations will be carried out. The plan 
calls for the erection of several relay 
transmitters, and also for the installation 
of a high-power plant to replace the existing 
station at Bergen. 
Link-up of Telephone System With Wireless 

ALOW-POWER wireless transmitter 
has been erected at Rotterdam, 

in order to enable subscribers to the or- 

NEXT WEEK! F 

L SPLENDID 
1. . 8-PAGE '- i 

PHOTOGRAVURE 
SUPPLEMENT 

OF. THE 
ARGUS THREE- 

countries show that France heeds the list 
in respect of the use made of gramophone 
records. More than 25 per cent, of her 
radio entertainments consist of canned 
music. -This fact will not cause much sur- 
prise to listeners who tune in Radio-Pads, 
Eiffel Tower, Radio Toulouse and the like. 

Moscow's Interval Signal 

T HE Moscow and Leningrad broadcast- 
ing stations, as an opening and in- 

terval signal, have adópted the sound of 
a hammer striking an anvil, in order to 
symbolise the industrial characteristics 
of the Five Year Plan. 

Empire Broadcasting Transmitters at 
Daventry 

\JORK on the Empire Broadcasting 
VV transmitters which the B.B.C. 

is erecting at Daventry is so far forward 
that it is hoped to start the first tests 
during November. If these are deemed 
satisfactory the Christmas programme will 
be radiated for the benefit of the Dominions 
and Colonies. The wavelengths to be used 
are : 13.97 m. (21.470 kcls.); 16.88 m. 
(17.770 kc/s.); 19.815 m. (15.140 kc/s.); 
25.284 m. (11.865 kc/s.); 25.532 m.; at 
present nsonopollsed by G5SW Chlmsford 
-(11.750 kc/s.); 31.297 m. (9.585 ke/s.); 
31.545 m. (9.510 kots.) and 49.586 m. 

T\ 

Voll. No. 7. I. F. J. CAMM N 5th, 1932. 

a 
H, J. Barton Chappte,Wh.Sch., B.Sc. (Hons.), A.M.I.E.E. .,. '' Frank Preston, F.H.A.,W. J. Delaney, . B. KIchard500. 

.- ......... - ..,.,. 
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Foreign Language Courses from Jugoslavia 
¡T is curious to note that of all the Euro- 
I peen stations, Ljubljana (Jugoslavia) 
should be the one which holds the record for 
the greatest number of foreign language 
courses broadcast in the course of the year. 
At that studio tuition is given weekly in 
Esperanto, Serbo-Croatiair, Russian, Italian, 
French, and English. Announcements, 
also, in the course of the programmes are 
frequently multi-lingual. 
Operatic Broadcasts from Budapest 

DURING the winter season, namely, from 
October 15 to May 1, Radio Budapest 

(Hungary) proposes to relay fifty per- 
formances from its State Opera House; 
in some instances there will be three broad- 
casts weekly. In addition, foreign listeners 
will also be given an opportunity of hearing 
ten philharmonic concerts, some of which 
will also be taken by the main European 
stations. 
Experimental Transmissions from Radio 

Luxembourg 

:ALTHOUGH 
the 200-kilowatt Radio 

Luxembourg (Grand Duchy) trans- 
mitter is now ready to start its daily 
'broadcasts, no date has yet been fixed for 
its official inauguration. In the meantime 

Wirelesi In Paris Cinema 
ACINEMA reinrntly opened at Paris has 

added, as an extra attraction a 

¡ When lt was finished and tested out, ho 
i found thst an increase In the value of the 

reaction condenser reunIted in & reduction of 
t signal-strength, instead of so increase. What 

was wrongt 
i Three books will ire awarded for the first i 

three correct solutions opened, Mark envelopes i 
Problem No. 7, slot send to the Editor. 
PRACTICAL WIRELESs, Ges. Newnes, Ltd., 

¡ 8-il, Southampton Street, Strand, London, t 
i W.C.2, to reach us not later than November t 

7th. 

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM No. 6. 
Tise grid leak was joined te the wrong side of the 

condenser, thus causing the valve to choke. 
The following readers receive books in eonnectlsn 

with Problem No. 5 
R Brooks,4l), Haylea Street, Brook Street, Kenning- 

ton, SEil; J. R. Tarabull, 160, Eaoter Road, Edin- 
bnrgh; it. D. 'ylie 138, Corporation Bldgs., Buy 
Street, l'arringdon Road, SiCi. 

in his wake, and has -been well-named 
our "Ambassador of Trade." I see also 
that our Prince has formed a habit of typing 
his speeches while flying to and from his 
various engagements in this country. 
This speaks well for his ability as a typist 
and for the stabffity of his aeroplane; 
because I have some never-to-be-forgotten 
recollections of the first attempts to receive 
wireless broadcasts while travelling in a 
car on some of the bad roads existing 
during the first few years after the war. 
We slung up an aerial inside the hood. 
The set was an old four-valver, with swinging 
coil reaction, and with condensers of the 
old round type that could be turned round 
and round indefinitely after the manner 
of perpetual motion. We used head- 
phones, of course, and sometimes we got 
signals from the old 2L0, but our chief 
difficulty was stopping the reaction coil 
from swinging, and in getting the con- 
denser to "stay put." When the signals 
wore coming through they were puase. 
tuated by the machine-gun rattle of the 
"pick-up" from the magneto and sparking 
plugs. I believe the climax was reached 
when somebody kicked the LT. accumu- 
lator over and spilt the acid.-JACE 

(Ceorin,ed or page 322.) 

doÑ'TRARY 
to the custom in B.B.C. ISTENERSS on short waves may 

- L have been puzzled by some regular studios, in Germany, except in the 
case of some vaudeville broadcasts, the French transmissions on wavelengths 
audience is not permitted to applaud comprised between 40-60 metres. They 

are respectively the sixth harmonic of the artists. This principle, has been Bordeaux-Lafayette (50.7 m.) and the adopted from the theatre, where clapping th harmonic of Poste Parisien (65.6 rn). is only allowed at the end ofan act. 
- Proposed Short-wave Broadcast from Rio de 

,_,.' 90-kw. French Statien 
N the course of an official address Janeiro 

EVERY 
evening at 10 p.m. G.M.T.Minister I recently given at Paris, the French 

of Posts and Telegraphs stated the Imprensa Naçional of Brazil 
broadcasts through PRAB, Rio de that a new broadcasting bill will not be 
Janeiro, on 31.58 m., a News Bulletin i 

" introduced before 1933. In the mean- 
' a' time, no steps will be taken to suspend in English, French, Spanish, and 

Portuguese. Following this broadcast the broadcasts of privately-owned trans- 
on alternate evenings, a short musical mitters. Work on the proposed new 

stations at Lilie, Marseilles; Thourie and programme sponsored by the Radio Club 
of Brazil may be heard. Nice is to be begun without further 

, delay. According to supplementary- 
German Long-distance Wireless Inter- hut unofficial-information the Frencis 

view State intends to install a 90-kiowatter 
r 

'J'IIE first long-distance wireless inter. . at Lyons and to erect at Paris and 
view carried out by the German . Toulouse two high-power stations of 

t 
broadcasting stations recently, took at least 120 kilowatts. 
place between Berlin and Batavia Radio Under Difficulties 
(Java) on the occasion of tise arrival SEE the British Trade Exhibition at the Dutch East Indies of Wolfgang Von Copenhagen has resulted in a few 

i Gronau, on his flying trip around the good orders for Britain, including the' 
world. Radio-telephony communication 

. . 

-i- spectacular one for 10,000 cycles.' 
was established vie Neuen (Germany) lin experimental radio station has leen built on the limbs Well, that's, a lot of "bikes" to be 
and Bandoeng (Java) on the 15-metre 

- band. As the interview took place sí a barren tree where two lads of Oakland, Calif.. are seen on the roads of Denmark, but 
I wonder hosv our wireless firms found 

- 

- towards midday, the two-way con- making observations 
laboratory 

in scientific radio experiments. The 
is 23h. above the ground and is approached business. Denmark is in a good posi. 

versation was registered on wax records, 
and re-broadcast during the evening by steps which the boys built on the tree. The ingenious tion regarding radio and I should think 

hours in the improvised C good many sets ought to have been 
programme through all German trans- tisungsters work after school 

station, which overlooks Lake Merritt, in Oakland. sold. H.R.H. the Prince of Wales has a 
mitters. distinctly happy way of creating business 

New Austrian High-power Station 
\JORK has now been started on the aerial 

VV installation of the Bisamberg (Vienna) 
super-power station. The result of the 
experiments is being anxiously awaited, 
as it is of a novel design. The station 
will be equipped with two lattice towers, 
of whieh one will serve as aerial, its opposite 
number being used as a reflector to secure 
better radiation in the western part of 
Austria. Such a beam effect should prove 
favourable to the reception of the Austrian 
programmes in the British Isles. 
4o Applause for German Broadcasting 

INTERESTING & TOPICAL 
I PARAGRAPHS 

recitals of gramophone records at lesser 
power are given every week-day between 
11.30 am. and 130 p.m. G.M.T., and 
occasionally iii 'the early evening hours. 
Announcements are made alternately in 
German and French. The calls heard are: 
Hier der Versuchsender L'uxensburg and 
Ici Luxembourg Expérimental. 

BUILT BY EMBRYO SCIENTISTS 

special hail in which the audience, between 
performances, may hear relays of foreign 
wireless broadcasts. 
Checking Radio Piracy in Canada 

THE Canadian authorities are taking 
stern measures to deal with radio 

pirates. No dealer is permitted to effect the, 
sale of a wireless receiver to any customer 
unless the latter can prove his possession of a 
licence for the current year. The penalty 
for using a radio set without authority 
is a fine of fifty dollars or, at the discretion 
of the judge, three nionths imprisonment. - 

French Short-wave Stations' Harmonics 
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FITTING A F'ICK-UP . 

An Informative Article, Explaining the Variòus Pitfalls, and How to Eliminate .j 
Defects in Reproductioii. 

PLAYING records through the wireless- 5 
. 

set by the aid of an electrìcal pick.up . . - 

is becoming more and more popular 
. 

. f 

every day. Certainly the electrical method . 
'7COj'reCI. /?e,/orrlon 

j 

of reproducing the records is far in advance _-. . . 

of the old sound box and tone-arm, which . #Sflrab/ 75e Lo 

was, of course, operated on a more or less . . 

t 

mechanical basis. . 
. 

. Miuntìfig Boa 

If the set already has provision for a 
pick-up----that is to say, terminals or 
jack connections on the outside of the 
cabinet-it will be an easy matter to fit up 
the extra parts that are necessary. Firstly, 
a gramophone pick-up of good manufacture, 
complete with carrier arm, must be pur- 
chased, and secondly a turntable with 
motor combined. Where the mains are 
available one of the good electrical turn- 
tables should be chosen. Better still, if 
the mains are AC., obtain one of the 
latest constant speed induction motors, 

- ,E 

4, 

r 

I - 
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+ stortthe.jrePUt1 Mounting the Pick-up - - 

Fig. i -How Vojl-s anode current and save the high- When screwing the carrier aren on to the 
j , Ji j i h e Pic/-p Ngqat,Ve tension battery. Bias is used mounting board, make quite sure that the 

a ¿ o g r a in 'r;d ß( to prevent the pick-up output following points have been taken into 
switch. overloading the valve. Bút, consideration. One of these is the beìght - 

- j 

which are quite inexpensive. One of the - 
advantages of this type of motor is that 

Fig. 2.-Correct and incorrect methods its speed is independent of the supply 
the voltage; it is governed by the frequency mounting pick-up. 

of the current. The voltage of the mains 
accountS of the lack of bias to the valve. 

fluctuates fairly considerably; the fre- In a - set lsaving a low-frequency stage, 
quency is, however, absolutely constant. where the detector feeds the power valve, 
Where the current is D.C., one of the the connection should be made to the,grid 
many universal motors will be quite circuit of the detector 
suitable. If the marna cannot be utilized, valve (see Fig. 1). One f 
a good double spring clockwork motor can side of the pick-up--or, 
be fitted, or even an existing motor and rather, one of the lea 
tierntable from an old machine may be 
adapted. A volume control will be the 
only other necessity if one is not already 
incorporated in the pick:up itself. This 
should be wired between the two pick-up 
leads, and will have to be a high-resistance 
potentiometer of approximately 100,000 
ohms. - 

Internal Wiring of the Set for a Pick-up 
Several methods have been used for the 

fitting of a gramophone pick-up to a set, 
some being cheaper than others, It is 
possible to get results if one side of the 
pick-up is connected to one end of the grid 
leak, which is joined to the detector valve, 

- the other lead of the pick.up being con- 
nected to low-tension negative, although 
generally this is not quite good enough 
and usually distortion is noticeable on 

- 

Fig. 3.-Pick-up correctly lifted 

Radio 
in relation to axis of rotation of 

record. 

(ini ,. -is wired to the grid terminal 
detector swilch P De,ector of the valve-holder; 

. Valve the other lead is connected to 6ramoa grid bias negative. Pick-ups 
generate about i volt, so a bias 
of 1 volts is suitable. In some 
cases the grid bias may be 
altered to 3 volts, or any tap- 

-' ping, provided the increase does 

Ii 

of- - 

owing to the fact that the succeeding stages 
will have to handle the amplified voltage, 
it is necessary to fit a volume control. 

A variable resistance is not considered 
good enough, for if one was shunted 
across the pick-up leads the top notes are 
bound to be lost, and the result would be bad 
distortion. The proper method, as before 
stated, is to use a potentiometer. Connect 
the two end terminals of the potentio- 
meter across the pick-up leads, one of which 
also goes to grid bias negative. The- 
slider of the potentiometer is then con- 
nected tp the grid of the valve. 

When making provision or the switch, 
enabling the i-adiograns. or the set to 
be used alternatively, make sure-and this 
is a very important point-that when 
the radio part of the set is switched on, the 
grid lead to the valve from the grid leak is 
as short as possible, for in some sets, 
especially those of the mains variety, a 
hum may be introduced. The switch 
should not be more than two or three 

L inches from the grid terminal of the valve- 
holder, and the best placo is at the back 
of the set, immediately behind the detector 
valve. A three-point switch is required 
of good manufacture, as stoutly made as 
possible, to obtain the highest efficiency; 
the connections are shown in Fig. 1. lia 
some cases a hum occurs due to the inter- 
action of the pick-up leads, and this may - 
be cured by using shielded cable, the 
casing of which must be earthed. In fact, 
it is preferable to earth the metal parts of - 
the pick-up itself, together with the 
carrier arm; in some instruments. an 
earthing terminal is provided on the 
pick.up. Long leads between a rick-up 
and the amplifier are always to be avoided. 
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time and my log of D X (long distance) Y the way, have you tried for any of bringing in W2XAD (Schenectady) on 
stations has grown very rapidly. Whilst the American medium-wave stations 19.56 metres, Rome on 25.4 metres and 
trying out a simple Det.-2 L.F. sot last this winter yet? With conditions as they Moscow REM on 45.38 metres at good 
Sunday evening I found no difficulty in were until to-day there should be nodifficulty speaker streiigth during a ten minutes 

-bringing in forty-odd stations at really in receiving two or three of them if you feel "run-round." 

L - - '. - 

The B.B.0 and Short Waves. 
¡N opening the Manchester Radio Exhibi. 

tion Mr. Whitley, Chairman of the 
B.B.C., said he regretted the faet that 

although his Corporation were doing their 
best to transmit short.wave programmes 
to our colonies very few British Manu. 
facturers were doing their share by building 
receivers which could be used on the short, 
as well as on the normal broadcast, wave- 
lengths. It is therefore of interest to note 
the introduction, by Messrs. Faraday All. 
wave Wireless, Ltd., of a four-range super. 
heterodyne which operates equally well on 
wavelengths from 15-60 metres as it does 
on longer waves. The set is made in two 
models for A.C. .and D.C., and in a recent 
test of an A.C. model I found it extremely 
sensitive besides being as easy to tune as 
the average "family" broadcast receiver. 
I am not aware whether or not a battery 
model is available, but that would seem to 
be very desirable to many of our colonial 
cousins. 

Winter Time - 

Imentioned in these notes a few weeks 
ago that reception conditions looked like 

being very good this winter. Since then 
- we have put back our clocks to "sun" 

good speaker strength. The strength of 
many of the European transmitters was so 
great that it was necessary to make good 
use of the volume control. Notable among 
these were Prague, Langenberg, Beromün- 
ster, Rome, Stockholm, Moscow, Bucharest, 
Poste-Parisen, Breslau, Ililversum and 
Fécamp, in order of wavelengths. In 
passing it is rather interesting to notice 
that the eleven stations mentioned are 
situated in nine different countries. 
Frequency Separation 

QNE might suggest that in view ofithe fact 
that all high-power European stations 

are allowed a 9-Kilocycle separation there 
should be little trouble from heterodyning. 
It must be remembered, though, that 
9 kilocycles is the niinimum separation 
permissible without a heterodyne note 
being produced. And some transmitters 
apparently find it difficult to keep exactly 
to their allotted frequency; in fact, reports 
of the International Radio Bureau at 
Geneva show that not a few Continentals 
deviate from their proper frequency by 
no less than 4 Kilocycles. In such cases 
interference is inevitable and we listeners 
can do nothing to overcome it. 
Receiving America 

inclined to sit up until after midnight. 
My experience shows that it is little use 
trying for America before the zero hour 
because, even if the stations have begun 
their transmissions, they do not get across 
with sufficient strength to be heard through 
the numerous Europeans. The Americans 
usually come in at pretty decent strength, 
but it is little use sitting up to listen for 
them unless conditions are good. As a 
general guide you can take -it that on 
evenings when the Continental stations 
are coming in well your time will not be 
wasted in trying for America. 

Atmäspherics - . - 

SINCE writing the above three paragraphs 
(yesterday) there has been rather a 

change in conditions. Atmospherics ha've 
suddenly made a nuisance of themselves so 
that when going "round the dials" this 
evening I found DX work very trying. On the 
long-wave band good reception of any other 
thanthe super power stations was impossible. 
When I turned to the medium waves 
atmospherics were (as is usual) somewhat 
less severe, but even there I was still 
troubled by a few "grinders." Short 
waves, below 50 metres, were scarcely 
affected at all, and I had no difficulty in 

The correct tracking,of the pick-up is the record will be lost. In Fig. 4 is a wiped off with a rag. As soon as any signs of 
an important point, and care should be scratch eliminator having a variable re- corrosionappear,removetheterminalscrews, 
taken when screwing down to the mounting sistance and a series fixed condenser scrape the corroded parts bright, and rub 
board. Most manufacturers supply a across the pick-up. over with fine emery paper. There will be no 
template to indicate the best position for A very simple adaptor which is designed fear of corrosion taking place on the terminals 
the pivot point of the arm to give good for making provision in a set for a pick-up if they are kept well greased with va-seine. 
tracking. It should be fitted so that the is illustrated in Fig. 5. It consiste of a Corrosion is a direct means of resistance, 
needle track when swung inwards will come bakelite base, similar to a valve-holder, and will, when 2-volt valves are used, cause 
to a position about one-sixteenth of an with four valve societe; the filament and a drop in voltage which will bring about 
inch in front of the front edge of the- plate sockets are connected internally to filament starvation. 

iContinued from Roun the' World of Wireless (page '320 

the needle out of upright-i.e., it should 
r be. at right-angles to the surface when 

viewed from the direction of travel of the 
record. Even if the boss of the arm is only 
a small amount out-too high nr too low- 
it will force the needle to press on one side 
of the grooves of the records and cause wear 
nd bad reproduction (see Fig. 2). This 

should not be confused with the needle 
angle when looking across the record; 
this angle should be 60 degrees. Some 
makers supply packing rings to pises 
under the boss of the carrier arm, but 
these can easily be made of wood or ebonite 
if necessary. 

wiring in the fPick-iìup 
set, especially 
from the main 
current leads 
to the motor. 
- Some pick-ups suffer from 
too much top note response, 
which causes a high-pitched 
needle scratch to be strongly 
pronounced. A scratch filter 

- 
must be shunted across the 

Ill 
pick-up leads; it must be F 
understood, however, that if adaptar! this high needle scratch is 
cut out, so also certain of the top notes of I 

- 

of free side move- grid is completely disconnected from the 

- 

o Cg ment; any friction internal wiring of the receiver, and to this 
- û ruts - wjil cause the side I the slider of the volume control is con- 

- - walls of the grooves 
I 
nected; the other lead from the pick-up 

0f Va Ive of the records to be 
I goes to the grid bias battery. 

00 worn. Tightness is 
sometimes due to very thick flex leads 

through holes in the mounting 

___ Accumulator Cleanliness - "ç19Ris no need for an accumulator passing 
board, causing draI1 a "messy" object. It should 

a be kept clean. 
Filter 

the carrier aros. Thin wire When fresh from O 

»fratch 
is quite suitable, and will 

- 

t h e charging 
Fig. 4.-Circait for eliminating scratch, give freely if it is coiled 

into miniature springs station, any acid 

of the turntable. This height will tend to-i where it leaves the aran 
' 

spray which may 
______ hrvc collected on alter the angle of the arm; even if the 

I 
Keep the leads the top of the con tracking has been set correctly it will,- if as far as pos- tamer should b8 the arm is of the cranked patterd, throw i 
sible from other 

S 

- - ¿ 
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To (,r,d motor spindle (see pins on the undersid, but the grid socket 
ßia, Negative Fig. 3). The pick- is left free. When the adaptor is interposed 

up must be capable between the detector and its holder, the 
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_________________________________________ 
th: 

Fig. 1.-Pictorial diagram showing alterations required Io effect automatic or "free" grid bias. 
the 

type, requiring a grid-bias voltage of from connected in series with the high tension j to 1 volts. When the high-tension negative lead, the voltage drop across it 
battery is brand new the above disad- is dependent on the high tension current.5 
vantages do not always apply, because -a Thus, when the battery is new and at 
suitable and accurate bias voltage can maximum voltage, the high tension current 
generally be found. But as the HT. consumption will be at maximum. In 
battery gradually runs down and its voltage consequence, the voltage drop across the 

resistance (which is, in effect, the grid-bias 
voltage) will be at its highest figure. But 

1ÌJ/ /<> 
'n 

---- - 

- 

.1 . 

to one side of the fixed resistance and to 
the "GB.-" terminal, a wire then being 
taken from the other end of the resistance 
to terminal "HT-" A i mfd. bypass 
condenser is wired in parallel with the 
biasing resistance. - 

Correct Value of Resistance 
The only factor which remains to be 

considered is the value of the G.B. resis- 
tance. This depends upon the total anode 
consumption of the set and upon the grid. 
bias voltage required. If a milliammeter is 
not available foi- measuring the - anode 
current, the latter figure can be found by 
making reference to the maker's instruction 
sheet for each valve and adding together 
the currents taken by each. In looking up 
these particulars, one must remember that 
the figure required is that of the current 
consumption when the valve is operating 
at the maximum voltage of the high tension 
battery. As an example, suppose that tho 
first valve is a Cossor 215 SG., the second 

'a Cosser 210 HL., and the third a Cossor 
230 PT., and that HT. is derived from a 
100-volt battery. The anode and screen 
current of the first valve will be about 
2 milliamps, the anode current of the 
second about i milliamp, and of the third 
8 milliamps. 

Grid Bias Battery Unsatisfactory 
Of course, a grid bias battery is cheap 

and only requires very occasional renewal, 
so you might say, "Why scrap it in favour 
of some other system?" The point is that 
the grid bias battery is no really satis- 
factory, principally because its voltage 
cannot be regulated in any smaller steps 
than l volts. This is hot always a great 
disadvantage when dealing with a power 
valve requiring a grid-bias voltage of 9 
volts or so, but when the valve is one of 
the newer high-efficiency pentodes taking 
a grid-bias voltage of only about 3, a 
vast difference in performance is apparent 
when an alteration of l volts is made. 
The same thing applies, only with greater 
force, when dealing with a "first L.F." 
valve which is usually of the HL. or L. 

drops, .the grid-bias voltage should be 
reduced by a proportionate amount. As 
we have seen, such a gradual reduction is 
impossible and we bave to effect a com- 
promise. This usually resulte in the tone 
of reproduction suffering-as all readers 
will have observed after the HT. battery 
has been in use for some time-or in 
excessive HT. current consumption by 
the L.F. amplifying valves. Both condi- 
tions are undesirable and shorten the 
useful life of the high tension battery. 

Advantages of Automatic Bias 
Now when we use automatic bias, such 

as I referred to in the opening paragraph, 
the grid-bias voltage is always maintained 
at the exactly correct figure, whatever the 
state or voltage of the high tension supply. 

The reason is that as the resistance is 

as the high tension battery runs down and 
its voltage falls off, the current consumption 
of the set will also be reduced and this will 
in turn effect a proportionate reduction in 
grid-bias voltage. This is clearly an ideal 
state of affairs. 

Obtaining Automatic Bias 
The alterations required to a set in ordec 

to obtain free or automatic grid buis aro 
illustrated in the sketches Figs. i and 2. 
Fig. i refers to a receiver having a single 
grid bias tapping, and it will be seen that 
the only additional components required 
area fixed resistance and a i mfd. condenser. 
The grid bias battery and its connecting. 
wires are removed entirely; tho negative 
HT. lead from the battery is taken from 
its usual terminal on the set and connected 

J- 

FOR BATTERY SETS 
work on Ehe 

This Article Gives all the Practical Information Necessary to 
Enable You to Obtain Automatic Grid Biás for Any Kin4 

of Battery-operated Rceiver. 

- By FRANK PRESTON, F.R.A. 

PRACTICALLY every mains receiver 
its bias supply "auto-- ' obtains grid 

matically," the actual bias potential 
- 7 

. being that caused by the voltage drop ,'. - 

across a resistance inserted in the HT. i 'L 

negative circuit. This method is fool- - N 
proof and eminently satisfactory, but appa. 
rently very few designers have thought of - 

applying it to battery-fed receivers. There - - 
is certainly no snag in the arrangement, - - . 

either theoretically or practically, and the - . .. . 

writer hts employed it for some time past I ... 

with every satisfaction. - 
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the output valve, the combined resiatanee - 
of RI and R2 should be equal to that of a Fig. 3.-Arrongemeni for variable bias voltage. 

1- 

value of the resistance is more dependent 
upon this than upon the other valves in the 
set. It is, therefore, possible to give 
a table of resistance values suitable 
for use with a number of different types 
of output valves. The figures given 
below have been calculated on the assump- 
tion that the total anode current con- 
sumption of the other valves is 3 milliamps. 

Valve. Resistance. 
Cossor 215 p. 700 ohms. 

220 P. 800 ohms. 
220 P.A. 500 ohms. 
230 X.P. 750 ohms. 
230 P.T. 1,000 ohms. 
P.M. 2. 150 ohms. 
P.M. 2A. 500 ohms. 
P.M. 254 1,000 ohms. 

Mazda- P. 220 1,000 ohms. 
P. 220A. 850 ohms.. 
P. 240 1,000 ohms. 

- Six-Sixty 220 P. 1,200 ohms. 
220 PA. 700 ohms. 

I 220 RP. 600 ohms. 
240 s_P. 750 ohms. 

When More than One G.B. Tapping is 
Required 

Figure 2 shows the arrangement of bias- 
ing resistances when snore than a singlo 
G.B. tapping is required. Resistances 
Rl and R2, being connected in series, act 
in the same manner as the single resistance 
shown in Figure 1, and, therefore, the grid 
bias potential applied to tapping "GB-l" 
is that developed across both Rl and R2. 
Thus, assuming that "GB-l" supplies 

must have a resistance equal to the differ- 
ence betwuen that given in the table and 
Rl. Resistance R3 is for decoupling N E X T W E E K! 
purposes only and may be of any value from - * 

20,000 ohms to 250,000 ohms. Two Special 8.page Photogravure 
1 mfd. condensers arc used to bypass HF. f 

currents and to prevent L.F. instability, Supplement of the ARGUS - 

THREE! 

- - '--.-.- -.-- 

II 

OMETOER 

Fig. 2.-Arrangement of biasing resistances when more than one GB. tapping is required. 

This gives a total of 11 milhiamps and as 
the pentodo requires a grid bias voltage 
of approximately 10, the resistance should 
have a valuo in thousands of ohms of 
10 divided by Il, or just under 1,000 
ohms. Actually a 1000 ohm resistance would 
serve the purpose quite vell because the 
exact value is not critical since the resis- 
tance is very largely self-compensating. 
As in nearly all cases the power valve is the 
principal consumer of HT. current, the 

single resistance as shown in the above 
table. The negative potential applied 
to" G.B.-2,5' however, is that developed 
across Rl alone and, therefOre, by choosing 
an appropriate value of resistance any 
desired voltage can be obtained. This 
may be calculated as explained above, but 
for nearly every "L" or "ILL." valve 
used for the first low-frequency stage a 
value of from 250 to 350 ohms will prove 
satisfactory. It will be clear that R2 

Increasing the Input from a Pick-up 
yJITH some receivers it is difficult to 

VV obtain sulficient L.F. amplification 
for gramophone reproduction, especially 
in those circuits in which two low-amplifi- 
cation RC. stages are used or, alternatively, 
where there is only one low-ratio transfor- 
mer followed by a super-power output, and 
when the pick-up itself is rather insensitive. 

it is often possible to boost up the input 
from the pick-up by inserting a step-up 
transformer between the pick-up and the 
input terminais or sockets on the set. 

Use a goodmake of L.F. transformer of 
1-4 ratio and connect it between the pick-sip 
and the first L.F, stage of the amplifier. 
Join the primary across the pick-up, and 
the secondary to tise grid and grid bias 
negative of the L.F. valve. An appreciable 
increase in magnification can be obtained 
by this method without any noticeable 
falling off in tone. 

A variable bias voltage, such as is required 
for a variable-mu S.G. valve, can be obtained 
just as easily as a fixed one by the method 
shown in Figure 3. Here the fixed bias 
resistance of Figure 1 has been replaced 
by a potentiometer from which a fixed 
resistance is obtained by connecting to the 

two outer terminals. This fixed resistance 
(which inust, of course, be of approxi- 
niately correct value), provides grid bias 
for the output valve, through terminal 
"G.B.-1," but the centre terminal (Con- 
nected to slider) is made to supply a vari- 
able G.m voltage to terminal" GB-2." 

As before, a decoupling resistance (R3), 
is employed as well as two i mfd bypass 
condensers. it is essential that the con- 
denser associated with the GB. circuit 
of the variable-mu valve should be of a 
non-inductive pattern. - 

I 
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: 

fl1 DETAILS OFTEN OVERLOOKED 
Attention to the Little Points Dealt With in This Artide 

- will Give Your Set a Professional Finish 

I itightened, thus interfering with the clear- 
= By : anee between the fixed and moving vanes. 

W. H. DELLER 
- 

j 

When working single-handed, it is not an 
easy matter, with a hand drill that is to say, 

- 

- to judge if one is drilling square with the 
work. Here is a useful hint. During 

basebord with the spindle end bearing important cutting operations, arrange a 
against the panel at an angle of 45 degrees small mirror nearby in which one can see 
when looking downwards. This will that the drill is kept upright (sea Fig. 1). 

scratch a clear line at the correct centre The same method as that adopted for 
-' height (see Fig. 4). From- this mark a I squaring up the spindles of condensers 

further line is made above itou the vertical might also be used for setting such 
j line for the centre of the escutcheon hole,- items as ganged coils; in fact, if the same 
- this distance usually being given by the piece of card is used as a gauge behind the 

manufacturers. The spindle hole is drilled knobs of all controls ori the panel, uni- 
and the escutcheon hole cut out with a formity of clearance will result. - 

r Nòvember5th, 1932 - PRACTICAL '1IRELESS .325 - 

way to obtain the vertical height direct, upright. Failure in this 
is to remove the control knob from the direction je liable to distort Fig. 4.-Scribing the position of the condenser spindle 
spindle, and draw the condenser along the the condenser when the nut is with the spindle it sell. 

! 

Fig. 1.-Use a 'small mirror lo make fretsaw or by drilling a series of small holes 
sure that the drill is &ept vertical. close together (Fig.' 2), removing the corro- Concerning Screws 

! ' 1T is the rule rather th 
gatj08 with a suitable file. Now tempor- Such items that are enclosed in moulded 

an the exception arily fix the escutcheon and iass the con- eases are usually provided with two or 
. to see what might have been a well I denser spindle through the oie provided more fixing lugs. In the majority of cases 

made set spoiled by inattention to 
J 

in the panel, bringing the scale to within the screw holes are intended for round 
usually considered trivial items. By close 

i I 

headed screws. This type should be used 
attention to details, particularly in the SERIES OF SMALL HOLES where the holes are not finished to acoom- 

. initial stages of construction, a set can be TOUCHING EACH OTHER modate flush fitting screws. The taper 
produced. the workmanship of hich any- 

i \ ' CENTRAL HEIGHT OF aring against the sharp edge of the hole 
under the head of a countersunk screw 

' One may well be proud. 

' 
How often does one or more components 

i 

1 CUTCHEON HOLE is liable to split the lug of the moulding 

i the wirg partly, if not completly, REQRED ' fixing screws should be such that they 
finished, owg to lack of foresight in the 

ES 

comfortably fit the bolee, and for referesce 
have to be shifted on the baseboard, with DIAM 1 HOLE _ _ , 

.1 when tightening. The diameter of the 

placing of ierhape a variable condenser, an CENTRAL HEIGHT OF 
the following list of small hole diameters 

I ' error which becomes apparent only whenthe CONDENSER SPINDLE and corresronding sizes of wood screws 

' 
set i ready to go into the cabinet. Upon ' 

that will fit them with reasonable 
. trying it, it is found that there is an in- -- - i3 --------- ( accuracy will be found handy from time 

sufficient length of spindle projec{ing to ° tOrSe. l-16h. diam., No. 00 ; 3-32m. 
I comfortably accommodate the tuning knob. TOP OF BASEBOARD BOTTOM OF PANEL diam., No. 2 ; fin. diam., No. 5 ; 5.32hs. 

Byacarefulpreliininarystudyoftheparts ----------- J ---- diam., No. 7; and3-lflin. diam,No. 9. 

' and cabinet, snags such as this are easily j ' 

Bearing in mind the fact that the 
I . avoided and the following hints will be help- 

! 

moulded parts are dam- 
ful in overcoming them. After all, corn CONDENSER SPINDLE ageable, wood screws 
ponents are one of the main items of Fig. 2.-(obove)-How to 'should be inserted 

I_ ' expenditure and are worthy of being cui large holes - PANEL square with the holes, 
I fitted decently into position. These notes, Fig. 3.-(right)-A card- I // 

and for easy starting a 
therefore, should prove of interest to home board washer (removed __________ 

_________ 
hole must first be made 

I constructors in general, but perhaps more ajier fixing) will ensure 

\:EARDBOARD 
bradawl. With some 
in the wood with a. 

so to those entering the field of radio. that the knob is correctly 

Fitting Variable Condensers mounted. 
_______ WASH ER components, an ordin- 

' Variable condensers of the baseboard . - 

ary bradawl is not 

mounting type, such as that shown, require l-32m f the back face of 
suThciently long in the 

carefully fittmg. First see that the panel is window. Before screwing the condenser handle fouling part of the moulding. A handy 
the 'escutcheon blade to mark the baseboard owing to the 

. . 
absolutely vertical in relation to the base- 
board, or where a chassis is employed, see down, make sure that it is laying square tool for marking such holes can be made by 

' 
that the platform portion when in its tolti- 

with the panel. A good way of domg this 
i 

driving a steel knitting needle min a file han- 

mate position lies square with the front is to pass a piece of card a little larger 
i 

die (Fig. 5). Wheretan all metal chassis form 

I 

of the cabinet. This is rather important, as than the diameter of the knob5 with a hole of construction is adopted, component.s will 

the back of the control knob, to look smart, in the centre, over , be fitted with metal thread screws and 
- 

should clear the panel or front board by the condenser spindle. . nuts. These should be long enough to 

not more than 1.32hs., and it is fairly The knob on being include a nut arid washer, and where cut- 

(: 
obvious that any considerable error in this pushed ois to the ting to length is required, st had best 

respect will be clearly visible: Where a 
spindle so as to Press : be done before fitting. 

panel forms the front of the completed set, the card against the '' . , Small screws 

a vertical line is scribed on the back of the panel will have the " caribe eut with 

panel at a distance from one edge corres- effect of swmgmg the 
ponding with the intended position of the condenser in lue for 

centre of the control knob, and a short fixing (Fsg. 3). 

horizontal line is made, measuring up The necessary hole for 
from the surface of the baseboard, at an panel mounting condensers, 
equivalent height of that from the base should, to provide a, rigid 
to the centre of the condenser spindle. A fixing, be a fairly neat fit 

k, 

well-definedcentre for drillizgis made with on the threaded bush. When 
the point of the scriber at the junction of drilling same in the panel, care - - 

these lines. Another, and perhaps a simpler hould be taken to keep the drill 
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being ground or filed to suit the slots Fig 6.-Correct shape of the screws used. Fig. 6 shows 
of screwdriver end. the correct shape. A chisel pointed 

screwdriver is very liable - --- 
to slip out of the slot, 

CLEAN 
Hj_. and most certainly raises -- 

- 

- 

DRILL 
HOLE the edges of the slot, as 

shoivn in Fig. 7. . 

When fixing wood- 
work together with F 8-Drill sg. screws, as illustrated in aring Fig. 8, always drill a 

o1e in tise clearance hole m tho board top board to clear the. 
- shank of the screw. This 

is most important with 

F: -7-I élearance. g. . In the case of a control knob 
P 

. which rotates too easily, either - -'- PLY SECTION through the weight of the :::. 
H D 

moving body or simpiy 
::::::::::--.: zt.-_ through a -had fitting, 

the control may be im- 
proved by cutting a 
washer of thick felt and 

Fig. 9.-If. the putting. this over the 
screw is too tight spindle before attaching 
a fit, sections of the knob. By suitably 
the three-ply will adjusting the thicknevs 

be forced out, of the felt, a good easy 
movement may be ob- 

i. . tamed. 

r- 
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plywood, as screws inserted near the edge 
will force out little sections of ply on 
alternate layers. See Fig. 9. Milled 
head terminal nuts should not be 

KNITTING NEEDI. tightened with pliers. This point must be 
watched particularly on valve holders, as 

Fig. 5.-A handy marker. the metal dust created is liableto 
SCREWDRIVER iNCORRECT settle man unnoticedorinaccessible 

sharp cutting pliers or wire cutters, BLADE CORRECT NOTE RAISED position and provide a source of 
and larger ones sawn. To rectify 
any damage to the threads, cut the EDGES trouble. 

Holes in metal through which 
unwanted part off with the nut a'i 

,," 
leads pass should be slightly 

screwed on beyond the cutters, 
- 

SCREWHEAD countersunk on each side to 
and after filing the end of the SCIwW SÇNEWHEAD remove any raw edges which may 
slightly, remove the nut and clean / chafe the insulation. Finally, make 
out the thread, Two or three 

- 

sure that all controls work sweetly 
screwdrivers should be included and spindles which pass through 
in the tool kit, the blade end II cabinet work really have sufficient 

a,qss CLAMP2 OFP. SAW CUTS 
,- -- [r'] 

- 

CLEARAPOCE HQL 

- 

5 PwCES ESOPO/TE 
HHHUHHHH csø ,-i vice qpy A /ithshed short-wave coil, ready 

a.R. 5OT 't , a IJUUUUUDD SIoT5 5.4WEQ To SUIT yj/Rg for mounting. 

Details of a useful former for short-wave coils. 

many wireless enthusiasts along the former, u.s the number of turns wire on former can then be spaced the AGOOD 
still use the "plug-in" type of is increased to accommodate the necessary proper distance apart to take slotted strips. 
coil, which, apart from the slight width of coil. Five pieces of in. ebonite One of the five strips is then slipped in a 

inconvenience attached to changing coils, are sawn off (any spare pieces will suit), horioontai position in one of the spaces on 
is still considered by some to be the best. about lin, wide. Cut five strips 12m, long, former. it is then turned up on its edge 
rho accompanying sketch shows an easily clamp them in a vice, a.nd with two blades and pressed up until the wires fill the slots, 
made former for - the construction of the of same length in the hacksaw frame, which and the other pieces of ebonite are now 
necessary coils for short-wave work. Coils gives the necessary width to hold the wire, inserted in positions shown. A little liquid 

- 
made by this method are very rigid and cut the right number of slots, lin, deep, glue is applied to slots in the ebonite and 
efficient. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and so on, and then cut the the whole is left to harden On the outside 

The former is constructed of a piece of necessary lengths off. - bolt and clamp being withdrawn and the 
cardboard tube, about 6m, long and 2in. inside one loosened, the coil can be slid off 
outside diameter, on which are mounted 16 WindIng the Coil former, which can be used for another coil. 
strips of plywood, 3116m. or tin. thick and The wire is bent and fastened under America, Moscow, Geneva, Madrid, Lis- 
lin, wide and 2hin. long, by means of liquid clamp and the nut tightened at the start of bon, and a few other stations, which could 
glue (ss sold in tubes). At A an extra coil. It is then wound round to the not be identified, have been recently 
strip is fastened, and in it is bored a series required number of turns and passed under received with a combination of these coils on 
of small holes, through which the bolts and the inner clamp and nut tightened. Wire a straight Det. and 2 L.F. Reinarts receiver. 
alamos are held. The inside bolt is shifted is then cut with a piece to spare. The The finished coils are about 3hs. diameter. 

L __ _ 

SIMPLE FORMER FOR SHORT-WAVE COILS 
STRIPS OFLY WOOD - 

/. 2.3.4.5 P/icES ) .. co - 

EBOPIITE ¡PI POSIT/Oil / 
. s TO CARRY WIRE / - . - - - - -. .... -, 

- 

- 
PITE 
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of an 

4CH 

 GB. 
647TERY 

by the ordinary experimenter is a 
snilliameter. It is possible, how- 
ever, with the aid of this instru- 
ment to make quite a good arrange- 
ment which will enable the 
tests mentioned in the opening 
lines to be carried out, and 
which will, at the same time, / 
prove very interesting to j 
use. 

The Principles 
Befóre giving a descrip. 

tion of the apparatus it 
will be necessary te 
discuss a little wireless 
theory, in order that 
_7 -------- 

- get the fine -readings necessary to dis- 
the functions of the tinguish between certain types of coil, 
instrument may be and it may, therefore, be advisable to pur- 
better understood. It chase a special meter. A maximum reading 

- has already been shown of 5 milhiamps would prove most useful, 
m articles in these 
pages how a detector ai fuis uf page 331.) - 

/t11T EÑ'7ì'1 #/--T -. -HT 4. MOETOER. 
r 

i11Ui Ii: Ll4 UI lI huh Ill 

f 

I - -!:::-::-' - - 

LiT up, and the majority of the necessary 
parts will no doubt be found in the 
average junk box." A valve-holder, 

.000 - piece of ebonite, terminals, and a 
milliameter comprise the total list of 
parts, and the valve and batteries 
may be obtained from the household 
broadcast set. The connections are 
clearly shown, and in order to get 
the best from the test; it is preferable 
to choose a valve of the LP. type, as 
this will give a higher current reading 
than the H.P. or detector types. The 

I-IT milliameter should have a fairly 
arr&y low maximum reading in - órdor - 

Fsg. I-The arrangement 
than small differences in anode 

I current may be easily discernible. [f 
described in I/zss artscic. the instrument at present in your possession 
with the theoreticalcjrcuit. is of the high-reading type, you will not 

NO doubt many listeners have often 
wished they had some simple 
way of testing coils, aerials, earths, 

etc., so that all doubt could be removed 
as to whether such-and-such a coil was 
better than the one at present in use. 
Obviously, elaborate circuits for measuring 
the HF. resistance, inductance, self- 
capacity, etc., are out of reason for the 
average man, and it is almost certain that 
the most expenilve instrument owned 

- .... -- valve works, and when dea1hi with 
anode-bend detection it was explamed A Simple Method or Testing that when a carrier wave was received 

Î the Comparative Efficiency the anode current rose. The curve, 
Fig. 2, shows why this is, and it will 

of DifferentTypes of Tuningbe obvious that the greater the strength 
Coils . . of the received carrier the greater the 

- 
¡ increase in anode current. it is assumed, 

By W J DELANEY of course, that bottom bend and not top 
- i bend rectification is referred to. Now, 

'_ -. . the parts of a receiver which are relied 
upon to bring the carrier wave to 
the detector valve are the aerial, 
tuning circuit and earth, and, obvious- 
ly, the better this complete circuit is 
the greater will be the signal passed 
on. This, then, provides us with the 
principle upon which we may make up 
our tester. 
The Apparatus 

Fig. i shows a pictorial view of a 
yery simple piece of apparatus which 
will only take an hour or so to make 

'I 

-_1 
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terminal of the choke. distortion. M any resistance and condenser to prevent motor-boating. 

--------------------- 

,\ 

of the other circuits needs de.coupling. 
The most likely offender is the output 

stage. The fitting of an output filter will 
almost certainly cure "motor-boating." 
The ifiter consiste of a 2 mfd. condenser 
and an iron-cored choke. The circuit and 
method of connecting is shown in Fig. -2. 
The type of choke to use depends on the 
kind of power valve you have. With an 
ordinary power valve a 20 to 40 henries 
choke will be about right, but if you are 
using a pentode, get one of the special 
tapped chokes specially made for use with 
this type of valve. It is no harder to 
connect up; the only differcnce is that the 
wire from the loud-speaker goes to the 
tapping terminal instead of to the end 

however, and that is 
that the value of the - 

grid bias is dependent 

Some people set the - 

on the plate voltage, P 

grid bias at a suitable 
value when the H.T. - 

battery is new and .lP1 
thereafter do not touch 
it. This is wrong. ¿r As tise voltage of the 
H.P. battery begins 
to fall with age you 
should reduce the grid ¡or 2 NPD - bias accordingly, other. 
wise the value -will Fig.i.-Fizting - 
be too high and cause a decoupling 30.000 OhMS 

J, 
H. T. # 

tions may reasonably be effected. 
Running Costs 

As you no doubt already possess a set 
you will probably be most concerned with 
the reduction of running costs. I shall, 
therefore, deal with that part of the 
question first Take the case of a battery 
receiver. I)o you find when your H.T. 
battery has been in use for a month or 
so that unless it is renewed your set starts 
to howl or "motor-boat?" If so, this is a 
sign that your set is not properly de- 
coupled. If there is not already a de- 
coupling resistance and condenser in the 
plate circuit of the detector valve you should 
fit theui. You will want a i or 2 mfd. 
condenser and a 30,000 ohms spaghetti 
resistance or metallized resistance. Fig. i 
shows how they are fitted. If they are 
already included it may mean that one 

bias battery is the very antithesis of I If you have any reason to suspect that 
economy, for inadequate bias means an -your high-tension current is leaking away 
increase in the HT. current consumed, while the set is not in use, you should 
Even if the grid-bias battery is O.K. it ts I replace your ordinary on-off filament 
worth trying a slight increase of bias on I switch With a good quality three-point 
the L.F. and power valves-not on the I switch as in Fig. 3. This, as you see, is 
screen.grid valve, of course. tou will 000 OHMS meet likely find that you can put the plugs 
up a socket or two without any decrease 
in quality, but you will discover on testing 

il T-l- 

your HT. consumption once more that it 
ha fallen slightly. 
Always use tile highest 
value of grid bias con- 

. sistent with good quality 
reproduction. 
Grid Bias Dependent - n 1ø2 

on H.T. Voltage 
There is one point 

you must remember, 

Is 

it possible to reduce my expenditure 
on radio without limiting its per- 
formance?" In these days ofstringent 

economy this question is often asked. In 
most cases the answer is definitely "Yes." 
Theo follows the question; "By how 
much I " That, l'in afraid, is not so 
easily answered; naturally circumstances 
vary considerably all over the country, 
and it is diflicult without going into each 
case separately to say just how many 
pence or shillings may be saved on a 
particular installation. However, I shall 
endeavour to give some of the chief points 
in building and maintenance where redue- 

ho liad for about 8s. 6d. Connect this 
in the negative lead from the HT. 
battery, switch on the set and see 
what it reads. If you arc using a standard 
size battery you should not be taking more 
than 12 milliamps from it. If you are, 
then it may meaii you need a larger battery; 
but first of all see if you cannot effect a 
reduction.. With the average three-valver 
S.G.-det. and pentode, it should be just 
possible to get it down to the 12 milliamps 
figure. First of all tet your grid-bias 
battery. If this is running down you will 
most likely need to look no farther for the 
trouble. To hang on to a worn-out-grid- 

lead, as it is usually marked, into a socket 
ten volts lower. Of course if there is only 
one H.T.+lead it means that the adjust- 
ment Qf the H.P. voltages for the various 
valves is carried out by means of resistances. 
To reduce the screen volts you will .then 
have to increase the value of the resistance 
used in this lead or else add another one in 
series with it. Any spare spaghetti resist- 
ance of from 1,000 to 10,000 ohms that you 
happen to have by you might be tried,' 
but do not reduce the voltage too much 
or it will affect the volume. 

Preventing Leakage 01 Current 

'f - 

W. B. Richardson Explains How the Home Constructor 
ut a.imoteu ivieans can onu DUUU rmcoenr neceivers 

WithOut Going to Great Expense 
The Life of an H.T. Battery I HT. batteries are Acrapued befoi their 

If your HT. battery definitely runs down time on this account. Distortion sets in 
within a very short period, say in a month I and the battery is immediately discarded, 

- 
' o r s i x whereas if the GB.- plugs had been 

weeks, you I altered to a socket or two lower the tone 
are most I would have improved, and the H.T. battery 
likely over- I could have been used a week or two longes-. 
loading it. 

I 

Regarding the question of how long a 
To test this I life to expect from, the HT. battery, you 
you w i Il hou1d know that it always pays to use a 
need a mil- I super" battery in place of one of the 
liameter. I standard size. Not being so heavily 

* 

If you have I loaded-it invariably gives better service in 
not already I proportion to its size. 
got one you 
eouldeither Screen-grid Volts 
borrow one Assuming that you have adjusted -the - 

just for the grid bias to its mot economical-vâlué, 
test, or buy) you should turn your attention to the 
one: a re- screen-grid vâlve, if 01 iS fitted. Here a 
liable poe- I reduction in screening-grid volts will usually 

j' ket instru- I snake a comparatively large decrease in 
ment IH.T.current. Trypluggingthe" H.T+l", 
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/ 

L2 
Fig. 2.-How So 

fi-:--1), 
dli ta 

output filler. .aII .siilIl 

design throughout . 

from the point of Fit a Filament Rheostat 
view of economy. First of all, you will find that the LT: 
First of all, choose current of new valves in particular, can 
the right type of he reduced slightly without any sacrifico 
set, to meet your in power. Fig. 5 shows how to fit a 
requirements. For master rheostat to control the Iow.tension 
instance, if you current to all the valves. It should be 
are content with mounted inside tho set, and the control 
receiving the local arm set to give the lowest consumption 
stations a simple consistent with the efficient working of the 
two.valver will no valves. This refinement will also tend 
doubt be quite to lengthen the life of the valves. An. 
adequate. Don't other slight saving may be effected by 
install an elaborate using a similar rheostat, but with a knob 
four.valver, simply control for panel operation, as the volume 
because the people control. It is inserted in series with the 

he cheaper in the long run to replace. it H.T# with a new oiie 
Regarding accumulators, you will find I L 

that the cost of having a large one charged 
I 

is considerably less than that for a small s 

one. The larger ones also have a longer 
life. 
are charged. There is no doubt that in 5,0 '.. L. - 

nine cases, out of ten email accumulators - 
i u. 

are charged by local dealers and garages E] at far too high a este. Accumulators 3-POINT 
of various capacities are often all put 
on the same board to charge at one rate. 11.7- 
This means that, whereas the larger ones 
are receiving current at a rate well within 

j C -OLT- 
their capacity, the smaller ones are being 
lhd too fast thus causing the plates to 
disintegrate before their time. Fig. 3.-How to fit a three-point on-oil-switch. 

All-mains Sets Strand, London, W.C.2, marking your letter 
Running costs of AC. mains sets are "Mains Valves" in the topleft-handeorncr. 

not usually very high, since they seldom The uuery coupon given on the ' Queries 
take more than 41) watts, but in the case and lnquiries" page of this paper should 
of those worked from D.C. be attached. 
ther e is considerable 20 HENRIES ' H.T. * Building Economi. 
waste of power due to the 
necessity for breaking-down 
resistances in the hetiter 

However, 

cally 
-. Now suppose you 

are contemplating circuits. there building a new are now valves on the receiver. Here you 
have more chance 

- of effecting a sav- 
ing than with an 
existing set, as you 
can aicange the 

Erect a Good Aerial and Use Less Valves 

It used to be said that to increase the 
height of your aerial by ten fedt was as 
good as adding another valve. In other 
words you could do with one valve lessi' 
if you raised your aerial by that amount. 
This may not be stnctly true, but it serves 
to show the importance of a good aerial, 
so if you are in doubt as to whether you 
need a thrce.valver or a "four" con- 
sider the question in relation to your 
proposed aerial. One point you should 
not overlook in this connection, is that it 
is the height of the aerial, and not the 
length which determines the range of your 
receiver. 

Now as to some of the details of the re-. 
ceiver itself. If you have electric light 
you will most certainly find a mains set 
pays in the long run, although the initiai 
cost may be greater. In the caso of AC, 
it should be an "all main" set, but 
with D.C., unless you usc the high-voltage 
mains-valves already mentioned, you will 
most likely find it more economical to 
supply the HT. only from the maies, 
and use An accumulator for the low- 
tension supply. A D.C. eliminator for tho 
HT. can be bought complete, or you can 
niake one up for the cost of tsvo batteries. 
i you have no electrical power available, 
and are, therefore, dependent on batteries, 
there are still one or two devices which 
can be employed to save current; 

separate on-off switch in the HT.- lead, 
will remedy matters until such time as 
you find it convenient to overhaul it.. 
Reducing L.T. Costs 

The best way to economize in LT. 
current, is to fit up-to-date valves of the 
right type, and use large accumulators. 
Old valves are uneconomical not only 
because they have deteriorated with use, 
but also because even when new their 
characteristics were not so good as those 
of modern valves. Early pentodos, for 
instance, were notorious consumers of 
both HT, and LT. current, so that if you 
happen to have one in your set it would 

LESS of Octo 
ber 15th, and / - - S if you are f S - thinking' of/.. ': ' -. - 

: .L__ _ 
tain', Fig. 4,-increasing the height of the aerial is often as effective as adding north m ' another valve. ves tiga. 
tion. Further advice on their installation next door have one. Of course, you will 
can be obtained if you write to The have to take into account what sort of 
Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS, George an aerial you will be able to erect. 
Newnes, Ltd., 8-il, Southampton Street, 

t 

EFFICIENCY. 
connected in the negative filament lead market whose 

'. 

- and not in the positive lead as is the usual heaters can be run 
, L/Tt 

practice. The object of the switeh is to. direct from the 
isolate the HT. battery as well as the mains and take 
accumulator when switching off. Of course, correspondingly 

35Ft 
- - 

if your set is in good condition there little current. 
should benoleakageat al!, butifitis very They were - V 

old or stands in a damp place the inclusion desribed in - 

of the three.point switch shown, or a PRacticAl. WIRE. -. 251tc V 
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low-frequency amplification-and I think 
I prefer this arrangement where both volume 
and quality are needed-it is a very good 
plan to insert the pick-up acioss the 
primary of the first transformer. In this 
way you provide ample volume for your 
record reproduction, and a considerable 
brightening of the upper register is notice- 
able, due to the step-up effect of the trans- 
former. Moreover, the pick-up leads may 
be left in circuit and switched on and off 
with impunity, a practice that is not 
advisable when the pick-up is connected 
to the grid and filament of the detector, 
as switching in the detector circuit is not 
now allowable under any circumstances. 

contortions the designers desired, and then 
it became incumbent on the constructor 
to make his own. 

In this connection, I well recollect an 
early set I made in which a special switch 
was incorporated by means f which the set 
was a HF.-det. receiver, or a det..L.F. 
combination. I forget quite how this was 
brought about, but it saved a valve, which 
was the aim of all designers in those days 
when valves cost anything around 30s. 
each! In my case, however, this happy 
state was not brought about for it cost me 
two valves? A frayed end of a piece 
of flex, necessary because of the compara. 
tively large movement of the switch arms, 

Portable Talkie Projector 
THE Western Electric people have 

brought out a portable talkie pro- 
jector which can be carted around to 
offices and works to assist salesmen in 
obtaining orders. The filin depicts the 
advantages and other scenes to help the salo 
along, while the talkie apparatus gives 
out a running commentary on the best 
"sales talk" lines. The whole equip- 
ment can be carried in the back of a baby 
car, and can be operated by an unskilled 
operator. From the seller's point of view 
this may be a good thing, but some people 
think our offices are noisy enough as it is. 

applies, more particularly, to a set made I grid circuit of a pentodo valve, Fig. 6.-A simple tone compensator. 
to your own design, but even with I as in Fig. 6, will compensate 
designs given in the various journals, such I for the over-emphasis of high notes, I 'degree of stability is not sufficiently high 
as PRACTICAL WIRELESs, where you I characteristic of this typo of valve, and so as judged by modern standards. 
should stick to the specification closely obviate the necessity for a tone control Information regarding this has been given 
if you expect to get results equal in the output circuit i in earlier issues of Pa4cricAI. WIRELESS. 

Pick-up Hints - 

----.-..--- ........ 
- .. I became mixed up with other moving 

IF 
you have made a radiogram in which RADIO RAMBLINGSparts of the switch and the H.P. battery 
the high-frequency, and perhaps the I 

. 

shoited right across the filaments with, 
detector, valves are switched off when I JOTTINGS FROM MY as you may guess, disastrous results. 
the pick-up is put into cireuit, you may 

I 
NOTEBOOK Quite recently it was usual to switch out 

have noticed that the gramophone repro- D E T nc TOR» ' 

................... 

the high-frequency stage when listening to 
duction is not quite so good as that of the 
radio, especially if the H.T is drawn 

I .. .................................................... 

I 
- 

the local station, thus reserving a little of 
I 

the H.P. yalve's life, pnd also economizing 
from some form of eliminator. This I I say not now, because I eau remember in L.T. cui-reut. This is, of course, practi- 
is often curable by raising the grid bias I 

the time s hen a considerable amount j rally dead now, but the trouble when 
on the L.F. valves, as the anode voltage I 

of switching was done in receivers. In experimenting with . switches is that the 
rises considerably with the removal from fact, switching became a fashion, and no subject becomes so fascinating. The sell'- 
load of the preceding valves, with the I end of combinations were achieved by 

I 

CapReity of the -best "low-loss" switch 
resultant need for higher bias on the I means of switches of all kinds. In many j is comparatively high, however, for modern 
remaining valves in circuit. If your cases, no satisfactory commercial switches circuits, so let your excuesions into switch 
set has two stages of transformer-coupled were available for some of the electrical i experiments be tempered judiciously. 

 

- also shown in Fig. 5, and takes the place 
of the more usual anode or screening. 
grid controls. It is quite . satisfactory 
from the point of view of quality, and saves 
both LT, and H.T. current when in 
operation. 

Saving on Components - 

Quite apart from the fitting of arrange. 
mente to reduce the running costs, there 

- is the question of the initial cost of the 
components comprising the set itself. 
Here again a number of slight reductions 
can usually be made, which, when added 
together, may make a difference of a 
pound or two on the total outlay. This 

tappings are used instead. Do, not, of 
course, omit resistances úsedfor dec.uphng. 

When planning out a design - 
remember that an H.F. choke 

iIfl '411T'!P! 

in the plate circuit of the I . - 
/ detector valve is not always ¡ / - 

necessary, and may often bd k t replaced by a 20,000 ohm 
I resistance or omitted alto. I 

gether. This does not, of 
I 

lì' 
course, apply to the choke i _25 MECS 
used in the plato circuit. of a i IRU' C) G P 
screen.grid valva which should i - - e' 
be the best possible. 

A Cheap-Tone Compensator . '' s 
A- simple resistance in tise - . 

fl 
wooden panel can always be used 

-L T-. in place of an 

__________________ 

- - iD___:.:o ebonite one, where 

J, - 
- dies are ail atearth 

__________________ 
- the control spin- 

- - L.T# potential. If one 
30 OHMS - IO OHMS of them, such ai 

- -. - - the reaction- 
-. - L .T. - is not at earth 

- potential, then a 

- condenser spindle, 

°I ersbll 
I 

- .L* vide all the insula- 

(Ç be wished for. 
- 

Where a number 
30-OHMS Ilfflflffl$jØI - of resistances 
VOL LIME 5-IO H are used so that 

- CONTROL .-' various potentials 
RNEO S TAT may be applied 

Fig. 5.-A filament rheostat enables the filament voltage to be to the different 
- adjusted to a nicety. - valves when only 

- 
one H.T.± lead is 

filament of the screen-grid valve, and is 
i employed, they eau be omitted if several 

An output transformer, and, in most eases, 
an output choke filter, where it is not used 
for tone control, may be omitted if you - 

intend using a loud-speaker which is already 
fitted with a transformer. Even when 
the output filter is used for tone compensa- 
tion of a pentode it will be unnecessary 
if you have a tapped transformer on the 
speaker. Correct matching can then be 
carried out with the transformer. 

Buying a Set 
If you are buying a new set, you will 

naturally wish to gi$e it a test before 
signing the òheque, so here is a test which 
you should make a point of applying. 
Disconnect both aerial and- earth wires 
and rotate the tuning and reaction knobs. 
A well designed set will not screech when 
the aerial-earth load is removed and it 
should be possible to stop it from oscil- 
lating by reducing the reaction coupling. 
Failure to pass this test is proof that the 
screening is inefficient, and that the 
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Oto those obtained by the designer, Forsmall outputs you will find a balanced 
you can often make some saving armature or inductor type loud-speakee - - - without really departing from the cheaper to buy; and more sensitive than a 
specification. For instance, a moving-coil instrument. 
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on the meter. As the tuning dial ¡s rotated, current will give a good idea of the efficiency, has been found, this should be retained, or 
the póinter of the meter will rise as a or otherwise, of the coil. Alterations the exact readings noted, and then other 
station is tuned lñ and it will be found in aerial length, insulation, etc., or improve. éoils may be tested and rated at a percent- 
best to make use 'of your local station mente in earth connections will also vary age of the standard coil. J.f serious work 
forS testing purposös Suppose that with the reading of the anode current, and the is to be carried out, a suecial valve should ho 
a given coil. aerial. and earth a normal best arrangement will be that which I kept for the work, 

tools, or who has not the time to make up Fig. i shows a simple adapter which 
this gadget, will be interested to know that anyone can easily Construct. It is, in effect, 
Messrs. Buigin sell a small edition of the a large -valve.holder, with what might be 

I 
same idea at 2s. 6d. for 4.pin valves or termed "al}through" connections for 

I 2s. 9d. for 5-pin valves, and this, of course, grid andlilament logs, but a split connection I 

for the anode leg. The baso consists of a I Fig. 2.-The wiring consiections showing answers the samo purpose and is a neater 
square of ebonite, upon which is mounted a I how the anode lead is split, article. 

and if you do not ah'eady possess a meter, 
and are desirous of buying one, get one 
of this value, and it can be adapted to 
read higher values by shunting with 
various resistances. 

- Method of Testing - 

If a tuning coil is joined across the 
input terminals, and the aerial joined to 
the correct position on the ¿bu, the circuit 
bèòomes a sinople one.valve detector 
circuit, minus reaction. All that has to 
be done, therefore, is to join the earth 
to the earth -terminal, connect up L.T. 
and H.T batteries, and apply the correct 
grid bias -for the particular valve used, 
añd a certain anode 'corsent will be shown 

SIMPLE TESTER FOR i 

j - TUNING COILS 
i fros sage 327.) 

current, with no station timed-in, ¿f .5 
milliamps is given. (This current we will 
call the "standing current.") Now, on 
tuning.in the local, this signal may riso 
to 3 milliamps, a difference of 2.5 milliamps. 
If this is your normal coil, you may call 
this the "standard reading," and then, 
upon substituting other coils, the amount 
of current increase over the standing 

gives the greatest current when a station 
is tuned in. it is perhaps hardly neqessary 
to point out that the coil to be tested 
should be joined to this circuit in exactly 
the same manner as it is to be employed 
in a receiver. - That is to say, ifa" canned" 
coil is being tested, the screening.can must 
not be removed while t.he test is being 
made, as this will not give a true indication 
of its function when screened. 
- For the same reason, all switches or other 
apparatus which is intended to be wired 
to the coil should be connected up. For 
l)POSO5 of comparison it is a good idea 
to make a special "losv.loss" coil-that is, 
one of Litz wire wound on a large diameter 
air-spaced former. - When the best- coil 

F' ¡J - sg. 1. ow the 
finished fault- Lii tfl W rcled valve base or four ordinary valve- 
finder will appear. pins. Two wooden side pieces are attached 

AMONGST the many thousands of,.- 
queries which have been received 
since the inception of Plt,acTIcAL 

c. 
i 

C 

WiseEcass, at least 50 per cent, have been !.... ' '-' ",M on thé líneo of "I cannot get the results . 

whiehloughttogetfrommyset,"andm -i' si Ii 

quite a number of cases the trouble could 
' 

's ,5' 

be discovered if the reader had some ready s I . 

means of testing each valve circuit in turn. . ¿' Now there is no need for meters, switches, ,' '._ 
or any complicated 
apparatus to enable 
this testing to be - 

carried out, as a pair ______ s 

of 'phones interposed 
in the anode circuit of 
the valves is all that 
is required. Obviously, PHOtYS - 

this will entail break- i -s 

ing the anode circuit, . -. 
but to do this there is O 
no need to disconnect 
any component or - 

make any alteration to 
the winding. Fôrtu- S/Os 
nately, it is quite a ' 

. : 

simple matter to break' the anode lead, by Q; , ados 
using an adapter between the valve and the 
holder. , , . 

' The Adarter "Q' "9,' 

Fig. 3.-A commercial version of the 
fault finder. 

to the ebonite, and across the top is a further 
square of ebonite, with an ordinary valve- 
holder mounted thereon. 

The, connections are shown in the illus- 
tration, Fig. 2, and it will be seen that tise 
G. and F. terminals are connected direct, 
whilst the two anode terminals are joined 
to two small terminals on the side. To use 
this adapter, simply remove the valve which 
is to be tested, plug the adapter into its 
place, and insert the valve in the top of the 
adapter. If now a pair of 'phones is joined 
to the two terminals it wifi be possible to 
hear the signals as they are in that anode 
circuit, and suppose that a three-waiver is 
not giving what is expected of it, this - 

adapter may be plugged first of all into ths'm 

detector socket, then into the first L.F. 
socket and so on, enabling you to toll 

instantly just which stage is at fault. 
Using a Meter 

For those readers who are inclined to be a 
little more particular, or who already possess 
a milliameter, actual readings may be taken 
of the anode current of a valve by means of 
this adapter. All that is necessary in this 
case is to join a meter to the two terminais 
instead of the 'phones above-mentioned, 
and the actual anode current can then be 
instantly read. 

The reader who is not very handy 'with 

L1 A. CHEAP j 

FAULT - FINDER IFIT t; 
A Simple Device, Home-made at 
the Cost of 2s. 6d., \Vill Enable 

Ij 

You to Trace a Faulty Valve Jjj 

Circuit 

ByD.WATTS 
-...-.-"--- -. 
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when the impedance connected in its anode 
circuit is of a fairly critical and definite 
value; this value is called the "Optimum 
Load," and is measured in ohms. 

The Transformer Ratio 
It is evident that a speaker of different 

impedance could not be employed for each 
type of output valve, and therefore 
some simpler system must be devised. 
All my readers know that a transformer 
can be used to "step-up" or" step-down" 
AC. voltages, and it is this instrument 
which is used for the purpose under dis- 
cussion. If we know the optimum load 
required by any valve and also the im. 
pedance of the speaker to be used with it, 
we can find a particular transformer 
'ratio with which the valve and speaker 
will be matched. In the case of a movmg- 
coil speaker the correct ratio is obtained 
by dividing the optimum load by the 
speaker impedance and taking the square 
root of the answer. Stated mathematically 
the formula is :- 

Ratio= 

1- àlll 

E 

Fig. 3.-Transformer output. 

one drawn from the position on the vertical 
ortlinate which corresponds to the speaker 
impedance. The correct ts!ansformer ratio 
is given by the inclined line passing through 
(or near) the point of intersection. The lines 
corresponding to the example given above 
are shown on the graph. In the case of 
moving iron and vibrating reed speakers 
(most types of cone or balanced armature 
instrup]ents come within this class) the 
calculation is rather different because the 
impedance of euch speakers increases very 
rapidly with increase of frequency. To 
allow for this, "Half the Optimum Load" 

Moving Iron Speakers 
When dealing with moving iron speakers, 

their impedance at about 250 cycles should 
be considered and not their D.C. resistance. 
Here again we are up against a difficulty 
because some makers state only the D.C. 
resistance of their products. In such cases 
the impedance can be taken as being one 
and a half times the resistance. It is safe 
to assume the impedance of moving coil 
speakers to be twice the D.C. resistance 
when the latter factor only is known. 

Choke-CapacIty Output Filters - 

So far we have considered the ratio for 
output transformers connected as shown in 
Fig. 3, but the same rules apply when a 
tapped choke is used with a condenser to 
feed the speaker. 'The latter- arrangement 
is illustrated by Fig. 4. - 

The tapped choice serves the purpose of 
what is generally referred to as an "auto- 
transformer," and gives a step-down of 
voltage in exactly the same way as does a 
transformer having both primary and 

(Co;isued on page 334.) 

OPTIMUM LOAD (OHMS) 
Fig. I-Graph (or moving coil speaker. 

IT is a prevalentidea among radio amateurs 
that an improvement in reproduction is 
naturally consequent upon the insta)- 

lation of a new loud-speaker, especially if 
the latter is of a type which is known to be 
good. But not a few have been disillusioned 
to discover that results, instead of being 
better, have actually proved to be a good 
deal worse. This has happened, even though 
the purchaser has heard the speaker 
demonstrated and found it just to his 
liking. Without for the moment going into 
actual details it cats definitely be stated that 
the reason for the disappointment is that 
the speaker has been chosen without due 
regard to the set, or more correctly the out. 
put valve, with which it is to be used. 
Now let it be clearly understood that 
almost any good speaker will function satis- 
factorily with any efficient receiver provided 
that it is connected in e 8.sLitable manner. 
That last, proviso is important, and really 
gives rise to the necessity foc this article. 
The whole secret lies behind the fact that 
if it is to give of its best the speaker must 
be matched to the output valve. This is 
because any valve operates most efficiently 

OPTIMUM LOAD (OHMS) 
Fig. 2-Graph for moving iron speaker. 

By FRANK 
PRESTON, F.R.A. 

As an example, suppose a 7 ohm speaker 
is to be used with a power valve such as 
the Cossor type 41 MP., having an optimum 
load of 2,600 ohms. The correct transformer 
ratio would be .\/ or approximately 

which is, of course, 20 (to 1). 

For the benefit of those amateurs who 
are not mathematically inclined the graphs 
given in Fig. i hava been prepared by the 
writer. To use these, first find the optimum 
load on the horizontal ordinate &nd take 
up a vertical line to meet a horizontal 

/iT# 

is substituted in the above equation. The 
formula thus becomes 

Ratio=\/l4 
To take another example; let us suppose 
we wish to use a valve hke the Mullard 
PM22, having an optimùm lead of 11,000 
ohms with a 2,400 ohm balanced armature 
speaker. The transformer ratio should 
therefore be or approximately 1.5:1. 
This is shown on the graph in Fig. 2, 
from which other ratios can be obtained 
for any particular valve and speaker. 
Both graphs are equally applicable to either 
three-electrode or pentode valves and they 
provide a very convenient "ready reckoner?" 

Unfortunately some few manufacturers 
do not state the optimum load of their 
valves, but in these cases it will be suffi- 
ciently accurate to take it as being twice 
the AC. impedance except for pentodes, 
where no definite ratio exists between 
optimum load and impedance. In any par- 
ticular instance where the optimum load 
is not known the makers will be pleased 
to supply figures. 
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Please send me free of chasge a füll size Constructional Chart that tells me 
: 14f. de0aub Fiez Pare/oct Teeu: ¡916 datosi: 

bore to build the Cossor 9AII-EIeCtTIC 
Melody Maker : a,d 'soothly paysesia cf 14f-. ct,d ¡o 'soothly pczysszsa e! ¡916. 

(°Sznke osa type stQt seqzaieed) . . - - 
All-Elmteio Madela fa, AC. Moisi, esls' 

Name - ................ _._... ._.___ ...._. ........... 1 200to250eeltsludjattuble). 40100 cycles. 
- - P,ioe. de net apyiy ist IFS. 

Address __..._ . .1.0 COSSORLTD,.Hughbs,yGre,e.Leedes.N.S. Deyes, as B,ereoiOsz's Bej,,el, 

PRAC . 
. 

Glaciase, Leed,. litorpoel, lslasekeoce, Netoso,sla, SteifteN. Bdtatf ossi Oublis. 

. 

soS Q 11,36 

Î 

ELO AKER 

To A. C. Cossor Ltd., Melody Dept., Highbury Grcoe, London, N3. 

-hgrdo,e,Iy 8rgh,d ,gbi,, 184 le. 
high. t3ie. TT1e: 

s0 
d.ep 

Spok,, ,rg,gdIeeoe,. 

Pick-jo Sock., ¡cd Pisg. Pckc 

£7 - 17; 6 
Hice Thscoheo Troco s 1716 ¿epe,ic 
ocd 9 ,eoohIy poycceole of ¡716 

MODEL 334 
K!t of P,0,,tdec,li,l .,i,h B,teey 
Model 335 ,ei,p1,h0cs*iod 
firith,d obi,,, 9k le. high, 131 Io. 
dde, 106 i,,. dgrp. P,ict 

£6.76 

oggenbi,, Hsedt,eip 6ei,h,d 

L,d' Sp,k"t 

Coleg G,geLphoc, Pick.,p pis, 
ocdJ.gk. P,,ol 

Lii. 15.0 
Hice P,pehojo Te,'ec ¡5!. ,Ipe,f: 
¡.4gg eco&,iy psyde,c1T 1 ¡gi. 

MODEL 336 
Kit rl Pg,t,. id,,,,i,gI o,h AI!- 
p1,0,1, Model 337 ,00pth,gcco 
lood gp,gk,,Igop lied, Hedtoe,lp 
Vi,,ith,d obic, 109 io. high. 179 e. 
rid, ¡cd 10 je. docp. P.1st 

£9 15.0' 

Get a free Constructional Chart which tells you how 
to save money by assembling the Cossor Melody 
Maker at home- no wireless knowledge is necessari- 
use the coupon.. 

BATTERY 
MODEL 335 
With SIl.Coitticd LoUd Spo.oki 

Vit f P.it iliidit C,ti- 225 
V. S. G. VtiibIt . Mii Mtutuiitid 
S,tittd Gild. Cuti ZIO i-IL. 
Mtiiiulltid Duuutui ud Cuti, 220 P. 
Outpiit ViSit; ludluiduully Shitldid 
CulS. Cuti, 1F. T'iif ,u All. 

Chiudi id SII 
uu,,bllug 5h, iiu Ill iiu,uiud 

ALL: ELECTRIC 
MODEL 337 
u.ilh SuIf-Coyhdu:d 1usd Spuks, 
Kit ÇPstti liuhid,, Cuts 
M.V.S.G. ViubI,-Ms MtiuIIIitd 
Ss,tistd Gild. Cutis, 41 M. H. 
Mtuiilliitd D y,.Cutsuy 41 rIP. 
Os ,pt,,d Cuis 442 BU. Rts,I. 
tu, Viluis ; irdlsidsully. ShIuldyd 
Culli: Cutis, 1F. T, ,fu:,: All. - 

Chuuius; Cisti, Milis Tissu. 

i' ()utstanding'value in 

» 
A 

\JOU cannot separate powerful stations-you can- 
J.. not Cut out the local transmissiot and enjoy the 

best European programmes - unless you use a 
j, Screened Grid Receiver. No other type is sufftciently 
j powerful or selective. To - day's greatest value in 

Screened Grid Radio is the new Cossor Melody 
Maker. 
This remarkable Receiver k right up-to-date in design. 

j 
lt employs a Cossor Variable-Mu SG. Valve-indi- 

t . vidually shielded coils - cadmium-plated metal chassis 
i and many other important advantages. Its perfor- 

marice is outstahding. 
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secondary windings. By connecting the. 
I feed condenser Cto tappings a, b, cand d 

in turn a number of slternativo ratio aró 
obtained and the correct one can be chosen 
as explained above. When C is connected 
to tapping d the ratio is 1:' 1, but when it.is 
taken to a centre tapping at b the ratio is 
2; 1. It will be clear therefore that any 
desired ratio can be obtained by choosing 
an appropriate t.apping point. In practice, 

I however, it is seldom satisfactory to employ 
a choke for ratios greater than about 4: 1, 
so when higher - ratios are necessary the 

i 

transformer is to be prefefred. 

Special Cases 
There are two special eases which require 

j sorno little extra consideration. These are 
i (1) when two os more valves are connected 

in parallel to enable the output stage to 
handle moro signal power and (2) when a 
push-pull output stage is employed. In 

i. the former case the effective optimum load 
is found by dividing the O.L. of one valve 

rH7# 

Oa 

- od 

LS 

r 

Fig. 4.-Choke capacity output. 

by the number of valves in parallel. Thus, 

the effective load of two Mazda P220 valves 
(optimum load 9,600 ohms) connected in 
parallel is just half of 9,600 ohms, or 4,800 
ohms). 

In the case of a push-pull stage the effec- 
tive optimum load is twice that of a single 
valve, since the valves are virtually in 
series. In other words, the optimum load 
of two Mazda P220 valves in push.pull is 
twice 9,600 ohms, or 19,200 ohms. It is 
the latter figure then which must be used 
when finding the correct ratio for an output 
transformer. - 

The same rules àpply to loud-speaker 
connections; if two speakers are connected 
in parallel, the - effective impedance is 
halved, whilst when in series the impedance 
Li doubled. 
The Value al Accurate- Matching - 

sorne readers who have not previously 
considered the question of matching trans- 
former ratios are now probably asking 
whetherthe matter is really very important. - 

(Ci,nti,,ued o, page 39> 

I propose, vn view of these points, to give important to keep the loud-speaker of the voltage drop which will be caused 
details of methods of curing instability, correctly connected as regards polarity, through the near resistance, find it neees- 
which readers, who feel they have reason to no direct current will now flow through it, sary to increase t1n voltage on the detector 
suspect their sets, may try out, and, even so that it doeg not matter which way H.T. tapping in order to get sufficient 
though your set is not decoupled, but 's round you, connect it. reaction. One final point regarding the 
apparently quite stable, the addition of one condensers used in both the foregoing 
or both of the following devices is sure to Anti-motor-boating Device devices-make sure their working voltage 
i-esuli in an casier "feel" and generally The next useful instabffity preventer is is above that of the highest HT. voltage 
improved results, especially when working an "anti-mobo" device in the detector you use in order to minimize the risk of 
on a dry HT. battery which has lost the HT.+ lead as shown in Figure 2. breakdown and consequent shorting and 
vigour of its early youth, or a mains umt. The components for this are a 25,000 ohms ruining of your HT. supply. 

The Loud-speaker and the Output Stage (Continued from page 332). 

r will carry the current of the s 

+ largest output valve you are 

ration of the core, and REgcr,oN 
likely to uso without satu- 

pnt 1ss nf ir,,I,s,.f.. COIL 

L , 
ano (vhichshold be about 

-< 

mfd. condenser of reputable 
20 henries)---and also a 2 4- make. The output filter' 

- . can either be wired up in. 
side the set or as a separate unit for 
external attachment. Connect as 

-_ follows: to tho present L.S.+ termi- 

.,rEcw7w Fig. 
¡sal connect one side of the choke and 

I-An colpii filter the other side to LS.-. In place 
circuit, which enables long of the loud-speaker you now have 

extension leads lo be used for the loud-speaker. the choke. To LS.- wire one side 
of your 2 mfd. condenser also. The 

lates at a frequency above audibility. This i new loud-speaker tenninals are the ro- 
latter form gives rise to distortion, loss of 

I maining terminal of this condenser 
volume, and general difficulty of control. 

I 
and earth. Whereas before it was 

wvv,-s-HT 
4- 

- à ONMS 

-' Ensri 
Fig. 2-A decoupling arrangemenl in the 

anode circuit of the detector valve. - 

With ParticularReference to-Old Recéivers.- -. - ¡ 

j 

By Q. W. DAVEY 

MANY wireless sets of old design are 
often subject to instability, especi- 
ally if new valves have been fitted 

recently. Modern valves have much better 
characteristics than those of even a year 
ago, and, consequently, when fitted in a 
set which is not adequately "decoupled" 
often give rise to instability. This may not 
always make itself known audibry. There is, 
of coures, the best-known forni, which is 
an audible howl, another forni known as 
"motor-boating "-a rhythmical popping 
noise somewhat like that of a two-stroke 
engine, and also a form where the set oscil- 

Output 
FilterS 

First and foremost, and the most useful 
addition for any set that does not incorpor- 
ate one, is an output filter. A good choke- 
condenser output filter not only allows more 
HT. on the plate of the output valve by 
obviating the drop due to the resistance of 
the loud-speaker, but also enables one to 
cari-y long extension leads about the house 
with perfect safety. Also, of course, it is 
a factor towards stabffity. The theoretical 
diagram is shown in Figure 1. The com- 
ponents required are: a good low- 
frequency choke-make sure this 

on the baseboard near the detector valve- 
t will not take up niuch soom so you are 

sure to find an odd corner somewhere. 
Connect as follows 

In the anode circuit of the detector 
valve you will find either a transformer, a 
resistance (i.e., in an R.C.C. unit) or an 
L.F. choke. - From this component,-what- 
ever it may be in your own particular ease, 
you will find a lead going to the H.T.+ 
terminal. Remove this lead and insert in 
its piare the new wire-wound or spaghetti 
resistance. From that side of this resistance 
which is connected to the L.F. component 
in the detector anode circuit, take a lead to 
one side of the 2 mfd. condenser. The 
other side of this condenser is connected to 
the nearest point connected directly to 
earth. This completes your anti-motor- 
boating device. You may, in consequence 
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avoided by bringing the aeriat wire itself 
through the tube and down to the switch, 
insulating with rubber tubing where 
necessary. Seal points where rain or 
draughts can enter, with Chattertons 
compound.-F. SINCLAIR (Cottingham). 

Dual-range Coil Switching 
SEVERAL makes of dual-range coils 

of the six-pin type baye the wave- 
change switch . combined very incon- 
veniently. Perhaps the loudspeaker or 
something else is. kept on the top of the 
cabinet and these have to be moved each 
time wo raise the lid. Why not do the 
wave changing from the outside. First of 
all, fix a twopoint switch (push-pull type) 
to the side or back of the cabinet, or on the 
panel if desired, providing it is near the 
W,RIsSccDeQzo.10 
OCRE WSSEAO$ OCSWITCH, 

Pick-up Connection In Anode-bend Detector 
Circuit 

¡N some all-mains sets using anode-bend 
I detection, the connection of a pick-up 
in the detector circuit is not easy. If 

,si,oc. 

'Rper,cw 

-- 

Ha.qnn 

A simple radio-gram switching device. 

bulb. The wood dise is then wedged into 
the top of the valve base, and the tester is 
ready for use. In use,, the brass strip is 
connected to one terminal of the battery, 
and leads taken from the remaining battery 
tes'minal and tise small tester terminal to 
the circuit under test. After constructing 
or re-building a receiver and connecting up 
tise batteries for test, the tester can be 
plugged into a valve holder to ensure that 
it is safe to. insert the valves-T. -Wc. 
WILLIAMS (Upper Holloway). 

Switch. tor a Portable Set 
THIS switch, which is intended for 

portable sets, cuts off the LT. 
current when the lid is closed, as shown in 
tise accompanying sketches. The switch 
is mounted on tise panel-facing of the set in 
such a position that the lid, when closed,. 
depresses the bell-push knob, so breaking 
the circuit. One of the leads from the 
accumulator is broken and the ends con- 
nected to the screws A and B-N. PAoN 
(Leigh-on-Sea). 

the pick-up is connected as'shown in tise . . 

diagram,a simpleradio-gramswitch maybe ... 
used, the bias on thegridisautomatically , ,- 5H 0108.5 ¿ ° 

adjusted, and there is no possibility of ' 

08 
mixing the wireless piogrammes with the 
gramophone. At the same time, the circuit 

.,. .. . . . . 

8 
is stable and free from hum. While the R PHIVE1 

. 5-megohm' resistance is not absolutely FQC/NG 
essential it prevents the grid becoming free, ¿/0 
and also precludes any possibility of hum . 

.. 
' entering the circuit. It does not damp the -' " 

. 

preceding coil. Suitable bias resistances ' 
' !- 

aré indicated, but these may be altered if 
advisable. This arrangement is working . 

. - 

................. 
very sveil in my own all mans 1) C et - 
E. B TAYLOR (Htil).. - An outomatiç swilc/s,for a pos-ìaiilv set5,; 

will find two screws near the centre; it is 

() AL these we are concerned with, not the outer 
ones which are only for fixing the coil 
together. Take two 
pieces of fine con- 
fleeting wire and j 

Mel/sod of ensuring a good conneclion solder these to the 
end of aerial wire, two screws pre- 

overcome by cleaning each strand for an viously mentioned, 
inch or two at the end (Fig. 1), and hammer- and connect these 
ing the whole bunch to a flat surface to your new switch, 
(Fig. 2). Thoroughly coat this with as -shown in the , 

solder, and the result is a flat piece of solid sketch. Now push - 

metal (Fig. 3) in which a hole of the desired in the plunger on 
size can be drilled (Fig. 4) Trim off as theeoil,shuttheid, - 

necessary with a file, and fasten up with and the job is 
sfs's,sd is a'.'ll ..I..4-.. - Ii'. 1 

lb CIRCUIT 

connected in a sound neat jomt. Tiaz " w " i handy lester made from a fins/i. 
eThcient joints to lead-in tubes can be beth). - 

lamp bulb and a va/ve base. 

r 

J 

An AriaI Hint 
] /IANY good aerials of 7/22 copper wire 
1V L end, in a poor connection to the 
switch or other terminal point, due to the 
difficulty of securing the bulk of wire 
under a small bolt or nut. This may be 

THAT DODGE OF YOURS! 
Every rendre of "PRACTICAL WIRE. 

¡ LESS" must have origissated sume little 
dodge sehich ,,-old interest othre readers. 

£ Why not putt it on to us? For item 
published on this page no still pay half.u. 
guinea. The latest batch published boto,,. 

¡ Turn that idea of yours to accouut by sending 
I t into us. addressed to the,Editor, "PRACTI. 

CALWIRELESS," George Nesc,se,.Ltd..5-ll, 
i.SouthamptonStreet,Stra.nd.W.C.2. Putyour 

name and address on every itens Please noto 
that every notion sent in must br erigiese!. 
Mark envelope, "Radio Wrinkle." 

coil. Now examine the coil top and you 

A Handy Tester 

THIS 
useful gadget can easily be con- 

structed from an old valve base as 
follows :-A strip of brass shaped as illus- 
trated is fixed by two small B.A. nuts and. 
bolts to the side of the valve base, a small 
terminal being also fixed to the Opposite side. 
An ordinary flash-lamp bulb is wedged 
tightly into a small disc of wood which Is 
cut to fit tightly into the top of the valve 
base. One filament leg is then wired to 
the small terminal and on to the pip of the 
bulb. The remaining filament leg is wired 
to one of the boite holding the strip of brass, 
and on to the screwed portion of.. the 

-I 

-I 
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plugged into the holder CRROB0.qgO o,sc- An experimenter's plugboard. 
hstherto occupied by 
the L.F. valve-B. be used as a series link when to pais of 

'phones are to be employed. When two 

HL] 
L21 Use for Old Valve Bases 

- I stages of amplification are being used with 
i 

V IH throw away the loudspeaker at a distance, one of the 
I that old valve? 

' 

The base is a very useful 

I) 
I 

interstage links may be replaced by the 
I 

'phones for listening-through. This is -Y//Ó'SLOTIN article, and the radio-. - also of great assistance when searching for 
J cENTRE 

gram user can make 
- 

distant stations with the LIS 
them into neat needle in the final stage. It is hardly 
cups. A cardboard l jl necessary to add that it must - V 
disc is cut to fit inside it loot be forgotten to change the Cou and four holes drilled 

- 

I position of the valves in order 
I on the motor board 

to take the legs. The 
to suit the chosen circuit, also 

I that in wiring-up parallel leads 
sause idea can be ap- 

I should be avoided, although 
jilied to the bench for I no trouble whatsoever has been 

TT'T.. 
holding small drills, Lexperienced with interaçstion. For - 
screws, etc. Thé valve HOLES TO FIT VAL Vt the writer's own experimental 
baso also makes a useful LEOSINBENcHOR 

I work this arrangament has proved 
short-wave adapto r MOTOR ßORO itself invaluable and I can 
plug. - F. W. REEVES A novel use for old 

I 

thoroughly recommend it.-F. A. Details of a cell-former made from 
Ox ford). calve bases. RUSSELL (Winchester). pt,jwood. 

a simple turn of the switch the condenser value, it is self-e'xplan- An efficient aerial system for a small ba'ck garden. 
j put in or out of action as required.- atory. It will be seen at - -- 

FRED HARPER (Bristol). - once that the following are some of the hoops with small insulated staples. The 
possible arrangements: Detector only: aerial is- hung at an angle of 45 degi-ees,1 Fixed Condenser Tips Pet-trans.: Det.-RCC: Pet-trans.- nd the total length of wire used, including1 \VJHERE it is required to ascertain the RCC: Pet-Roe-trans. Loudspeaker the lead.in, is Soft. It is advisable to run 

VV capacity of an unknown condenser of and 'phone leads are terminated with - the earth wire to the ground underneath 
fairly small value, a simple method is to con. standard plugs, and three links consisting the aerial-A. May (Walthamstow). 
iseca it across one ox your tumng conUenscrs of a short length of flex fitted with plugs 
and note the reduction necessary to tune in at either end enable any desired combination 
some strong station, which will mdcate to be obtained. The milliamnieter may be 
quite well the capacity which th 
condenser bears in relation to the 
tuning condenser in question. 

When testing a disconnected 
snaiíss set in which large smoothing 
condensers are used, it is a good 
plan to short these before inter. 
fering with the wiring of the re- 
ceiver-A. J. B. (Harrow). 

An Emergency Valve 

T is a good plan to always keep 
one valve as a spare, and let 

this be a "general purpose" 
type, which c-an, in cases of emer- 
gency, he used as a detector or L.F. 
amplifier. If the L.F. valve breaks 
down, a.replacement will be avail- 
able. If the power valve breaks 
down the L.F. valve can be used 
temporarily to take its place, 
and the "reneral ml,nnse 

A Useful Coil Fermer 
GOOD coil former can be made quite 

ddition may simply from 3-16m, plywood or, 
emular material. One piece, about ftin. 

- ,O long by 2in. wide, and two pieces, 4lsin. by1 

,'J 2in., are required, slotted as shown in the 
Ç accompanying sketches. The narrow ones 

¡f are then slipped into the slots of the widert 
- - (j one, then a piece of ebonite with six valve1 

- 

( 
- legs or an old valve base is, 

\ 
CONAIECrOS? screwed onthebottom for plugging 

"" - in.-S. PACEY (Aylesbury). 

\1 - - - W,ewnses WING Coil. 

LI ERE is a handy gadget for those I tinually trying out different circuit neighbouring aerials, the aerial system shown 
UI using a fixed condenser in aerial arrangements, a set with a fixed circuit is in the accompanying sketch is very effective. 
lead temporarily, to save removing leads useless, and to meet his needs some pro- Covered wire, in one piece,-is used, the ends 
from condenser andÏeplacing again. The vision for flexibility is essential, which will being looted and tied, then made fast to 

sketch shows permit of rapid and frequent ehange-overs 
BidGINREOIO-GPJvi swìrcg how this ar- from one circuit to another without altera- r - - 

isesiNrED ?Q/4/NAL PgNEL rangement can tion to the internal wiring. For this - 

pose, the plug. 
- 6 rhel 

anyone to whom 
be made a permanent addat on to a sit. By 

I 
it ouId be of any 

r 
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Radio Wunkles A Useful Adjunct to the Experimenter's An Emeient Aeial for Cramped Positions 
- 

(Co,,nued from pag 335.) Set J'OR small backgaidena, and, incidentally, 
r A Useful Switching Gadget 

. 'T'O the keen experimenter who is con- I for eliminating interference from any 
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:1 Iplilt? _g AJI 

tML\ wit constructorssiy abotit 
1 

iA1 1 itcCESS- the ONI.Yset you can build yourself 
. MOSTS". . 11Ak:T employing Metallised S.6 

... Bufl..r ";Tuis High Mu DetectortEconomy , 

: 
?&ç58UtA 1' Power Pento e a ves . . . . 

' H" - - 
EVery Stattn uinhned on yuf Cahbrtn Ljst -Ast.hd t the powr from 

- - 
three vIvee." Neeer bd o.'ec h a et ac th Listen Skyecreper-neer bef oresuc h eneereeI 

in heilding-cever before so mny appreciatiec letters frein construct orsa this 
t R .- - - Lsssn Skyscraper hs elicited. 

I_, 
- ..- it il the snly set on the msrtset that you can build yourself employing Metalijaed Screened- 

Grid, High Me Detector und Economy Posuer Pentude Values. N0 factory-however sWell- 

essipped-can build a bet terreceiscr . No nouasofacturer, h osaser large. coo produce 
oreceiser sah cueree alto soul surpass those you altI get from the Liosen Skyscraper you 
build y aorte IL lt is the ooly bat teryoe t that cae deli vurauc h posser-yet the ItT. current 
rsaeumptioo is far less tIces. that of tic raceracec onsmerciolly deuicned 3-eats's set. 
Yet the Lisaeo Skyatrapor is mode simple for you to build. Elabarat acare bot been toben 
t scusare y ourcuccuos by giint-in the Sb yocraper Conatructionol Chart-such detailed 
,sutsuctiono and such profuac illoatrotionu that everybody, aitlo no technical knosoledge or 

skijI at all, can huild it quickly und osith complete certainty of on cceaa . C 

: 
: MOST SUCCESSFUL CHART LiccenSky:ra:crKit 

' EVER PUBLISHED-MOST High MDetec5or,'and 

SUCE5SFUL SET EVER BUILT Valec-ed the price 'i only St°/6. 

a . Or you can buy the L,tosn Walnut -*.---...-.-.------.- .-. Consolette Shyscroper Cabinet and 
. -:T_ - Loodspeahor combined as illuatrated. 

- - e - lt boldo all botterie,. und accumulator 
- i 

- and loudspeaker ac sse!l. lt mka 
i j - ' ecerythinc self.coutained. A special 

N / Ptd Mthd BI .d 
- - 

L. Loudapeaker uf great power is cuppliad 
- - with the cabisset and the price of the 

Skyicraper Kit complete with culeca 
cud this cabinet and load cpeokor k 

¡tTINCLUDINs , 

onl5t65s. 

- j METAWSED SG 
I1H10H MU DETECTOR j I 

if ECONOMY POWER . t - 

ENTODE VALVES 
r 5 : L I S S E N 

R CH/\RT 
FREE! 5ï 

' POST THIS COUPON 
4tA5 T LISSEN LTD D Pt P W 7 WORPLE 

ROAD, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX. 
PI dna FREE PY f 1/ 

I 

I 

i 

i 

v'll!!rlr 

'1 

/ 

IJII 
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fr<ecc ve s 
1x,icIIAeir 

E__R,QC. 
THI is a super four-valve self-contained 

receiver which can be obtained in 
models suited to either DC. or 

AC. tnaiss. its appearance is most 
attractive ; the walnut cabinet is wçll 
proportioned, of smart (lesign and crafts- 
manship, and, villì its contrasting figured 
veneer panels, will appeal, without doubt, to 
the female members of the household. 

Ultra ' Tiger '-' All-electric 
- Four-valve Receiver. 

'co 

5. 

- - - 

There are only three controls on the front 
of the cabinet, but two of them fulfil p - Tested 
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4 LlbRATONCT.TO5LT. 

The Ulira Tiger Ali-eleçiric Receiver J. . tuned in clearly and at good number of British and foreign stations, and .- 

for D.C. mains, loud-speaker strength. is well worthy of recommendation. 

The D.C. model, under test, comprised a multiple purpose. The main tuning is 
well-thought-out circuit of sound design effected by means of the central knob 
and construction 

; it is built on a cadmium- immediately below the illunsinated. dial. 
plated steel eliassii, wills coils fully screened, On the right-hand side of the cabinet is 
and houses an energized moving-coil speaker. another knob working a combined or 
TIse circuit is a highly efficient one, and ganged mains switch and volume control. 
makes the Utfl)OSt use of a variable-mu From the off position it is turned to the 
sci'eened-grid high-frequency valve, a right, when the gradual rotation in that 
screened-grid detector, resistance capacity direction will bring up signals from a 
C0U1)led to a power pentodo output valve, whisper to full strength. The control on 
all Mazda make. The fourth valve is a the left of the dial is the change-over 
Philips barretter for the regulation of switeh from one waveband to the other. 
voltage. The receiver is ready for im- One turn (short waves) shows a red spot 
mediate operation on any D.C. mains from engraved on the edge of the knob ; a 
200 2.51) volts, cud no adjustment is needed. further turn, a green spot indicating that 
. 

The Tiger " has been primarily designed the long-wave coil is in operation, and if 
for an outdoor aerial, but should this be the knob is adjusted oas to show a white 

: found inconvenient, the mains aerial with spot in that position, the receiver is ready 
. . which it is equipped will give satisfactory for use with a pick-up for tise electrical 

results. It is merely a question of eon- reproduction of gramophone records. 
fleeting, by means of a short piece of flex As is usually the practice, the receiver 
with a plug at each end, the mains aerial will receive broadcast transmission on two 
and aerial sockets. Such ais arrangement separate wavebands-namely, from 200-550 
will be found very useful in, say, flats or metres and from 1,000-2,000 metres. It 
partrnents where an outdoor aerial is will be found possible, how-ever, to pick up 

- not available and cannot be easily erected. wavelengths on the higher band down to 
roughly 830 metres, and, 

- - - ' 
- consequently, transmissions 

of weather forecasts from 
Resten Airport. 

The main tuning scale 
consists of an illuminated 
dial calibrated in wave- 

- 

. lengths and bearing in red 
- letters, in their respective 

positions, . the pri nei pal 
B.B.C. Rcgional and National 
stations. This system was 
found to facilitate greatly 
the finding of these broad. 

i. casts, and, with but slight 
variations, the scale is fairly 
accurately marked. - - 

. The newly-developed 
L 

selectoc.tuning circuit, which 
has, been adopted in the 

. Ultra models, eniures very 
-, sharp reception, and the slow 

- 

. movement of the condensers 
i 

J - 

-. proved an advantage when 
necessity .- called for the 

s . separation of neighbouring 
L transmissions. The cfveralf 

selectivity and sensitivity of 
' the set was yery good, and, 

with a judiciosca use of th'e' 
volume'control,. many of 

- the foreign programmes were 

'6y .:'- 
. fACE s- 

In the course of one evening, and working 
with a relatively short out400r aerial 
(40 feet including lead in), some forty 
transmissions were logged, including broad- 
casts from Konigsberg (217 ce.), Lodz 
(235 m.), Lilie, PTT., Limoges, Bordeaux- 
Lafayette, Goeteborg, Lvov, Sottana, Paris 
PTT, Budapest, Wilno, etc. ; in fact, many 
transmissions not regularly received with 
the average three-valve set. Such stations . 
as Huizen, Radio-Paris, Daventry National, 
Motala, Kalundborg and Oslo in the long- 
wave band were heard at full loud-speaker 
strength. There was some difficulty in 
separating Eiffel Tower from Warsaw and - 

Königswusterhauscn from Radio-Parie, 
but this fault did not lie with the receiver. 

On t-ho medium or short-wave band, 
selectivity was at its hest,and whilst the 
London National station was operating. 
programmes were clearly received from 
Trieste, Gleiwitz, and Turin ; NorthNational, 
Hilversum, and Bordeaux-Lafayette could 
be easily separated, and Brussels No. 2 and 
Strasbourg were picked up whilst London 
Regional wa. on the'air. Generally speak- ; - 

ing, the performance of the Ultra receiver - - 

was highly satisfactory. - - 

Provision has been made for the con- 
nection of an 

r 
external loud-speaker, as 

well as for a' gramophone pick-up. In the 
latter eaie, although it would be advisable 
te use sZh external potentiometer volume -- 
control, a ta5t' was made without any 
decrease in the iniiut to the receiver, and 
reproduction, although at a degree of 
volume sufficient te fill avery large room. 

- was remarkably pure and - free from dis- ' - 

trtion. - * ' ' -, 

-. The moving-coil speaker incorporated in ' 

the Ultra "Tiger" gives you the advantage 
of high quality with a good range of tonal - 

frequencies; there wis- no trace of hum ', . 

and, provided volume was not pushed to - 

the - extreme, no unpleasant resonance. 
Speech was crisp and lifelike even when 
recourse was made te additional strength - 

for the reception oLthe niore distant trans- - 

missions. The 1933 "Tiger ' is distinctly - -, 

an attractive three-valver in many respects,. -- 

and the price of LiS 18s. Od. (including 
royalties) for either the D.C. or AC. model - .. - i'a reasonable one. The set may be '- 

relied upon to- give you, even during day- 
light hours, alternative programmes from a - , 
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Su per-Selectivity 

and Sensivity'. 
for, the 

/ 

'H 
When you build the 'Bijou' Thrée you are - 

assured of selectivity and sensitivity far 
the average obtained from a Det.-2 

L.F. circuit. It incorporates the wonderful 
Radio Dual Range Coil Unit, fitted 

with four-in-one control, which acts as 
combined on-off switch, wave-change - - , switch, selectivity and volume control, thus 
greatly simplifying wiring and construction. 

- 
- Instructions are included with every unite 

From all radio dealers. Price 

November 5th,. 1932 PRACTICAL WIRELESS. 

READY RADIO 
.339_ 

- I 

To: READY RADIO LTD. (Book Dpt,). Est000 Houoe, Bfookhoath,' .. .. . - 

r 
I C EADYP 

4, DiO 
Addroo............................................................. ;. - 

p m f JR d Rd Ld E f H 2f kf if SE3 Tdoh Loe 
G 5678 T ¡ m R d d B! ¡tue! L d n. 

'AGAIN SPECIFIED! 1O'6 
All you need to convert your old set to the 
'Bijou 'j-Three is this wonderful coil unit READY RADIO S.G. CHOKE 

i SPECIFIED fo 
THE "ARGUS" 
A néw H.F. Choke specially' 
designed for screened-grid 
sets. ' Highly efficient sec- 

Full details of how to use this tionalized windings. Self- 
amazing Coil are contained in the 

t - . 

capacity, D.C. resistance 
arid losses are excentionall Kendall-Price Book. 36 pages low for a choke of such high 

describing so wonderful circuits, inductance. 
with photographs and diagrams, . Its specification in a set of 

published at il-. so high a calibre as the 
' ' 

T "Argus" is sure proof of 
POST COUPON NOW FOR , 

-' its outstanding quality. 

YOUR FREE COPY! ' 

. 5'G - 
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rfeIeeoae,e,e,eeS 

- i 
Introducing- THE ARGUS Th 

! w 4 £ - 
s , The Wonder Set EmpIoyng Two S.C. and Pentode Valves, the 
I 

T--- which will be Described i ext Week's 8-page Photogravi 
-. s _____ 

- 

4 ting stations. I am not in favour high-power broadcasting stations oil both 
.. - - - of giving a list of stations which the mediun and long-wave bands can be 

J have been received in one par- received with the " Argus." - 

, i ticuhir locality, for conditions of The quality of.tho reproduction is really 
- _____________ reception vary so enormously over excellent. A speci& tone compensator, 

, tho British Isle' that one single about which I shall have more to say later, 

s \list i, apt to irove misleading. is included, and the tone of any loud 
* One might almost say that it is a speaker eau be adjusted very easily to suit 
L handy rule to remember that the any individual iireference. 

' _--.-1 
nearer the listener is towards the The reaàtion control, once the correct 

,, ______ ________________________ " .: .: fe w erthecontinental :oita.gefor 

; PLENTY OF POWER AND EASY TO BUILD 

. _ : ........ :':. 
" OMETHING a little off the beaten 

track for the readers of PRACTICAL 
WIRELiss " was the suggestion 

made to nie by the Editor in connection 
with the design of a three-valve receiver. 
Furtlìcrmore, it had to be reasonable in 
cost, use battery-fed valves, be easy for the 
Únateur to build up, hayo no soldered 
joints, be -ffic1ent in its control of volume, 
possess good quality reproduction, great 
selectivity and, when completed and 
housçl in itecabinet, ho a receiver of which 
the constructor. could justly feel proud. 

This seemed rather a tall order, especially 
as some of the rcquiremeits appear to be 
eonflicting ; for cample, low cost and good 
quality. However, I set about my task with 
entliusiasni and for many hours wns busy 
with pi per and pencil, and two or three alter- 
native types of circuits were finally 1aced 

Î 
GREAT RANCE 

on tue " short list." The " Argus " was 
finally selected as being the one that ful- 

. filled in the best possible manner the 
Leadings sot forth in the first paragraph. 

Highly Satisfactory Test Results 
I have put the set through some very 

careful and thorough tests under conditions 
of reception which are bad-namely, within 
five miles of Brookmans Park, and using 
a purposely made imperfect aerial system, 
and I am glad to say that the " Argus " has 

NO BACKGROUND 

emerged unscathed. ' The combined effi- i. of the final choice of components 
(listed elsewhere) will be found of the 
highest order, while the quality of repro. 
duction should satisfy even fastidious 
tastes. The set handles wlI and the real 
purpose. of cack of the panel controls is ac- 
quired after only half an hour's practice, 
provided the dfrections which are to follow 
later in the article are followed carefully. 

Outstanding Features 
Where does the " Argus " score when 

i 

compared with other three-valve sets which 
have been described from time to time ? 

In suggesting the features I wifi make no 
attempt at giving them an order of merit for personal tastes 

differ so materially, 
and where one reader 
awards pride of place 
to quality and ia 
content with three or 
fourstations, another 
shows leanings to- 
wards quantity (i.e., 
number of stations 
received) without 
emphasizing quality. 

First of all the 
selectivity is ade. 
quate to meet any 
situation, except the 
very abnormal. This 
is backed up with 
suffióient output 
power to work a loud- 
speaker comfortably 
in 'thé average-sized 
róom frm at least 

i 

eighteen transmit. 

_l,_,._I,_(,_oe 

- -Stt1OflS tuat wlU ne Reare, ana 
the best reception is secured from 

stations located in a southerly directin at 
least that has been my experience. ' 

Medium and Long-wave Reception 
As a fair basis on quite conservabive 

lujes, it can be said that the majority of the 

A 
V 

neen uetermmea, is quite smootn in opera. 
tion, while the inclusion of an ILF. volume 
coutrol through the medium of a variable 
mu screened grid valve, indicates that 

i odern receiver practice has been followed. 

Special Combination of Valves 
So much then for generalities. Is there 

Note ¿lie balanced arrangemenlof'Ihe various controls. 

GET TOGETHER THE FOLLOWING COMPONENTS 

FOR THE ARGUS THREE. 
i One pair TeIen twin matched 

coils. 
One J.B. 2-gang .0005 mfd. 

variable condenset. 
One Liasen Hypernik 4.1 

L.F. transformer, with 
: Lissen tone compensator. 

One Ready Radio S.G. choIc. 
One Buigin Midget H.F. 8 

choke. 
One Polar .0003 rnfd. "Com- 

pax " condenser. 

i 

One Polar .0003 mfd: " Corn. 
. pax " ¿ondenser. 

One Lewcos 50,000 ohms 
i 

Potentiometer. 
One T.CC. O003 mds. fixd 

. 
condenser, Type S. 

Two T.C.C. .0001 mfd. fixed 
condenser, Type S. . . 

One T.C.C. 2 mfd. Mans- 
bridge condenser, Type 
50. 

One T.C.C. i mfd. Mans- 
bridgé Condenser, Type 
50. 

One T.C.C. .1 mId. Mans- 
bridga Condenser, Type 
No. 50. 

One Grahimarish i meg. 
Ohmite ltjtance. 

One BuIgin «Spaghetti Re- 
sistance, 5,000 ohms. 

One Bulgin Spaghetti Re. 
sistance, 000 ohms. 

Two Bulgin ghetti Re. 
sWances, I 000 ohms 
each. 

One Ready Radio 3-point 
switch. 

Two Clic 4-pin chassis- 
mòuflting valvc.holders. 

One OEx 5-pin chassis 
niósnting valve-holder. 

Six Belex terminals, L.S.+, 
L.S. -, two pkk-up, 
aerial, earth. 

A 
V 

Four &lex Wander Plugs, 
GJ3.-1, G.B.-2, G.B. ! - 3, G.B.±. - 

One Belling Lee 7-way bat- 
(cry cord, with terminals, 
marked H.T.+, H.T. 
+1, H.T.+2, H.T.+3, 
H.T. -, L.T.+, L.T. -. 

Two Coils, Lewcos Giazite, 
connecting wire. 

One W.B. Senior Model I 
4-pole balanced armature 
speaker in oak cabinet. 

Three Cossor Valves, 230 
. V.SG., 220 S.G., 230 

H.P.T. 
One Ediswan 120 y. H.T. I 

Battery. 
One Ediswan 9 v H.T. Bat- 

: tery. 
One Ediswan 2v. L.T. Ac- 

cumulator. 
One Tin Filt for Earth I 

(Grahaxb Farish). 
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any novelty ajt- 
peal ? Yes ! anti 
this arises from the 
fact that 'no thÈee 
e'ectrode valves are 
used at iIl The 
first sthge is 'a high 
frequency amplifier 
using a screened 
grid válve 'of the' 
variable' mu typé. 
In the seeodd stáge 
we have a screened 
grid valve functióning in a detector with 
the reaction fed from the screening' grid; 
while for the third 'or output stage a 
pentodé valve has been emplóyed.T 

Fròm these preliminary remarks the 
reader can judge for himself that the 
"Argus" is a set meriting the closest 
attention. Nothing has been left to chance, 
every detail has received careful considera.. 
tion, and all that is now necessary is for 
readers to duplicate the results I have 
obtained. 

TONE CONTROL 

Without unduly anticipating -4he' o- 
struetional Notes to be published next eek, 
it may be briefly stated that ic difficulties 
wifi be found, and that by proceeding in the 
manner described in those noteg, -the work 
will be found intensely interesting. The 
photographs on this page show' how the 
receiver is built up in a chassis-form, no 
difficult metal work being employed. 
Ordinary ply-wood fully meets our require. 
mente, and enables the Home Constructor 
with very few tools to make a neat piece of 
apparatus. 

For the purposes of the photographs, it 
was thought desirable to show the method 
of mounting the LS. Transformer and its 
associated Tone Control Unit. Therefore 
a fixed condenser and Spaghetti resistance 
have been removed from the,side of the 
baseboard nearest these. comlteeents. Their 
position and wiring are, of course. burly 
shown in the Wiring Diagram lo 
be given next week. 

I have' already stated t li t. h 
receiver is simplé' to 
build and that there are 
no soldered connections. 
This is, of course, a 
feature which will ap- 
peal to the amateur 
who is not very adept. 
at. soldering. an.'l wit h 
the. compo- 
nent. sii..i- 
lieti. :L attired 
jtillit H Iii.t La 

easily tunde 
'by incans of 
the' tâminais 
titted. As is 
the caso with Ti.1 

¡'he., complete receiver in ils handsome 
cabinet. ' ' ' - 

all home-constructed receivers,' it is 
absohkly... gssential to adhere. rigidly to 
the published specification and construe- 
'tional 'dethi]s' if you' wish to duplicate 
the receiver. Little differences in corn- 
poneusts-which may have the same rating 
-may ' make all the difference be- 
tween stability and instability. Do not, 
therefore, be tempted to fit some odd 
component which you may have in hand, in 

.place of one given in the Componente List. 
Many queries are recëi'ed by the Queries 
Department after the publication of a. 
receiver, asking whether such-and-such a. 
valve' may be substituted for one used in 
the original receiver. It may therefore be 
stated, here and now, that such substitutes 
are not recommended. No departure 
should be macle from any of the details- 
even if you are an "advanced" experi- 
menter you may make some little alteration 
which will mar the wórking of the set-and 
this injunction applies not only to the Argus, 
but to all the sets described in these 
pages. 

¡ ........................................................ _._....... ........ 

Well, sufficient has now been written to 
give some idea of the Argus, and all that 
remains to be done is to start getting to. 
gether the components n.a listed on these 
pages and then you will be in a position to 
go right ahead next week with the actual 
constructional work. 

WATCH FOR NEXT WEEK'S ISSUE. 

)eIIeIaOeIIeSI eoeI,a eflteO e e. auera ,etn,eoeoeqoe 
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Sometimes thé grid-leak must be t ken ! unwanted stations, as a copper container.--H. CAS (St. 
from the grid to a point upon a poten- i When using-the anode-bend detector a, Helens): - 

Reaction and Oscillation 
THE successful working of many sets 

depends largely on the reaction circuit, 
especially in the case of sets having a 

screen-grid stage. Therefore, to obtain maxi- 
mum results it is necessary to arrange the 
reaction circuit so that the reaction shall be 
as smooth as possible. Fof the best results 
the circuit must be capable of oscillating 
very gently, and it is essential that there 
shall be no back-lash: That is, the cirtuit 
must just stop oscillating, when reducing 
reaction, with the control in the exact 
position where the efrouit was just about to 
oscillate when increasing reaction. 

Anode-bend Detection 
ANODE-BEND detection is used by 

many amateurs, despite thefact that 
the ordinary grid-leak detector ai-range- 

ment can now be operatcd if such a way as 
to involve really very little distortion. One 
reason of the preference for the anode-bend 
system is that since the grid is negatively 
biased, so that there is no grid current 
flowing through the tuning coil in the grid 
circuit of the detector, the damping of the 
grid is avoided. - 

The effect of this is to improve selectivity, 
and this, in some cases, may mike all tiri 

difference to the ability of the set to cut ont 

keep the screw attached to the screwdriver 
until it has got a start-F. Wsaxnc (Bi-id. lington).- 
An Emcient Earth 
FOR the past twelve months I have been 

using the blowing earth system with 
extremely satisfactory results. A copper 
canister is filled with salt and bits of copper 
wire and foil. The end of the aerial wire 
passes through a hole in the lid, to which it 
is well soldered. This arrangemeñt-makcs 
a very damp and efficient èarth. Instead 
of the canister, alarge cocoatin can be used, 
but this, of course, would not last, so long 

Filament Control In R.F Valves 
TO obtain the best results from a 

set employing a high-frequency 
stage, every HF. valve should have 

its filament temperature under control. 
This is easily effected by means of a small 
variable resistance, which should be con 
nected in the positive filament lead. It 
will be understood that if this is connected 
in. the negative lead the control would be 
extended to HT. and GB. as well, andwould 
adversely influence the functioning of the 
circuit. 

i''"'''- fairly high impedance should be used in the anode circuit. Incidentally, if the resistance- 
- PRACTICAL PARS I feed method is used, it is often quite satis. 
I - 

- J factory to use an L.F. transformer of only 
comparatively low primary impedance, 

tiometer joined acrosi the filament battery. 
A lot of time can- be spent in making the 
reaction circuit right and the improvement 
in the result is worth having, for it.is cer- 
tain that a station may be heard well with a 
set having a good reaction and hardly at all 
when the reaction circuit is poor. 

operaemg wien an anoae-oena uctector. 

For Awkward Places 

FOR 
shirting a screw in an awkward 

comer, a good dodge is to place a 
small piece of adhesive tape' over the end 
of the screwdriver and wedge it into the 
slot in the head of the screw. This will 

Push-pull 
Firstly, it may be noted c that the constant component 

of the H.T. current is divided 
and flows equally and in opposite directions 
round the two halves of the OP. primary 
winding. It consequently has little or 
no effect as inducing magnetization in the 
core; that is to say, there is no constant 
magnetizing current, and the transformer 
core is normally without field. Under 
these conditions the effective inductance 
is higher, commonly about double or 
treble what it would be in a transformer 
carrying the H.T. current in the ordinary 
manner. This results in the bass, orlo 
frequencies, bdng more fully transmitted. 

Hr-i- t 

explaining Mr. Lanchester's article on the push-pull 
circuit. 

'octave contamination" is dispcsed of 
and certain other forms of distortion that 
go with it. 

Fourthly, coequent upon the fore. 
going, the valve swing that may be usefully 
employed is considerably increased, and 
two valves coupled in push.pull Will give 
far more output than the same two valves 
mounted in parallel. This has been 
variously assessed at two or two and a half 
times as much. In other words, the 
conversion of a set to push.pull and the 
adthtion of one valve (duplicate of the 

name. Whatever the reason may be, 
we are wholehearted in recommending 
push.pull to all who would strive after 
the best radio reception, musical or other, 
wise. We know that a. good speaker will.. 
only do itself justice on a good set; that is 
why we. are interested. We want every 
user of a Moving Coil Speaker to have a 
set worthy of it. 

Furthermore, when designing or laying 
out a set or gramophone amplifier, whether 
push.pull or otherwise, a milliameter in the 
power circuit should be regarded as an 
essential. Men who neglect this simple 
expedient ought to be' as rare as is the 
mariner who puts to sea without log or 
compass. 

said secondary is tapped and goes to earth I of the valve-characteristic, is very greatly 
via the grid bias battery B, which supplies reduced; the valves being in opposite 
the required bias to both Ql and G2 I phase has for its result that the two curves 
alike. The anodes of the two power valves [mutually correct one a.nother, and 
Al and A2 connect to the 

OR terminals of the primary of . A 
the OP. transformer respec. 
tively,and theH.T. is supplied 
by way of a centre tapping 
T. The secondary of the 
OP. transformer is arranged_ 
in the usual manner, and 
couples to the speaker circuit 
"LS." 
Advantages Derived from- 

(an entire fallacy in our opinion and 
experience) is in part responsible; perhaps 
it is the view that the push.pull system 
is something that comes under the head of 
unneccnsaiy complication that. holds it, 
back; though how this can be is a mystery, 
when most home.made sets look as if the 
owner had bought the bankrupt stock of a 
wireless dealer and tried to sise a sample. 
of everything in his lay.out. Probably. 
the real reason is that the overwhelming 
advantages enumerated above arc n9t, 
realised by the general public, and those 
who design or ' shake together" sets for. 
the market are too shortsighted to make. 
use of transformers hearing a trade 

ON THE PUSH-PULL CIRCUIT 

- I 
By F. W. LANHESTER, LL.D., F.R.S., M.Inst..E. 

HE push-pull circuit is best described Secondly, since one of the power valves 
by aid of the usual diagram. Here is taking more HT. current when the other 
it will be seen that the coupling takes less, the draft on the H.T. battery 

of the penultimate stage is by transformer, is almost constant instead of flowing in 
the secondary of which feeds the grids of waves or jerks, hence the main cause of 
two power valves 01 and G2 in opposite "motor-boating" is disposed of, and the 
phase, i.e., when the one swings positive, need for de-coupling is far less urgent. 
the other is negative. The centre of the Thirdly, distortion, due to the curvature 

that the push-pull system has not become 
almost universal, at least on sets with any 
pretensions to quality and efficiency. 
From a purely economic pint of view, the 
greater output from a given expenditure 
in valves, the better service from a given 
output transformer, and the elimination of 
the prime cause of motor-boating, far more 
than justify the additional expenditure 
in the push-pull inter-valve transformer, 
and the trifling expenditure in other direc. 
tions. Possibly the current belief that 
the choke-filter output circuit is in some 
way better than an Output transformer 
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power valve) is, so far as undistorted 
output is concerned, equivalent te 

I 
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j 

coupler unit. I soon had this made up, far superior to the original loose coupler. would now perhaps he considered as an 
and found when it was linked lip to the I found it possible to entirely ept out the old-fathioned set. The coils in my receiver 
receiver that it improved matters eon- powerful local station by adjusting the are No. 60 aerial, No. O reaction. The 
siderably. The scherno adopted is shown series aerial condenser, but, of course, this coil in the loose coupler is a No. 50. The 
in Fig. 1. This satisfied me for a long time. eut out other stations also. The tlthg to whole unit can be made up for well under 
until, in short, foreign stations began to do (and it is enuple enough) is to adiust ten shillings. 
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Selectivity with Plug-in Coils 

I N spite of the many changes in coil types 
J 

(luring thelast few years I have stuék 
to my ordinary plug-in ones since I 

first began to use them over eight years 
ago. Nevertheless, from time to time, I 
have experimented with various dual- 
wave tuners, but have never found them so 
fully satisfactory as the others. Their 
chief drawback has been imperfect reaction. 
They never seem to be efficient on both 
wavebands. 

The real trouble, however, with the plug- 
in coils began when the B.B.C. inaugurated 
the Regional scheme, and increased the 
power of the stations. Selectivity then 
became a pressing problem. In the end, 
I adontati the B.B.C. advice of a loose- 

not get the same number of stations 
that I could with my plug-in coils. I 
again began experimenting, and eventually 
evolved the following schenso with very 
satisfactory results. it is shown, dia- 
grammatically, in Fig. 2, and is a modifica- 
tion of my original loose-coupler. As you 
will seo, I did away with the small capacity 
coupling condenser, and insertad, in its 
place, a non-inductive resistance of 100,000 
ohms. This is in the form of a grid-leak, 
and is held in a grid.leak holder. In the 
aerial lead, and fixed on the panel to the 
left of the tuning condenser, I introduced 
a .0003 solid dielectric variable condenser. 
The aerial is taken to the moving vaises, 
and the fixed vanes go to the coil. This 
arrangement is really a forni of band pass, 
and provides a sharpness of tuning that is 

tIsis condenser until the local station comes 
in at just sufficient volunsc at the usual 
setting of the tuning condenser on the set, 
with, of course, a suitablo corresponding 
setting of the tuning condenser in the 
coupler. You will then find, as both 
dials are moved together (either up or down), 
that the local will quickly disappear, and 
you will be able to tune in other stations 
free of interference. Take careful note of 
the dial readings when you have found a 
new station, and then you ivill be able to 
tune them in again when wanted without 
further trouble. The first night I tried out 
my new aivangement I logged twenty.two 
stations on the medium waveband, free of 
all interference, and I have logged others 
since, which is not bad at all for what 

W JTH PLUG iN COILS T A S 

iL By A. J.- WOOD - 

0005"fd 
. 

:' OOO5sfd 

- 

ThEooS -' 

,Fig.'l.-Circuit diagram of increase their power also, when the selec- 
ThE oc 

a loose-coupler unit tivity problem again became acute. in Fig. 2--A modified loose- j 

a plug-in coil,despair I once ffiore went in for a selective coupler arrangement showing 

L dual-wave tuner, but was again let denn the additional highs resistance. h 

on the score of reaction. Moreover, I could . .... - 

r - 

- 
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It is seldom possible or desirable to use 
a separate L.F. stage with a mains set, 
owing to the terrific amplification of the 
valves, but it is still used to some extent 
in battery sets. The choice is governed by 
several factors that are common with the 
detector valve regarding the transformer 
limits, but the question of the valve's 
capability to handle the grid swing is of 
paramount importaxice. If the set is used 
on the local station within about 40 miles, 
an L.F. type of valve should be used, but 
if an inefficient aerial is emp!oyed or the 
set is, say, at Pensance, an HF. type, or 
even an HL. type, can be used and 
advantage can be taken of the higher 
amplification factor, 

The selection of a power valve should 
be governed by the purpose that it has to 
fulfil; the power valve is required to 

somewhat less exciting figure and a little 
more margin to play with; this is, however, 
a mat.ter of opinion. Sometimes a big 
directly-heated valve is used in the output 
stage of a mains set, and has much to be 
said in its favour provided it has a heavy 
filament current and is designed for the 
purpose: the use of 4-volt battery valves 
tar this purpose is not to be recommended. 

Pentodes - - 

The pentode valve is designed as an 
alternative output valve; it is already in 
very wide use, but. would be in almost 
general use if it was not so maltreated. 
The advantages of this type of valve are 
seldom appreciated unless a corrector 
circuit is used to rectify the unsuitability 
of the average loud-speaker for use with 
this valve. 

NEX WEEK. 
Splendid 8-page 
PHOTOGRAVURE 
Supplement of the 
Barton Chapple j 

"Argus" Three 

detector; generally speaking this valuo 
will give the best results on the local and 
a voltage sometimes as low as 25 on very 
weak stations, so a compromise will have 
to be found, possibly 75. This anode 
voltage on the valve, shown at Fig. 4, will 
only bring about an anode current of 1 

milhiamps, which will upset any but the 
smallest transformers. While on the subject 
of detector valves, it is time that the old 
idea of .0003 nsfds. for a grid condenser 
is buried, as .0001 is adequate from a 
detection point of view, and will slightly 
increase the selectivity by relieving the 
tuned circuit from the effects of the 
detector, to some extent. 

The Low Frequency Stage 

of good design, having an impedance of 
not more than about 1,700 ohms, meets 
these requirements, but tise anode current 
is high and a standard capacity HT. 
battery will go to pieces in a few weeks. 
When using this type of valve, consult the 
data slip given with the valve and make 
sure that the HT. battery is capable of 
giving the output for all the valves in the 
set. There is a mad rare among valve 
manufacturers to top the record of slope, 
and in mains valves figures are attained to- 
day that would have been considered 
ridiculous if suggested eighteen months 
ago. While congratulating the manu- 
facturer who happens to hold the record at 
the moment, it is questionable whether the 
constructor would not be happier with a 

Fig 5.-A pen!odc circuit. 

imagination by the smallness of their 
numbers, and the rats with which they 
hurl new and confusing types of valvès at 
the long-suffering listening public. Prob- 
ably the dream of a standardisation of 
British valves, such as is in force in 
America, is about as near to reality as tise 
wonderful invention to do away with 
valves altogether that regularly appears in 
the sensational (but dare we suggest) ill- 
informed columns of certain lay publica- 
tions. 

. .. 

-GgSOVOLT.f 4- 
Fig. 4.-A curve of a lypical battery valve. 

economy. When using this valve as an 
ordinary leaky-grid detector the question 
of bias does not arise, as none is applied 
except a fraction of a volt automatically 
brought about by the grid leak, therefore 
it is only necessary to note, on the curve, 
where the anode voltage line hits the 
anode current scale. A glance at Fig. 4 
will show that for 75 volte it is 1, for 100 
3, for 125 it is 5; the value for 150 is off 
the "map," as it will never be used under 
this condition. It is not usual to use 
more than 100 volts hiszh tension on a 

not heard better, and take only about 5 8 
milliamps; these valves usually have a 
slope of about 2. Beware of small power 
valves having a slope of about 3.5 to 4 if 
the receiver already gives good volume. 
These valves have a special duty to per- 
form. They have no more output than the 
valves with the lower slope, but are more 
sensitive, consequently they should be used 
when volume is poor to make it louder. 

The Power-Valve 
When really generous volume is required, 

the output 4ealve must have a high value of 
undistorted output, with, if possible, a 
high slope. The average super-power valve 

casuraiiy me various memuers are in 
competition, but they are grouped in the 

/1.Z4. 

o.000'3 
L's. 

'0/5 

The idea ofgrid bias is largely to fix the 
valve so that - it is working on a straight 
part of the curve, and obviously in the 
valve in quettion the best bias for 125 
anode volts would be 14, while 2 might be 
the best compromise between efficiency and 

s. 

PERCY RAY Concludes his 
Interesting and Informative $ 

Notes Concerning the Valves 
of To-day. 

handle the signal, much amplified by the 
preceding valve or valves, and to hand it 
to the loud-speaker in the same form that 
it was accepted, i.e., without distorting it. 
Distortion in the power-valve stage is 
caused by the inability of theoutput valve 
to handle the volume required from it. It 
is a fallacy that a super-power valve is 
louder than an ordinary power valve; this 
is true when working on the local, but not 
so when tuning in a weak foreign station. 
The average power valve having an impe- 
dance of about 4,000 ohms is suitable for 
use in the output stage of sets working 
with ordinary reed or balanced armature 
loud-speakers. It will give volume and 
quality that will please all those who have 

This circuit is very simple and is shown 
at Fig. 5. It consists of a small fixed 
condenser of .015 or so in series with a 
fixed resistance of 20,000 ohms, connected 
from LS. plus to LS. minus. The value 
quoted is average, and will vary with 
different types of speakers. It is useful to 
use a variable resistance of 30,000 instead 
of the fixed one, so that tone control. is 
provided capable of "knocking off' a 
heterodyno whistle. The large mains pen- 
todes of to-day, such as the Cossor 
MP/Pca and P.T. 41B, the Mullard 
PM 24a, PM 24b, PM 24e, and PM 24d, 
and te Mazda ACt Pen, to say nothing of 
the several types of Osram and Marconi, 
are all capable of giving magnificent 
quality and full volume. 

The Engineering Side of Valve Development 
The mechanical construction of a modem 

valvç is little short. of a miracle, and the 
varions systems used to lock and interlock 
the many elements together are great 
credit to the ingenuity of that small band 
of scientists that design the world's valves. 
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This is the amount of resistance which 
will permit a pressure of one volt to pass 
one ampere. This description brings 
in two other terms, or units, and therefore i 

these will be dealt with next. The 
smit of electrical pressure is the VOLT. 
By changing round the description given 
above we can see that one volt is the 
pressure required to drive one ampere 
through a resistance of one ohm. The 
unit of current flow is the AMPERE. 
The two previous descriptions now make 
it clear that an ampere (oi as it is more 
commonly called, an amp.) is the current 
driven through one ohm by one volt. 

These three ternis arc the three funda. 
mental electrical units, and, in view of 

#IFHF 

. -: 
Nr. 

81Q1rR>' 

perhaps, be pointed out here that 746 
watts are equivalent to one liorse-poiver. 

The principal electrical terms have now 
been explained, and if you work out two 
or three examples from the data given 
above you should soon grasp the re- 
lationship between the different terms, 

i and ybu will find that the knowledge so 
gained is extremely useful in under- 

i standing the ratings of components. 
Later on it is proposed todevelop these 

explanationa by giving worked examples 
and illustrations. In the meantime, any 
reader who is not quite clear as to the 
meaning of terms not covered in this 
short article, should address a letter to 
thè Editor. - ... - - 

-that is, the first part of the word, wireless. To the many thousands who the unit of inductance, and to make 
and you will find that there are only four yet understand the circuits or terms this quite clear it would, perhaps, be as 
of these to be learnt and that they are ue ¡,, connection wit/i wjrelcss we extend well to explain what " inductance " is. 
easily identified. Set out in a table, they a cordial helping hand. If a length of wire is wound in the forni 
divide into two classes : of a spiral, or coil, the passage of a current : . 

- KILO=One thousand. ' . . . . . 
I os ble through that coil will set up a field of 

MILLIe=One thousandth. en re a ions p, is ¿ if magnetic influence around the coil, and 
MIEG=One million. ° va un o 0150 o 

Th es tilLs field will act on the coil in a peculiar ! 

MICROOne millionth. e remaining re o n. g manner. As soon as a current commences j 
. You see, therefore, that two of these °° e amous mo aw, W C i, 55 as to through the coli the magnetic 

'ternis mean quantities greater thaii the ........ .- ............ . ................................ . .... .... field will attempt to prevent the current 
word to which they are joined, whilst ; flow, arid directly the current ceases to ' 

the other two mean quantities smaller ¡ \Vire]1ess Shorthand-2 flow there will be a similar retarding 
then the principal. For instance, The b ¿ente in wirrics, eocn eneoontr,s di Biechi effect. This reluctance, or hesitation, at I 

iliEGohtu means one million ohms, and t ,enhieo ihr ,,ey,tic saSs!, which ¿he set dssignc, the change of value of a current through 
MICRO ohm means one millionth of eec, i,, eersbinatien in feem the ciceit. The a,Cnii j a coil is measurable, and the valuo of - 
an ohm. 5f a nf eonv,shseeal,cg,eelmked 

j the inductance which will retard a 
The Decimals will enable the beginner ta re.ceqnie, what theg neon, change so that it takes one second for one 

h h : volt to raise the current by one amp. is a - It will be clear now t at t O luis 
h HENRY. You will have no doubt I -which refer to smaller values (that is, - ' ' ol rved ti t L F h k d th - 

tion of the various terms met w it in 
L r third can be s orked out Ita other words ordusajy wireless practice if we know the current flowing and the 

Units of Measurement t, 
,. (P/thENr voltage applied the product of these two 

The unit of resistance is the OHM. ß,q7ro-Ry) values will give us the wattage. It might, Í 

4 EGOEMS, Milhiamps, Microhemies 
I I and Watts. These, and others 

of a similar "foreign" look are 
some of the terms which occur practicsslly 
every week in the wireless articles in this 
book, and from the number of queries 
received from readers, it is quite obvious 
that they are not understood. When the 
various parts of the words are separated 
and explained, however, you will find 
that these expressions are no more 
difficult to understand than ordinary 
pounds, shillings and pence. The first 
thing to explain io, of course, the prefixes 

- SOME TERMS 
i EXPLAINED 

This special beginners supplement has 
been introduced in response lo a general 
request fesso hundreds of readers who 
have only just commenced to take 
an interest in soireless construction. In 
it we propose to explain, week by week, 
in very simple language, facts about the 
various usects of the suactical side of 

already been pointed out in these pages, 
jq given by the equation I which e 

means, to find the current you must 
divide the voltage by the resistance. 
If you work out two or three small sumo i 

on these lines, you will soon appreciate 
the re'ation between these values, and will 
also find how simple it all becomes. 
Some Other Terms - 

There are some other units used in 
wireless practice which it is necessary Ç 

to explain to the uninitiated, and the 
principal one is the HENRY. This is 

/ - 
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 No doubt the ideal method would be of the battery, and the short one the ance in the eyes of those' unaccustomed 
to have tIte iotnpleted receiver in front of negative. For a series of cells the sign is to seeing the "insides" of a' wireless re- 
you, together with the circuit diagram, usually repeated thus: long, short, long, ceiver, and aleo because in the absence of 
and get someone to carefully explain the short, etc., oronelong and short stroke may the valves thé indicating 'letters "F" 
relation between the two. This is, f course, be. used each end, and the intermediate "M" and ' S" are shown against the 
impossible in all but exceptional cases. It cells represented by a series of slots ..... valve holders. 

result that you are - ' i. 
left with a whole lot -Valves Removed for 
01 ssokaee lacts. Fi. l.--Three-vaIve circuit. - Clarity 
These facts in them- 
selves are usually quite uninteresting, that practically all the symbols used in When you look inside a modern wireless 
and are often forgotten as soon as radio are to be found in the circuit. receiver probably the first', things that 
they are learned. I suggest that what the diagram. There is one signS however, strike your' eye are the valves,' with their 
reader wants to know when he sees a which you may come across, but which shining glass or white, metal-coated 
particulac circuit is what it all means in is not shoirn here. It is the symbol for a bulbs, and also the screens covering the 
terms of an actual set: not only what battery. 'This is very similar to that timing coils, which look somewhat like 
component each symbol represents, but used for a fixed condenser (of which aluminum cocoa-tins. In the set illus- 
also how it is placed and what it looks several are shown), but instead of eon- trated here,, however, it has been found 
like in relation to the other parts of the sisting of two thick lines of equal size like neeesgarr for the sake of clarity to show 
set. the condenser sign, it is made up of one it with the valyes and coil covers removed. 

long thin line and ,ne short thick one. I mention tisis because it may give the 
The Editor's Idea , . '' 

. The long oste represents the positive pole set a somewhat unconventional appear- 

added. Fig. 2, on the other hand, is a I ponente to be met with in modern receivers Lastly, by showing every wire and every 
perspective drawing showing how a 

I 
which are not represented here. This is I component there is no part of the set 

receiver following the circuit of Fig. i unavoidable, but I think you will find 
I 
left to your imagination apart from the 

would be made up. The letters and that at least one type (in some cases there accessories. The connections to these, 
numbers appearing on the circuit diagram are more than one) of each of the more however, are clearly indicated. 
are repeated on the receiver, and show (importent . components is included, and 

I 
What I cannot profess to show you 

clearly to what component each with the aid of these 
symbol refers. HI diagrams is the fune. 

-Qtfl#2 tjon of the various 
Why an Actual Set was Used as an components, or their 
Explanatory Model values. These are 

You may ask, 
"Why show a draw- 

rather outside our 
present scope, and if 

- 

i I attempted to in- ing of a particular 
r elude them it would receìver? Why not tend to explain the various n 

only confuse 
matters. If, how. ___________ symbols by means of 

a kind of glossary? ever, you particular- 
Well, the answer is c gj ly wish to know the 

value of some part 

- 

that a glossary does 
not go far enough. or other, you can al- 

It does not show yóu ways refer to any 
similar circuit shown the relation of cash 

part. It merely tells in the pages of PRAC- 
you that such and TICAL WIEELESS, or 

you can send the such a sign stnnds G.ß. 

for a condenser, or 
I 

HX coupon on the 
QG.B.# that another repre- 2 

- .- Queries and Enquir- 
LT les page and send it sente a teaing coil, 

IS) 
to the Editor. and so on, with the 

simply referring tothe same letter or number on the perspective view you can see- just what that 
particular part looks like in reality. - 

WHEN you look at a circuit dia- was the Editor who suggested the use of What the Diagrams Show 
gram such as the one in Fig. a perspective drawing of a typical receiver Before you study them in detail I want 
i on this page, does it con- as providing the next best thing. This to make it quite clear what the two 

vey anything to you, or is it so much ides I worked out fully with the resnit.s diagrams are intended to show, and also 
Greek? Do you know that every line in shown in Figs. i and 2. The circuit used point out the things you must not expect 
it refers to some particular part 9f a is the popular three.valve arrangement, from them. First and foremost they show 
wireless set? , consisting of a screen-grid valve, a you what each symbol on the circuit 

It is for those readers who are hazy on detector valve, and a pentode.amplifier diagram represents in the actual set. 
the point that I have had the two dia- valve, while the lay.out is conventional Secondly, by means of numbers every 
grams shown here specially prepared, in every respect. Of course, I realize connecting line on the circuit can be 
As you see, Fig. lis a conventional circuit that there are other circuits than this, identified with its equivalent wire, where 
diagram with certain letters and numbers and also that there are a number of corn- there is one. on the perspectivo drawing. 

I 
CAÑ .You READ A' IRCUIT. 

D I A G IR A N'I ' 
Compare the diagram below with 
the, perspective on the next page. 

This week we are reproducing a circuit diagram of a typical three-valve receiver, together with a 
special perspective sketch of the receiver itself showing exactly to what part each symbol refers. 
We believe this is the first time anything of the kind has been given in a radio journal, and venture to 
suggest it will help countless non-technical readers to a clearer understanding of the "shorthand" of, 
wireless. Every component or wire represented in the circuit diagram is lettered or numbered, and by 
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How to Use the Diagrams 
Now supiose we wish to follow the 

circuit diagram sight through and identify 
each part. Where shall wè start? Well, 
as the signals enter a set via the aerial I 
think that is where we ought to begin 
our investigations. 

Look at the top left-hand coiner of the 
circuit diagram (Fig. 1). There you will 
see a sign like a crow's foot. This is the 
universally accepted symbol for the 
aerial. The aerial is joinçd to the aerial 
terminal or binding screw on the bottom 
right-hand comer of the set, as shown iii 
Fig. 2. 

From the crow's foot on Fig. I is a 
line marked (1), leading to a symbol 
consisting of two thick lines with an 
arrow through them marked (A). If 
you look for the same signs ou Fig. 2 
you will see that (1) refers to the wire from 
the aerial terminal to a little oblong 
affair with a knob on it, and that (A) 
refers to the oblong thing itself. If you 
don't immediately recognize this latter 

separate wiudings. The top one tunes in 
to th medium waves, the middle one in 
this case is not used, and the bottom one 
when joined to the top one by means 
of the wavechange switch (E) tunes in 
to the long waves. Thus you can always 
see from the circuit diagram just how 
many separate windings there are in a 
tuning coil. 

Perhaps I should explain that the small 
numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 round the base 
of each toning coil, and shown on Fig. 1 

not in circles, are those used by the manu- 
facturers to mark the teiminals of the 
coils, a.nd have no connection with my 
system of numbering the various con- 
necting wires. 

Lack of space prevents my going 
through each part of the circuit with you 
in detail, but you will see from what I 
have shown so far how to carry on. 
There is one point which may puzzle you 
and that is that there are several wires 
marked (5). I will explain why this is. 

Wires Connected to Earth 

earth at the extreme left-hand end by 
the triangulai group of parallel lines at 
this point. Now this is purely diagram- 
matical, and it may not be practicable or 
convenient in building the set to literally 
connect a long thick wire tO the earth 
terminal and then join each component 
that has to be "earthed" to it with a 
separate wire. Fof instance, where two 
components are situated close together it 
simplifies the *iring if they are both 
joined together with a short piece of wire 
and then a second wire is taken fl-nm one 
of them across to the earth terminal. 
Electrically it amounts to much the same 
thing, but the one is the theoretical 
arrangement and the other the practical. 
It is because these arrangements are not 
always identical that some lines on the 
circuit diagram have no wires exactly 
corresponding to them in the actual set. 
In order therefore that there should be 
no conflicting numbers I have numbered 
all the earthed wires the same, namely (5). 

There are also one or two other numbers 
which occur more than once. In each 
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as what is known as a pre-set condenser, In the fist place ali these wires are ca you will find that it ¡s where a 
you will be able to find its name by refer- what we call at earth potential, in other number of wires are all joined together 
ring to the key published with this article. words they are all joined directly or or to the same point. 

Returning to the circuit, you will see a indirectly to the earth terminal of the 
: . 

: line marked (4) following from the pro. receiver. Now in the circuit diagram What an Arrow Stands For 
set condenser to one of a group of three a connection from a particular component In studying the circuit diagram you 
curly.looking gadgets like springs. These to earth is shown by a line connecting it will notice in several cases an arrow 
are marked (B). Now turn again to Fig. 2, to the thick line or " bus bar " lead, as it drawn through the symbol for a con- 
and you will see that (4) is a wire from the is sometimes called, which runs right denser. This means that it is variable 
pre-stt condenser to one of the two tuning across the diagram. This thick line and the variation is usually carried out 
coils which I mentioned previously as itself is represented as being joined to by means of a knob or some such device. 
being shown Whene ver with their 

's 
you find 

screens or 
. 

I 
this arrow " cans " re 

- . - 
I 

sigh on a 
moved, while - ' 
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you might care to eut out the diagrams (Q) L.F. Transformer with emery cloth, but in the latter it 
- and the key table for future reference. (R) A Resistance might be necessary to dismantle the 

Incideutally the Editor will welcome any (S Pentode Power Valve condenser and increase the power of the 
comments you have to make regarding T «O off» pressure-spring -by carefully bending it. 
them, and also suggestions for any i ament wit Soipetimes the crackling is due to the 
further features of this type. two sets of vanes touching at some point 

¡ ! Tuning Condenser "Atmospherics" - as the dial is rotated. This can often 
KEY. be detected by inspection, but; in case of 

(A) "Pre-set" or Semi-fixed Condenser ARIABLE condensers are so reliable doubt, a definite test can be applied by 
(B) Dual Range Tuning Coil, Used as nowadays that one seldom expects connecting the condenser in series with a i 

Aerial Coil them to be the cause çf trouble. But grid-bias battery and loud-speaker. There 
(C) Aerial Tuning Condenser - they con be a nuisance, and many of the should be no click in the speaker as the 

I (D). Fixed Condenser crackles and artificial atmospherics that condenser dial is turned; a click would i 

(E) Tb point Wave.chang Switch are heard probably have their origin in indicate a short circuit 

the cone diaphragm a light ring of paper 
J 

can be dealt with so effectively by the i 
fed into it, the choice of circuit should 

or similar material is fixed, round which moving-coil speaker. I receive as much, or evn more, care than 
is wound a coil of wire known as the I the choice of speaker. 
"speech winding." A large metal cylinder, Matching the Impedance 

I Later articles will explain this matter 
having a central rod, known respectively No matter which type of speaker you tin greater detail. 

Can You Read a Circuit Diagram? t 
(F) Screen-grid Valve one of the tuning condensers. Crackles 

(Conti'sed fra,,, page 3474 1(G) H.F. Choke (or, in other words, bas.! connections) 
(H) Fixed Condenser originating in a variable condenser are 

condensers it is sometimes shown some- 
what differently. Instead of putting an (I) Dual Range Tuning Coil, used generally only notiàeablo when thc dial 

is being turned, but this is not always the 
arrow through the two thick lines, one of Intervalve Coil case. When a condenser is wrong, the 
the lines themselves is drawn curved with 1(J) Tuning Condenser for Anode-grid fanit can often be traced to a bad Con- 
an arrow head at one end. This is an I 

Circuit 
t nection between the spindle of the moving 

alternative method of representing the (K) Fixed Condenser 
- 

vanes and corresponding terminal. If 
same thing. 1(L) A Resistañce, in this case the Grid- 

J 

the contact is a frictional one, the rubbing 
leak I surfaces may have become corroded by 

Keep the Diagrams for Reference 
- 

1(M) Detector Valve damp or by the gas given off from an 
Finally I hope that these diagrams and 1(N) Reaction Condenser accumulator, or the pressure between 

the accompanying explanation will be of 
use to you in enabling you to understand I(0) Fixed Condenser j them might be insufficient. In the 

t former case, the lower bush must be 
th "shorthand" of radio. I suggest)(P) I-l.F. Choke t removed and the surfaces well cleaned 

force in any direction is perfectly equal. by a ring of leather or rubber, and, valve will only give straight line reproduc- 
The result of this is the nearest approach therefore, the cone makes a true tion with a certain impedance in its anode 
to the moving coil which has yet been "piston" movement, resulting m a circuit, and although valve manufacturers 
designed, and, consequently, the reproduc- faithful reproduction of the received give this impedance figure in the leaflets 
tion is very faithful. This type of loud- sounds. The only faults with this type accompanying their valves, unfortunately 
speaker should, therefore, be chosen for of speaker arise from faulty design, and loud-speaker manufacturers do not give 
multi-valve receivers designed for good- are: too heavy a speech-coil and cone; us the impedance of their products. 
quality reproduction, where it is not resonance set up by the rubber or leather Usually, only the D.C. resistance is given, 
desirable to use a moving coil, either on fixing ring; resonance due to the material and this does not enable us correctly to 
the ground of initial expense or running of which the cone is made, and one or match up the speaker. There are on the 
costs. tw«other little points, market, however, certain output matching 

To get the very best from a moving- transformers which have various ratios, 
Moving-coil Speaker coil speaker, a fairly strong signal is and if you are keen on getting the bóst 

The moving-coil speaker is, of course, desirable, and, as it can give such a good from your set, one of these transformers or 
t.he best type of speaker yet designed,and, perforusanee, tise receiver should be matching umts should be included in the 
provided one of the best makes is obtained, designed to give out a signal to justify output circuit, and by adjusting it to 
will give on a suitable receiver a reproduc- the use of such a speaker. Particular various values it is possible suitably to 
tion practically identical withthe original, care should be taken to look after the match-01) the speaker. One final word. 
As will be seen from Fig. 4, at the point of lower notes in the musical sale, as these As the speaker can only reprodure what is 

- 

- VARIOUS TYPES AND 
HE - OUD . SPEAKER THEIR PRINCIPLES-il L 

Concluded from page 281, October 29th issue 

WHEN 
the armature is drawn to as the "pot" and "pole-piece," contains decide to use, there is one point which 

either side by the signal a large winding which has to be connected applies to. the correct employment of any 
impulses it must travel in a true to some source of direct current. The speaker, and that is, the impedance of 

i horizontal direction, and the restoring actual voltage depends on the design of the speaker must be matched to the out- 

- speakers from 4 volta to 150 volts. i 
i. 

- / The speech winding is supported in 'TO OUTPUT 
- a small gap surrounding the pole- cor-iE. VALVE i 

piece,. and this gap should be as t N. f -- - - 

sm-ill as possible Usually it is round %j 
s - - about jin. When the field is "ex- 

- - - - i 

i: - 

4 

the speaker, and varies in most commercial put valve, This means that a certain 

cited," which means when the current T' BaTTER V.. 
- / is applied to it, a magnetic field is .. i. 

4pfr4qrus ' set up across the gap The speech 
coil is connected to the output valve , f - 

"' --------- . - 

s Fig. 3.- / 5PIING of tIse receiver, and when the signal - FIELD -- - i 
The inductor / impulses flow through this speech WINDING. 

dynamic ,.' 
winding it vibrates, traveffing in and Figs 4.-Diagram illustrating the principle of - speaker. POLE PIECES., out of the gap. The edge of the cone 

. the moving-rail loud-speaker. i 
is supported m some way, either i 
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n. for which (b) I cciii psy on diiery Çyrott oct lice) f.-. 
13 0 0 1 I frotd L f ) pl hi J 

j lypoch Tsecoticth Cootocy 3lootcg I NAME .......... -. ........... -. o ....... .. -. ... o... o. o... -. o. .-. e... o- ........ .- o. o.o... 
Coil Specter ChocoS, .. .. 1 15 0 I or5cEpcchOkCcbboct .. 2 L_ .. ... ..... .o...o. ...... Pcccticcl Wperieot5/fl/3 

i 

4MsllodVoiso. FM1S,HL2, 
FM1LF.I'M2 .112 0 

1 129 ToSI, Modol Cobitt Is 
Woloot . 18 0 

£8 10 0 

KitNo.1 £5126 
(I,,, ,oBo, nod onbitot) 12 ost1ily 
po'snootoof 10.6 
KitNo.2 £7116 
(citI stio,, Is,, ablost) 00 12 n000thly 

py00,0t0 of 14 0 

KitNo.3 £8100 

KENDALL,PRICE AC. MAINS UNIT KIT No. 3 (soith valves and cohinet) Bloeopot bOU Iotdoctor Clout,. 
Cosoplete kit sith MoIlo,d Vo!005, 66-12-2; £4 : 16 : 9 12 monthly poymeets of 9/ £1: 12:6 

PIospat Molar Cb000:, B 6610 
(2 othlp poyetts of 12/6. - IT No. 4 (soith salseo, cobinet. batterie,, 

1 

KENDALL PRICE S G 3 
Coe,plete Kit souk Volvo, sed Cobio,t, 

R & A typ 50 I d p t, ro I 

ond earth), £6 t 19 : 3 12 monthly 
B Lo A B D Li: io: o 

66-12-3; 2 ,othly p5ycstt of 12/6. paymonto of 13/- 10TH. MInor Picbop ood moe 

FREE CALIBRATOR WITH ALL KITS 
Every "Practical Wireless" enthusiast must have a Calibrator, the new osde Splog 0,0,00 Moto, 

gadget that identifies Foreign Stations by name. Amazingly simple. to Oslisro Todootloo Jros,o Moo' 

u it trebles the nt rtajnment valu of any Re e ver No s t compIe A mM hI 
£2 i 

without it. Colloco Oss:plets (]oo,,o Ployleg 

- THAT IS WHY WE GIVE ONE ABSOLUTELY FREE tcolM0000lOgIOdoot:os 

WITH EVERY DIRECT RADiO KÏT 

£13100 CASH C.O.D. AND EASY; PAYMENTS E'XPRESS'QRDER FOPM 

1 LI,no, ,hloldod toll nitO 6 s.d. 
tbItttd 0100 oo!tob .. 17 6 

1 UtIiIt0 .00050,61. 2-ono; too-I. bit o-004 loo- typS W 312 39 0 

91661y Roil!, .0003-told. ,-tooUon 
000do-0too- .2 6 

i O tool;, .0001-told. ptt-oo-t 
000dOO1.t 16 

i T.C.C. 3 ttnnlooi Iyo .0002-mOI. 
fido-Oodot,,o-t ............. 2 4 

i T.CC. .0001-tobt. Rood 000donoot 
IrnoS' ..................... 1 3 

3 T.C.C. 2-stoOl. OOtd 000dOltotot Ii 6 

1 Roody 91,dlo Otoodoid KF. 
r o-00ko ................. i 4 

1 KIoto 6OtOOOOd 11F. Chollo 2 9 

i Booty 31,410 1.0' ?0000f000000 
to6103l ................. 9 0 

3 BtnJ,o,lo T0000l,odo .... 11 0 

44-prI oolto lroldt,s 2 0 

2 RL Aodlood Oatpot Cbokt 
2 I.00rr GIrO oh,,00 tpogbyttl 2-rad .................... 

2 9 

rolotoOlot 9 

i Loto. 10.000 obtot Jopoghottt 
Ooort000l,t0000 .......... i O 

- i Coioo,o SIlbo,, tlo,00,,t cetlo 
Ioo,tFB ......... 36 

i O00000l;o 200,000 ohoo. iolooro 

11000o,oitot000dhOidoo.. .: i o 

2 BoOing Lo too,oilol blook, 2 2 

O Bollo; Loo totooIoIt, (otilo!. 
yocth.L.&-L.9.-j-,o,,dl plok.o,$) i 3 

i Boiling Loro, 5.00ny bottoory 000d 2 9 
SColi. Oiooito ...... 8 

ii'tytoorol p000l 04to., 700. 
do-11034 to ,pooOootlOt, .. - 4 0 

i Boo,obrr000i 101o, r, 101o. ., 9 

READY RADIO "METEOR S.G.3" 
Modol "A" (With Voltoo Cobioo-t tod 

,000iog-ooiI opookor). . LI-17.13 2 .otbly 
poytorott of 11/-. Modo! ' B' (Coplety 
kit oith oolvp. ooly). £5.7-6 ; 12 otthly 
pty000ots of 10/6. 

TELSEN "AJAX THREE KITS 
Kit (Ir,, Volo., 0od Cobioet). £34.6 

Dopo,it 10/-, 8 mthly poy,00nt, of 7/6. 
Kit 2 (oith Vo10o. loot Coobjoot), 14.4-3; 
Doirotit 10/., II mthly poytbo-tttl of 7/6. 
Kit 3 (orth V,!00, aod Cobloyt). L4.15-o 
Dopotit 85!-. I othlp poymoot, of 8/0. 

TELSEN "JUPITER 3" KIT 
Kit I (Io'. Vols,., od Cobiort), £3.17-I; 
D.pr"it 80/.. II mohl y oyOtooll of 7/6. 
Kit 2 (o'ith Vo!005 lots Cobloet), LS-lO-O; 
Dopotit 15f-, Il otthly p000,eott of 10/6. 
Kit 3 (toith Volo.11 ood Cobioot). LI-11-0; 
Dopo,it 20/-. II ,othly poyo,00tt of 11/6. 

NEW COSSOR MELODY MAKER 
All Moins Kit No. 357, ooitl, Moi,ot Volo.., 

S tokio od Hond,o,00 Coo,olo Cobloet, 
£fl_15.O ; Drpo.it 25/-, II tothly poy,000ts 
of 21/-. Bottrry Kit No. 335, nith oeoo 
high.of8oknoynol-oot. Spooker ond Coot0!. 
Cohioot. Li-17-6; Drposit 17/6, II .oth!y 
poy0008t, of 14/6. 

OSRAM THIRTY.THREE 
Bottin Kit toithCobiont ond V,lr'o-, 18-9-0; 

Dopooit 20/-. l2 oothly poy,onott of 15/-. 
KENDALL-PRICE S.G.4 
Cotop!nto Kit oith .Mollord Vobo0 od 

l59" Cobinet. Li-8-18; l2 ,ntloly poy0000to 
oblii. 

14-17-3; 12 oothly pIo-mento of If-. 
KENDALL-PRICE TWO 
Comploto- Kit ootoh V,100, od Cobkoot, 

13-7-6 ; IO onthly poytooro:, of 7/6 
KENDALL-PRICE THREE 
Comploto Kit oith Volte, od Cobinot, 
- 14-3-2; lO tothly poyo000t,.of 9/6 
KENDALL-PRICE °S.W.TWO" 
Comploto Kit soith Volvo, ood Cobloyt. 

14-8-9 ; IO mthly p0-0,0015 of 10/-. 
KENDALL-PRICE SW. ADAPTOR 
Cotoplote Kitooith Vo!no ondCobinot. £2.19-S: 

9 ,othlp poymeotn of 7/6. 
KENDALL-PRICE D.C. POWER UNIT 

Kit. £3.17-I IO otthly poytnonts of 
8/6. 

R. FOR M. "STATIONMASTER 3" 
Bttto-ry Modo-1 -. A,° ,oith 'l'ohIo typo Col4ort 

od otItis. LI-11-0 : Deposit 15/., II 
.othly poyntooto of 18/-. Botteny Model 

B,' o-jth Coosole typo Cobioct, Volvo-o 
50d Ccto,tino Spo,kor, 17_10-0; Dopotit 
20/-. II mthly poyt000ts of 13/-. AC. 
Modol "C." o:tlo nolout Conoobo- Coblo0t, 
Msio,s Vol ois od Moge0000 Movittg.Coil 
Spyolror, 114-0-0; Dopo,i; 35/-. II tooth!0 
poyono-ott of 25/-. AC. Ivlodyl ' D,' 
Chono:, nob orth M,io, Vol 'oc,, Lb-0-0 
Dipooit 30f-. Il ootldy p;yotnnts of 18/6. 

DOLPHIN STRAIGHT THREE 
KIT No. 1. (Ion, volvos od cabinet) 

£2 ; 13.: 0 10 taonthly 5,ymonto of 6/. 
KIT No. 2 (soith volteo, kosoabinot) 

13:15:9 I2enontblypasjmont,ofi/_ 

Oldho,o 120-Volt IVot 11.7. AO. 
oao,olotoy 5,500 log/boon topo- 
city ................ £4:l:0 
00 1260000017 paymeots kO 7(6 

ATLAS MAINS UNITS. 
AO 300, I0000pOlOtlOg 11.7. 150 

Volta 25 mo. LT. toho,-gyn, ood 
Cold Rioo 1f to 16 Volto. 

£61 1010 
on il monthly ioOymonto o! 12e- 

ll0115/2l Voit icr D.C. Molto. 
£1 119,6 

AO, 144 11.7, only. 120 Volto 
10mo. ,,,,,,,...,,,,,,, £211916 

0e 9 onoottily pay:ontlto 00 716 
AK. 260 os obooc bot Irlo!, 

LT. 611000cr ...... £411010 
orlO monthly poytoocots of 10/-' 

R. & A. Cl:ollyagon Pyrmoncob 
Mognot HosIng Coli Ct,00:is. 

£1: 15: 0 
R. & A. Victor Ponmonoot Stag. 

not Moving Coli Choosi.. 
£31 io: o 

10 ,00nthty payment, 01 7i9 
WE. P50.4 Pyro,ogoono Mognot 

MovIng Colt Clneoío £2: 200 
Eprob AI Pny,000rnt Mogsot 

Mooiog Coil C1:notto 3: 3:0 
orlO ,000ttily poymo-o:to 007/. - 

Epoyh 99K. Coloco- ... £71710 
o;' 12 monthly poymo-nt. ol 1319 

NOTE, All Mosto0 Coil Oppokevo 
bncorpoo-otc 20900 Tn000tormrn, 
ond ron ho sopplbo-0 millo tpo-rio! 
"159" IVol080 Cabinet, 251- 

Bloocopot 4411 M:tgoctio typo 
Speokor io Oak Cabloot. 

£21 12,0 
01 10 montOly poym0000 oto,. 

R. & A. Typo 50 Mogoptic 
Opo-ohnn Ctiooti, ....... lOo O 
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GUARANTEED MAUFACTUE' KTS!i j 
'SONOTONE' TESTEDAND GUARANTEED 

FOUR BY DIRECT RADIO 
'('IS WI Il r lU II I 

READY RADIO '303" 
M,II A ( by! ci, t d, g 

ICENDALL.PRICES.G.3(A.C.MODEL) C,! K h V! 0 Cb 

CALIBRATOR 
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I 

--- .Ova8.CELL The sudden increase in current would 
impose a great strain on the .valve and 
repetition of the process wduld èertainlv 

i 

not, it is only necessary to insert a fixed 
. i . - Iormer 

resistance of some 300 ohms, or, better still, 
- sr- was shown in these "Ramblings" a 

a semi-variable iOO-ohm one, in the cathode _è ' 
few weeks ago how an ordinary L.F. 

lead as illustrated in Fig.'i (c). In either ' 0-9v GB. CELL tnsformer could b used in ronjnnction 
u case the resistance must I/ with a smtable resistance and - 

be by-passed by a .1 mfd. _,__ Fig. i.-Three diagrams illustra! trig - condenser to form a resistance-. - 

. 
condenser. seme met/seils of applying a small 

'7' 'fed L.F, coupling unit. 
- - " negative bias to an S.G. vetve. 

' (Costjud ¿sss page 352.) 

,sso,La asked on this subject, it is evident thaf 

- understand the reason for the warning. - _ 
there are very many set users who do not 

-- - Needless to say, it is not given unnecessarily, 
nnd should be taken in kil seriousness.' 
The anode current flowing across a valve is - ' - 

- largely dependent upon the negative bias 
applied to the grid; to quote actual figures, - ' ) . - 

. 
the current taken by a typical power valve ' -. 

' / 
with 100 volts -high tension and 6 volts -' 

, 
s grid bias is 9 milliamps, but by reducing . 

. 
' f - the bias to 4/s volts the current immedi. - 

f ' 
' Q ately rises to 12 milliamps. Thus it can / - , - 

. ------------- '''' 'be seen thbt even a siliall' edugtioii in s 
r 

- bias voltage has a comparatively large 
i effect on the anode cus rent and it is not dills 

cult to imagine how high the current would. ' 
, 

- - i - -' - - / 
I ¿ir- rise during the few seconds that the stander - -' 

i , plugs were removed fronf the GB. battety - ' - - - 

- -/ ME leaving the valve without any bias at all. 1 1 f'IF 300 Ci. 

WHEN using an SG. . valve of the 
usual type (that is, not a va,riable- 
mu), it is often possible to obtain 

increased selectivity by applying a small 
amount of negative grid bias. As most 
-receivers have no provision for biasing the 
S.G, valve, slight alterations must be made. 
One simple method of applHng the bias volt- 
age is to break the connection between the 
aerial tuner and HT. negative and to insert 
-a 0.9 volt GB. cell. To prevent instability 
due to the internal resistance of the cell, 
'the latter should be by.pasned by a .1 mfd. 
non-inductive condenser. A circuit diagram 

-of the arrangement is given in Fig. i (a). 
A different method is shown in Fig. i (b), 

where the bias voltage is applied direct to. 
the grid through a 3.megohm grid-leak. 
To prevent the bias voltage from being 
short-circuited through the coil,, a .0005 
-mfd. fixed condenser must be inserted 
,between the "aerial" end of the coil and 

YOU will be interested to hear of the 
new Watmel leaflet describing this 

firm's range of resistances. In addition to 
giving much useful data, the leaflet includes 
an excellent chart, which forms a "ready- 
reckoner" for all resistance calculations. 
By its aid you can find out in a few seconds 
the voltage drori, :power absorbed, value of 
resistance required, etc. A copy of the 
leaflet can be obtained free by making 
application to the Watmel Wireless Co., 
Ltd., High Street, Edgware, Middlesex. 

Grid-bias Voltage-. 
AWARNING distinctly given on the 

makers' instruction sheet accom- 
panying all power valves and pentodes 

- reads : ' Never make any adjust. 

I 
ments to the bias voltage without 
first switching off all HT. volt- 
ages." Judging by the numerous 
questions I am constantly being 

the grid of the valve. In this case it is not 
to connect a by-pass condenser 

across the bias cell, because its resistance 
will have no ill effect. Of the two methods 
'described, the former is generally to be 

(k preferred, since the latter has a tendency 
to cause a certain amount of "hiss." In 
either case the bias cell should be replaced 
every eight to ten months, because, if it 
should become completely exhausted, the 
.valve would -not - be biased at all-not 
even by the small negative voltage devel- - 
.oped across the filament which obtains 
with the normal circuit arrangement. 
When A.C. valves are employed, grid bias 
is almost invariably arranged for, but, if 

useful life. - 

Incidentally, the strain would also be 
applied to the high-tension battery, which 
would- suffer in consequence. TIse - above 
explarestion will also make it elear.why it is 
always advisable (and economical) to em- 
ploy the highest possible grid-bias voltage 
compatible with good loud-speaker 
"quality." 
D.C. to A.C. Conversion 
IF you live in one of the many districts 
I where the D.C. mains supply is shortly 
to be replaced by AC., you are probably 
wondering just 'what will happen to your 
D.C. eliminator or battery charger. Some 
authorities offer to change all D.C. apparatus 
for equivalent apparatus suitable for AC. 
But this practice is not universal, so it is 
wise to tread warily. If you are in any 
doubt, write to the B.B.C., enclosing a 
stamped envelope, for their booldet, which 
gives all particulars regarding the legal 
position of both supply company and 
consumer. There is one thing that is 
oertain if your supply company has already 
advised you of a change, they are not 
obliged to take any responsibility for 
apparatus installed without their consent 
after such advice. Very often, however, 
the change-over is notified so long as three 
years before it actually takes place, and 
the company will then sanction the in- 
stallation of new plant at its own re- 
sponsibility. Be sure to get such sanction 
though, before buying any new D.C. 
eqiiprnent. 
Alternative Eatks from the Same Trans- 

--I1, 

Another Way of Improving Selectivity 

adio Ram 1ings1 

L 
i 

Eesistance Calculations - have an a ireciable shortening effect on its 
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 FIRM CAN OFFER 
ADVANTAGES LIKE THESE 

Primi paid for secood-hand NO RESTRICTIONS AS T0 
apparatus ore the LARGEST KIND -OF APPARATUS AC 
PAID BY ANY WIRELESS PART CEPTED.Cornmerr 

or 
EXCHANGE FIRM. diimantIad-naPonontwva1Veu, 
A Brei quotation gioca othoet ken in 

¿ any charge or obligation on DES. 
.4 

part eechacgr far ioccnd.hind 
CRIPTION OF APPARATUS apporatue. 
ALONE Tu t t s h- SECOND-HAND APPARATUS 

- . . . TAKEN AS FIRST PAYMENT tect on Y to ascription proving ON NEW GOODS. Thi, balance ocrorote and geoda being in can be opreod over oie, nine or 
reacenable condition, twelve month,. 

WHAT WOULD YOU ° I AM THINKING 0E- 
ALLOW ME FOR--- BUYING:- 

STUDY YOU. CAN HAVE A COLLEGE iiR 

AT TRAINING JN ALMOST ANY 

CAREER FOR A FEW 
HOME SHILLINGS. MONTHLY TIME 

LET ME BE YOUR FATHER 
Uniese you ore io . T1 WE DO NOT 
touch with all PROFESS TO 
branches of industry : ACT AS AN EM- 
ysu cannot see the w P LO Y M E N T 
possibilities st em- . s AGENCY, BUT 
ployment, but with WECERTAINLY 
our pigaastic organisa- . ARE-IN A POSi- 
tion we are in touch Ø lION TO GIVE 
with every sphere of FATHERLY AD- 
activity, anal we know . VICE ON ALL 
that in many trades . -r CAREERS AND 
and professions there THE POSSIBI- 
are more vacancies [ ,l LIlY OF EM- 

,than there are trained - PLO YM ENT 
men to 1111 them. ThEREIN. 
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ION CASH OR H.P. TERMS - 

Cross out sebichever does flot apply 
$vw-- ."- t. -°N '*'.5-'':- t!ì' So- - '' '- 

NAME.................................................................................................................. 

ADDRESS........................................................................................................... 
.5 Post se-day to -Co-Radio Ltd., Dept. Cl., 78, Neat Street, WC. 

THIS PUTS ME UNDER NO OBLIGATION. 
Ah'a5o - . .- . .-, -fl-.- -- -'p.-- COAUO 

Showrooms: 78, Neal St., Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C. 

- Builders of the - 

"BIJOU 3" and "ARGUS-3" 
here is the 

- 

- "specified" - . '.1 " 

condenser 
L - 

- 4 

i'- 

- r Chosenby - - 

- Mr. BARTON CHAPPLE 
because cl its amazing efficiency. - - 

- 
- sound deciga atd reliability. - - 

- . - POLAR "COMPAX" 
- A low-priced variable condenser 

.0005 2/9 

- - HOI . 

expressly designed for Tuning 
or Reaction, u-here air dielectric .05015 

- is not essentsal. Made with the 
very best materials. Efficiency 
is unexcelled. Solid dielectric. 

Write For Polar Also in otter One-hole fixing. Supplied 
'atologue 'N.' capacities, with knob. 

- 

WINGROVE & ROGERS, LTD., 188-9, STRAND, W.C.2 

We teach by post all branches of the following 
vocations, and specislise in all . ' - 

exazninationscounectedtherewith. .. 
Our advice is always Free. ,-a- OG 

.s:,N.v G0 -°' 

- - 

General Education 
- ' Heating and Ventilating 

ç,O , - Insurance 
. - Mathematics 

- Matriculation ' - - 

Accountancy Examinations Metallurgy - 

Advertising and Sales Manage. Mining. All subjects 
ment Mining, Electrical Engineering 

A.M,I, Fire E. Examination Motor Engineering 
Applied Mechanics Municipal and County Engineers 
Army Certificates Naval Architecture 
Auctioneers and Estate Agents Pattern Making 
Aviation Engineering Police. Special Course 
Banking Preceptors. College 08 
Boilers - Pumps and Pumping Machinery 
Book-keeping, Accountancy and Radio Reception 

Modern Business Methods Road-making and Maintenance 
B.Sc. (Eng.) Salesmanship 
B.Sc. (Estate Management) Sanitatioü 
Building, Architecture and Clerk Secretarial 

of Works Shipbuilding 
Chemistry . Shorthand (Pitman's) 
Civil Engineering - - Structural Engineering 
Civil Service Surveying 
All Commercial Subjects Teachers of Handieralts - 

Commercial Art Telephony and Telegraphy 
Concrete and Structural Engin- Transport 

eering Weights and Measures "Insp." 
Draughtsmanship. All branches Wireless Telegraphy and Tele- 
Engineering. All branches, sub- phony 

jects and examinations Works Managers 
It you do eut see peur owe requirementA above, writs to us on any subfoct 

DO NOT DELAY 
- THERE MAY BE CHANCES FOR YOU TO-DAY FOR 

WHICH YOU MAY BE TOO LATE TO-MORROW. 
EVERY DAY COUNTS IN A SCAN'S CAREER. 

IT COSTS NOTHING TO INQUiRE 
WE TEA CHBYPOSTINALL PARTS OF THE WORLD t 

Alun ask fer ene New Book-FREE OF CHARGE 

THE HUMAN - MACKANE 
Secrets o Success. 

çAeNErf Y r- 
COLLEGE Lii). -- - 

SHIFLD °°° 
- 

(Dept. 1121 - 

i 

I 
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- difficulty. This is to reversethe connections the choke is additional to 
to the secondary terminals of the second to the usual HF. choke, 
transformer or to the primary of the first. marked ILF.C1. The new jThe altered connections put the feed-back choke H.F.C.2) should 

- out of phase, and give a "negative reaction" be a high-impedance one 

H- 
u- 

Fie. 3.-A he1erodne "Iopper.' 

the number of turns on the primary and 
the total number of tures on both windirsga. 
Thus a transformer having a nominal ratio 
of 3: 1 will give a step-up of 4: 1, whilst 
a 5: 1 transformer will give a step-up of 
6: 1. The method shown at (e) also uses 
the transformer as an auto-choke, but by 
connecting the plain lead to the "grid" 
end of the "choke" the ratio is only 1: 1, 
whatever type of transformer is employed. 
This system can often be used effectively 
to improve the bass output, but -much 
depends upon the transformer eharacteris- 
tics. 

- Stopping LF. Feed-back 

ACERTAIN 
amount of L.F. instability 

is frequently experienced in re- 
ceivers having two transformer-coupled 
L.F. stages. The real cure is to re-design 

I the set, adding plenty of decoupling, but 
i there is sometimes an easier way out of the 

convelsient. 
Another, and simple, 

way is to fit a heterodyne 
"stopper" in the anode 
circuit of th detector - 

valve. The stopper must 
consist of a circuit tuned 
to the frequency of the 
heterodyne whistle; it 
will then offer a high 
impedance to the hetero- 
dyne frequency, whilst 
offering no appreciable 
resistance to any others. 
A tuned stopper caneasily 
be made from a high- 
freqúency choke and two 
fixed condensers. These 
components are connected 
in the detector anode 
circuit as showis in Fig. 3, 
where it will be seen that 

r 

t 

Fig. 2.-Methods of obtaining different ratios from the same transformer. 
L 

Radio Ramblings (Coss;s,sod from page 350.) 
Many readers have found this.a good way 

of using efficiently their old trti.nsformers, 
which do not give very good quahtyin the 
ordinaiy way. The usual' connections aro 
those shown at (a) in Fig. 2, but the method 
shown at (b) gives the same effect. In both 
of these -cases the step-up given by the 
transformes is the nominal value, being 
equivalent td the ratio between the numbers 
of turns on the primary and secondary 
windings. A higher step-up ratio is avail. 
able, however, by connecting the trans- 
former as shown at (e). This is known as 
auto-choke coupling, because the two 
windings are in series, so forming a tapped 
choke. By tasking the plate lead to the 
series connection, however, the 8tep.up 
ratio is proportional to the ratio between 

effect. Another way of curing the same 
difficulty is to connect a - .2ii-megohm 
rêsistance aCroSs the seèondar terminals 
of the second transformer. The resistance 
reduces slightly the volume,' but often 
gives a marked insprovemeht in quality. 

A Heterodyne "Stopper " - 

DUE to the crowding of the medium 
broadcast waveband, it is not in- 

frequent to find two stations heterodyning 
each other. That is, although the pro- 
grammes do not actually interfere one with 
the other, a constant high-pitched whistle 
is heard when listening to either station. 
As explained in these notes on a previous 
occasion, the heterodyne whistle can be 
removed by fitting some form of tone 
control to the set, but this is not always 

HT- of the town, and although --.__. .its equipment was similar 
- 

. to that of the other B.B.C. 
stations then working, it was 

one of the star signals of the time. Listeners 
all over Europe got him nightly, and in this 
country the getting of Bournemouth was the 
basis on which all new sets were tested. This 
led to the view that the best reception was 
obtained when the transmitter was outside 
the town it was supposed to be serving, and 
I am inclined to think there was something 
in it. Careful teats have shown that better 
signals generally come from stations so 
situated, and I hope I am right when I say 
that the B.B.C. has not since put up a 
station in a town. I may be wrong, of 
course, but I cannot at the moment recall 
an instance, and I am sure that long. 
distance merchants are agreed that the 
farther away the local station is taken the 
better . 

I I HT-. 
________a * -. -. -e-------- 

¿ir G8 

:1 

- 
--: 

H.T-#- 

Station Position and EIS- 
ciency 

WE have been informed 
that the B.B.C. is to 

build a new high-power 
transmitter a few miles out 
of Belfast, and that reminds 
mo of the discussion that 
was carried on some four or 
live years ago as to the 
position of a station with 
regard to its efficiency. The 
discussion was started owing 
to the really excellent results 
obtained from the Boume- 
mouth transmitter. I believe j 
I am right in saying that this 
was situated some miles out 

- 
R jc 

@:: Ç 

whilst the most suitable 
capacity for the condensers 
will depend to some extent 
upon the actual choke em- 
ployed. Usually, a capacity 
of .005 mfd. will be correct 
for both condensers, but it 
is as well to experiment with 
different valves. If too low a 
capacity is used, there will be 
a certain amount of high- 
note loss, whilst if ,the 
capacity is too high the 
stopper will not be effective. 
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Three-quarter frani view of Ehe experimenter's Short-wave Three, shortly b The range of stations and countries obtain- 
described in these pages. I able with headphones is largo. 

The European Star Turns 
The star turns of the short waves are short time at 6 p.m., and then starts its 

undoubtedly Zeesen on 31.38 metres and full evening programme at 8 p.m. These 
Rome on 25.4 metres. The former also last two times apply to week-days as well 

ioud.speaker sises a nineteen-metre wave in the after. 
noons and is sometimes well heard between 

and Rome usually remains at 
strength until ten o'clock or later. 

2p.m. and 6 p.m., but it is in the evenings To conclude my list of reliable European 
on 31 metres that it i at its best. On some shortwavers J would mention Madrid 
nights it fades out soon after 10 p.m., but (30.8 metres) on Saturday evenings from 
on other occasions it may continuo at 6 p.m. onwards, and Moscow. Moscow's 
great volume until midnight or later. One wavelength is 50 metres and from nightfall 
must always be prepared for the times at until ten o'clock it is often the most powerful 
which this station ,- 
cannot be heard, at 

.ss"") 

station on the short-wave 
- dial. At 10 p.m. it is 

- interesting to turn to it a11. There are some- . . 

t i in e a long periods .P.â r A 
in order to hear the 

when it disappears - 
I 

from the dials 

-si 

i - 

respectively, are the stand-bys of every 
long-distance listener. Both are liable to dis - 
appear entirely for nights, even weeks, on 
end, but when passing through a good period 
their programmes come o-ver with the 
minimum of fading and distortion. W2XA]) 
is good on week-days between 9 p.m. and 
11 p.m., and on Sundays can be heard 
earlier in the evening. Generally speaking, 
the earlier you pick it up the better it will 
be, and occasionally it relays the American 
morning programmes and gives good 
signals over here at tea time. 

W2XAF is a station for the small.hours 
enthusiast. Although it starts work at 
11 p.m. it does not give of its best until 
i am. or 2 g.m., after which it continues 
strongly until closing down at 5 am. The 
listener who wants to hear America in the 
period between supper and bed-time has a 
choice of three stations. W2XAD I have 
mentioned already and to this should be 
added Pittsburgh W8XK on 25.27 metres 
and Bound Brook W3XAL on 49.18 metres. 
At least one of these should be available 
on most evenings during the winter. 

All the stations I have mentioned should 
give loud-speaker signals -on three.va)ve 
(detector and 2 L.F.) receivers when con- 
ditions are good, and at their best even a 
two-valve may put them on the speaker. 

frequencies from the experimenter's attic 
to the family fireside. The result is that 
many amateurs, and even many listeners 
pure and simple, who have previously 
confined their attentions to the two broad- 
cast bands are now faced with an unex- 
plored source of possible entertainment 
that appears on paper to offer immensa 
possibilities and which in practice is often 
surprisingly unproductive. 

If they are to justify the short waves in 
the eyes, or rather ears, of their families, 
it is not enough to hava an efficient set and 
a certain skill in tuninq. There is a third 
requirement, a knowledge of when to listen 
and where to listen. it is impossible to be 
dogmatic about the short waves, but there 
arc certain stations that give good results 
throughout the British Isles all the year 

- round, and once the newcomer becomes 
familiar with them he is oñ the way to 
finding a programme whenever he switches 
on, provided he times his dembnstrations 
discreetly I V 

- V 

alternative wavelength of 80 metres, 
I 

short-wave enthusiasts is America, and 
where - it always givra good results in taking a long hop over the Atlantic, let us 
this country after nightfall. see what the States have 

V 

On 25.4 metres it may in store. The answer is -. 

often be well heard Ofl 
V f) Schenectady, the famous 

V 

Sunday afternoons in the V 

V 
station whose transmitters 

neighbourhood of four ..... __ VV \V2)(4J and W2XAF on 
o'clock, reappears for a 

r 
t . 19.56 and 31.48. metres, 

---i. V 

V 

-= V 

V - ....................... 
Rear view of ¡he Experimenter's Short-wave Three, to be described in an early issue. V 

MODERN advance in the design of 
short-wave adaptors and all-wave -receivers has brought the high 

SHORT WAVES AND 
THE LISTENER 

altogether, but on the other hand there 
are also continuous patches of good recep- 
tion. Rome is rather a problem. Its chief 
drawback is its habit of sometimes discard- 
ing its normal position in favour of its 

midnight chimes from the Kremlin which 
are broadcast nightly. 

And now we will cross the Mediterranean 
to Africa, which is represented once a week, 
on Sundays, by Rabat. The morning 
programme on 23.28 metres is frequently 
well heard at midday, but for reliability 
it- is eclipsed by the evening taansmission 
on 32.26 metres from 7 p.m. till 9 p.m. 
American Short-Wavers 

However, it is safe to guess that the 
country uppermost in the minds of all new 
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speakér! - i have often wondered why glass has not 
I 

been exploited more in our wireless sets. Theo Coradio Part Exehan e Servio 
(Co-Radio, Ltd., of 78, Neal Steet, W.C.) 8PAGEPAJREI I It is an excellent insulator, and excepting 

I for the glass bulbs of valves it is little fills a long-felt want amongst home- I 

constructors. They do not confine their SUPPLEMENT T used. There is no gainsaying that glass 
I has an exceptionally handsome appearance, operations only to sete, but take in part 

I NEXT EEK 
- I and it can nowadays hé nioulded to practi- exchange for new goods every kind of 

I 
i ____________________ 

wireless component-even valves and coils, i ............ -..-., ....... 
J 

cally any form. 

L . i . 

Trimmers and we will therefore see, before gomg any work may not be wasted by "upset" 
The youngest wireless constructor knows further, what this means. The broadcast- tuning. . -------- .... - .... --'- ........ 

- They tell me that every terminal has its e-.---. .---.-.--..-.---.. ............ 

Every Terminal Ras Its Price price I And a jolly generous price it seems Use of Glass for Radio 
............................ 

to be. A look round their shop m Neal 
. Street is certainly an eye-opener. Trans- ... ........ - 

WHERE do your old componentsformeis, 
go to? Every enthusiastic con- 

chokes, coils, condensers speakers 
that have been taken m part exchange- 

NEW glass has been under test this 
week, and the results are promising. 

structor who is continually adapt- everythmg that the heart of the fan could The glass is known as Armourplate 
Ing and experimenting with his apparatus, desire-all demonstrate the keenness of glass, and in manufacture is subjected to a 
has boxes full of components he cannot constructors to take advantage of this special toughening process. It stands impact 

J uso just at the moment, aisd which he method. Components arrive by every post better, and glass objects can be made much 
would be glad to exchange for something from all parts of the country. A set of thinner for the same uses without fear of 
new and useful. Sometimes they can be super-het. coils that I would have sworn undue breakages. It cannot, however, be 
sold to a friend or workinate, but the were new had come, I was told, from a drilled, and when it does break it breaks up 
difficulty is to find a buyer at the right lonely lighthouseman on the Mull of Kin- into myriads of small pieces which have no 
moment. Especially when you can't wait tyre, whose greatest consolation is his sharp edges. The pieces, in fact, can be 
to build the new set oF fr out the new wireless set! 

. handled freely without fear of cuts. I 

separate circuit, ana lt iS onvious, even ro 
the uninformed, that each section must be 
absolutely identical, or" matched "at every 
part of the tuning scale. To achieve this 
you will find the better makes of condenser 

-. are provided with a moving plate at the 
end of each section which is slotted in several 
places. When the condenser is completed 
at the works, it is matched up by bending 
the sections. formed by the slots so that no 

mhtter where the moving plates are tuned to, 
each separate condenser has exactly the 
same capacity. If you examine a catalogue 
issued by the manufacturers of ganged 
condensers, you will find, if the article is a 
good one, that it is guaranteed to have a 
maximum error in matching the various 
sections which is not more than one per cent. 
So far so good. The tuning condensers in a 
receiver are employed, however, to tune an 

- inductance or coil, and therefore, if each 
circuit is to be tunee! to the same fre- 
quency with a multi-condenser, the coils 
will also have to be "matched," so that 
they also arc identical with each other 
at every part of the condenser scale. Again, 
the catalogues will teli you that the in. 

I 

ductances are matched to have an error not 
i greater than one per cent. It would appear, 

therefore, that if we tune a set of these 
ganged coils with a set of ganged condensers, 
we will have achieved a great simplification 
in receiver design; in other words, only one 

I knob will be necessary to tune two or more 
circuits, and we shall be able to construct 
a three or four valve set with only one 
tuning knob. As, however, with everything 
else in this world where we appear to get 
something for nothing, there is a snag. 

be of the same length, and what is more 
important, must all be joined up in such a 
manner that no extra capacity is introduced 
in any one section. This means that one 
wire from one coil must not be allowed to 
run near to, and parallel with, a metal 
earthing screen, for instance. There are 
a dozen ways in which stray capacities may 
be introduced via the wiring. "Yes," the 
experienced amateur will reply, "that's 
quite right. But the condenser manufac- 
turers have provided 'trimmers' in each 
section so that we can balance out these 
stray capacities." Well, that is quite 
true, but let us examine this "balancing 
out." We have seen that the condenser 
sections are matched by adjusting small 
sections of one plite on each òondenser. 
Now in joining up the coils, we will assume 
that a very small extra capacity has been 
introduced into the circuit formed by a 
coil and the centre condenser of a gang of 
three. ¿fo correct this, the small trnimers 
on the other two condensers are adjusted 
to add a similar small capacity, and then 
everything should be all right. But is 
it? 
Extreme Acuracy in Matching Ncesary 

Another point is that in the majority of 
these ganged tuning circuits, one of the coils 
has a reaction circuit coupled to it. In aU 
ordinary one valve detector circuit it is 
quite well known that you have to reduce 
the dial reading as reaction is incteased. 
How then does tisis affect our matching? 
We have mentioned above that some manu- 
facturers guarantee their condensers and 
coils to be accurate to within one per cent., 

A wavelength of 200 metres is equivalent 
to a frequency of 1,500 kc/s, and one per cent 
of 1,500 is fifteen. Therefore, an errbr of 
one per cent. when adjusting a circuit to a 
freqdeñcy of 1,500 would mean that the 
circuit was timed to either 1,515 or 1,485 
kc/s. Imagine, now, a receiver having 
jest two ganged circuits, and we 'wish to 
tune-in Jonköping (Sweden), which has a 
frequency of 1,490 kc/s. Kristinehamn 
transmits with a frequency of 1,480 kc/s, 
which is a difference of 10 kc/s, and there. 
fore, if our circuits had an error of only one 
per cent, we should have onecircuit tuned to 
one of these stations, whilst the remaining 
circuit was tuned to a frequency lower than 
the other. Thisis not an efficient state of 
affairs. Another point concerns what is 
known as "side-band" cutting, but there 
isno need to go into that now, as the above 
illustration should be sufficient to show the 
weakness of the ganged tuning circuits. 
It might be as well to mention here that the 
best gang condensers are guaranteed to have j 
an error of only half per cent., and also that 
two well-known manufacturers have en-' 
deavoured to overcome the above objec- 
tinos by selling the tuning coils and con- 
densers all mounted together on one base, 
the complete tuned circuits being adjusted 
in the works with oscillators so that they are 
certain to be accurate. They are, however, 
expensive. The moral of all this is-simpli- 
fication, by the reduction of tuning controls, 
is quite possible, but a certain amount of 
efficiency is bound.to be sacrificed, so where 
a specification gives ganged circuits, follow 
very faithfully the layout and wiring in 
order that the designer's experimental 

THE majority of commercial-built re- 
ceivers to-day claim, as one of the 
principal selling points, the feature 

known as "one knob control." To achieve 
this you will find, if you look inside such a 
receiver, that what is known as a "gang condenser" assembly is utilised. This is, as 
probably the majority of our readers are 
aware, a piece of apparatus consisting of 
two or more variable condensers joined 
together, the fixed plates of each section 
being insulated, but the moving plates all 
being mounted on a common shaft. Each 
section of this cond?nser is used to tune 

Not a Discussion - of America's. 
Social Problem, but a Talk About 
the Fallacies of Uni-control in 

Radio Receivers. 

that to make up a tuned circuit a coil has to 
be joined to a condenser, and to enable this 
to be done the coils and condensers are 
provided with terminals. Here is the first 
snag. You must use wares to join the twó 
components together. Obviously, then, to 
preserve our matching, these wires must all 

irg stations of Europe are subject to certain 
regulations laid down by a governing body 
having its headquarters in Berne. The most 
impòrtant duty of this body is that of 
settling the wavelength of each station, and 
thisis done in such a way that no station 
may use a whvelength which is closer than 
IO kc/s -to any other station. (For the 
benefit of those who do not understand 
the kilocycle - mbasurement, it should be 
explained that this is the frequency of the 
oscillations, as distinct from the distance 
separating the peaks of the oscillations, this 
latter being measured in metres.) 
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%Voiki,,g Voltge - 200 D.C. 

- The Telegraph Co,:denser Co., Lid., Wales Farm Road, N. Aaoii 

Q 16u 
IMAWNEYS RD., ROMFORD, 

ESSEX. 

yEARS 
of unfailing service have won for 

T.C.C. Condensers reputation second i - 

to none. In every specification - in 
every sçt, where unquestioned reliability is, 
demanded, there will you find T.C.C. Con- 
densers. When you want a condenser-for 
any purpose-" by - passing," smoothing, 
decouplingetc., insiston" the condenser in the 
green case "-in the knowledge that T.C.0 
stand 'four-square' behind their every product. 

A gro4 of 2 mid. Non-ind,wtive type 50 coode,,oii, a,e 

ob,,ve. The,ecendeoeoaepaic.oiy,niteblefoi,ob-chootts 
be,e-boaod wioing by -eaoo,o of theiodoubte mo,00tiog braokts. 

P,ice 3/10 each-othoo copdtioo in thL, type f,om .005 Co2 mf d. 

type or screen grid receivers.' 

Send for the Colvern 
circuit booklet, RL1O. 

The first two tappings give aerial 
J1 couplings similar to those normally 

: 1 employed but with greatly increased 
ALLBR!T!SH 

J 

1i 
selectivity. 
Numbers 4 and5 give a high degree 

CONDENSERS' II of selectivity with weak aerial coup.- 
ling suitable for usé in a swamp area. 

- initials that are' - 

There is no break through on- the 
longwave-bandfrom B.B.C. ' 

stations. PRIC yo ar safegu rd Suitable for detector L.F. 

L 

i 

JL'rLI\ 

SELECTIVITY 
with thee. 

CO LV ERN 
COIL 

TH 
Colvern TD. Coil is corn- 

pletely screened and incor- 
porates tapped aerial coupling -p 

and reaction. 
Four alternative aer!aI tappings 
are arranged as sockets with a wander 
plug. 

- 
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w__ 

IGRANIC TRANSFORMER 
YJE hvorcei two or three new lines from the 

Jgranlc Ele'trlc Co. suhich ore quite Interesting. 
The T.24.B tronoformer is a very neat LP. coupler 
strode in two ratios: 3 : i and 5 1. The primary 
inductance is very high reoulting in good amplitcatiOn 
of the io*er musical frequencies, and the compenent 
can be thoroughly recemasended for general une. 
The price, in either ratio is lu. Gd. 

The 1Sinocuiar 1SF. Choke, costing is. Od., Is also 
a very elileient component, having au inductance of 
158 miillhenries, and a D.C. resistance of 831) ohms. 
There is a conuplete shseuce of peak effects over the 
entire wove range of 150 to 2,51)0 metres 

McDANIEL MAINS UNITS 

rkøi;éplEi,T; 

SERADEX RESISTORS 
\Y1E have received retor vry interesting com- 

ponente from Trevor Pepper of Birnainghans, 
amongst which musst be mentioned the anode feed 
resistances. These are made in two types, one, of 
the mouleled variety, about 1ios. long, with wire 
ends. This appears to be constructed of a graphite- 
hakelite combination, and the wire is looped aaud 
enubeddesi a good quarter of an inch in tise ends, so 
nuaking a thoroughiy sound joint. There la no 
possibility of the wire ends pufling out, and therefore 
from the mechanical point of view this isa thoroughly 
reliable article. Electrically, tise featoces ace just 
as sound, the rating being ogry accurate, and with a 
rating o5 l watts, no heating was apparent at tala 
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(b) To control the predominance of boos or treble interesting wrist-watch loaning a centre-seconds hand 
to soitthe record, the room, or the apparatus ; with side lever action. This io graduated The new ¡groase T.24.B low frequency 

(e) To correct booming tendencies In the apparatus seconds, and je guaranteed for three years. Tise iransfornser. 
or speaker, by emphasizing the treble; watch is mode in the mustern square shape, and with __ 

(st) To get boso in the reprodoction of recorde mode strap and unbreakable gloso, costo 15s. To remind !' - before the days of electrical recordinc and give onethataspecial item is about to be broadcast, the NEXT WEEK! 
For those who want the highest pitch of perfection, the lines of an ordinary pocket watch, with the ceoe 4 Special 8-page Photogravure it is recommended that a Multltone Traneformer acting as a boit. The alarm can be set to any timo ! 

- S i t f th A - ¡ with tone-central be used in the intervalve position, and gives quite u good warning, es-en when in tise ''' g 
and eno without tone-control across the pick-up or pocket. Tisis model is guaranteed l'or three years, ree 

- a vice versa. - end coats 25s -. .................... .. ............ 

Tise Igranic 

LLLi4 
For smoothing porposee, the C.11.2 Choke oil be 

found a very good component. This is of the "coc- 
otant inductance" type and has the winding arranged 
in two sections. it is, therefore, possible to arrange 
the coils in serles or parallel according to your particular 
reqoiremeists. With the collo in serien the inductance 
is 40 henries up to tise muxinsom of 40 ma., nod the 
D.C. resistance la 600 obeso. Whcn the coils are 
connected In parallel, the Inductange Is 10 henries np 
to 80 nsa, sud the resistance is then 150 ohms. This 
choke nella st Os. Od. 

KEYSTONE COMPONENTS 

AMONGST 
the KOyuthne romponents recently 

submitted for teat were a 4-plu plug, and two 
solid dielectric condensers. The 4-pin plug lo a serf 
nest conspoesent just ovrran inris lu diameter, neatly 
linished In mottled brown hotelito. The four plus 
are arranged in the conventional vals'e-holdgr pattern, 
os that a valve-holder may he nord to recels-e this 
ping. The oses of suela s component arc obvious, 
and the t,s'o shillings which this article costs will he 
aseO spent. 

The variable condensers are suade from stout 
bakelite, and are shaped like a hcystone, witls the 
vaneo and dielectric arranged between the two pIstes. 
Owing to the smallness of this component, the u-hole 
assembly is extremely rlgli, and at the same time 
light in weight. A pig-tail connection is provided 
for the moving pistes, and s standard one-hole lining 
attachment lu fitted for mounting purposes. 

IcULTITONE TRANSfORMER 

IBIS special Tone-Control Transformer and Poten- 
tionsetee (reported upon in our inane dated Oct. 

8th) may be used to great advontssge between the 
pick-up and cet with any type of pIck-up, no matter 
loom high ita impedance. 

St enables the user, as he turns the knob 
o) To compensate for the deuciency of bass 

reproduction usual in records and common in 
meet hindu of appsratus. This is achlevtd by 
a positive Increase of baos response: 

'lYlEhave received for test s mains transformer 
nsanufacturc,i by Mewes. (O. C. McDaniel and 

Co., nf 154, Ilsinault Road, Ronsfor,l. This particular 
unit has a primary topped st 10-s'oit Intervals, suitable 
for mains voltages fmm 205) to 250 volta. The secon- 
dary Is rated at 210 volte, 000 ma, for s voltage 
doubler. circuit., and tas-o additional windingu are 
provided st 4 colta 4 amps. and 4 volta 1 ansp. The 
primary is screened. This unit is a massive all'aic, 
llins. over-all in height, sn-IDi -s core nearly lOins, thick. 
The wiudingu are wound ois side by eld sud the 
tcrnsinals are littest to a bakelite horizontal panel 
on the tels of the transformer. The complete unit is 
finished in,a pleasing shasle of brocen. On test the 
ratings avere found to be a-cry exact, and on full load 
'very litte Iseat was generated. Tise component can, 
therefore, he thnroughly recotunaended for the honse- 
constructor, who will not Cud the cost, which for this 
particular model la 2-Is., at all excessive, 

- NASH CHARGERS 

A VERY extensive -.-range ofehargers 
le enSooneed by 
Noah l°rndocto,Lt.j., -' -' of l(lrmlnghaes. 

- Rectification 
lu curried out - - 

., by Westing 
house Metal 

- Jl.ectillers, and 
a fell tu-ele-e 

* :- 

TI a I - 
charger. 

with coclicharger. Amongst tIse different types maybe 
nient-inned the -- Senior" (illustrated ois this page), 
rated atlüvolta3ansps.(63 15e. Od.): "Doable Senior 
Two'll.T,," giving H.T.200 colta at 125 sas-variable, 
and lT. 15-17 a-sits at 3 snips., variable. This niodel 
conta £10. 

STOP-WATCH - 

111E 
teen experimenter eau often find a ese for a 

good stop-watch In the course of bio wireless 
testa, eta. Slessrs, A. Arnold and Cs., of 122, St, John 
St.. tlerhesweU Road, ECl. have sent us s 

othgr type of resistance is wound with realat 
ance wire on a glaus tube. Wire ends for connection 
are provided, and this typo of resistance Is estesi at 
5+ watts, Moth these resistances ra-n be thoroughly 
recommended, and st the pelees-Sil. for the moulded, 
and frons lid. for the glass type-these are items 
which we ran thornughly recommend, 

The Seradgx Filter condenser in aLso a first'class 
composent, finished in aluminium, and bearing n 
label with all working data, and-s very important 
point lo our opinion-the date. TiSis is a very vain- 
able detall for the purchaser, as it enables him to 
have an identification for vise loua test purposes IO' hr 
denicea. The condenser is guaranteed for twelee 
mouths, The rating was very accurate, test and worh' 
lug voltages ore given, and hooked soldering lags ora 
fitted for connections. 

- UNIVOLT UNIT 
PEADERS who ore hoildiiag a rasIiogram often 

wish to convert an ordinary acoustic model Into 
an electric model, sied there are sevecul ways of swrr'- 
ing out this conversion. One of the aimpleot is to lit 
a T5n)volt, which is a combined motar and turntable 
fobbed In Sbakellte, and only a few lachee in 
thickness. lt may, therefore, be simply scre,eed 
to the upper surface of the motorhoard, com- 
pleting the cons'rreion in an instant, l'evo 
types of ljnivolt are mmdc, the Standard and 
the Tunlor, The Standard consists of O-he motor, 
turntable, pick-up on weight-aaljst.cel arm, volume 
control, autasratic start and stop, switch and flex. 
This is made far AC, mains, sqd covt,a 5) gnr., 155. 
extra being charged for a Universal model foe AC. or 
D.C. The Junior unit contains noly thr nsotar, turn- 
table, switch, flex and speed-control-no pick-up 
equipment lacing included. This model rosto only 
3 gnu. The motees ace hmutlfolly silent and uniform 
In running, and the patented governor enables a steady 
spessi, at any revoistiona from 70 ta SO perminute to 
be obtained, The droign la suris that there Is no inter' 

ferenee on the radio side, and very ch cap raieg 
is obtalnesi, nomOty,-over 60 hours for one unit, 

j, 

- -1' - 
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If you negulanly nerved by. or cleat with any local finos or retadgr, 
please give hu nanee and Ian. 

NOTICE TO DEALERS. 
All Models now available to the Trade. We allow full 
Trade and cash discounts. All goods supplied by us are 
subiect to price-maiñtenance agreement. Get in touch 

with us # without delay. 

LANCH ESTER'S LLL LABORATORIES 
ÎYSELEV''. BIRMIPJGHÄM 

1 

D .»YA 

Â C C O RS 
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD. 

J7 155 CHARI NG CRÖSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2 5.191 

1 
Price range froìa The new Ediswan 'balanced capacity" accumulator is n - 

-- 20'. to £5 15. I entirely new development. The special design of the positive - 

I 

and negative plates which ensutes exact electrical "balance," I 

For perÉect reception YOU need a allows this accumulator to charge more rapidly, discharge 

LANCHESTER I 
more slowly and hold its charge longer than ordinary 

- types. Twenty-five years of experience lie behind the 
Apply. to your dealer or fill in this COUPON productIon of Ediswan accumulators, while every possible I 

and ¡,ost to us, address as below, mechanical refinement has been incorporated-British-made 
I 

containers of clear glass, moulded ebonite lids, screwed 
J 

t vents, non-corrodible and non-interchaTngeable connectors - 

Your NAME . I and a metal carrier which fits neatly round the container. 

Your ADDRESS ............................................................................ . Write for Leaflet No. A.B.736 
- I 

RAÑO AT LESS f : 

THAN COST 
¡<ils and components. Send list of requirements. REMEMBRANCE 

20-SO percent. saving on aol circuit guaranteed now. 
"THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL." comprising limited 
stocks, quality components below cost (Dobilier, 

?t n (aaleubersl 
Give generously 

g-lraks, 4sf. ; Set of 7H. M. V. g-lraks and cesistaoces, 
f ur used toe most circuits (2-2 meg. 2-S meg. 1-) meg. 

i-lOO,000ohm, l-25,000 ohm), Is. lid. ; Resist noces 
Spaghetti (all values), 9d. ; 100,000 ohm carbon, Od.; 
Binoc, HF. Chokes, Sd. ; Dual Range Coils, ¡s. lOd.; 
Var. Conde osees (.0003, .0005), is. 4d., differential 
is. Sd. LP. Transformers, is. lid.; Values goaean- 
teed, is. 3d. ; ¡<ils complete (with diagrams), 3-v. 
S.D. 18s. Od., 3-a'. its. Od., 2-s-. Ss. Od., Regentone (5 
model) ; HT. Eliminators niih chargers, feas only, Sis. 
each. iJnspillAce.(2Oamp.)4/9. OuerlOs.saentC.0.D. 
CITY RADIO SURPLUS SUPPLIES (Dept. Pr.W. Z), 

14, CURSITOR STREET, LONDON, E.C.4. -. 

LANCHESTER 
MOVING COIL 

J 
,SPEAKERS 

ARE SUPREME' 

-: 
11 

I - 

I 

- -j 
Type E.L.S.7. 60 a/h 

capacity. Price 

a Type E.L.9. 80 a/h 

r 

capacity. Price 

-I 

No need to buy expen- 

/ 

yourself: full instruc- 
tions supplied. From 
all dealers, or direct 

! 
(3 

' BRITISH GENERAL 
KI1j III H' N I(I MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.. 
IP' lU II Brosiky Works, Loisdon, S.E.4 

NEWPRINCIP E 

Io give LONGER LIFE 

and HIGHER AMPERE 
HOUR EFFICIENCY 

Type E.L.M.4. /5 ails 

- 

capacity. Price - 
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WHY BUY GANGED CONDENSERS? 
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INSUFFICIENT REACTION 
I can.only get reaction over a small portion of the 

dial on long waves. I am using en old dual range Coil. 
This coil has already been satisfactory with transformer 
coupling (bet. 2 L.F.), hat I have just rewired say oct 
-with resistance coupling in the first stage. The 
coupling being 100,000 ohms, .01 condenser, 1 meg. 
grid teats (the condenser io mico), wit-is new valve. 
I hope I h ave given you sufficient information for you 
to assist me."-(S. J., Hisreogote.) 

Your trouble is dsse to the ieaertion of the 100.000 
ohms resistance In the anode circuit of the detector 
valve. Owing to the veltagr drop your salve n not 
acting so efficiently sa sehen transformerwoupled. We 
would therefore advioe gsa to redare this resistance 
os osuch as possible, and also ut tise same time increase 
the hlgh.tenston voltage. We would euggrot that you 
try a slightiy higher valise differential cootlenoer, say, 
.00015 oc .0002 usEd.. 

NEW M-C. SPEAKER "I wish to purchase a ness naoving.eoll loud' 
speaker, and am at a loto to know whéther to get a 
P.M. or a maim energized type. Is the latter more 
sensitive than the former? 1f you recommend the 
niaisa type, can I rue it without purehasieg a special 
exciting unit ? "-(C. T., Manchester.) 
g5.A.maino encrgtzed.nio,sIjsc.çQli spealer is definitely 
more sensItive and, therefore, efficient than : 'per- 

¿ 10 25-1 I 

20 - 18-1 1 

8000 30 14-1 
¡ 40 12-1 

50 11-1 

I Where it 1.4 not possible to Obtain a trans' 
former of the enact ratiO shown, thz nearest 

value absout br chosen. 

obliged if you could give me some ideas of what nsay be 
wrong with tho net."-(F. L G., Uloter.) 

We feel that your trouble is due to your toning 
systems not being accurately matched. If ganged 
coed ensero are used, it la especially necessary to see that 
all trimming has bren done accurately, so otherwise 
both toning systems wilt not be in resonance end the 
full efficiency of the receiver to not gained. Also, niste 
suro that your screze.grid valve is perfectly stable. 

HETERODYNE INTERFERENCE 
Would you kindly advise me on this subject. 2 

have a 2'VolvO set, sod when) switch on to tissu Londse 
Regional Station, a foreign station Interferes which 
I cannot pick ap elsarly, but it osrillntes very much. 
I know it to not from anybody's set, au that is the only 
atatiOfl I get it frOm."-'-(W. H. G., Pasidington.) 

POOR SELECTIVITY 
"My outstandisg difficulty at present, which, 

swing to the Increased nuniber and power 5f stations 
on the medium svas'e.band is likely to be intemillcd 
as suinter seto in, io that fairly general ans of nelec- iivity. My pérsent set la s commercial 3-salse 
all-mains. My bar of stations heard et LS. strength 
io very satisfactory as regards number, bat t eon 
definitely state that fully 80 per cent. ore of no use. 
I have haul at one time as many so ilse stations at once. 
Cao you ossggest a remedy for nie 0 "-(1.. II., Lecita.) 

We suggest thst yoa Insert a .0002 or roen a bist 
condenser in series with your earth musi. This will 
improve selectis'ity, but there svili be a drop in volume. 
Ussreo'ee, if 80 per cent of your stations are now useless 
owing to lbs interference we feel suce that by losing 
one or to-o of these you will find a large percentage 
of otations to which it will br worth while listening. 

TWO LOUD-SPEAKERS "I have two load-speakers, one havIng a much 
higher impedance than the other. As I wish to 
tose one in see room, asid the other le another room, 
can you saggmt souse way of eonnectinc op so that 
1 get equal volume from both."-(R. M., birmingham.) It is not on easy matter to work two speakers of 
widely different impsdance from the tome sotpat. 
When placed ja parallel, the lower lmpectan speaker 
a-ill take all tise voluinoe, und o-ben in series, the higher 

screening is adequate and every point Is efficiently 
earthesl. Also see that you live earthed the correct 
yin of your saetallised vulve, and also confirm that you 
ere applying the correct voltage to the screen and 
anude of this valve. 

OVERLOADING, AND CHOKE OUTPUT 
(1) "1 have a four-volvo sot, and overloading lu 

occurring. I must run the set off batteries. and the 
volume control on the set- -an acciai series condenser 
affects the quality. What do you suggest? 

(2) "I has-e litted titis set with a choke output. 1f 
I parchase a P.M. mov.ingcoil speakerwlll it be neces- 
nary ta disconnect the chote and condenser finsi use the 
tranofonaer provided With the lood.spoaker? 
(0. W. V., Edinburgh.) -. 

We suggest that you fits slightly larger puwer valve 
than youalready have, and when purchasing new HT. 
batteries huy a larger capacity type, otherwise we are 
afraid you sail siways saltee from overloading ata cee- 
t-tin volume. Your choke output will help considerably 
when a moving-coil opeaker Is Used with the tram- 
former, as if you choke-feed the transformer you will 
peevent the D.C. component from enteeing the peimury, 
thus avoiding the risk of saturation. The connections 
to the transformer will tobe the pifies of the speaker 
connections at present used, i.e., ose side of primary 
to the Macabridge condenser aud the other to curtis. 

¡ud-speakers. 

Cut this out each secek and pasie it in a 
¡ notebook. 

A.C. Inspedance HaMo of 
¡ 

resistance of speaker transformer 
of valve. is. ohms. requieed. 

10 18-1 
20 12-1 

1500 30 10-1 
40 
50 - 

9-1 
7-1 

10 20-1 
20 15-fl 

2090 30 . 11-1 
- 40 10-1 

50 9-1 
10 22-1 
20 10-1 

2500 30 - 13-1 
40 11-1 

- 

- 50 10-1 

-. I have juet moved from a TIC, to ass AC. district, 
thus making my eliminator uscirne.- Is it possible to put a rectification unit to the eliminator, or mart I buy s complete AC. eliminator. 1f it is passible 
to sue the old unit, will you please give me the necessary instructioas."-Çr. W. S., Paddiagton.) 

It is possible to utilise your D.C. unit when workiag 
off AC. moins. A mains transformer and rectifier, 
either s-ais-e or.met.al giving an output ti the some val- 
toge as your D.C. must be obtained. You will then be 
able to build a complete A.C. certifying unit, using 
your lIC. eliminator as the smoothing section. The 
method of connecting will be to tobe the ET. positive 
and HT. negative leads from the rectifying unIt to the mains lead of the LIC. eliminator. 1f when 
first connecting the smoothing does not seeni ode- 
quate, reverie these connections. 

FADING TROUBLE 
Could you please teli me any way in which I cuss .prevent foreign stations fading? I have a home- 

soude 3-valve oetempioyiag standard parts and circuit," -(0. F., Oiiwern, Nr. Abvrgavenny.) 
UDl'ortunotely there is not a method of stopping the fading which occurs on quite a sssnslscr of Con- tlnentol transmissions. This is in no way due to the receiving apparatus, but to thé átmospheric con- 

ditions which adversely onSet radio trunamissiona. 

SONOTONE MODIFICATIONS 
"1 um anxious to osate up the Sonotone Four 

recently described in your journail, but am anxious to 
save expense. I have two borne-macle cells which 
appear Identical to those shown in the circslt. Can S 

use these? .1 also should like to ose an 15CC. stage 
Instead of the Tranofeeda. I should be glad if you 
could show me how to modify the circult."-(F. J. 11., 
Balham.) 

We do not recommend any alteration to the circulta 
published is PRACTICAL WIRELeSs. These circssitu are 
the result of experiment and research, and tise final 
result Is embodied in the circuit as publisbed. Any 
deviation, therefore, will affect the resulto, and, for 
that reason, we advise you to adhere rigidly to the 
publiahed details. 

H.P. INSTABII.ITY 
I have bout a mains set, using commercial eolio, 

maim valves, etc. The malos unit io admirably 
suited for the set, and although each otage is decoupled, 
S get tos much reaction. The milo are supposed to 
have a .0005 fraction condenase, and although I have 
tried a .0001 mndeneer I stili get too much reaction. 
i smut to koo,s' how to cut out this excess of reaction 
ali round my diol."-(P. F. R., Steestham.) 

We feel that the cause of your trouble is doe to 
ls.seshilitv io the HF. stage. Mate once that yosse 

w.c.2 

manent magnet mo-sing-coil speaker of the same price. 
This io due principally to the great strength of au 
electra-magnet. The best place to iasgrt the speaker 
windings to provide "free" current. is to substitute 
tisis for one of the sasaathing chokes in your ET. unit. 
Islake suce, howe-see, that your HT. supply is sufficient 
for this winding to dissipate not less than the 4 watts, 
as below this wattoge the speaker seul not toso efficient 
sa one of the permanent magnet type. - 

NOT TRIMMED 
"A few weeks ago I ce-designed my set from s 

3--suive to 4-valve, conointiag of 5.0., det., 11.0. and 
transformer. I find lam unable to get any atotians eu 
the 1aug waves, und only about ten stations on medium 
waves, yet' tisa local station (about two miles assay) 
comes in at tremendous power. i should be greatly 

DATA SHEET No.. 7' 
IMPEDANCE MATCHING CHART 
Giving the rallo of step-down trans' 
former required for low'resistance 

wavelength s'ery close to the London Regional. This 
station causes, ut Cisnes, a very bad heterodyne, and, 
unfortunately, tino Cannot be cured from the receiver 

I- TERMITTENT SIGNALS "I shall be greatly Indebted to you in the following 
problens, arising out of jay set. The net itself Is 
eugineer-hailt 3-valse ail-mains. The (suit lam going 
to mention may develop at once, or may not des-clap 
for some hours. What happeno Is this--quite suddenly 
the reproduction ceases or becomes very faint eren 
with the volume sx,ntrol full ou, aud may continue 
lite this for some time, until suddenly numie or speech 
mmes bursting through as if lt had been otored up. 
Tise act muy theo become-normal, or continue to 
stommer away. I shall feel deeply indehted to you 
f or assiotonce."-(F. II., 11.0e,, Cheimsford.) 

We would ada-loe you to see to the following pointo. 
Make sure that your roionse eontrol is in goad con- 
dition au the seinding on this may has'e became warn at the cuantagt paint, or may have an intermittent break; 
also see that ali your calvos are nuaking good contact 
in their sockets, It would be au well to Olsen the pins 
a bit with the blade of o penknife, und this should be 
csresed out with great eure; another reason for your trouble may be s faulty grid leak, and we advise you 
to change those in your receiver far new ones. 

D.C. TO AC. 
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LET. OUR TECHNICAL STAFF SOL VE 

j1EPLLETO., YOUR PROBLEMS .. 
U RI S and oq° 

¿ 
. [°" ENQLIIRIE 

bq Our Technical Staff 
O 

and addreoo of the 
oendar. Seed your qoori«o to The Editor. 
PRACTICAL WIRELESS. Coo. ¡'lemnOs. There lo a certain amount of trouble experienced, 
Ltd.. 8.11. Southampton St.. Slrand. London. due to a very powerful Cecinan nation operating on a 
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A ceytpyyhystiyy eettk eeiyk,s thetyeyyybtd; 
tdyrtteyd. TSe Ogt!iey ej Wfretett is 

tpeilyeyittfeythy'stisthystiyet.' gyd 
thy ishek sebjygt ti iryf trycypttt,s item 

A te Z. Thiyd Editigtn. 

THE MATHEMATICS OF 
WIRELESS 5/- 
By RALPH STRANGER. - Pest (tee 5/3 
This beek is yteystisi fer th gs.rylyetyetye. 

he dytirre te gut e itullyy kstte.lydgy ei bis gebiert. 
Wr&ttsy by ests ehe hes sh, gift ei eepleieitsg 
ebttresytebiyrte its g simply isthiest. 256 ptgys. 
felly ilfggetrtted. 

WIRELESS, THE MODERN 
MAGIC CARPET 3/6 
By RALPH STRANGER. (Feerth Eelitiso) 

Post frey 3/9 
Wryfy,s skeply espiaiuyd st thy bsgisessg sed 
tyritesly tyyetyd et thy red. 

FINDING FOREIGN STATIONS 
3/6 

By R. W. HALLOWS. (Leeg Distysre Wireirst 
Secrets). Pet t ire, 3/9 
A beek ,eistrh odi be ytgyyiy sryleeerrd by ail 

scryefrssynthosia,rs. lt teilt selve their dsffirsit,ss 
essi resbie stoss se eletaie thy best po5siblsreteltt 
of schioh shrr trtt arete poble. 

WIRELESS STEP BY STEP 2/6 
By ' DICTRON." (Nieth Editite). Pett (rse 2/9 
A boek gebiets those, thy seiyele,s ysshsisiett boce 
re thsaie thy snegistues ttjtyssesst trtm his 

RADIO PLAYS 2/6 
By L. DU GARDE PEACH. Post irte 2/9 
Millie,,5 ei soireless listeerrt echo bevy bees 
thrilkd by such pieys "The Path ti Giery" 
ossi The Meey Celeste' esili by olel y te 
reed thee, io heek fegst. My. de Gssde Perch 
bet steisses testy ti she sstss tuyyyssfel pl eys esce 
bet edees t. 

HOME MECHANIC BOOKS 
li. Eerh. Pestiresl/2 

Itsoalushle te syeyy hoodysssss. Cleerly soeittees 
etsd icily illestrased. 

MOTOR CAR UPKEEP .AND 
OVERHAUL 
ACCUMULATORS 
TOY MAKING FOR 

AMATEURS 
25 TESTED WIRELESS . - 

Transformer as per the yncloeecl ad. Title method 
duet stet eeym to be very svidety adopted, makers 
seem rather to favour the tylckle-chaeging system 
in their ET. meins unite. Is there ctyitg detri- 
mental in this ' direct from the meine' system. 
Will you kiedly advise se to airy dillicuitlee that 
seight arise. I propose te still toe batteyies for the 
HT. supply foe the time being-/S. A., Itoehanipten.) 

Unless you are preparrd to use indirectly heated 
valves in your receiver yos ranoot supply the tlament 
current frees thie LT. transformer without a little 
alteration to tise receiver, and we are afroid that lET. 
from batteries sveuid he rather an expeeaive method 
of supplying plate current to indirectly heated valves. 

FREE ADVICE BUREAU ¡ COUPON 
This coupon is availably until Nov. 12th, 3032, 
aad mast be attached te ali lrtters sontainiog i 

PRACTICAL 1i5IESS, 1/11132. 

An Essential Book for 

The Wireless Amateur 

THIS book is written for the 
amateur who desires a fuller know. 

ledge of his subject. It will enable you 
to attempt research tidldexperiments 

svhich before svere far beyond your 
posvcrs. The author has the gelt of 
explaining abstruse subjects an a 
simple fashion. Fully illustrated. 

The MATHEMATICS 
of WIRELESS 

By 
RALPh STRANGER 5'. 

Obtei,salle ei cil Nea,sageeio essi Bete/stulle, 
gr Sg peu 5/3 feo,s Georgt Newoce, Lid.. 
ÑiI .Ç...,tt.ge,et,s,, .Çt - .Çt.ee.l. ¡ ..A. W.C.2 

The Loud-speaker and the. Output 
Sta'e 

(Cooiioacd Jess, page 334) I 

If maximum efficiency and quality of 
reproduction are aimed at, it certainly is. 
This can easily be verified by connecting 
the speaker through a different number of 
transformer ratios in tserme and enmn,srincy 

NEW. 
WIRELESS 
INSTRUCTION 

The I.C.S. Wireless Courses cover 
every phase of wireless work, from the 
requirements of the youth who wishes 
to make wireless engineering his career 
to the man who wants to construct 
a broadcasting set for his home, and, 
at the sanie time, to know how and 
why it operates and how to locate 
any faults that may develop. 
No branch of industry has ever pro- 

gressed as rapidly as wireless, and the 
rate of progress is increasing. Only 
by knowing thoroughly the basic prin- 
ciples can pace be kept with it. Our 
Instruction- includes American develop- 
ments and practice in addition to 
British. It is a modern education in 
radio, covering every department of 

the industry, and gives an outline of 
the principles and possibilities of tele- 
vision. 

Our Courses - 

Included in the I.C.S. range re 
Courges dealing with the Installing 
of radio sets and, in particular, with 
their Serviceing, which to-day intimately 
concerns every wireless dealer and his 
employees. The Operating Course is 
vital to mastery of operating and trans- mitting.r 

There is also a Course for the wireless 
salesman. This, in addition to incul- 
cating the art of salesmanship, provides 
that knowledge which enables the 
salesman to hold his own with. the most 
technical of hit clients. 

.9 
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NEW and RECENT 

BOOKS 
GEORGE NEWNES, Ltd. 

WIRELESS BOOKS 
THE OUTLINE OF WIRELESS 

8/6 
By RALPH STRANGER (O,seibos ice) 

PRACTICAL WIRELESS 

apedance speaker will take the volume. The only 
ethod we cas suggest lu to place the two in serles 
d connect across the terminals of the high impedance- 
ester a variable resistance of about 10,000 shun. 
his resistance could be varied until both speakers 
e giving about the same volume. 
NMATCHED OUTPUT 

I am up against a rather peculiar dllliculty. I 
ive two loud-speakers, both of which I have sent 

the makers, and am soured are O.K. One works 
cil, bat the other is snsatisfactory. How ran you 
wount for this fact? "--(W. V., Sidcup.) 
As ose of yeso speakers works well, and the other 

se is unsatisfactory, and yet you ras prove that both 
)eakers are actually In good order, it wonld appear 
sat one of the speakers is not matched to your 
atput valve. - 

We therefore advise you to read sur article en- 
tIed "Do you Understand your Loud-speaker," which 
as published in PRACTICAL Wlltnivss, No. 1. 
RDINARY VALVES ON AC. ' 
"J ass consIdering the purchase of an AC. Filament 

Tune in 

:- 

CIRCUITS 
SIMPLE ELECTRICAL 

APPARATUS 
MODEL BOAT BUILDING 
THE HOME WOODWORKER 
MODEL AEROPLANES AND 

AIRSHIPS 
25 SIMPLE WORKING 

MODELS 
THE HANDYMAN'S ENQUIRE 

WITHIN 

8-Il SOUTHAMPTON STREET, 
STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2. 

Geo. Nown,s, Ltd. 

results. It will at once be appareiÇt thai 
at one ratio the volume is noticeably greater 
and tone appreciably better. With three. 
electrode valves the exact ratio is not quite 
so critical as with pentodes, but it is, never. 
theless, sufficiently so to justify careful 
attention and consideration. 

Fortunately most transformers and 
chokes are supplied with two or three tap. 
pings so that different ratios are readily 
available, but the ratios are always, of neces- 
sìty, fairly "close." For instance, one 
well-known firm of transformer manufac- 
turers supplies one transformer having 
ratios of 1 1, 1.6: 1 and 2: 1, and another 
havmg ratios of 15: 1, 22.5: 1 and 33: 1; 
it would obviously be useless to huy a trans- 
former of the latter type when a ratio in the 
legion of, say, 2: 1 were required. 

We will be pleased to send you details 
of any or all of these subjects. Just 
mark and post the coupon, or write 
in any other way-the information 
you require will be forwarded at once. 

YOU MAY USE THIS COUPON 
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS. LTD.. - 

Dpt. 94. !ut,,,,aii,,,I R,i!di,g,. Kiug,,,uy. Luudu. W.C.2. 

Without coot e, ebtiguiiue, pico,, ocod o, full io.. 
fe,,oatiss uSuel THE I.C.S RADIO COLTRSES 

Nom, .................................. Age ....... 

AdJ,e, ........................................... 
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IN A JIFFY 
WITH A KNIFFY 

-,tch 5tt 

9 for 6d. 

KNFFYPN 
KNIVETON CABLE WORKS LTD. 
OUEENSWAY. PONDERS END, MIDDLESEX 

uüt4aPKMiifY' 

will give a total pressure of 120 volts. 
Resistances connected in series are also 
additive. If, therefore, you want a resis- 
tance of, say, 4,000 ohms, and have not a 
unit of this value handy, you can substitute 
a 3,000-ohm and a 1,000-ohm resistance 
connected. in series, or two resistances each 
of 2,000 ohms connected in the same way. 
It is also important to note that when 
a circuit divides into two or more branches, 
the values of tise currents in all the branches 
total up to the current in the main circuit. 
For example, if your low-tension accumu- 
lator supplies current to three valves 
taking 2, .1 and .3 ampere respectively, 
the total low tension drain is obtained by 
adding these three figures together, i.e., 
.6 ampere in all. Similarly the total out- 
put of a high-tension power unit is equal 
to the sum of the anode currents of each 
of the valves in the set pins, of course, 
the screen current of any screened grid 

voltage of a high-tension power unit 
in order to apply a voltage less than the 
maximum to one valve, say the detector. 
In order to do this, the formula must be 
turned round a bit, and restated to tise 
effect that the resistance required for a 
given voltage drop is equal to the required 
voltage drop divided by the current in 
amperes. 

-1f the current is expressed in milli- 
amperes, the answer must be multiplied 
by 1,000, because a milliampere is one- 
thousandth -part of an ampere. For in- 
stance, suppose your high tension unit 
gives 250 volts, and you want to apply 
only 100 volts to your detector, which 
takes an anode current of 2 milliamperes. 
the value of the dropping resistance should 
be 150 volts, multiplied by 1,000 and divided 
by 2 milliamperes, or 75,000 ohms. Grid 
bias resistances are calculated in exactly 
the same way, the required bias voltage 

placement merely a matter of chang- 
ing cartridges costing a few pence 
each. Decidedly Worth Investigat- 
ing for the double benefits-Better 
and Cheaper-are irresistible 

EXAMPLE OF PRICES 
Popular Type Battery for Ordinary Sets 

Any Voltage Model H5. No. 3 size. 12500 
Any Capacity rnILaIjs caacity2ß 

5 ,complete withouttrays 
Down Tray containers extra if required. 

Other capacities 2,000 to 25000 milliamps. 

WRITE FOR DETAILS AND FREE BOOKLET 
Figure how much those frequent battery re- 
placements cost! Then realise The Standard 
saves them. Write for free booklet before 

you forget. 
STANDARD BATTERY CO., Department NW, 
lBt-188, Shattesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2. 

There are very many ways in which 
numbers may be related to each other. 
For example, a number may be the sum of 
two or more other numbers; or the differ- 
ence between two numbers; or the product 
of two numbers, that io to nay the result 
of multiplying them together; or the 
result of dividing one number by another. 
Again, two sets of numbers may be such 
that one number in one set always bears 
a constant ratio to the corresponding 
number in the other set. It will appear, 
later, that examples of all these relation- 
ships, and many.more, are to be found in 
radio design. 

Beginning with simple addition, it should 
be noted that the voltage of two batteries 
connected in series is equal to the voltage 
obtained by adding the voltage of one 
battert' to the voltage of the other. Thus, 
two 60-volt batteries connected in series 

in each band. On the other hand, a 
larger capacity of tuning condenser would 
not decrease the wave i-ange of the set,- 
would, in fact, increase it beyond the uro- 
ful range, and the actual broadcast' band 
would be crowded into a small section of thu 
dial, making accurate tuning difficult, 
and giving a spurious "sharpness" to the 
tumng. 

Voltage Drop and Resistance 
A further useful example of the value 

of one quantity depending upon the pro- 
duct of two others is the voltage drop 
in a resistance, which is equal to the current 
in amperes, multiplied by the resistance 
in ohms. To take a concrete case, a resis- 
tance of 4 ohms in a circuit carrying 2 
amperes will cause a drop of 8 volts. The 
practical use of this i-elation can be seen 
when it is desired to break down the 

t 
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Permanent self 

H.T. .' charging 
Battery 

STAN DARD 
Now that "The Standard" is re- 
duced One-Third in price-Economy 
is greater than ever before. Based 
on the Leclanché principle and speci- 
ally adapted for radio, this unique 
battery recharges itself when not in 
use. It gives ample current month 
after' month, year after year. Dead 
silent background. Brings in diffi- 
cult stations at their best. AND IT 
IS PERMANENT-the eventual re- 

How to Calculate the Value of the Various 
Components Used in a Wireless Set. 

IF a spaghetti resistance, a condenser, a 
transformer, or a choke, or almost any 
radio component is examined, it will 

be found that certain numbers are printed 
or stamped on it. Moreover, the specifi- 
cation of cvery receiver or circuit contains 
precise instructions as to the valuo of each 
component used in the layout. These 
facts immediately suggest that there is 
some connection between the numbers 
stamped on the radio parts and their suita- 
bility for any particular purpose. Tise 
suggestion is perfectly correct, 'and it is 
the object of this short series of articles 
to explain the importance of quantitative 
design, and to show why certain propor. 
tionalities mu.st be observed, and why 
components of certain values must be 
selected for use in radio receivers. Radio is 
really an exact science, dealing with minute 
amounts of power and with circuits balanced 
to a nicety. Arithmetic is the science 
of figures, and can help us to undentand 
much that would otherwise seem quite 
meaningless. In treating this subject, 
no mathematical calculations will be given, 
and no advanced knowledge of mathematics 
is required of the recaler, neither will he 
hé troubled with abstruse technical formula. 

A Question o1 Numbers 

valves, and the auxiliary grid current of the 
pentode if one is employed. 

Inductance and Capacity - 

A familiar example of the way in which 
one radio quantity depends upon the 
product of two quantities, is the question 
of tuning. The wavelength to which a 
circuit is tuned depends upon the product 
of the inductance and capacity of the cir- 
cuit. Actually, it is equal to the number 
1884 multiplied by the square root of the 
product of the inductance and the capacity, 
the former being expressed in microhenries, 
and the latter in microfarads. Why is 
it, then, that a tuning condenser of .0005 
mierofarads is invariably specified for a 
broadcast receiver? The answer is that 
considerations of size and overall efficiency 
more or less settle beforehand the inductance 
of tuning coils, values of approximately 
200 microhenries for the medium waves, 
and about 2,000 microhenries for the long- 
wave band, having become standard. 
In conjunction with. an aerial possessing 
average capacity to earth, a variable 
condenser of .0005 mfd. will comfortably 
tune either coil over the normai range 
of wavelengths. If a condenser of, say, 
.0003 mfd. were substituted, the receiver 
could not be tuned to the higher wavelengths 
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value is not very critical it should bel (Tobecongbied nextwc.k.-Ed.) I 

the choice of these values, and to 
what extent, if any, can the re- ______________________ - - 

commended values be departed 
from? Without going too deeply into 
theory, it can be stated that the function 
of the coupling condenser is principally 
to convey the alternating signal to the grid 
of the valve, while the grid leak acts as 
a discharge resistance. Now the reactance, 
or opposition offered by a condenser to 
the passage of an alternating current is 
high at low frequencies and lower at high 
frequencies. At the enormous frequencies 
used for broadcasting, which are of the 
order of a million cycles per second, a 
small condenser, of about .0003 mfd. is 
quite satisfactory over the whole radio 
frequency range. But in a low frequency 
amplifier the ratio between the lowest 
frequency it is required to pass (perhaps 12 
'cycles) and the highest (say 12,000 cycles), 
is in the neighbourhood of 1,000 to 1. If, 
therefore, the coupling condenser is very 
small, its reactance at the lower audio 
frequencies will be so high that the lower 
notes will be weakened or "attenuated" 
and serious amplitude distortion will occur. 

The grid leak is called upon, in a detector 
circuit, to discharge the electrons accumu- 
lated on the grid during alternate half cycles, 
while in the resistance capacity coupled 
stage it has to complete the grid circuit 
of the valve and discharge it continuously 
and rapidly so that the voltage at the grid 
at any instant accurately follows the signal 
voltage fluctuations. Its value, therefore, 
must be such that the "time constant" 
of the grid circuit is small compared with the 
frequency of the incoming signals, so that 
at all times the grid is "cleared" ready 

'for the next signal wave The value of the 
-grid leak in conjunction with other con- 
stants of the circuit, plays an important 
part in the time factor, and although the 

understood that too high a value will 
result in a "choking" of the grid, causing 
serious distortion, while too low a value 
will result in a loss of signal 'strength 
and distortion in addition. 

Coupling Condenser Values 
A 50 per cent, or even a 100 per cent. 

departure from the recommended value 
of grid leak will not usually make any 
serious difference in performance, but 
greater differences should not be risked. 
In the case of a detector valve, the value 
depends to some extent upon the con- 
stants of the valve and upon operating con- 
ditions. In a power grid detector, for 
example, where the coupling condenser 
usually is smaller than the conventional 
11003 mfd., say 0001 mfd. and the valve is 
operated at a high anode voltage and 
current, a much smaller grid leak, generally 
of the order of quarter megohm, is neces- 
sary. We will - revert to the question of 
grid leak values in RC. coupled stages in 
the next article, as this is also bound up 
with the value of the anode resistance. 
A fairly wide range of choice is usually 
given for the value of the coupling con- 
denser in low frequency resistance capacity 
coupled amplifiers. A capacity value 
between .005 mfd.' and .05 mfd. will be 
perfectly satisfactory, but the actual choice 
depends very much upon the band of fre- 
quencies it is desired to pass. If the set 
builder wishes for full round tone with 
plenty of bass, then the value of .05 mfd. 
or even greater should be chosen, while a 
lower value, by cutting off some of the 
bass response, will give a higher pitched 
and perhaps more brilliant tone. - 

1. Hole in top to take any standardised 
Wander Plugs. 

2. Engraved top. Alt positive Red, 
and att negative Btach. 40 types. 
Detschabte, held in place by No. 1. - 

3 Stead cannot come off. 
Pillar-type Terminal, to take spade 
or similar connection 

4. 'Phone-type Terminal, for connecting 
'phone or similar ends. 

4. Body et terminal in heavy NP. 

5. Soldering tagto enable wire to be 
soldered it nenessary 

t. Slot in shank to take 
squane stirs, so that 
soldering may kg dis:' - 
pensed with .. .. - 

Standardised - nameplates used in 
connectien with the "Eelex' name 
plate gnip 

Nausee plates, ----------- Id. each. 
Grips ----------------------- 24, each. 
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being divided b' the anode current of the. 
valve, and multiplied by 1,000. 

The relationships dealt with so far are 
all quite simple, and result from easily 
understood electrical laws. There are 
hosts of others, however, which are not so 
obvious, and which cannot be explained 
quantitatively without going too deeply 
into technicalities. In most cases, how. 
ever, it is possible to give a reasonable 
explanation which will, at any rate, show 
that there is nothing in the nature of a 
"hit and miss" in the design of an efilci- 
cnt radio receiver. 

Grid Leak and Condenser Values 
Let us take first the values of 

condenser and grid leak employed 
in a leaky grid or power grid de- 

tector circuit, or in a resistance 
capacity coupled amplifying stage. 
For the average leaky grid detector 
a condenser of .0003 mfd. capacity 
and a grid leak of about 2 megohms 
resistance usually are recommended, 
while for the low frequency R.C. 
stage the condenser may be as great 
as .05 mfd. or even more and the 
grid leak of the order of 250,000 
ohms. What are the rules governing 
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facturera at this stage cannot reasonably 
estimate the demand or that they await 
the extentofthe demand before commenc- 
ing manufacture? 

Your views on this unsatisfactory state 
of affairs will, I am sure, be appreciated 
by the large number of home constructors 
who welcome PRACTICAL WIRELESS.- 
F. RIVETT (Lewisham). 

'A Hint About Binding Volumes 
Sist,-Congratulations on your new papdr 

PRACTcCLL WIRELESS. I think it beats all 
others. - ..--- - 

so that a simple switch for the pick-np will 
j enable the valve to act as (irki Detector or 

L.F. amplifier. 

-That n screen-grid valve makes a very 
sensitive detector valve. 

-That s temporary small-value fixed con- 
denser may be simply constructed by twisting 
two leneths of flex together. . t 

-That with some types of valve an "anti- 
nsicropbonlc -- yalve-holder will sggravate 
microphonlc troubles. 

-That a choke In each tend of an eliminator 
often Increases team, due to Induction etrects 

i bctweeathe two coils. 

insulated from it8 fellows. If the strands 
are not insulated the wire acts as a single 
conductor. Admitted the surfaces area is 
larger in 7122 wire than in, say, single 
22 wire. But here again he is wrong, since 
for a given frequency the H.F. resistance 
of a conductor increases as the diameter 
increases. Your contributor leads your 
readers to believe that the thicker the wire 
the less the H.F. - resistance. He is only 
right in so far as D.C. resistance is concerned. 

He goes on to say that the aerial, earth, 
and aerial coil should all be of the same 
gauge wire. .Obyiously this is liardly practig- 

ISAAC AlTEEN (Maryport). 
CUT TRIS OUT EACH WEEK "Radio Fads and Fallacies" 

Dimeulty in Obtaining Components 
,Siso,-It repeatedly occurs that certain 

specified components are required for. a 
particular circuit. In spite of the fact that 
these makes of components have been 
advertised for a considerable time before 
the publication of the circuit, they are not 
obtainable when required. This seems 
to me a very bad stato of affairs, for the 
manufacturer loses business, as the 
prospective purchaser, being eager to 
proceed with the circuit, is tempted by his 
dealer (who states that he cannot get 
delivery of the specified parts) to accept 
an alternative make, which often spoils 
the whole effect. Is it that the manu- 

DO YOU KNOW? 
-That band-pass coupling condensers sod f 
resistances mast be ' non-inductive to 

i pre,etva the band-pass characteristics. I 

t -Thst if a single col! or the canned " t 
f variety is used, the can must not be removed, I 

or the tuniig range of the coli will be alteres!. 

-That a maim set operated froua D.C. usaba 
should have a switch in bote ¡asnino leads. r 

-That it Is possible to insert a biasing re- 
sistance in an indirectly heated valve eatlsode 

Sric,-If yoss are unable to find room to 
publish the following, perhaps yoss will 
kindly pass this letter on to the individual 
concerned. 

Your contributor, W. B. C. Richardson, - 
in his article "Radio Fada and Fallacies," 
states that both designers and constructors 
are not consistent. It would appear from 
Mr. Richardson's remarks, however, tisat 
it is he who is not consistent. He states: 
"We are told that since H.F. currents 
travel only on the surface of the wire, we 
should have multiple strand aerial wire and 
thick connecting wire" This in itself is 
fallacious. There is no point in using 
stranded aerial wire ssnless each sinned i.t 

ç'- 

most. I have placed them in the prder 
in which I like them. 

1. Radio Wrinkles. 
2. Replies to Queries and Enquiries. 
3. The Why and the Wherefore. 
4. A Chat about the Latest Components. 
5. Round the World of Wireless. 
6. Radio Fads and Fallacies. - 
7.' Is Your Set Off Colour? 
8. Do You Understand Your Loud- 

speaker? 
9. Radici Ramblings. 

10. How to Place Your Components. 
Will you be including a few articles on 

Television? WThat about having a special 
Chrtmas Number of PRACTICAL WIRE. 
LESS ?-N0RMAi-i Cruuc(Whitley Bay). 

Cure [or Broken Hearts 
Sra,-We thank you for the Weekly 

Wireless 'Magie, as we call it. .We must 
say you have responded to a broken. 
hearted cry of "Who will issue a. real 
practical paper on wireless problems?" We 
may say you have done, and, what's more, 
have done it well. PRACTICAL WIRELESS 
beats all corners. We are delighted with 
your great paper-JOSEPH H. Beecvoa and 

earth. I should like to point out that tisis 
is a very good way, only in the case of a 
novice he is apt to screw the bolt or 
screw too much to tighten the wire, with 
serious results to the lead pipe. A safer 
plan is to place a piece of metal on the 
pipe first so that the end of the bolt presses 
against this, and not againstthe lead pipe.- 
F. SaIrrH (Bootle). 

A Beginner's View 
SIR,-! would like to write to congratu- 

late you on your journal, which is very 
helpful, and, in my view, the contents-are 
put in such a way that even a beginner 
should understand it. I think your article 
"Radio Wrinkles" a good idea, as it not 
only allows a reader to air his views on 
radio defects but also gives other readers 
ideas which perhaps would not otherwise 
be published.-,J. W. Y. MUMMERY (Ash. 
ford). 

Some Suggestions 
Sia,-! should like to express the favour- 

able impression that "No. 1" has made 
on me, and trust-seeing that I have given 

invaria.oiy wnen a- new circuir is pun- 
lished it is necessary-when it is desired 
to keep to specifications-to purchase more 
or less expensive components, which, after 
all, are. only eimple arrangements neatly 
enclosed. And when a "better" design 
follows .i.n a few weeks a different article 
has to. be purchased, instead of making 
use of the old one. It is quite possible, 
for example, in the case of a certain 
tuner, that values have to be exactly 
calculated for perfect resulta, so that a 
home.worker would have difficulty in 
making one so efficient. But, on the other 
hand, is not such exactness unnecessary- 
may not defects in other parts of the set 
neutralize it? Of course, if the original 
circuit is followed absolutely, results should 
be as claimed. But do not moat " practical 
wirelessers "-use the nearest similar com- 
ponent they may bave on hand? I should 
think very few who make a habit of recon- 
struction buy a fresh kit each time. So 
that! hope you will see your way to giving 
us circuits that can be home.made some- 
times, or at least publish the necessary 
data to wind, for example, a band.pasa 
arrangement-A. S. (Woking). 

-. ___________ 
teuer, t,,t foe ,ub - I fDÜI IIE4IDiFPS addms et the 

licaio,,eeu,tb,ethe,.oeirnl. 

,,ec,ssae5y foe publicaSe,, 
r i!. - 

The Editor does not necessarily agreè with opinions expressed by his Correspondents 
Articles. in Order of Merit May I suggest that, if possible, all a permanent order for its deivery-thst it 

Sus,-Just a line to say how pleased i advertisement pages back each other, then will continuo to do so, and possibly become 
am' with the great new paper)PRAcTICAL they can be torn out when each volume is still better. 
WTIRELESS. I think it is the goods. complete, leaving reading matter ready for I ans a "practical wireless" fan-have 
soon as I saw in Hobbies that you were binding. 

j 
been so from the earliest days of broad- 

- publishing a new wireless paper I went I am sure there arc many readers who casting, when the reception of Writtle was 
straight out and ord&rcd a copy weekly will have their books bound in volumes, thought magical-if not devilish! And 
from my newsagent' I think it is written and it would be much better without the 

i 
ever since have preferred to constrsucl, not 

in a concise and intèresting manner, and I 
i 

advertisement pages.-REuULasc READER assemble. No doubt there are thousands 
was very much surprised that you managed (Cambridge). more the same, and we would rather make 
to prccduce such 'a big. paper, seeing that it - our own special coils, for instance, than 
is only the finit issue. I have read it An Earth-conhection Hint j 

buy patent arrangements; not because we, 

through and 'through, and the following 
j 

Srn,-When reading your articles on in many cases, begrudge the outlay, but 
are a few of the articles which interest me Radio Wrinkles, I saw one on a simule i for the added rnterest the work provides, 
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"NEW. RADIOS FOR OLD'-FOR CHRISTMAS 
WE BUY YOUR OLD SET & SUPPLY 
YOU WITH A NEW SEASON'S MODEL 

Liberal Allowances and Balance 
Payable by Cash or Hire Purchase 

BUNDREDS0FTESTIMONIAISFROMSATISFIED CLIENTS 

EVERY MAKE OF SET, KIT 
OR RADIOGRAM SUPPLIED 

Complete Transactions Executed by Mail. 
It sill s' lyon 'to write for particulars of'our ansaeing exchange offer, 
enclosing lId. stamp, naming voss old set astd the neo .nodul yost fono'. 
- A, FR58 ,QUOTATION WILL. FOLLOW. 
FREE Wireless Set to introduce the Radialaddin Club. 
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Please forward this INQUIRY FORM (seaithout obligation) 
Pieute quote toe free your alloesnce for the fleer set: 
Oske .... .. .... - .... .._,, Mutel sol Lai Peuse,........., ....... 
Sty ees,s5 5,11,: M:k ................ .,.._ Estlesie, se Musta _,.,.. ......... 
Sate st Ptrsts::e ._ .... , .... Oeigiasl Cx,t sI 1,1 ............... 
Balance uf purchase price could be poyable by me us, folios,: 

Plus, A. Whole of balance in cash. 
Plan B. Whole of balance oree six, nine, twelvet month.. 

t Delete u,:wunled worts. 
NAME in tsll_....,.......,.......,......,...., 
tttlosk leitest) 
SACRES) (_,__..,,.... 
ADIA A IN, TD. 
THE LARGEST RADIO. EXCHANGE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM, 

(Dept. P.R.W), 47-48, Bérners Street, L.ondon W.1. Museum 1821 
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that used in many canned coiLs explanation in a simple form of the various " .-iJ M,d i 
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Your remark that "for a given frequency condensers." Now for a suggestion. JL PICKETTS Pirn?-Twe 
the HF. resistance of a conductor increases I would like to sec you include a weekly ' ' () AlbOS 
a-s the diameter increases," I find particu. article, Television Topics. This would 
larly interesting, e8pecially iii view of the 
fact this is the converse of accepted theory. 

complete your PRAcrIcAL WJRELxSS. 
Readers would be agreeable to help you with FREE! Post this Coupon - - -- 

Perhaps, however, you have discovered some this; possibly Mr. Barton Chapple might u To SLEKTUÑ PRODUCTS LTD 
new principle. Naturally, since you say the find time to foster the idea to your satis. 21 Dmsk Sm,. W,,t,nie,t,r. S..V.1. 
HF. resistance increases as the elia-meter faction. He would supply the copy. If you i Pi, ,oed,ufhoou,ouios boot n,d BIoePth,l si the 

increa.ses, it must follase that it decreases as consider this suggestion let us know. I i SCOUT S.G.3 leedooe lid. ie.euforpo,toge. J 

the wire gets thinner, until it, no doubt, ehclose n card of a recent effort of mine ID 
J Neme . . ...... -. oe ... ... ... - ............ ... ... ... ... J 

reaches its minimum value when there no connection with Television, being one of i Ad&CSS._ . ......... . . . .... .. ....... . ... ..... I 

.......................................... 
.-! 

wire al all! Just a strip of hot air!- the very early workers in this country.- 
I j - 

]V. B. RICHARDSON.] - R. W. CONKLIaG (Wembley). pjt.s._ ----------------------------------- i 

However, I cannot find 1/uit I dated an/j- 
where that the strands should not be insulated. 
My point usas that, in view of the foot that 
emphasis is generally laid on the neces8aty 
far a low-resistance aerial and earth system, 
then low-resistance coils should also be vised 
n order to take full advantage of it. ¡ do 

not suggest that a practical system would 
consist of aerial and coil both composed of 

7/22 S.W.G., or indeed that they should 
both consist of 30 gauge, wire, bui there are 
many. values between these two extremes. 
Regarding the coil itself, if this is wound 
with the usual cylindrical wire, there is, of 
course, an optimum point above which it is 
useless to increase it diameter, since losses 
oc.cur due to eddy currents in the wire itself. 
This diameter i.e dependent on the frequency, 
but is nevertheless considerably greater thon 

one sogni Note 
Srn,-Having now read No. 4 of your 

new publication, I take this opportunity of 
wishing your venture every success for the 
future. As one who has lived through the 
various phases of radio from the early days 
I feel I am in a position to criticise, or other- 
wise, a publication on radio. Personally 
I think you have "struck the right note." 
Continue with your articles, which are to my 
mind a little more complete than elsewhere. 

Personally I find pleasure- in reading an 
article on an elementary subject; if well 
written it generally gives food for thought. 

I handed No. 2 on to a non-technical 
friend of mino. I asked what he thought 
of same. Theso were his remarks : " I 
have read heaps of wireless books, but 
this is the first time I -have found an 

Acknowledged by experienced eeperlmnotern an 
technical experts to be the ..pertect 'salveholder. 
Sturdily built, skeleton typo tar mounting on mcta 
ebonite or wood. Turned Resilient Sockets guaranto 
lull.suetacocontact with esnry 
type al valve pio-sslid or other- 5 Pin 
wino. Easy insnrtiun Ike unique Model 
design ut the plato allows sockets 4 pio Qd 
ta moo' laterally and centre Model E 

themselves with valso - pins. .......................... 

Low Loss-Highest Efficiency. 
Fully Illsshaied /015w, N fao os aqueo: frocs 
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able. The tensile strength of 30 S.W.G. Stronger Building! - 

wire is not sufficient to enable 30 or 4. Siia,-It gives me much pleasure to 
of it to be used as an aerial-at least not endorse the praise accorded to your Journal, 
permanently. Conversely, it is hardly by its readers, on the correspondence page 
possible to construct a coil wound with of No. 4, and trust you will be able to 
7/22 aerial wire, unless a special room is maintain the same high standard of 
set aside for the tuning coils! Theoretically excellence in future issues, when I am sure 
your contributor is doubtless correct, but the paper will achieve the popularity and suc- 
he misleads your non-technical readers. Iii cesa it honestly merits in these first copies. 
the first sentence of his second paragraph May I say in passing that after reading 
he is certisinly not correct theoretically, the suggestions, your remarks at the head 

In conclusion I would state that no of the page meet with my profound approval 
wireless amateur worthy of the name in regard to most of them, though I should 
throws old or "obsolete" apparatus away. like to lend my support to A. Benham 
It usually comes in useful at some time or (weekly index), A. T. Pym (Exchange and 
other, and is certainly not a sign of" mean- Mart) and F. S. Coley (ForeigasProgrammes). 
-ness."-MAXwELL G. SMrru (Thornton A condensed Home and Foreign programme 
Heath). feature would, I am sure, make the paper 

[In my opening sentence of paragraph '° 
all that could be desired. 

And now for my complaints; 'in the first I nm-ely state what the text.books tell U5 place, I value my copies of P.W." very 
natively, the well.known fact that owinej to much, and suggest that you provide us with 
the uneven distribution of H.F. currents in e some kind of strong case to put them in, so 
conductO,, stranded aerial ware te more thatwe may continually usc them without 
efficient than single wire of the same cross their becoming damaged. Then finally 
section. This is not my own personal opinion, you have so intrigued us with the glowing 
it is general knowledge. It is (1180 well known description of the Encyclopatdia, that I 
that in practice it does not matter greatly believe many of us are counting the 
whether the strands are insulated from one Wedeadays till we have qualified.-Joms 

- another or noi, since the oxide which qziicldy K. ELVIre (Skipton). 
forms on the u-ire is practwally an insulator. 

il 

- fl-- 
"I 
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' Broadcast Query Corner esiiTiu By RALPH STRANGER 
still on British Summer Time, namely osso hour '"'''''''.---rm in advance of ONT. to which Spain works. The ,, 
broadcasts picked up were from the Seville, Madrid, - s 

Unnec the above title, with the assistance of a and Barcelona studios on shout 335 m., you (sill 
recognised authority on foreign broadcasting matters have heard I,R2 Radio Prieto, Buenos Aires (330 in.); Obluirable al ali Newsageals and Eootslaljs, ' and a regular contributor to wireless publications LR3 Radio Naçional and Lito Radio Splendid in or by posI 5/- fr0,0. Geor e Neusnes,. Lid., both at home and abroad, we are inagurating a special the same city respectively operate on 316 and 303 in. Soalhao:plon Street, Strand, 3 Identification Service, srhich ohanid prove of great There is no reason for which you should not hear Lonja,,, W.C.2. 
ooiiatancc to our readers. When tuning in well- Croydon Airport on 900 in. __________________________________________ 

. ADVERTISEMENI -' JIDEX 
- Page 

1 . .. . . -. . 
Page 

hIghclass workmanship in their components should 
vesake a point of obtaining a copy of this booklet. The 
address is 149, Queen letona Street, London E.G. 

PILOT AUTHOR KITS 

HOME 
constructors will fiad lo the latest list Issued 

by Pets-Scott Co., Ltd., 77, City Road, London, 
ECl a useful guide to the trend of modem receiver 
design. A fine ronge of manufacturera' kits, ineiudiflg 
three, four and five-valve receivers and all-mains sets 
are listed, together with several makes of moving-coil 
ajicakers. and eliminators. PartIculars are aleo, given 
of various radio envelopes containing full size -blue 
prinla and simple instructions for making dilfecent 
types of receivers. Thu firm, which has been estab- 
lished sisee 1919, specksliaes in radio service In ali its 
branches, and expert opinion und advice arc always at 
the disposal of prospective customers sa well au 
those sebo regularly purchase their radio requirenaenta 
from the firm. As svili he seen in this firm's an- 
nouncement ou page 357, Messrs. Peto-Scott uro 
able to supply complote kits si tise receivers described 
in these puges. and quite a lot of trouble is therefore 
saved tsr the Hsme Constructor sebo can obtain oli 
the necessary esmponents at sne tisse. - 

Although the servIce is osslniy applicable io broad- 
casting stations, wherever possible replies wilt be given 
in regard to morne transmitters (commercial stations, 
fog beacsns, etc.) and short-wave broadcasts. For the 
Identlilcation, however-of stations operatiag on chan- 
nels below 101) metres it edil be evident to inquirers 
that s closer estimate of wavelength nsuot be sub- 
mitted thus la the case of broadcasts on the medians 
or iong waveband if successful identifacatiora is to 
be carried omit. . - - 

Ali inquiries should be addressed to Tise Editor, 
Pfi.&i7rlCAL. WIRELESS, . 8-ii, Sssaliausmplsia Street, 
51,-sad, teselas, W.O.2, and the envelope marked 
ilrosadeuzl Query Service, is top left-band eraser. 
Stamped addressed envelops should sad be enclosed, 
as replies cannot b9 sot by post, but will be published 
in aise cauese In each Issue of Pr.scaOt WIOSLEOO. 

Replies to Broadcast Queries 
- 

t. L. S. DesasEn (Dundee): Kharkov, U.S.S.R.., 
on 368.1 m.; early morsing physical exercises. Guias 
Bass (Tharnton Reach): (1) LSY, Buenos Aires 
(Argentine Republic) on 14.47 m. (20,730 ke/n.); 
Intervai Signal, three notos (ssc8hal.isg valves); 
(2) Pssslbly WSXAA on 49.34 ais., relaying WCFL, 
Cbicaga, U.S.A.; (3). If call letters, W3ARIR are 
correct, Amateur experimental transmitter at ChIld- 

Everything Yoz Want Tó 
Know About Wireless 

THIS 
b,ok has been prepared for the 

norm-technical listener. After reading 
- The,Outline of Wirelesu.your set, which 
- a few days ago was as a sealed book to you, 
- Wa11 now he yours to do with as you w,11. 

Many illustratiorma and diagrams. 

THE '.OUTLINE 
OF. WIi.i.Ess. 

Taco e,'eadrea teasblg, deetcto tes d Os 
eatalogcee cf any cf ase celer ie.-ea. Slot-cIa atole, as 
a paatcsrd, t 0 catar: ej fha fit-ose lea's ,.ehass gas 

co rota oteo. sod add,eto j , Catatases:,' 
PRECTICeL WIRELESS, Gea. Nooses. Ltd., 8111. 
Sattlamptae St.. Strati, Leedor W.C.2-. ¡T asee 
ednerticet'o stake charge, o, 05551ro paotage, this 
ohOsId be oaclooed. 

IGRANIC PRODUCTS 
A FULL range of components M listed In an attrac- 

tive booklet we have just received from 
Igranic Electric Co., Ltd. Amongst the venoSa 
items slaown are plag-in short-wave colla, ILF. chokes 
lived anti variable condensers, slow-motion dials, LI. 
translorneers, maim transformers, potentiometers and a 
series of push-pall and other awitcltea. For radiogram 
work there Is also tite -, Igranovox" pick-up and a 
response corrector, which la designed to alford the 
requisite compensation for tise deficiencIes of the record 
at the lower freqscncies. Comtruetors salta look fqr 

best of the lnquirer'a ability and hnowlesige. When 
sending nach qaerles to the Editee the following raies 
should be followed :- 

1. Write lepibly, in Ink. Gire your fall name and. 
address. 
- 2. State typo of receiver used, and whether trans- 
mission was heard on headphonca sr on loud-speaker, 

3. State approximate was-elength sr frequency to 
sshich receiver was tuned, or, alternatively, state betasten 
which tr-o stations (of which yon hure the condenser 
readings) the tranamlosian was picked up. 

4. Give dato and time when broadcast was heard, 
Do not forget to add whether ant, sr p.m. - 

5. Give details of progratnme recelvesl, and, if you 
can, seine indlcatiou regarding the language, if heard. 

6. State whethee send what call ccoo given and/or 
kind of Interval signal (metronome, musical box, 
bells, etc.) between Items 

7. To facilitate pnblicatInn of replies, append a 
nom-slg-plssse to your inquiry ......... 

AC. Chargers, metal rectified, corn- 
............................ - plete 32s. lid. 

Filter Chokes, 4oH, 3oMa ..... lis. lid 

Filter condensers, 400 Volt svorking Bd. 
Glasssvound (All Wire) Resistors, zj 

watt - ......... 9d. 
Also made in 2, 5 and 8 watt 
Ratings 

Moulded Anode Feed Resistors, z 

watt .......... lid. 

Mains Transformer for HT. unit as 
described in issue for October 22nd 14s,, lid. 

Full lists for stamp ; from 48, Wakegreen 
Road, Birmingham. 
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Mains Transformer. 
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COMPLETE WIRELESS 
\\ \\\ 

explains wireless theory in a way never before - 
\\ \\ 

achieved. It is packed with really practical' 
II_ articles. Not a square inch of padding in the. 

\\ \I whole work, and nOt a page which you cannot 
\\ \\ i understand. 
\\ \\\ 

IF you earn your iivingin tise industry, this work 
\\ \\\t 

is worth pounds to you as an ever ready source 
liii of reliable informaticn. 

THE ILLUSTRATIONS. I 

k\\ 

\\\1 The work contains hundreds of photographs show- .. 
i\\ \\I ing approved methods of servicing modern re- 

ceivers, including EKCO, PYE H.M.V;,ÇOLUM- 
L\\ 

\i\ RIA, PHILIPS, etc. Another interesting series of 
ii fil photographs illustrates the principlés of wire- 
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f WE WILL TELL YOU HOW 
Market. Many men arc ali2cadv 
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anacing comfortable EXTRA m EARN LEE's BEFORE XMAS! 

Yost may know nothing Wireless comes in this Pleasant, EasyWay. 
or Electricity-it doesn't matter in the 
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How belier can qotr em- :h;: 
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( own Wireless Set sThe saving is huge 
-snaverage worke can complete a 
60-vclt HT. 'Battery an 2 boUta, a 

There's MONEY in it-_bigmoney 
if. you are energetic aid anxious 
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2 to get out of the rut So \vhy 
seen a battery- before yod can 
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meet the deand for J3ETTER 
Batteries, and Profit Financially 
-make them yourself in your 

J' Spare Time by moans of. our 
f Patented Method rad Formula 

TY. . By making your own batteries you dan 
SAVE money-by supprying your 
friends and others you can MAKE 
money; and you can nake up to3no 
Stdy t pictes on the left an(yau 
will see ho)v really simple it is. Voti 
will aced' na csprnsive plait or - rñachinery-onIy alew simple tçois and; 
hand pressee. Vau need bave no 

i special accommodation-a start.Can be 
made.upon your present kitcheniRife.. 
The children can help you. - 

DouNed Their Incomes! 
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Not only can, you SAVE money Your market is unrestrk'ted-it 
on your øw batteries, and get 
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I 
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AND MAKES MONEY standârd nf efficiency which is 
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Ptofitble Spare-Time Business I tinue your training FREE until 
andi reap a Guílden Harvest front I 

you reach that standard -that's 
the Wireless and Electrical fair, isn't it 
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expressed their delight at the harmonious 
design of the "Argus" Cabinet; especially 
with regard to the design of the fret. 

w e r, a is s When you order your cabinet insist on your 
dealer or kit supplier delivering to you the 

PH/N" and genuine 

dI' "CLARION" Radio Furniture CABINET 
each. As designed expressly for THE "ARGUS." 

See the ClarIs Seal Trade Mark gReed 
¡mide each ge nais, CLARION Cabinet. 

¿a' .. CLARION 
1" 

- Radio Furniture 

28.38, Mansford- St., London, E.2. 

f4L Telephone: Biahopagate 6371. 

11/ j ohms under severest use. ActualIy 

f/f 
Ese,y j PRICE Eric Resistors have never been known 

I/I e'nie,Li uk.' ß per to break down in ordinary service. 
I/I QUAOEeISD - bI V WATT 

Ill GUASANCEC 19 That s why they are used exclusively 'u° by nearly every British and Foreign 
radio manufacturer. 

Change over to ERIE 
Resistors for reliability identified, and colour coded 

Write for Leaflet with Calaur Cade 
for easy-identification. Trade 

- 
- Chart. in;urles arc invited. 

THE RADIO RESISTOR CO., 
I GOLDEN SQUARE. PICCADILLY CIRCUS, LONDON. W. 

'Phone j Qerrard 2791 

«ViCTOR'9iuì L' 
PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING COIL REPRODUCER DE-LUXE REPRODUCER & AMPL1F1ES, LTD., WOLVERIAMPTON 

pressions of pprovat M E E T 
were /j4, ?/ 

A 

- - A w II on tra t d 

'ine 
OAK 

GRID LEAKS and 

LREJYSTDRS - 

21!- ,L,The.GuÌP 'dian of every qoodset - 

C P d cg. 
nscl Mr. Ohms represents Erie Resistora 

- 

4! He stands for safety and stability in 

- JI ohms-because each Erie Resistor- 
- 

Mr. Barton Chapple and members of the «d' f guaranteed to contain its correct com. 
¡ F piement of ohms, is also guaranteed' 

technical staff of "Practical Wireless," all 
A - 

4/ to retain its correct complement of 

which "rely on a resonance in the vicinity of 100 
cyclesto give a false impression of sensitivity " 

- .. 'WIRELESS WORLD' TEST REPORT ON 
THE R&A "The outstanding feature of the periormanceof this unit is thè unifom distribution 'VICT R' "of the output energy over the frequency range. This is especially noticeable in- e "the bass, where the majority of permanent magnet units rely on a resonance in - - - 

"i/te vicinity of zoo cycles to give a false impression of sensitsvsty. In the R. & A. - 
"'Victor' the principal diaphragm resonance is at about 60 cycles, and the important. 
"range of frequencies between 75 and 400 cycles is free from objectionable resonances, j /" - 

"The bene6ts ut this arrangement are at once obvious when the loud speaker is 
"tested either on speech or msisic, while the 60 cycle reioncsnce as helpful in correcting 

the lost of amplification below loo cycles -which occurs even in some of the best - 
"amplifiers. - e 

In the upper register there io no sharp cut-off, and the output tails off,gradually t . 

above 5,000 cycles. There is still an appreciable outpat at 22,000 cycles soben the 
." geùecal level is about i watt." t 

- . "WIRELESS WORLD," 21st OCT., 1932- - 

---.I-::-. 
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Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/6. 
I 

HEAYBERO HT. UNIT D.150. Tapped s vàriable 60/120 o., variable 0/150 frsed. end 

I Max., 25 rn/a at 150 v. 20 rn/a at 120v. 8110 
Cash Price L4/6/.. Carriage Paid. Balance 
in 11 monthly payments of 8/10. y 

j GARRARD INDUCTION GRAMOPHONE Send 
MOTOR. For A.C. - mains. Model 202. I 

I Mounted on 12-inch nickel motor plate with I I 

fully aatomatio electric starting and slopping only I 

switch. Cash Price LO/IO/O. Carriage Paid. 
Balance In li monthly payments of 4/7. 

W.8. PERMANENT-MAGN ET MOVING- 
I COIL SPEAKER. TypePM4. Complete I 

Cash Pricc -62/2/o. C 

, 
araa i'aonthty payments ai 5/9. U 

Specified \'aloes £212/f. Cabinet LI/ls/o. 47/6 
SOLS ooreaal or 

IMPORTANT 
Ps,l,,Kels,Mnoellarseeu, West-End Showrnoms: 62, High Holborn, London, W.C.l. Hotborn 3248 
Reoeoe,o se Aooe,,eelc. I Dear Sirs-Please tend me COD/CASH/HP ...... ... ......................... I toe CA5H,C.0.D.oefl.P. for which I enclose s. d. CASH/H.P. DeposIti Send me pour FREE 1933 Catalogue 
EunPoymeat,Oendw 

J 

NAME .................... . .. .. .,..... 
.- .... 

wiltqsote you by eIses 
. COO. orde,, colse oece ADDRESS ..... -. .. ... .......... ... . ... ... .. .-. . l0/.e,at en,,iogeood - - .. -. 

pc,lOboegy, parO. 
I PR.W. 121110° ........................................................ - - 

i., 

NO DEPOSIT. Strict 
Bulgin Spaghetti Rrslntonee 20.000 ... 1 3 

; 
100,000 5 

Privacy. No thwd 9ld mounting notre- Il collections 'Ye 051 
5 1tht 1 Id h t party 

deal with direct you 

EPOCH '20 C" PERMANENT MAGNET Send i 

, 

MOVING-COIL SPEAKER. (New Edition.) 
5ÇU 

E A, Cash or 0.0.0., Careloge Pold £5 120 
5)ratio Casta Price 

I 

Specified Valvaes,f 2.10.6. Specified Cabinrt,15f- 
Balance inS monthly payments of 6/3. KIT " B." As Kit " A," but with Valves, 
CELESTION P.P.M. MOVING-COIL Send less Cabinet. Cash or COD. Carriage 
SPEAKER. Por Standard or Pentode Oat. , 

Vaters. Cash £21716. Carriage F 

Paid, £8/2/6, or 12 monthly payments of 
pat orC.O.D. 
Paid. Balancrinhlmonthlypaymentnol4]5. only 

14111 

I ROI.A PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING- 
I Coil. SPEAKER Ft. With Universal &,sd 

KIT "C." As Kit "A," beat with Valves 
and Cabinet. Cash or COD. Carriage 

I 
tap,ed'ioputtranslormer. Cash Price 46 Paid, '8/1 7/6, or 12 monthly payments of 

I 
Balance Ía il monthly payments of f/t. only 

I 

I BI.UE SPOT IPEAKER UNIT AND I 

[7 I 

-- 

SONOTONE 4 pant7i 
5/2. Droceibaed in icono nf OcCaSes' 22nd. 

BLUE SPOT UNIT AND CHASSIS Send I " o r 
: 'nlorisr. PP;MasInclnj ;tI1 5/6 I 

Balance in II monthly payments nl 5/S. only I 

FIINETPA( 
9or' Kl I 

Sed component, .siih Ealaoce in II 
I ATLAS ELIMINATOR. Type A.C.244. Three Send I ready Drilled Panel bui f' 

ta,e.huiy pay' 

I tappings. SG., detector and power. Output Ç /g'. I less calces and cabinnt. meula of Il/I. 
I 120 volts at 20 rn/a. Cash Price £2/IS/S. j I 

I Carriage Paid, only I CASH or COD. Carriage Paid £6/I/O, 

PETO-SCOTT WALKUT 
CA2ET SPEAKER 
Fitted wilh 
the lamons 
BLUE SPOT 

ISSU. 

Sn hondce,ee fi' 

Waina5akbool a 

o:: a - 

WalnntVencee. 

:jf. 

Send°"5 

a, 

'Only TeodwM tone et Bine SPat 

Balance 'n " 
manfhly POS- 

peefOo,snoo, to a good Macleg-Coil 
Speaker, It glee, fall caine to neny 

,eentu of 

4/6 
not, in th, ,na,iral pate Inelading 

' 

CASH OR COD. batteey apeeat,d cet, a' ceO s, 

CARR. PAID 
. atag"teaoernee; aa,,° 

- 

-. 

RADIO 
CARRIAGE PAID TO YOUR DOOR. 

COSSOR MELODY MAKER. Mod/I 334eith Send 
metalilsed variable-thu SG. and detecto10 
tealves,poiver valve and cabinet. Cash As described in this week's issue 
Balance In 11 monthly payments of 11/10. 

I VII tt A Delivered CARRIAGE PAID 
'OF LISSEN SKYSCRAPER 3."- Send - a, ,,. On FIRST PAYMENT 

- 

Chassis' ,eídel, with5Ç1.iiierí) S;G. 

.- Detector and Pentoild.. Valves.- Cash t 

'Aalh6P's k)t nl - - 

specified cern. - - 

I- - "- Price £4/9/6 Catriagó Paid- - pevents W It h - -- 

Balance jell monthly paymentiot 8/3. ". only ready . drilled -- 

. . 

"LISSES 
r 1,1 I Ill 11 lIly pity 

- - 

- SKYSCRAPER3" - Send - 
- Cabinet Model. Complote with Licite 

aIM cabieet. --- - - caceta of 10/3. - 

Spk 
C° p0t d 

II'6 
CASH COD C g P il £5 12 

d 
Balancelell rnonthtypayrnentsn!hl/6.. only. I Ed Taiwisgia snel, 101a. w TIn ...... 

- - 

- READY RADI'O "METEOR" SG.3: Three- 
6 

i Enebvad -14m. z Sin. Chancie Type 
I ed g d th I S d 

cabinet, and permanent-magnet moving-coil 16/3 
T ls t I h d Ii 17 0 

1 SB. Type Na. 2360 2-gang 
npeaher.Coveesshort,mediom,andlongvvaves I I 

.0005enld. 
vseieble eendpneee cciii, dlvi 18 6 

wilhoat evil changing. Cash Price £5/IT/S. only I 1 Llecas ltyppealk 4-1 L.F. Tevenfai-een,- 
B I 11 m thly p pas t 1 16/3 

J 

t i 
I R & A "VICTOR" MOVING-COIL SPEAKER With I 

Bsalg,s Mld5get Syeereied Cliche. B.P.S 2 0 

IDE LUXE. With 6-ratio input transformer, 
6/5 I i Polar 0ev3fie Cwav C dene 2 6 

and protecting grill. Cash Price £3/loll. f t 1 Lerneos 50,000 risma pelrntiacneter ... 4 0 "0" - Carriage Paid. Balance iii 11 monthly pay' order 
I m cat of 6 5 I 

I 
I 

1 T.C.C. .0003nifd Cendenaer. Type 1 3 
2 T.C.C. .000levld Cawdeenice. Type "8" 2 6 
2 TOC. lmld Condehare. Type 16e, 50 ... n n 

- - - 

n EASUVAY r 
t T.C.C. 2mfd Cendreierr, Typp ito. 50 3 iO nth1 g Ohsn 

50 1 
10 

1933 WALNUT - 

ADAPTAGRAM 
Trade Marly 

Cooaee'ucted de, Walnnt - "' 
with inlaid ' ---- -c-c' 

Walaest Vaee.cra. -_ - , - 

MODEL A eoeeerte - 

Seer painting nei te n 
Rusdlegeaai. -Canses te yen 
niOb s'igeelted front se 
lilsateatrd end ocalee. - 

boned, reedy to Sehe 
year asee Set. Genesis- - 
phone Matee end PIck- 
Up. ita abIlI er cepewaico 
tecla are e'cqulred te 
icaneferie cese -Radia - 

loto s eoeohinnilae iii. - 

sect erreS, - eesenlieig the 
prefpeslenclly flushed 
sispducrnire - at LIsp meet 
luacselaaa Esilio Geoaea. 
phane menry cae buy. - 

63/- - -- 

Ceerlege end Fuehlog 216 - r 
rotc.. England t Wales. 
MODEL B wills Gerrord MODEL C with Cellars 
lsoshle SprIng Malar. Iedaciiau Electric heater 
12m. Tncotable. Asia- scith Taeir-Aia, Pias-np 
enRie Slop. B.T.n. Taie- end Valamp Conical In 
Arm ersih PIeS-sp, sod ene Volt. 121es. Taci. 
Veluese Caniral Cswplile. ta b le - Automatic Automatic Needle S t o p - Aestotsastie 
Cusp. Needle Cup. 
CasO ar COD. C Caeh se COD. O 
ne 12 meetisly N or 12 ,aaesklily N 

Ii si 121.. n. psi-lecite of 13!9. S 
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i 

I PILOT UTHOR KIT I 
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/ 
J 

ow trin 

Test your radio reproduction by noticing 

r 
how the twang of a guitar and the twang 
of a bow (produced in the studio by 
plucking elastic) sound. Does your set 
give you that gradual fading away of the 
reverberations, or is the sound quickly 
cut off so that it seems to have no tail to 
it ? It is the tail of the twang that tells 
the tale of the studio. Best reproduction 
is built up of detail, and purity in your high 
tension current is absolutely necessary if . - 
-you desire to have detailed reproduction. 

ç 

No cùrrent is purer than the current of a 
Lissen Battery-no cùrrent is longer 
lasting-none flows so smoothly, none so 
noiselessly. Ask firmly by name for a 
Lissen High Tension Battery-every radio 

N'.:- 

,Iq - -. 

p - S., 

.- .c.- 

t 
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HOW STUDIO SOUNDS ARE PRODUCED 1 

_________ ________ - 

dealer sells it.' 

LISSEN'W TTE Y 
an exclusive pmcess makes it last longest and provide a pure 
high tension -current that gives realism to your radio - a1way 
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Relays from Berlin Short-wave Station 

T HE Berlin ultra-short-wave etation, 
which has been devoting its ctivities to 

television on 7 metres, now relays excerpts 
from the Witzleben entertainment pro- 
grammes. In future, relays of these broad- 
casts will be made every Wednesday and 
Saturday between 7.0 and 9.0 p.m. G.M.T., 
and on Mondays and Thursdays from 
10.0 to 11.0 p.m. 

Armistice Day Transmissions 

ARMISTICE 
DAY (November is 

commemorated in Europe by great 
Britain, - France, Belgium and Italy. On 
that date listeners to the French trans- 
utters may hear an interesting ceremony 
relayed by Radio Strasbourg from the 
Douauunont (Verdun) War Memorial, fol- 
lowed by a special broadcast from the 
Cathedral ofSt. Guillaumeat Strasbourg. 
This will be taken by all French PTT 
transmitters. 

cast on various channels between 525 and 
545 metres, thus causing interference with 
its neighbours. Pending the advent of 
the néw Munch super-power transmitter 
Palermo bas adopted temporarily 538.6 
metres (553.9 kiocycles).- 
Russia's 500 kw. Station 
4 OSCOW-NOGHINSK, Russia's - 500 

IVI kiowattér, will shortly take ovèr 
the wavslength hitherto used by Moecow- 
Komintern-namely, 1,481 metres. In 
the meantime, with a view to experimental 
broadcasts, the Komintern station is work- 
ing on 1,000 metres, auc Leningrad, thùs 
displaced, has lowered its wavelength to 
848.7 metres. These alterations, however, 
are of a provisional nature, and other 
channels may be adopted at a later date. 
Operatic Broadcasts by NBC of America 

NEGOTIATIONS 
have been satisfac- 

torily concluded between the 
National Broadcasting Company ofAmerica 

are anxious to know the way in which the 
authorities will dispose of the big stock 
acquired. 
Rehearsal Transmissions from Radio Parli 

LISTENERS 
to the Radio Paris trans-. 

missions are sometimes puzzled by 
broadcasts heard on Saturdays at 9.0 
am., as no details of these concerts 
are published in the weekly programmes. 
They are, as a matter of fact, merely 
general rehearsals of future performances 
to be relayed from the Paris Conservatoire. 
It will be noticed that on these occasions 
the broadcast is frequently interrupted 
by - the musical director, and various 
passages of the work under study arc 
repeated. 

New Spanish Broadcasting Bill 

FOR 
the fifth time in less than two years 

the Spanish Government will- en- 
deavour to pass a new broadcasting Bill 
through the Cortes. The present scheme 

Röii THE 
French Tax on Receivers N0' violent opposi- 

tion, it would appear that the next 
French Budget will include the long- 
threatened tax on wireless receivers. So 
far as can be ascertained an annual charge 
of fifteen French francs (roughly3s. 4d.) 
will be levied on crystal sets and fifty 
francs (about lis.) on valve receivers. 
The new broadcasting Bill destined to 
regularise all transmissions of radio enter- 
tainments in France has again been shelved 
for an indefinite period. 

Wavelength for Budapest Transmitter 
ALTHOUGH no authority has yet been 

obtained from Geneva, Hungary 
has decided to adopt a wavelength of 
840 metres for the Budapest (2) trans- 
snitter and the Magyarovar i kildwat4 

station will take over the 210-metre channel.- i - - 

Number of European Stations- 
IN 1926 the number of European trans- 

mitters was 123; by the end of 1931 
254 stations had been brought into opera- 
tion. Since that date a further twelve 
high-power transmitters have been added 
to the list, and before the end of the year 
another four are expected to take the air. 
These figures do not take into ecount the 
new stations which France, Russia,- Hun- 
gary, Norway -and Sweden propose to 

during 1933-34.- - 

W0Ri1D ÖF WIRELESS 
New -Radis Toulsuse Transmitter -_ 

ALTHOUGH the 60-kilowatt transmitter 
built to the order of Radio Toulouse - 

was ready to work several months ago, 
official permission to use it has not yet been 
granted by the French authorities. In 
view of a possible reorganisation of the 
broadcasting system it has been suggested 
that the now station be taken over and 
run by the Ministry of Posts and Tele- 
graphs in connebtion with its provincial 
transmitters. 
Palermo's Wavelength 

DURING the past two months Palermo 
(Italy) has carried out several 

alterations in wavelength, and has broad- 

- 

THE -"ARGUS" 
s T-H-REE: .By - 

H. J. BARTÖN CHÁPPLE, 
WhSch., B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G.I., 

D.I.C., A.M.I.E.E. 

j- See the -Special 8-page 
Photográvure Supplement 
in the centre of this week's 

issue - - - 

and the Opera House (New 
York) in - regard to regular relays by the 
former of performances from that well- 
known theatre. The NBC proposes to 
transmit these broadcasts through a 
number of short-wave stations for the 
benefit - of European listeners. As the 
special matinées given every Saturday 
will also be the subject of these relays, 
the five hours' differenge between Eastern 
Standard and Greenwich Mean Time will 
permit reception on this side of the Atlantic - 

at a convenient period of the evening. 
Czech Authorities and Local Interference - 

¡N view of the number of complaints 
I received from listeners in respect 
of interference caused by local wireless 
oscillators, the Czech authorities have 

- threatened to cut off the electric light 
supply to the house of any person who 
may be convicted of spoiling, in this 
manner, the reception of the broadcast 
programmes. 

Belgian Radio Pirates - 

¡N Belgium, where a listening tax is now 
I strictly enforced, the police are taking 
drastic steps for the discovery andpunish- 
ment of radio pirates. it is estimated that 
in Brussels alone some 8,000 persons possess 
radio sets without official permits. A house 
to house search was recently carried out 
in the Liége district with the result that 
a large number of receivers were con- 
fiscated by the police and dealers in Belgium 

r H ' EDITOR 
VoI. 1, No.8. 

Tchokai Stj:-: . ir.. : 

H; J. Barton ChappleWh.Sch., B.Sc. (Hans.), AMIBE. L a 

Frank Preston,F.B.A.,W. J.Detaney, W. B. Huchardson. 
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The World Radio Conference 

ACCORDING 
to figuree issued at the 

recent Madrid Radio Conference, 
there are now 140,000,000 receivers in 
use in this little world of ours. Apart 
from this tit-bit, there seems to be very 
little news available regarding the progress 
and conclusions of this World Radio 
Conference. We can only hope that "no 
news is good news." 

S.-W. Aeroplane Transmissions 

SHORT-WAVE 
experimenters 

interested in the proposed 
monoplane flight from Cranwell 
Town via Tunis, Duala, Borna, St. 
Loanda and Walfish Bay. Th 

wifi 

j correctly. The collo were fitted to a Mains 
¡ set, and a .04 condeisser and 1,000, SpaghettI 

resistance were used as couplings. Matched 
¿ tuning, however, did not hold over the entire 

scale. What was the cause 
Three hooks will be awarded for the first ¡ 

i three correct solutIons opened. Mark envelopes 
Problem No.8, and end to the Editor, Pnscvi- i 
cAL WIRELESS, Ceo. Newoes, Ltd. 8-11, South' ¡ 

j amplon Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, to 
¡ reach us not later than November 14th. - 

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM No.7 
The reaction coIl was wound In the wrong direction. 
The following readers received books In connection 

non-stop with Problem No. 6. 

to Ca ¡. lt. WIlson, 28, Saltare Road, Oosforth, New- 
castle 3; Y. Cutler, 52, Marshall Road, Langley, Nr. a O Birmingham; L. lt. Harper, 33, Newark Crescent, 

o fiigh - - Pain Royal, N.W.10. 
'Jf çeQ3; 

B.B.C.- Continuous Broadcasts 
FROM December 16th, when the present 

term of school broadcasts comes 
to an end, th&B.B.C. will carry out from 
most transmitters continuous broadcasts 
from noon until midnight. The new 
arrangements will not affect Sunday pro- 
grammes, but during the week there will 
be no transmissions from any statioiì 
between 11.0 a.m. and noon, as this daily 
period is used by the engineers for the 
resting and maintenance of the plant. 
No details have yet been received regard- 
ing the Christmas broadcasting arrange- 
ments, but no doubt these will follow on 
the lines of previous transmissions, and 
will be aptly eeasonable.-JACs. 

which the coast of Britain 
aboünds. The radio link has 
been. incorporated in a circuit 
between places as far apart as 
300 miles in this country, and the 
saving in telephone wires and the 

The antenna system and operating stats'on of the naval radio 
station N.A.A. at Arlington, Virginia, U.S.A. The transmitters 
are operated by remote control from the navy building in 
Washington. It was from this station th0t the first Trans-Atlantic 
radio 'phone conversion Was sent out. The towers are 300 to 

600 ¡cet in height. 
elimination 0! smc trouoies 
in difficult places will be considerable by 
its use. - - 

Licence Figures 
AS I pen these notes the five-millionth 

receiving licence might be isbued. 
In his opening speech at the Manchester 
Radio Exhibition, Mr, J. H. Whitley 
expressed the hope that the 5,000,000 
mark would be reached before the close of 
the Exhibition, but whether or not that has 
actually happened I cannot yet say. 
I did hear it rumoured that it was the in- 

tention of the B.B.C. to persuade the five. 
millionth licencee to give a five-minute 
broadcast talk-perhaps on the "Compleat 
Art of Pirate-ing ? 

' 

In case of a distress call, the Air Isfinistry 
should be notified at once by telephone or 
by the quiekest' available method. 

Screened Chokes- 
HIGH-FREQUENCY choking coils 

can now be obtained with a screen. 
Plain chokes may cause a good deal of 

SOLVE. H1S! 
Problem No, 8 

¡ Jones constructed a Band-Pass Tuner.' ¡ 
The coils were accurately made up, and the 
Inductance colse of each coil was matched 

cause anxiyto he authorities. 

Street Noises in Paris-and Sequel- 
FOLLOWING complaints re. 

ceived from its readers in 
respect to the use of loud-, 

speakers in public thoroughfares, a French 
newspaper took a census of the various 
street noises heard in Paris over a period) 
of twenty-four hours. The relative per- 
centages were estimated as follows: 
Traffic noises, 45 per cent.; radio and 
gransophoneg, 5 per cent.; machinery, 10 
per cent.; starting up of motor-cars, IO 
per cent.; whistles, sirens,, bells, gongs, 
etc., 5 per cent.; dogs, cats, children's 
voices, and street cries, 2 per cent.; aero- 
planes, rain, hail, etc., 3 per cent.; fensale 
converaat ions, 20 per cent. In consequence 
many subscriptions held by women readers 
of the paper were immediately cancelled 
by telephone! 

is a strange coincidence that the scene Air Ministry ask any amateur picking up 
IT of some of the earliest of Marconi's the signals to forward them to the Head of 
activities is again figuring in radio tests. Signals, Air Ministry, Kingsway, W.C.2. 
I refer to the headland known 
as Lavernock in the Bristol 
Channel on the Welsh side, from 
whence Marconi sent out some-- 
of his first messages across the 
expanse of water into which 
runs the River Severn. Here the .j 
technical research department ' 

of the Post Office are carrying 
out experiments on ultra-short- I 

in 
jJj 

- 
waves an endeavour to as- 

r 

! certain if radio links can be rl 
inserted in telephone circuits to - 

give more direct connection - 

between places which now can - 

only be reached by circuitous - 

telephone routes The circuit 
has been set up to transmit 
signals between Lavernock and 
Hutton, Somerset, and the 
success of the trials leads to the 
hope that the radio link will be -_ 

used in other estuaries with '- '-;-' - . . - 

far as to say that the "secret devices" 
employed by the engineers were so sensitive 
as to detect the presence. of a portable set 

which was not even in use. I 
should think the "secret de- 

r vices" would receive something 
of a shock if they were put into 
action anywhere near a factory 

hundreds being where of sets are 
turned out every day. - 

German Broadcásts to Assist 
Unemployed 

conjunction with the 
44 IN Koenigsberg Labour Ex- 

change, the Heilsberg trans- 
mitter broadcasts twice weekly, 
at the end of the news bulletin, 
details regarding vacant situa- 
tions, with a view of assisting 
their unemployed listeners to 
find work. The feature is being 
introduced -in other German 
cities, as the number of unem- 
ployed persons in that country. 
is assuminc nronortions which 

includes provision for a tax on all radio 
components, the payment of which is to 
be effected by affixing postâge stamps 
when a sale is made by dealers to their 
customers. In addition, the authorities 
intend to introduce a listening licence, on 
a sliding scale, the cost of which will vary 
according to the class of radio receiver 
registered. If the Bill is adopted the State 
will erect one high-power station in the 
neighbourhood of Madrid and six smaller 
relays in provincial cities. 

Post Office Tests on Ultra-Short-Waves 

INTERESTING & TOPICAL - 

PARAGRAPHS 

which is being organised by the Air Ministry, 
is to commence between November 9th 
and 15th, or December 9th and 15th, 
depending upon weather conditions, and 
the aeroplane will carry a transmitter using 
the eaU sign GEZAA. Transmissions will 
take place every two hours commencing 
at 6 am. on a wavelength of 33.71 metres. 
Transmissions will be in morse, and the 

trouble, and in sets where the parts 
are fairly close- together some sort' of 
shielding is desirable. A metal cover 
must 1not be too close a fit. As with 
coils, the effectiveness of the choke may 
be spoiled if the metal shield is too close - 

to the windings. 
Catching "Pirates " Again. 
I SUPPOSE you know that the Post Office 
I Engineers are "on tour" with their1 
notorious detector vans again. Andyou have - 

probably read in the daily papers of the 
magic devices the vane contain for tracing 
pirates. A writer in one dali-c' e-ven went so 
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-; 
pV 

4 
Va/ve 

/nut 

away from 
the set, for 
it is then 

jpossible 

to 
find by ex- 
per im e n t 
the best 
position in 
the room. 
A corner 
can often 
be utilized 
to advan- 
tage owing 
to the de- 
fie etion 
caused by "-# thediver- 

LT gingwalls 
...and fre- 

q uently 

shock if the L.S. terminals 
are accidentally touched, but also saves 
the magnet windings of the speaker unit 
from possible breakdown and demagnetiza- 
tion. In some instances it will also greatly 
help in decreasing hmn 

There are two types of output filters 
which may be adopted: one, the output 
choke; and, two, the transformer. Dealing 
first with the output choke unit; this is 
illustrated in Figs. i and 2, the first being 
a diagrammatic plan and the second a pic- 
torial representation of the components. 
This is a straightforward method, and has 
the advantage of low cost, for neither an 
output choke, nor a fixed condenser, are 
very expensive. The choke should have 
an inductance of 20 henries and the con- 
denser should be of 2 microfarads capacity. 
The big advantage of this scheme is that 
when long extension leads are used it is 
only necessary to run one wre from tie 

obtain a tapped transformer, that is to 
say, one with adjustable tapping on the 
secondary winding. 

A few words regarding the different 
types of speakers now on the market may 
not be out of place. The main principle 
upon which the loud-speaker works is the 
conversion of electric current variations 
into sound waves. The speaker is actuate 
by the flow of low frequency currents pass. 
ing through the windings of the magnet. 
coils, so producing variations in the 
magnetic flow; this causes vibrations of the 
diaphragm, either a disc of thin metal or 
a fabric or paper -cone, which in turn, as 
before stated, produces the sound waves. 

There are three outstanding types of 
speakers in use at the present time: 
firstly, the balanced armature; secondly, the 
inductor type; and, thirdly, the moving 
coiL The balanced armature speaker is 

(Conthed page 378.) 

aerial and earth leads. This means that it 
I from the im 

will be practically impossible to move the J proved range of 
speaker about the room to find the best the reproduc- 
position for it. Another point about the I tion. 
modern self-contained pedestal set is that 

I 

the position of the tuning control, and 
i 

Fitting an Out. 
possibly of a gramophone turntable, having 

i 

put Filter - 

to be placed at a convenient height to enable 
I 

The two im. 
them to be operated with ease, means that I portant reasons 
the speaker has to be placed at the - -- - 

bottom of the cabinet some l2ms. 
or iflins. from the floor. As we are - w 

accustomed to hearing the sound of 
the humanvoice from a point at an 
average height of from 5ft. to 6ft. 

in above the ground, we ought, 
order to receive the sound waves HT 

from the speaker with as much - 

realism as possible---raise it off the 
floor to a corresponding height or 
even higher. Then, again, if the 
speaker is very low and the 

A cabinet is standing on a 
Valve thick pile carpet close to 

- heavy curtains, as very F_ 
often is the case, the air 
vibrations ate bound to be 

1èt damped considerably, ánd 
alter the tode of the whole 
reproduction, hence, the 

- reason why some people 
still advocate havmg the Figs.3&4.-The output. trans. speaker as a separate unit former in pictorial and theoreti. 

Hr'\I ItI ca! form. 

one side of the fixed condenser of the 
output filter to the speaker, the other 

Ç 
wire from the speaker being taken to 
any convenient earth point. The unit 

p '. shoúld be wired up as closely as 

L.S. 
. possible to the sot, and if there is 

A Va/ve - - - room without undue crowding, it can 
- - actually be built into the set. 

- 
- The Output Transformer 

\ F- 
- - 

- It is just as simple to incorporate 
\ - - - 

a transformer in the output 
LT stage of a set as a chokc and 

Inpu 
- condenser (see Figs. 3 and 4); 

- Hz-J - as a matter of fact, there 
- is a great deal of controversy 

why an output filter of over which is the better. The main 
some kind should be point concerning the transformer is, how- 
fitted to a set are, firstly, ever, that it must be of first-class manu- - that the filter, i f facture, for it is of no use fitting an in 
.5. properly arranged, ferior article. The voltage of the secondary - 

- will tend to match is often slightly less than that supplied to 
up the impedance of the the primary, even though the turns on 
speaker with that of the the primary and secondary are exactly the 
output valve, and, second- same. In many cases a drop in signal 
¡y, that the filter isolates strength is noticed when using a i to i 
the speaker from the transformer as compared with a choke- 
anode current flowing in output; it need not be so, but it is some- 
the power valve. Only times found with poorly-designed trans- 
the low frequency signal formero; and this is accounted for by the - 

currents pass through the fact that the resistance of the winding has 
Ipud-speaker, and this is to be taken into consideration. It is found- 
a very important point in that -sòmetimes a i to i ratio is quite 
a mains set. It not only suitable,, especially when a high impedance 
eliminates all chances of speaker is used, but it is preferable to 

UsING THE 
Some Hints-on Arranging the Loud- 

THERE are a number of points relating 
to loud-speakers which are well 
worth remembering. It must be 

understood that when a set is switched on, 
the music or speech which we hear is con- 
veyed to us in the form of sound waves 
or vibrations of the air. These vibrations 
are set in motion by the cone of the speaker, 
It must stand to reason, then, that the 
position of the speaker in a room in relation 
to curtains, furniture, etc., is very impor- 
tant. 

The self-contained set of to-day has a 
great deal in its favour from the point of 
view of neatness; but it often tends to 
sacrifice quality of tone. The set will 
undoubtedly have to be placed near a 
window to facffitate the fitting of short 

LOUDSPEÁKER 
speaker and Connecting it to the Receiver.- 

- - 

. E. i 
snore pleasing results are obtained when the 
speaker is placed fairly high, as there is a 
certain amount of sound reflection from the 
ceiling. It can easily be arranged to 
operate two speakers from the set and fit 
a switch to change over from the built-in 
speaker to one placed elsewhere in the 
room, or, alternatively, have them opera- 
ting together, for the trend now in design 
is to have one speaker accentua- 
ting the notes in the higher - 

register and the other the bass, 
working together and so iwo- O eL] 

ducing a much better overall a 

tone. Without a doubt, there 
is more realism in reproduced ' 
music coming -from more than - 

one point, apart 

2/tlP 

- 

Input i 
o 

T- 

Figs. I & 2-An output filter circuit shown in 
$ictorial and theoretical form. 
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straightforward. This is 
because the impedance 
of the latter components Fig. 3.- 
is liable to vary with the 
frequency of the (sound) current and with 
the amount of steady high-tension current 
passing through their windings. The 
latter consideration scarcely applies when 
the decoupling unit follows immediately 
after a detector valve which consumes 
only a small amount of HT. current, 
but- is very unportant when it follows 
a small power valve. One is always 
safe in buying a choke or transformer 
which maintains a fairly constant in. 
ductance up to maximum HT. current to 
be passed through it, whilst nearly all good 
transformers made nowadays maintain a 
reasonably uniform impedance over the 
whole of the range of musical frequencies, 
provided they are not. called upon to 
carry a current in excess of their rated 
figure. As a rough guide, it can be stated 
that a choke or transformer inductance 
of 100 henries is equivalent to an im- 

pedance of about 50,000 ohms, and- that 
an inductance of 35 henries equals an im- 
pedance of 20000 ohms. And now let iiii 

Choke-capacity Coupling 

L.F. transformer ouplin tory for g 
The latter difficulty can easily be sur. 

use im- mounted by replacmg the anode resistance 
mediately after the detector valve because by a low-frequency choke. The choke 
a high-mu valve of the "H" or "HL" should offer AC. impedance (at a fre- 
type is particularly suitable for that queney of some 300 cycles) equal to twice 
position. The unfortunate part is that a that of the preoethng valve, but its D.C. 
second L.F. resistance to the steady anode current. 
valve would - 

will be almost negligible, and will therefore 
be necessary if -;. 

. cause very little voltage drop. 
any more than The connections of a choke- 

- 

moderate loud- 1/ HT.+ capacity, stage are shown in 
speaker vol- . 

Fig. 2, where it will be seen 
urne were a000 o 
required. At PIABLE 

,,- 
- that three 

I./ s e pa r a t e 

v°o 
without the i 

'I' - 

d least fear of FIRST L F. 

causing instability. lt is often \ 
¡J 

Ji Fi 5,- 
claimed that RC. coupling " 

", 

c g. 
¡ gives ,' 

more reproduction than 
, T - t i 

I - - perfect 
does form 

- transformer 
any other because the 

impedance in the anode circuit of 
.... 

'& 
coupling. 

the - preceding valve remains es.- 
13 '' SECOIDL F. 

only the volume and quality 
of reproduction, bui also- 
the pocket. Before discussing the pros and 
cons of the various systems, it might be a 
well to explain that any form of coupling 
device must always be matched to the 
valve precediouj it, or in other words, in 
whose anode circuit it is connected. As a 
matter of fact, correct, or incorrect, match- 
ing has a greater influence on the results 
obtainable than has the actual form of 
intervalve coupling employed, so if I appear 
to overatress this point in the ensuing 
paragraphs, I am sure my readers will 
forgive me. 

The impedance, or 
resistance to alternating 
current, of the anode L.ET5ANSFOpMp 

circuit should remain 
reasonably constant at - 

all frequencies and 
should be equal to about 
twice the A.C. impe. 
dance of the valve. 
When the anode circuIt ' p 

consists of a resistance 
it is not difficult to find 
a suitable value, but 
when a choke or trans- 
former is employed tho 
nosition is not cuite so 

Fig. 2.-Choke-capacity coupling, are interchangeable, so we may choose our 
own values. The anode resistance (which 

Figure 1, provides just about the cheapest is connected between terminals "A" and 
way of connecting a low-frequency ampli. "H.T.") is most important and it.s value 
fier and has much to recommend it. This should be equal to approximately twice 
form of inter-valve connection does not in the impedance of the preceding valve. 
itself provide any amplification, but enables For example, when the unit follows a type 
us to make use of the full degree of amplifi- "H" detector valve of, say, 22,000 ohms 
cation of which the previous valve is impedance, the anode resistance should be 
capable. And, what of about 50.000 ohms. The 
is more, that previous 
valve can be of a 
type having a higher 

resistance of the grid-leak is 
not by any means critical, but 
it should be no less than four 
times as great as that of the 
anode resistance; therefore 
any value from megohm up. 
wards would serve our purpose. 

One rather serious objection 
to resistance capacity coupling, 
and which we have not pre- 
viously considered, is that the 
anode resistance causes a very 

I 
/fmarked voltage drop. This 

thanwouldbesatisfac. I detector valve having a low anode cur- amplification 
factor does not mstter when the unit, follows a 

tory with rent consumption and not requiring a high 
most other voltage, but it might make the system 
forms of I quite impracticable in the case of a large 
co u p hug. 

I power valve and when the available HT, 
R.C).C. is J voltage is limited; 
therefore I - TO EAPTF-I 

EARTH Ge- 

THE 
multiplicity of 

methods of low-ftc- 
quency coupling 

makes it rather difficult for 
the set builder to decide 
which he should adopt: 
resistance-capacity, choke- 
capacity, ordinary trans- 
former, resistance-fed trans- FISST L.F. 

former, tone-control trans- 
former, push-pull, or what? C It really is a question 
worthy of consideration, 
for the answer affects not 

In this Article, which will Appeal to the Experimenter and 
Valves are Discussed and Rapidly Reviewed 

proceed to consider the constant. This claim is scarcely_ 
different methods of low- i justifiable at the present day, although 
frequency coupling. there used to be much truth in it. Never- 

theless the fact remains that many manu- 
Resistance Capacity facturera of high-grade power amplifiers, 

city coupling, of 
I 

use three or four RC. coupled valves to 
which the I 

two transformer-coupled ones. 

talkie equipment and the like stifi prefer to 

are shown m use this method for coupling the detector 
valve to the first L.F. We shall probably 
buy a ready-made R.C.C. unit consisting 

connections Let us suppose that we have decided to 

of two resistances and a condenser mounted 

photograph on page 374. The capacity of the 
a together in one component as shown in the 

condenser will have been chosen by 
ECOND the maker and will be in the region 

of .005 mfd., but the resistances 
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Y 
CB.- 

- Fig. 6.-Push-pull system of L1F couplings 

two transformers (input and output) are 
required. The primary winding of the input 

's - 5transformer. is connected (a.. eact1y th- 

iormer is a very expensive one, H T.+ accuracy the preceding 

having 
a large córe and low- 

(upon which its impedance DEThCTOR 
t ) . - O 

capacity formers 

designed on generous lines and G 

capacity windings. The reason 
' -' P 

. 

plained at the begmmng 
valve in the manner ex- 

Fig. I.- of this article. 
for the disparity is that the _< r 

Resist- inductance of the primary wind. ' J Tone-control Trans- . once- 
depends) is reduced by the , LOW FIEQJENCY coupling Transformers of this 

- çp , type operate in a similar passage of DC. anode current. ' 
coupling, the impedance in with their axes at right angles. Earthing transformers, but have the added advantage 

4.s in bbc case of other forms GB. . , , . manner to ordinary LF: 
the anode circuit, m this case the primary the cores is very helpfut, and it is alsbvery that they cafs be " tuned" That is, by. winding, should always be about twice the desirable to decouple the anode circuits of . connecting a variable resistance across two impedance of the valve. both the dctector and first L.F. valves. of the terminals, the transformer can be Connections for a transformer-coupled Resistance-fed Transformers ' made to give emphasis to notes of certain 

I 

stage are given in Fig. 3. It will be seen Transformers of this type hayo lately . frequencies ; when the resistance is removed that an earth termsnal is provided on the into prominence and w'ell deserve the the transformer functions in the normal ¡transformer illustrated, but many trans- piaty they now enjoy. ' As shown ta manner. The tone-control transformer is formera do not possess this minor refine- 
I 

Fig. 4, the resistance-fed transformer corn- especially suitable for use in a very selectivo ment, In souse cases the same effect can bines RC.C. and transformer coupling in receiver in which a certain amount of high. be obtained by taking an earth note loss takes place us the tuning circuits.' connection from the metal casing. H.T+. By operating the variable resistance, the Again, come transformers having a high noten can be restored to any desired 

bakolite 

case have one of the holding- 

core, so that an earth connection can, 

HT+ 

Fig. 5, but in this case a circint diagram is 

down screw eyelets connected to the 
j transformer of this type is illustrated in 

be made to 

L.a extent. -The method of connecting a 

LS not given, because alternative arrange-, the screw it- HI» 
mente are employed by different makers. 

- 

mounted together in the one bakeite case. 

- output at high volume levels. The arrange- 

self. The Generally the transformer" consists of connections, y both a transformer and special choke shown in INPUT 
Fig. 3, re- TRANSCORMER 

late to the 
LS, ' Push-pull 

-. The push-pull system of LP. coupling of transfor- 
15555 

is not very often employed in amateur-' 
FOPMSS built receivers, principally on account of 

its greater cost, but it can offer very many 
- - - real advantages in the way of undistorted 

FILF. ment of a push-pull amplifying stage is 
- shown in Fig. 6, where it will be seen that 

nection tends to improve stability. It will I T.+," " G.B.," attd "G" (sao.s. - - 

be understood that the choke-capacity respectively. 
coupling system possesses aU the ad-ran- A single transformer-coupled stage, if tn effective manner. It possesses all the 

tages, 

and all but one of the disadvantages, 
I 

correctly designed, will give all the ampli. 
I 

advantages of both the latter systems and 
of resistance coupling. As with RC.C., fication necessary for most purposes, but I overcomes many of the disadvantages. 
two LF. stages are necessary., for good J 

when two stages are required a good deal of Most ofithe resistance-fed transformers now 
loud-speaker volume. . 

- 
j care must be taken to avoid L.F. instability. j on the market contain a 50,000 ohm anode 

Transformer Coupling The transformers should be good ones of I resistance which has a tapping so that 
This is prhaps the best-known and I 

low step-up ratio, and 
ohms may be employed most - popular method of coupling L.F. should be mounted 
at will. By cònnecting valves. It has a great advantage over the the HT. positive to ter- 'two previously discussed schemes, in that I ' minal "H.T.+l," the it does give a defluite voltage HIGH i 

either 30,000 or 50,000 

total resistance is in cir- 

voltage step-up is equal to the CHÒPcE. the connection to ter- ratio between the numbers of 'iuiil 

turns on the primary and second- mmal "H-T.+2," only 
the 30,000 ohm portion is 

J ary wirsdings. In practice this ç%t..ii.i in use. It is thus possible 

amplification. Theoretically the FREQUENCY " 
- .] 

[" cuit, but by transferring 

does not apply, unless the trans-. 
- to "match" with fair 

Novice Alike, the Various Methods of Coupling Low-frequency 
By FRANK PRESTON, F.R.A. L.F.COUPLJNG 

condenser and grid leak-are used. (So far 
as I am aware, there is no complete choke- 
capacity unit on the market at the present 

' time.) A capacity of .005 mfd. is again 
chosen for the coupling condenser, whilst 
the leak may have any value from k megohm 
upwards. It is essential that the condenser 
should be a good quality one having a mica 
di-electric, because it will have to withstand 
high AC. voltages. The choke shown in 

u 
the sketch has a side terminal which is 
joined to earth; the terminal is in contact 
with the iron core, and so the earth con- 

mer, but some of 
the older ones have H.T.L HT.+ 
their t e r- 11F.Q1OÇE 

, 

minais let- 4 tered 

TheeIat 
ter corres- f 
pond to the DETECTOR I 

newerletteringsof"P," "H. ft12. 

L1,' 
55515GB- 

Fig.4.- 
Resist- 

ence-/eJ 

1i!irn' trans- 

- FIRST LIÇI0TmT5. 
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 with little or no obstruction. Enamelled of the room, directly over the set. With he have cause to complain of the service 
722s stranded copper wire should be used. this type of aerial no lightnig conductor the battery has given. The company 
Start on the side opposite to that from or switch is necessary. Quite good results must have complete confidence in the 
which you want to take the lead-in, will be obtained with its use, and the quality of their product to be able to do 

interference from static will be less than this, and I feel they are to be congratulated 
Fixing the Wire when using an outdoor aerial. This typs on their enterprise in giving such a service 

Fasten an end of wm to an insulator and of aerial can be erected with a double on the most maligned component of any 
staple driven, into the rafter or support, cotton covered wire near the ceiling of radio receiirer., - 

L_ ::_-_ 

t AM in the unfortunate position of having 
I 

probably the largest postbag of any 
radio adviser in the journalistic world, 

and I am astonished to find how often it is 
the misfortune of so many people to be so 
situated in a large block of flats or con- 
gested neighbourhood, that an aerial 
cannot be erected out of doors without 
disfiguring the premises or interfering with 
nearby aerials. Thus, the owner of the set 
is placed in a pretty difficult position- 
that of having a radio set and not being 
able to get the full benefit from it. There 
are more ways of getting around the 
problem than by treading on everybody's 
corns. A very good aerial can be put up 
in houses of the slanting-roof type, of which 
the top floor, or garret over the ceiling, runs 
from one end of the house to the other 

about halfway between the floor and the 
top of the roof. Run the wire in a straight 
line, taking care there arc no kinks in it, 
to the other end of the house, and there 
fasten it in the same manner. Continue 
the wire to a point one-quarter of the way 
across to the other side, and fasten it up 
higher than where the first wire ends. 
In doing this, just run the wire up diagon- 
ally. Nosy bring it back in a straight line 
to the starting-point side, and you have 
the aerial half up. Care should be taken 
the wires are placed equi-distant from each 
other. The starting point will be the free 
end of the aerial. Continue the wire exactly 
as before without break on the other side 
of the house, and take the lead-in from the 
finishing point. The lead-in can be run 
to the set through a small hole in the ceiling 

HIGHTENSION 
BATTERIES 

How many times have you invited 
friends round for a wireless evening, or 
desired to show off the capabilities of your 
set to another wireless enthusiast, only 
to find the high-tension battery has suddenly 
let you down? Just as such an experience 
has occurred to you, so it has happened 
to thousands of others. That is why I 
am very intrigued by the announcement 
that Ediswan are giving a guarantee with 
their H.T. batteries. This guarantee is 
against failure to give absolute satisfactory 
service, and undertakesto give the customer 
satisfaction within twenty-four hours should 

through a log with a cross-cut saw; one To sum up, push-pull is best for use after circuits by inserting a non-inductive 
man pushes the saw, while the other pulls, one or more LP. valves, when a good input resistance of about 100,000 ohms between 
The men in this case represent the valves, is available. Comparatively small power the transformer secondary and the grid 
This analogy,is not quite correct, because the valves can be used without overloading, and terminal of each valve holder. The posi- 
man who pulls is actually doing part of the this makes it possible to obtain good results tions of these resistances are indicated 
work, whilst it is only the "pushing" without the use of excessively high HT. by two crosses in the circuit diagram of 
valve that contributes toward the output, voltages. Any kind of power valves can Fig. 6. 

any room. I must add that for a screened 
Z . area, and any district where it is absolutely 

INDOOR AERIAL ERECTION 
................................ ......... 

of screened-grid high-frequency amplifi. 
cation. 

Tins photograph shows a few of the better lnowsi low-f requdncy coupling units. Theq are -(l) A Dubilier R.C.C., UiziI. (2) A Graham 
Farssli L.F. Choke. (3) Lotus L.F. Transformer (4) A Benjamín Transfeeda and (5) A Varley Tone Control, Transformer and 

S Resistance. All are referred to in the text. 

same way as a transformer of the ordinary 
type, but the secondary has three terminals. 
Of these, each of the two outer ones feeds a 
separate amplifying valve; the third ter- 
minal, which is really a centre tapping, 
takes the grid-bias supply for both valves. 
It will be seen that half the output from 
the transformer is fed to each amplifying 
valve, and since the valves are connected to 
opposite ends of the secondary winding, 
one receives the negative half of any cycle, 
while the other receives the positive. The 
positive half-cycle is the only one which 
operates the valve, and consequently the 
two valves work in" turns," but as one end 
of the winding is always positive, one valve 
is always functioning. The operation can 

likened to that of two men sawing 

Where the Output Transformer Differs 
The output transformer is practically 

the reverse of the input transformer, in that 
its primary winding is centre-tapped and 
"collecte" the output from the anodes of 
the two valves. The correct ratio of this 
transformer is dependent upon the inope. 
dance of the loud-speaker to be employed. 
It will be seen that the push-pull system is 
more efficient than any other, since it 
utilices both half-cycles of the signal fre- 
quency. A push-pull stage will also handle 
twice the volume of a single transformer- 
coupled valve, but as it does not give any 
appreciably greater degree of noagnifleation, 
it cannot provide any greater loud-speaker 
volunse than a single valve unless the input 
to it is greater. 

be used in push-pull, but the two should 
have similar characteristics. It should also 
be explained that the filaments of ordinary 
directly-heated vhlves used in push-pull can 
be fed from raw AC. without causing mains 
huno. The hum in each valve is, in fact, 
neutralized by that in the other. Valve 
makers will always supply matched pairs 
of valves for use in push-pull, but, even so, 
the two valves often .' wear Out" at differ- 
ent rates and in time tend to become "un- 
matched," if one may use such an expres- 
sinn. - 

Decouple the Grid Circuits - 

To obviate this difficulty, and to ensura 
freedom from certain forms of instability, 
it is usual, and better, to decouple the grid 
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iove1ty, and yet eah 6f these has certain 
merits of its own to recommend it. The 
diode can safely Jay claim to purity of 
reproduction, the pentode will work a loud- 
speaker without the addition of a low. 
frequency stage, and the screengrid is 
capable of high amplification with very little 
damping of the input circuit. It may be 
argued that both the diode and the pentode, 
by reason of the nature of their particular 
claims, must be somewhat limited in their 
application, but there arc no such arguments 
against the use of the screen-grid valve. 
rite high amplification factor and small input 
damping are on the face of things very 
strong recommendations in its favour; the 
question is whether it will function in 
practice as well as might be expected from 
its characteristics. 
Not Fully Exploited 

Ever since its introduction the possi- 
bilities of the SG. valve as a detector were 
recognised, but they do not seem to have 
been exploited to the extant one would 
'expect. The chief reason for this is 
apparently that when it came to practical 
details certain rather unforeseen "snags" 

arose. In order to overcome these the 
I 

not so serious as it might at first appear, as 
ordinary circuit had to be modified, and where, for instänce, pre-detector amplifies- 

I,f.T.#6O7Ov tion is employed the use 
of variable-mu valves is 

H T #200 i' all that is required to 
ensure that it is not 

-. 
O, Oooa A Suitable Coupling 

tical considerations it is at r - When it comes to prac. 

_______ 
- - screen-grid valve has quite 

once apparent that the 

overloaded. 

I , different characteristìcs 

IMa I 

from the ordinary detec- I 

- tor and that the circuit 

accordingly. For instance, 
will have to be modified 

- .- the usual transformer 

T - - coupling would be un-, 
0002 suitable since it is de- 

signed to work with a - 

Fig. I. -slance valve having an inope- 
dance of about 20,000 or 

Capacity coupling of 30,000 ohms. The im- 
S.G. detector valve. pedanceofthe screen-grid 

these modifications not only added to the I valve, on the other hand, is something like 
cost of the receiver but were also inclined 

I ten times this fleure and therefore reauires 
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GD --- 
i VALVE AS A DETECTOR . 

W. B. Richardson Here Gives Valuable Practical Information 
on the Function as a Detector of a Valve Usually Associated 

: 

with H.F. Amplification. He Points Out that it has Certain 
! Advantages Over the More Orthodox Triode Detector. 
--------------------------- ,_,, V 

IN 
the -pait it has been the almost . - 

- 
unquestioned practice to use 
as the detector a three-electrode - 

valve, Of course, with the exception 
of the original two-electrode valve, the 
triode is the oldest type known, and until - 

comparatively recently was universally . 
used in all parts of the cirkiit quite apart 

- from the detector. Wìthin recent years, - 

'however, the introduction of the screen-grid 
valve has quite mated it from the HF. 
stages, while the pentode seems to be trying - 

to do the same thing in the output stage. ' 
In the case of the detector the challenge -- 

has been nothing like so marked, and even 
at the present time the use of the diode, the 
-pentode or the icreen-grid valve in this 
nosition is looked úpon as something of a - - . - - 

-j 

/00 
60 70g 

° 
' 

j° 
. to reduce the very high 
amplification which it 
was hoped would he 
secured. This, to- 

-1 gether with the rather 

I 

high cost of the valve 
itself, tended to nega- 
tive its. advantages 
over the more ortho- 
dox valve. However, 
experiments have 
shown that by careful 

HAL désign of the circuit 

I. 

I 

the screen-grid de: 
teeter can and doss MFD 

- give greater amplifica- 
t'- 

ß- I 
. tion than the triode 

J - . 

] 

besides being quite 
equal to it as regards 

- 

- quality. Its one draw. 

I°0 j 
Fig. 2.-Choke-transformer 

. 

COUPIYSi. 
- 

back is that it will not iii a large input, 
although even ihis- 

a correspondingly higher external anode 
impedance in order to obtain the maximum 
amplification. 

This immediately- suggests the use of 
resistance-capacity coupling, but then, of 
course, there is no step.up as with a trans- - 

former, so that here again full amplification 
cannot be obtained. This circuit, however, 
is very excellent, and where it is used to 
replace an existing circuit in which an - 
ordinary triode detector is followed by 
resistance coupling, it will be found to give 
superior results. The circuit is given in 
Fig. I. Best results are obtained with an 
anode resistance in the neighbourhood 
of 200,000 ohms and an HT. voltage of 
at least 200 volts to make up for the voltage 
di-op across this resistance. On the other 
hand, a lower voltage is applied to the 
screening grid than when the valve is used - 

as an HF. amplifier, about 30 volts -only 
being required. - This figure, however, is 
tablier -critical,iand lbs that reason it is 
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The advantage of this method over I you ace where it resembles and where it 
resistance-capacity coupling is not only differs from the others. It combines J I L_L 
that a step-up is obtained, ,but also that a the quality of tone and cheapness of BCO. 

I 

..J_ 4.-R.C. transformer coupling. lower H.T. voltage can be used, since the I (no LP. choke or H.P. choke is required) 
D.C. resistance of the choke is exceedingly I 

with the step-up properties of the circint Also a form of reaction control for 
small compared with that of the anode I of Fig. 2. On the other band, if it is to give SG. detector valve. Reaction obtained from. 
resistance used in LÇ5t-çupling. I tliehigb magnificatiod of the Fig. 2 circuit, j screening grid. 

L 

some tendency for it to function as an 
HF. amplifier as well, and this results in a 
rather larger HF. component. It is best, 
therefore, to include a condenser of about 
.0002 mfd. between thd plate and filament 
so as to provide a constant by-pass for the 
HF. currents in addition to that provided 
by the reaction condenser. 

Where a stage of H.F. amplification is 
used, it may be necessary to employ a grid: 
stepper resistance in the grid circuit of 
the valve following the detector. A 
suitable value for this is 100,000 ohms. A 
higher value should not be used unless the 
next valve is a pentode, or else there will be 
a reduction of the high note response which 
is one of the good features of the SG, valve 
as a detector. For the same reason, the 
by-pass condenser jest mentioned should 
'not be larger than necessary. 
Choke-transformer Coupling 

Although neither ordinary transformer 
coupling nor resistance coupling obtains the 
greatest amplification possible with the SG. 
detector, there are other methods of a more 
efficient nature. One of these is to employ 
a choke-fed transformer coupling. Here the 

- idea is to include a high inductance L.F. 
choke in the plate circuit. This has an 
inductance of about 300 henries, and is a 
much better "match" for the high impe- 
dance of the valve than the comparatively 
low-inductance primary of an L.F. trans- 

'former. The voltage generated across the 
choke is now applied to the primary of the 
transformer through the condenser "C" 
and stepped-up through the transformer 
before being applied to the grid of the next 
valve (sec Fig. 2). 

high voltage-and it should be at least 
200 volts for maximum efficiency-you 
will have to use a somewhat lower anode 
resistance, say 100,000 ohms or 150,000 
ohms. This is because the drop in voltage 
across a resistance as high as 200,000 
ohms would be so great that the effective 

voltage applied to the plate of the valve 
would then be too low to operate it pròperly. 
Don't think for one moment that I am 
implying that 200,000 ohms is too high 
a figure-it is not. But if you are forced to 
use an inadequate H.T voltage, then you 
must compromise on the anode resistance 
or the valve will be starved. I waist you 
to get this point quite clear, because it is 
one which often crops up where resistance- 
capacity coupling or parallel feed is con- 
cerned. Many people who are used to trans- 
for'mer coupling cannot see why so high 
a figure for the HT, is necessary when m 
the ordinary way the detector takes about 
80 volts. They fear that 200 volts will 
destroy the valve or something of that sort. 
The answer is simply that the anode re- 

sistance cuts it down to the proper working 
figure. Of course, many sets are designed 
with lower anode resistances so that they 
may be used with smaller voltages, but they 
do not give the maximum amplification 
possible, or if they do it means that they 
use a very low-impedance valve whose 
amplification factor is of a low order so 
that the maximum amplification here 
represents a lower figure than would be 
possible with a high-impedance valve. 

Comparative Ferits 
If you examine the circuit in Fig. 3 in 

conjunction with those of Figs i and 2, 

used.. 
Reaction from the Screening Grid 

Another way in which it does not com- 
pare any too favourably with the triocle is 
in the control of reaction which is inclined 
to be rather ploppy and very sensitive to 
changes of capacity in the previous tuning 
circuit. Here again everything depends on 
the design of the circuit. One form of 
reaction control designed to overcome this 
defect is shown in Fig. 4. The reaction is 
obtained from the screening grid instead 
of from the anode. -. 

Concerning the "briffiance" of repro- 
duction usually claimed for it, I have not 
personally found this so very striking. Of 
course, this may be due to my own peculiar 
acoustical reactions. After all, what may 
appear to be brilliant to some people may 
be considered as something quite different 
by others. I do notice, however, a very 
good response to the high notes of the 
musical scale. 

.ro,000p. I- 60v, 

RCTl0 - 

-uI. 
000r. 

The Reaction Control 
Another refinement that will be noticed 

is the other potentiometer controlling the 
grid bias. This allows a choice of bias 
between zero, or earth potential, and two 
volts positivé, and by adjustment of the 
slider the best value from the point of view 
of sensitivity and smoothness of reaction 
control can be obtained. If this Potentio- 
meter is omitted it will usually be found 
that the best connection for the grid leak 
return is to LT.- and not to L.T.+, as is 
snore often the case with a triode. 

By-passing the H.F. Component 
There is no doubt that when using the 

SG. valve as a detector there is always 

Another way of matching the high inter- 
nal impedance of the SG. valve and at 
the same time securing a step-up is to use 
resistance-capacity-fed transformer coup- 
ling. This is shown in Fig. 4. Either a 
high inductance transformer of the old 
type intended for use with this form of 
coupling or one of the complete parallel. 
feed units, now so popular, can be used. 
In the latter case, the anode resistance 
included in the omit should be supplemented 
by an additional external resistance to 
bring it up to about 200,000 ohms. This 
will usually mean an extra 150,000 ohms. 
As with resistance-capacity coupling, a high 
H.T. voltage is necessary. Now, if for any 
reason you cannot obtain this admittedly 

ment of the circuit. For instance, if you 
merely substitute an SG. valve for your: 
present detector without altering the circuit 
beyond providing an extra H.T. tapping 
for the screening grid, then the results 
from this point of view will be no better, 
since it wpuld not be working under the 
most advantageous conditions. However, 
with a suitable circuit, such as that given 
in Fig. 2, amplification is definitely above 
the average. 

Regarding its power-handling capacity, 
this is definitely inferior to that of the 
triodo, and as I mentioned before, some such 
severe form of pre-detector volume control, 
such as the uso of a variable-mu valve, 
is necessary where HF. amplication. is 

204OÖ0ji 

I 

_L [ il.-... 

Fig. 3.-Parallel feed. 

almost essential to include some means of 
fine adjustment such as the potentiometer 
shown. - 

fication is concerned, but when it comes 
to the question of quality of reproduction 
it is apt to be a little high-pitched in tone 
unless the choke is of the very best design. 
This is due to the fact that the majority of 
chokei offer a considerably higher im- 
pedance to the higher frequencies than to- 
the lower, thus over-emphasising the 
treble notes. Of course, with a modern very 
selective circuit this may prove to be a 
blessing in disguise, and serve to compensate 
for side-band cutting. With non-selective 
or band-pass circuits, on the other hand, 
an increase in the value of the grid-stopper 
resistance previously mentioned to a 
figure in the neighbourhood of .25 megohms 
wifi be ail that is necessary to restore the 
balance of tone. 

Parallel Feed 

coupling. Incidentally, this circuit finds - 

certain favour commercially, especially in 
ail-mains sets where high voltages are 
easily obtained. 
Salient Features - 

To summarise, let us consider the salient 
features of the SG, detector. They are, 
I think, its low input damping, its high 
magnification, and its somewhat limited 
handling capacity. The first results in 
sharper tuning and the development of 
higher signal voltages than with a triode, 
and also assists in obtaining accurate 
gauging across both wavebands where 
several tuned circuits are used. Again, 
there is a general liveliness apparent with 
this form of detector. 

The high magnification, as I pointed out- 
previously, is dependent on -the as-range- 
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200 Y. Undoubtedly the choke-fed transformer it must be supplied with the same HT. 

method delivers the goods as far as ampli- voltage as is required for resistance-capacity - 
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I line of the squared section Fig. 3.-Hou io arrange the necessary parts in order io read . 

suero I - 

- bears a number of figukes, and prepaie gar own curves, or checI yoUr ì'afves: '(osssi.ed osta37jí 

. . - . 
GRIO i'bLrS in the valveholder. With no grid bia Ifl Zl. I. 

Fig.L-The ordinarygrid volts-anode and 60 volts HT., note the current indi- the various figures such as amplification 

1 - - 

current curves. 
paperonthezerolinemaire adOtWhrethe ratio, slope, etc., may now be found. 

certain data relative to thoalve, and these line corresponding to the anode current Amplification Ratio 
details are known as the valve's " charac- intersects. Now plug the grid-bias plu This figure (which is wrongly termed 
teristics." In addition to the tabulated de- into the 1.5 volt socket and note the anode " Amplification Factor") is the ratio of 
tails, there is a chart similar to that shown current, making a dot on the chart above change in anode voltage to change in grid 
in Fig. 1. The majority volts. (The sign ,, which is the Greek letter 
of listeners think that this - 

VV- Mu, is used for this particular charac- 
C is only for the use of teristic). When you were preparing your 

. advanced experimenters . . - VV 
curves as explained just now, you noticed 

who have a good theo- . that as the grid bias was 
retical knowledge, where- i - increased and the HT. 
as it is actually quite a ' V 

- volts left unaltered, the 
simple thing to under- ' anode current decreased. 
stand, and it is a 

V 

- ' 

V . .. 

, . 
. In our example, you will 

knowledge of all these V 

V 

V 

V 

see that with 104) volts 
little points which adda V . HT. and no volts.on the 
interest to the art of V - - grid, the anode current 
Radio. It is proposed, is, roughly, 15 milliamps. 
therefore, to explain in - s 

- V 7 When the grid bias is 
this article the meaning 

V .., 
increased by 3 volts the 

of the curves, and to show . . 

V 

- anode current will drop to 
how all the details given j -'iu-- just under 10 milluemps., a drop of 
in the tabulated charac- .. approximately 6 milliamps. Therefore, 
teristies of the valve V 

to. obtain the same anode current V 

V may be ascertained, and ). V without altering the bias it will be V 

how you may work out a - j 

V 

VV! necessary to increase the HT., and 
set of curves from any I . 

i V L in the example you will see that 
valve which you may - LrC about 24 volts are required . to 
have in your possession V 

V I PjflJ get the same anode currenk We 
and of which the details 

V 

V \IU' ,)AII have, therefore, to add 24 volts 
have been snislaid or lost. V 

. 
HT. for every 3 vçdts GB. added, 

What the Curves Indicate 'rgi1t ,,? and this ratio, 24 over 3, is the 
V 

V 

First of all, if you ex-. " 
F 

t 

amph1cation ratio; which in ths 
amine the curves you - - . 

- case is 8 (see Fig. 2). There 's 
will find that the bottom V 

nothing very frightening in that, 

WHEN you buy a valve of well- 
known make you will find in the 
box a small pamphlet-the 

actual arrangement differing with different 
makes of valves, but ali of them give 

3: 

-I 
-'i 

k 

'J 

marked "Grid Volts." The right or 
left-hand edge of the squared section 
bears a number of - figures marked 
"Anode Current," and the thick lines 
running across the squares are labelled 
with figures termed "Anode Volts." 
Sometimes these three sets of figures are 
referred to by . the techthcal references 
Vg for Grid Volts, Va for Anode Volts, and 
Ia for Anode Current. The grid volts 
line is usually divided into two parts, a 
zero line being placed near the .right.hand 
edge, and the volts to the left of this 
being marked "negative," and those to 
the right "positive." Now this set of 
curves will give us ali the details which 
are known as the valve's characteristics, 
and they may be ascertained in the 
following manner. 

110w to Ascertain a Valve's Characteristics 
Connect up a valveholder, grid bias 

battery, HT. battery and LT. battery, 
as shown in the diagram Fig. 3 A milliam- 
meter should be inserted in the anode lead 
between plate and HT. positive. Now 
prepàre a piece of squared paper .with a 
zero grid-potential line, as shown in Fig. 1, 
and mark the right.hand line with a series 
of numbers from 0 to 30, and insert a valve 

he 1.5 volt line at the point of inter- 
section with the new anode current. 
Proceed in this way with various HT. 
and GB. values, joining up all the dots 
for each H.T. value. The result of this 
will be a set of curves exactly the same as 
those supplied by the valve-makers, and 

-.ANODE VOLTS 
125 /00 

1 

14 

/3. 

L // 

/0 

.9 

5_4J.Io 
Fig. 2.-An enlarged view of the section 

Do You UNDERSTAND L 

CHARACTERISTIC CURVES?1 
i There ¡s No Need to be Perturbed by the Chart which Accompanies a Valve, and This 
j Instructive Article Shows How Useful the Chart Really Can Be to the Keen Home-constructor. t 

-. .................... By W. J. DELANEY .................... -.................................................... 
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preferred on account of its ability to stand 

¡USING THE LOUD-SPEAKER.! up to much larger inputs than the type 
previously mentioned. It is very sensitive, 
and handles the bass notes well; it, there- 
fore, does not need such a large baffle 

still veiy popular with small battery sets board, and is quite suitable for the average 
on account of its high sensitiveness to small 

i 
battery set, although it will not stand up 

inputs. The matter of price also enters into to very large inputs without over-aeccen- 
the case, for this type is quite inexpensive. tuating the bass, that is to say, the lower 
The inductor dynamic movement is to be I register hotos tend to boom. 

The Moving Coil - 
This typo is generally taken as being the 

last word in loud-speakers; it certainly 
does reproduce the sound waves as nearly 
as possible in their original state. It will 
also handle very largo inputs without dis- 
tortion. Where mains are available an 
energized type should be used, but where 
tl1is is not practicable a permanent magnet 
model most be fitted.. 

A Snag 
Unfortunately, the above details-those 

which are given to you by the valve 
manufacturers-are what are known as 
"static characteristics," that is, they 
are only applicable to a valve which receives 
constant voltages, ad as everyone knows 
by now, when the valve is being used 
to receive signals the grid and anode 
voltages are constantly. changing. It is, 
therefore, impossible to ascertain from the 
curves we have so far studied such details 
as the "maximum undistorted output," 
correct "anode load," percentage of 
"second harmonio distortion," etc., and 
we have, therefore, to prepare a set çf 
curves known as "dynamic ".. curves. 
These curves, unfortunately, are rather 
difficult for the amateur to prepare, and 

,q,yoû voz rs 
Fig. 4.-The dynamic valve curves-which 

are the mss! important curves ts have. 

on the working of the valve, it is taken for 
granted that the reader appreciates the 
fact that during the Operation of the valve 
(we are, of course, dealing with the valve 
as an L.F. amplifier) the grid potential 
varies, when the valve is operating on the 
proper part of its characteristic, from half 
the applied bias to double that bias. If 
it does not do this, then distortion is 
taking place. The effect of the variation 
in bias is, as our other curves have shown 
us, equivalent to a change in anode volts, 
and, therefore, the dynamic curves will 

show the anode current at various grid 
and anode volts. 

( 

In other words it is the anode current 
difference multiplied by the anode voilage 
difference, divided by 8. This figure is 
the most important m the list of valve 
details, as it gives a true indication of the 
power which the valve will deliver. - For 
instance, if we know that Cossard's P.S 
valve will give an undistorted output of 
500 milliwatts (or .5 watts), and that 
Mullor's D.7 gives an undistorted output 
of 900 milliwatts, we know that the latter 
valve is nearly twice as loud as the former. 

There are several other factors which 
can 'be ascertained from these dynamic 
curves, but they will be reserved for a 
later article, as I have already overrun 
the space allotted tG me. 

.V L-' 
A/ORI-TAL /IIVOD i/Ols7aS 

as in our example, that the anode current 
decreased 2 milliamps. for every volt that 
the grid bias is increased, and therefore 
the slope is 2 milliamps. per volt, or, as it 
is expressed on the valve chart 2.0 mA/v. 
Impedance 

This is one of the mostimportant figures 
to know, as upon it depends the value 

values of both grid bias and HT. are carried 
to a value higher than is normally used. 
Actually, in order to make use of these 
curves we must show the current at the 
correct working point, that is, correct 
anode volts and correct grid volts, and in 
addition at half and double these values, 
From what has been said,in previous articles 

of resistance, cte.. which is to be used in 
coupling the valve to a subsequent stage. 
No further working has to be done to obtain 
this figure. as the two previous items, 
slope and amplification ratio, are used to 
ascertain the impedance. Simply divide f.. Q, 

the amplification ratio by the slope, and . 

multiply the answer by 1,000, which in the 4 

example we arc using will be 8 divided by 2 Q, '4 

multiplied by 1,000, or 4,000, and this 
l.j figure is quoted in ohms. The diagrams 

accompanying this article should make the tj 
foregoing details quite clear, but it is so 
simple to rig up the apparatus describcd in 
the first part of the article, that it is worth Q, 

while carrying out the operations de- 
scribed, as thn the whole idea is more o ° -- 

easily grasped. -. ni 5) 5) '- 

,4uiZbDE VOLT.S' 

"load line," and. this gives the value of 
the resistance, which laust be included 
in the anode lead to obfain the maximum 
output from the valve,-or in other words, 
the correct matching resistance. The line 
is drawn by placing-a-ruler on the curves 
with its edge at the point where the hormal - 

grid-bias line, normal- anode-current line 
and normal anode-voltage line all intersect. 
The ruler is then swung about this ioint 
clntil an equal distance separates the zero 
grid-volts line and the line corresponding 
to double the normal grid bias. (Actually 
the distances should not be equal, but one 
sido should be slightly larger than the 
other, in order to obtain what is known 
as a 5 per cent, distortion scale-but this 
need not confuse us at the moment.) 
Having drawn this luje, we drop a vertical 
line at the point of-intersection of zero - 

grid-volts, and draw a horizontal line at 
the point of inPerseetion of the load line 
and the line corresponding to double the grid 
bias. This gives us a triangle as shown in 
Fig. (3. Now the formula for finding the 
undistorted output is 

Conductance." It is the change in anode -hesitate to publish them for us. As a pressed in a much simpler way for the 
current divided by change in grid volts, matter of fact, during the last few months purpcee of explaining the- manner of as. 
or, put in another way, the anode current there has been a suggestion that the certaining the undistorted output of the 
change per volt grid-potential change, manufacturers are alive to the position, valve and the percentage of second har- 
For this factor, the anode potential, or as dynamic curves are now issued with monje distortion, etc. We, therefore, 
H.T., must ho left untoucbed, and the grid some types of power valve. But if with one draw Fig. 5, which is the anode-current 
bias only altered. As the bias is inèreased, type of valve, w'hy not with them all? curve at normal grid bias, double and half. 
wo have just seen that the anode current However, to get back to our study of grid bias, all the other lines In Fig. 4 
will decrease. Therefore we can obtain these curvès. Fig. 4 shows the way these being omitted. The diagonal line running 
a cot of ligures from which we can sec, are drawn, and it will be observed that the across the curves is what is known as the 

- 

E. 

- .2:6:-Ro G'R/O 
- 

N0R/.1,u. 

Fig. 5 (rig/il). Gíf'lo WLr.s' 
-The dyne. s - 

rr;°re: 
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Slope -.. . . . what is still more unfortunate, the valve Undistorted Output 
This term is the same as "Mutual manufacturers tòr some reason or other The curves shown in Fig. 4 may be ez- 
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-t 
ERR THING REAlO 
SECURED TOUCU V-EYE 

TO PRE VEUT LOSS 

An aeial-etzrIh switch made 170m O valve 
holder and old valve bases. 

Fix the valve holder near the lead-in; and 
connect the aerial and earth leads, as shown 
in the accompanying illustration. -In one 
valve base connect the pins as shown in 

WIRE-WOUND 
RESISTANCE 

DIRECTIVE øD 6 BA 5101, 
PORTION SOLIO WASHERS 

R!GVNSOWG' 
.- .,,. 

- 
- A method of repairing strip resistances. - 

- 

2 

j 

A Handy Aerial-earth -Switch 

AVALVE 
HOLDER and two old valve 

bases can he used to make a handy 
aerial-earth switch in the following manner. 

R ON SET 

reT 

Method of holding 
smooth spindles. 

the accompanying sketch, the grip will 
be found perfect. For a screwed rod, 
wrap a thin piece of sheet lead round to 
protect the threads-H. .00AIcES (Smotin. 
wick). 
Using a Drill as a Coil Winder 

.A 
GEARED hand-drill can easily bc 
adapted for use as a winder for small 

bobbins by mounting it on a bench, as 
:shown in the sketch in column 3. An 
ordinary cotton-reel, wit-h a bolt passing 
through, forms a convenient support. The 
thread on the end of the bolt must fit the 
screwed socket which takes the removable 
handle, as indicated in the sketch. In 
addition to its use for winding, this arrange- 
ment is also handy for polishing and other 
jobs where a revolving chuck is necessary. 
-L. DoNATI (Harringay). 

round the hole to obtain good electrical 
contact. The bolt and washers have the 
effect of shorting-out the defective pert of 
the resistance, and the latter is again ready 
for service. Its value will now be about 
10 per cent, less than before, but usually, 
for decoupling, etc., this will be of no 
conséquence, as designs allow a little 
latitude in this respect. The writer has 
used the above method of repair with 
entirely satisfactory results, and would 
point out that it is also of use for making 
tapping points to existing resistances which 
may be in the set. An alternative method 
of repair is to secure a thin strip of brass 
round the resistance at the defective part 
-and this has the same effect in shorting. 
.out the defective portion. This also 
obviates having to drill a hole through the 
strip, although the drilling operation, if 
carefully carried out, is quite satisfactory 
and the wire has no tendency to unravel. 
-G. M. IcIEw, B.Sc. (Portsmouth). 

A handy pick-up rest. 

block is secured to the motorboard of the 
radio-gramophone, as shown at B, by 
passing a couple of long, thin woodserews 

- down through the holes in the moulding 
from which the plug and socket have been 
removed. The heads of the screws are 
countersunk. To complete the, pick-up 
rest thus improvised, a small pìece of velvet 
(to match the gramophone turntable 
covering) is glued over the top of the mould. 
lug, as shown at C.-N0RMMe HURST 
(Wimbledon). 

Holding Smooth Spindles 
- - t - 

T following hint may be useful to 
HANDLE 

UNSCREWED 

amateurs who find -difficulty in 

ROM 

DRILl. 

holding smooth round spindles and screwed A hand drill used 
rods in an ordinary bench - vice. By as a coil winder. 
holding the rod or spindle in the serrated 
jaws of a pair of electrician's pliers, and in the following manner. Locate exactly - 

clamping these in tjie vice, as shown in J 
the point of fracture, by means of mili. 
ammeter and battery, and drill a small hole.' 
right through the resistance wires and 
fibre strip at the same place as the fracture. 
The size of the hole should be 8 BA. 
clearance (3-32in.), and then an 8 B.A. 
brass nut and bolt should be passed through, 

u.s in sketch, and tightened firmly, up a 
ELE small washer being placed on either side 

to prevent damage to the fine resistance. 
wires. The resistance winding should pce. ,. 
viously be rubbed gently with emery paper 

An Improvised Pick-up Rest 

APLUG-MOUTTNG 
(shown at A in 

the sketch) from an old two-pin 
coil, when divested of its metal fittings, 
can be used to form an improvised rest 
for supporting a gramophone pick-op 
in the non-playing position. The moulded 

- 

- VELVET 

DM 
¡ 

Repairing Strip Resistances 
THAT DODGE OF YOURS! 1 iTANY amateur-constructed all-mains 

Eveey eeadee of "PRACTICAL WIISE- 
¡ IVI receivers make use of various values 

h 
h 

Id 
g n d 

h 
itti of the popular makes of wire wound strip 

t Why noi pass it on to u,? Fory item i. resistances. In the higher values the 
pssbhshed on thh th'° bi el bi wire on these is exceedingly fine, and in 

en h r, un by d some cases is easily broken by cornus,, into 
it in to us. addeesséd to the Editor, i contact with a sharp edge, or by over- - 

"PRACTICAL WIRELESS," George Newne, running the rated maximum current. Ltd 
28P 

t ml)tO 
SS hateve, the cause an open circuit in 

item. Please note that ecery notion sent In ¡ a strip resistance can easily be repaired 
mutt beorigiuti. -Mock steelopes "Radio i 

i Wntslçle." 

the right-hand sketch. This is plugged in 
when the set is required for reception The iii 
other valve base has only two of the pins tCO N SEES, 

5 

connected, as in the bottom sketch. When 
this is plugged in, the aerial is earthed and 
the set is completely isolated.-H. E. i IJI\ lii)))) )- s 

WInTER (Liverpool). ' 
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(. - Easily-made Testing Prods 

COPPCR ¼ 
- 

to,'1TE O make the testing prods shown in 
- 'x 

° I T RfSJR,P 
- the accompanying sketch, a lamp 

a 
48cc TERM5O5S holder, a '2.volt bulb, a piece of 

,, - 
ßqqoD or sleeving, s length of 16-gauge _ hsCtTdt: 

- mto 6m. lengths. .Take the sleeving 
and push over wire, then on one fix a "-ßorroi,C.qaavar piece of flex and push on the bush. 

Using fuse clips for termino! connections. On. the other5 make a loop, screw 
to underside of holder, andy then fix 

and a 4 BA. clearance hole drilled in 
bottom of each clip. The clips are then fixed 
on the usual terminai strip at the back of the 
set and corresponding strips on the bottom 
of the cabinet. In my own set I have H.T. 
from eliminator, raw AC. for power valve, 
battery L.T. for other valves, and loud- 
speaker all connected as above, aisd I can 
pull the whole set out of cabinet while it 
is working, on to a convenient table. I 
have had this idea in use for over a year 
and find theso clips make excellent contact, 
and, of course, in any sct working from the 
maies the current has to pass through the 
house-fuses, which are of similar pattern.- 

f F. FARRELL (Liverpool). 

EBONITE 
BUSH - 

'-. - 

-LAMP 

I - - 
AMPHOLOER 

S%.EEVING-s 

THICK ¡ 
COPPER - - i 

WIRE 

¡H ? 
-- BATTERY 

EL° 
'C 3 - 

íl simple method of testing transformer 
output. 

turns are shown in the illustration in order 
to avoid oonfusion.-D. J. BENFORD 
(Exeter.) - 

A Handy Wire-looping Device 
S gadget for making teriñinal loops,. 
on 'connecting wires can be made for - 

less than the price of a pair of round-nose 
pliers. The-materials required are: 

1 piece of wood (hardwood for prefer. 
ence), 3hs. by 14m, by 4hs. 

i piece of thick strip brass about 2hs. by 
4m. 

3 French nails about the diameter of a - 

4BA screw. 
Two holes are drilled in the brass to - 

take the pins B asid C (Fig. 1). Pin B. 
is large enough in diameter to allow the 
brass strip to swivel round it. PmO should 
be a tight fit, as it must be rigid. The 

ç- - 
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Handy Terminal Coiinctiiig blips grid and" G.B." td jrid bias, take ' a" degrees Fahr. If the time is shorter than . 

V1HEN any alteration to large set to'rid bias and the grid bias terminal that with DC add a resistance w senes 
VV is required, èspecially when expei- to gnd. with the 4-volt winding of transformer till 

- inenting, i is 'very tfoublesome having - . - 
the reading of thermometer, and tune it 

lOd 11H T 
ig -res s ante r _ea ,. takes to reach 100 degrees Fahr., is the 

and L T leads ¡T may not be generally known that a high- säme as the 'D.C. test. - - . ' 

- 
- hich re i resistance grid leak 'of about 5 megohms In order' to get the bestfrom this test, a 

- w 
'k il to etJ will make an ordinary set very sensitive, sufficient quantity of wire should be uséd to 
'art i'rom tle ris and can be used with advantage when it is regulate the amount of heat. Only a feiv 

I t 
- F ' d' desired to receive distant stations.. A lower . 

-a 

's-(e) conneitions. fesisttnce, however,'gives a' better tone for 2 MSY Sw,rca' ' ' , : 

I '\ - sketch shows how-i ocal station reception. . 
I '-' 

' have overcome this, Checking Over-esciliation ' ¡ ' S 

S ' 
- using ordinary fuse . - . . . , - iineeu p i 

I OIIII clips which can be ¡F your set is based on a capacity reaction 
' 

' o o 
- obtained at any dec. circuit which oscillates too readily, and - 

-' - - 
-, trical or radio shop. is,-thereforc, inclined to be unstable, try '': 'L-' ' - . 

The 'cable connec- using an L.F. valve in the detector holder. C. - 

lions are remsved This is likely to stabilize the circuit, andmay - - . - . ¡ove better result.s than a detector or HF. r-- - - - - 
S ' 

5aC/CL/ce17. ' valve ofmuch higher impedance. 

rcmedyis to pdt an L.F. trans- lever to c 
former primary (or secondary) in A.C. and 8 8RAsS' _ S _________ 

Siarhug the HT lead that supplies the olosemain /1 _s 

a screw deteëtor, then join a largo fixed switch of - - -z 
an awk- condenser between the H.T. t r a n s - - 
w a r d negative and H.T. positive (de- former. - -----5 

place. teetor) terminals of the receiver. Note the "\ - 
Another easily-tried expedient which time ther- ___________ 

often considerably diminishes hum is the mom eter - - 
/j '-WIRE j 

reversal of the secondary leads of an L.F. takes to Fig. l Fig. 2. Fig. 3. 

transformer. Instead of "G" going to reach 100 A simple device for moling Wire loops. - 

For Awkward Places. 
OR starfing a screw in an awkward 

¡ corner, a good dodge is to place a 
I 

small piece of adhesive tape over 
the end of the screwdriver and 
wedge it into the slot of the head 
of the screw, as shown in the 

j sketch. This will keep the screw 
attached to the screwdriver until 

j it has got a start-F. WILE.rse 

J 4\ (Bridlington). 

Çf//j Eliminating Hum from Maiña 
Units 
OME amateure seem to think 

iriíii that a certain amount of j,2hum must be expected when 
using a mains unit. In most cases, 

Ij., however, this hum can be cumin. 
.,. atcd, and if it is tolerated at all, it 

should only be because it is so 
tlight as to be almost unnotice- 

'-i able. A simple and often effective 

Easily-rn ade testing prods. 

flex to side of holder as shown in the sketch. 
Of course, commercial testing prods, like 
the Eelex, are much to be preferred-C. 
REEVES (Maidetone). 

Method of Testing Transformer Output 

BELIEVING 
the rectifier filament secois- 

dary of my AC. transformer ws 
delivering more than 4 volts, and not having 
an AC. voltmeter, the method shown in 
the sketch in next column was used. Cur- 
rent from the 4.volt accumulator (A) 
is passed through the eureka wire coil 
(E) by moving switch lever to D.C. Note 
the time it takes for the thermometer 
(D) to reach 100 degrees Fahr. Place 
switch-lever to "off," taking care that 
during the whole of the tests the position 
of the thermometer and wise remain in 
the same position. 
- When the reading of the thermometer 
has gone back to normal, move switch- 

distance between the holes should be such 
that when the pins are in place the wire to 
be looped should pass between them. The 
pins are made from the French nails with 
the heads cut off. Sweat or solder C into 
the hole prepared for A in the brass strip. 
Place the strip of brass in the position shown' 
in Fig. 1, and drive pin B through the end 
hole into the wood block. 

Pin A is then driven in the block in the 
position indicated. To use the device, 
strip the insulation off the wire as far as 
necessary. Swing tisa arm back, as shown 
in Fig. 2, so that pins C and A are in line 
and B is on the right. Insert the bare qnd 
of the wire between C and B, with the 
insulation touching A, and than move the 
arm in the direction of the arrow as far 
as it will go (see Fig. 3). To finish the loop 
off, give the insulated part of the wire a 
movement, as shown by the dotted lines, 
a sufficient distance to form a shoulder on 
the loop. On releasing the arm the wire 
can be lifted off-H. G. WRENas (Dudley). 
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name enjoyed by Cossor would become 

fi/le ticu bus Acçu racy ' an;c )r 
Bridée construction 

permits e higher efficiency than 
rwhich ensures had ever before been thought possibte j 

.:.BETTR RADIO 
RECEPTION 

The 

HUNDRED separate opèrations in 

L. the making of every Cossor Valve. 
Filaments to be prepared . grids 

to L?e wound. Mica Bridge.pieces to 
be shoped . anodes to be pressed. - 

A Each separate part to be minutely 
scrutinised. Each assemb!y operation to 
be critically tested. Accuracy - always T 

accuracy-is the watchword at the great - 

Cossor works. For without it the good 

-t 
r - 

i - 

'HL 

i-', 
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showing Ihe neat and compact layout. scales gradu- (Conzi:d on page 384.) 

/ 

band-pass coupled again to screen- - 

grid demodulator working into a com- 
pensated pentode valve transformer 

- 

The Faraday All-electric, 
All-wave Super-hei. 1'lodel S620. 

screened coils and other components, con- 
stitute a careful lay-out on a steel chassis. 

A 9 kilocycle selectivity, with absolute 
separation, has been aimed at, and in this 

the makers 
have been 

- remarkably 
successful. On 
the front of 

; the cabinet, 
below the 
Idud - speaker 
grille and 

control on-the set can be breught into 
action. In addition, although this 
model is essentially desined for use 

with outside aerial and earth, it is also 
equipped with a mains aerial device, by 
which means a number of stations can be 
received, a valuable feäture in the case 
of dwellers in flats. 

Over emphasis of high notes may be 
reduced by putting jlse small switch at the 
back of the receiver in the "down" posi- 
tioii and a more mellow tone from the 
speaker can thus be obtained. Inter- 
ference from atmospherics can also be 
considerably siiitigated in the same manner. 
Means are also furnished for accurately - tuning scale, balancing the receiver to any individual 

. 
there are but I aerial. Generally speaking, the mechanical - three controls, 

I constructioñ of the Faraday "All-Wavé" tw of which 
I Ssiperhet. is of a high standard, and its 

t.' fulfil several 
I designer is to be congratulated on the sim- 

- 
J 

dutiesi Thé plicity of its controls. On test, the receiver - 
main tuning gave'an absolute superhet performance on condensers are all wavehands and in the course of one -. 

- knob, which European stations were faultlessly tuned 
- - worked by one 

I evening broaeasts from some seventy 
- 5 

-- rotates a dial I in-in most instances, the volume obtained 
- showmg the and the purity of tone assuring good - 

- fourindividual entertainment value. In every case in 
- Three_quarierm rear view of chassis, wave b a n d I 

number of transmitters lodgeilin a compara. (DC2/SG),and a pentode (DC/2 pen)-are 
tively limited broadcast band, and, in all of the latest Mazda type, and with the 
addition, the fact that with modern 
valves and improved components 
reproduction of music can be obtained 
of a quality in no way inferior to that 
secured from other types of receivers, - 

- the Superheterodyne has again come 
to the front; in fact, its principle has. - 

been re-adopted by a number of up- 
to-date manufacturers. 

- In the Faraday All-Electi'ie1 All- 
Wave (Model 5620), the makers offer 

- - a five-valve superheterodyne receiver 
operating on all.four bands of wave- 
lengths, namely, 15-28 metres; 30-60 
metres; .215-550 metres, and 1,000 
to 2,000 metres, with single tuning 
knob and withóut the necessity of 
plugging in or exchanging coils. The 
instrument is housed in a figured 
walnut cabinet designed on simple 
and strictly utilitarian lines; it corn- 
prises a s-ell-thought-out circuit; 
including pce-selector high-frequency. 
stage, coupled by double-tuned circuit - 

- to a combined detector oscillator - 

of patented design, band-pass, coupled ' 

to high gain - ihtermediate stkge 

hICE 4fJ 

ated in four one-hundred equal 
divisions, and, in addition, in the case 
of the medium and long waves, ac-, 
curately calibrated in metres. Below - - 

this on the right, will be found the' 
wave-change switch, which, by meáns' 
of an electrical device, automatically 
throws a strip of light on to the actual 'J working sector of the dial' scale in the 
waveband selected. - The switch is so 
designed that, by' each movement, 
the necessary.- combination of coils 
and condensers for each separate - 
waveband is brought into play. Its 
opposite number on the left of the -. 
cabinet is a combined on-and-off switch 

-and volume control, which enables 
one, in so far as average transmissions 
are concerned, to bring up the strength 
of a signal froth a whisper to a full 
roar. 

Provision has been made at the 
back of the chassis for the connection 
of a pick-up for the electrical -repro- 

-- duction of gramophone records; no j 
external potentiometer is needed, as 
for this purpose the radio volume: 

a- 

a 

b. s I 

liii lit 11H11 
1I1I1IIIIIIIIIIIIU I 1111111 II ltilIiifl liii 11111111111 lIli lilIlIllIll IlIHillilIluIll 

lljIIluiIiliIliuIIliIluI 
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IlIlluiuuIuIuluuiuulIiuuuIIulluIII P 
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lIupluuuuluuiIIliIuuIIlI PP liii 
iluiuiiuuilIuuiiIiiiuuiiiiliii 
IuIluIluuuuIuliIuuuuIiIIluluit Ill liii IllIUIIitliiltIiIilllliiliIi I lilt iluliuuiuIIuiIiIiiIilIuiIIui lIlIuiIøiluuul 
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utIIiIuuliuuiIluIuu uiuuuulIIIuuiuIl 
IuI,uiuuIiiuiIuuII. uliliIuuIIIuuuuiuII 
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effective grid base. Ear'y- pfentiornêfE'r - here supplying the screen 
hc ---r e&l 

j 

complete apparatus to be 
transferred to another cir- 
cuit. Some practical ex- 
amples will assist in making 
these applications clear, and 
may serve at the same time 
to explain a few interesting 
properties of radio cir. 
cuits. 

We will commence with 
the simplest possible case, 
namely, that of a grid-bias 
battery. The object of such 
a battery is to apply suit- 
able negative potentials to 
the grids of amplifying 
valves, in order to bring the 
operating point of. each 
valve to the mid-point of its 

obtain both voltages from oase and across AC will be' only a quarter of 100: 
the same battery. - volts, namely, 25 volts. 

A very useful size of grid-bias Such a device is termed a potentiometer - 
battery is that giving 15 volts. It or potential divider. It is extensively used 

in electrical testing for 
- - 

- obtaining very accurate 
- - 

- voltage adjustment, and 
- / hence its name "potent-i- 

/ . - 
. ometer." which means- .a 

f . 
' measurer of potential or 

f 
'-t- L a voltage. In radio appar- \ L-- atusithasma-nyuses. For 

- 

- - . 

- example, it may be em- 
- r - .j - 

ployed to obtain an inter- 
- \í . mediate voltage from a 

- \ 4'\ ').s: '- constant potential supply 
(I ,/.- such as an eliminator. 

Fig, 3 (leJt).-The new Vorley wire-wound -. - - Fig. 2 shows such an ap- 
resistance, and - (right), anothér type of - - - - plication, the potentiometer 

be included simultaneously 
lin two different circuits, - 

thus serving as a coupling 
between the two. We shall 
see later that coupling of 
this nature will sometimes 
exist even when the 
"tapping" is used for 
quite another purpose, and that it some- 
Itimes ha very inconvenient results. 

Tapping is sometimes used to allow-some 
electrical phenomenon to be applied to a 
part of a coil or other piece of apparatus, 
and thus to be transferred to the whole of 
the device; or it may he employed to per- 
mit a part of the electrical effects in the 

LffTTT.T.ftHH. __ T 
ig. 2.-Potentiometer used as a tapped resistance for obtaining intermed 

voltage.- 

much bigger grid swings, ha-re longer grid 
bases and need a greater amount of bias. 
A typical small-power valve, for example, 
operating at 150 volta high tension, re- 
quires a grid bias of about 6 volts, while 
a representative super-power valve requires 
from 12 to 15 volts at the same high-tension 
potential. lt is convenient to be able to 

resistance AB, and - its. 
LT- - actual value will depend 
H-T upon the proportion which 

the resistance AC bears to 
LT# the total resistance. l?Ir 

example, if the total resist.. 
ance of-AB is l,000ohms 
and the current flowing 

through it is 100 milliamperes, the difference 
in potential between the points A and B 
will be 1,000 multiplied by 0.1, which equals 
100 volts. If C is the exact mid point of 
AB, the voltage between A and C will be 50 
volte. On t.he other hand, if the resistance 
of AC is only one quarter of the totali 
resistance of AB, then the voltage drop 

Tat the start and the finish of the coil, one or t' I-111 
I 

- Atappedbattery, wehaveseen,isadevice' 
more additional connections are made to Tapping, 

t for obtaining voltages of various values. 
intermediate positions on the winding. 

id 
I There is, however, another method of doing' 

r 

Various Reasons for Tapping 
pondingly shod bases. The require, 

I therefore, is grid bias óf the order of l to 
this. Suppose we take a resistance wins andt 
connect it in series with a battery or 

Tapping is resorted to for one or another 1 
3 volte only. Output -vals-es, which handle other source of electric supply. There1 

of several purposes. A - - s'ir# will, of course, be a drop of, 
tapping -may, for instance, voltage across the resist-' 
be provided to allow a por- once. If a tapping is takejif 
tion only of a piece of ap- 
paratus, or a part of its 

- off at some intermediate' 
point, as atCinFig. l,the' 

properties, to be utilized. voltage drop between the' - 

'Again, a tapping may be - end A of the resistance and' 

-. 

intended to permit a por. 

'. 
- thepointCwillbeaportion 

- tion of some piece of ap- 
paratus, such as a coil, to -T - 

only of the voltage existing 
- the two ends of the 

 A Full Explanation of the Reasons for Tapping Coils and Components, r' and theMethods-Adopted. '-«-"--'----'- 
ONE 

of the nost common words in th 
specification of radio apparatus is 

I ' tapped." Onereadsofa"tapped" 
'coil, a ' tapped" choke or a "tapped" 
resistor. Transformers have tentre-tapped 
secòndaries, grid-bias batteries are tapped 
at li-volt stages, and high-tension batteries 
are tapped in 1h-volt, ft-volt or 9-volt 
'steps. 

What exactly does "tapping" mean, 
iand why is it done? Now a tap, in ordinary 
1dothestic parlance, is deviceby means of 
1which water can he drawn off from the 
main or from the water tank. Is there 
any connection between the homely water 
tap and the tapping on, say, a coil or trans- 
former? Well, in some cases there is, and 
in others there is not. To comprehend the 
real meaning of tapping in the electrical 
pense, we must take a somewhat wider 
view of the word, and realize that a tap 
cannot only be used to draw off, but also 
to permit water to flow into a vessel. 
The phrase "a tapped coil" means, in effect, 
that in addition to the usual connections 

- 'By 

H. BEAT I-IEAVYCI-IURCH j 

The second article on 'this interesting 
subject will appear next week. 

stage low-frequency valves have to dai with 
comparatively small signals and are, in 
consequence, designed to have corres- 

is composed often small cells, each giving 
l volta, and is ' tapped" in 11-volt 
stages, that is to say, a connection is made' 
to a socket between each pair of cells,4 
enabling any multiple of l volts up to 'a 
maximum of 15 volts to be "tapped off.' 

HT. Tappings - 

High-tension batteries are made up in a' 
similar way from much larger numbers of 
11-volt cells, and intermediate tappings are 
provided to enable the user to aiiply appro-' 
priate high tension to the anode circuits 
of the various valves in his set, perhaps 50 
voltato the detector, 120 volts to the high-' 
frequency valve and 150 volts to the output 
valve. Because it is seldom necessary to 
adjust the high-tension voltage so critically, 
as the grid-bias voltage, the tappings on 
high-tension batteries are not often pro- 
vided at 11-volt steps, but at 41-volt or 
even 9--olt iñtervals. 

A Potentiometer is a "Tapped " Resistance 
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a broadcast from Eiffel Tower. (In this 
case, however, there is only a separation 
of 5 kilocycles between the transmissions, 
and consequently, a perfectly clear recep- 
tion of the Polish concerts could not be 
éxpeeted.) Lahti could be heard faintly, 
and Kaunas at readable strength; concerts 
from Motala, Oslo, and Kalundborg, 
although somewhat marred by atmospherics, 
were weil received. On medium waves, 
the receiver gave an excellent all-round 
performanèe. Notwithstandiñg the fact 
that1 it was tested at flO( great distadee 
from the London stations, bròadcasth 

furt-am-Main, Bucharest, Midland Regional, 
Sottens, and Dublin, were easily logged, 
and most of them could be received at full 
volume. On the shorter wavelengths, the 
Faraday Superhet-. showed its usefulness, 
inasmuch as Rome, Moscow, Lisbon, }1VJ, 
Vatican, G5SW, EAQ, Madrid, and three 
American broadcasts were found in a very 
short space of time, and there appears 
little doubt that given favourable atmos- 
pheric cQnditions a large log of transmissions 
under 60 metres cobld be compiled. 

Although. compriing -all -the attributes 
of the most modem type of Superhets., 

between two pieces of wood and drill 
through the woodas well, a perfect hole 
results which has no frayed edges. The 
same tip applies to hard, - or common 
ebonite. If you disconnect the loud- 
speaker from your set while it is working- 
a bad practice if you use a pentode, becatise 
of the peak voltage rise on open cireuit1. 
you will perhaps heárthe phenomenon of 
the singing choke, presuming 'Ou ijs 
choke-filter output. This is very interest- - 
ing. but see that the core of your L.F. choke 
and the core of your LIF: transformer are ht 
right-angles, or interaction will take place 

vhich transinisions enjoyed a full 9 kilo- 
cycle -separation,. the broadcasts were 
received without any trace of interference. 
Background, except in such instances where 
signals had to be unduly forced to full 
volume, was exceptionally silent, and mains 
hum in the D.C.- mddel was never insistent. 
During daylight hours with the outdoor 
aerial, over twenty foreign stations were 
logged. - 

On the long-wave band, no difficulty was 
found in tuning in Königs Wusterhausen 
without any trace of twitter from Daventry 
National or Radio-Paris, and this trans- 
mission could be received at any time of 
the day or evening without interference 
when these neighbouring stations were 
operating. In the same way, Warsaw was 
clear of Motala, but slightly marred by 

RECEIVERS AND THEIR 
- 

- RECbRDS - 

The Faraday All-electric, Alls 
wave Super-het. Model S620 

(C,uinszd frzrn esa' 382.) 1 

from Gleiwitz, Toulouse PTT, and Horby 
were heard whilst the National programme 
was being radiated; Leipzig, however, was 
swamped. No difficulty was experienced 
in separating Mühlacker from London 
Regional, and although Graz could not be 
tuned-in clearly, Barcelona provided a 
satisfactory signal. Again, Scottish Re- 
gional, Hamburg, Lwów, Toulouse, Frank- 

the Faraday All-Electric, All-Wave Receiver 
possesses the qualities of a musical instru- 
ment cgpable of giving genuine entertain. 
ment; even when handled by the greenest 
of tyros. It does not require an expert to 
manipulate such simple controls; their uso. 
can be rnasteied in a few minutes. It is 
made in both A.C. and D.C. models, and 
its price, considering its all-round utffity, 
namely, twenty-seven guineas, is a reason- 
able one. - We - can recommend it to our 
readers. -, 

r-. Detectortips " i 
\YTHEN you wish to make fixed muden- 
VV sers of your own-a job that dòesn't 

pay, but is sometimes done-the drilling 
of the mica sheets will present something 
of a problem. - If you clamp the mica 

tapping" potentiometer may be used, amperes in all. It is necessary to drop 250 
and this may consist of two ' spaghetti" I volts minus 100 volta, ör 150 volts in all 
resistors connected in series, the tappings I between the points A and C. The corrct 
being taken at their point of junction as value of resistance tofrop this aqiount at 7 
indicated in Fig. 4. 

Tapped Voltage and Total Dfop 
' 

I 

One ithportsi.nt point misst not 
be overloolced in designing and 
using potentiometers, namely, that - 

if the cuirent taken by the circuit 
tapped off from the potentiometer is 
considerable, compared with the 
"steady current" flowing through 
the potentiometer, the proportion. 
ality between the tapped' voltage 
and the total drop will not exactly 
be equal to the ratio between the Ftg 5 Potentiometer connected across the 
resistanos of AC and aerial and earth. - 

This will be understood from the 
example shown in Fig. 4. Let us assume iTsat I milliamperes is 150 divided by .007 or 21,400 
the total high-tension voltage is 250 volts I 

ohms, while to drsp 100 volts at 5 milliarn- 
andthatbhescreenvoltageistobe 100 volts. I 

peres CB should have a resistance .of 
Let us glso suppose that the standing I 20,000 ohms. 
current of the potentiometer is to be about J 

As critical accuracy is not essential, 

the aerial and earth, the tapping being 
taken to the aerial terminal of-the set as 
indicated in Fig... 5. In this arrangement 
the input to the set is varied, and the 
method is employed not only for controlling, 
volume, but also for limiting the input 
signal to a value which can be handled 
without distortion by the first valve. Low-:. 
frequency volume contro], as is ncdssary, 
stehen reproducing gramophone records, or. 
my, in order to prevent overloading of a: 
pentdde valv& onstrong signals, is best 
performed by a poten*)meter connected 
across the secondary f:onof the inter- 
valve transformers, or. across thé terminals 
of the gramophone pick-up as indicated in 
Fig. 6, A and B.., - 

Tapped resistances have other uses in 
radio. They are incorporated in many 
eliminators to provide one or more inter- 
'mediate voltages, and are also used in a 
similar way in some automatic grid.bias 
circuits. Other pieces, of radio apparatus 
which are frequently provided with tappings 
are coils, transformers and chokes. z 

lapped at 

vbltagc to a screened-grid val$b. In this 
cire the potentiometer may bp continuously 
variableifor fine adjutmen, the resistance 
wire being b'arc and wound over a circular 
former, with a rotating arm or similar device 
for tapping off the intermediate voltage. A 
typical construction for such a potentiometer 
is shown in Fig. 3, while the accompanying 
photograph illustrates a modern form of 
c)flstruction. If the desired' value of 
voltage is not very critical, a "fixed 

- Fig..6..-..-Potentiometer connected ircross 
picl1-up terminals lo prevent overlo'wiing. 

5 miiliainpeies. -On these assumptions the 
total resistance of the potentiometer sbould 
be, according to Ohm's Law, 250 volts 
divided by .005amp. which gives u.s the 
figure of 50,000 ohms. We must not forget, 
however, that tlte screen current of the 
sereened.grid,valve will also flow in the part 
of the potentiometer marked AC. Suppose 
this screen currént is 2 milliátaperes. Then 
the current flowing in the arm AC .wifl be 5 
milliamperes plus 2 milliamperes, or 7 milli- 

I . '-', higher than 100 
J, volts-in é.ctual' 
Y GB fact about 105' 

'roANODE volts. 

Tapped Resistanies as'Volume Controls 
Because the volume of sound, obtdined 

from a radid set or amplifier, depends upon, 
the voltage of the siguíal applied to the, 
grid of the output vâlve, a potentiometer. 
or tapped resistance forms a convenient. 
device fdr varying this voltage and hence 
for controlling volume. In a indio set a. 
potentiometer may be connected across. 
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A - .250 . - . N1+ both AC and CB would be 
-- - calculation will show that in 

5,mA.-I-2rnA. . this case the standing cur- 
lb GRiD rent of the, potentiometer 

-. _,.:.__,_- .willbe 

- 

E 

made of 20,000. ohms and 
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pole faces of the Unit are entirely protected to prevent dust and thaneur offer 

ptcE- - metal particles entering the gap. The beautiful Walnut Cabinet is te let YOU have 

_____r - 
9 

6of splendid modern design, l3ins. high, 13 ins, wide, 6 ins, deep, 
with handsome ebony-finish vulcanite fret. Let us send you this 
magnificent Speaker for 7 days' trial for only 2s. 6d. depositS if 

000 Of these 
sepe,b Speakers 

7 days' trial fer 
oel half a crown 

______ satisfied, pay further 2s. 6d. at once, then complete purchase by 
t P th 

8 monthly p ym nt of 5 Od (C sh n 7 d ys 39s 6d) t 

POST THIS FOP 7 DAYS FREE TRIAL 
To E J. HERAUD, Ltd., Dept. P.6, NUMBER ONE, EDMONTON, LONDON, N.18: ASy a?sae 

Speaker hich ii vied inco0jvsctios i Please send me, carriage paid, a 1933 Brown Permanent Magnet Moving Coil Cabinet Speaker Èor i 

wit!, 1g. This Brows Mowing I 7 days trial, for which I enclose 2s. 6d. deposit. 
- i 

r - --- 

t .. . 
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: 9 1 
: 

from E. J. HERAUD, Ltd., g . 

! 

the famous Mail Order House. :nfO%fl: 
. 'fI : . 44f j 

! 
V1NC 

'L COIL 

: : , Just consider t An entirely new 1933 BROWN PER-. 
- MANENT MAGNET MOVING COIL Cabinet Speaker at 

TWO POUNDS BELOW LIST PRICE I This is not merely 
- a bargaìn, it Is s,,atio,.aI oal,,. and, moreover, you 

can pay by monthly instalments 01 only 5a. Od. 

I 

SENDONL' 
- 

H 

Coil Speaker makes any Set a . . 

utoch better Set by troc reprodoc- a fill n here - 

lion and fell-bodied Jene. Speech Order Name ... 
. comes .throegh r.ith .mooth, un- 

spoiled clarity, ,,su,k is repro- 
I 

Please make Postal 
.. . . I 

. 

d d h h dc k " Order payable io 
H ra L d Add k 1, b ned h /1 i eis 

class Mering Coil Speaker. Try 
I u 

this Speaker and realise the hitherto 
hidden and nsospectedpe.t.b.!.iiet 

-' 
- ..... 

h C po 
i 

hasJbTVOf 

.............................................................. 
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Fig. 3- -. .--.- - I I - - - 

Th c ned oeiLS ib m n hcw Ju Fg 2- Y 

ser/ej in boih mains leads. - Diogom of conhec/icos of ¡he tick-up, vtiithe ntrl e/C-- 
J 

L 
S __ :'_ 

1 

i- 

1; 
7ô P,c,-Up-- 

: 
jS;J(. 

Il GR1QM0 L #2 - 

1I-1- 

---' 
6R/hrns 

(.__ 

.... S- 

the household powers having extiressed a in its place, this being 
desire for a "nice ràdio gramophone like wired to the grid of 

'- Mr. -So.and.so has," 'it became a matter the detector valve, as - 

fOr consideration whether tho- family 'shown in Fig. 2. The 
gramophone and the wireless 'parapher. two-way switch with a 
nalia" could be combined into a satisfac- dial plato marked 
tory instrument, thus avoiding the "Radio" and "Gramo," 
construction or purchase of a new one.- also, the pothntiometer 
The wireless outfit consisted of a 3-valve were both mounted on 
set1iñ'T'pton box case, an HIT. battery the panel of the set. 

- eliminator,' an accumulator -with trickle It is necessary to pro- 
- -, charger and a moving coil speaker. The vido a special grid bias 

gramophone was of the type shown -battery for tho pick-np, 
-, ' in the illustration,' the right-hand half because when working 

holding. the gramophone with the trumpet on " Radio" the valve 
- - 

- below, the mbuth of, the latter being is a detector and is fitted 
fitted with louvres and a door; the with a grid leak, but 
left-hand 'half hld a 'nest of cells for -when- working on 

/ storing re&rds: When the gramophone ' Gramo" the valve is 
trumpet and louvrôs - were removed therc used as an. amplifier - 

- was found to be just suffidient room for the 'and therôfore requires 
set 'in- this' p6sition. The ebonite panel grid bias to give good 
was about ha too wide and left about results. 

-, lin, of space at' the top; the panel and The object of the 
baseboard were reduced to the rqquired potentiometer i s to 

-- lb. . 7Z -- 
- 

: /-17EL/W/NI?7-O' ., ?kc,- CHÑRGR - 

l':' 

t,. 
,ByS. J. QARRA'I'T 

THERE 
must be a great sumlf of amount iii width, and the space at the top 

listeners whose station has grown by of the panel filled iii with a piece of tin. 
the addition of accessorie from time fretwood, French polished to match the 

time, unti]. ilj has beomea collection-of cabinet. The set simply slides into 
units,' which together give perfectly sat's- position, and is kept in place by small 
factory results although the lout eìtsemble blocks of wood screwed to the floor of preents a omewhât ,untidy apperaflcO. the cabinet. 
Every addition or modiflêat.uon, although 
improvino 'peffärmance, usually has"aTî ad. Fitting the Pick-up. 

- vcrse effect- on appearance.. - - - - Tho gramophone tone arm was removed 
The writer's set being at this stage,- and -and a ." pick-up fitted - 

be followed on this point. The record 
storage cells being removed from the .- - 

cabinet, a compartment wa-s exposed large .. 
enough to accommodate the H.T. unit, -- 
trickle charger and the accumulator. It 
would, of course, be simpler to uso a com- 
bined H.T, unit, instead of a separate 
LT. accumulator and charger, but this 
improvement may materialise at a later 
date. . 

Access to this compartment was obtained 
from the top, and a polished mahogany 
cover was made to form' a removable lid. . 

(Co,.:i,ue4 o,. pago 418.) -. 
-- --"I 
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provide a volume control for the gramo 

I 

I ¡ 
phone, and it should have a resistance of A RADIOGRAM 4 from 50,000 to 100,000 ohms, depending 
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ANNOUNCEMENT OF 1HE TELSEN ELECTRIC CO., LTD., ASTON, BIRMINGHAM I 

- - - - I 

- . . 
- 

- - -I L' 1.- -4 

TELSEN H.F. COIL 
May be used for fl.F. amplification 
with Screened-Grid Valve, either as 
an }LF. Transformer or, alternatively, 
as a tuned grid or tuned anode coil. 
It also makes a highly efficient Aerial 
Coil where the adjustable 
selectivity feature is not 
required 

Full instructions are 
supplied with every Telsen 
Screened Tuning Co il, 
showing you the alternative 
methods of mounting the 
coils, either singly or in 
twin-matched or triple. 
matched form ai required. 

TE LS EN RADIO COMPONENTS ARE 100% BRITISH 

AERIAL COIL 
Incorporates a variable selectivhy 
device, making the - coil suitable for 
widely varying reception conditions. 
This adjustment also acts as an excel' 
leqt volume control, and is equally 
effective on long and short waves. 
The wave-band change is effected by 
means of a three - point 
s wit e h, and a reaction 
winding is included ;,. 

4't r 
[' 
-'',o- 

i TELSEN 
Med -' SCREENED COILS 

, Screened Coils 

- 

171- The result of much research and x- 
periment, these coils embody the 

-ultimate efficiency attainable in a 
perfectly shielded inductance of * 

- moderate imensiòns. Provided with - 

- separate coupling coils for medium 
and long waves, they are suitable for 
use as aerial coils or as anode coils 

- ---'--- following a screened-grid valve, giving 
_ selectivity comparable only with a 

- well-designed band-pass filter. The 
15 Triple coils are fitted with cam-operated 

i Matched rotary switches with definite Contacts 

- I 

r Screened and click mechanism, and are supplied 

\_I 25/6 
- - 

¶Ç, -'(; *Jl 

comptete with aluminium screening 
câns, bakelite knob, and 
handsome" Wave Change" 
escutcheon plate, finished 
io oxidised silver 

I 

D IJAL RANt E CO I LS 
- 

j 

S 

S 
- 

: 

r. 

TELSEN DUAL-RANGE 
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Li 

 

RA --OMPQNENÎS ana aiagrams or ten 
- modern circüits, both bat- 

- 
tery and mains-operated 

- Te READY RADIO LTD. (Book Depetnient), Eaetnòr House, 
- - Bockhoosh, S.E.3. PIe&se send me the 1- Kendsli-Ptice Book o(Ten 

EAD'Y' ADIO 
i 's tmp g 

dnnounçenc,i of Ry Ratho lid., Eanor House, Blackea, Grccu H78 

RJV RADIO STANDARD H. F1 CHOKE. - - ... 

A highly efficien general 
S 

- purpose choke recommended . S 

specially for purposes. Post Coupon now kind we 
* . . . - . . will send you FREE the 

- 

. Kendall-Price 36-page 1'- 
. Book (the size of a normal G. - . 1 . . issue of "Practical Wire- - 

- less"). It shows you how:.. 
- - ,S 

/ 
- . at the cost of a few shil- 

lings, you can bring your 
- 

- - * GO TO YOUR RADIO DEALER 
- presentsetrightupto date. 

'k FOR YOUR KENDALL - PRICE - It contains complete in- - .- 

- -BOOK' AND FOR ALL - READY structions, -photographs 

S. C I( E AnewH.F.Chokespeciallyde- 
I 

S 

- signed for screened-grid sets 
Highly efficient sectionalised 
windings almost entirely air 

- spaced 
S 

S 

S Self-cpacjty, D.C. resistance 
S 

S S 
S and losses are exceptionally low 

foi a choke of such high in 
S 

S ductance. - S 

S 

- 

. Its specification for a set of 
IS 

so high a calibre as the "Argus' - 
- 

S 
is sure proof of its outstanding - '. S 

- 

: 
quality. 

- 

SPECIFIED 
- fo r t h e 

"ARGUS" 
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Whiteley Electrical Radio CompanyLimited, London Office: 109, Kingsway, WC.2. 
Radio Works, Mansfield, Notts. Telephone: Holborn 6714. 

: 

- - 
ás!LvAíBtP 

4-Pole Balanced 
Armature Speaker- 

It has a Sheffield-made cobalt. 
steel Magnet and whether repro. 
ducing music orspeech the fidelity 
is quite exceptional. The speaker 
is mounted complete-in an attrac- 
tive and well-finished oak cabinet. 

- COM PLETE 
- including handsome 

oak cabinet 

- - 

39'6 

Lon3fl, 
.. TIph.: H,p. p929. 

'':T*SPECIFIED \ by Mr. Barton Chapple for use with the "ARGUS 
' 

THREE" because of its great sensitivity and 
ability to handle very large volume with 

1 notrace of distortion. A thoroughly 

jreliable speaker made' by famous 
r / iÇ British Makers. Write for leaf let ip/ ;, of the famous W.B. Speakérs, 

Valveholders and Switches 
4t,'Y .' 

spaced aluminium vanes. Special 
bearings fo rotor ensure permanent 

accuracy. 
Matched to within mmld plus per 
cent, Capacity .0005, Complete with disc 
drive and bakelite escutcheon plate. 

PRECISION. 
INSTRUMENTS 

ilL- 

IJ.II.UN1TUNE. 
Specified. for the 
'Argus Three"-J.B. 
Unit une 2; type D 18x6 
Adve,fjs.ment of Jckon Broi., 72, St. Thomas' Street, 

i 

Chosèn for the "Argus Three" because of its 

extremely fine tuning and unfailing accuracy 
-the J.B. Unitune 2. There are trimmers 
to each stage, but the trimmer of front section 

i operated independently from the receiver 

panel by means of a second knob 
concentric with the main tuning knob. 
Rigid one-piece chassis, very robust - 

construction, heavy gauge wide- 

r' rçL\..IJIJlN 
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nd it is a very easy matter to match 

--'J 

fufly cogni- 
sant with the 
component 
symbols and their meaning, make an 
effort straight away to master this little 
circuit. 
The Circuit Explained. 

Starting at the left we have our aerial lead-in 
connected to a .0003 mid. variable condenser, anc 
from here we pass to earth through the priman 
winding of the first of a pair of Telsen matcher 
coils-both these coils, by the way, being screened 
Very complete instructions are issued by the maker 
concerning these coils, and I must say that in thi 
set they have proved very efficient in performance 

The wavelength ranges covered are 200-550 ans 
800-2,000 metres respectively, and all the wave 
change switching is included in the coil bases, 
being operated by a knob on the front panel 
connected to a rod passing through.the coils. 

The secondary of the aerial coil is tuned 
by one .0005 nfd. section of the twin- 
gang Jackson condenser. 'l'bis condenser 
is completely shielded in a metal case, 

r. 
H 

- t s . 

s o 

H / 

This illustration - 
- 

shows a Rear Pieu' of 
the Set. Note th built- , 

up wooden chassis, - , - 

 ' across the 16.5 voIt grid bias battery, 
I \ the three-point on-off switch connec- 

ree-qua r tions indicated on the right ofthediagram 
- Front Vsew of the ensuring that the circuit is broken when 

- A / v'.. -.,., "Argus, removed the set is not in use, thus preventing a 
' 

. - .- t.- from its Cabinet, premature demise of the G.B. battery. 
Our screened grid H.F. valve has its 

i ' screening potential applied from the 
- . H.T.+ lead, a .1 mfd. de- 

I , 
coupling condenser being 

- added as shown. Choke feed- 
ing to a tuned detector grid 

To appre- 
ciate fully all 

I the salient 
points asso- 
ciated with' 
the Argus, 
undoubtedly 
the best plan 
is to first of 
all devote a 
little time to 
the study of 
the theoreti- 
cal diagram. 
There is no- 
thing really difficult 
about this 
task, and 
even if you 
are a'nö'riti- 
ate to the 
joys of wire- 
less and not Theoretical ci,cuil of the "ARGUS." 

Hr# 
Nv#3 

cou is me metnoa o! coupting 
adopted for the "Argus," an 

L,,_,,,,,,,,,,,.i Nr*/ arrangement which, in my 
- 

L.____., 
opinion, always lends itself to 

. good results and greater sta- 
¿.5 bility. Nothing more need be 

said about the tuned circuit 
here, for it forms the counter- 

- 

' part of the gang switched and 
V5 ganged tuned arrangement we 

met on the aerial side. 
The Detector Stage. 

Coming to the detector 
stage, however, we see straight 
away a departure from com-,' 

L mon practice. A screened grid 

4 valve is used and this not only 
results in an improvement of 
the selectivity of the set, but 
also brings about an improve- 
ment in the ganging of the 
tuned circuits. The former is 

L T.. 
due to the great reduction in 

A SUPER. RECEIVER ON NEW LIN 
TWO SCREEN - GRID AND PENTO] 

IHEAR from the Editor that further By H. J. Barton Chapple, Wh. Sch., 
details of the "Argus," briefly described B.Sc. (Hons) DJ.C. A.M.LE.E. 
last week, are being asvaited with great 

interest, so ssithout further ado let us get 
down to basic facts. up the tuned circuits quite accurately. 

lt will be noted that terminal No. 6 
of the aerial coil does flot pass directly 
to earth, but has a I mfd. non-inductive 
T.C.C. condenser interposed. This is 

to allow the varying 
grid bias to be applied 

ES, EMPLOYING 
DE . VALVES 
to the variable mu valve-a Cossor I 

22OVSG. As the negative bias is in- 
creased there is a progressive decrease 
in the mutual conductance of the valve 
and hence in the amplification furnished. 

i This gives a form of volume control 
which does not affect tuning, and brings 
about a minimum of HF. distortion 
and cross modulation. The bias control 
is obtained through the medium of 
50,000 ohm potentiometer shunted 
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fierceness or ploppiness which so often is a 
bugbear in many sets, and makes station 
searching difficult. 

While discussing the detector stage itis as 
well co indicate that at this poun we have 
included a pair of pick-up terminals, one 
terminal passing to the grid of the valve and 
the other to a GB. plug for applying the 
appropriate bias. In the plate circuit of our 
screened grid valve we have our conven- 
tional HF: choke and small by-pass con- 
denser to earth. 

ri 

Quite frankly I am sure you will be 
surprised at the way this relativeI 
new Lissen component compensates 
for any imperfections that may exist 
in a circuit owing co the conditions 
under which it has to be operated. 
The imperfections to which I refer 
particularly are the effects of sharply- 
tuned circuits and the use of reaction, 
and coupled with this the "balancing" 
of resp9nse from the loud-speaker. 

Highly selective circuits, such as 

advantage, that is a law of nature. However, 
to counter any possibility of the valve over- 

i 
loading and in consequence distorting, we 
have already arranged our pie-detector 
volume control, that is, the variable mu 
SG. valve, so all is well. 
Reaction. - ' - 

For reaction we take our "feed back" 
I 

circuit, consisting of a .0005 mfd. variable 
i 

condenser and the reaction winding between 
t terminals 5 and 2 of' the Telsen coil, from 
i the screening grid of the valve Once the 

correct value of the screening voltage has 
been determined, as will be indicated later 
in the, operating instructions, the control 
will be found to eschew completely any 

Volume Control. 
The best method of meeting this 

is to adopt the policy I have used for 
the "Argus," namely, a resistance- 
fed transformer. A 100,000-ohm 
resistance has its low potential end 
connected to a I mfd. coupling 
condenser, which in tum passes to 
the primary winding of a Lissen 4 to I 
Hypernik transformer. 'fus compo- 
nent is extremely good when judged 

. 

by its quality of reproduction, but to ' 

meet modem conditions which de- I ¡ 
mand something more, a Lissen tone 

.,,, 
' compensator has been incorporated as 

well. 

Side vzeu' of the Argus 
with condenser 

omitted to show the 
tone control. 

' A1 

the damping of the tuned circuit imnìcdiately 
in front of it owing to the very high impe- 
dance of the valve. With the ordinary detec- 
tor valve, unless special precautions are 
taken, not only is the tuning flat, but the 
circuit often fails to develop its full voltage. 

On the other hand, with a rtreened grid 
valve as a detector the handling input power 
is lower than would be obtained with a three- 
dectrode valve of relatively losv impedance. 
After all, one cannot expect to have all the 
advantages without an accompanying dis- 

Comes now the low-frequency coupling 
between the detector stage and the pentode 
output stage. A moment's thought will 
show that it is impossible to put the primari 
of a low-frequency transformer direct in the 
anode circuit when that primary has been 
designed to suit the average detector inspe. 
dance of about 20,000 ohms. The Cossor 
2'2OSG valve specified has an impedance 
of 200,000 ohms, ten times as great, and our 
resultant amplification would be reduced in 
proportion. 

are demanded by mod- 
em conditions arising 
from high - powered 
broadcasting stations, 
result in a cutting off of 
the side, bands and, a 
diminution of the up- 
per musical register. 
The same effect is pro- 
duced by reaction, and 
the tone compensator 
corrects this by over- 
emphasizing the top 
register. The com- 
plete component con- 
sists of a moulded base 

I 

p 

- 

T 

I F 

p' 
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Spùr in nak abint. anel 14 inch b 7 
3 Cna Vs: 230 V.S.G., 220 SG. 230 H.P.T. . . 

2 16.5.. a 120-.HT. ches by inch, and 
i Edisnan 2-v. LT. Anctasnulatan. 
i TincfFUtfacEutia(Gn1taanFatiah). 
i Clacina "Acgua" Cabiuct tad Baacbatsd. 

U -. - - - - - - - - r, 

I 
'bree-quarter rear view of 

s the Argus. 

LIST OF COMPONENTS 

gus" three-valve receiver, I am sure 
- the appetite of the potential construc- 

tor is sufficiently whetted to make 
him want to make a start on con- 
struction, so that must be the next 

PootI: Ehotite, 14i,,. s7i,t. 
i Paio Tolto, Twit ,00tthod sodI,. 
I J.B. 2. ,tg .0005 std. szaùbk oo,dsot000. 
I Loso,, Hypoossik 4.1 L.F. Toasssfosotsoo, with Liosos 

Cotto ,soatoo. 
I Roady Radio SG. Choko. 
I Etalgios Midgot H.F.0. Chota. 
2 PoIao'Cam as"oosdoososo, .0003 std. & .0005 std. 
t Lomos, 50000 oh,,,, Pots motos. 
I T. C.C. .0(203 osdo. Fizad Condo,tsoo typo S. 
I T.C.C. 2 mfd. Fizad C doosos typo 00. 
2 T.C.C. .0001 ,,tfd. Fizad Coodostos typo S. 
t T.C.C. t todd. Flood Co,,do,tsoo typo 50. 
I T.C.C. .1 ,,,fd. Moo,boidgo Co,dossoo typo No. 50. 
I Gothas,, Faoi,h I sog. Ohtssios Ro,ittooso. 
Boigis Spoghotti Rotiotmsoo,, otto 5,000, oso 20000 

tod two 100,000 ohm,. 
I Roody Radis 3-poSas Switoh. 
2 Cuz 4-pio Chassis Mo,aotti,,g Volee Holdoss. 
I Chz 5. its Chassis Mouotiog Vols, Holds,. 
o Eoloo Toostiotals : LS. potitoot, LS.-, Two Fisk. 

ttp, Aotial, Eaoth. 
4 Etlos Wao,doo Plago: GB-I, GB-2, GB-3. 

GB. plot. 
I Bolliog Loe 7-way Battosy Cotti, with tonotool,, 

,t,aoh,d H.T. plot, HT. piso I, H.T. plot 2, 
HT. plot 3, H.T.-. LT. piso, LT.-. 

2 Coil,, Low000, GIsait,. 
1 WE. Ostias ModoS 4.pslo Baloassod Aotoaasaoo 

Mounting the Components. 
In mounting the components above and 

below the baseboard there are one or two 
points which need to be watched by the 
constructor in order to simplify the work, s 

First of all the variable condenser. Remove 

will snle photo-. e':i T 

- graphs and accompanying diagrams this 

Y d'i . 
.,.ttl( 

follow the drawings and all will be well. 
In order to avoid congestion of compo- - ,, - 

,nents, a sub-baseboard wiring scheme was 
decided upon. The main baseboard is made 
of five-ply being 14 inches long and 9 inches Reverse side i.'iew showing 
deep. The top edge of this is raised 14 inches .. 
from the bottom edge of the panel by three tite screenea COiLS. 

wooden battens screwed to the underside 
of the baseboard along th two shorter ".. - 

sides and along the back edge. 
Before moùnting any components ' 

,j -. - 

in place, drill all the required holes 
in the baseboard, that is the three 
large ones to accommodate the r 
three Clix valveholders, and the i, 
smaller ones for leads to pass , 

through the baseboard when ' I 

connecting up the compo- 
. 'i 

-' 

. 

nents, and also the terminal , i 
holes, and series aerial con-' r t I i I 
denser hole. ' -. - 

The Panel. 
Now take the ebonite I 

LONG REACH 
MAKE / EASY TO 

COMPACT 

Threequarter front view of 
on which.is mounted the Hypernik trans- 

' 

.j the Argus, showing the neat 
former and a potentiometer joined by three 
leads to terminals provided. All the 'control 

i 

of our "Argus" circuit, note the indu- lay-out of the controls. 
is effected simply by adjusting the potencio- sion of a, grid-stopper resistance in the 
meter knob position, and it works most lead to the grid of the Cossor 23OHPT 
effectively. pentode output valve. The voltage to the 

Coming now, to the final considerations screen is applied via a 5,000-ohm resistance 
connected to H.T.+3, with a 2 mfd. decoup- 
ling condenser as shown, drill the appropriate holes exactly s given 

With the three-point switch joined in the in the panel-drilling diagram. Remember 
j - manner indicated, there is complete isolation that in the case of the variable condenser 

of the batteries when the set is not in use, a there is a template supplied and this will 
most important point. help you for this part of the work. Now 

Having completed our critical - mount all the panel components in place 
icy of the circuit used in the and lay.this on one side for the moment. 

SPECIAL POINTS: 

TONE CONTROL 
EXTREME SELECTIVITY 

POWER WITHOUT 
DISTORTION 

SIMPLE TO OPERATE i S 

mIisiI. 
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- 

- - - -- - - - 

t 

f - -1 

J 

-3-- 
. 

necessary to set this down 
I 

7 here. Just follow the details 

S 

given and notice from the 
- - collar and Wash. 

T I f er are fined. It is really better 
I »-" ,j. to leave the question of at- 24 z - 2.. 2 taching the coils until the last 

S 
S to avoid any possibility of 

Above: Panel Layout 
- damage. 

Below: Three-quarter Rear 
View of the Set. 

S 

-.. ............... --o. 

I 

6 
I 

S ____-!1L,jr' S. 
L. 

.1 

fl Sub-Baseboard \ '4t\ - 
U 

i Wiring, compare a N L I' with Diagram 
p.PIIL 

/4. 

I '.c 
I 

coils, remove the two bolts and 
put on one side each aluminium 
pilotis, as these are not required. 
Use the aluminiun base of the 
coils to mark out the holes for 
the leads and, if you can, it is 
really better to obtain long bolts 
to hold down the base. On 
the other hand, wood screws 

are almost as efficient and 
will save drilling the holes to 
accommodate the bolts. The 
makers of these coils issue 
very complete instructions for 
attaching the gang switching 
rod and it is therefore un- 

- .5.: '-' -.--- section of the dual condenser. One of the 
small screws should be removed 'froth the bake- 
lite strip and the two changed round. 

Three bolts-4BA and inch long, will be 
required to attach the condenser to the base- 
board, it being raised from the woode surface 
with the three distance pieces provided. In 
adàtion, one of the bolts supplied with the con- 
denser must be screwed into one of the holes 
on the right-hand side (facing back) for the 
attachment of the earthing lead. 

Coming now to the Telsen 
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B 

: ¿?fitof{notapphcab1e}___- 
NAME Mg : NDON Mig C&I Spk -------- : 

Ai AC. 2 £h'i ------ 21B 6 -----------------.-------- Practical Wireless. 12f11f32 B R I D GE 
AiIi A-K- 260 Elirk,ico, - - - . - .. - B IO 

(*jth,iI0)- 1 6 

I CIio5-.p.thoth i.gIhod,, 
(ioht,oI.6o) 9 

6 BoII..g L,.,i,.,Io LS - LS-: 
P4kp; AM.,I: E,th 1 3 

4 BIog L Wood,,PkgG8-t:Gß-2: 
G6-3;GB . 6 

I BII:0g Loo 5..o.y boo,,y tood o6h pIg 
o.,k,dHT:;HT.I:HT_2;HT.3: 
HT-;LT-; LT-. ......... 2 4 

Moubood ,b-PM12V; P1112; PM22A2 10 6 

I 159 Cbk,00 ---------- I. O O 

O Eoop0o B,,b000d ood ,poo:oI Po,b 
doIII,d op.odkoboo---- 

: 
2 9 

O coHb,-uo, E'oy Soo:oo 6,d,, (oo ohg,5 . - 

4913 0 

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES 

CASH, C.O.D. AND EASY PAYMEN 1 ORDER FORM 
To: Direct Radio Ltd., 159 Borough High Street, London, SIA. 

Pleas dicpatch to me at once the following 

. 

.0 
'5, 
BRO 

EASY PAYMENTS - - 

I P.i 17 

65 

s. d. 
J U KIT No I (less '-s 
L H 

6 

valvesandc bunet) 5 2 6 11 

1 R.sdy Rodio SG. Cho or 12 monthly 

' 

i 
Or 

- 

fr12 monthly 
210 

- instalments of 14.0 
I TCC2 Moo;bg;000dto.opR 

T 
8130 

b 

i L00000 Sp.gh soso i o 

I Lo*000 Spgh10i oioi000. 20.000.05.00. i 6 

or 12 monthly 
jissliits of 16. 0 

--.0- 

0000 oR 

N / 

H. J. Batwn.Chappie, the enoio,ent set 
-destgsoee. "J conoidee the Aeguo Thvèe' 
tobetooygeeatestachievement. Yoc can 
batId it ts,ith ctsnoplete confidence. Ex. 
hatsstwe testo f000ee that all 'ny claï,ns 
foe the 'Avgas' ace onoto than josoti$icd." 

+ + + 

Donald P. Maccs,. Managing Divcctac 
of Dit-ect Radio Ltd., tecognited b all 
the leading deoigo,ecs at the oflicial kt 
disteibstocs. "Mv. Chapple and t ave 
cootteottO stake ottvsepctations on the 
'At co Thvoe' -baut with a Dicect 
Radio Guavantced Kit." 

CASH: C.O.D. 

DIRECT RADIO 

guàrantèed kit 
and you Will get 
PRACTICAL RESULTSW 

'RÈPÜTAYIOÑ 
on the 'ARGUS! 

buildit with a 
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I 

Screw every other component in 
place, mounting the Lissen Hyper- 
nik transformer on the tone corn- 
pensator base. This is an easy j 
matter if the 'airing plan is followed 
exactly, and be sure to leave clear. 
the holes passing through the base- 
hoard for wiring. 

Wiring. . 

Everything is now ready for the - last lap-the wiring. Here, again, 
make full use of the wiring diagrams 
and photographs and carry out as 

much of the wiring as is possible 

\© before attaching the panel. I'slake 

\ 

all your leads straight wherever you 
can, and use neat right-angled bends 
when changing wire direction. 

Do not attempt to accommodate 
two Lewcos wires in the valveholder j 

and 
slots-pass the wire right through 

just bare it where connection is 
made. It is really advisable to follow 
carefully each wire which passes j 

) 

©, through a valveholder slot, cut off 
the length required, bare where 

connection is to be made, and in 
this way save any junctions, j 

It will be noticed in the under 
baseboard wiring diagram that one 
terminal of the -by-pass condenser is 

e used as a junction point for a few j 

VIII PRACTICAL WIRELESS . Nov. 12th, 1932 

il -. - L - 

i - i sjon. Once satisfied that you have 
JJW,csNo £JNOi-R - 

- an exact replica of the original set, 
prepare for an aerial test, and full 

i 

8 - 

instructions for this, together with 
- g Top diagram s/iou-s aboie-buse- detailed operating instructions, will g 

bard u-ii, gBouomd,agan appear n the next ssue 
g 

L _ __ 

O 

- 82 
- 

-, 

of the earth leads. This çjIl save 
long wires running all over the base- 
board. 

Anchoring the Leads. 
A small round-head screw with a 

ssasher (or a soldering tag removed 
from one öf the components, since 
no single soldered connection is 
made) will serve to anchor th 
spaghetti and I-IT. lead in each case. 

Now attach the panel and com- 
plete the wiring, drilling a hole in 
the centre of the wooden strip at the 
back so as to pass through the battery 
cord. Make sure you connect the 
right coloured lead to the appropri- 
ate points so as to correspond with 
the plugs at the other end of the 
cord. Since the grid bias battery is 
to he accommodated in the top of 
the wireless cabinet, make your 
G.B. leads of sufficient length for 
this. 

All should now he complete, but I 

strongly advise you to re-check each 
wire to insure you are quite immune 
from sins of omission or commis- 
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What constructorssay about 
.4A'1 the ONlY setyou can build yourself 

: MOSTS" &1IkTtii employing Metállised SG 
:.. BU%t.ut uIs High Mu Detector t Economy. 

Power Pentode Valves 
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j A BAND-PASS ¡ 

CONVERSION SCHEME 

IF you have a receiver which is not suffi- 
I ciently selective for the excellent winter 
reception cOnditions now prevailing, and 
you do not wish entirely to re-design it, a 
great improvement can be effected by con- 
verting the single circuit aerial tuner mto a 
band-püs filter. The conversion need not 
make it necessary to scrap the present 
tuner, but merely to add another one con- 
sisting of a coil and tuning condenser. The 
circuit - arrangement is shown herewith, 
where it will be seen - that band-pass 
coupling is on the top-capacity principle, 
the capacity being providèd by a small pre- 
set condenser. When the latter condenser 
is set to its minimum position, tuning will 
probably be so sharp as to mar high-note 

oOo,4D(4'fAx) reproduction, but by slightly increasing the 
ÖÓoI' d'/E-5ET capacity it will be possible to find a positioll 

: AIFO which gives the true band-pass effect. It i will be seen that it is only necessary té 

__J 
m transfer the aerial and earth leads from the 

set to the extra tuner, and to connect the 
'"rn'- output from the latter to the usual aerial 

and earth terminals. - 

- Tuning will be a little 'more difficult,. 
- 

because both condensers will have to be 
operated more - or less simultaneously, but 
the conversion is weil worth while. Any 

' kind of dual-range tuner will, do for the 
- .. additional circuit, but if one is choser 

- 

- - " 
- similar to that in the set, both condensen 

will work mOre accurately in step. 

- Use Ones Only - 

Th £rH -WONDER how many gramophone' 
7jR41/Mqe.. I records become "scratchy" prema- 

turely? In many cases the reaion' is that 
- , - 

the user ignores the "use each needle once 
,. only" warning. The "once -, means one 

side, not one record. - 

needless to stress tho importance òf re- 
sistances, and this - easily-constructed 
instrument, based on strictly scientific 
principles, is capable of measuring them 
quickly and cheaply. Not only can 
resistances now be checked, but home- 
made ones can be made and tested, which 
will considerably cut down wireless expenses. 

F The essential part of the apparatus cols- 
sists of a potentiometer and two holders, 
mounted on a wooden baseboard. One hol- 
der takes a standard resistance, and the 
other takes the unknown resistance. Of 
course, the holders, clips, terminals, etc., 
will be modified according to the nature of 
the resistance. The baseboard is then 
,wired up as shown in Fig. 1, ordinary copper 
wire being used. The moveable arm of the 
potentiometer is made to move over a 
circular scale, which is divided up into a 
convenient number of units, say fifty. 

Using the Instrument 
Tje instrument is now ready for use, 

and is connected up as indicated in Fig. 1, 
an accumulator being used for the battery. 
The known resistance is placed at A and the 
unknown at B, and the headphones put 
on. Upon breaking any part of the circuit 
a clicking will be heard; the best part of the 

of the potentiometer 
until the clicking can- 
not be heard. If the 
resistances are high, this POTENTIOMETE 
may cover an area of 
about a quarter of an inch, but by taking 
the average of the extreme8, this difficulty 
can be overcome. By noticing the read- 
ing of the scale, we are in a position to 
calculate the number of units to the right 
and to the left of the arm, and by sub- 
stituting these in the given formula, the 
value of the unknown resistance is found. 

A ModIfied Arrangement 
The apparatus can, of course, be modi- 

fied, for if a potentiometer is not available, 
a straight length of wire will do. Then the 
arm of the potentiometer is replaced by a 
"jockey" (see Fig. 2), and the measure- 
ments made directly with a ruler. The 
method of procedure is the same, except 
that instead of moving the arm of the 
potentiometer, the jockey is tapped along 
the wire until no toppings are heard. The 
resistance of the wire must, of course, be 
comparable with that of the potentiometer, 
so that copper wire is useless. German - 

silver wire is admirable for the purpose. 

Fig. 1.-The' 
apparatus 
connected up 
for measuring 
the value of 

j 

an unknown - 

resistance 
- using a base-1 

board type of 

- y-N 
potentiometer, 

grounded carbon and copper - sleevings,' 
while the higher ones consist of heavily1 
scribbled pencil lines, about a quarter of an 
.-inch in length a-nd width. 

'p EST'ANCES How to Tést Home-ade-Resistances by Means of 
. F3 I an Easy-to-make Arrangement. By, W. NEWBY 

HE small instrument described in circuit to break is the battery circuit, as 
this article can be used for measur- a saving in current will result. By tapping 
ing resistances: The componente the wire on the battery terminal, a loud 

required can be found in most wireless juùk clicking nill be heard.. The object of the 
boxes, -or purchased second-hand. It is exper mentor is now to move the arm 

TIÑ PLATE FLEX MAIING . 

- 

. CONNECTION 
AS ABOVE 

'.TERMIk4 
CONNECTIONS AS ABcNE. - THAT .TO 

'Fig. 2.-How to use a straight length of wire and a clip : 
- .instead of She potentiometer s/sown tn Fig.'I. 

' = + op -) 

With a i experimenting, resistances 
ranging from 20 to 3,000,000 ohms can be 
made and tested. This, of course, is a great' 
boon to the wireless experimenter. The 
lower resistances are made of coarsely 
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1O givè LONGER LIFE 

and HIGHER AMPERE- 
H. HOUR EFFICIENCY 

- . Tye E.L.M.. 45 a/h 
c5padty. Price - 

11 
I 

i Type E.L.S.7. 60 a/h 
i - capacity. Pricè 
t Tjpe E.L.9. 80 a/h 

capacity. Price 

. 

:i;- . 

CAN HAVE A COLLEGE IN YOUR - - . . 

AT TRAINING IN ALMOST ANY. - -. 
CAREERFOR A FEW . . 

HOME SHILLINGS MONTHLY TIME . - 

LETMEBEYOURFATIIER ' 

Unless you are in - WE DO NOT - . 
touch with all .: PROFESS TO 
branches of industry - ACT AS AN EM- I - - - 

you cannot see the -n e P L O Y M E N T 
possibilities of ens- - AGENCY. BUT - 

ployment. but with -1 WECERTAINLY - . - 

our gigantkorganisa- nJ ARE IN A POS!- 
tion we are in touch - TION TO GIVE - 

with every sphere of -t -: - a FATHERLY AD- 
activity, and we know L VICE ON ALL - . . 

that in many trades j CAREERS AND 
and professions there - -v --- THE POSSIBI- . - . . - 

are more vacancies L.J-1 . LITY OF EM- - 

than there are trained PLO YM ENT 
mento fill them. a- THEREIN. - 

We teach by post all branches of the following . 

vocations, and specialise in all - 
examinationsconnectedthrewitb. - - - - 

OoradviceisalwaysFree 
- oI'°- - - 

- 

- I - D'° 'Y'' - - - - . . . - 

- .-.,. .. 

t . 

. _: 'J 
- 

- . - - 
. -: 

'Ç- uO General Education - - - - - 

Heating and Ventilating . 
.; - 

ViO - - - Insurance - - . 

- Mathemaficu - 
- 

Matriculation 
Accountancy Examinations Metallurgy- - - . - . 

Advertising and Sales Manage- -Mining. -All subjects 
ment . - Mining, Electrical Engineering .- AMI. Fire E. Examination MotorEngineerjng y - -. 

Applied Mechaniés - Municipal and County EngIneers - 
-Arthy-Cecti6cates- - - - Naval Architecture . - . - -: - - 

Auctioneers and Estate Agents Pattern Making - - 
Aviation Engineering -- - Police. SpeòialCourse - - 

Banking - - Preceptors. College of . - 

Boilers- - , Pumps and PumpiogMachinery 
- n 

Book-keeping, Accountancy and Radio Reception - - - 

- Modern Business-Methods Road-making and Maintenance - 

B.Sc. (Eng.) -------------- Salesmanship - . - 
- i . --. - - 

B.Sc: (Estate Management) Sanitation - -' - . 

Building, Architecture and Clerk Secretarisl - - . - 

of Works Shipbuilthng 
- I - Chemistry - - Shorthand (Pitnian's) - - - 

Civil Engineering - - Structural Engineering -- ..... 
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THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD. 
155 CHARING CROSS ROAD. LONDON, W.C.2 B.49 

I,WE TEA CHBYPOSTINALL PARTS OF THE WORLD 
Als. ask f0 a.r Nrw Bask-FREE OF CHARGE 

THE HUMAN MACHINE 
Secrets of Success. 'i -s. 

SI4EFFIE 

- - - - 

The new Edlswan "balanced- capacity" accumulator is an 
entirely new development. The special design of the positive 
and negative plates which ensures exact electrical "balance," 
allows this accumulator to charge more rapidly, discharge 
more slowly and hold its charge longer than ordinary 
types. Twenty-five years of experience lie behind the 
production of Ediswan accumulators, while every possible 
mechanical refinement has been incorporated-British-made 
containers of clear glass, moulded ebonite lids, screwed 
vents, non-corrodi bic and non-interchangeable connectors 
and a metal carrie,r which fits neatly round the container. 

Write for Leaflet Nc. A.B.736 - 

Civil Service Surveytng 
All Commercial Subjects Teachers ol Handicrafts 
Commercial Art Telephony and Telegraphy 
Concrete and Structural Engin- Transport 

eering Weights and Measures "Insp." 
Draughtumanship. All branches Wireless Telegraphy and Tele- 
Engineering. All branches, sub- phony 

jests and examinations Works Managers 
It you ds not seo ysur sas requirements above, write ta us as any subject 

DO NOT DELAY 
- THERE MAY BE CHANCES FOR YOU TO-DAY FOR - 

W}tICHYOU MAY BE TOO LATE TO-MORROW. 
EVERY DAY COUNTS IN A MAN'S CAREER. 
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Building a modern Radio Receiver is Jike. - 
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day, represent a short cut to certain j 

- -success in set building. They are matched 
S /jlt lo work in perfect unity and the 

result vs absolute fidelity and b:lance 

S!Md 

To LOTUS RADIO LTD., LIVERPOOL. 
Pkeee sand filautrated liete o1 LOTUS GUARANTEED COMPONENTS oad ' Landmark 3' Kit. 
I encloue 6d. far WiriagChart. (Strike oat if not required.) - 

Name. . ............................................................................... 

Addreas . .............................................................................. 
4d. stamp essigs ¡J envelope is unsealed, and Wiring Cha,l ¿u not required. P.W. 1111.32 .......... 

Build tinco hour with oniy Soresodejaer need Purre 
three endeoh on . . . und the halaidnuanpe of pso. 

genussoen, reoh en variety rod intrrent, ie ponen to 
moud I NOW thin nery mouerut . . . get to know 
more of this om.aiug Kit Satt 

POST THE COUPON NOW! 

Señd for Wiring Chart 

forming a Symphony Orchestra . . . each 
member and each instrument must be picked 
separately for individual performance, and 
thé whole must work in complete harmony 
and under - perfect control. When you 
build with LOTUS Components you guar- 
antee the performance of the completed set 

hfIt1 fa NOW 

R..g. 
AthdC.il, 

5/6 

The Wonder 

- KITSEToÌ1932 
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Accumulator . , . .. . .- . 
i broadcasting eria1s, sometimes as hg] 

IN its simplest form consists of two lead THE BEGINNERS A B C as Sooft. and supported by. eight or te 
- plates immersed in a weak solution i mastS, down to the small frame aeris 

of sulphuric acid. When the two i OF WIRELESS TERMS used with super.heteiodyiìe and simile 
lead plates aro connected by wires to a . J . -. . -. . _. receivers. Tho best all. 
dynamo or other source of electricity, . . 

round type for use with the 
a chemical action takes place. When This special beginner s supplement has average receiver, hoveccr. . 

R ES 
this is corn- been ntrsducecl n response to a general consists of a single wire 40 LEAD Pl. pleto the ac- requíd from hundreds of readers who 

=? 

e-d cumular is have only just commenced to ta/ce .. . /NSU7OR . 

/ I .-- said to be an interest in Wireless construction. In . . . . 

,, " charged" il we propose to explain, wee/c by week, 
<. . -. 

.. and is dis- fl oery simple language, facts about the anaoo c 

11 '..r IT -connected various aspects of tise practical side of SPREADER . cI!'l , 'from the sup. wireless. To the many thousands who ) l\ 

ll- I chaii,ed 'tccunslatori: s 1h lpg ;: 

w t 
tw r m 

III Iti connected to an electric 

I1H'=-t J 

lamp or to a wireleio less esvês The aerial is insulated from - - valvg a reverse chemical the earth except for the connection to the . 

. . action takes place, and transmitting or receiving station. There .° long, rai- 

.4C11) SOLUTION a electrical current io are many diffei5nt typeS, froi the huge alle! w i t h t h e 

- produced which . 

ground, and sus. 
lights the lamp ' '' ' - ............ - -. ........ pen4ed as high as 
or heats the ' . possible. If st is 

. filament of the ! 

Vire1ess Shorthand-3 notposoib!etoercct 
, 

g9 À wireless valve. :, 
: T5e beginor, in wit ,sss,seneneeso (ors ¿íkoti5 a single - strand 

.. ... . zi1 This lasts until lis" adina the mislic etanbols whish the sei Jest knee. 
] 

aerial as long as 
I .e1IÇLU I the accumulator asee h eo,ob(oatiu,s io faros the afrooit. Tse aae,it this, more than one 

is"discharged," . 'teYo strandmaybeused, 
.111 when it must iail, enable the beoioner ta ocegoise what Sbus meflo.;' as. shown in the 

I 
I I gi j be charged V ¡ 

illustration. The 
I H ! I I again befóre it i . 

wires aro joined to- . . 

JJ will give any ¡7 \ louo 1gethcr at one end . . 

III H JJj moro current. .JLJ 11111 \ Spap,ce , to form the lead. 
Accumulatorsi ir- . on. Other types of 

J/V used in wireless r i aerials aie: um- 
often have more ¡ »j I I 

brella aenal, beverage aerial, T' 
thantwo plates. j f \ aerial, loop aerial for direction finding 

These are specially constructed morder to i.i 
I 

and mains aerial, etc. 
hold a large charge. An accumulator is t 

I i!II I ' V 

often wrongly termed a storage battery, I vii SVJ_ Alternating Current 
but it does not really store electricity. It I jl J ' Abbreviated as "AC." An alter 
is the chemical action which produces the "J nating current is a current of electriciti 
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(7W BEGINNER'S 
Ç 

SUPPLEMENT 

L.. ,.. :... .. 
I 

current, 
i which flows first in one directioh and then 

The filamente of valves in wireless 
receivers are heated by the current from 

- 
in the opposite direction. lt starts 

4 in one direction from zero and gradually 
what is called the low-tension battery. 
This is usually a single accumulator. !- 

2 increases to its maximum value. It 
then dies down to nothing again. After 

A number of very small accumulators i 
Fauco g this st starts the opposite direction, 

its jOined together are sometimes used to ES/5TRNC reaches maximum value, and once 
forni a "high-tension - battery," which 
is used in place of the more usual high- j 

j 
(5p-szeeir, 'J/j 

4 more subsides, and so on, rising and falling 
i first m one direction and then in the. 

tension battery composed of dry TUs. Tswe)-" 
/ J \ other.-. One complete change is called 

I 

Acoustics ' - 

O I 
4 

- 

a cycle, and the number of complete 
t cycles which occur in a second is called 

The science of sound. A loud-speaker 
O ,. the frequency. The alternating current 

from the ordinary electric hght mains vith good acousti al o rties one 
to ll 1oursis. changes its direction at the rate of about which responds i.'ell fifty cycles per second. 

Aerial - -. 
- i i You cannot measure an alternating 

current by means of ais ordinary ammeter, 
A wire - or wires, usually suspended s like you can a direct current. You know, 

as high above the ground as possible, for insta: cc. that when measuring a 
ehich is used to rasate or receive wire- 

.- .... direct current, say from the battery of a 
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for this valve is 0.2 amperes. - Looking After the Accumulator perhaps it is as well to keep a quantity of 
One well known S.G.4 portable receiver Other points to note are ordinary washing soda handy, so that it$ 

has four valves and the filament current of (a.) Terminals. These should be coloured may be rubbed into any fabric, etc.,. 
these valves total approximately 0.65 differently, and be non-interchangeable, upon which acid may get spilt. The soda 
amperes. Lithe acewnulator or battery is immune from creeping acid, and the metal wifi neutralise the acid. : 

MUO confusion exists regarding the 
choice of a low tension battery 
of the right capacity to suit any 

particular radio set. A large number of 
wireless users think more of the price 
they pay than of the cost of charging and 
upkeep, or of the suitability of the battery 
to their radio set. A visit to any battery 
charging station confirms this, as on the 
charging table there will be found all sorts 
and sizes of batteries which are used on 
similar radio sets. 

Points to Watch 
Im5ortant points to observe in buying a 

low tension battery are :- 
(1) First in importance is the capacity 

of the battery required. Every battery is 
used as a storage for the electric current 
required to work the radio set. Each 
battery is marked by the makers, giving its 
storage capacity; this may be 14, 40 or 
100 ampere hours. Practically speaking, 
this means that if the discharge from these 
batteries is. i ampere, then these batteries 
would run 14, 40 or 100 hours when in use. 
The capacity necessary for any particular 
radio set will depend on the current re 
quired for the valves and the length of 
time the battery is to run between charges; 
the latter will, of course, depend on the 
facilities there are available for charging. 

Rate of Discharge 
As to the current necessary for the 

valves, on referring to the notes sent out 
with the valves by the makers, it will be 
found that the filament current is clearly 
stated. If reference is made to the data 
given with the Mullard P.M.2, it will be 
noted that the filament current renuired 

Some Points to Watch when 
j Purchasing an Accumulator 
j and Hints on Maintenance 

16 ampere hours capacit and is fully 
charged, the battery should give, say, twen. 
ty-four hom' service. The Fuller Accumu. 
lator Co. (1926), Ltd., in their iatalogue 
W 2, give a very useful table showing 
at a glance which of their accumulators 
is suitable for the various currents required 
by any radio set. As an example, if a 
radio set in use required to draw 0.75 
amperes from the accumulator, then their 
SW13 accdmulator would give eighty 
hours' service. In the Exide Battery 
catalogue W, on page 10, a very useful 
table is given showing the discharge 
currents recommended for series "D" 
cells when used for wireless receiving sets. 
Even if facilities for charging seem to 
favour small capacity batteries, yet on the 
score of cost it will, in most cases, pay 
the user to have batteries of a high 
capacity. 

(2) A large ifumber of radio sets use a 
2 volt battery, but reference must be made 
to the data given with the valves by the 
makers. For instance, the Mullard PM2 
hass maximum filament voltage of 2 volts, 
the PM4 has a filament voltage of 4 volts, 
and the D025 requires the maximum fila. 
ment voltage of 6 volts. When the voltage 
is above 2 volts, then further 2 volt 
cells are connected in series to make up 
the necessary voltage. 

parts of the terminals should be protected 
from corrosion. All battery terminals 
should be kept well vaselined. 

(b) Most cases or containers are made of 
celluloid or glass, for other than portable 
sets, -glass containers are generally pce. 
ferable. 

(e) The owner of every battery should 
have his name clearly written on the name 
slot. 

(d) Send your batteries to a 'charging 
station where you are certain they w ill get 
proper treatment. 

There are also a number of points to 
watch in placing the accumulator in its 
"home." Remember first and foremost 
that dangerous fumes are given off from 
the cell whilst it is in use. By "danger. 
oua" we do not mean injurious to human 
life-although an excess of sulphuric acid 
is fatal-but dangerous to certain vital 
parts of a wireless receiver. .For instance, 
-copper and ebonite are both affected by 
secumulator fumes. Copper becomes 
eiten away after a lengthy exposure to 
these fumes, and ebonite becomes dis- 
coloured. Therefore, if you value tuning 
coils wound with fine wire, or are proud 
of a nice black ebonite panel, take care 
that the accumulator is stood in a position 
where there is nothing directly above it. 
Use a Tray 

As spilt acid can also have a deleterious 
effect upon most substances, it. (s also 
worth while purchasing a rubber tray- 
a photographer's porcelain dish would 
also serve-and keep the accumulator 
standing in this tray or dish as a further 
safeguard. If you are extremely pce- 
cautious and believe in being forearmed, 

electro ma"- Alternator net. When a current is passed through 
A dynamo which produces alternating the coils of the electro magnet it becomes 

current. energized and atti-noti the iron armature. 
On disconnecting the instrument, the 

Ammeter armature is returned to its normal posi- 
An abbreviation for "ampere meter." tion by a spring. A pointer is carried 

by the armature and records its move- 
ment on a suitable scale. This type 
of meter is calle&a moving iron instru- 
meñt. A third form is desigurd specially i 

for measuring alternating currents, and j 
is known as a hot wire ammeter. (See 
"Alternating Current.") 4 

HOW TO CHOOSE A SUITABLE LT. 
BATTERY FOR YOUR SET 

motor-car, tut if you change the diree 
t.ion of the current going through the 
meter, the needle will swing in the oppo. 
site direction. With an alternating cur- 
rent its direction changes so rapidly 
that the needle cannot follow it, and so 
remains stationary. What is done, there- 
fore, is to make use of a certain property 
which both direct and alternating currents 
have in common, and that is that they 
heat a conductor when passing through it. 
This principle is used in what is known 
as a Hot Wire Ammeter. This instru- 
ment contains a small piece of special 
resistance wire through which the current 
passes. The wire becomes hot with the 
passage of the current and naturally 
expands. In expanding it sags, and a 
small spring, "S," which is indirectly 
attached to it, takes up the slack and in 
doing so works a pointer. (See Fig. i.) 

It is an ihstiuipent for nieasuring current 
in ' mperés." There are several types. 
One, known as a moving coil ammeter, 
has a small coil of wire suspended between 
the poles of a powerful permanent magnet. 
When the current passes through this 
coil, which i on pivots, it swings round 
in the magnetic field. The heavier 
the current the greater is the movement, 
andthis is recorded on the scale by means 
of a light aluminium pointer carried 
by the coil. 

A n o t h er 
form has a 
small iron 
armature in 
place of the 
coil, and this A 

revolves be- 
tween the E 
poles of an 
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-J L____'__...j 
Music Industries Council - 

IN connection with the newly-formed 
Music Industries Council I see that 

Sir Henry Wood, the veteran conductor 
of the Promenade Concerts, has agreed to 
become the first president. The Council 
will represent every section of the musical 
community. Makers of music and makers 
of music-pro4úcing instruments will co- 
operate, and musicians, professors, radio 
and gramophone manufacturers, musical 
journalists and printers will work together 
in the Council for the encouragement of 
adequate recognition of the cultural and 
educational value of music in ail its forms. 
Sir Henry Wood is an untiring worker, and 
will give his fullest support to the wide 
range of musical activities covered. A 
Music Trades School is already in existence, 
where apprentices are taught the craft 
of instrument-making, and radio and radio- 

no need to wait for the announcer to come' 
on in order to ascertain from whence the 
transmission originates. It is not revealed 
how this happy state of affairs is brought 
about, but I do think the apparatus should 
e given a thorough testing in Europe. 

With the ether in the state it is nowadays, 
most of the lights would be lit at once, 
and the current taken by the little lamps 
would be uore than that of the whole set. 
Seriously, though, the problem is becoming 
more and more acute. Even with the very 
best sets there arc places on the' dials where 
heterodyning becomes unbearable, which 
fact testifies that with the huge power of some 
of our modern stations the official nine- 
kiocyeles separation is insufficient. The 
result is that in an average household the 
stations consistently listened to, apart 
from the British transmissions, could be 
counted on one hand, and in many cases 

that it is time a limit was put to the power 
of our stations until some revolutionary 
method of transmission or reception is 
evolved which will give kisife-edge selec- 
tivity' without loss of the side-bands from 
which real quality is built up. High power 
u-as very weil when large areas had te be 
covered,-bi1 it becomes a nuisance when 
stations are springing up next door to one 
another. You can carry out tests in this" 
direction on your own PRACTTCAL WIRELSSS 
set, for you will find that when you 
aceuiately time in a station that is i'orth 
getting at ail, the volume builds up to an 
extent altogether too loud for the average' - 

house. The result is a rush for the volume' 
control, since de.tuning is no longer possible - 

if only one station at a time is required,' 
and somehow, even with a variable-mu, 
volume-controlled reproduction seems to 
me to have lost something by the way. 
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working perfectly; and there is by the G.P.O. for discovering wireless pirates. - (Continoed on poge 415.) 
q 

gramophone reproduction is to become i 
one may see really powertul sets continually 

an important branch. This is a step in the I 
tuned in to the local station or Daventry Radio and the Stratosphere 

right direction, and the inclusion of re- I 
with the volume control working at the 'yOU already know how Professor Piccard 

presentatives of the radio industry on wrong end of the scale. 
i 

used wireless in his journey to the strato- 
the Oquncil gives an official status to the 

i 
It may sound retrograde, but I think 

I 
sphere, and I understand further tests are 

position of wireless in musical 
circles. This is due in no small PIRATES, BEWARE! 

- 

being carried out by other 
observers with captive balloons 

measure tothevaststridesmade - - - i to obtain true readings of 
by manufacturers, amateurs, - - méteorological and other con- 
and the wireless press in the ' ditions prevailing in the upper 
interests of quality of reproduc- - - - 'T- atmosphere. The latest type of 
tion. Gone art the days when captive balloon is fitted with 
radio was considere d an a midget transmitting set which 
electrical novelty and when the - 

. continually sends out on a fixed 
constructor of a wireless set -' wavelength readings of tempere- 
was regàrded as being a little ture and other information. 
out of the ordinary, and it These automatic messages are 
should be the aim of every i 

received by observers on terra 
reader of this journal when 

j 
- i firma and information recorded. 

demonstrating his set to put 
- 

Incidentally, the actual balloon 
out the best quality it is capable 

- 

car and the wireless apparatus 
I used by Professor Piccard were of. Never mind getting stations 

running into three figures or recently on view in ars unusual 
shivering the ornaments on the . radio exhibition held at Copen- 
family "what-not" with the - - - hagen. Also to be seen was 
tremendous volume you can 

- 

the wireless installation that 
obtain with reaction. The saved tho lives of the flying 
ornaments may be your pet - J Hutchinson family. - 

aversion, but your set will soon Pick-up Alignment - 

be somebody else's pet aversion 
- 

- 

HOW many gramophone re- 
after a little of this sort of 

j 

- 

cords are ruined by bad 
thing. / alignment of the pick-up? If 

Heterodyning. Troubles with 
European Transmissions 

AN American inventor has 
made a radio set that has 

the additional luxury of a map 
-of his country mounted on the 
top of it with most of the 
important broadcasting stations 
marked thereon. The map is 
fixed to a glass panel, and when 
a station is tuned in a light 
appears behind the stations 
being received, showing at a 
glance the identity of the signal. 
The invention is said to be 

you use one of the older type 
of units, which plugs into the 

tone.arm, it is well 
to take some care to see that 
the needle meets the record at 
the proper angle - generally 
aboút 60 degrees. Of course, it 
is much better to employ 

- specially made track-arm, but - much can be done to improve 
the tone-arm system by arrang- 
ing a spring or eounter.balance 
so as to reduce the weight 
applied to the record through - 

-- the needle. An adjustable 
-- - - - - - ------------- weight on a threaded arm will 

An interior view of the latest type of Radio Detethng Va used 
- nruvn must iisí.fiiI 
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I or Pentode Valvet. Senil I () I L 

on 7 day f t all 
I 

h h p 
i { t ppt bi } 

£ 

with satisfaction ori - . 

money rcturncd guaran. NAiVE . . .......... 
teed. Send P.O.1or26/.1 I . . 

_______________ ADDRESS .................. .....- ................... -..... Pti Wk 

caíi 
S4O.:/J/J '1 'I // 

Ali Moins Kit No. 357. cc/tb Mi/ne V.b,0 Sponker COLLARS 0.30 tsocotls nOop docb.o sprlspo cototo octe, £111315, 

s.d H dec,or C .di, Csboot, 111/15/0. Depseit - V 

FREE CALIBRATOR with ALL KITS 
B 

yttE 
iescy vs/ore: COMPLETE CATALOGUE 

Stt. b m 
dtth t 7/6k dIie hI 

Ch £711716 D OF ALL SETS ACCESS 
thronterts/ninent, 

r ORlES AND GADGETS 
THAT IS WHY WE CIVE ONE ABSOLUTELY OSRS4 TH Y- R E 
FREE WITH EVERY DIRECT RADIO KiT Bottery Kit soith Cibtont nod V.1cm, £919/0. Deposit PRICE 11 POST V FR E E 

5 ........................ .'V 20/-. cod 12 monthly pnymcnt, of 15/.. V V V 

SPECIAL OFFER CASH, C O D AND EASY PAYMENTS EXPRESS ORDER FORM 

I To: Direct Radio Ltd., 159, Borough 'High Street, London Bridge, S.E.1. I V 

V ' ¡ng Coil Speaker chassis Piense dispotch Cs mo st once the (silos/oc goods . .,.. . .. ........... 
incorporating Input 
transfo.mer for Power I ......................... p 

V 

pyympotr of 12/6. 
KENDALL-PRICE S.G.3. Completo kit rnith Volnt, 

nod Cabinet. 16/12/3. Or 12 monthly prrrrrntn 
of 12/6. 

KENDALL-PRICE S.G.3 (AC. Moins Model). 
Cymplete hit ryith Vol ndCobioet, 116/8/7. Or 12 
monthly poymrrntr of 30/-. 

KENDALL-PRICE ALL-WAVE THREE. Cymplete 
hit with Vnlnrn nndCobitnrt,14/17/3. Or 12 monthly 
payntrota nf 9/.. 

KENDALL-PRICE TWO. Coroplrte kit with Voltes 
rd Cab/art, 13/7/6. Or 10 monthly pnytrtentr of 

7/6. 
KENDALL-PRICE THREE. Coroplyte kit raids 

Valvrs and Cohinnt, 14/3/2. Or 18 monthly 
payntratta of 9)6. 

KENDALL-PRICE "SW. TWO." Completo kit 
ryitlt Val nut rod Cakiset, 14/8/9. Or 10 moothly 
payments yf 10/-. 

KENDALL-PRICE S.W. ADAPTOR. Conaplete kit 
with VoRm and Cohinut. 12/10/6. Or 9 monthly 
ynysonyrn of 7(6. 

KENDALL-PRICE D.C. PO WER UNIT. Cyropirtu 
kit. £3/17/6 Ot *8 monthly pryoteota of 8/0. 

TELSEN - 

"AJAX" THREE KITS..'Kit 1 (hits Volypt tod 
Cob/ott). £3/1/6. Deposit 10/-r n0d 8 nnoothly 
prynrrnta of 7/6. 
Kit 2 (with Valser, tsr Cabiort), 14/4/3. Dupont 
10/-. tod 11 moothfy poymrttts of 7/6. 
Kit 3 (nith 'n/ol or, nod Cybittrt), 14(11/fl. Depyort 
15/-, yod 11 monthly poymynts of 8/6. 

"JUPITER 3' KIT.-Kit lIly,, Vo/tr, odCabioes), 
13/17/0. Depotit 10/-, and 10 moothly payments 
0f 7/6. - 
Kit 2 (orRh VaInes, fera Ctbioet), 15/16/0. Duposit 
15/-. rd 11 tsro,rthfy payments of 10/6. 
Kit 3 (tn/tb Valmn and Cab/oet), 16/11/0. Deposit 
20/., yod 11 monthly poymenta of 11/6. 

NEW COSSOR MELODY 
-MAKER 

WO. P.0.2 Froonyoot.mntnrtmyytng.nnutpnnkyyybarnI,. 24/5/5. 
Or 10 ononthlp payonrato of 5/0. 

R. & A. ßt.tnknon poprnntnr,nt,.ryngynt ,00ytomyotl ybnasis. 01/7/4. 
R. & A. Ch,Il,nget porronneot'toagnrt ,onolng'yotl stnorrtr, 11115/0. 
WO. P.51.4 prnoanrnt.ynnnyrt, mynlatnyolt ntroerlr,'OT7ZIO, 
EPOCH 99K OrLon, pnrononsyt-ooagtnut onyrtog-09it ytnr',i,. 07/7/0. 

Ori2tooy1htypoyonrnty153/9. 
EPOCH AO Dorm Oyrhtntrn OnOri prokyr. £2 3/0. Ot 10 monthly 

poy,nnrttrot7/.. 
BoOr-Alt Maying-roil Oprokers Irryt-porote Irnpot Trarah-,sorrr..nont 

br storpi/od niOb rpertal 190" Wa/tnt Col/set. 20/. roOt. 
BLUESPOT 4411 ,oatrettn type spanker in rok ynbiort, 12/12/O. Or 

00 toorntbiy payonsoto nf 0/.. 
A. Type 50 ,nnrnrtir penkrr rhosal,. 15/.. 

BLUESPOT tORI rin,r,l., 10/9. 
BLUASPOT itOU tadortor rkoe,Is, fi/IS/O. - - 

OLUESPOTMt/nrCha,nirrrrrt000ornit. 22/10/.. 
BOWl/ER LOWE A.E.D. Mark Ill plrk-Op, 01/10/0. 
COLLABO /040rtlrn grotto. notar for AST rotin,, 22/10/0. 
COLLABO ro,nplot. gratar, play/mo otrA. torr.ypruatlng Irdortlon 

ontithr, plrk'rnp, yokooe.rnotpol arrt natgontitkot.opt, 24/0/0. 
Or 15,anathiy noy,oent, n15/.. 

Sopar rodlngeaono patoisaI fa tydnot, C/f/If/I. 0e 10 ooyfltlntp', 

Ot t.OWE A E.». p/rh-np snlrtror prrrtrrl, 0/S. 
0TH. 51/one pink-Op mrd butt, nano or/tb ro/l-yranta/rrnl ro/anal 

pgotm. 21/5/0. 

Picked and -Tested For You 
By Direct Radio . . . . 

READY RADIO "RADIO FOR THE MILLION" H ACCESSORIES 
THE "303" MODEL "A" loo/tu VIti. Cob/nt - ° S'tATIONMASTER THREE" SEALED KIT SIEMENS Sipon Pooro 120-roil o itT. typo V.A 11/4/O. 

oid Moviog-Coil Sprokor). £611716. Or 12 r000tbiy OLD}IAM 120-roll WO R.?. i00000olofor. 0.100 roi, A. boor opootty 
oiyrorOtI of 13/6. - 

- Mdi B ( rot k h 'I ¡ 

BATTERY MODEL "A" on/rh Tobte typo CoUrret 
d V i £511110 0 8 hI p pm f 

LEO/o. OrlO onOotlity poyropot, 00 7/6. 

' djij lI £0fl0/ 

METEOR S.G.3MODEL A (roth Voitet. Cohort 
Sprokrr). 68/17/6. Or 12 monthly BATTERY MODEL "B" roidi Corrtotp typo Coibinet. ATLAS EIC/16120 toll for D.C. ¿1/19/O. 

ood morong-pori 
17/ 

V0/ tpo toc1 Cpir,tjono. SproArn. 67/80/O. Or 10 
m hi .ro f 17/ 

ATLAS A2 A.C. Mejor OriOl UT, ooly. -120 ro/tr 12 poL ¿2/12/0, 

M°S° i hi h V i 

65/7/6. Or 12 r000thl poiyroento of 10/6. 
KENDALL-PRICE 5.?i.4 (poropirtr kot rooth Mu/lord 

AC. MODEL "C" roith Woinut Coonoip Cob/oct. 
Moon, Vcion, ood Mtgoovoo Spooker, 

AT.A E 22 A C Do b t fc L T 0g T'' Or 10 ooOotbly poy0000t, of 0/0. 
A LAS .1.244 AC.. oto, Volt M.?. uniE LO rotte 20 no/A. 

V i d 59 C b ) 07/10/O 0 12 ro hi 
84/-. 

£14/0/S 0 12 o hi ro t 626/ ATLk 
/ 

K 200 AC. oboe b t orothi borg poyropoto of 

KENDALL-PRICE AC. MAINS UNIT. Coerpinte 
A.C. MODEL D, Choonco ooiy orth Mimi Voitet. 

£10/O/l. Or 82 ct000thly poyroeoto of 18/6. 
24110/0. OrlO monthly poyc000t, of 10/-. 

R, & A. Virtue Pnouooett.omggopt toor/og-yoto oppiikoo 
kiL nooth Moctiord Voir'r. £6/12/2. Or 12 m000hiy oh000lo 

¿aiioj-. Orl0000nfcjjy ooyoopotoof7/9. - 

i 
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- -. i__ L j 

BETTER BAKELITE 
CONDENSERS BY:- : -. 

-- -:: Be1m 

.. TRE-. IIOEEALISM 
* - 

THE NEW ChEST/ON 

MOW/IC COIL / L 

- - LOUD SPEAKER. / 

through a Celestion Speaker has a quality of / 4, % 
tone and depth of volume that will amaze you. 4-' - -- Y 

The sensitivity and lifelike reproduction of 'd ' 

musk and speech has stamped the PPM. range as 
- - 

. 

the most outstanding achievement of recentyears. .. "p ,, S 

Enjoy a new standard of Radio Reproduction- .. f:' - 
- - 

- 

Jjfl/ 

insist upon a Celestion PPM. moving coil Speaker. - / / - 

Your dealer will be only too pleased to 
f4.' 

Z 
- 

emonstrate one o tese remar e mo es. -- tli 

) 

I 
'I' _ 

&he 'Very cou1ofcMusic INCLUDES 
CELESTION 'Lib., LONDON ROA[X - KINGSTON-ÖN-THAMES - 

-- 

LONDON SHOWROOMS: 106. VIC1DRIA STREET, S.W.I - - 

/: 

We had to abbreviate 
to get the title 

risk of using 
- bakelite 

cOndensers 
of 

in the heading, 
but "B.B.C." 

stands 
inferior 

make, 
buy a Utility 

and buy 

J 

for "Better 
Bakeite 

Condenser," 

safety. 

V 

I 

which 
is th new condenser 

produced 

¡ 
by Utility. 

-. 

P R I C 
E 

/ 
7. 

¡ 

it is made 
for the man who has to eke 

complete 
with 

bracket 

¡ 

ouf his shillings 
but the quality 

is the 
and illuminated 

disc A 
- 

Utility 
stindard 

and there 
is no 

dial as illustrated 

U 

- 

j! 

higher 
standard. 

So don't 
take the 

Condenser 
separate 

2f- 
* -'' 

- - 

If youi dealer 
does not stock 

we will supply 
you direct 

f' 

and 
post free. 

f 

- 

WILKINS 
& WRIGHT 

- 
LIMITED 

k 
- 

-' 

UTJUTY 
WORKS, 

HOLYHEAD 

ROAD, 
BIRMINGHAM 

London 
Agsnhi 

E. R. Morton. 
Ltd., 

22, Bartlotts 
Buildings, 

Holbnrn 
Circus, 

E.C.4. : -. 

V 
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some of the better known and most frs- Announcement between items of pro- It. is on the air freni 6.lO to midnight, every 
uentiv beard transmitters located in gramme intended for British and English I night except Sundar -. 

I can definitely state that under average 
conditions it will be found to be well worth 
the time and expense devoted to it. Like 
several other old hands, the writer has-so 
to speak-grown up with the pastime, and 
in doing so, has gained a considerable 
amount of experience, and at the same time, 
kept pace with the developments of the 
science. In order to do so, it was' found 
necessary to keep different forms of data 
books. One of these is devoted solely to 
data concerning new stations which came 
on the air from time to time. By con- 
centrated listening, call signs and station 
announcements are obtained and entered in 
the data book for future reference, or in 
order to pass on the information to fellow 
enthusiasts overseas. 

A few extracts from my data book will 
doubtless assist new enthusiasts to identify 

English announcemeiìt being: " Good 
evening, ladies and gentlemen of the English 
speaking audience. Here is station C'F-1 AA 
Radio Colonial of Lisbon, Portugal." A 
cuckoo call is given three times during 
intervals. 

Call Sign: EAQ, Madrid. 
Wavelength: 30.4 m. 
Announcemehts: EAQ Trans Radio 

Madrid, in English, Spanish, etc. 

SWITZERLAND 
- Call Sign : HB-90C. 

Wavelength: 32.85 m. 
Announcement: "Hier Radio Zurich." 
Interval Signal: Gong. 

Russt& 
Call Sign: RW59. 

CANADA 
Call: VE-9DR. 
Wavelength: 49.96 m. 
"This is the Marconi Beam Station, 

VE-9DR, Montreal, relaying the pro- 
gramme of station CFCF." 

Call Sign: HRB. Honduras. 
"This is station HRB. The voice of the 

Tropics. TEGUCIGALPA, Honduras, Cen- 
tral America, owned and operated by the 
Tropical Radio Telegraph Company of 
Boston, Mass., U.S.A." 

This station is not listed in current 
wavelength lists and time schedules. 

In addition to the foreign stations listed 
above, there is of course, our own G5SW, 
which broadcasts from Chelmsford on a 
wavelength of 25.53 ro. and forms a very 
useful test transmission for the newcomer. 

announcements before th micFophone in 
two or more languages, but there areothers 
from which announcements are only made 
in the language of the country where the 
transmitter is located, and the fact that 
listeners in other lands receives the pro- 
grammes is not taken into account. 

One peculiarity familiar to most short- 
wave listeners i fading, and due to this 
and changes in the conditions of skip 
distances, there are certain stations, and in 
some' cases, groups of statjohs located ih 
different parts of the world, *hich, during 
one period of the year, are received at a 
strength great enough hi allow reception 
through the loud speaker to he accom- 
plished, but during the following period 
are only to be received at weak head-phone 
strength. 

Data Books Necessary - 

If the cew hand commences short-wave 
receptiqn during one of the latter periods, 
ho is apt to find station identification a 
problem, and owipg to the difficulties ex- 
perienced under such conditions, may 
receive the impression that listening on the 
short waves is a very much over-rated 
pastime. Speaking from years of experience, 

Station Annouiscements. - 

ITALY - 

Call Sigi): I-2R0 Prato Smeraldo Rome. 
Wavelength: 25.4 m. or 80 es. 
'l'ho announcement given out from this 

station is made by a lady announcer as 
follows: Radio Roma Napoli, only when 
the programme of the Naples main station 
is being relayed. JI the relay is taken from 
the Milan main station, the announcement 
is : Radio Roma Milano-the closing 
announcement being: Fine Della Trans- 
missione-Signoir Buona Notte. 

Call sign: IIVJ Vatican City. 
Wavelengths: 19.84 m. and 50.26 m. 
Announcement: Pronto Ps-onto Pronto. 
HVJ Radio Vaticano. - 
This station, it will be noticed, keeps a 

metronome ticking as a background to the 
transmission. Transmissions in English 
an&other European languages are scheduled 
from this station, but no musical or enter- 
tainment programmes matter. 

PORTUGAL -. 

Call CT.1AA. 
Wavelength: 31.25 m. 
Announcements are made from -this 

station in several European lancuaces: the 

pcctively in German. 
The foregoing stations relay pogrammes 

frorn Berlin foí American reception,, which 
are often re-broadcast by the 1)5. main 
stations. . - 

FRANCE . ' 

Call Sign: FYA. 
Wavelength: 24.4 rn 19.68 re. 2563 

es. 
Announcement: "Ici Radio Colonial Pon- 

toise Paris." 
A news bulletin is given in English daily 

(afternoons). - - 

- Sot.rni AMemaca 
Call Sign: LSX. 
Wavelength: 28.98 re. 

The announcement in Spanish from this 
station when on the air for broadcast 
-purposes is as follows : Trans Radio Buenos- 
Aires. The call letters given in Spanish.. 
being: L (ai'ley), S (ai'ssey), X (ai'kecs). 

Call Sign: PRDA. 
Announcements in English and Spanish, 

PRDA. Companhia Radio International 
of Brazil and Radio Club of Brazil, Rio de 
.Janerio Brazil-special test programmes 
being radiated in co-operation with the 
above club atirregular intervals. 

_ - 
>211 ï....-- 

t -HOW TO IDENTIFY 
SHORT-WAVE STATIONS 

1... ..' ........ 

different parts of the world. Tho wave- 
lengths given in all cases aro those which 

man:v new and enthusiastic short-the stations concerned are transmitting on HOW 
wave listeners find it necessary at during the period in which this article -was 
times to correct the entries made written, As changes of wavelength take 

,reviously in the Log-book, owing to being place át intervals, in order to carry out 
anfiìmiliar with foreign languages? As a 
rule, it is often, the beginner's 'experience, 

experiments with a view to increasing the 

and quite apart from that, station identi- 
range and improving the service of a par- 
ticular station, it is advisable to check the 

finition is indeed a problem owing to the 
increasing number of sliórt-syavç trans- 

wavelength given by reference to an 

mittel's on the air. Several of them - snake 
up-to-date time schedule and wavelength 
i; 

u - uu au 

speaking listeners "Hello' Hello' This is 
Moscow calling from the Trade Union 
Station of the USSR and transmitting on 
a wavelength of 1,304 metres, or 230.1 
kildeycles, and 50 metres or 6,000 kilo- 
cycles." Closes down by playing the" Red 
Flag." Other languages are used, a special. 
evening being scheduled for programmes 
devoted to individual European countries. 

GERMANY - 

Zeesen DJA, 31.38 m. 
Call: "Achtung Aehtung-Here the 

Deutchlandsender Koenigs Wusterhausen, 
or, Here Berlin und Kusswellencllender 
Koenigs Wusterhausen." This form of an- 
nouncement is more or less common to 
station DJB, announced "day yot bay," 
and_DHC, announced "day hah say" res- 
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4's 

E 

-1 - 

The Ethsoeenice slew- - 

\,,r 

action, and works with- f' 
out tise fihighieat trace O 

ntit \" 

be oimpliflesi, a nickel 
brass sector can be fittest 
to the uppég portion of the dial, and a paper scale at- 
tached, ta enable station names to br writteo at the 
actual reading. The price of this dial, complete with 
Etholog scale, is Os. - 

LOTUS tOMPONENTS 
From the earliest days - of broadcasting, Lotus 

components has-e been noted for reliability, finish, 
sud ellieieacy. A glance through -the -catalogue of 
thLs Company shows that practically every component 
necessary foE the home construction of a wirelesh set 
Is manufactured under tIse Lotas trade-mark. Lose- 
frequency transformers -are made in three types, 
ringing in price from 5s. 64. ta lOo. Od. Power trans- 
formers, pusrer chokes, and other mains apparatus are 
well represented, and as an example of the value given, 
the power transformer, tylse A.M.20, has an output 
of 250 volta st 05 muhiamps, 5 amps at 4 volts for 
I.E. valves, as sreS au a rectillee wioeting, and -costs 
only 32o. Osi. Variable condensera are-represented 
ley a comprehensive range of air dielectric sad mild 
dielectric modela; reaction mndenoee, beieg made In 
bath etanslurd types and miniatsre types. A differ- 
ential reactlaa condenser, ssith aU )aau vanes and 
endplateo, costs 4o. eel., whilota miniature differéntlal 
wIth flexible brasa vanes and hukelite opscing discs 
can be bad far fis, in addition ta this canee of con- 
denares, heavily-shielded ganged condensers are osp- 
piled with drum or disc drive. 

Plugs asid jacks are vsJsiahle necessaries for the 
keen experimenter, und si-ill even be found of use In 
the hosssehald receiver for such purposes as extending 
the loud-speaker, or for provIding remote - control. 
A most exhaustive range of plugs and jacks, which 

A NEW TERMINAL - 

- 

\JE hays received from S. Lillep A Sou, Ltd., of 80, 
Alecster Street, Ihr- - 

mingham, samples of cam. -'".'. 
pletely new design in terminals. - 

As wïIl bis occis from the illustra' 
tion, the head 0f the terminal is 
moolded in an unconventional - 

oh pe which Is y e y ta I - grip, und has avery larde con. - 

tacking surface. -liso ohank of 
the terminal io blotted, and 

'si-i T + therefore any gauge or number - 

of wires may be aceomusoslated - 
under the teroslual beset. The 
base of the terminal is alsost 
half on inch in diameter, and Is - : - 

recessed ta take a metal w-suber - 

(to ensure goad contact), and the 
edgo in Isevelled and 'embossed - 

with an identifying nanee. The ' - - . - - 

terminals mavx'thna he fixed in - 
- 

position vitti the names always 
fully visible. These terminals ' - 

be Sound' 
The B.B.C. Iesosuol, 

clarity. The nel, complet-e with spreaders, costa 
Os. Osi. 

ERIE RESISTORS 
- ,. - , - 

3d., and that they are bringing out an improved 
type of terminal which will be known as the T.2.L.C. 
improved type. In this latter form the head of the 
terminal, though free to rotate, is nou-detachable; 
additionally, it will be provided with a removable 
name-plate enabling the user to alter the wording at - 

.ILEKTUN MAINS TRANSFORMER 
'T'soIS cowponent is s very sturdy article, employing 

a novel nsetbod of make-up. In place of the 
cuatonsary brasa clamping st-rips sod feet, a die-east 
slnminium framework is fitted. This less logs at the 
losser end fsr mounting purposes,' and the top io 
finished at an angle. Acrom this Is fitted a one-inch 
strip af ebonite upon which the terminals are mounted 
-one strip on each side. The result of this usethod 
of construction lo a terminal strip which la really 
get-at-able, ond upon which the markings are readily 
discernible. The model submitted ta us had a primary 
tapped ut 20-volt intervals, unStable far malos voltages 
reom 200 to 240. Secondaries of 250 volts, 4 volto 
1 smp., and 4 volts 3/4 amp, with centre-taps, complete 
the range of this component. 

A VALVE TESTER - 

IT 
- is often essential to take readingo of the setua 
voltages, currents, etc., of s valve smiler ita 

working conditions lu a receiver, and this often means 
rotting or unsoldering wires In order to iisterpe.se the 
negessury meter. The Avodapter is a piece of 
apparatus dmigned to enable the valve ta be tested 
saucier working conditions, It consiste of on ebonite 
base containing a valve-holder (for 4-or 5-pin valves), 
terminols sad switch. A flexible lead carries u ping 
Otting with 4 pins and a sliding pin ta convert ta a 
5-pin baue. The plug is Inserted In place of a valve 
lu a set, and the valve plugged iota the Avsdspter, 
All voltages, etc., caes then be read. For SG. valves. 
sleuth flexible leads und crocodile clips are fitted. 
The price of this Adopter lu 25s., and we ran re- 
commend this sa being a valuable adjunct to the keen 
experimenter or handyman. For those who wish to 
nsake up au Adapter on some particular individual 
lines, the combined plug and card may be obtained 
foc 7s. Osi. 
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TS N COMPO EN'j 
ON 

- lower portion giving a direct drive, ansi tue upper I The LT. model conta Is. Gd., and the HT. model 
section drivIng the condenser with a re4uctjon of 
18 to 1. The scale ir engraved from O to 100, and 

1L r 
5e. Od. In addition the liten Mfg. Co. also supply 
a clock, complete with switch at iou. Gd. 

vI by 
- 'WIRELESS SAFETY-SWITCH 

t 

,o_- tFui 

gthssF cart Details tyt Ibi 
b t Il he rd th p th y 

d 

Y ldhg Inh y lsllth 
Ia po t M F ti k i f 1 th t 

Ui T2LC te 1h her si cedf tirI t 

-i 

have none of the defects of the old type jaCk in that 
they are extremely emuli, only taking a- back of panel 
apace of about lin., can be ltted to any receiver to 
enable valves, to be cot out of circuit, loud-speaker, 
or 'phones, to be included in any stage, or the complete 
receiver to be ewitchesl on and off. The Lotuu Jack 
Ping edeka ta., whilst the )sieks cost 'from le: to 3a.; 
according to type. Houlded on exactly the same lines 
os the jacks la a range nf jack ewitchea which may he 
used loris isariéty of purposes. Alilasterested listeners 
should oblain a cqpy of the Lotus catalogue, and we 
nhat b5pieosCd to eec that a mpf'la dispatched to soy 

- reader who senato us a postcard la accordance with our 
Catalogue Scrs-ice. 

IMPROVED' COIL CHARACTERISTICS 
'T'RE moat efficient coil for tuning purposes should 

have a large diameter, end this gives eine to 
troubles due ta the large cateen-sl held, When the 
call ¡s seduced In size, onU enclosed in a screening coo, 
this source of trouble is removesl, bot efficiency is 
reduced. A, famous German experimenter hua 
evolved a material known an Ferrocart, which Is a 
saboteare containing Icon. lt is well known that 

T11E 
Rashio Resistor Co., of I, Golden Square, 

Piccadilly, London, Wi, have submitted 
tamples of their Erle Resistors. These are manu- 
Çacturesl from a combination of carbon and rare 
turlh snst are quite amati. Under a opeci process, 
nil Isose gases and moisture are l;rmoved and the 
resultant resistance is therefore perfectly stable. 
Sobstant.lolly soldered wire ends are fitted to these 
Itesistors for èonneetlon purposes, and an ingeeious 
tysteos of identification by means of colours Is adopted. 

hoso Itesiotors are' manufactured In three ralings, 
i, 2 and 3 watts, and the price la is. per watt. The 
makers give on unquatiiled guarantee against open- 
circuiting. 
A TIME SWITCH 
'THERE ore many naco for a tIme-operated switch, 

not only for switching ois your receiver at a 
prearranged those, but fge switching on tise electric 
kettle for an early-mornieg cup of tea. and mony other 
uses to which the handyman will readily be able to 
a(tapt such a dCt'iee. The Utex Time Switch ti made 
In two types-L.T. nassE HT. The L.T. type is a 
small device which hua to be mounted on the hack of 

r.. - 

Tise Avod.sples celes-tesIs, sod 
,4rsduplc, pio, 
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7/- 10/6 RADIO COM PON ENTS 

TELSEN RADIO COMPONENTS ARE 100% BRITISH 
ANNOUNCEMENT 0F THE TELSEN - ELECTRIC CO., LTD., ASTON. BIRMiNGHAM. 

Not rcco,,ue,oIed fo oc wtth two LE. otges, - . TELSEN lo-I INTERVALVE COUPLING UNIT at oocrloodtg io ii/ety to occur. 10/6 . A tttr-fed transfoomr wng higb prmeobility 

p 
k 

1lI pt ¶i 
IO 

td 
It 

q 
ph I 

TELSEN POWER PENTODE . 

- OUTPUT CHOKE .. . 
. 

. 

f 

peode vobo, with the choice of tI,,eo ,atioo . ..o 
Ill iUT;i 'iig i d t " -t-1, p.3-1, 1.7-1. Used wit/i o 1-otfd. -. 

: 

;i . ,- P 

dbthqtfiy 
(P011 10/6 l, I 

. !34J[ tfbjtr. I6 - I f TELSEN TAPPED PENTODE - - it _ iu 
i OUTPUT CHOKE 

-., TELSEN 1-1 INTERVALVECOUPLIÑGUNIT For waist asid battery operated peotodes 
A modern development uf the deservedly popular 

t ç oVi5i(bY g th' htldIev1 ti 

fmdt: 
t 

perfect nsatchivg under nwddy varyssig )l'4 - due In common couplings in eliminotor und - - - couditi000. Also suitable for ,oatcbisg - - i - batte r ycirussit.. Used with an H.L. a tow-isupedaoce speaker with au -edt 
- _____________________________ type value it gives - 

'd b°° eo 

f't 
- H I H ITh II II I hie con- TELSEN INTERVALVE TELSEN MULTI-RATIO SU mp- I 

L.F. COUPLING CHOKES. OUTPUT TRANSFORMER -. 0nTod 
- I Ps-sisan/y designed for use as couptsng chokes Foi use wit/i setovisig-coil s/sea/sees, having a __________________ current. way be used sss a,sy ctrcssstcaeryangnset low-ito/sec/sante s/sect/s coil seindisig, asid otsi/akie '. - - e/a,7 

tyfe is or H. or HL. Sype va/vos anC ,od ?b0t0tsFhs-etuu105ì 
I 

till f isesdety g 10/6 
I 

i::: 1:: 5/- TELSEN OUTPUT TRANSFORMER 

I I 

- TELSEN OUTPUT CHOKE L I I - V POW P4/s All Igl C 

'Çy'L tV 
dg 

L! Li lUk I 

'1S I 

e.,. 

e. 

le . 

s. 

LETRA .SFOR H 
COUPLI6 UMIS and OU P T HOKES 

TELSEN "RADIOGRAND" THE TELSEN "ACE" 
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- -. Brockley Works, Indo S.E.4. 

POLAR "COMPAX" 
A low-priced variable condenser 

.0005 - 2/9 expressly designed for Tuning 
;0003 - 00015 or Reaction, where air dielectric 

- 

- 2 6 
is not essential. Made with the 
very best materials. Efficiency 
is unexcelled. Solid dielectric. 

Also s other One -hole fixing. Supplied 
capacities. with knob. 

Write for,Pslar 
Catalogas 'N.' 

CONDENSERS 
- WINGROVE & ROGERS, LTD., 188-9, STRAND, W.C.2. 

THE O11' 
'- .$ 
T';IPBRITIsH GENERAL 

1. 

TUNING. UNIT 
NOW REDUD TO 

'Increased demand, enlarged turn- lO 6 '' over enables us to offer this popular tuning 
unit at this remarkable price. Cuts out coils. 

. _..h-.. Covers all wave-lengths from 200 to 2,000 
- metres. Easy fixing; simple tuning. Free 

h2P wiring diagrams-supplied. - - 

Fran, all dcalc,o a di,rct: 
BRITISHGENERAL MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.; 

- THE. ÈLEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD., WALES FARM ROA, N.ACTON, LONDON, W.) 

Builders of the 
"BIJOU 3" and "ARGUS 3" 

: here is the [T . 
"spècified" TI '. 
'condenser.... 

..)' 

Chosenby ____ ' 

Mr. BARTON CHAPPLE ' 

' 

iscause of its amazing efficiency, Y 

sound design and reliability. 

CONDENSERS 
l6I2 

IL QUALITY 
- - w D 1 rouuces 

- EFFICIENCY 
TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH 

The original BECOL ebonite low loss formers are thoroughly 
reliable. They are used in all parts of the world. Look for 
the BECOL trade mark. Ask your dealer. If unable to 
supply, write direct. Send now, enclosing 6d. (post free) 
for up-to-date handbook of tuning coils for DUAL RANGE, 
BANDPASS, and SUPER-HET. circuits. Fully illustrated 
with data. A very interesting handbook. 

RODS. SHEET. TUBES. PANELS 
The BRITISH EBONITE Co., Ltd., 

Hanwell, London, W.7. 

LU 

0 

I- 

-j 

O 
> 

TIME IN SECONDS 
The above graph, an actual example, shows what 
happens when an A.C. Set is switched on-an 
immediate rise to volts, then 30 seconds before 
normal conditions are reached. For half a minutO 
smoothingcondensersaresubjectedto thisoverloadt 
Again to the fore in condenser practice, T.C.C. .- 
have produced a new condenser-the type 87- 
definitely built to withstand these dangerous surges 
-up to 650 volts. Play for 
safety! Ask for the surge C.p.dy Dtho,lo0, 

voltage figure of your con- Mrd,. Hight Width Thi,kmu ' 
densers, be sure they are s 
T.C.C.-the condensers in alo 
the green case. 2.0 

4.0 
ir 
21 

2 

2" 
51' 
21" 

a 
8 0 

MUST STAND UP TO 
THESE HIGH SURGE 

VOLTAGES 

- . ti THE TYPE 8 
s'- 

Tested Io x,5oo r. 

D.C. Normal 
a . . owking voltage 430. 

To wiehsla,,d ¡argel 

- of 6o volto. 

..T " 
I N 

TYPE 87 
ALL-BRITISH 

si 

T 
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Then wireless enthusiasts will have what -That broken ebonite components may be A Reader's Views - 

has been lacking during the past ten years c5 d 
ti t hr w th 

Suc -It was with pleasure that I read -a 100 per cent. Practical \\ ireleos -That a fuse should be used in both mains Mr. Hopkin's (Peterboro') letter, as it - weekly.-W. THOMAS (Helston). eaf 
ociase valve raises a question that has long been in my 

grid in a Stadio Gram should be sheathed in as mmd. Too many papers devote their Keeping Track of Facts eartheei metal leid awel,!1ui. 
th t space to promoting sales for the benefit 

Sssc,-No doubt many of your readers 
; 

Ear one a L 
of advertises-s. to the detriment of readers. 

have had the trouble and brain fag of s.-... ..... -.......-...... .... ..... ........ ..... .... '..-...ã (Continued on page 412.) 

i--" 
j.-. 

Congratulations and Suggestions 
Srso,-Congratulations for PRACTICAL 

WIRELESS, which is a long-felt want sup- 
plied. As I anticipate having my copies 
bound up in volumes, it is with this end in 
view that I beg to make the following 
suggestions:- 

(1) That the advertisement pages should 
be printed both sides and inserted 
without the folios (so that they may 
be removed prior to binding). 

(2) That a small margin should be allowed 
between the centre pages so that they 

- could be stitched without destroying 
the " text." And- 

(3) Instead of the weekly index, as 
suggested, that an index should be 
included with the last issue of each 

- volume. 

been a radio fan, I have never read such an 
interesting -book. 

In October 22nd issue, I have read the 
article on an AC. All-Mains Eliminator, 
and while this is all very nice for the person 
who has AC. valves, how about those people 

CUT THIS OUT EACH WEEK 

DO:YOÜKNOW? 
-That a band of frequencies from 50 to 6,000 

i Is sufficient for normai broadcast reception. 
-That an ordinary valve may be used lu 
emergency an a half-wave rectifier. ¡ -That the electrolytic type of condenser Is 

t preferable far malas smoothing purposeo. 
i -That hales in ebonite panels may be filled 
I with bed-hat!, sealing wax sr Olitterwax ¡ 
i so as to be Invisibic. 

A B C, and, what is almost as bad, going 
into the details of A B C when writing 
rather learnedly about X Y Z. For ex- 
ample, in your issue No. 3, there is an excel- 
lent article on coupling and decoupling 
which is really a bit advanced for an abso- 
lute beginner, and yet at the very end of the 
article the writer assumes that the reader 
doesn't know Ohms' Law. My point is that 
the person who doesn't know Ohms' Law will 
never read through the article, and the one 
who understands what it is all about is 
merely irritated by the assumption that 
he doca ¡sot know the A of the A B C of 
wireless.-E. PARBIJRY, Lt-Col. (Tenby). 

(Whilst agreeing in some measure with the 
correspondent, most of the points raised are 
occasioned on technical grcnonds and are 
unavoidable-ED.) 

L. 

more than a very hazy idea of this principle, 
or whether it is a success or a failure, 
although some time ago we were led to 
believe it would perform wonders. Please 
give us enlightening articles on these 
topies. Thanking you in anticipation.- 
W. ROWE (Scunthorpe). 

Prices of Components Wanted 
SIR,-PRACTICAL WIRELESS has my sup- 

port, because it is full of useful information 
and, contains no padding. But why 
don't you quote the prices of the com- 
ponente used in the various sets you 
describe, as very few of your readers have 
a comprehensive wireless catalogue befoi-e 
them? Take the case of the AO. eliminator 
described in October 22nd issue. You quote 
no prices, and I have never seen the make 
of transformer and choke you use arivor- 
tised.-F. N. P. (Reading). 

Some " Sonotone " Results 
Sia,-I have built up your splendid set, 

the Sonotone, and I must admit that the 
results are better than you claimed for it. 
I have built up a large number of receivers, 
but must confess that this is the finest. 
I have already logged over 22 stations on 
the medium wavelength only, and the set 
has razor-edge selectivity. Stations come 
in at full strength, but can be cut out at 
the slightest move of the dial. - I shall 
become a regular reader of your paper 
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, which is practical in 
every way, and I'hope that in time it 
reaches every home that has a wireless set.- 
ERNEST PLmsn'Kncs (Putney). - 

Congratulations and Suggestions 
SIR,-Ailow me to congratulate you and 

your staff for producing such an excellent 
weekly. In the twelve years that I have 

(3) It is often necessary to show several 
similar diagrams to fflústrate minor differ- 
ences. To make it easy, the differences 
should leap to the eye, but it is a common 
practice to introduce other meaningless 
differences that only serve, to obscure the 
points at issue. Reference is invited to 
the two diagrams on page 224. Apart 
from the differences which do not leap to 
the eye, there are differences in the layout 
and proportions that make the whole circuit 
look different, though they are actually 
almost identical. There are several ways 
in which the real differences could be made 
obvious, but at least the parts of the -dia- 
gram which are common to both circuits 
should be shown exactly the same. 

(4) One final suggestion is that writers 
of articles should be encouraged to keep 
in view the sort of person they are writing 
for, and to avoid casual reference to the 
Z of the subject when writing about the 

- I 

FiQ'OAiì fDIJiQiQIEA\/D/EiQc 
- The Editor does not necessarily agree with opinions expressed by his Correspondents 

A ms;ni pi 
SIR,-I have just had the pleasure of 

having three numbers of PRACTICAL Wmx- 
LESS hhsided to me by a friend. I must 
say this is the most-interesting book for the 
wireless enthusiast, especially the amateur, 
that has been published. I am sorry I did 
not know of its publication before, as I 
would certainly have entered for your 
"Wireless Constructors' Encyclopledia." 
I shall place an order for PRACTICAL 
WIRELESS from the first issue. Wishing 
you success-F. W. Gairnn (Mitcham 
Junction). 

Special Articles Wanted 
Srsc,-I am very much interested in your 

new paper, PRACTICAL WIRELESS. Already 
it has contained quite a number of useful 
articles. I am writing to suggest an early 
article describing the Stenode principle, and 
one on Tone Control and the connection 
between the two. Nobody seems to have 

looking up and reading through back 
numbers to find some particular data 
necessary to the job in hand. I have 
eliminated this process by buying a memo. 
book of the exercise type, stiff backed, and 
each week, after reading through PRAcrIcAL 
WIRELESS, I jot down the chief points of 
interest, thus :- - 

Onsis' LAW AND APFLICATgON. 
V - 

C=-, etc. 
R 

Example- VOL. I, No. 3, p. 151. 
You are thus abie to find in a few minutes 

what otherwise would take you several 
hours. Should there not be enough infor- 
mation entered, ihen it acts as an index and 
the article in question is soon found. The 
above-does not entail much Work (a few 
minutes each week being all that is neces 
sary), and writing anything down helps, I 
think, to impress same upon your memory. -J. Srrannco (Salford). - 

who need an eliminator with trickle charger 
for accumulators? Perhaps in the neac 
future you will publish details of the above. 
-STD. Hown (Abbey Wood). 
A Criticises - 

Sns,-You ask for criticism and I offer 
the following :- 

(1) It is very confusing when reading, 
say page 219, to be referred to a figure 
located amongst the tag ends of other 
articles on page 263, and again, when 
reading the tag end on page 263 to find 
reference to figssres back on page 219. 
Why not carry through with an article 
on the next page? - 

(2) Nearly as confusing is the arrange. 
ment of the figures illustrating articles.- 
Have a look at pages 238 and 239 and see 
how long it takes to locate a particular 
figure. Then where are the Figures 7 and 8 
referred to on page 234? Why not place 
the figures in their proper sequence and 
number them clearly. - 

i 
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CO»pO,IenS. SFORMERS We have accorded space in our columns W'ishing you and your staff the beet of 
SLEIcTUN PRODUCTS to these leyera, merely to show the absurdity luck and excellent SaIeS.-FBEDERICK 

- 2tD...9L. of the matter.-ED.j PARKER (Rainharn). 

'PAGE' Con you allow any opportunity for u 
..Booe: 

ON 
5mb-dose job to pone by noheedude 

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIEs" 
SUCCESSFUL 
ENGINEERING nuns thin book. It gire, detallo of oli 

CAREERS 
i L., 

recogoioed Rnomi001iooe (A.9t.Iauet. 
CE., A.M.I.Iefeoh.E., IRE., dr 
Stia ElM 
Employment Gept. Thu book a PREIS. 
trod o pootcoyd for your copy NOW. 

/. BRITISH INSTITUTE OP 
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGW. 
390, Shobceprorc Noose, 29/31, Oa.fomd 

St.ieet. Loloduo. Wi. 
Foeseoe 55kG'. 005e .t Radio-Groans 

- ,5P CABINET Roy 
SEVEN DAYS' FREE TRIAL 

- 

(OR lOf. MONTHLY) 

t 

Pu/lobed 0k f und Piano baffi I 

The Toue brioso ,t 
j 

000uetfo o Sse 
- tOrRI. Mohece te Rcdiu-Pe'eac, 

B.B.C., 3,000 clieeetcle. 
- 

I 
Other Modele 35/- tu £15. 

Ç 

- 

PICKETTSÎ 
(P.R.) A/bios Ed.. Benlryhcotb. 

Assemble Cheaply Your Own H.T. Unit. 
Worked from 2 or 4 w. occoncolasor. Ports most 
towns. hots circoit and isotreocti000 Sot etamed 

'est-clope oecd 2/6 P.O.' 
A. GEE, 7 Lime Stc,et, Leveesh,alme Mancbester 

.r0 
I L. 

. SET DESIGNERS 
. SPECIFY 

SLEKTUN rie for 
SUPER 

or to test the polarity of the maire.s by tile water 
method alrea4' referred'to. 

It is flot in the best intere.sts of (he electrical 
industry to surround experiments necessitating 
tile use of the nuains with an atmosphere of 
danger. Every practical operation demands 
a certain amount of care, and we repeat 
with emphasis that the time has nous passed 
when polarity and similar tests are sacrosaeoct 
to a few members of a particular industry. 
It has been seriously suggested that it is 
dangerous to use a gas.pipe earth, asid that 
electrolysis will take place in a lead water- 
pipe if a copper wire is attached, to it / 

The risk of using a gas-pipe as an earth 
is practically nil. Certainly the risli is beyond 
ronop-utation. There is a slight risk that you 
may short a mains should the two wires touch 
when deteronining mains polarity by the 
n6ethod we described. All that could possibly 
happen in (lint eventuality is that the fuse 
would be blown, and this cannot be attended 
by serious consequences. If surit objections 
are pursued to a logical condusion, we shall 
have tette plumbers and their mates expressing 
the same solicitude for the welfare of our 
readers by objecting that it is dangerous 
f or us to give in.otrswtions on soldering, 
test tice reader in iris technical juvenescence 
drinks the hyd,ochloric acid sometimes 
recommended as flux, or 8preads fluxite on 
his bread in mistake for butter; also that it 
is dangeroui for our 'reetdets to use a drill, 
lest they develop the proclivities of the ostrich 
and swallow the drill. 

From a Radiogram Fan 
SIB,-I wish to heartily congratulate 

you and your staff for such an excellent 
publication. Since reading Vol. 1, No. i 
to No. 4,1 am convinced that there is no 
other wireless paper that can compare with 
yours. Being one of the old school who 
began in 1922, the days of large drum coils 
and expensive valves- and headphones, 
when 2MT gave us a gramophone concert 
on Tuesdays, it is pleasing to note the im- 
provesnent in radio and wireless publica. 
tions all for the good of this most fascinating 
hobby. A word or two about the grouping 
and display of your various articles. They 
are excellent. You have made each one 
clear and deeply interesting without being 
too technical, and this is an excellent 
achievement in view of the fact that there 
must be still some hundreds of listeners, 
who are not at all familiar with the integral 
parts of a wireless set. May you keep up 
this standard of excellence. Io spite of all 
the present day circuits (and I have built 
scores of different ones for purely personal 
test), I am still a stautich believer in 
Magnetic Reaction with straight High 
Ratio transfbrmer coupling with matched 
valves. I am at -jircscnt confining my 
studies to home recording on my Radio 
Gram, and I find it a very fascinating 
pastime. If you could give an article now 
and then on this subject' I am sure it 
would be appreciated. 

3 
SINGLE OPEN SCRUTUSE- 6d. 

FUSE-HOLDER 9d. Ratings: 60m/a. lIOn/a. 
A PANEL FUSE- 250w/a. SOOooIiz. 

HOLDER . j/ 750 rn/a. 
SPARE FUSES. All ratings and sizes, 6g. each. 
Each rating a different colour (avoiding potsihstity 

Dealero atti fit other ratings in any of lActe holders 
-( at the time of purchase. 

rBELLINGLEE1 poR EVERY RADO CONÑECT%ON 
.... _ 

Advert, of Belting st Lee, Ltd., CambridgeArteriai Bosad. 
Es/letal, Middlesex. 

ENGINEERS. 
SIT DOWN AND 

, 
THiNK THIS OVER 

Snl,-It has been brought to my notice 
that in your issue of October 15th (last 
paragraph of page 210) you give support 
to one lEE. rule. At top of centre column, 
page 209, I am surprised to note that you, 
in effect, ridicule another equally important 
one (Rule No. 101 C.) My experience isi 

that observance of this rule is of great 
importance, and that no encouragement 
should be given to. anyone to .take un- 
necessary risks-P. 3. ROBINsON, City 
Electrical Engineer (Liverpool). 

'.Elaewhere on Ihio page wo publssh another 
letter from an electrical undertaking suggesting 
that tite method we gave on page 245 of our 
iosaoe dated October 22nd, 1932, io dangerous. 
PRACTICAL Wiirtxss cannot oubscribe 

to the policy which is advocated by tite elec- 
trical, gas and water undertakings of the 
country that it io dangerous to st-se a gao. 
pipe as ton earth, the vxstet-pipe as an earth, 

Short-Wave Section 
Sia,-Altogether the paper is good value 

for money and L in my opinion, feel sure 
that it will appeal to the wireless constructor 
for the articles re "How a Valve Works,"4 
and also the general theory of the working 
of a radio receiver are indeed just what the 
serious constructor needs. 

Also the articles on Decoupling, Variable. 
Condensers, Care and Upkeep, The .Arith. 
metie of Wireless, etc., are highly com- 
mendable and are well written and I may 
say that if the present standard is kept up, 
then you will be assured of success. 

One bther observation-I should like to - 

see a real hot-stuff short-wave section-for 
the short waves are indeed the coming 
thing-and not too much cabinet-making. 
-A. H. BloucE, (G-2AXA) (Stamford Hill). 

-- - - (Conti'ued from pagO 411.) 

(b,) 'N, This is all 'vory'wèll within reason, but we 
e ' are not -millionaires. My own experience 

/ iso' \ has been costly, and 1/he heap of "junk" / °' ' \ is notasmalIpile Paragraph three is 
\ very interesting to me. I wish to add a 

IO .---_ 

,_ \ "band-pass" -to my H. F., but amdeterred 
i 

0* 

\ by costs; I wish for a mains transformer, 
- - 

'j with a higher voltage than the one in use. 
Your contributor in this week's issue 
seems to have no idea that there is such a 

/ 
thing as decoupling. I already use 200 

.,, volts-my output valve takes this. As a 
newsagent I notice that people who want a 

/ wireless set just buy a paper now and again, 
- / constructors all the time; and every issue, 

- \ ,.,. - i 
' / but they do not want a noir set every week. / - I have kept a copy of your paper every week 

N. ' because it seems a Proposition for Cois- 

I 
SINOLISN.. 3 structors to help them to understand the 
SAFETY _.._- 5 

I L X theory of wireless, and to get the best out 
}USE-HER 1/6 BOLDER 

US of their Sets-HORACE WALKER (Breaston). 
')TWIN SAFETY BASE- 

BOARD FUSE- u ',SABDEISFUSII .- 1/- Testing the Poisrity of the Mains 

Sris,-I would like to protest against 
the method of finding the polarity of the, 
mains recommended in the current issue 
of PRAcTIc.6L WUcELE55, page 245, under 
the heading, "Simple Testa -Without In- 
struments." The method suggested would 
no doubt be useful in the hands of a practical 
electrician, but as a municipal electrical 
engineer, I have experienced considerable 
trouble due to experiments carried out 
by amateurs, and I consider that there 
are other and safer methods of finding 
polarity without the risk of short-circuiting 
the mains-W. E. - RICHARDSON, General 
Manager (Urbass District Council of Aber- 
dare). 

[Whilst agreeing that it is possible to 
short-circuit the mains by carelessly carrying 
out the test described, the use of any mains 
apparatus presupposes the exercise of a cer- 
tain amount of care. It is surely just as easy to 
short the mains when connecting up a home- 
made eliminator or mains operated receiver. 
-ED.] 
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- by dotted line) the further values, 9, 
10, 11, 11h, and 13 volte are at command. 

- ACCUMULATORS: 
I Charging, Maintenance, and Care 

25 TESTED WIRELESS 
CIRCUITS 

Each 96 pages, 1/- each or by post 1/2, 
from GEORGE NEWNES, Ltd., 8-Il, 

LSouthampton 
St., Strand. London, W.C.2J 

NJAN-.. 
SFEE .. 

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC Ltd., Tariff Road Tottenham, N.17 

b 

which you can otherwise oniy obtain by the use of 
An arrangment for 

. the mot expensive components. 
varying grid bias in 

half-volt steps. 
- 

You can cònnect up the Transfeeda to suit any type 
07 - of L.F. valve by using the appropriate terminals, as 

shown on the accompanying instruction leaflet. It is 
The combination comprises an ordinary 

9 y. grid-bias battery, and two 2 y. accu- 
. . . - - - 

simple, it s Inexpensive, it gives pure aistortioniess 
mulators; the latter may be of the smallest 
denormnationprocurable.Arrangethebat- 

amplification and its name is the BENJAMIN 
h. TRANSFEEDA-make a note of it. 

the plug-in holes are numbered i to 7 in the 
9 y. battery and A, B, C in the accumulator DCZC, is out of tick may 
battery; we couple C to 3 as a permanent we sect sou a copy c/Leaflet 125tA, ;s_ 

connection; then teltisg you all about the T,aosfe,da 

5b00nc05 in w ¿ici s ca 
Connecting between -: 

B & 2 gives 4 volt i & 3 gives 3 volte - 

l&2 14 A&C 4 
- A&B,,2 ,,l&4 44,, - 

A&2 ,, 24,,B&5 ,, 5 ,, 
A & 4 gives 54 volts. 

- _._s 

And so on up to 9 volta. By changing 
the fixed coupling from 03 to Cl (shown -. - 

The accompanying illustration shows a 
convenient combination by means of 
which the grid-bias potential may be varied 
m steps of half a volt; this has been found 
of great use when trying a new 
valve or exploring the possibilities ,9)1 + 
of a receiver or amplifier. 

- - 02 

04 

2V 05 

ikc' 

F 
For all Low Frequency Amplification Staget fit the 
Benjamin Transfeeda in place of a transformer and 

- secure that rich quality and ìolume from your speaker 

November 12th, 1932 - 

FROM THE FLASH. I 

LAMP 
By "PHOTON" 

Grid Bias 
FOR those who wish to get the best out 

of a set or amplifier, the ordinary 
grid-bias battery does not give a 

fine enough means of adjustment; this is 
especially the case when aplied to the 
detector, but it also applies snore generally; 
steps of l volts are altogether too coarse. 
With a mains set having automatic grid-bias, 
the regulation is by a resistance or poten- 
tiometer, and the difficulty does not arise. 
For purely experimental purposes, a battery 
set may have its grid-bias furnished by 
similar means, but this necessitates the 
grid comsection being unhitched whenever - 

the set is left, or the penalty is a run-down battery.- 
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TELSEN RADIO COMPCNENTSAREIOOZBRITISH 
ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE TELSEN ELECTRIC CO.. LTD., ASTON, BIRMINGHAM. 

- . . 
self-capacity, it is highly suit- 

THREE-POINT io:t 
- . 

SWITCH 
. TELSEN ' 

this respect by 

f - the leading set 

e t f 
et tb du ¡ 

BINOCULAR de ig er 

d. ' 

r-n ge-ri I ceil se fee ( 

. 

hrakigLT. H.F. CHOKE 
ti1tnutly. . - - In HF. mplifieatfen, tb - 

- . °1: :'' ' - 
' 

Wheroth. oeryhjghe 

TELSEN the inreitble choice. lt 
FOUR POINT 50000bh d t f 

SWITCH 
ootornol field (doe to ite 

Highly cuiteblo for ute io - binocular fornsuion). it 

11F T 
titte thd I h k 

tf 

pld 
k ( - 

ktb 
dfin 

: TELSEN VALVE HOLDERS -. - - - 

s' 

- An improved enge of - - 

valet holdcra io both solid S - -s - 
- - 

and ooti-microphooic 1 - - 

Empi YfP 
IP 

/ decigo soith neSt coldering 1 - - 

5 

tEtmdlydlwmIf 

1/3 RADIO COMPONENTS - 

TELSEN TWO- 
POINT SWITCH 

For 000a s battory switob,or c° - 

wax choogo ssoitch,soith 
tho doal-raogo SW. Coil 

g 

unit. Employs - "koifc" 
typo If-cloaning contact, 

action, 

TLS ' 

fCH0I I 
i,,t4-_c_0 o 

TELSEN STANDARD 
HF. CHOKE 

Covering the entire broad- 
cast band, and occupying 
only the minimum of base- 
board space, the Telsen 
Standard LLF. Choke has 
proved deservedly popular ever 
since its introduction. With 
an inductance of 150,000 micro- 
henrys, a resistance of 400 

ohms, and an extremely low 

, 

.H.F. CHOKES, PUSHPIJLL' 
SWITCHES &V IVEHOIDE $ 
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Fig.2.-T/ieorthcal I F Lî' 
I 

lead (marked "2" on Fig. l. and practical diagrams of a scratch-Jilter. J 

I 

f spoiling the normal reproduction. 
I - There are three different places in 

) which the scratch can be cut out. The 

OHMS 7 5E 
first is between the pick-up and set, 
the second in the set itself, and the 

I I third between the set and speaker. 

ohms variable resistance and a .01 mId. 

In most cases the first-mentioned is 

ifiter can be made from a 100,000 
the simplest, and a suitable scratch 

fixed condenser. The two components 
are connected in series across the pick - 

ponent required is a i mfd. condenser, 
I 

up leads, as shown in the accompanying 
whilst all necessary connections are shown I sketches. By adjusting the resistance a 
in Fig. 1. Even if the extra speaker is of 

I 
position will be found at which the "hiss" 

the moving-coil type, it will be better to disappears. 
connect it as explained above 

- /00 000 OHMs rather than to wire it in series -r 
.® . - - or parallel with the original // / - one, since it will then be less 

liable to spoil the matching of Pic» Ii° 
the power valve. Th' 
Save a Wire 

another great advantage of 

- 

TH INKING of loud-speaker 
extensions reminds me of 

choke capacity output feed. 
When the speaker is situated 
some distance from the set, the 
capacity between the leads is - 

often sufficiently high to affect Pjcn-(Jp - .-Tj the quality of high-note repro. 

NEW W.B. P.M.4 PERMANENT MAG- With 
NET MOVING-COIL UNIT. 5 / 

orÁ 

BOLA sPEAKERs SUPPLIED ON SIMILAR TERMS. 

Allobovecarrisgepoid. 
Ta scaid delay. soul cat,smecs kindly tecd host - 

poysocntscitharder. - 

Gasdo ordered COD. ore ditpaOched by te. 
- turnolposO. Pootcharge psidbya,. 

cThe 

tO ç? 

DESIGNS FOR APPARATUS FOR ANY RADIO 
PURPOSE INCLUDING TRANSMISSION. OVERSEAS 
ENQUIRIES INVITED: ANY APPARATUS SIJPPLIED. 

CONSTRUCTIONAL WORK UNDERTAKEN. 
Wo NNtRta.ko 1W ,oIc y00 FeObSos. :odsd:tu ObESINIOt 

Aoo10U ttsBtStIttIttg Lkenc,. Wbtaeco croe 

- I 

minais of - 

the built-rn 
one, because 

/ J 
I 

2 
the trans - ERRTH VPL. V 

J 

O,V,L. 
NT-, former ratio .4._-- S _____.....,... 

wu11be Fig. -Using Iwo loud-speakers. 

the other hand, it would be unwise to than others, and, peculiarly - enough 
put the new speaker in series with the is often more noticeable with a good 
primary winding of the step-down trans- amplifier than with a poor one. The 
former, because the anode current would scratch appears in the speaker as a "hiss" 
probably be too great. The best way of it does not form what is known as a pure 
all is to connect the speaker on the choke- note, being, in fact. a "mixture" of various 
capacity principle, usihg the primary -frequencies. But, fortunately for us, the 
winding of the output transformer as a hiss consists principally of frequencies 
coupling choke. The only extra corn- higher than those of most musical instru- 

mento, and we can,, therefore, make 
- r I ) provision for elimirating it without 

NEW ORMOND PERM. MACNET With 
MOVINC-COILL.S. UNIT (jest yst,o,,d) Ç/.4 

Casi, Psis,. 61/18/6. 
And 7 monthly psym,ott of 5/4. 

"/' 
ord,, 

ATLAS ELIMINATOR, A.C244. 3 HT. Weh 
Topping,. 20 M/A oetpst. 

Cash Price. 62/19/6. - 
And il monthly ptyssott of 5/6. ssd,y 

12 EXIDE W.H. RICH TENSION 
ACCUMULATORS ((20 solts, 5,000 With 

s M/A)..Thrshpsstssdb55tHighT5o. 7 siso Sappiy sohsye Masot as,sst astil- 
obis. C0sh Prise. 63/15/O. 

- 

ors!,, 
Ans! il monthly psymsot, of 7/-. 

NEW EPOCH 20o PERMANENT With - 
MAGNET MOVING-COIL UNIT. 

Cssh Pscye. 61/15/O. 
Aod 6 monthly psysosntt of 5/6. ord,r 

well if the speaker is required for use in a I feed piping is liable to act as an insulator 
single room, but rather complicates matters (This is not so-Ed.). If the speaker 
when one wishes to listen in a different room is used out-of-doors, -sufficiently good 

¿ to that in which the set is installed. As. earth connection can be obtained from a 
suming that one is prepared to buy a second short iron spike driven into the ground. 
speaker, the diffi 
culty can be sur- 
mounted, but even so 
there are two or three 
precautions which 

s' 

must be observed. 
If the is fitted 

A Scratch-filter 
1F you can use a gramophone set 

with a moving - coil I pick-up--and there are very 
few speaker with step. wireless amateurs who don't 

down fransformer, -you have no doubt experienced 
and it is proposed to a certain amount of trouble due 

to This is use a cheaper bal- needle scratch. more 
anced firmature in annoying with some re 

addition, it will not 
be sufficient to con- 
nect the 
extraspeaker 
to the ter- 

_sø 
PROMPT DELIVERY GUARANTEED. 

PRICE LIST FREE ON REQUEST. 

- MANUFACTURERS' KITS 

I NEW LISSEN SKYSCRAPER" 
t KIT, i Iodiog Volvo,. Thi, i .t, oot. Wok 

,toodiog kit ood '0O 00v ,troo gi vo- 8/3 
I oov,,govd it. C00h Priov. 14/9/6. 

d Atod 11 ,vottthly poyvu,t of 8/3. 

- READY RADIO "METEOR'S S.G.3 
KIT. iododioggobitut. volvo,. od o,00iog With 
ooilotoit. CvahPoioo,tf/17/6. 
hod 11 000thly poy,000t, of 16/8. Thi, 

boo, to UItoo.,hoot Wogo,. oidor l. 
ACCESSORIES 

i INC-COIL UNIT: Thy Gout of thy 
PorogooyntM,gootUoit,. 5/. 

Co,h Prico. 12/19/6. 
Aod Il ,000thly poy,cot, of 5/6. ° 
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Radio Ramblings. I is eonneete to. earth when a choke- 
- 

j 

(Co,uined (r pag 404) I 
capacity filter is employed. Thus, instead 

I of running wire Number 2 right back to 
An Extra Loud-speaker 

I 
the receiver, it can be connected to any 

Tis to make the whole instrument self- I pipe or-dare I say it ?-a gas-bracket. 
HE modern tendency in receiver design 

I 
convenient earthing point, such as a water- 

contained by housing the loud-speaker in 
I 

The latter is not always so efficient, because 
the same cabinet as the set. This is all very I the white lead used to seal joints in the 
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BUSBY & Ce., Ltd., Price St., BIRMINGHAM. of 50,000 ohms; the resistance employed 
___________________________________ for a resistance-capacity circuit should he 
LOUD SPEAKERS REPAIRED, 4!. from 100,000 to 250,000 ohms. The 
vroníormero ? lPrstrd1fre. ElImIW higher the resistance, within these limits, 
atoP Rrsùn qooted tor. 24 H000 SCrOÎE. Dioco6!t the larger the percentage of the valve's 
E. C. AON, 44. EAST ROAD. LONDON. Nl:' amplification factor which can be utilized. 

It is particularly when two low-frequency 
stages-are employed that it is necessary to 
limit the gain in individual Stages to avoid 
overloading the next valve. The type of - - 

output valve employed is another important 
factor. If -the output - valve is a small 

PROTECT YOUR VALVES 
FROM ACCIDÉÑiAL SHORT-CIRCUITING 

BY FITTING 

( 
All "BUSCO" 

-, - -. Switches have 
Sell-cleanIng Contacts 

end "Set Crackling" is 

Each o_ Safeguarded through the 

Peel Fou Vice-like Grip at 
C5,,pl,te Cantad Points. 
,úiih Fue, 

Bulb. 

Resistance Values in Anode Circuit 
There is, however, another factor to be 

taken into consideration-namely, the 
working voltage applied to the anode of 
the valve. If the value of.the load resist,- 
ance is made too great, the drop in voltage 
due to the passage of the standing anode 
current will be very great, with the result 
that the working anode...voltage will be 
small, and the valve will not be working 
under the most favourable conditions. 

For low-frequency amplification, the 
impedance of the external anode . load 
should be from twice to about five times 
the valve resistance, which will give ass 
overall gain of from two-thirds to five. 
sixths of the valve's amplification factor. 
Thus, if a valve has an anode resistance 

stances be employed. The final 'factor, 
however, lies not in the first valve, but 
in the valve which follows it. In order to 
achieve undistorted amplification, the 
signal voltage applied to the grid of any 
valve must not exceed a certain value, 
sometimes called the "acceptance" of 
the valve. The peak. value ofthis maxi- 
mum grid input voltage is approximately 
half the recommended grid bias of. tite 
valve. it is clear, therefore, that if the 
overall gain in any stage--that is to say, the 
amplification due to the valve, and that 
due to the transformer-produces a signl 
greater than the acceptance of the follow. 
ing valve, there is the risk that serious 
distortion will be introduced owing to 
overloading of the next valve. 

5WOEDARY TA1'FINOS « 

0-175,. 150 2Ss. ««5 700«. 
250 
LT. 2+2«. 7 oejsS «od 
2+2,. 15050 

EF.CTIFIEI) Oirru'U«rs 
200,. so- 270«. t60 ««O. - 

Price - - - 30/. - 

MosfAsce ir T0/-MAIS. 

\?r.Heaybcrd. 
i 

\ 
handbook ón 
Mains Workin9 

ç- \ 
I endose 3d. stamps foi 

tl I NzwHandbook of Mars 

Hints arid diagrams 

Mr.......... ........ 

Address ________ 

PR.A 

:Ï;iiï) 
IO FINSBLJRY STREET, LONDON. 5C.2 

One minute from Moorale Stn 

amplification factors, if certain other 
constants of the valves are also taken into 
consideration. 

Degree ot Amplification 
« 

Being, for the moment, arithmetically 
minded, however, we may ask ourselves 
what is the actual degree of amplification 
to be obtained. from a valve stage. To 
answer this question it is necessary to 
realize that in an amplifying valve the 
overall amplification is to be measúred by 
comparing the signal voltage applied to 
the grid of the valve with the voltage 
devaloped across some piece of apparatus, 
termed the "load," included in the anode 
circuit of the valve. From what was said 
in the previous article of this series, you 
will have gathered that, for a given valuo 
of anode current, the voltage drop across 
the load will be proportional to the im- 
pedance of the load. It would therefore 
appear that the higher the load im- 
pedance the greater the voltage drop across 
it, and hence the greater the degree of 
amplification. - 

To an extent this is correct for the 
actual formula for the total stage gain in a 
resistance-capacity coupled stage: 

Gain 

has more turns than the primary windin. 
the voltage developed across the secondary 
winding will be greater than that applied 
across the primary in the ratio of the 
numbers of turns.. Thus you may have a 
transformer with a 3 to 1, or a 3 to J, or-a 
4 to 1 or a 6 to i ratio, and so on. On 
what does the choice of ratios depend? - 
Like so many other ratio problems, this 
is one in which the solution depends 
upon a great many factors, the discussion - 

of which would require at least one article 
in itself. In redemption of the promise 
already made to avoid complicated mathe- 
matics and advanced technical matters, - 

the more simple and practical points only 
are dealt with here. In the first place, 
then, it may he said that, in conjunctiofi- 
with a valve of the usual general purpose 
class, having an amplification factor of 
the order of. 20 to 30 and operated under 
good conditions, a transformer having a 
step-up ratio of 3 to 1 or 3 tel gives - 

about as much amplification as can be 
carried with stability in the average 
receiver. 

Peak Value et Grid Input Voltage 
With a less sensitive valve, and par- 

ticularly when there is only a single low- 
frequency stage, a higher ratio, up to 
6 to i or 7 to i, may under some circum- 

about, 

MAKING 
your own 

a MAINS9 
UNITL 

lt's a simple job--making 
your own Mains Unit, 

if you choose the right components. 
As Mains specialists, Hcaybcrd have special 
circuits and Kits of Components for con- 
structing Mains Units to suit all typsof 
Receivers. Mains Transformers, Chokes, 

Condensers are all matched to give the 
highest working efficiency. . The Mains 
Transformer illustrated above is Model 
\V3I. Constructed from finest materials 
and severely tested- Primary is screened 
from secondaries. Special cast end-platcs, 

WrnELESs-2 
By H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE, Wh.Sch., B:Sc. (Hons.), A.C.Q;T/ 

- 

. D.I.C., A.M.I.E.E. 

eiamplo of the noces- If, however, a resistance greater than the AFAMILIAR 
- sity of observing due proportion.' maximum recommended be used, it is 

ality between the different corn- probable that the dtrninution an working 
ponents in a radio circuit is presented in anode voltage would seriously reduce the - 

the resistance-capacity method of low- efficiency of-the stage. . 

frequency coupling. - Most listeners under- . 

- 

stand that the amplification factor of a 
- 

Transformer Ratios - 
- 

valve is not a measure of the actuiel degree "What is the best ratio for a step-up 
of amplification obtainable under working audiofrequency transformer?" is another 
conditions, but is the value of the theoretical question which the arithmetic of radio 
maximum amplification which could, be can answer quite simply. It ss'ill be under- 
obtained under ideal conditions which, stood that the primary winding of the 
however, are impossible of achievement an transformer forms this load " in the anode 
practice. On the other hand, it as per- circuit of the valve; and that the secondary 
feetly correct to compare the amplifying winding forms the grid 'circuit of, the 
powers of two valves on the basis of their following valve. As the secondary winding 
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usually considerably higher than those for 
triodes of equivalent output. For most 
types, loads of approximately 8,000 ohms 
are recommended, but some of the new low- 
consumption pentodes work economically 
with still bigger load impedances, of the 
order of 15,000 ohms. 

Some of the larger "high-voltage" out. 
put valves, also, give their best performance 
with loads very much greater than twice 
the valve resistance. In every instance the 
recommendations given by the valve. 
maker should be followed. As already 
mentioned, the value of the load is not very, 
critical, and a departure of 10 per cent, or 
even 20 per cent, is not likely seriously to 
affect either output or quality. 
Matching the Speaker with Output Valve 

It will be clr' from the foregòing, that 
- for any given output valve there arc certain 

limits within which the load of the speaker 

THIS SPLENDID RADO. 
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across the load by the alternating component 
of the anode current. The load in this case 
is, of course, the speaker winding, or the 
primary winding of the output transformer, 
if one is used, or by the combined circuit 
provided by the output choke and the 
speaker winding in the case of a choke 
output circuit. 

As the result of numerous careful calcu. 
lations, confirmed by actual measurements, 
it has been established that, for most three. 
electrode output valves of the types chiefly 
used by amateur listeners, the optimum 
(or best) value of the load impedance is of 
the order of twice the valve resistance. 
The value is not very critical, and the usual 
range of speaker impedances- covers most 
practical requirements. An exception must 
be made in the case of pentodo output 
valves, the optimum loads for which are 
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as opposed to mero volume, which the 
listener desires. On a pour aerial, for 
instance, a greater degree of overall ampli- 
fication will be necessary, while, for the sake 
f economy, it is sometimes decided to 

sacrifice in tonal purity in order to obtain 
the required volume from the minimum 
number of valves. 

Ratio Between Load and Valve Impedance 
While on the subject of the anode load of 

valves, arithmetic has something to teach 
concerning the ratio between the load in 
the anode circuit of an output valve and the 
valve impedance. In the case of an output 
valve, it is not merely a voltage drop in the 
anode circuit which is required, but an 
appreciablo amount of power which can 
be used 'to operate the loud-speaker. This 
amount of power can be measured by 
multiplying the alternating voltage drop 

SPAGHETTI RESISTANCES 
1 5,000 OHMS PRICE 1/- 

i CATALOGUE ' 1 20 000 1/3 RADIO i - 

ENCLOSE 1 100,000 - 2/6 
CATGUE 

BULGIN MIDGET HF. CHOKE 2/- 

A. F. BULCIN & Co., Ltd., - 

O ABBEY ROADT I 

ELEC'FItlC/LLV SPOT-WELDED' .1 

N2ovember 12th, 1932 

power valve, or a small pentode, both of 
which are intended to give the greatest 
output reasonably possible from compara- 
tively small grid inputs, the previous stage 
or stages of amplification must be kept 
within bounds. Generally speaking, a 
modern detector stage followed by a 34 to i 
transformer is quite adequate to load fully 
the average small power or pentodo valve. 
If the detector is preceded by one or more 
high-frequency stages, it will probably also 
be able to load a super-power valve, if 
coupled by a 34 to i transformer If no 
high-frequency stage is empIoyed the detec- 
tor can be coupled to a super-power valve 
through a high-ratio transformer, or a 
further low-frequency stage may be inter- 
posed between the detectr and the super- 
power valve, the coupling in each case 
being a low-ratio transformer. 

Of course, much depends upon the work- 
ing conditions, and the degree of" quality," 
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BULGIN "SPAGHETTI'S" 
THE FIRST AND ORIGINAL MAKE \ 

SPECIFIED - EXCLUSIVELY FOR 

I 
Ç "THE ARGU3 .THREE". 

I f 
By virtue of their excellence and reliability the famous 

k J Bulgin Wire Wound Resistance Links always come .4 - 
V 00 - first to the minds of all discriminating constructors. 

O 
Their unique method of construction definitely places 
them ahead of all competitors. The little extra cost 

¡ is offset by their sterling electrical and mechanical 
properties. t ASK FOR GENUINE LO 
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LT 

- NEW 
NON.INDUCTIVE.. 
RESISTANCE 

ADVANTAGES:- 
i NON-INDUCTIVE. This is because 

the resistance element is not wire. 

2 Furthermore, the wire contactsshown 
make contact with the resistance 
element so that the moving contact 
does not wear out the element. This 

it in the cabinet, also the set always seemed 
to work better when not too close to the 
speaker. 

Wiring Connections 
The aerial and earth wires were simply 

led through holes in the back of the cabinet, 
ami connected to the usual terminals at 
the back of the set; the wires to the speaker 
being similarly dealt with. The only 
other wires to the set were the mains, and 
these were connected as shown in Fig. 3. 
The double-pole switch is turned "off" 
before anything is done in the way of 

"on," the HT. switch "on" and the 
charger "off"; and on closing down for 
the night the charger is switched "on" 
and the HT. "off." The switches and 
fuses are outside the cabinet, near the back 
comer at one end. 

The clockwork motor for the gramophone 
is retained for the present, but it is intended 
to fit an electric turntable motor as a future 
improvement. This, in addition to a 
combined H.T. and L.T. eliminator, will 
make the instrument in all respects the 
equivalent of an expensive radio gramo- 
phone. 

- 
18 
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ARITHMETIC OF WIRELESS (Csn:iauedfrsrn pa;e417.) 

must fall if the full output of the valve and and extracting the square root of - the 
good-quality reproduction are tÓ be answer. The proof of this formula does not - 

obtained. But suppose that we have a come within the scope of this article, and 
pentode, requiring an anode load of 8,000 it must, therefore, be taken on trust. 
ohms, and a speaker the inipedance of which It should be noted that it is the impe&zn4w 
is only 2,000 ohms. Or, kgam, suppose we f the speaker, knd not -iti rexistance, wlieh 
have a valve the optimum load of which is should -be used- in this calculation. The 
2,000 ohms and a moving.eod speaker of 

i 

- majority of modern speaker manufacturers 
low resistance-say, 6 ohms only. What quote in their - lists the actual impedance 
can the arithmetic of radio do to help us tO of their instruments-usually at a frequency 
solve this problem 'i 

i Obviouily, it will not do to connect the 
of 1 000 cyclés per second. If, however, 
this 'figure is nOt stated, a fairly accurato 

speaker direct in the anode circuit of the approximation can be obtained: by using 
valve, as its impedance is far too low. the resistance figure in the case of a moving 
What we must do is to employ an output iron instrument, or one-and-a-half times the 
transformer, so designed that - the impe. 

I resistance in th8 case of a mOving-coil 
dance of the primary (which is connected in Lspeaker. ithe añode circuit of the valve) thatches th 

Here; again, the actual value of 

valve resistance; while the secòndsOy the ratio is - not very critieal, and it is - -: 

usually quite satisfactory o táke the nearest wound to match the speakr iniedance. 
Thè corre'ct ratio for such a peakér is :standar(l ¿omínercia] 'ratiO, even if this - 

foúñd by thviding the optimum value- of pwans a dejarture ¿if a much as 2Q or 25 - 

the load, as recommended by the valve per echt. fromthejdeal ratio as detrmined - - - 

maker, -bythe impedance of the speaker, frOm the ealculatiqn ........ - . 

RAI)IOGRAM RECEIVERS (Çoitusersm page 386.) - - -. -- - - 

All the accessories were located by strips of alterations or adjustments to the set; the 
woOd screwed to the floor of - the - cabinet. - fuses can be lighter than those on the house 
The loud-speaker was retained as a separate circuit. When either gramophone or radio 
unit. For one reason, there was no room for is in operation tise D.P. switch is. of course. 

- WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD., 
-- 

IMPERIAl. WORKS, HIGH ST., EDGWARE. When the - _________ - -- - - 

TeI,phene Edg,ear 0323. 
t w o - w a y A two_pole change-cver switch ferculting out one valve without loss of WZ 

- change- over efficiency. 

guarantees res,, and true contact - 

always. 
3 The extremely fie,,, and vn contact 

with the element. This is obtained 
by a new patented clamping cone 
which directly it is screwed down 
torces the sprung external ring against 
the wire band. The pressure is so 
great that perlect all-round contact 
is made with the element which will 
not vary under any circumstances. 

4 Sell-cleaning wiping contacts. This 
ensures perlectly clean contact always. 

5 Silent in operation. 

o PRiCE - - - - 

We recomnwnd thio Resistente (Type 3) 
only for ualues abose 50,000 obme, where 
wire-wound potentiometers are not re- 
qssirrd. Patents for thic nos,, Resiotonce 
base been applied for. Type 1. Wire 
Wound, any ucine up to 50,000 ohms. 
Write for Free Co,npanent Catalogue 
and also for au, Free Calcelation Reala. 

tance Chart -. 
If you baue any difficulty in obtaining 
Watmel Conopanento, WRITE DIRECT 

TOUS 
TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED 

's- 

COMPONENTS 
GET THE BEST OUT OF ANY SET 

is often an, advantage, especially in switch is to the left, all the valves are in IT 
short-wave work, to search for stations I operation, when to the right, the filament cir- 
with headphones. Also, there are cuit to the last valve is broken, and the out- 

occasions whets one member of the family I put comes from the IP. terminal through the 
may wish to listen to item without dis- 2 mfd. condenser, the primary acting as ,an 
turbing the rest. If the headphones are I' L.F. choke.-F. 13. Corx (Kirton.) 
merely connected in place of the loud- -_- H 
speaker, drastic use of the volume control will 
usually be necessary 

i 

- mw 
and in searching, 
background noises will 
be excessive. A better iL FC. 

I 
Por,4'Ry 2 

way is to connect the I 
CNRIVGE -OVER 

'phones to - Swi rc,,' 
the preced. 
ing valve 
in 

cases.,-f-u.. 

-i. t 

where a(_I_ I ohokep___1 
output 
filter system 

a- 
iJjOl 

I - 

is used, this '4-4' Il 
._....j 2MFD 

operation 
may be _________ 

""t . performed ,,J .__________ 
without al- 

tering any s. 
connections, ... : 

by the 
, 
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Try cutting it down to at least half its present length, 
or 

means use the existing pole with, as you 
auggest, a longer wire between the pole and the in- 
oulator at the open end of the aerial. 

MORE VOLUME WANTED 
"I have a 3-valve set with built-In loud-speaker. 

As one of the members of the family io rather deaf, 
I should be glad to know if it Is possible to fit any 
gadget to make it s little louder, or any other way 
you can suggent."-(W. J. A., near Brecen.) 

To get more volume from your set you might try 
fitting a bigger output valve--a pentode for preference. 
Presumably your present output valve-holder io of 
the four-pin type, in which case you should ose a 
four-pin pentode, with a lead from the terminal on 
the valve to the ItT. positive. It will be In order to 
plug in this lead to the same point on the battery 
so that to which the anode lead io connected ; In other 
wordo, the anode and tei-faiñal leads may be joined 

- together. 

OUTPUT TRANSFORMER 
I am using a - 3-valver, and a cone speaker, 

and u-au Interested In tise article 'The Volee of the 
Set' in the current issue of PnAOTIcAL WmntEso. 
Would you please say what type of output transformer 
would be suitable, t have an LP. transformer ratio 
3-1, would this answer tise purpose? 

"Should I decide to huy an MC. speaker I under- 
stand these.are fitted with Output transformero. Io 
this correct, please'? "-(M. F., Southsea,) 

Your LP. transformer wossid hardly be suItable for 
uso os an output transformer; the latter type of com- 
ponent usually bao a much different ratio. 

The answer to your second query is that some 
moving-coil speakers are sold with transformers already 
fitted and some are not. 
MAINS-DRIVEN SPEAKER "I am using an all-mains oct which is supplied with 
an external speaker, This appears to be rather a poor 
ertlele, and I therefore wish to purchase anew one, but 
I want a powerf moving-roil speaker. I don't want 
a permanent magnet, but I beliuve the other types of 

FUSE FOR ELIMINATOR 
"tam Jost building anA.C, mains battery eliminater, 

and have a point? should like you to elucidate, The 
mains transformer has root me over L?, and t want to 
safeguard this against burn-out, in the event oía short- 
circuit, either In the ellminator or set. What type of 
fuse should be fitted, and where should I S it? 
(W. F., Wntfsrd.) 

A simple llash-Ismp bulb type of fuse will be good 
enough-say, 300 rn/A. This should be Interposed 
between the IST, negative terminal of the mains trans- 
former and the HT, negative terminal of the elinainator. 

i FREE ADVICE BUREAU t 

'COUPON t 

This coupon is available until Noe. 19th, 103?, 
and must be attached to all letters containing L 
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WIRELESS, No. 1) should be employed. 
TWO TRANSFORMERS "I enelosearircuit diagram of the output otage of 
my oet.-det. L.F. and push-pull AC. mai00 receiver. 
I am employing two output transformers, os the one 
already built in the speaker (25: 1) will only carry a 
plate current of 511 os/A. I would welcome very nsuch 

'your opinion of thio method of output, as I wish tu 
obtain the best quality of reproduction possible with 
my output valves and speaker."-(W. IL, Wigan.) 

The best method for you tu employ in your output 
etage io tu acquire a transformer of 25:1, capable of 
currying 80 m/A, whirls bas a centretnpped priasary, 

'and une this in place of yasir present push-pull output 
transformer. Tus will then br able to discard the 
25/i transformer already on thedpe'aker and connect 
the speaker direct tu the secondary uf the new 26:1 
tzsnoformer. This suHl eliminate any undue resonances 
mooed by having two transformers in cascade. 
AERIAL TROUBLE 

I have a new 3-Volve set, which gives excellent 
resulta In the daytime, but at night I can't get sume 
EnglIsh stationo without foreign stations butting in. I 
have been told that thin in the fault of my aerial, 
which is Soft. 'lung, Including lead-in. Will that offert 
my results? If I have tu shorten it, will it do off the 
osme polo (which io fixed) by having a lunger wire to 
the insulatur? "-(J. F., (Jamb.) 

The lougth of your aerial sn-sold certainly account 
for much of the foreign Interference. Eighty feet 
is couch tuo great a length fue modern conditions. 

FREQUENCY BANDS - 

Cost this essO earl, week and paste it In a 
- . notebook. 

Lowest Highest) Total 
Instrument. Fre' Fer- Band 

quency. quency. covered. 

Pianoforte 26. 4596 
-' Human Voice.. 64 1024 960 

'Cello .... 72 853 781 
Viola 128 1706 1578 
Cornet ,. 170 1152 

I 
982 

Clarionet .. 170 2730 I 2560 
Violin .. . 192 2730 2538 
Flute 256 2048 1792 

The above table shows the musical fcc- 
quencles covered by the must popular musical 
inotrssmeneu, giving the lowest and the highest 

j note, sod the tutal band of frequencies covered, 

volume before the last stage and still hayO the some 
volume output, but undistorted owing to the smaller 
input. The essential difference between the two 
arrangements lu tisis With push-pull a larger input 
in pernsissible owing to the fact that you double (he 

grid asving," but you do rot enlarge the amplification 
farter. With parallellng the geld owing remaino the 
same as for one valve, but the amplification factor is 
theoretically doubled. 

Both types of receiver have their advantages and 
disadvantages. The Sup-Bet. will have the advantage 
of being able tu have one-knob control, with good 
range, whilst the two S.D. receiver will require more 
careful arranging. The range of a two S.D. det. anl 
I LP. receiver ssill boas great as a 5-valve Sup-Bet., 
but will require more careful arrangement and han4. 
hog. As the receiver is for your owu "experinsental,' 
une, we would advine you to bsülsi the S.D. receiver. 

REACTION DIFFICULTY 
2 have lust made a dual range coil, with a react/usa 

winding fitted in between the lone and nhsrt seave 
snindings. The winding in question is common to 
both long sud ahocO waves, but does not work efficiently. 
Fur instance, on short waves (by which I refer to the 
250 sud 500 metre-bond), rmc(ion is nice and smoo(h 
from zero tu 189 on the dial. On long waves, however, 
reaction u only obtainable from O tu 20 un the fini, 
and then even with the reaction condenser (.0003) all 
in no oscillation io obtainable. 5Jan you tell me how 
t ran alter thiu, un E realise that a larger cossdcuoer 
would result in uncontrollable reaction on the short 
band. Can you suggest a remedy for me, please? 
(A. It. V. de P., Boston.) 

The remedy shsuld not be difficult, And s,'ould cou. 
slat simply of vurying the position of the reaction 
winding. It would be best tu slide it along the former 
and by trial and error find tho position that givea au 
eveis control on both bauds. By carrying nut this ideis 
you will sant have to strip off or add any turns d'a the 

LI. FROM l-l.T. 
Could you pieuse send me a practleai drawing of 

an orrangement foe taking low teosisn for 2-volt 
valves from 140-volt wet IST. battery, as I am using 
a six-valse sup-bet., with two valves es push-pull? 
(G. W., Ilkeston.) 

We would advise you must strdngly to refrain from 
taking filansent current for two two-volt valves from 
HT. accumulator, as the cells are of small capacity 
and would have a vea-y short life. It will be far mure 
riatisfactory, asd considerably cheaper in the long run, 

'to buy a small separate two-volt accumulator for the 
purpose. 
ELIMINATOR TAPPING 

I am using an - elImInator with my set. It 
has a tapping marked 'S.C.' Must thIs be used only 
when an S.C. vulve Is employed In a set, or can I use 
it for any,valu-c? Alas I have within the last week 
added another valve to the set; pvviounly it was a 
two-valve using a pentode. t find do trying same 
that there isa considerable amount of distortion. I 
should be pleased if you could give me mme Idea tu 
get over the tcsuble?'.-(A. W. E., Taunton.) 

The topping ifiarked "S.C." on an HT. ellminator 
Is-designed toglve 75-80 volta, therefore this could br 
sied with satisfactory resulto for supplying the detector 
volve. The distortion you experienced on fitting a 
further valve te your receiver is due to the fact that 
you are now overloading the pentodo valve. Some 
form of volume control (see page 7 of PisACTICAt 

Ltd.,8-11,Soatha,ssptas St.,Sirasd.Londan. 
W.C.2. 

SHORT-WAVE COIL 'I have just made a short-wave set (cIrcuit enclosed) 
bot am usable to Obtain anj reaction shove 50 degrees 
on the tuning condenser. The coil is a commercial 
article, and cannot be wrong, so I should be glad of 
your aslvice."-(J. L., Bury St. Edmundo.) 

Thts trouble Is most likely due to the fart that you 
are using a .0005 tOning condenser, which sa the 
short waves covers a large range of wavelengths, thus. 
rendering the reaction winding inefficient on the higher 
end of thts range. Most short-wave coils are designed 
to be tuned with a condenser not larger than .00025, 
mfd,'-and you will see that, if your receiver works 
efficiehtly over half the scale of a .0005 mfd. condenser, 
you are obtaining the full range of the coil. 

PUSH-PULL OR-PARALLEL? 
I am going to add an amplifier to my all-mains 

set, und want really good volume. My present 
output valve is fully loaded now, and I am therefore 
doubtful whether to employ two valves in parallel in 
the new ampllfier, or the puah-pssli principle. Can 
you exploin the differences to me? "-(A. J. B., 
Mounulow.) - 

The push-pull method Is certainly the method to 
employ to overcome overloading, but the parsilel 
method will give you a larger undistorted output for a 
given signal. Thus, you will be able to eut down 

DATA SHEET No. 8 

give me any hinta? "-(J. F. y., Leeds.) 
The simplest solution is tè purchase a mains-striven 

speaker of the self-contained ype. - l,ffor, A.C. mains, 
the rectifier and sssociatedequlpment ohodld be in- 
cluded in the loud-speaker. If D.C. - operated, the 
necessary Omoothing apparatus will be,rnclssed. The 
speaker wjll thus 'oiily,neod connecting to a mains 
soeleot, and the sutpnt from your set joined to the input 
terminals nf the speaker. -. 
L.F. AMPLIFIER .... - - -. -'-. - - ... 

I have just finished making, a powerful LP. 
amplifier, lncorporafiag. two low-gain- -It.,C.- stages 
couple&to a push-pull singe: Efficient decoupling is 
fitted, but on switchln ou there in a' very high-pitched 

-'whistle. Can you let me know what this -is, and per- 
haps suggest u remedy ? "-(A. S. P., Belfast.) 

The whistle is probably, due to 15F. oscillation of 
the push-pull otage. To prevent this, grid and anode 
H.F. stoppers should be inserted. In each grid load 
Insert a non-inductive resistance of .1 megohms, and 
in each anode lead s similar resistance of 100 ohmd. 
Endeavour also to arrange the valves so that afl 
wiring and lends arr hsbmcod-in other wards, try and 
arrangè the otage soit is shown inDie theoretical circuit 
diagram. 
SUPER.-HET. OR 2 S,G's? - 

- "Lam anxious to make upu new sot-in morcar less 
experimental farm. Expense is no object, but the 
receiver must have range and volume. -2-do not-par- 
ticularly require one-knob control, and the receiver is 
foc my own use-sut s household set. What do you 
recommend, a I-valve Sup.-Het., or 2 fiG's, dot, and 
2 L.F.'s."-(A. P.. Sheffield.? 
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fumed oak or walnut cabinet of modern design. Two known otahona it happens frequently that listeners 
other attractIve cabinet models are the Senior " War- plot up wirelms tranomisuions of which they fail ta s 
wick" and tho Minor "Arsndel." The latter instrument, recognize the origin. It la to solve these little pro- Qblnin,uSIe il usi1 Neweogznls und Baoksio!Is 
complete with permanent magnet moving coil. unit blemn that the .Idroadcaot Qses-y Service hai been er posi fue 3/9 Jeans George Neuss,, Lid., 
and fumed oak cabinet, Is Hated at the very moderate organised. - 8-11, Santhansplen Si., Strand, Landau, W.C.2. 
lance of £2 17e. Sd. Separate units for either AC. or In orden that a careful search may be made it is 

-. CONVERT YOUR D.C. OR BATTERY SET or build ysse.sO an 
. U N I V E R S A L (OSTA[GAN b 

Il if Dosiha 
' tile interesting AND KITS 

ecqolcad. Los-nr canoni raaeaoption than sac aihrz esula, - With British eanp:srnts. All la,ts-nrtian, 

HI G H VOLTA G E Rosa 11rnvaasnae4 bus te-atas article w 

IVIP I 11 S \f ai L. \f E S 125 os-n,. la/s N040 40 ans. IValt Daobhr, Oil VUui 2-Vale-n As,pllls, sills Rne-tlhae, £4.40. 
45 eus. Fall Was'nl, 42/-, 

- ¶, age 4j. 3-Vairs A,nplllee n-iii, RestlOs,, £550. 
EUORN FORBAT (Sole Repeeseolaliee foe Gl. Be/lisis), do Nivalight l.td., I. Rosebery A venue, London, ECl. Tel.: ClguA. 1825, 

with built-In trimmers. The colis, which are corn- 
pletely screened-are adjustable for selectivity. Com- 
bined ganged condenser and- coli -units, matched to 
within one-half per cent., are also shown In thIn useful 
folàei, - - 

THE ORPHEUM SOP, THREE - 

IN a neat folder we have just received frass Spices 
I and Browne, full particulars are given of the 
Orphrum Three, an oil-electric receiver embodying 
several noteworthy features. Housed in an attractive 
cabinet of the console type, the receiver In designed 
to give tonal quality and a full range of stations. 
Simplicity of control, " knife-edge "tuning, illuminated 
dial and pick-up terminals are sense uf its impartasit 
features. The volves used are screened-grid HF., 
pawer detector and pentode output. Either AC. sr 
D.C. siserated models are available, cads iacsrpsrating 

- a nsalnu-energised moving-coil speaker. In the battery 
model a permanent magnet nsoviug-coii speaker is 
used. This model is priced at 16 guIneas and either 
of the oil-electric models at io guineas. The address 
lu Crown Works, Forest Hill, London, S.E.23. 
RK. REPRODUCERS 

P°M the Ediawaa Radio Co., comen u folder 
giving particulars of various RK. reproducers 

-which are improvements os the original Rice-Kellogg 
imtrumenls- The RE. range of speoters lo well 
known for its high standard of workmanship and 
faithful reproduction. For those who require a com- 
bination of efficiency and good appearance these io the 
senior R. K. permanent magnet model, complete with 
naulti-ratlo transformer, and housed in a handsome 

output transformers. The cures of ail Rich ans! 
Bundy wer transformers are entirely constructed. 
of Stallov-alloyrd high-resistance steel, and the, 
windiaga 'have an ampie cross-sectional area. Ail 
windings are weil Insulated and each inatrurnent is 
subjected to o high voltage test. Primary connections 
ore brought out to insulated terminals mounted an 
strong Bakelite ternaiaal utrips. 
"CLIX" PLUGS AND SOCKETS 
A LARGE percentage of reception troubles are 

i-! traceable to faulty connectiom to a set, often 
through the use of inferior plugs and sockets or nlsssilar 
fittings. By the use of "Clix" Ilti.iugs this sort of 
truuble io avoided, and the latest lint booed by 
Leetrs Linx, Ltd., gives particulars of several "Clix" 
terminais, plugs, usrhets and connectors which are 
well known for ensuring good contact. A recent 
addition to the" Clix "range is a neat chossis-inousnting 
valveisolder fitted with resilient hellcal]y-nlotted 
sockets with terminol ends. Another efficient "Clix" 
fitment Is the "Master" plug with opecially made 
prongs which are adaptable to different oiles of sockets. 

-=-i 
Ursenn the above title, with the assistance of a 

recognised authority on foreign broadeauting matters 
and a regular contributor to wireless publications 
both at borne and obroad, we are inaugurating a special 
Identification Service, which should prove of great 
assistance ta nor readero. When tuning in weil- 

ne garnes! out, '. s 

All inquIries should be addressed to TSe Editor, 
PRACTICAL: WiRELEss, 8-li, Santhusp lass _Slreel, 
,tlrasid, Lossden, W.C.2, and the envelope marked 
.Ss-aadcsol Qses-y Ses'sriee, in top left-hand career. 
Stamped addressed envelope should not be enclosed. 
as replies cannot be neat by post, but whO be published 
In due coorue in each Issue of PRACTICAL WIRELESS. 

A POPULAR ANNUAL 
Edited by. 

o 
I' 

F. J. cAMM. 

J Contains 
practica! 

working models 
- of every type, 

Fully il/us-' 
trated, and 
gives ¡065e 
insets nf parts 
for making 
workable 

5AS-e-sO-sAtbF iRRKiNG MOIRLS 
- models. - - 

- - 
r 
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!TALOGUES 

5; 
MORLEY'S COILS 
A RANGE of collo for all purposes Is included In a 

t% folder just to hand from Messrs. Moneys, 6, Colin 
l'arade, London N.W.9. A three-range coil unit, 
mounted on an aluminlûm base, has nilvOr-plated 
sivltch contorto, the connections being plainly marked 
añd easy of access. Amongst the other coils listed 
are special short-wave three range ;. double-capacity. 
hand-pass; and dual-range short-wave. Moat of 
thOse are screened. Another well-finished component 
is an ultra short-wave &oil sOith a range of 12-70 

'metres with on .00025 condenser. The unit Incoe- 
:porateo a wave-change switch with silver contacta, 
and the former is wound with hem-y-gangs slit- 
covered wire. For super-hat. work there Is a neat 

-iotceme,ilaCe teanafae,ssee for haaeboard monntin,,. 

D.C. are also listed. These da not embody an output 
transformer, but suitable transformers for use with 
these, and othcr moving-coil apeakera are listed 
separately. 
SELLING-LEE TERMINALS 

To asma constructors, terminais may secos to be 
of little impsrtanrc, but there is a big difference 

between a poor terminal and a good one. Messrs. 
Belling-Lee speeialisc in terminals for every purpose, 
and a neat booklet we have just received from this firm 
gives particulars of a comprehensive range of indicating 
terminals, plugs and sockets, maim inpnt connectors, 
battery cords, fuses and fmcholders. All the terminals 
and pingo are of the Indicating type, and one serles has 
a non-rotating name and la bakelito imulated. 
Readers who require robust and well-finished terminals 
or other connections for their seis should write for a 
copy' of this booklet. The address is Cambridge 
Arterial Road, EnScid, Middlesex. 
POWER TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKES 
A COMPREHENSIVE rango of high-class trans- /t formero and chokea is given in a broei,nce to 

hand from Menais: Rich and Bundy, Ltd. This firm 
have been manufatunlrig trasiofisemera since.101e, and 
the instruments listed arc standardised goods which 
are particularly suited to the radio needs of to-day. 
Fall particulars are given of various types of.maim, 
tnansforndirs -for valse rectificOs and Westinghouse 
metal iertiüers, output and filter chokea, and special 
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essential tint certain data olsonid be eupjs)ird to tuo 
beat of the in.qulrer'o ability. andknòskledge. When 
sending suris queries io the Editor the following rules 
should be followed :- 

- I - Weite l,-giiily, in ink, Give your flail name sud 
address. 

2. Stiate type of receiver used, and whether trans- j 
mission was heard on headphones or sa loud-speaker. 

3. State approxinsate wavelength or frequency to 
whlchreceiser was timed, or, alternatively, stute beiween 

A which two utatlonu (of whirls you hove the condenser 
readings) the transmission was pirteal np. 

4. 'Clv, date sod tisse when broadcast was heard. 
Do not forget to add whether am. or 

5. GIve details of programme rcceis-ssl, and, If on 
can, some indicotion regarding the bsnguaee-, if Isessid, 

6. Siate whether und sshst coli was given and/or 
kind of inters si signal (aneironoume, musical box, 
bells, etc.) beta-rcñ items. , 

7. To fseilltste put'iiration of replies, append a 
- j 

noam-de-plome to.yoar inquiry. 
Although the eer0lce is mainly applicable to bread- 

casting stations, whece,'er possible replies ovili be gli-cn 
iaregardtd nsocse transmitt.cfs (ronamnercia I ntotiosaa, 
fog beacons, etc.) and start-wave brsudcaote. For the 
identification, hones-er, of stations operai-ing on chan- - 

nela below 100 metres it avili lse es-islent io inquirers - 

iiat a closer estimate of svavelength must be oul. 
mitted than is ilse case of. bcoaolvasts on the medium 
on long wavebaud If successful identiiication is to 
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From your ocal dealer or ocred P.O. direct to- 
THE BRITISH PIX COMPANY LTD. (Dept 256)e 
lit. Socth'rcek St.. cedro. S.F 1. Phrr: Flop 1001.2. 

- 

otoin. bot on y-rodio m'ly P15 tiro oritti tmot on yoro rot 000 (ix 
till Cot rot tho ontyd 1.01er. it to oto rod ni the CIX roil Join tOn 
Jiothiog io io.,,r nonoyiog obro yo,, othyr 000 o-u.0 o ((tiotl (dory 01 otro to 

j5 o-Lt.o(dyyof0000ito itymipyrot ioitcrniiool. Clyorthoplxop, 
boro othol onoto otO rororO bottttg in tonni. thy po.orfol orto ti, (too 

pCoi00000 loorkgroond of otothyr you irr tly*ig to tot oto boO u, 
prog otto. A PIX ittrd io thy P-riot p000ihlr, tOrt opon (ho PIX outil (hi, 
trod-it oui ilinryony lily ,rtyctotty nl tirol dioxppiOu. i, grnrrolly 
yoro-y tnt oilythrt- ri-rotti roity bot- noffioient). tOrt or-tono yoor oot. 

I 

touy or obi-moiti. 11to PIX In youo b,Illging io (tony ,txttynn no ritte, 
oro-job uxd rot ott pooprtxl luit tool -tidy oiutyh hithr,to(o,-n you-n bototi 
ttottcto hId onion bingo nototOth tilt- oloilopOd." 
OVER 1,000,000 AERIALS LEAD DOWN TO A PIX 

I READ WHAT THLSUSER SAYS- 

'I 
Tb0g7 

PIX CLI? 
ABK., Bir000glheon 2/9 POST FREE 

"Manifold" Scoior (hoprovnd P.M.0u J 

-iocorporobeo the new "Monsfield" oyiteoo j 
2-3 or ,molt-volve let. 

reoolts from orn 

42f- complete w/t/i 3-rol/O ii'antforyirr. 

Mooafield" Joo/o, (P.M.3) alo, ocorpo. 
- A 

;/ 
O 

tn/tO -:t/o tr:usfcrro-i. 

Wh teley Electric I R d C Ltd 
, 

Dopt. C. Rodio Wort.,, Mox,fioId, Noti, _..,_--°°° 

fr. 

payseer broadcast. ' - - 

GEORGE: NEWNES; LTD., 
8-11, Southampton St.,Sfrand, London, W.C.2. 

- 

When You 
Switch on 

Your Radio 
Do You Get 

f 

.-Crossed 

WI 
' 

05 
d T.. 

,ibe RXDI1O 
araTo GoT B. TTER 

flux is concentrated in the small arca where 
- the work is done instead of being distributed 

over the whole system. Thus without extra 
weight or cost sensitivity is materially in- 

creased and, the range of reproduction im- 

- . . 

proved. . -. 

This secret, now revealed, account; fr the 
colossal demand for the new "ManseId 
permañent magnet moving-coil speakers 
(Senior and Junior) ever since we introduced 
them at Olymp:a.. We have had to make 

- 
repeated large extensions to our works and 
eng.age and train hundreds of ad4itional 

- workers-dod we cast- now meet' demandi foí' 
de1h'ery. Write for booklet then. - -.. 

Ask yòu.r 
decler for a -,. 

- 
demonstration :- 

- -. You 
.j 

will 1,e . ' 

AMAZED , 

- L 

Wireless simply explained at the beginning and serously treated at the end. 

FINDING FOREIGN STATIONS 3/6 
By R. W. HALLOWS. (Long Distance Wireless Secrets). Post free 3/9 
A book schick will be eagerly welcomed by all wireless enth'ssiasts. lt will 
solve their difficulties and enab'e them to obtain the best possible results 
of, which their sets are capahie. 

WIRELESS STEP BY STEP . '2/6 
By D!CTRON." (Ninth Edition). Post free 2/9 
A book sshtch shows the wirelesy enthusiast how to obtain the maXimum 
entoyrnent from his wireless set. -. 

RADIO PLAYS .. . . - . - 2/6 

By L DU ARDEPEACEÍ. - . ,' ' -. 'Post free 2/9 
Millions of wireless litrners who hae been thrilred by such plays au "The 
Pah of Glory" and" The Mary Celeste" will now be able to read them in 
book form. Mr, dirGarde Peach has written sóthe of the most successful 

The nesv (patented) ' Marsfield " Magnetic 
System lifts the whole subject of popular 
moving-coil speakers on to a higher plane. 
It makes possible a magnet 30% more efficient,. 
than the beat co!satt steel magnet of the same 

a 'e weight and to% more efficient than a chrome 
- ', stee! magnet of three times the o'eight. . lt 

enables a steel chassis to be urd without - ' magnetic loss. It eliminates the bug-bear 
. of loss of magnetisrn - 

There is' nothing like it in the world. A' 
iS ' magnet made on this principle comprises 

riso steel alloys so arranged that the magnetic 

THE OutLINE OF WIRELESS j6 
S - 

By RALPH STRANGER (Omnibus size) Post free 9/3 
A comprehensive work 

: A m o me n t o u s covers the whole subject of wireless reception from A to Z. Third Edition. 

}EJCSOVWIRELESS 
;ostfree5/3" -. -' discovery by the 

Th5 book is essential for the wireless amateur who desires to aifi a Fuller - . 

bj tWr it by 
'56 

wh heh g 7 B. reseai c 
WIRELESS, THE MODERN MAGIC CARPET 3/6 

- u 

ByALPHSTRANGER.(Fiurth Editiô'n) -- Postfree3l9 . - 

S eflg(IILLI .. .. . . 
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NEWNES IWIRELESS BOOKS 
I 

,: - 
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HE EDISON SWAN ELECtRIC. CO. LTD. P 0 N D E R S E N D1 M I D D L E S E X 
- '9' BISS 

Printed by NEssuna & PEARSON PRLNTINÓ Co., LTD.. Nxmoor Street, Ladhroke Grove, W.1O, and published by GEORGE 
NmvaEs, LTD., 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2. Sole Agente for Auotralla and New Zealand GORDON & GOTCU, 
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17/4 per annum; rix inontirs, 8/8. Iis'gitered at the General Post Office for Transmission by Canadian Magazine Post. 

of your II. T. Buttery." Full - - 
of useful data hints & ftp All good raai dealers sell 

: ED.. kM 
Guaranteed RADIO HT BATTERIES 

 I I 
made without 
breaking seils, 

I - ..- - 

pass" numerous tests before it 

ILV - - leaves the-factorand addiÍional 
VO LTS 

¡ protection is afforded b7 'the. 
-:. 9y. grid bias 1!. ' I Ediswan Guarantee of full volt- 

1O8. 12Iu age and cápaçity. : - 

- 
Standard Capacity. Where 

'required 
- -r .- , - 

the ahode current thies 
not excèed io Mia these batter- i 

im will give highly satisfactòry 

'_ Super Capacity. These batter- --i- The Edison Swan Electric Co. Ltd. - 

iel'have twice the capacity of .auarantees Lhat Ediswan Batteries are 
' 

'f_ 
of fiLi! voltage and capacity. Should 

¡ail nearly three-times as long 'A - 

any Ediswan BatLery fail to give 
satisfactory service, we undertake to - - when üsed as replacements to 

standard capacity batteries. deal with customer's complaint 

Seul for your FREE ' - -- 
within 24 hours of receipt of the 

- ol How to get tise most out - - 

-. defective battery. 

-/ -)\\ new Ediswan Guaranteed H T 

t / Batteries continue to póu in. 
/ Experts and enthusiasts ar 

J \J unanimously agreed on their 
excellence The listener who 

- / equips his set with Ediswan is 

p absólutely assured of theigreaf_: J 

60 6 II est possible value for his money 
VOLTS age test to be Every Ediswan battery must 

-: - - - 

k Vproof cover, i - '- '..- -- :-, - 

- - ____ 
THE AVERAGE J 

THESE-NEW BATTERIE A E REALLY GOOD" 
, t \\ 'says uA,ateur Wireless" 

, ,.,\\ HrhIy satisfactory reports f the 

-., 

iv PRAÇTICAI WIRELESS November J2th, 1932 - 
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:ADDPSS MAWNEYSRD, ROMFORD, 
7iï'. .................................... E ESSEX = 

j 

A22. *T. ottd L.?. PATRICROFT, MANCHESTER. 
?o' 2-3 Valvo SOtS f'am 3.caiot Bosh Russe. WC.2. Glostov: Th, 
AC. Mifls. 77/6Cash. - G.LS. Cu., bd.. 38, Osoo!d Steott. 

AT AS. 
MAI ,S UNITS 

- Messes. H. CLARKE & Cu. M/c0), Ltd., 
-. George Steers, 'Poteoeoft, anoheiter. 

--' ¡"x ( ry" Pleooe send lull dtt,il, of the complete ronge 

L fJ 3 L : of ' ATLAS" M,ns Un. 

typeor:screengric1receivers.' 

i?Sena fór -the Colvern 
' T 

- . circuit booklet, RL1O. 

"I 

"COIS R. 
..t 

H 

-, D.C.15/25. HT. 
3.4 Vsive Sets Vi-orn 

D.C. Mains. 39/6 Cah'. 

Why. pay at least 50/- a year 
luci- 

for quitkiy exhaisted dry batteries ? 
Get your HT. from the mains with 

-. -. - p 

. F-he first two. tappings give aerial. 
to those 

for every receiver, Sued in a few 

çouplings similar normally 
employed but with gteatly increased 

minutes wjtho6t alterations to Set or 
- selectivity. 

dealer for a demon-: - Numbers 4 and 5 give a high degree 
stration to-day, and insist on of selectivity with weak acri-al cou- 

ATLAS, the Expert s choice 
and winners of the "Wireless 

- 

ling sUitable tor use in a Swamp-area. 
World" Olympia Ballots. No others 

. There is no break -through on the. 
can give such a reserve of hum-free . - 

power. 
Manufactured. and Guaratiteed 1°' 

- 

- 

loflgWaVeDaflUTrOm . 

stations: - 17PRICE 
SuLtable for detetor L F1j $16 I H CLARKE &CO l/CR) LTD 

1 

I : 

r V 

DOWN 
F AND BALANCE 

IN EASY 
I1ONTHLY 

I PAYME 

THE OLYMPIA 
BALLOT WINNERS 

COLVER.N 
T.D. COIL . 

HE Cofvern T.D. Coil is com- 
pletely screened and incor- 
porates tapped aerial coup!ing 

and reaction. 
Four alternative aerial tppings 
are arranged as sockets with a wander 

TI 

ou4t 
___; 

:' 

' 

: 

s EL cì wilY 
'with he 

T 

,, "-. . 

T 

si, T - - - ' 

- i 
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SPECIiÎÏJ5 FOR THE 
.f7 "ARGUS THREE".....: 

[ 
ç:. J 

J.B. UÑITUNE: CONDENSER .. 18'6 
'. j PREC SION INSTRUMENTS. j 

Advertisement of fac! son Bros., 72, St. Thomas' Street, London, S. E. ¡ 'Phone :H6p 1929. 

1« 

1 November 19th, 1932 PRACTIcAI WIRELESS- S 421 
, 

Choen for the "Argus Three" becaue of its 

èxtremely fine Ijning and unfailing accuracy- 

I the LB: Unitune 2. There are trimmers to 
- teach stage, but the trimmer of front section is S 

oprated independently from the receiver panel 
by means of a second knob concentric with 

the main tuning knob. Rigid one-piece . 

- - d-iassis, very robust construction, heavy . - . 

gaug wide-spaced aluminiubi -'aries - 

- Special bearings to rotor ensure '- - - 

pèrmanent accuracy. - 

k 
S -. 

'Matched to within half iimfd. ¡bîs S - 

- 
S 

- ha1f per cent. Capacity .0005 ' 
Complete with disc drive and S 

bakelite escutcheon'plate.. 
S ------------ ________ J.B. UNITUNE- 

- S 

.: - . - COMPANY, LTD., 

FORMO 
i3 6OEN 'kUARE PICCADILLY CIRCUS W I 

¡ 

P/Y-tERIAL m (Dpt 274) 

St Hd OP 4W k C W kRg t P k S th pt ASGOOD\"ASAP4OUTIDEAERIAL' Lcd SEI 

i- 

GETAzFSELECTIVITY 
- nont possible sel ortsnity. Wsth poroto 

for long roopling calls nod medesen 

bItlblhd 
dosh 

pnstindstasguishtogootouos.A DUAL RANGE 
MATCHED nadssal. 

- 
- 

-- 

Ist ad 2nd 
Band Poas 
Coils wilts 

top- . ,fna! 

7/6' 
Dna! Molcsled - anYa - - 

Band Paso. ' Ilyosthave toy 
16/ - ,.. difllculty in ob- 

Trip!eMaktsed 't 
Aeetal 00d ¡st logoe sod npod 
and 2nd Band the addensa 

°°- 
23/6 doofer 

V 

} 

ft]/ AS GOOD -AS- AN 
LJ OUTSIDE AERIAL- 
ti/ÁY////A YET INVISIBLE! 
U 

/7/ fi//I Jotti gioolistnssiogioansoAroialtcf.a!Iyiotho 
Lkp Rads, itell- 

4 
'q 

:bl° 
ypoo:000t ope t! 

ootnsdo Aoo,ol, ss'ithaotsonightly palot, rod-in tobon, 
iossslators, noto ostros. Eoeeymodoro set orpda on 
lositibir Aerial. 
NO WIRES. - No. danger from lightning, andares 

- 

Stotsc i000rferpnoon nod iocreatrnnslrotinity. WHAT 
AN AERIAL I Just o 301t.'roll of annosa sdhssiaa sapo 

'I 
EV E N 

whith pon ports sroond the canot brioso tho pio- 

IDEAL FOR USE IN FLATS. 
.CAN°T / Bring io the loros al 
FIND IT ' . .naooaopssll-adhe- 

2!- ( 
saoj 

POST FREE \ 
or!rcmysuroealer. 

°-. 
- THE-BRITISH PIX 

- 't 
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to give A.C. OR D.C. MODELS 
--- -T LONGER 'THE ONLY MAKE IN THE WORLD WHICH 

CAN SUBSTANTIATE THE CLAIM that it, 

LI F E a n d gives this variety of range 
' SHORT 15 to 30 metres 

H 10H ER .'.SHORT 30 to 60 metres 
M E D I U M 220 to 560 metres 

AM PERE iL-1 950 to 2,000 metres 

,,-. With only ONE TUNING KNOB AND D!AL and 
fl .J U l. WITHOUT ANY COILS TO ADD OR CHANGE 

I I This masterpieèe of design and construction is the fruit of British 
Type E.L.M.4. I I brains, and uses only highest grade British Components. 

"' pac j It is as EASY TO OPERATE ON ALL ITS FOUR ranges as 
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: 

Designed on 
)FARY TYPE 

ft NEW PRI (IP E SUPER 
- 

- T INEITHER - 

 is an entirely new development. Careful re-designing 
of the positive and negative elements to ensure an exact 
electrical "balance" between them obviates the uneven 
charging inevitable with "unbalanced" accumulators 
and greatly prolongs thèlr life. Consequently they are 
especially suitable for slow discharge work. 

Every feature of the new Ediswan cell bespeaks atten- 
tion to detall. British contaiers of clear glass, moulded 
ébonite lids screwéd vents, non-corrodible and non- 
interchangeable connectors and a carrIer which fits 
neatly.under a moulded projection of the glass con- 
tamer. lnaddition the E.L.S. types are fitted with 

."grease-cup" pillars to prevent acid creeping. Sçe 
them at your radio dealers 

DII À 
A CC UM (fLATO {S 

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD. 

155 CHARING cROSS ROAD LONDON, W.C.2 

(-tarons 

fETh 
Cnmpintc Charging. 

S'' ' 
Sets wth Ammeter. Sliding 

at .s Tysosinni,, Ping & Fl5n. Ready fer 
oar. From 75/- IO enlia, 3 ana 

- do trem ltn 8 yil, L.T. H.T. 105/. 200 soIt., 1.3 mf.. 

ACTUAL PHOTOGRAPHS & LISTS FREE; Stale tails of maton & roeles. 

NASH PRODUCTS LTD., STECHFORD, B'HAM(9) 

i cri, SPEAKERS ON 
LLL)IIUr EJ. HERAWSÍ 

The colostien PPM.19 ion won' E A 5'( 'TE R V,I S 
derful newPeroaaneot Magnet 
Speaker that In equally effective 
with either high or low-powered / AT REDUCES 
sets. 8in. disti., 43m, deep. FElCE! Co i- .° - 

Send only 2s.6d. for It on? ( - 5.12 dt 
°'6d e 

" 
specify standard or pentode transformer. dosprOond only Is. Sd. foe7doy,' 

taint; If aaljgfle,I. psy loathes 5g. 
All il/s', Çeiootoo Spoatoti io ballt coso ls-sae, ¿liai- at once, thon 5 oontlaly p00.1st 

toolool folds' aati dntedi pocafree. el 5,. IConS in? laye, 270. Od.). 

E. .1. HERAUD, Ltd. Dept. P.S NUMBER ÓNE, EDMONTON LONDON, NJ8. 

Price U1 OTHER SETS ON THEIR TWO 
- IN FlOORED WALNUT CABINET 

27 Gns. () 
Teble herd i (hr. cetre. 

CHASSIS,VrhS 23 GflS.(iieXiec) 
CARSIAGE EXTRA. 

FARADAY ALLWAVE 
WIRELESS LTD. 

.- 
- SALCOIT RD. S.W.It. Battersea 2055 

Seven days trial for cash with ordeS. 
returnable. 

Type CLS.7. 6/h 12/6 
r-A.0 BATTERY CHARGERS 

- 

. 

. 75/-to16H.T.&L.T. 
IX MONTHS GUARANTER. 

The new Ediswan "balanced capacity" accumulator cell . 
NOWisthetitoinsc1lo 
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I EKCO HT. ELIMINATOR: Type A.C.I8.- Send I ntlt qnot ynn by yetnyn. I . . 
i 

J3 Tpptngs. SG., Detectoe (50f80 v.)aiíd 6'3 j 
yten v&nenne ¡ADDRESS .................................................................. 

Pen (120/150 
hlptn t6/317 t b (Pow 15/11/3 

£4j 6c, 11!1 cPoit- a 

I Batanee in 11 monthly payments of 4/6. 

I BLUE SPOT UNIT AND CHASSIS Send 
I TYPE 99 PP.M. Socludtsg matched 
I Transformer. Cash Price £2/l9/6. 
IBalance in 11 monthly payments of 5/6. only 

ATLAS ELIMINATOR. Type A.C.244. Three Send 
I tappings. SG., detector and power. Output: 

120 colts at 20 rn/a. Cash Price £2/19/6. 
Carnage Paid, only 
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/6. 

IHEAYBERD HT. UNIT D.150. Tapped Send 
I variable 60/120 s'., variable 0/150 fIxed. 

Mas., 15 rn/a at 150 y., 20 rn/a at 1/tO y. 
Cash Price 64/6/-. Carriage Paid. Balance only 
in 11 monthly payments of 8/IO. 

GARRARD INDUCTION GRAMOPHONE Send 
MOTOR. For A.C. mains. Model 202. 
Mounted on 12'inch nickel motor plate scith 
fully automatie electric starting and stopping only 
switch. Cash Price £2/I0/0. Carriage Paid, . . 

j 

Balance in 11 monlhly payrnenls of 4/7. 

't" "E' CEV SHORT- AIIADTAD IeIe) R 'WAVE IUl GARRARO JUNIOR "B" 
Send 

Tecea the aaie,,e Tunee in the Wnrld'e 
SPRING MOTOR 

Completewith turntable. Cash Price 6/ 
cef. Ping the Keleer Sheet. Short.Wase tati9nt 

e meting £1/13/O. Carriage Paid. Balance rnreAduptee-i YOULt. in 5 monthly payments of 6/1. eT"" W.B. P.M.4. PERMANENT- rnediaten.e end MAGNET MOVING-COIL 
tIes wheet and ssnple iìle., '' .: - SPEAKER. au 

hey. é ,' Complete with transformer. Cash 

45!. 
s'., 

Price 52/2/O. Carriage Paid, 
aia/o Balance in 7 monthly payment of 5/9 

IMPORTANT 
Paet,.Kile.M.aeellssauas West End Shnwennms: 62, High Hnlbaen, Londne, W.C.1. Telephone: HoBoes 12481 
R,oeineoe e Aceeeeaele, I Dear Sirs-Please send me COD/CASH/H.P ................................ 
toe CAOHC.O.D.neli.P. I for I which enclose £ s. d. CASH/H.P. Deposit. Seed net ynnr FREE 1933 Cntalngae 

!NAME ..................................................................... 

 power. " A" (less valves and cabinet). I 

Reduced Price, Cash or COD., £311916. 
Carriage Paid, only 
Balance is 11 monthly payments of 1/3. 

I 

R & A" VICTOR MOVING-COILSPEAKER With 
DE LUXE. With 6-ratio input transformer / 

I 
and protectlng'grill. Cash Price 63/10/0. / 
Carriage Paid. Batanee jail monthly pay. order' 
meats of 6/5. 

. I 

SONOCHORDE PERMANENT . MAGNET Send 
MOVING-COIL SPEAKER. suith usis'ersal 

'I input transformer. Cash Price 61/12/6. 
- Carriage Paid, 

Balance in 5 monthly payments of 6/..' 
only 

J 

I EPOCH "20 C" PERMANENT MAGNET Send 
I MOVING-COIL SPEAKER, With 3-ratio 
I input transformen. Cash Price £1115/f. 
I Carriage Paid, 
I Balance in S monthly payments of 6/6. 

only 

I 

I CELESTION P.P.M. MOVING-COIL Send 
I SPEAKER. F'or Standard nr Pestode Out 
pst Valves, Cash or COD. £2/i/O. Careiage 
Paid. Balanceiollmonthlypaymentsof 4/S. only 

ROLA PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING- Send 
COIL SPEAKER Ft. With Universal A /C 

Itapad input transformer. Cash Price / V 
I LS/Oit. Carriage Paid. only i 

1 L,en Byperolk a.1 LP. Traeefur,ner niB, 

SÓÑÓÎÔÑE . t 
Deoceibed in icone e( October 22nd. 

KIT " A " Delivered CARRIAGE PAID 
on FIRST PAYMENT OF 

Author's Md of sped- ßalaee.0 juil 
ready-drltlndPaneIhut , :;:;: 

CASH or C.O.D. Carriage Paid £6/1/O 
Specihed Values 62/2/6. Cabinet £l/1S/t. 

PILOT BAND-PASS UNIT 
Uhethne pani cet te Mats, Inatastly concerto nne tel to 
ne ltattey opeented. the o a. Tasto itS Needle. 
PILOT BAND-PASI UNIT chaco solenlivlle. 

ev led,nt 1°J Ç, - 

STOP PRESS 
OFFERSt 

R & A "CHALLENGER" P.M. 
MOVING-COIL -SPEAKER. Send 

Cash or COD. £111510. Carriage 6/6 Paid. Balaböc in 5 àtonthly pay. 
monts of 6/6. - 

BLUE SPOT SPEAKER UNIT, 
Type lOOU, AND CHASSIS. Send 

Cash Price 61/1216. Carriage 5/2 Paid. Balance in 6 monthly pay- 
only ments of 5/2. 

BLUE SPOT 66R UNIT AND 
MAJOR CHASSIS. Send 

Cash or COD. £2/10/0. Carriage 4/7' Paid. Balance in 11 monthly pay- 
ments of 4/7. only 

TELSEN "JUPITER" S.G.3. 
Complete kit. less valves 
and cabinet. Cash Price £3/17/0. 

7/,..' Balance in 11 monthly payments 
of 7/-. only 

I - 

»1. ÒÁSH -,CO.D -or H.P. 
1NGR A GUS 3 

CARRIAGE PAID TO YOUR DOOR. As described in last week's issue 
COSSOR MELODY MAKER, Model 334 with Send KIT 
metallised variable-mu S.C.. and detector / 

valves, power valve and cabinet. Casio / 
dtl0r s kit et 

Price £617/B. only 
..peti9ed corn. - 

Balance in II monthly payments 0111/15. 
°. 

"LISSEN SKYSCRAPER 3.'! SemI 

, rle 
panel, less valves Balasas' es il vies/Sly 

m I silt 
) 

G 
¡5 'l2 t r 

1L1 
Qp1 2 

Price 84/9/6. Carriage PaId. . 

cASH CO D C P d O 

Specified Vahees2: 10: 6.SpecifiwdCabie,ei 15,' 
e 

Balance in il monthly payments of 8/3. only KIT" B." As Kit" A," KIT "C." As Kit "A," 
but with Valves, less but Vahees LISSEN SKYSCRAPER 3." Send with and 

M d Gmelt L C g P d £8/2/6 C rs g P d £8/11/6 
k 01t 

Pentode Valvet, Cash Prige 86/5/S. II U or 12 mossthlv payments or 12 mentid1 payments 

READY RADIO METEOR SG3 Tb re Sed jBI) 00%' flPot 

1 /3 moving-coil epealter. Cash Price £8/17/6. 
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 15/3. - only 

1 Red Te/serte pncrt, laie. e Pe. Slesdy OrIllad 3 5 

j 
Tyno 15a. Dril, O 

SLEKTUN SCOUT 5.8.3. SG, detector, and Send -. sntl'i05 55 1 

PETO-SCOTT 
WALNUT CONSOLE 

C'eeslractcd in Walnut - " ' 
with cnat,asting ialaid_ - 

. WatnaS Veseera, 
Cain i 
coitad front, a, lllsstntwi, 
cindy to t.cn your son 0cC. NO,hiUrss,l tecle 
see reqideci te tse,iaen 
pone Redis late n bcastifsl 
CensoS icstesinent, prc,ent- 
ing tba pecl,ssiocslly 5s1,l:e,l 
sppcoensc, si tie 555,1 

Batta Bocci Randy Idled, 
5/5 retes. . e,' 

Carriego and ParkIng 2/6 
voten Engined and Wale, ,.. 
DSncsloee St/n. high: 211/e wide; Ihm, deep. Panel 
15m by tin. lies,bcand, 141e, deep. Willi lllt'cp lid. 
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i 

PILOT AUTHOR KIT ¿ 
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fEW 
-i. MONKEY GLANDS! 

r 
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S . il t' oer the difficulty witheut btting another calve. Can- 

I I Semi f r SO page Calalogu t 
h 

th S mfltb eh Itrb t f Pm' SEN4TOR L F 
"Nj' and. Manual. TRANSFORf°TER 

L 
50 to 6,000 C.P.S. it cannot distort the pick-up', output under these con- / 
ditiona, icidentalIy the "Senator" is ideal for parallel feed coupling. 

SIND FOR NEW . - 
UST No. L.F.U. 6/9 

ThATÌ:'NNYING WHISTLE 
ENCLOSE 

7 2dPo5T46E ... . 

. "-I," . . YI .ULJL 
h ea . - 

p 
Souipur j 

. 

': ijJ ii . Don't let your enoy,nent of a good programme be spoilt by that aeree- 
racking high-pitched steady note kno,sn os a heterodyoe whistle. Its 

e ,. ,f ' ,. eei,tence is duo to tsco fairly high-powered stations ss'orhing on wove 
-oem i/ , lencths noi widely separated, The BulgioWhistle Filter will definitely 11E TERODYNE 

y.. / remoce this whistle from your loudspeaker reproduction if connected WHiSTLE FILTER 
,," ',, ." Type "A" has o eut-off of 3,250 C.P.S. ucd is for uso with moving-iron TYPES 'A'&B' 

o 
'Stat / /EáIT c '?r- '- 

? .'.i. .IF'" Type"A," LISTN0.L.F.26. 10/6 IF J ¡/f"/( i!;t' Typ B LIST N L F27 10/6 

4.Eß(J1CIìV1 (o.ltd4BBffRdBARA'IiV6JJW1 °7° 

0 

 The pros and cops of rejuven- 
ation of the human species is 
still open to argument,but there 
is no doubt about new life and 
energy being given to your old 
set ¡f you modify and bring it 
up to date with one or more of 
the new Bulgin 'components. 

These pictorial diagrams show 
- the connections in a simple and 

straightforward manner, but if 
they are not quite clear to you 
or you require any further in- 
formation on Bulgin Producta 
drop a line to our Free 
Technical Service. They will 
be pleased to help you to get 

BETTER 
RECEPTION. 

The Bulgin "Supr-Hat" Screened S.F. Choke has tise amaaing indue- SUP(PHET 
H.P CHOKE 

amplifier of a super-bet, receiver la say pocitioO. The "Standard" 
Screened H.F. Choke ha, as inductance of 250,000 mH. and may be used 
in less important pocitian, or is the anode circuit of any detector valve. 
Bath may b u,:d for tone :antrol eircu, uith either rocictancrs or eon: S1ANDARDDo. 
Struction. - 

LIST No. H.F.l0. 5/6 3'6' LIST No. B-F. 9. 3/6 

TREBLE YOUR AMPLIFICATION 

c - 

If you are nat getting sufficient amplification from your pick-up here -, 
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but forS the wirêless constructor the pub- 
lication on that day is PRACTICAL Wcaz- 
LESS. 

Gei'man Ultra S.W Transmissions 

HAVE 
you heard the new -Berlin ultra- 

short-wave station yet? It com- 
menced its test transmissions on 6-7 metres 
early on in October. A power of4kilowatts 
(in the aerial) is used and tests take place 
from 10pm: to 11 p.m. on Mondays and 
Thursdays, and from-7 p.m. to 8 p.m. on 
Wednesdays and Saturdays. -In each case 
the hours are G.M.T. Theoretically, of 
course, this station should not be heard in 
this country due to the short-distance 
nature of these very short waves, but one 
can never quite tell what will happen in 
wireless. It would be interesting to hear 
of any reception of the new station-either 
freak or otherwise. 

Hier ist 

TALKING 
of the German stations, you 

have no doubt noticed the much- 
abbreviated call, since the centralization 
of broadcasting in that country, when an 
SB. . is being put out. Instead of the 
long list of names given hitherto we now 
hear the less tiring "Hier ist der deut,che 
Rundfunk." 

The Vienna Radio Show 

E 
understand that the Vienna Show 

was excellent from the point of. 
view of u.to-dàte sets and components 

ELIMINATOR 
See Page 431 

+ 

'I'UNING AN]I) 
ADJUSTING 

THE "ARGUS" 
See Page 433 j 

ing is very troublesome and in both cases 
a number of stations are affected. 

Above 480 Metres 

OUR 
correspondent goes on to say that 

reception of those stations above the 
North Regional, such as Prague, Florence, 
Brussels No. 1, and Vienna, is now very 
reliable and better than it has ever been 
before. 
100 kW. for I.F.S. 
yJE wonder what will happen when the 

VV new 100 kW. . Irish Free State 
Transmitter takes over Dtsbhj's waver- 
length of 413 metres. This station, situated 
at Athione, as you probably know, will 
have more power than any other in -the 

Ameriean.Rseeption. - 

NTIONED in these columns last 
week that the time is now ripe for 

attempting reception of American medium. 
wave stations. Although I have been too 
busy to. sit up until the "wee small" 
hours .mysclf, I have received one or two 
reports of good reception of thcso stations. 
In one case no fewer than four stations were 
well received on a standard S.G.-D.--P. 
set between 1.30 am. and 3 am., when 
my informant went to bed. At the latter 
time reception conditions vere gradually 
improving. . 

Licences by instalments - 

L ATELY there was a renewed appca 
-for wireless licences by instalments. 

it is proposed that the licences should be 
obtainable by paying a shilling per wert 
at the nearest Post Office. Apparently the 
P.O.- authorities do not approve of the 
scheme because of the additional clerical 
work which it would involve. But why 
not arrange it on the same basis as motor 
taxation so that payment could be made in a 
lump sum or by quarterly instalments. In 
the latter case an additional ten per cent 
irould be charged to coverclerical expenses. 

"Break-through" ...- 
¡F yod am tròublod by ncarby thedium- 
I wave stations breáking through when 
ieeeivin Dàventry .and Radi., --Paris -you 

/ 

ROIJÑD THE WORLD OF WIRELESS 
Dur Photogravure Supplement-A Sen- besides being excellently staged. But the 

sational .Development . disappointing part is that sales were slow 
AT. the moment o going to fwess, letters and poor, presumably due to shortage of 

are pouring into these offices conS money. 
gratulating us upon the eight-page photo.- 
gravure supplement which appeared in last Heterodyning in North 01 England 
week's issue. That photogravure supple. oUR North of England Correspondent 

writes to 
sayS 

although reception ment was a sensational dvelopment, for it 
wasthé first time in thewlwk history of wire- conditions m his part of the country are 
less journalism that a photogravure supple. now very good indeed, heterodyning is 

fairly bad on two or three parts of the ment has been given. PRACTICAL Wrau- 
to lead the way! medium waveband. The North National 

LESS will continue (301.5 metres) is so badly heterodyned by 
A Terrifie FillIp to Rome Construction Hulversum that at times good reception 

dne thing there can be absolutely no of either station is impossible. Round 
ON doubtwhatever, and that is that the about the wavelengths of the Scottish 

publication of PRACTICAL WUcELESS has Regional and London Regional heterodyn. 
given a terrific ifilip to home construction. 
The home constructor had reached the stage 
of stalemate, and we feel that we have per- MAKING AN 

I formed an immense service to the wireless : 

industry in reviviñg the waning interest in 
home construction. Dozens of periodicals A3C5' DsC aipublished on Wednesdây òf each wèek, s 

British Isles and will indeed rank among 
the most powerful in Europe. Some f the 
Midland. Regional listeners look like 
having a bad time, especially those with 
unselective sets. The Athlone Station is 
expected to be "on the air" a few days 
from the time I write these notes, so you 
will probably have heard it before reading 
them. 

- : ' 

Radio Emergency Corps 
JOU probably remember the excellent 
I service rendered to their country by 

New Zealand transmitting amateurs during 
the unfortunate earthquake a year or two 
ago. These same amateurs have now 
banded themselves together as a Radio 
Emergency Corps. The corps already 
consists of nearly 300 members who are 
divided into about 15 regional sections. 
It is their obleet to be of national assistance 
in maintaining communication in the event 
of similar earthquakes, floods, or other 
crises. 

i rra1ca :' 

iT Wîeess " --Z-.--- -EDITOR:' 
I 

Vol. i: No.9. F. J. CAMM Nov. 19th, 1932. - - - : - - -' - - - -- 

ToehniealSla/T: - 

H. J. Baden Chapple,Wh.Sch., B.Sc. (Hens.), A.M.I.E.E. - -. C °. 

- Frnk Preston, F.K.A.,W. J. Delaney, W. 0. Uichardson. - 
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first it weakened, and then the quality 
went entirely. After a few more minutes 
the sound from the loud-speaker became 
more like what one would expect from a 
pack of wild animals, than froni a sym- 
phony orchestra. My frind explained 
that the same sequence of events happened 
every time the set wa-n put into use, and, 
although he lead carefully checked every- 

-. ............ . .... ....... .................... -.--.-.-.-.' 'n., Week Celebrations, the Lotus Radio 
Coinpany are announcing a very interesting 

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM NO. 8 qompetition under the name The LotusXI. 
The coupling condenser and reaistasce were net sen. This competition will prove to be very 
''llowing three reaaero recelvs ix,siss in eon- popular arid consists of choosing sets Ihr a 

necUon with Problem No. 7:- rango of eleven people. The competition 
O. D. Pope. 90 MountPleaaant, Rocol, Lewisham, will be advertised in the Daily Press, and Sit 13; 0. ;D col £500 in cash prizes are offered. 

Nurseries Port Talbot,Glain. .. ¡ Continued on page 434) . - 

medium - wave winding. Tho 
exact number of turns to be removed 
will depend upon individual circumstances, 
but if they are removed one by one, 
no difficulty should be experienced. It 
should be remembered that the removal 
of turns, though increasing the wavelength 
range at the lower end, will cause a corre- 
sponding reduction at the upper one. 

Grid Emission 

IRAN 
across a rather peculiar fault in an 

all AC. receiver the other day. This 
particular set was a home-made one, but 
looked a splendid job. The constructor 
had obviously expended much care on it, 
and had enclosed both set and power unit 
in a beautiful combined book-case and cabi- 
net; When the set was first switched on 
it gave a very fine account of itself, both 
as regards quality and "quantity"; in 
fact, it at first struck me as an almost ideal 
instrument. All went well for twenty 
minutes or so, and I began to be really 
impressed by this fino set. But, fter that, 
reproduction gradually began to fall off; 

worked perfectly for the whole evening. 
The trouble at first experienced was due 
to the valves heating up until the grids 
became incändeseent so that they began 
to act in the same way as the cathodes 

SOLVE THISJ 
Problem No. 9 

iones built a one-valve set from spare parts. 
Every component was tested before being used, 
and was found perfect. When completed, 
however, the set only worked for a few second,. 
and then sigsals ceased with a click. The 
set was switched off, all leads checked, nothing 
found wrong, and so Joues switched on again. 
The some thing happened-signals for about 
30 secondo only What was the cause of this 
trouble? Three books will he awarded for the 
first three correct solutions opened. Mark 
envelopes Problem No. 5, and send to the 
Editor, P5ACTIOAL WIRELesS, Geo. Newneo, 
Ltd., 8-Il, Southampton Street, Strand, 
London, W.C.2, to reach us not later than 
November 21st, 

not surè even now what was 
wrong, for the valve was "silvered," of 
course, but I imagine that there was 
either a break in the cathode or heater 
leads. - It was replaced immediately ou 
returning it to the makerg. 
Aerial Circus for South Africa 

ON 
November 4th, Sir Alan Cobham left 
for South Africa upon an organized 

tour, visiting over seventy centres with a 
fleet of aeroplanes. The object of the 
tour is to popularize aviation. Broadcasting 
from a public address van to an aeroplane in 
the air and at the.same time transmitting 
the messages to the public by the special 
public addres apparatus will play an 
important part in these aerial demon- 
strations. One of the most novel items on 
the programme is the dancing aeroplane, 
which literally dan&s in the air to music 
broadcast to itby the public address appara- 
tuson the ground. Thusthe publicare able to 
hear music and se the machine perform to it 
Lotus Competition 
C'OINCIDENT with the B.B.C. Birthday 

Normandie, which operates on 
223 metres. This station has THE NEW WIRELESS TELEPHONE unusual happened. I noticed 

that the volume was tremen- 
long working hours, and gives dous and much too loud for 
sorne excellent programmes in a my liking, but otherwise I had 
both French and English. - no legitimate complaint. Just 
Unfortunately for some, ita as we had decided that the 
wavelength is pretty low down set was not going to "perform" 
on the scale, and consequently a loud hum started and this 
very many sets cannot be tuned soon developed into a "growl," 
down to it. Several readers and then an indescribable din. 
have expressed surprise that The set was quickly switched 
they cannot get below 250 

" 
off and an examination of its 
"innards" metres or so even though the 

coils they use have an adver. 
commenced. No 

fault could be found, so wo 
tised range of from 220 to 550 switched on again-everything 
metres. I am sorry to say that ' a all right. But alter a short time 
in the ease of some coils the Iì Ss the trouble recurred. Every -. 
ranges quoted by their makers wire and every component was 
could not be covered by any carefully tested without result. 
means whatever. In other In the end I became so bold as 
cases, however, the difference ' to examine the interior of the 
in actual and stated tuning set whilst it was in operation. 
ranges is accounted for by the . My idea was that by. carefully 
fact that an unsuitable tuning prodding (with my fountain pen 
condenser is used. Il the con- _..... .__. as an insulato) various wires 
denser is a poor one, having a and components, I might be 
high minimum capacity, it will Ph shows :-Chief Constable Ross, of Edinhurgn, testing considerably reduce the possible rie new 

able to create the disturbance 

' 

and so locate its source. radio telephone which is being tried out by the Edinburgh "speed wavelength range of any coil. Mr. Forsyth, of the Standard Telephone and Calle Co., is seen 
cops. And what do you think E pointing When it is impossible to get 

out details in' the set, whic/r is placed ¡n the side-car. The down" to Fécamp by any 
found? On tapping the de- aerial is tector in direction, other mounted on 'the carrier of the motor-cycle as seen in incasso a few turns must be re- Superintendent Berry, the Edinl'urglm Traffic Police, is 

valve one the picture. noise started, and by tapping 
moved from one end of the of seen standing it in another it ceased. I am 

should insert an Anti-Break-through Choke 
in series with the aerial lead. This will effec- 
tively cure the trouble. It must be remem- 
bered that the choke muet be short-circuited 
when medium-wave reception is required; 
a simple push-pull switch can be employed 
for this purpose. Incidentally, a suitable 
choke is made by Messrs. Lissen and costs 
only 4e. 

Fécamp very Populìr - 

T UST lately we have received numerous 
J queries from listeners who wish to re- 
ceive Fécainp, or by itt other name Radio 

s INTERESTING & TOPICAL s 

PARAGRAPHS 

thing he had been unable to trace any 
fault. After switching off the set I imme- 
diately felt the valves and, as I expected, 
found they were extremely hot. This 
was due to the fact that no ventilation was 
provided in the set. I suggested that the 
set should be removed from the cabinet 
and tested again. This was done, and it 

and emit an electron stream. The moral 
to he drawn from the above incident is, 
that a free circulation of air should always 
be allowed for round indirectly-heated 
valves. 

Another Valve Problem 
ANOTHER rather baffling valve problem 

came my way recently, and, pecu- 
liarly enough, the valve concerned was also 
of the A.C. mains type. I was asked to look 
at a D-2 L.F. AC. receiver, which I was 
told was playing some funny tricks. I 
listened for a quarter of an hour. but nothine 
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in Fig. 2 showing the metal screening cover. to be struck, and so cause a nearby hollow I _ : ei-raitj, - 

L-------.-'The Principles of Tuning Simply Explained---'------ 
. , 

., less programmes erect an aerial and BY 
vessel of suitable shaie and material to 

: _fHOSE desirous of listening to wire- 
vibrate in aysnpathy the two objects can 

make connection to earth, either by tJLBERTE;TW7INING 
wireless tuning it ja possible to select any 
then be said to be in tuna. In the case of 

sunken plate or tube, or to a convenient 
, water pipe. The leads from the aerial and wave desired from these many inaudible 

I ' èarth are taken to the A. and E. terminals - frequencies, because the increase in strength 

.5 
some people to be confusing, which are broadcasting around this tuned 

- of the set respeetWely. The Bet is then ' 

_/ . 
\' owing to the receiver being in tune or 

of the tuned station is so considerable- 

. . 
ready to be tuned, that is, of " in sympathy " with it-that it ought to course, after it is switch&d on. ., 

be impossible, if the sets of to-day were 

eO_tO 

hear any of the other stations 
L 

- The actual handling of the 
tuning dials of a set appear to 

-" .-.. . - 

Q)- 
but most of the controls, if - - . - 

: station. The great difficulty concerning the 
present-day - broadcasting . treated in a systematic manner, - . .. - - 

receive numero stations ; they 
f ' - - 

f 
crowded, consequently, when 

I' are very simple, and the diffi- . . . - 
system is, however, that 

culties vanish with experience. P±i==jj - owing to the number of 
stations and the close prox. . It is futile to twiddle the. dials - i I II I I - 

I ' 

aimlessly in one direction, and fl-.4! . 

: imity of the wavelengths, the 

- 

then in another, expecting to -_ . . . 

I ether is becoming very over- 

must be turned slowly or 
i - - - 

Q) Q.) 
: station is tuned in, others 

- O IÇI are likely to be heard as a stations will be missed. Where 
N-__-,- 1/111111/II 

) V 

background, by reason of an ordinary single-tuned circuit 
c___. . 11/1111/Ill . - - - - . . - their being in partial resonance is used, it is a simple matter 

I 11/iii/1111 / to tune from one station to CQll1,,7U.4// .,' - 

L t with the receiving set. This is 
u 

. another, using a certain amount 
. . . 

the reason why st is so 

dials have to be operad OPh / -., - an dion of good selectity, which 

of skill with the reaction con- necessary at the present time 
. trol ; the diculty arisas wh ' . . 

: 

possible Sharp tuning can be taken as 
- - to make sets as selective as 

. there is more than one tuning , - / - . 
control. When two tuning _____ 

means that only a small amount of move- 

. 
togòther they must be kept in - -' - -. ment of the tuning condenser is needed to 

. . step. Some practice is essential before Fig. I-A theoretical and pictorial diagram 
tune out one and bring in another station. 

successful control can be accomplished, 
I 

of a simple lu'ied circùil to cover 1/Ii normal 
The opposite, ofcourse, to sharp tuning is flat 

for as soon as the dials get out of step . 
of frequencies. . cupies a large proportion of the tuning dial. 

tuning ; this is when a powerful station oc- 
the circuits are not in tune, and the chances 

,; of receiving all but the very . powerful of very high frequency, travelling at the The tuning io varied by altering the 
. local station becomes very remote. When speed of light, that is to say 186,000 feet CSLPOcity ofthe variable condenser, although 

\ :commcing tuning, the reaction knob por second ; these electro-magnetic frs- the inductance of the coil, if altered, will 
: should be placed at zero, and the tuning quencies are know-n as the carrier waves, also vais the tuning, but it is more practical 
. dials adjusted to the wavelength of the the sound waves of speech or music-of a to move the condenser vanes. A ver' 

station ; the reaction is then advanced much lower frequency-are modulated or impoitont pomt tø bO remembered about 

just 
sufficiently to maintain the set in a mixed with the carrier waves. The corn- coils and condensers is that several different 

really sensitive condition. If the two dr- bined waves disperse from the aerial ni all proportions of inductance and capacity may 

: . 

noticeable, together with a slight breathing this is partly due to the earthing effects of ifldflctance in a coil and a large capacity of 
cuits are in step, a certain liveliness is directions, gradually becoming weakei ; be used, that is to say, a small amount of 

or rustling sound. buried metal, and also th their absorption condenser, can produce the same wave- 
r and conductance to earth by buildings, length as a large amount of mductancc and 

The Transmitting Station . trees, etc. A transmitter can be simply a small amount of capacity. This is partly 
The transmitting station sends out on an explained by saying that it has an aerial the reason why two sets with identical - 

I aerial electro-magnetic, or wireless waves, which radiates thé signals, assóciated with calibrations ou the dials may not give 
. which aerial i a coil and condenser. The the same dial readings for the same 

I, 

and st desired to receive this station, the 

( 

: 

: 
wavelength or frequency of the station wavelength this meare that on 

. and every stationis allotted a wavelength- A I 
(Conti000d on pago 436.) 

L 

, . 
depends upon the setting of these two 

__ 
. 

s 

pieces of apparatus. For instance, a station 
. . which is allotted a wavelength of 400 E 

. 
metres, adjusts its coll and condenser to 

. tTi this wavelength ; it then fixes it, per- 
I . bL! . rnanently, enabling it always to transmit - 

I . : at 400 metres. If the transmitting station - 

- 

receiving set must be tuned to respond to 
I " 

broadcasts at a certain known frequency r 

, 
rr i . 

the same frequency. This is carried out by - 

L 

I 

a tuning circuit similar to that of the trans- witch ' 

::'°° 

inductance coil and a variable . \ ' - - 

mitter. It is nade up of an 

condenser.- In Fig. i is shown 
a simple aerial tuning-circuit. - -,J . 

until resonance, or, as we ow it, tg, 1 

. Wireless Waves - -- . - 
. 

Wireless waves are inaudible I___________________________________________________________ 
is brought into action. Everything lias a Fig 2.-A coilaranged Io cove, 

J 

natural period of vibration. It is possible E two bands of frequencies, show- 
¿ 
. - 

Fig. 3.-A'commericalform ofihe coil/iown for a gong yielding a-noto of certain pitch ' ing hole one section of the cojijs 
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Pig. 4.-Terminals should be increased in size and Fig. 5.-How valveholder terminals 
J 

lifted with one hand Io 

rprovided with screwdriver slots, could be made firmer. j support Ilse screw. 

- -- - 

are often too small to take any average. 
sized screw, with a result that the moulding 
is broken immediately an attempt is made 
to insert the screw with a screwdriver. 
One might say that it is rather 
"ham-handed" toat- 

f 
tempt to 

put a screw in a hole 
f \ \ which is 

too small; but wire. j \\ ß less con- 
structors aro drawn ¡ if from all 
classes, and not a few j of them 
are without previous mechan i- 

SLOT HLED IN 
ENOOFSCREW L i 

VE .sransans rirr 

times finds 
in the feet of components such as metal- 
shrouded mains transformers. Due to the 
positions of the holes, it is impossible to 
hold the ser wdriver upright whilst putting 
in the screws (see Fig. 2). In consequence, 
unless great care is exercised the screw 
enters the wood at a slanting angle and 
wobbles from side to side as it is diiven 
home. Not infrequently it becomes bent, 
and then breaks off. The solution from 
the manufacturer's standpoint would bé 
to increase the length of the feet so as to 
bring the hole further out, or to arrange 

the feet to project from the ends 
MUJID HEAI). instead of the sides of the com- 

ponent. The best way that we 

;ET Jjjj .1'koDthINo NUT 
SPelNCWAsHE 

'ïi EYELET. 
la 

YWIHQLQE! 

NO EYELET/ 

LTHOUGH we radio enthusiasts are in 
a much more fortunate position 
to-day than we were only a few 

years ago, there are still several difficulties 
in our path which ought never to exist. 
I refer principally to difficulties which arise 
due to causes beyond our control, and which 
result from lack of care on the part of those 
responsibre for the design of many of the 
components we use. I am not going to 
condemn every component manufacturer, 
because I know that most of them go to 
uifinite trouble to satisfy our every require. 

- ment, and they do succeed in simplifying 
the task of both designer and constructor 
in no small measure. But there are a few 
manufacturers who do not give sufficient 
attention to some of the minor points of 
design which would save us a good deal of 
time and trouble. Such people cause us 
much unnecessary annoyance due to nothing 
else but lack of foresight, and lack of sym- 
pathy with the average constructor's limita- 
tions. Lest I be misunderstood I would 
like to say at o--e that many of the im- 
provements which 1 shall suggest have 
already been auoptcd by certain manu- 
facturers, and in those cases my criticisms 
will not apply. 

Screw Holes 
The first point which comes to my mind 

is in respect to screw holes in the bakelite 
mouldings of L.F. transformers, fixed con- 
densers, valve holders, and the like. These 

an attempt is made to insert too large a 
screw. So far as I am aware, 
there is only one firm which 
does this. The only thing 
we can do in such cases as 
the above is to try our screws 
in the holes, and then if 
necessary, enlarge the latter 
with a scritable drill or reamer. 
But this is a 
"ticklish" job 

tie natureof the 
due to the brit: 

- 8 
usual bakeito 
mouldings. One 
must be ex 
t r e me I y 't.... / - 

careful that 
only a small 

Ill pressure is 

W.appl 

i ed 
uil whilst the 

ii drill is turned 
\ athighspeed. 
\ 

O Awkward 
Screw Holes 

My next 
grouse is in 
respect t o 
awkwardly 

Fig. 2.-It is impossilsie to placed screw 
hold the screwdriver upright holes t h a t 
due to the position of the holes, one some. 

one if the baseboard is at all crowded. 

A Useful Tip 
At this juncture may I offér a little 

suggestion? When mounting, say, fixed 
condensers of the type built in a tin case 
it is often difficult to hold the screw upright - 

whilst inserting it. A fairly simple way 
out of this difficulty is shown in Fig. 3; 
it will be seen that the condenser is lifted 
up with one hand to support the screw 
whilst it is being driven in. 

Terminals 
Next I am going to make a complaint 

about many of the terminals fitted to some 
of the smaller parts like fixed condensers, 
valve holders, high.frequency chokes, and 
variable condensers; they are much too 
small. Being so small they cannot be 
gripped sufficiently well with the fingers, 
and are easily damaged if turned too 
forcibly with pliers. I would like to suggest 
that no terminais should be less than 4 BA. 
(equivalent to about bin. diameter), and 
that they should he fitted with nuts at 
least 5/16 in. diameter. Regarding the 
latter, they should be circular and well 
milled, so that 
they can easily 
be gripped be. - 

tween the finger 
and thumb-that 
would avoid 
breakages due to 
the necessity for 
using pliers. The 
terminal nuts - 

would also be 

holes are often 
L. IJVERCOMING LITTLE 

an average 
sized screw, 
with the result 
that the mou1d MANUFACTURERS 'AND ing lv broken 
when inserting 

the 

screw 

Component Design has Undergone Vast Improvements in 

S - 

' Remain, and this Article Explains How to 
METAL 

t cal experience. 'If the holes were made a can avoid trouble in a case like this is 
- 

,, I 
little larger no difficulty would arise, but a to lay the component on the base- 
still better job would result if small metal board, carefully mark off the positions çf 

,, I eyeIe were fitted. These latter strengthen the screw holes, and make small holes th 
-, I the moulding very much -in the 'region of a bradawl to receive the screws. Even 

I the hole and prevent splitting even when after doing all this our task is not an easy 
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i. 

I' 

LJIFFICULTIES - I HAT. 
DESIGNERS SET Us! 1 

the Past Three Years. :Some Petty Annoyances Still 
Obviate Them !-By FRANK PRESTON, F.R.A. 
greatly improved if provided with a of ebonite rod-if a lathe is available. 
screwdriver cut on their upper surface, as But most often it is not, so another 
shown us Fig. 4. This would make it a method must be adopted. It is illustrated 
simple matter to screw down the nuts in Figure 6 and consists of binding a 
firmly when they were in positions in. length of insulating tape round the screwed 
accessible to the hand. A slotted screw- LOUD SPEARER UNIT. 
driver like that shown in Fig. 4 would be 
required, but the necessary slot can easily 

- be made in any ordinary screwdriver with 
a small file. 

Spring Washers and Locking Nuts 
Whilst on the subject of terminals I am 

reminded of the trouble winch often arises 
with components such as valve holders 
when the terminal nuts are being screwed 
down. First the terminal moves bodily 
and then becomes loose. To tighten it up 
again involves the removal of the valve 
holder from the set to get a grip on the 
lower end of the terminal with a screw- 
driver. All this could be avoided if the 
makers would fit a spring washer, or better 
still, a lock-nut as shown in the sketch 
of Figure 5. 

- 

METAL PANEL 

rn-. 

FIBRE WASHERS 

- - - - 
- FIXINuNuT 

J 

\ 
1METAL WASHER. 

J ''-, 'INSULATING TAPE 
-. BOUND ROUND BUSH 

- Fig. 6.-Jnss,ja- 
Sing metal mount- 

- 
- ing bush from 

metal pase!. 
When dealing with such parte as loud. 

speaker emits and gramophone motors 
where the positions of boles are required 
the simplest method is to use a piece of 
thin paper. Make a bole to fit over the 
projecting spindle and scribble over the 
paper with a pencil the region of the holes; 
impressions of the holes will be left on the 
paper. By laying the template on the 
fret or motor board the centres can 
accurately be pricked through (ses 
Figure 8). 

A few years ago one or two valve 
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ri' 

Panel Mounting Bushes manufacturers used to put a label, giving It is surprising to find that many t the principal characteristics, round the 
manufacturers make the bushes of panel valve cap. But this system has now been 
mounting components so short that they abandoned, although I don't know why. 
can only be fixed on the thinnest of panela. I shouldilke to see it started again, because 
There is no objection to having bushes it really is very convenient to . have 
on the long side because the extra length 

be filled up with one or two 
necessary data ready to hand. 

can always 
washers. Again, why can't insulating What Manufacturers Ought to Tell Us. 

. 
washers be supplied with panel mounting 

. 

A few of the things which I suggest the 
. 

components ? They are often wanted in PAPER manuacturcrs ought to tell us in respect 
these days of metal chassis. When in. TEMPLATE. of various components are :- 
sulating washers ________________ 
are required they I 

. . 

Fig. 8.-A ¡emploie for 
Tunsfl Goil.s . Acctìrate maximum and 

minimum capacities, or at least the ratio, 
can be made quite CENTRE RDR loudspeaker unit. of maximum to minimum. These figures 

: 
easily from a piece DIAL WINDOW. would enable us to tell what wavelength 

J, 

5TRIP OF bosh and placing a washer range could be covered with any particular 
coil. 

\ \ss CARD. made of fibre, paxolin or 
\ '- thin ebonite on each side Fixed and VariaMo Resistances : Safe 

ç_ di.;uì 
\\\\\t\\ui\lli 

of the panel. The holes in both 
be 

current carrying capacity ; we should then 
not to overload them. 

. 

--, 
panel and washers must 

. large enoùgh to take the full HF. Chokes : Inductance and self- 
. . 

- . . 

diameter formed by th& bush capacity, so that we could tell at a glance 
if suitable for any particular circuit. 

.. and insulating tape. 
Give Us Templates 

L.F. .Traníormers and L.F. Chok&: 
- 

. 

. 

Very few manufacturers, even 
Inductance and impedance of prhmiry 

wrndiiig at various fro- HEIGHT J s among those who are otherwise quencies and when carry- 
- . 

OFCOI4DEMSER - blameless, supply templates with specified values of 
SPINDLE their components. These could anode current-for pur- 

be made in paper or thin card poses of matching. Also and would cost next to nothing, the maximum safe current but they would be appreciated. I carrying capacity. 

II / 

find it very annoying to have to 
Power and Pent od a mount such parts as condenser Vuives: Optimum Load, drives, loud-speaker units, gramo- so that we could ac- phone motors, etc., without being curatel match them with given a template. Of course, the 

difficulty can be overcome by making a suitable loud-speaker. 

- 
DISC ' 

our own, bot we shouldn't have to 
like' 

Loud-speakers: Impe- 
' 

: dance at a frequency of, 
- DRIVE - 

In the case of components 
condenser drives the easiest way to 

template is to hold a of 
say, 300 cycles, to assist in 

' 

nsatchmg output valves. 

Fig. 7.-Centring I/ic dril- 
make a piece 
card against the centre and mark off the 
various heights with pencil lines as ilus- 

H.T. Batteries: Econ- 
Fig. 9.-A label omic current load; the ling holes for slow-motion - 

dials. pOsmON OF trated in Figure 7. The card can then be on- the value battery could then be- 

OPERA11NDNO8. 
laid on the panel and the distances base giving dis chosen according to ta 

type óf set in _________________ transferred. ,' - characteristics, use. 
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MAKING A DUA CONE: SPEAKER i. 

This Speaker Possesses Merits which will Appeal to the Majority of Cone Experimenters. It 
Embraces the Principles of Fixed and Floating Coties, which enable it to handle with I 

Remarkable Fidelity and Volume, the Full Range of. Responses 
J ------------"'--By T. 

DURING the past few years, thousands, The combination of these two requisites make andmaterial which cost less than six- 
probably tens of thousands, of wire- has been accomplished with, I genuinely pence to buy. And having made this asser- 
less enthusiasts have experimented believe, better results than any other cone tion, I now provide aUthe necessary details 

in the making of cone speakers since the model yet designed, and now I recline in of construction so that those not too seep- 
first introduction of the balanced-armature my armchair of an evening with a corn- tical may try out this assembly. These de- 
umts. One after the other, designs have placent smile listening to moving-coil out- tails are so simple that experimenters should 
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structional error which, when perceived, I 
d u a I 

I 

that the cone is 
caused the usual type of lamentatiòn. I --'. o O n e not bulged. The 
Then, as if in consolation for wasted effort, I .,',. asse m- I , 

. 

LL 
pressure will cause 

I stumbled on a new line of reasoning I , 

bly.And . the snipped edges 
which induced me to carry on. I had 

I 

t h i s to spread outward 
aimed high. I desired that deep register I . 

from a I Fig. 4.-Sectional view of and flat on the 
usually obtained by a large fixed cone and three- completedspea/ter. Toshow brown paper. 
extreme baffle, together with that excellent I .". - - '__ - -.. year-old. 

- 

method of attaching the Keep one finger 
and natural response on the upper scale I --.._ - - u, unit of cones they have been drawn on the apex until 
more successfully produced by the floating I ".., _,-' a well- I out of actual proportion, the glue has set. 
cone arrangement, i - __-- known I (continued òn page 444.) 

put. In fact I might say for a normal-sized 
room it is more pleasing than a moving coil. 

- ..ri1 
I 

, 

r-- 4-.... - 

J 

I/I 
!l 

i 

i 
t 

Ii 

I 

Satisfying Test Results 
Perhaps there are a number of experi. 

mentes-s who, reading the last paragraph, 
will mutter "Bunk," or "Bosh," or some- 
thing equally forceful. But wait a moment. 
I frankly admit being astonished by the 
results obtained. When I hooked up the 

w 

(9. --- 

- 

JIII 

, //ffJ 
//ßj] 

J 

' 

* 

speaker leads and switched on, I realized 
for the first time what a symphony concert 
really was. Those graceful cadences of the 
v,olm and the deep slur of the bass viol 
came through clear and balanced. In the 

A - 

- 

6 
L - 

-a 7 

jj1fliJV., 

i8 / 

r 

- . 

Iii 

exuberance of 
fi 

( 
iflIfi71 my feelings I 

JfiiJ(JfihIfi 
rushed to a 
friendly wireless 

¡ dealer and 
-- - borrowed a P.M. ./ 

f' A - 

unit,a good one 

Fig. l-Shows completed spealcer withoul 
fret front. In use lie shoulder piece is used 

as a hase. 

in various publications, and each 
claimed some particular advantage over 
its predecessor which would bring it into 
the quality class of the moving coil. There 
have been the fixed cone, the floating or 
free-edge cone, the single and double 
diaphragms, the rubher-möunted, the round, 
the square, and the oblong. Last of all, 
there has come the approved B.B.C. type 
of box speaker with its special woollen 
packing. Yes, everyone possessed definite 
points of value and such improved charac- 
teristics that one was certainly intrigued. 

With the exception of the latter type, 
which, incidentally, seems expensive to 
make, and therefore outside the orbit of 
the general experimenter, I have tried them 
all, and have achieved varying degrees of 
success, but I must confess there was never 
that pleasant "up to expectation" feeling 
with the finished job. Whether there was 
something radically wrong in actual crafts- 
manship, or faults in the materials used- 
and. I admit the feasibility of such jis both 
instances-results did not reach the heights 
the originator claimed. 

In addition to these I have attempted 
numerous experiments of my own. My 
latest achievement is the result of a con- 

II -.: ithout3Lbit. 
I I "I tested this 
I I 

/4 until I got the 
/ correct match- i Ç ing of trans- 

two neighbours, 

N. former with 
output valve. I 

N. - then induced 

- I\fl1fiflfl1 both keen 
hi \rIlll speaker experi- 

Fig. 2-Sectional vieus sparo me an 
- montera, to 

showing larger cone cut 
ready lo accommodate the hour. I accom- 

smaller Cone. modated them 
in ais adjoining 

room. Neither of them knew exactly 
what lay behind such an invitation. 
Ali they were asked to do was to 
listen for a period, and select what they 
considered the best speaker. Tuning 

various stations in 
F i g. 3 -- A oi-der to obtain both 

small Cone ' reneatedly 
s h o w i n g \ changea speakers, 
where fha 't thus affording each 

Sketch 

7 

music and speech, 

flann elette 
't afairtest. They 

r ing is 't were unanimous attached \ in their solee- 
tion, which (dotted 

il proved to be the lines). 

find no obstacle in producing a first-rate job. 
Details of Construction 

First of all, get five pieces of wood 
rough box wood will do admirably. (Jut 
four of these so that when joined they will 
form a square with an inside measurement 
of 18m. Two pieces should be 4in. wide 
and two 8hs., the latter pait- being shaped 
so as to form 4hs. . shoulders on which the 
fifth piece, 2hs. wide and forming the unit 
cross-piece, can be attached. Nail or screw 
the four pieces together (see Fig. 1). Now 
get a piece of thin brown wrapping paper 
24ta. square. Hold this up to the light 
and see that it is free from blemish and 
that no cracks or hard folds appear on the 
surface. Wet well-but do not soak this 
under the water tap-and spread on a 
wood table. Place the wood square upon 
this face downward. Glue the outer face 
of the frame and fold up the paper edges. 
A few drawing pins pressed along the top 
edge will ensure the paper sticking. Once 
the glue is holding firmly, the newly-made 
baffle can be placed in front of the fire to 
dry. In a ves-y short time it will be found 
that the paper has shrunk tight and 
when tapped will produce a sound like a 
side-drum. 

Whilst this baffle is drying the experi- 
mentor can be busily employed in the 
making of two cones of. different sizes. 
i will deal with the larger first ; though I 
might add that both may be constructed 
of similar paper, preferably medium-weight 
lampshade or art, which can be obtained at 
any stationer's for 3d. per sheet. 

This code should measure 15m, across. 
When completed, carefully snip with a pair 
of scissors bin. cuts every tin, or so round 

the edge. Well - - glue the inside of 
(J the cone up to 

- III the limit of the ' cuts. Now turn 
' the baffle upside 

i - , down once more 
s' g and place it on 

-. 'i the table. Take 
8 up the cone, and 

after finding the 
centre, press 

° lightly upon the 
- apex. In doing 

this he careful 
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are obvious. - 
omiI1d. - 

p 

obvious that the latter is that 
part of Fig. i which 
is drawn in heavy lines 
The "Alpha" 
D.C. unit, dea. 
cribed in this 

such a manner thaon 
article, is, there- 
fore, designed in 

as your mains are changed 
over it will only be necessary to 
buy one or two parts and add them 
to the present unit to convert it 
to an AC. battery eliminator. 
The advantages of' such a unit 

Fig. I-An A.C. mains unit Fig. 2.-A D.C. mains unit. 
in its simplest form. The first condenser is generally 

mains and the 
: -o 3 (8-0)Q0-I5Ov. receiver. Un 

fortunately 5,0000 mA 

2 (,i?' 80100v. 

I (Q-3)' 60-80v. m. 
Fig. 3.-The complete 

HT,- circuit diagram of the 
D.C. unit described in 

the D.C. supply cannot be increased, and, f receiving set and connected, instead, to the this article. 
therefore, it is restricted in its use, and is earth terminal on this unit. Tho values of -O E 
rapidly becoming obsolete for commercial the resistances have been so chosen that unit, as when it is enclosed ma box there is 
purposes. Those towns and villages which any D.C. mains having voltages between 

I 
no possibility of shocks due to exposed 

are at present on the D.C. supply are being 200 and 250 may be used, to deliver be plugs or sockets. To wire the remainder 
changed as quickly as the work can be tween 120 and 150 volts HT. for power 

i of the unit use good, thick Glazite, only 
carried out, and the time will come when valves; 60 to 80 volts for S.G., and detector 

I 
baring the covering where contact is made. 

there will be no D.C. isi the country. Until 
that time, however, the listenr with D.C. 

valves, and 80 to 100 volts for L.F. valves. 
The unit is, therefore, admirably suited fo 

The Spaghetti resistances bave been chosen 
to gtee the voltages previously mentioned 

mains need not go on using H.T. batteries two. or three.valve sets, employing either 
i with currents of 4 niA and 3 mA. These aro 

under the impression that a battery climi. 
i 

screen grid, or detector and L.F. stages. correct for the average valves, but may be 
nator will become obsolete when the mains Constructing the Unit modified to suit different types of valve by 
change.over comes. Fig. i shows 
an A.C. mains unit, and Fig. 2 There are only six components to attach I 

dividing the anode current into the voltage 

shows a D.C. unit, and it is quite IIIÇ 1 

which has to be dropped. 

,L' 

who have access to D.C. 
mains are fortunate in one respect- 
the construction of a mains unit is 

a cheap proposition. They are, of course, 
extremely unlucky in another respect- 
they are unable to increase the voltage of 
the mains supply. With AC. a trans. 
former can be used to increase the voltage 
to practically any value, so that where the 
mains supply is 200 volts, it is possible to 
use valves which require an anode voltage 
of 500 volts by simply using a suitable 
transformer 
between the - 

seen that the unit contains a L.F. choke, 
various by-pass condensers and resistances, 
and a double fuse. The latter component 
inserts a fuse in each lead from the mains, so 
making the unit quite safe. It will be 
noticed that there is a terminal marked 
ELurni, and that this is joined to the HT. 
negative terminal through a 2 nrfd. con- 
denser. This is one of the most essential 
points in the unit,, as it must be used to 
isolate the mains from earth. When the 
unit is used, therefore, the earth lead mwst 
be removed from the earth terminal of the 

5OOC 
(l5mA 

the panel. Attach the terminals and on- 
off switch, and then screw the panel into 
position. Ordinary twin lighting flex must 
be used to join the switch to the small fuse 
box, and also to join the switch to the 
mains. This latter flexible lead must be 
chosen so that it will reach from the unit to 
the requisite mains socket, as there is no 
additional external plug.in connection pro- 
vided. To keep the flex in its position, a 
knot is tied and a small strip of ebonite or 
wood screwed to the baseboard across the 
flex. This is the safest way of wiring the 

MAINS UNIT - 

W. J. DELANEY 

- 

for the D.C-unit. 
ii 

. cLeff)-The . 

,o+', .5" . pane! of flic unit, to the baseboard, and it will be noticed that 
.. - 

showingtheswiIch this leaves quite a large vacant area. As 
- and terminals. menCioned in the opening paragraphs, this 

is to accommodate the necessary additional 
The Circuit Arrangement components when the unit is converted for 

. . - From the circuit shown AC. working. Attach the components, 
- s at Fig. 3, it will be as shown in the wiring diagram, and drifi 
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(Contincd from page 431.) 

Wiring Dia- 

içiii 

When wiring is completed, replace has been found for the plug, it is 
the fuses, and insert the plug into a preferable to mark the plug, either 
convenient mains socket. Join the by means of a piece of paper stuck 
HT. terminals to your receiver, and on, and bearing the word " Top," 
change over the earth lead as men- for instance, or in some other way to 
tioned before, and, for safety's sake, ensure that the plug, when it is re- 
also put a fairly substantial condenser moved, will always be replaced the 
ill the aerial lead. This will remove all correct way round. The unit will be. 
possibility of shorting the mains. found absolutely trouble-free in use, 
Now switch on the mains and then and we shall describe next week how 
the switch on the unit, and the receiver to convert it for AC. working. It is 

NEXT WEEK- I . ----.. 

The A.C. Conversión . - . 
, 

. will be ...... . 

: 

. . , ., 
i 

: described . 

L 

. -e-.. - . 

; . . ,. .-' ;4 . 

5000(5 ' 

This photograph - showsthecomplete D.C.-A.C. Mains 
. . s- Unit. 

so that the mains negative lead coin- be of iron, with an earthing screw 

should work straight away. Ifnothing hardly necessary to add that the unit 

, 

happens, reverse the plug in the mains must be enclosed in h box to avoid 
socket, as this must be connected up danger, and this should preferably 

ik 
cides with the negative lead of the ........ 

__t$ . Be .. '1'Y Turn Òve - 
Department of Deceit wind in the trees. Tust imagine, 

. . When I received a letter from a that appetizing sizzle of eggs and 
Great Western Railway driver, corn- bacon being fried is produced by a 

I 

stdsil by allowing the engine to one comer of the room is a wooden 

plaining ofthe way the B.B.C. effects well-known brand of fruit salts being 
1 department brought a train to a stirred in a glass of water. In 

" puff ' right up to the moment of bø.th which provides all manner of 
. its stopping, it occurred. to me the aquatic sounds, from a storm at sea 

B.B.C. was conducting its effects in to a morning dip. - On its side is 
a very sunil ar manner to some fitted a small rowlock, in which is 

's American film producers, who intro- placed a small oar for' rowing 
duce twentieth century appliances scenes, and the climax of illusions 
in eighteenth century stories. I the scratching of tinfoil with 
thought this was sufficient reason to rubber to represent approaching 
find out what takes place in studio foothP. 
6D of Broadcasting House. Some . 

a-: _ people think the room looks like the Radio Herrings 
int.erior of a mausoleum ; to me it - An English radio fan, resident in 

.,-.. - has the appearance of a secondhand Norway, has written to me saying 
' , 

junk shop, gymnasium and operating how well the new Scottish Regional; 
theatre combined, in which every station is received there. He goes on 

e conceivable kind of noise is manu- to tell me how radio is used to assist 
-- factored, from a synthetic kiss to fishermen during the herring season. 

K2)e . 

a cannon's roar. Every bit of junk The authorities have fitted aeroplanes 
. is an essential ingredient for con. with radio transmitting apparatus, e . 

i cocting descriptive noises for back. sud instead of the fishing fleet going 
e . - ound work. In barnstormer days, out to search for the schools of fish,: 

e : when the noise of falling rain was the 'planes are employed. When the. 
.. 

required, dried peas were turned in hernngs are sighted the fact is 
. a large drum, but things are modein. radioed " to a land station, which- 

' . . ized in this studio of art ; now thé in turn passes on the directions to 
e ' ' 

: sound is produced by dropping rice the fleet. In this way, what has in 
: : o brown paper. Our old friends the past been a very precarious. 

O ' 

-e C . caused a gale by rubbing coarse lis'elihood, has changed to a most ¡ 
- . 

e - - 

: sandpaper on wood and blowing a profitable one and saved thousands 
e : small siren. Up-to-date methods of people from privation. The B.B.C. 

S . - demand the shuffling of tom paper broadcasts the price of herrings ' - 
: m a bowler hat when you hear the from Aberdeen. 

' ' . - 

:- . . . t 
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semi-experimental manner. 

Connecting Up 
Join your aerial and earth leads to the 

terminals so marked and also your loud. 
speaker. Comes now the question of 
connecting up the three battery supplies. 
First of all take the soven-way battery 
cord and connect the LT.- and LT.-)- 
spade tags respectively to the negative 
(black) and positive (red) terminals of the 
two.volt L.T. accumulator. Thèn, after 
placing the HT.- plug into the negative 
socket of the 120 volt high tension battery 
place the remaining plugs in the following 
marked socket positions :- 

H.T. + .. 60 volte. 
- HT. + i .; .. 42 volts. 

H.T. + 2 ....... 117 volts. 
H.T. + 3 120 volts. 

The smoothness of this control will circuit, owing to the reduction in damping 
immediately impress itself on the 
constructor, and there is another 
point which must be looked into - - - : -: 
with this first station tuned in. - 

refer to the tone compen. 
sator. I spoke about 
this in the preceding 
articles and now you will 
be able to test its effect. 
In the carton housing the 
original component will 
be found complete and 
detailed inform- 
ation i and, ac- 
cording to the '-' - 

numbers, cor- 
rection is given 
to unequal re- -. - 

spouse of loud. - - - 
speakers, cut off Three-quarter reaìviewofthc"Argus" -. - - - .. -. - 

 " ELL and that's that, now what 
am I to do?" I can quite 

t imagine that this was the remark 
of each constructor of the "Argus" Three, 
as he contemplated the results of his handi- 
work, after following carefully the instruc- 
tions given for building the set in last week's 
issue of PRACTICAL WIBELRS5. Justifiably 
proud of his work (after checking over to see 
that no errors have been made in wiring, of 
course) it is natural that he awaits quite 
eagerly the final instructions pointing out 
how to join up and operate his set. Well, 
here they are: 

First of all the valves. Place a Cossor 
220 V.S.G. in the valve socket V (the one 
just by the aerial and earth terminals). 
By the way, I notice that in the list of 
components given in PRACTICAL WIRELRSS, 
dated November 5th, this valve was desig- 
nated the 230 V.S.G., but, naturally, you 
all appreciated that this was a small 
printer s error-in any case, just. alter it 
on your copy straight away. Join the 
short flex lead from the top of the screened 
grid choke to the top of this metallized 
valve, making sure that a good screw 
contact results. Next place a Oossor 220 
SG, in the V2 socket-that on the right of 
the set just behind the reaction-condenser. 
and, as before, join your flex lead from the 
terminal of the screened-grid choke to the 
terminal on the top of this metallized valve. 
Finally insert your pentode valve, the 
Cossor 230 H.P.T., in the remaining valve 
socket. This, of course, is all done with 
the set outside ita cabinet, for the first test 
on the aerial is best carried out in this 

ion later, but the -values suggestedi will 
be suitable for the initial testi. 

For grid bias, insert the GB-(- plug 
into the correct socket of this battery, 
GB.- 2 into 6 volts negative, and the 
plug from the bias potentiometer of the 
variable mu screened-grid valve (top left- 
hand control facing panel front) into 9 volts 
negative. The GB-1 plug can - be 
neglected for the, moment as this, only 
comes' into operation when using -the pick- 
up. (By the way, in the November 5th 
issue this GB. battery was designated an 
HT. battery; another small printer's 
error you must correct.) 

Tuning In 

All is now in readiness for switching on, 
so, after setting the wave-change switch to 
"medium" so as to tune the 250 to 550 
metre waveband, turning the volume- 
control knob (top left-hand) as far as 
possible in a clockwise direction, and the 
reaction control knob (top right-hand) as 
far as posrible in an anti-clockwise direction, 
pull out the filament switch knob (bottom 
centre). The set is now "alive" and by 
turning the main tuning knob (larger of 
the double centre knobs) you can tune in 
your "local" station on this waveband. 
If there is an excess of volume, with a 
poisible tendency to òverloading, j ast tone 
down this by turning the volume control 
knob in an anti-clockwise direction. This 
will increase the negative bias to the 
variable mu valve, and reduce the signal 
input to the detector valve. 

real searching. Tune in a fairly weak 
station at about the middle of the dial with 
the pre-detector voluine control full on- 
Then, rotating slightly the "star" wheel 
on the right of the condenser chassis, move 
the larger of the two tuning knobs back- 
wards a-nd forwards a few degrees until 
this signal is heard at its maximum strength. 
Do not touch the "-star" wheel again, 
but repeat the process just described with 
the small tuning knob in place of the 
"star" wheel. This is the knob in front of 
the main tuning knob. 

Further adjustment should then, strictly 
speaking, not be necessary, but I have fqmd 
it a good plan to manipulate this front. 
knob trimmer when -tuning in any par- 
ticular station. This will ensure that you 
have got the station required at just its 
correct setting. 

As far as the reaction control is concerned, 
the smoothness of working depends upon 
the correct adjustment of the voltage 
applied to the screening grid of the detector 
valve via the tapping HT. +1. It is 
therefore necessary to find this on the set 
with the set in use. I recommended earlier 
that for a starting point H.T. +1 could 
be about 42 volts, and the set has worked 
quite satisfkctorily with that value. How- 
ever, I advise you to try out a few other 
voltages either side of this value, keeping 
the screening voltage as low as possible 
consistent with smooth reaction-that is. 
no ploppiness or fierceness. - 

I mentioned in the other issues how the 
use of the screened-grid valve as a detector 
produced a sharper tuning in the detector 

OPERATING JHE. "ARGUS" THREE 
By H J BARTON CHAPPLE, 

Wh.Sch., B.Sc. (Hons.), DIC.,. A.MJ.E.E. 

The first plug on due to selective circuits and cut off due to 
i this list supplies narrow base note grooves on gramophòne 

voltage to the records. The value of the control is soon 
screening grid of made evident when you have tuned in your 
the valve V, the station. Just turn the knob to left or 
second plug to the right until the reproduction is to your own 
screening grid of taste. Different settings will be found to 
the valve ya, the suit best the individual items of speech. 
third plug to the song, light orchestra, band, and so on, and 

* anode of 2, and the effect of the control is most marked. 
the fourth plug to 
both the screening 
grid and anode of Adjusting the Controls 

- 
. - The neat appearance 

the pentode valve.. 
of !h, V. I shall have 

Now let me pass on a few remarks with 
reference to the controls in general. First 

. 
Argas Three, when fitted xnloithe Clarion more to say about 
Cabinet, is apparent from th illustration, this voltage quest- 

of ali the "ganging" of the condensei. 
This should be done before attempting any . 
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control is given by the series aerial con- 
denser situated on the baseboard between 
the aerial and earth terminals. You must 
adjust this to suit your owai local conditions, 
bearing in mind that the smaller the 
amount of capacity included (knob turned 
in anti-clockwise direction) the greater 
the selectivity and the smaller the volume. 
This loss of volume, however, is easily 
taken care of by the reserve of power in 
theset itself. Include as much capacity in 
circuit as possible for the best results. 

In extreme cases on the long waves it 
may be fousid desirable to cut this con- 
denser out of circuit altogether. Should 
this be found necessary, the following little 
dodge will be found helpful. Just drill a 
small hole in the wooden batten at the back, 
and connect a short piece of wire to the 
moving-plate terminal of the series aerial 

and GB. values may be found necessary- I they obtain with the "Argus" Three: 
except for HT. + i these are not very I am content, therefore, to say that the 
critical-and the amateur is well advised set, once the reader has become thoroughly 
to try any small alterations himself, 

I 
"at home" with it, will bring in all the 

always switching off, however, before principal broadcasting stations. I have 
touchmg any of the plugs. As a general heard all the familiar foreign programmes on 
rule, HT. +2 and HT. 

- Th +3 should be as near - or CA8JNET 
120 volts as possible, -- =-=----- 
HT. + of the order of 
60 volts, G.B. -1 6to 9 _________________ ___ ( 
volts, and GB.- about 
9 volts. 

Having become thor- 
oughly accustomed L0LTTT° to handling tise controls 
and the ordinary tuning 
operations, the reader 
can proceed to house the Arran ging tile grid-bias battery inside (lie 

set in its cabinet. Make a cabinet. - 

i 
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- ...--.-.-. ..- Avoiding Break-through "..-. 
When one is situated very close to a 

- high-powered broadcasting station working. 
- - . - on the medium waves, there is sometimes a j tendency for a "break-through" at the 

end of the tuning scale on the long 
' waves. If this should by chance occur, 

- one way of 
avoiding it is to 

- . - connect a fixed 
condenser of - .003 mfd. cap- 
acity between 

- 

the 
marked 4 and 

. 7 on the aerial 
A coil. In normal 

situations, how- 
ever, this point 
will not arise, 
but it is worth 

- noting. 
I think this 

covers most of the "hints" 
that have oc- 
curred to mO 
while operating 

in this circuit. An additional selectivity the set. A few slight adjustments in HT. 

November 19th, 1932 

inside the cabinet by accommodating it on 
the underside of the cabinet top. Pieces 
of thin aluminium or brass can be bent up 
as clips if you do not happen to have any. 
G.B. battery clips by you, laying the 
battery with its sockets facing towards the 
back edge somewhat as shown in the 
sketch of Fig. I. Now replace all your 
plugs and leads in their correct positions 
and all is well. 
Using a Pick-up 

I have not mentioned anything abon t 
the use of a pick-up. G.B. -1.plug comes 
into play here and should be inserted is 
three volts negative. Since the screened 
grid valve will not handle a large input 
signal, I very strongly advise you to use a 
volume control in conjunction with your 
pick-up. An ordinary potentiometer joined 
up is has been shown before in these 
columns (for example, on page 321 of the 
November 5th issue) will do quite well, 
and this will ensure that there is a pleasant 
volume level maintained and no risk of 
overloading and consequent distortion. 
The leads are joined to the pick.up terminals 
in the usual manner. 

In conclusion let me say that I am sure 
readers will be delighted with the results 

t. 

t 

PTRATES, beware! Clause 3, Section 1 of 
the Vireless Telegraphy Act (1904) 

reads as follows: "If any person establishes 
a wireless telegraph station without a 
licence in that behalf, or installs or works 
any apparatus for wireless telegraphy 
without a licence in that behalf, he shall 
be guilty of a misdeineanour, and be 
liable, on conviction ander the Summary 
Jurisdiction Acts, to a penalty not exceed- 
sng ten pounds, and on conviction on 
indictment to a fine not exceeding one 
hundred pounds, or to imprisonment, with 
or without hard labour, for a term nOt 

Frankfurt and Leipzig 
ON October 28th two German higl- 

power stations were brought into 
operation, and simultaneously an exchange 
of wavelength was carried out. The 
17-kilowatt Frankfurt-am-Main transmitter 
now works on 259.3 metres (1,157 kots), 
or immediately below the channel used by 
London National. The wavelength of the 
Leipzig 75-kilowatt station has been raised 
to 389.6 metres (770 kcfs), thus placing the 
transmission between those from Radio- 
Toulouse and Midland RegionaL 

monthly to the Post Office authorities, 
and only a thirty-days' notice is required. 

Milan's High-Power Transmitter 
ON October 26th Signor Mussolini 

officially inaugurated the recently- 
completed 50 kilowatt Milan transmitter, 
and from that date the station may be 
heard on the air nightly on 331.4 metres. 
Although the power at present is only equal 
to that of Rome, the plant has been so 
designed that it.s energy can be increased to 
200 kilowatts.- 

condeisr. The aerial lead can then be note on a piece of paper of all the voltages itat comfortable loud-speaker strength, and 
connected direct to this if ever required, which on test have been found to give the on a large number of the transmissions both 
snd the condenser will automatically be best results, and then remove all your the pre-detector and reaction control have 
cut out of circuit, the aerial in this way plugs and leads. Now slide the set in from had to be" cut down " considerably so that 
passing direct to the aerial coil. the back, and house the grid-bias battery the volume is not above normal room levelS 

Round the World of Wirel 
Whiteman's Band Broadcast from U.S.A. 

DURING "Birthday Week," in addition 
tò the nsany attractions and sur- 

prise items already arranged for the 
celebrations of the tenth anniversary of 
broadcasting in the British Isles, the B.B.C. 
will relay a performance of Paul White- 
joan's Band frons the United States on 
Saturday, November 19th. 

Heavy Penalties for Wireless Pirates 

exceeding twelve months, and in either case 
be liable to forfeit any apparatus for wire- 
less telegraphy installed or worked without 
a licence, but no proceedings shall be taken 
against any person under this Act except by 
order of the Postnsaster-General, the Ad- 
miralty, the Army Council, or the Board of 
Trade." Confiscation of apparatus was 
recently ordered by the Bench in a recent 
case at Wrexham. This law applies to both 
transmitting and receiving apparatus. 

(Continued from .essk page 426 
Failing OIT of German Licences 

F AR from increasing its number of 
licence holders, during the period 

July to September, Germany lost over 
42,000 registered listeners. From investi- 
gations carried out by the authorities it was 
found that over 60 per cent. of these can- 
cellations was duo to economic conditions, 
and only 2 per cent. influenced by dissatis- 
faction with the class of programmes broad- 
cast. The German listening licence is paid 
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tion of cóst by making use of a lamp future reeogsition. 1t is Fig. 2.-A similar arrangement, ¿sut amore economical one; 
- normally employed for lighting. Thé lead also well to mark the plug using the ordiñaTi, lamp fur current regulation purposes. 

--j 

charging depend upon whether the supply 
is A.C. or D.C., but in either case the job 
is perfectly simple and quite safe, so long 
as reasonable care is taken. Moreover, 
the apparatus required is not by any means 
expensive, and the cost of installation will 
quickly be repaid, not only in £ s. d., but 
in convenience and reliability. 

i Charging from D.C. Mains 
When the mains supply is D.C. it is only 

necessary to connect the two wires to the 
accumulator through a suitable resistance 
which serves to regulate the charging 
current. The most convenient form of 
resistance is an ordinary electric lamp, and 
by choosing an appropriate one any desired 
charging current can be obtained. The 
current which any lamp will pass depends 
upon its working voltage and power con- 
sumption (in watts), and is found by 
dividing the wattage by the voltage. For 
instance, a 60 watt 240 volt lamp will 
pass a current of 60/240== ampere, whilst 
a 120 watt lamp will pass ampere. The 
method of connecting the lamp to a con- 
venient.wall plug or lamp holder is shown 
in Fig. 1. It will be seen that a fuse 
is inserted in the positive lead as a safe. 
guard against shorts. This latter is not 
by any means essential, but it does ease 
the mind of the nervous. When a fuse is 
employed it should have a current rating 
of twice that of the lamp, and should be 
inserted in the mains lead which is not 
earthed. This is generally the positive 
one, but the supply company will always 
advise on this point. 

The method of charging just described is 
not an economical one unless the lamp can 
be employed for some useful purpose, but 
that shown in Fig 2 overcomes the ques- 

any convenient lamp the accumulator can ' Th L4MP . . 

quired is greater than that provided by 

often be wired in series with some other - . 

electric appliance such as a small fire or esrea..c.ss.. . . . 

immersion heater, the appliance replacm,, i y 

It is absolutely essential that the positivo \, 
the lamp as regulating resistance. I Vfw,i1 
Correct Polarity 

terminal of the accumulator should be 

the negative to the negative, for if tle 
accumulator were left wrongly coimee- 
ted for any length of time it would be 

connected to the positive mains lead and 

damaged. There are two simple ways 
of distinguishing the correct polarity, 
the first being by noticing the brilliance . 

SOCKE T 
of the lamp; it will give a brighter 
light when thó accumulator is wrongly LAMP 
connected. If both connections are Swi rCH - (} 
tried it is thus usually fairly easy to fl_n recognize the correct one. Anotber, 
and perhaps more 'definite test, is - Jfflß54 . uiL 

actually to test the mains 
leads for polarity. This can be ' - 
done by using a leaf of pole- ' ..-- . I 

finding paper, or a specially 
1'> '- - .. . 

also be done by dipping the 
bared ends of the mains leads 

made slightly acid by the H 

the negative wire and very .. 
. MERE 

few from the positive. (fice 
Fig. 3.) 

Once the polarity of the 
leads has been established, 

addition of a fois drops of 
' vinegar. A profusion of 

!' ' 

made polarityindicator. Itcan NN' ' - -' 

bubbles will be liberated by - - , 
r /NSERrEß 

in a tumbler containing water s.-- - 

the wires should be marked - - - '- C/1AF1'GsZ 
in some way to facilitate - - 

a very convenient and cheap means of I of thi 
keeping your wireless accumulators 
in a fully charged state. By making 
suitable arrangements you can 
'control things so that the battery 
is charged overnight by the same 
amount as the discharge occurs 
during 
:ef 

to say, ' i\ il 
this is the RccuMvLroR 

keepmg more g ¿ f FUSE 
than a single ch g 
accumulator I t 

in service, from D.C. 
The actual mains. 
methods of - 

s break. These latter are then 
connected to a wall socket into 
which the usual double plug can be 
fitted. Two leads are taken from 
the plug to the accumulator. It 

will be scén 

PES/STANC4? cumulator is 
that the ac-. 

" ¿#'l'MP puton charge 
immcdiately 
the lamp is 

I'i4ìi.0LüG switched on. 
OR L,QMpNooER As in the 

previous me- 

0Eageat 

4or6volts, 

thod, the ac- 
8,q7r,flw cumulator 

may be of 2, 

'but with the 
higher volt- 

he light will be 
somewhat dimmed and 
the charging current will 

be rather less than the 
calculated figure. When 
the charging current re- 

Rectification et A.C. . 

When the supply is alternating current 
(AC.) the charging 'apparatus is a little 
more involved because the voltage must be 
reduced to a suitable figure and the current 
rectified. A general idea of the 'processes 
involved is given by Fig. 4. The AC. 
leads' are connected to the primary ter 
minais of a step-down transformer which 
givto secondary voltages of approximately 
7, 5, 9 and '11. The secondary output is 
still AC., so the appropriate voltage is 
applied to the rectifier which converts it to 
DL The rectified current is then fed to 
the accumulator through a 2-5 ohm 
"ballast" resistance. By the tone the 
current arrives at the accumulator the 
voltage has been reduced to about 2.7, 5.4, 
or 8.1 respectively, depending upon the 
transformer tapping employed. These 
latter voltages are the correct ones for 
charging 2, 4 or 6 volt accumulators since 
we allow 2.7 volts for every 2-volt cell. 
The purpose of the ballast resistance is to 

CHARGE YOUR ACCUMULATOR 
FROM THE IIAINS 

Practic;IDas 
a 

rc1d Charging 

-By FRANK PRESTON, F.R.A. .. 

F yoi have any kind of electric light from the switch to the lamp is broken and and socjcet if there is any likelihood of 
mains in your house, you have available a short length of wire attached to 'each side their being discounected 

.i 

. / - - 
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- arranged to short-circuit a section when ou 'denser in circuit with it; this is not a 
the one set, more cap,ity on the variable the medium wavelength of 200 to 550 metres. tuning condenser, but serves to vary the 
condenser has to be given because the A two-point switch is inserted in the amount of reaction generated by the 
inductance of the coil is less. windings, one terminal going to the earth detector valve, that is to say, it feeds back 

One coil, as illustrated in Fig. 1, is unable end of the coil, and the other switch magnified impulses from the plate to the 
to cover both long and medium wavelengths terminal going to a tapping on the coil, grid circuit. In Fig. 3 is illustrated a 
if coupled to the normal variation of cou- When the switch is in contact the coil i modern dual-range coil shielded with an 
denser capacity. -A variable condenser used - for medium waves, and when the aluminium cover. -. 

.5 amp., but this latter can be reduced to If, therefore, the set is used for six hours a there will then be less voltage drop acrossì 
about .25 amp by 'adjusting the rheostat. day the current consumed will be about the lamp. If the method shown at Fig. 2 
If a maximum charging current f only .25 3 ampere.hours. This could be replaced can be adopted the charging current will bet 
amp. were required the style LT.2 ree- by charging for six hours a day at .5 amp. obtained absolutely gratis, and it is ob- 
tifier might be replaced by a style L.T.1 or for twelve hours a day at .25 amp. vious, therefore, that this method should 
without makinj any other alteration. Alternatively, the same result could be be used where possible. 

having a maximum capacity of .0005 micro- switch is out of action the whole coil is in 

r - farads will not tune from 200 to 2,000 circuit, and the set is on the long wave- 
SIMPLE- POINTS ABOUT metres, therefore a coil has to be designed length of 1,000 to 2,000 metres. Reaction 

TUNING I that will have the ability to cover two winding is applied to the coil separately, or 
distinct wavelengths, it can be arranged as a continuation of the 

(Cootiowd from pgo 427 - The Dual-Range coil in Fig. 2, has a original winding. The reaction winding has .J continuous length of winding, it being a .0002 or .0003 maximum variable con- 

marked L.T.+ and LT.-. .15 amp., the second an HL. 210 taking the method shown in Fig. 1, if the lamp' 
i Beiling Lee Terminal Mount. .1 amp., and the third a P. 220 taking .2 amp. cannot be used for some purpose or other.j 
i Wall or Lamp plug with length of The total current consumption will thus be With current at 6d. a unit the cost works: 

good twin flex, i .45 amp. or, approximately, half an amp. out at a penny for every three hours on! 
The charger charge, al-I will give a lowing for4 maximum 
current of 

a charging, 
current of 

Co'wvEc r .25 amp.! 
and a sup-' 
ply voJtage 
of 240. The 

' 

cost will be' 
correspond. 

'. Oc'rPr ingly lower 

7o A.0 4 , 

/ 

for lower, RECTIFIER 
' supply1 

(1A.INSPLWG 
MAINS 
-TPANFORMEP Fig. 4.-The circuit arrangement of an AC. trickle charger. voltages4 

because, 

Fig. 3.-A simple method of ascertaining ¡lie 
polarity of D.C. moins. 

shown in Fig. 4 to be easily and cheaply 
constructed. The components employed 
are: 

i Baseboard, 8m, by 6m, by in. 
i Westinghouse Style L.T.2 Metal 

Rectifier. 
I Heayberd Type W.36 Transformer. 
i Lissen 5 ohm Baseboard-Mounting 

Rheostat. 
2 Belling Lee Type B Terminals, 

be set to its midway position. It should 
never be moved in a clockwise direction 
past this point, but it might be turned 
anti.clockwise when a reduction in charging 
current is required. 

General Notes on Trickle Charging 
It is fairly obvious that the amount of 

current "put into" the accumulator 
should be equal to the amount "taken 
oút" and, therefore, the charging current 
and length of charge will depend entirely 
on the consumption of the set. As an 
example, we will assunse that the set has 
three valves, the first an S.G. 215 taking 

Dorn. - 
'4. Keep the acid up to the level in-i 

dieated on the case by occasionally1 
adding distilled water-o b ta i n a bio1 
cheaply from any chemist. 

5. Do not allow terminalg to become 
corroded, but smear with vaseline once 
in a while. 

The Cost of Charging 
In the case of A.C., the cost of chargiisg 

is absolutely negligible even in districts 
where current is comparatively expensive.1 
The actual running expenses will amount 
to a matter of pence per month. With 
D.C. the cost will be greater when using 

ably constant value, but it also proves I The construction of the charger is 
useful in preventing serious damage should i.extremely simple and can be carried out in 
the accumulator be wrongly connected. less than half an hour. Mount the trans- 

. former, rectifier and rheostat on the base' 
An A.C. Trickle Charger . board and connect the flex to the primary 

The following instructions C. terminals appropriat to the supply vol- 
will enable the ¿q' tage. -Take wires from the two secondary 
kO. trickle charger ._c terminals giving the correct voltage for thp 

isccumulator to The charged to the two 
rectifier terminals marked "-j." These 
are the two lower ones;snd the marks will 

- -be found on the soldering tags held under 
- - the terminal nuts. It does not matter in 

the least which way round these connections 
- . 

- are made because the current at this point 
is AC. Next connect the +" terminal 
on the rectifier to one terminal on rheostat, 

- and connect the second rheostat terminal 
- - - 

- to terminal "L.T.+." A wire is then ke -Jl--- 
- 

Il taken from the "-" terminal of rectifier 
to terminal "LT.-." That corn- 

q7- pletes the isiring and the charger is 
- ìrnr- ready for use. . Before connecting 

- -, - the accumulator and switching on 
E the mains, the slider of the rheostat should 

every other day at .5 amp. or every third 
day for eighteen hours - at .5 amp. This 
rule applies whether the charger operates 
on AC. or D.C. 

To be on the safe side it is as well to 
charge for a little longer than the calculated 
tiñie; this cannot possibly have any bad 
effect, but it does ensure that the accurnu- 
later is kept ib a fully charged state. Very 
little attention is necessary to accumulators 
on charge at the low rates under considera. 
tion, but there are one or twopointswhich 
should be borne in mind. These can be 
stated briefly as follows :- 

1. Keep the accumulator on charge 
weil away from any fabrics or metal 
parts, because it is liable to emit a small 
amount of fine acid spray as it nears 

- "full charge." - 

2. Remove or loosen the vent caps 
before charging, to allow easy exit of 
gases. - 

3. Keep naked lights away from ac-i 
- cumula-tors on charge; the ga-s given off 

is noi explosive or dangerous but wil4 
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wire, making a solid and efficient earth loud-speaker or receiver.- - 
tube.-B. RouuleroR (Preston). GEORGE WREN (New Cross). Useful Adapters made from plug-in coil holders. 

S 

- j 

length of copper tube and blocked up one 
erid with wood. I also obtained a suitable 
length of heavy duty stranded wire (8 to 
JO strands), and bared 3ft. of the wire, 
opened out the strands, and placed same 
into the tube. Some moltenqead was next 

Srieist-,oeo 

Jr ERRrH 
TT WIRE 

Leo 
FILLING 

CP 

[4iiii 

BLOCKED 
t'rio 

An efficient cart hing tube. 
poured into the tube, and when cold, the 
lead had semi-soldered all the strands of 

will make this clear. When this bit is 
now "tinned" in the same manner as an 
ordinary soldering iron bit, there will be 
no further fear of making a bad job, as the 
Muntz Metal wifi retain the tinning in- 
definitely. I have been using a bit of this 
description for some considerable timo with 
absolute success.-GERALD H. Counoux 
(Londonderry). 

ImprovIsed Adapters 
NO doubt there are quite o number of 

readers icho have coil-holders of the 
plug-in type on their hands. 
Two such holders make a very 
useful adapter, as shown in 
the accompanying diagram. 
If three spare holders are 
available, the adapter can be - 

inserted in the loud-speaker 
circuit, and when required, 
the speaker can be carried 
to another room and be 
plugged into the remaining 
holder, which is, of course, 
connected to the speaker 
terminals on the receiver. 
This adapter cannt be con- 
nected the wrong way round, 
and it is always out of sight; 
being fixed in the most con- - 

venient place behind the LEAD 

-tt 
BRASS ROO EBONITE TUBE 

Method of making extension rods. 

Cut a short length of brass rod, and fit - 

in one- end of the tube. (The dial of the 
variable condenser is fitted to this.) The 
other end of the tube is slipped over 
the spindle of the condenser and 
tightened up-H. E. WrNTER (Liver- 
pool). 

BACKO. 
RECEIVER 

AERIAL LEAD 

Non-corroding battery clips can be made 
- by slipping pieces of lead tubing over 

the ends of the dips as shown. 
in a few months and needed renewing. T 

cut off short lengths of lead-covered bell 
wire, took out the wire, leaving a hollow 
tube of lead, which I then slipped over the 
clips, and pressed into the shape of the 
jaws, thus making a clean and trouble-free 
job of my HT. battery.-G. E. Goaursm 
(Bristol). - 

An Efficient Earth Tube 
I .HAVE used an earth of this type for 
I the last two years, and find it very 
satisfactory, as there are no terminals or 
connections to become corroded, as with 
ordinary earth tubes. I obtained a 3ft. 

and re.tmning. I have got over this dliii- 
I 

for a quick change over, when necessary. 
oulty by filing down the copper bit to a Thin strip brass can be used for the switch 

- clip and lever, hile 
- ,qç.'o a smaU knob, made 

)am,ç' Bei' - from a piece of 

(H.arcve-o)Nuv7-.z /'lEr,aL. A Sñ I - d2 - C. B. SE N io ScRewro 1,-vro Co.'RtR 8,7' un Z e a 
- p. a e o a 'Bristol soldering iron, facilitates soldering. 

flat point, boring and tapping same to 
suit a piece of Muntz Metal, about 5-15in. 
diameter, which is threaded to suit, and 
screwed into the bit for a distance of 
tin. or so. The Muntz Metal is then filed 
down to a point to same plane as the 
sides of the bit. The accompanying sketch 

Making Extension Rods 

ASPARE lead-in tube snakes a couplo 
of useful extension rods for short- 

wave sets, and adapters. Cut the ebonite 
tube to required lengths; tap a small hole 
at each end of the tube, and fit with screws, 

GUINEAS 
PAGE ,, 

ton-Corrothng Battery Clips 

DURING 
the last two years this dodge 

has saved me a lot of trouble with 
corroded battery connections, also saving 
the cost of clips, as these were eaten away 

;DM 
THAT DODGE OF YOURS! I 

Erery reader of "PRACTICAL WIRE- 
LESS" n,ust haoo originated tattac little 
dodg'e which would interest other reader,.i 
Why not poas it on to to? For ecery item i 

I ps,blithed on thi, pago ye will pay half a 
gainea. The latest batch is pstblkhed below. 
Tern that idea 0f years to account by tending 

i it in ta as, addyett,d to the Editor, 
"PRACTICAL WIRELESS," George Neones, i 

j Ltd., 5-11, Sos,shampton Street, Strand, i 
W.C.2. Pat yotse name and addeest an ecery 
item. Please note that Corey notion tent in ¡ 
must be orig;nal. Mark cnvelopea "Radio 

Wrtnkle." i 

A Soldering Tip 

MOST 
wireless enthusiasts who take a 

pride in their work sometimes find 
it very annoying when soldering, as the 
copper bit is apt to become dirty, making 
a neat job almost impossible. I myself 
have found it very trying having, to clean 
the bit frequently by filing the surfaces. 

A Neat Condenser Switch 

ASIMPLE 
knife switch fitted 'to an 

aerial series condenser, as shown in 
the sketch, will be found very' convenient 

doSED 
A hands,, switch for cutting out an aerial 
series condenser can be arranged as shown. 

f S 
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A Novel Dial-lighting Device - i Electric Drive for Gramo. Turntable A Non-sag indoor Aerial 
] /P1 receiver is fitted with two illuminated 

I THE accompanying sketch shows a very 
T° make this handy aerial, obtain two 

1V L disc drives, and I found that the 
necessary two bulbs took an appreciable 

I 
cheap and quite effective electric 

J drive for a gramo. turntable. A small 
I coat-hangers, two springs of the coil 
I 

type, a few washers,-and a quantity of wire current from tise low-tension accumulator, fan-type motor, of the induction type I suitable for indoor aerials. Start by 
so I fixed up the following gadget to enable for preference (if for AC. mains), has a cramping both coat-haisgers together and 
one bulb to illuminate the two dials. I rubber pulley on its driving ,,88ERßrn'/, obtained a small block of wood about 
2m, long by lin, wide by lin, thick,- and 

I spindle which bears against the 
turntable edge. If the turntable 

made a saw-cut iis. deep along the middle F is 12m, dianseter and the motor 
of the bottom. A bulb.holder is fixed to speed is, say, 1,200 r.p.m., then 
the toj of the block, and a reflector cut '78, a 14 OTOi? this pulley should be ,- x L out of a piece of tus is bent to a V-shape, 

I or .78in. diameter. Actually, "" and fitted behind the bulb-holder, with the l'if this is made jn. it will allow A1 I - ,'w 7ViSC for a little compression of the 
IE'L'FLECT/oA7-o" '/(ì//TrnMO 

¿EFTHÑreOD/,qL 
'rubber. If a soft rubber 
block is fitted behind the Adapti,g fan-type siotor for ¿rieing agramo. turntable.. 
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unte). 
A Handy Inspection Lamp 

THIS novel inspection lamp is very 
sinople to makè, and consists of a 

small fuse-holder, an ordinary spring 

w/PE/iI11I 

aitachrnt°,JJ 
clothes-peg, and a length of twin flex. 
This little device, details of which will bo 
clear from the sketch, is very useful, as it 
can be clipped almost anywhere in the 
set, and so leaves both hands free to wotk.- 
J. H. FLETCIXEE (Malton). 

the accompaning sketch how the motor 
governors are made to switch the light on 
and off, by means of the up-and-down 
movement of the governor brake-disc as 
the motor starts and stops. The contact 
here is made by a slender strip of springy 
brass, and if fitted as shown in the diagram 
it should be found that the lamp lights 
just as the record finishes playing and the 
motor stops, and remains alight until the 
next record is started. The spring-brass 
holds the contact just long enough for the 
neecûe to be placed on the recórd. Thus 
it will be seen that this simple automatic 
light which switches itself off when not in 
use will make a battery last for weeks 
which would otherwise be spent in a few 
hours. A switch is included in the circuit, 
of course, to switch off the light when the 
radio-gram is finished with altogether.- 
F. E. ROGEBS (Bedminster). 

.10 HAVE BEEN FIRST MERELY 
PROVES ANTIQUITY. 

TO HAVE BECOME- FIRST SHOWS 
- PROGRESS! 

Mae C-o-te ¿1,-'o, 

ßaeK ¡ 

5T 

BRrnOESC I 

Mx,o BLOCeÇ 

Using a gramophone governor gear for 
automatically switching a motor-board 

light on oroff. 

 r1 
-'5---.'. 

Posi rieti OFSC5EN 
¿4 method of illuminating two condenser dials 

with one bulb. 

point to the front, as shown in the accom-- 
panying sketch. The gadget is fixed on top 
of the screeen dividing the S.G. and 
detector portions of the set by means of 
the saw-cut, and may be placed in any 
position along the screen. The 1ightfroin 
the bulb can be reflected onto the two dials 
by bending the sides of the reflector to the 
necessary angle. If a hole is tapped 
through the side of the block, and a small 
bolt screwed through so that it touches the 
metal screen, it will hold the gadget firm 
when the best position has been found for it, 
and a connection can also be taken from 
the bolt to one side of the bulb-holder, the 
other side of which should be wired to the 
filament plus-terminal of the nearest valve- 
holder. I think the sketch will make the 
idea quite plain.-C. C. ALGAR (Forest 

motor, i.e. clamped between the sup- drilling a number of holes through the porting bracket and the motor, it i flat side of each, as in Fig. 1. Having done 
will serve a dual purpose of damp- I this, remove the hooks from the woodwork 
ing down vibration and imparting a greater drilling the hook holes sight througl 
degree of flexibility to -the - drive. - The I a shade larger. Replace the - hooks, 
rubber driving pulley may, with advantage, I - 

be slightly tapeied so that--the meshing 
pressure of the driving and driven members 
thay be altered at will. Once this arrange- 
ment has been successfully constructed, 
it is amazing hw such a - 

simple device will continue e 

to function for very long e - 

P-RING 
periods without the slightest e (I.'° 

- 
attentioú. If a brush- - - WIS5'I-eERC Fig. 2, 
type motor is used, it - - 

is advisable to fit an - - - 

earthed screen around it - - - 

to prevent interference. - __________________________________________ 
-F. - BATE (Hands- 

- \\ 
worth). - - - 

Automatic Lighting for 
'Motor-board - - - 

IT .is geneially'appre-° -- 
- 

- 

ciated that most- q - - 

radio-gram mot b r - - 

- 

boai-ds are, by virtue of - 

the sound-proof lid, - Fg. 3,-Handd indoor aeriol using supports made fro». 
in a state of semi- dark- in-w ro coot-hangers. 
nessif the room does not 'er - - 

- 

happento be lighted up. This automaticlight pushing them through for the shanks 
is designed to help those battery radio-gram I to protrude for enough for a couple of 
owners who sometimes scratch a record, washers and a sprmg to be put on each. 
or perhaps let the pick-up fall, through I Rivet the end of each shank enough to 
fumbling with the needles, etc., in the dark, I hold the springs and washers on, as shown 
and yet do not want the trouble of switching in Fig. 2. Complete the job by threading 
a motor-board light on and off with every the aerial wire backwaids and forwards 
record, always remembering that to kéep a I through the holes ro each hanger, leaving 
light burning all the time is going to waste enough at the starting or finishing end to 
the attendant battery, or the LT. accumu- lead down to set, as mdicated in Fig. 3.- 
lator, if this is used. It will be seen from I L. A. Cooxa (Hereford). 
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'Stations all round the diàl.., 

j 

at full, loudspeàker strength" .; 

Yorkshi,e owner's tribute - - 

to efficiency of;the °'.'-- 
Cossor Melody Maker 

PRICE 
'DONCASER - 

Ist October, ¡932 1 
Dear Sirs, . 

"1 cannot say hoto pleased i am- - I V 
vdahthe performance of your Model 
33y-'v-ange, volume, tone, selectivity i 

asee all that can be desired. Rome 
Radio Pans Brelan and stations - - .fl round the dial come in at 

. 

uII louet speaker strength. I 
Jsave had more expensive radio best . 

my 335 iS ¡he best I have had yet, - "" 
Without doubt it is the finest valuc 
for money radis on tise market:' 

» 

BATTERY 
Ysiurstrsdy, 

y MODEL 335 
'Phd seìgiesal of she abone terser 

with Self-Contained Loud Speaker 
stsspectedstoueflead . 

ury Grove, London, N 
. 

-, 
. sot of Parti includes Cosser 2211 

V. S.C. Variable - Mu Mossilised 
. 

. Screened Grid, Coiner 210 H. L. 
4 Motxlli,edDetscsorond Corser 220E» 

t I - 7 /hì OuspuiVolees Individually Shielded 
. . - . ' I 

I ' - ' Coili Costor LE. Trasssfoessner: All- 
Mesa1 Chassis sand all pares (or as- 

- 

se es 
- - . 

. -. . 

- 

. 
"4 high, 131 ist, mide, 101 ist, drop and 

,. 10 in. Balancod-Aesesatuee Loud 
Speaker snish eroe xdis,sssoesont.' Pro- 
visionismads for fississgGsamophono 
Pick.sap Socket. ond Plug. Price 

- 

.- . - 

- 

'.' Hire Purchase Terms 1716dpOSih 
and 9 nsossthly payments of ¡7/6 t 

H7 
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-. CIRCUIT : - 

- 

-ALL METAL 
Y every post, from all over the country, we receive 
letters like this-definite proof of the outstanding 

- 

CHASSIS 
performance of the Cossor Melody Maker. This 

remarkable receiver is definitely to-day's greatest value 
in Screened Grid Radio-it is right up-to-date. in 

- 

.SELF.CONTAINED 
design, it uses Cossor Variable-Mu Screened Grid- 
Valves, individually Shielded-Coils, All-Metal chassis, 

LOUD SPEAKER 
etc., etc. Send at once for a free Constructional Chart 
which tells you how to save money by assembling the 

''Cossor Melody Maker at home-no wireless knowledge 
o %,,, is necessary-please use the coupon. 

C SOR -' 

. 

Z°o 'MELODY - MAKER - 

- - 

'S.' 
- :AnEpy MODEL 334 ALL.ELECTRICMODEL336 

. °t. 
'., 

S . I / 
's 9$ 

% Kit al pon,, ,iosjbt a Bs,,ee X4 al Pn.l,. ,lmll,r 5 All- 
% Model 335 escep, ih,., ea land Elec,,Ic Model 537 escept th,t so "0 'S 6 ,peskt, I, 'applied. I1,ed,oeo,ly Iosdpeketi,tupplledH,edtsttset0 

.55 '. '. . ''.. 

4. ''çf 'S fl,ti,hed c,bieet 91 U,. hIgh. 131 i,,. feI,ls,d c,base, 10f e. hab. 17k ¡e. 64 ¿4 O% oid £6 7 6 
sed d 

L. £9 IS O 
5 ' "- '- '/ 'S "'° 141- dPet flfro Put-sois, Teosa r sf6 dopo,ic 

4, . asd sosaitty poyestso, s. ,j. sand ca motoS/y paymo,a: of 916. 

ALL ELECTRIC 
MODEL 337 
wIth SeIf-Contairted Loud Speake 

Kit of Pat-t, Includes Costot 
M.V.S.G. Vsnsbtr-Ma Motallised 
Soerened Grid. Coscar 41 MIs 
Metallitod Drrrceoe, Costee 41 MP. 
Ootpoe und Costee 442 BU. lt,reti- 
See Valvea Indit-idoally - Shieldrd 
Cails;CossorL.F.Teaestfortssee;All- 
Metal Chassis; Costo, Mains Trans- 
former and all parts nrcotsary for 
assembly. Handsomely Snished cabi- 
DoS 185 in. ts1751n.o 101 in. Bslancrd. 
Armatore Loud Speaker with rear 
adiasr,nent. Provision for Stting 
Geansophone Pick-up Ping ond Jack; 

- Lii . 15 0 
Hit-c Purchase Tot-eis: 25f- deposit 
and xx monthly paymosta of 21/.. 

All-Elestvk Models foe AC. 
Main,ossly. SOOto250eolts 
(sdjastabk). 40- 100 cycles. 

Prices do not apply in IFS. 

A. C. COSSOR Ltd.. Highboy5 
Gtove. Lacadas, NS. Dope:. at 
Birnsis,gham, Briatol, Claagoa-. 
Leeds,' 'Livrpao1, Ma,.theaoer 
Nttoastle, She/field, Belfast and 
P1*/sn, . - 

- O isss 

- f'.' 
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P&ccejvers: 
N-m ?1tJ L ,. 

j«ecorus i 
of complete sets. - 

THIS is a battery-operated three-valve 
receiver employing a circuit which 
is' now practically standard for 

three-valvers-namely, screen-gijd, detector 
and pentode. The employment of three 
valves in this manner is, however, the only 
part of this interesting receiver which is 
what might be termed "standard." We 
have no hesitation in saying that this is 
one of the most ingènious and efficient self. 
contained three-valve sets which we have 
yet had the pleasure of examining. First 
of all, the cabinet. This is of the clock, or 
domed type, with a loud-speaker grille at 
the upper section. This cut-out has been 
designed from the point of view of harmony 
with the outline of the cabinet, and not 
just simply a hole cut in the front to 
accommodate the diaphragm of the loud- 
speaker. This point is one which could be 
attended to in many commercial receivers, 
whero the manufacturers seem to think it 
is necessary to cut a hole of the same size 
as the loud-speaker. This results in a 
perfectly circuit opening which it is 

-extremely difficult to camouflage, no 
matter what pattern is fretted in the 
opening, and many a good cabinet design 
is spoilt by this. In the Lissenoia,however, 
the opening is beautifully balanced to the 
cabiñet,. and tise silk material covering this 
cut-out matches perfectly the walnut 
front: The edges of the fret are dark 
tinted, and again this shows careful atten- 
tion te detail, as it helps to match u the 
'black escutèhdoú sünounding thò opening 

.. ................................ L 
The New - Lissen Three-valve 

Battery-operated Receiver 

oo 

for the tunmg scale and avoill that look of 
oddness which would be present with black 
tuning controls and the remaining golden 
tint of the entire cabinet. The appearance 
of the cabinet, therefore, justifies its 
inclusion in any room, and 'it would liar- 
mouise with practically any furniture, and 
would take its placo as part of the furnishing 
instead of having the appearance of a 
piece of electrical apparatus. - 

The back of the cabinet is open for two- 
thirds of its length and the appeas-ance of 
the receiver proper is one of the first points 
upon which we must comment. At a 
first glanco one would he justified-in think- 
ing that this was an "all-electric" receiver, 
as it is of the metal-chassis pattern, and 
the only components exposed to view are 
the tuning coils, etch of which is screened. 
Not even the tuning condenser is visible, 
and small bakelite insets are provided for 
loud-speaker, pick-up and aerial plugs. 
The pig-tall for th& screen-grid valve is 
metal-sheathed, and the valve-holders are 
sub-baseboard mounted, leaving simply 
a disc of bakeite exposed to view. 

The Circuit Arrangement 
-. Rm6val of - the bick aluminium plate 
revealed the working parts of the receiver, 

Ti - Rwdv,r coms!,t, with 
Vd,ws. - 

,sdßalw5,d4,,,,,t,,,eL,,ud- . - 

,ssk,,. co,t, £8-17-6 -- 

in other words, with no reaction, the H.F. 
valve is also at its lowèst wOrking point, 
and this reaction còntrol is, therefore, a 
real volume control in that it reduces the 
overall sensitivity the receiver to its 
lowest value when in one position, and as 
the control is rotated towards its maximum 
position, the actual signal - pick up is in- 
creased at the beginning of the receiver, 
and; at the swipe time, the regêneration of 
thé detector valve is employed. The value 
of this will be fully appreciated when 
employing the receiver for distant reception. 
To avoid risks of instability due to L,F. 
oscillation, a resistance is joined between the 
grid of the pentode valve and the LP. 
transformer. The wave-change switch 
performs the dual function of on and off 
switch as well as to change Irom short to 
long waves, and this is a nìost substantial 
affair mounted on a plate 3ins. by 2ins., 
with èplendkL iping contacts and a most - 

definite positionjng device consistig of a 
steel ball and a plate with radial holes. 
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NoIe 'the attractive lines of the New Ljsn Receiver of the screen-grid valve. At zero, or t (Continued on page 462.) 

and here further evidence of the excellence 
- of the design wa forthcoming. For 

-- - tuning- purposes - a substantiál dual-gang 
- . - tunin condenser, with die-cast -frame- 

-. -- work, is employed, and this is provided 
with trimmers to both sections, one being- 
of, the small mica type, and the other 

- a separate small vernier operated by a 
- - concentric knob on the panel front. 

The leads are all bunched and 
- 5 . tied, in the manner of the mains 
s 

receivers, and there are no points 
. - - here which we can criticise. 

- - 
. Tuned grid -coupling is employed 

- 
for the detector valve, and trans. 

-. 
, former coupling for the L:F. stage. 

/ The transformer primary is con- 
p . nected direct hj thd anode circuit 

of the detector valve, following 
-. an HF. choke. The rehction 
- -. - - control - is perhaps he most 

interesting- part - of the - circuit, 

¶ 

S ¿ as this performs a dual functiod. 
S 

r -. An ordinary bakelite.dielectrio 
- reaction condenser is mounted on 

a plate, and coupled to the moving 
S , ss. - plates is a j1ible brass arm: As 

- the .plates are rotated this arm - travels in an aro over a wire. 
I wound resistance which is wired 

S --L - 
- into the circuit in such a manner 

S 

- that it reduces the filament voltage 

This device is so strong and certain in its 
action that it is ahñost iinTossible to tuch 
the spindle by hknd_ unless the knob i 
attacbèd. - There is only one other oiñt 
*hich can be mentioned before passing dii 

-to the performance of the1 receiver, and - - 
that is the tuning siald. This is engraved 
in actual waveleogths (in metres), add is 
divided into bands of 2fl metdisThn the 
normal waves, and into sictions oF 1,000 
metres on the long wYavés. Th& dial i 
black with white markings, and we have 
found that this is a most satisfactory type 
of dial, adding greatly to the ease of tuning. 

Performance S - - 

The quality of the reproduction is 
excellent, cs would be expected from-the 
heavy balanced armature tyiie of.- loud- 
speaker which is fitted. The actual testis 
were carried out within a few miles 'of 
Brookmans Park; and various expedients - 

were adopted -in order to really put this 
set throughits paces. We will not,there- 
fore, discusa the reeeptioñ of the London 
stations as these are obviously easily 
received, and with a Pentode output, 
would be more than sufficient for. -the 
average room. The first test was made on 
a Sunday. morning, using the Radio.Paris 
gramophone transmissions which are now 
so popular. The tuning dial was set to the 
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ELSEN RADIO COMPONE TSAREIOO7BRITISH 
ANNOUNCEMENT OF THÊ TELSEN ELECTRIC CO.% LTD.I ASTÓN. BIRM1NCHAM 

TELSEN TELORNOR 
AiIluminatesl Dise Drive embodied into 

uncss,sally handsome slicer osidlscd 
cscstcheon plate, complete with ortiotically 
grouped Volume, Tuning, On-Off. ans4 

......... p-pnit controls 710 

TELSEN 
DRUM 

17 DRIVE 
- II Embodies nom- 

ji crocs. refino- 
meets. includ- 

t 
fe 

TELSEN 
ILLUMINATED 
DISCDRWE. 

Fitted with hand. 

diced escutcheon 
plate and -moor- 
porating an im- 
proredmovomont, makin for 
delightfully cosy 
tuning. . 

TELSEN DRUM DRIVE AND 
CONDENSER ASSEMBLY. 

A comploté drum drive and ganged con. 
dancers toning unit, with a handsome 
escutcheon fiolobed in oxidioed silver. An 
cotre cenle tmsrkcd in wavelengths) is 
supplied free , . . . . 17/b 

TELSEN SMALL 
FRICTION DiSC 

A low priced dioc drive 
foe auxiliary controls. lt - 
io eotresssely roboot and 
may be uoed foe main 
tuning condenser, where 
considerations of space - 
make it desirable 2/b 

scsted from O-lOO 

3116 thick . 21- 

r 

INovemoer yin, 1YJZ PRACTICAL WIRELESS 

PR EC ISt O N 
I 

1: 
r 

I 

- J 

Ii, 
¡ 

I 

j TELSEN 
LOGARITHMIC CONDENSER 

4.41 

I 
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use your battery set and 
valves until their life is over, ELIMINATOR 
and when you make a corn- 
pletely all-mains set, you 77 PLATE O, LAST 
have not to go to the addi- VALVE -. - r tional expense of a special 
transformer for obtaining the 
filament current. 
Flash-Lamp Bulbs 
as Tell-Tales F 

If you do this 
thìere will be no 
need to touch the - o)o 
terminals of the 
filanient tappings, 
of which there are 
sometimes t w O, - 

and sometimOs - 
three. You can, -. - 

however, use the 

2ò 000 OHMS 

Th Pir OF/sr 
-- 

VALVE 

2i',co. CONO.Q. Fig. 2.A simple melliod of filling 
an exlernal decoupl,ng c,rca,l. 

grid or H.F.valve, both 
quality and volume 
suffer, and a great im- 
provement is notice. 
bic byworkiftgasin(a). 
-Sometimes it is felt 

that the voltage on 
the anodes of- your 
valves would be better 
if somewhat higher iii 
aIue, but if your 

- eliminator is going 
"all-out" it is diffi- 
cult t see how this 
may be brought about. 
You could use a dry 
HT. battery, used se- 
jarately across, say, 
the first ilS, valve or 
(Continued on page 444.) 

L 

has beeñ used to (L . . . . . , . f . . 

a set deriving its ., power solely from two outside terminalsflo light up small flash- -. F/LAMENT medy this, but as 
- . 

batteries or . accumulators. The chief lamp bulbs to act as tell-tales or illumi- AÑ5FOPME'? this will consume 
difference betwecil a mains valve uid nants for the inside of your set, or for cuiTent in any 

.; 

a battery operated . - F 

i cfrèuit compnn g 
oo_- 

to utilise the spare . 

case,itisaswell . 

one is that the - F 
current with a - valve filamnt is 
flash-lamp bulb, 

. 
usually heatcI by 

. 
a separate heating and have the ad- 

I 
vantage of its ifin- 

a spiral of high mination. The 
resistance wire sur- o resistor or a 3.5 

F F C= 
bulb should he -. - . ounding the dee- - - 

Fig. I (a).- The best mcThsd of wiring mains valves to avoid voltage connected across . 

trode, which takes 
b . . - 

duff erence , and (b) bad method of wiring. iie two outside the place of the 
ifiament proper in a battery valve the tuning dials. You will find that if yòu terminals of the transfornies, this giving 

ç 
The electrode that does duty as tlid filameñt connect up only one bulb to these terminals about 4 volts but if you use a 1.5 or in the mains valve is now known as the it will quickly burn out, owing to the high volt bulb, tlis should be put across the cathode and is not in direct connection voltage given when only a small load is eentre terminal and either of the outside 

. with the source of current supply at all. taken,- so that unless you use a small re- ones. It receives its heat from the heater coil and sister in circuit you will have sufficient low 
. the valve is consequently known s.s an in- voltage AC. to light about four ordinary Preventing Voltage Drop in Leads 

directly heated one. In certain output 3.5 flash-lamp bulbs. If you arrange one or If, however, you are using your mains 
valves the filaments of cathodes are in two of these behind the speaker fret they unit to drive a four or more valve seta it may 
direct circuit with the heatmg source of , wlllierve as a tell-tale for when the set is be that the current given by the trans- 
current, but this only occurs in valves switched on, and alsò give a very effeitive former.is barely.sucient to work the valve 
designed for the output side of the rceiver. and pleasing. appènranée to the speker ifiaments at their best temperature. In 

I 

When making a set for all-mains vie, or frQnt. One could also be psqd to light up this âS it is in youi interest to prevent 
when converting a battery set ruto one of .th gramophone section if you own a radio. any loss of surre nt in any way y6u can, and 
the lattar type, it is tcn more profitable gram, and toassst ku ìn.changing needles, the best vay to. dothis is to use heavy 

are several makes regularly advertised in groove on the recbrd. - heater circuit. As a general rule, ordinary 
to purchase a mains unit emplete. There and in placing the needle in the correct . gauge wire to connect up the AC. valve 

- the page of PacvícAc WinELESS and uñ- A small bulb of this: sort could als be lighting flex is used, twisted as supplied, 
less you build one like that described in our used; if you are ouly' working a two valve but choose a heavy grade of this wire when 
columns a few weeks back, it is safer to. set from the mains; in place of a resistance: buying.. It is a good plan to still further 
rely on the superior knowledge of 'the Mast filament tranaibrmers are. rated at prevent voltage drop with long leads, to 
makers' of mains units. As you are ahepdy 4 volts '4athps., this'beiss' a'gbod all-round wire each valve separately to the filament 
connected up, to the mains, it is yery un- figure for a three or'fdug valve set. When transformer terminals. Reforence to Fig. i 

- likeli that you will makç apothor,hatteoy working a .twii -alver, . lioweer, the trans. will make this, clear; it being evident that 
set, so that in purchasing yopr mains unit former tends to supply more current than in (a) every valve will receive the same 

I it is desirable that. tappings he provided the valves are taking, with the result that voltage, whereas in (b) the more usual way 
on the transformer for connection to the the voltage rises and thÑw isa ilanger of con. of wiring, the last valve away from the 
heating circuit of all-mains valves. By siderably shortening the life of your valves transformer is often worked at a much re- 
choosing a unit of this type you can still through over-running them even though the duecd voltage. As this is usually a screened- 

 ltiI A How to Get the Best From a Mains-operated I 

I IV Lt. Receiver, and Some Hints-by DETECTOR : 

WITH the -* -- ----- stronger heater 
acquisi- filaments give - - 

y 
keIytocrpUP ': : 

owner who hitherto dary of the trans- 

i 
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OBTAINABLE BUILT IN 20 MINUTES'. 
1ROMALL ir.u' 3 The simplest Detector-2 L.F. Set ever 

Complete Kit of Port. 
oath foil io,tr,ctiono. . designed. ives superb moving coil 

RADIO reproduction and an excellent choice 

j . V .4 Depoalt of 916 
of home and foreign programmes. In- 

MODEL 'A' monthly payments of 

Complete Kit corporates wonderfully efficient .dua 

'I°, range coil fitted with the unique 

t ke 
moviog-coil oath set four - in - one - control On-Off, Wave- 

, . o:.1y. °°'O - o change, Selectivity and Volume 
. payment. of 56/-. ------------- -- o ptl pay. Control all operated by one knob. 

i COUPON m 
. To READY RADIO LTD. (Book Dept.). Eat... Roo.. ttock]aath. S.E.3. I . . 

EA.L)Y 'ADE) 
AdOre,,.. ..,, .................... ... - - 

. ........ . ...................... . 

P4 - - fnnouncement of Ready Radio Ltd., Eaitnor Hpuse $lackheatlo0 S.E.. 

DREDS OF MARVELLOUS TESTI. 
- MONIALS ALREADY RECE WED. r 

METEOR S.G.3 MODEL 'A' METEOR S.G.3 MODEL 'B' 
Complete Kit riti, tot of three Mollard Complote Kit of Part, toith oct of three r A 
Voice. od full joetruction, rith beautiful Mollard Vain., (metalliwd Screened Grid, 
walnui éctbiret fitted with new typ Detector & Poner) criSi, full instructions. 
eetao:og-eajf probe gieusq rupert,. 
eeProduCtian....fg.1PJ.6 £5.76 :. ,. 

Orl2moothlypaymrots'ofl7/. Or 10 monthly paymentr of 12/6 

- METE& S.G.3 _______ 

L 
' 

N 

/ 

---- 

Build the. Meteor S.G.3 and you are 
guaranteed at least thirty stations, many 
users get as many as sixty to one hundred. 
The design was based on the famous S.T.300 
circuit and gives huge volume on home and 
foreign stations. In addition you have the 

Ç fascination of receiving ultra-short wave 
stations from all over the WorldL HUN- 

METEOR 
S.G. KIT 

Compkt Kit .1 Partt 
With full instructionS. 

£3-15-3 
Or 9 monthly payment! 
of 9/9. 
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Once again the glue pot. is in demand. I Iatèr. A very light dppe içk.a ..; 

,.. ---- 

(To get the centre, simply measure i kin, from 
two or more sides of the frame and mark 
lightly with a pencil. When the cone is 
fully flattened the edges should touch this 
line.) Any type of cutting instrument, 
such as a razor blade, can be employed in 
removing the circle of brown paper from 
the front of the cone. With this done, you 
have a completed single.cone speaker 
similar to those introduced last season. 

Assembling the Cone 
Now I come to the more intriguing part 

of the scheme. Measure the outside of the 
cone and mark the halfway distance. With 
a compass, or a pencil and string, draw a 
circle round the cone level with this mark, 
and then cut along this line with scissors. 
When this has been done it will be found 
that the half cone remaining on the baffle 
measures 7m, across. it is also ready to 
receive its companion. The smaller cone 
previously mentioned must now be made. 
It should be of reasonably good depth and 
have a base measurement of 8th. When 
completed, draw a circle round the lower 
edge lin, in and on the outside. Now take 
a piece of used (washed) flannelette J. 
ficiently large to cut an 8th. circle, which 
should again be eut lin, smaller, so that 
you have a lin. -rin'g with a 7th. inside 
measurement. Glue the inner edge of this 
to a depth of kin, and planiover the cone 
along the line marked. It'will then hang 
like a cape, the bottom touching the edge 
of the cone. 

MAKING A. DUAL 
CONE SPEAKER 

- (C's,,ti,,,,d from pogo 430). 

L - .... 
Glue the outer side of this ring to a depth 
of kin. What follows needs care because 
accuracy is essential to obtain best results. 
Take up the cone and pass it, apex first, 
through the baffle until the glued llannelette 
comes in contact with the inner edge of 
the larger cone. Steady pressure with one 
finger against the inner side of the apex 
should ensure exact fitting. See that the 
ring grips evenly and without puller crease.' 
When this is done yoù will find that the 
unglued portion of flannelefte separates the 
two cones and that the smaller is perfectly 
floated. 

Finishing Touches 
The unit may now be seréwed to the fifth 

piece of wood and attached'to the hou1ders 
at the back of the frame. Care should be 
taken to see that the rod is in direct line 
with the centre of the apex, and that the 

,adjustfh nuts so hold the c6ne that full 
and lunrestricted movement is permissible. 
The very, lightest of èone washers shoiild 
be used, 'and between' these fed the cone 
small rings of flannelette can be inserted, 
thus avoiding any possible cause of rattle 

and paint of a consistency hardly thicker 
than the neat spirit can be used to kill the 
colour of the cones and paper baffle; but 
better still, if you desire to complete the 
job in a workmanlike manner, fit a fretwork 
front. This, however, should be raised off 
the front tin. by the use of rubber stoppers. 

In practice I find such an arrangement of 
two cones cures that general annoyance of. 
rattle and false boom. The smaller cone 
carries the high notas and the larger portion 
with its baffle carries the low ones. The 
flannelette suspension apparently absorbing 
unwanted resonance, it is difficult to over- 
load the speaker. In addition to suchobvipus 
advantages, clarity and balance of response 
is extremely good, whilst more than usual 
volume is obtainable, presumably as the 
larger cone, extending as it does beyond the 
limit of the smaller, does duty in a double 
capacity. 
-,. ................ -.,..,..,.'..,. .... ....... ........ 

NEXT WEEK! 
L THE 
"WORLDWIDE 

THREE" 
SPECIALLY DESRNED 

i FOR ... SHORT. .. WAVES 

hand, any attempt at joining valves m dQ,o - __ together in this way may set up 
serious "motor-boating," and the OF 
only way out is to take two leads from OTEC7Oi'. - _____________ 
one tapping on the eliminator, and G.B.ß.4TTERY 
decouple one or both in the manner Fig. 3-The method of connecting a pick-up 
shown. The,calculation of the correct and biasing battery Io a mains set, which 
resistance to be used for a definite has not been provided for gramophone re- 
voltage drop could be given, but this production. 
rather involved, and it is more practical 
to say that a suitable value lies between 

¡ 
not go far wrong. if, however, you are 

20,001) and 50,000 ohms. The larger value I contemplating going in for a larger set 
resistance should be used for a detector I in the near future you may use a large 
tapping or for the control grid of an SG. I unit with safety, providing you insert 
valve, but the smaller value would be I fairly heavy wire-wound resistances in 

Finally, take care that as much "hum" is 
eliminated as possible. You will always 
get a certain amount of this with a mains 
set, but by carefully placing the mains' 
leads, or even shielding them with metal 
sheathing, much of it may be cut out. 
Remember that while a good earth connec- 
tion is always desirable in any set, it is 
doubly soin a mains set, as a lot of humming 
troubles can be traced to poor earths. 

It is, in fact, advisable always to screen 
the pick-up leads with metal sheathed 
leads, as the grid lead is the most common 
cause of induced huno, in both battery and 
mains receivers. 

Fitting a Mains Unit as the ¿utput of your xiams unit, you will 
When fitting a mains unit to your 

existing set it often happens that the unit J 

I 50,Oûo OHM VOL. CONTROL 
has a tapping or two short 

PICK- 1i of the number of H.T. 
terminals on your set. You 
can try bunching two of 01 
them together, so long as 
you bunch those supplying 
the same type of valve. 
That is, two L.F. 
valves could be run off 
the seme tapping; and sometimes the 
anodes of the screened-grid valve and 
of the pentode can be coupled together 
without aMe ill effects. On the other 

an arrangement for inserting a pick-up, 
and the question is often asked as to the 
best way of doing this. One of the best 
ways is depicted in Fig. 3, it being only 

- necessary to procure a small grid-bias 
battery of about 4.5 volts and a 50,000 ohm 
potentiometer or volume control. The 
positive end of the grid battery may be 
taken direct to the cathode of the detector; 
but as this is invariably connected to earth, 
the grid battery may be taken to earth 
also if shorter wiring resulte by so doing. 
If the set is constructed on the chassis 
system, even shorter wiring may be achieved 
by connecting the grid battery to the 
nearest terminal on the aluminium chassis. 

444 

- Practical Tips on Operating Mains Seti 
(Contiooçd from pago 442.) 

the detector; but an even bettei plan, if 
you use automatic grid bias, is to abandon 
this and substitute an ordinary dry grid-bias 
battery. The current taken from such a 
battery is so small s.s to make the cost of 
replacing this at intervals negligible, where- 
as automatic bias often takes quite a drain 
from the eliminator, and by throwing this' 
overboard an appreciable rise in H.T. 
voltage can be gained. Any tendency to 
instability may be cured by the substitu- 
tion of a grid battery. 

PRACTICAL WIRELESS 

ideal for taking a tapping to the first 
L.F. valve. In this connection it is advis- 
able before purchasing a mains unit to 
choose one of the right capacity for your 
set. One giving too large an output will 
put you to unnecessary first cost, and will 
probably run your valves at a voltage too 
high to be desirable. Ask the dealer the 
output of the mains unit in milliamps, 
and find out from the valve boxes the 
consumption of HT., also in milliamps, 
that your valves take. The sum of these 
will be the approximate HT. consunsption 
of your set, and if you allow from ten to 
twenty ner cent,. "safety factor" over this 

November 19th, 1932 

series with some of the HT. leads. If 
you are troubled with "motor-boating" 
in your set you may feel the need for de- 
coupling, without the snag of reduced 
voltage that always follows to some extent 
when decoupling is resorted to. A good 
L.F. choke connected in series with a HT. 
tapping often gives the advantages of de- 
coupling without the voltage drop. (See 
Fig. 2.) 

Using a Pick-up 

A good many of the older all-mains 
commercial receivers were not fitted with 
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- IT'S:THE'LASTING EFFICIENcYTHAT COUNTS 
ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE TELSEN. ELECTRIC CO. LTD. ASTON. BIRMINGHAM' 

- I 

Represent an important 
advance in technique 
resulting in the virtual 
elimination of l4.F. 
losses, even in the larger 
sizes. Enclosed in a very 
attractive moulded case, 
adaptable to flat and verti- 
cal mountingS Grid leali 
clips (which may be 
mounted in series or in 
shunt) are supplied free 
withtlie smaller capacities. 
Mide in capacities of from 
.0001 to .002 mfd. . . 1/- 
Also .006 mfd. . . 1/3 

introduced. They have been designed on en- 
tirely new lines, being made to a standard and This new type, of improved 
not to a size, overcoming the numerous faults 
disclosed by the investigation and embodying - 

efficiency, is absolutely 

the principles formulated to prevent deteriora- silent and practically un. 
lion. They give lasting efficiency. 

- breakable, the resistance 

- S 

being unaflected by the 
application of different 
oItages. They are guaran- ll - teed to be completely 

5 

- ¿ I k 
non-inductive and to pro- 

- :;e incapacities of from 

RA DIO COM PON ENTS 5to megohms. - .1/- 

L 

TELSEN -. 
MICA CONDENSERS 

FOLLOWING on the recent discovery 
that no less than 98% of Kit 'Sets 
and home constructor receivers are 
'down' in efficiency through faulty 
Grid Leaks and Mica Condensers, 
Tetsen Radio Engineers set to work to 

discover the cause of, and provide a remedy for, 
this rapid deterioration and consequent loss of 
efficiency. Their tests embraced every known 
make of these components in conjunction with 
every type of receiver and it is as a direct result 
of their successful investigation that the new 
Telsen Mica Condensers and Grid Leaks were 

TELSEN -GRID LEAKS 

AND GRID LEAKS: : 
MAKE ALL THE DIFFERENcE TO YOUR SET/ 

t 

4) 

'/773281 

- TESEJ 
MAD - 

- - 
-, 

) 

.1. 1:11!, .1 .1! 
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I 
TEST YOUR. COMPON 

I 
That Prevention is Better Than Cure is 
Describes Some Simple Tests Which YoL 

:p. AMMETER 

'P 
one of the small pocket meters sistance and connect it to a battery giving 
of Jhe universal type, which corn- 6 volts, also: mcluchng in the circuit au 

- bines a two range-voltmeter and ammeter as in Fig. 1, and the ammeter 
milliammeter reading 0 to about 30 null- reads 2 amps, then we know the value of 

446 .. PRACTICAL WIRELESS . November. 19th, 1932 

was complete. circuit we can '- 

- If you go about it systematically it soon find the IP-'-- 
-a Fig. 3.-A milliam 

does not take many minutes to test each third. For in- - -. ,nseter and grid bias 
component sufficiently to tell whether it tance, if we take .iIl ballery used to test 
is," good' or "bad." For this you need an unknown re- an HF. choke. 

iíÏÏ(r1[iiiiiii1 

BATTERY 
. 16voIIs 

c.3(Ofl 
m0i; 

. 

. 

Ow. 

HAVE you ever carefully collected 
together all the parts for a new 
receiver, equally carefully as- 

sembled them according to plan, and then 
when you have completed the whole thing 
and switched on received-nothing ? Hours 
of careful planning-out and wiring-up all 
resulting in a fine-looking receiver-which 
won't work ! Well, if you have, you know 
what you feel like as you stare blankly 
at the mass of components and wiring, 
and then quietly sit down and preparo 
to test the set from end to end I You 
just haven't the heart for the job ! Besides, 
you know quite well in your own mind 
that you've made no mistakes in the wiring 
Or anything of that sort-you've been too 
careful. That's just the irony of the 
thing. You may have carried out the 
wiring and construction without a hitch, 
but arc you sure there was no faulty 
component' amongst the thirty or forty 
parta you may have used? - - 

The Thousand-to-One Chance 
Don't for one moment think I am 

suggesting that you may find two or 
three "duds" in the collection of new 
parte which you purchased to build the 
new receiver. Far from it! Nowadays, 
components are turned out with such 
precision, and are so carefully tested, that 
it is very rare that.a faulty article reaches 
the constructor. Nevertheless, there is 
that thousand-to-one chance that some- 
thing may have happened, say, in transport 
from works to the retailer. Or, perhaps, 
some of the parts wre not new, but came 
off an old receiver. You may for reasons 
of economy, or because they were of the 
same type as thosé specified for your new 
set, have decided to use them up instead 
of purchasing fresh ones. Here there is 
an even greater chance of striking a 
snag, especially if the old set was rather 
groggy before you dismantled it. Now 
the wholé point is that, had you made a 
few simple tests of each component as 
it came out of the box, instead of screwing 
it in place right away, you might have 
saved yourself the much more tedious 
task of making teats when the receiver 

amps. One of these instrurhents should 
be in the possession of every wireless 
constructor. The meter is used in con- 
junction with the batteries to be used 
in the set, but in the case of an ail- 
mains receiver, I am afraid you will 
have to borrow or buy a grid bias battery. 
I should hardly expect you to buy an 
HT. battery, but if you have one by you, 
it would come in handy for checking very 
high resistances for which the grid .bias 
battery is hardly suitable. 

Checking Resistance Values - 
Let us start off by tcsting the various 

resistances. We will take these fIrst 
because, with the exception of the grid 
leaks, it is possible to test these more 
completely than any of the other com- 
ponente. We can quite easily check their 

'r 
II1»j-ì'.,. 

II -'. .. - 

valueof a - 

Spaghetti resistance. 

values as well as test for 
continuity. To do this wo 
bring to our aid 
the ever useful 
Ohms Law. This 
states that Cur- 
rentequalsE.M.F. 
(voltage) divided 
by Resistance. It 
is usually ex- 
pressed thus: 
C = . Without 
labouring t h e 
point it will be 
evident also that 
R and E= 
Cx iL Thus you 
will see that when 
we know two of 
the values in a 

the resistance is 3 ohms, because R= or in 
other words the resistance =6 divided by 2. 

You will, of course, be dealing with 
much higher resistances than this in your 
set and, therefore, with correspondingly 
small currents-hence the need for a 
neilliammeter. Iow how would you pro- 
reed to test, say, a thousand ohm Spaghetti 
resistance ? Weil, the quickest way is to 
assume that the va-lue is correct and then 
work Out what voltage would give you a 
working reading of say, 10 milliamps on 
your milliammeter. We know that E=C x 
R, so then if we take the current " C" 
namely, 10 thousandths of an amp, and 

Cmultiply it by the resist- 
ance R," which we 
expect to be 1,000 ohms, 

the voltage required will 
then we shall see that 

be 1.000 X .01 that 
_is 10 volts. What 

e . todothenisto ' - . connect up the re- 

Mm-1;:: 

.e_e#ÏS 
ssstance, the milli- . 

I ammeter and your 
., .-. ' . grid bias battery 

- as in Fig. 2. Start 
with one cell only 

-- 

in the circuit, that 
is 1 5 volta, asid gradually 
m'crease to the maximum of 
9 volts when, if the resistance 
is of the value at which it is 
rated, you should get a reading 
of just under 10 milhiamps on 
your meter. The reason for 
trying with small voltages first 

- is m case the resistance under 
test is less than it is rated, in 

' which case more current would 
flow than you had calculated. 

- Should' its resistance, by any 
chance, be very much 
lower than the stated 
value, it might damage 
the meter by passing a 
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ENTS BEFORE YOU i,( 
the Keynote of this Article in which the Author 

i May Apply to Your Components Before Building a 
td Trouble Later On-By W. B. RICHARDSON 

very large current if you plugged in at of these'you can soon calculate what -' 
9 volts right away. It is better to be on I current it will stand. A watt is a unit 
the safe side and start with a low voltage I of power and is arrived at by multi- 
.rid. then inorease it until you can get a I plying volts by amps. Take our first 
esding which will tell you near enough example of the 1,000 ohm resistance. tif the resistance is accurate. Now sup- We proposed in testing it te use 9 or 
pose, for the sake of illustration, you had I 10 volts So as to give a reading on 

L4,)ust tested a Spaghetti resistance or the milliammeter of about 10 milli. 
k inetaffised resistance marked" 1,000 ohms" I amps. Suppose this resistance was 

and had foimd that when you plugged I of the 1 watt type: Is a current of 
i. in at 3 volts on your bias battery the 

I 
IO milliamps more than it will safely I 

milliammeter. already showed 12 milliaznps. I 
L 

stand? Weil, let us see. Remember I" 
What would be the value of the resistance? watts=volts X amps, therefore the 
The answer is 250 ohms! (3 volts ± 

amp=250 ohms). In other words, 
I it is only a quarter of its rated value. - 

When it comes to measuring high 
resistances as used for decoupling purposes 
etc., it wifi be necessary to employ your j 

H.T. battery in order to get anything like 
a readable figure on the milliammeter. I 

I Take, for instance, a 20,000 ohm re- 
sistance In order to show 5 amps J 

- IIV' Fig.5.-Howto-test 
- d1 the filament of a 

valve with a voltmeter and accumulator. 

- I 

I 

1 
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you must use 100 volts (ECXR .. 
20,000 x -= 100). Nevertheless, don't 
plug in to 100 volts straight away.. 
Be cautious and start low. Naturally, 
when it comes to stifi higher resistances 
your tests will not be quite so accurate, 
unless you have a very sensitive milliam- 
meter, but they will serve to show if a 
resistance is very much lower than it is 
rated. Take the case of a resistance 
marked 100,000 ohms. If this passed 
2 milliamps at 50 volts you would know. 
it was actually only about 25,000 ohms, 
whereas if it were accurate it would only 
show 1 milliamp at 100 volts, that is to 
say, it would only just move the pointer o1 
the milliammeter. 

A Precaution . - 

There is one precaution you should 
observe in making these tests, and that : 
to see that you do not pass too much 
mrrent through the resistance under test. 
-1sually the maximum safe 
airrent is indicated by the 

makers, but if in doubt the 
blowing figures may be taken 

p tsaroughguideinthecaseof 
i - spaghettis and Metallised re- 

sistances: Up to 1,000 ohms, b 
30 milliamps; up to 10,000 
ohms, 10 milliamps; up to 
100,000, 5 milliamps. Non- 
wire-wound resistances do not 

- usually stand quite so much. 
Many resistances nowadays 
are graded in watts. There 
are 1 watt, 2 watt and 3 watt __________ 
types, and so on. With 

LOUOSPERKER 

Fig. 4.- 4 

Testing the 
windings of 
e transformer. 
with meter :- 
and battery. 

- pqwer dissi- iiUtI' pa t.e d jl 
through the 
resistance is 
10, volts X 
.01 amp==. . i 

1/10th witt. - 

In other 
words, we are weil within the limit of 1 watt. 

Potentiometers - 

These are checked in exactly the same 
way as other resistances. Connect the 
ammeter and battery to the two outside 

- terminals-not to the centre one. Natur- 
ally this must be left unconnected. 

H.P. Chokes - - 

it is impossible to test the aCtual 
efficiency of an HF. choke 
with a voltmeter or am- 

r! 
use the 
absurp- 

-5). - t ion 
/ - method as de- 

Il J scribed in PRAC- 

,TICAL 
WIRELRSS of October ist, 

under the heading of Simple 
- - Tests Without Instruments." 

However, this is hardly neces- 
sary, and a good guide to -its 

condition can be obtained by testing 
its D.C. resistance in the same way 
as you would a resistance. Connect 
the choke under test in senes nith 

--the milliansmeter and grid-bias bat- 
tery, as in Fig. 3. Start with 

P&.i 1+ volts and then try 3 volts. 
(j\\J At three volts you should get ''°' a reading of fi-orn about 4 
till I 

. mjljjamps to 10 milliamps if the 
liti I 

choke is O.K. This would in- 
lii I 

dicate that there were nu 
I 

breaks in the winding and that 
W the D.C. resistance was some- 

\lt where between 900 and 400 
ohms-ai is usual. - 

' With L.F. transformers both 
the primary and the secondary 

windings may be tested in the same manner 
as the HF. chokes. Do nót use a higher 
voltage than will give you a reading of 5 
milliamps or you may run the risk of 
damaging the windings. The voltage 
required is usually about 3 for the primary 
and rather more for the secondary. But 
here again start off with 1 volts and work 
upwards. Fig. 4 illustrates a transformer 
being tested its this way. A. break in the 
winding *ould give no reading at al even 
if higher-voltages were used. 

Testing Valves and Coils 
To test if the filament of a valve is 

intact, connect it to the accumulator to 
be used or to one grid bias cell and to your 
voltmeter as in Fig. 5. If the filament 
is unbroken, C reading of nearly 2 volts 
or 1 volts as the ease may be, will be 
obtained, the slight loss beine duo to the 
drop in voltage across the ifiament. Re- 
member to use the voltmeter terminals of 
your universal meter, not the ammeter 
connections that have been used for each 
previous test. The valve would pass too 
much current for the ammeter. 

The voltmeter can be used in the same 
manner for totting the contmuity of wind. 
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,to form one extra-large condenser. Then 
charge this from a 100-volt H.T. battery. 

'If after a few minutes' wait it will give a 
good fat spark on discharge there is nothing 
the matter with any of the condensers 
from the insulation point of view. One bad 
condenser in the pack would be sufficient 
to prevent a' spark being obtained. If no 
spark is obtained, remove first one and 
then another until you come across the 
culprit.. If you do not care to wire the 
condensers all together you should test 
the small ones one at a time in conjunction 
with a big one. 

Variable condensers of the solid dielec- 
'trio type are unlikely to "short," but it is 
possible, although unlikely, for the vanes 
of the air dielectric type to touch and so 
cause a direct path through the condenser. 
In the case of a tuning condenser, this 
is unlikely to do any actual damage, 
although signals would cut out at the 
position where the vanes touched one 
another, but with a reaction condenser 

((II," 
Tests for Continuity 

Such small components a .' - 
switches, especially - the - 

enclosed type, should be 9l15g 

cy:4'2 
as the variable con- 
densers. The voltage 
used is not very im- + 
portant, although a low 
voltage will show up a 
poor contact in a fila- 
ment switch better than , ' 

a high one. Obviously, - 
when the, switch is in 
the "on" position the 
voltmeter should record .. -. -. 

the voltage of the bat- Fig. 9.- '- 
tery. When it is" off" T e sling 
there should be no read. a variable con- 
ing, and where there denser Jot short-circuits 
is imperfect contact it due fo bent plates, metallic 
would show less than dust, etc. J 

. 

one another - 
through the F 

turns of the -. 4 
coil. For in. 
stance, Nos. 
2and3may 
bejoinedone !j s.,.. 

to each end -r 

'of the long- 
: F.,, J11lj1 

wave coil. 
. 

On contact- i- JI ili 
should be 
heard. If 
there is a break no click will be heard. 

Condensers 
With the simple apparatus at our 

'disposal . it is not, of course, possible to 
cheek the capacity of fixed condensers, 
but jt is .a very simple matter to see that 
there is no breakdown in the insulation. 
No doubt you have heard of charging np 
condensers of imid. capacity and higher 
with an H.T. battery, and then seeing how 
long they retain their charge. Briefly, 
what you do is to momentarily 'connect 
two wires from the full voltage of the 
battery on to the two terminals of the 
condenser. Then take the wires away, 
taking care not to touch the condenser 
terminals in doing so, and the condenser 
will be in a charged state. To discharge 
it, connect a piece of wire or a screw-driver 
blade acrees the terminals, when a snappy 

spark will -occur. If the condenser is 
left for a long time the charge gradually 
leaks away and you cannot get a spark 
from it. The longer it holds its charge, 
then, the better is its insulation. Now, 
w-ith small condensers this test is no good, 
since they do not hold a big enough charge 
to-give a spark. What to do in this case 
is to join all your small condensers together 
with the large ones as in Fig. 7, so as 

l . * - through the faulty con- I DETECTION denser. Admittedly 

. 

the possibility ofsuch i 
lIII 

afaultzsremoteun-1 
. - 

i . less the condenser has I FROM the number of lettera which have 
. -, u ' 

been dropped, but 
I 

been received from readers ois this 

, i: 
:' it is because of the particular method of rectification, it 

' '\ damage it may do 
I 

iS clear that the idea is not fully understood. 
. that it is wise to 

I 

Some readers think that it is simply a 

II" 

snake the simple matter of altering the value of the grid 

I 
I 

Fig. 7.-Aneffec. in Fig. 9. - There both mu be changed, whilst there are' 

. s.f' test with your 
I 

condenser ; others that it is the grid leak 
voltmeter, as shown I 

which requires modifying ; others that 

tiCe tesforconden- should,ofcourse, be I 
some who are of the opinion that only the 

ser insulaiion. The no reading wjth t H.T. is the vital factor. Actually, all of 
oßark shows the r * - the above items are bound up with 

the condenser. -- The essential features of this method 
- of detection are large-standing anode 

-. - applied to the valve so as to produce 
S a drop in current of about 15 per 

-- current, with a good, strong signal 

storage capacity - - 
. thequestion of power grid detection. 

- 

III 
current, it is necessary tò use a valve 

- - . - cent Owing to this large anode 

with an impedance of between 10,000 - - - - i . and 25,000 ohms, and it is also im- 
I practicable to use the majority of L.F. 
I 

- transformers owing to saturation 
troubles. This means that either 

- 
- resistance-capacity coupling or a 

parallel-fed transformer must be used, 
j and it is quite obvious that a large 
s current through a resistance to match 

- result in a very heavy voltage drop. 
- This means that only H.T. batteries 

- - - 
.. an impedance of the order stated will 

of the super type are of use, or, alter. 
_quL rr coNDEwsth natively, mains valves must be used. 

Owing to the convenience of A.C. 
Fig. 8-il diagram showing how a Jau!ty mains it is possible to use 400 or 500 
reaction consienser can short-circaitan H.T. volte i'or HT., and the drop through a 

battery. .. suitable anode resistance stifi permits 
the condenser vanes in any the valve to receive its maximum H.T. 
position. Ganged condensers voltage. An alternative method is to 

use an iron-cored choke, a ith a very may be tested in the same way high inductance value. by taking each section in turn. 

loud-speaker in place of it as in Fig. 6. 
Here one or two cells of the grid-bias 
battesy are included in series with a 
high-resistance loud-speaker. JI the 
rindings of the coil are unbroken, a 
sharp click should be heard every time 
ÇflL connect the speaker. Do not leave / 

H connected, of course. In making this 
test put the circuit diagram before you 
and observe . 

vhicli ter- . ...lI, - 
minalsofthe 
coil should 
beiomedto 

might lead to the dis. forget to test the valve holders for conS 
charge of the HT. tinuity between each terminal and its 
battery or damage to corresponding socket. And at the same 
the mains unit besides time teat for short.circuits, or partial 
the risk of burning short.circuits between the various pins. 
out the primary of Although an expensive instrument is re 
the L.F. transformer quired for accurately testing a valve- 
or the windings of the holder, a zniliiammeter will be found to give 
HF. choke. The a good indication of the insulation, pro- 
circuit in Fig. 8 shows vided a high enough voltage is employed. 
how it is possible for - - 

this to happen; the 'l dotted line shows the - 
path of the current PO\VER GR 
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ing in a £uniiig coil, or you can use the / a fault of this sort I the full reading or even fluctuate. Don't 
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I should receive attention from radio- 
gramophone users, and that is whatis known 
as "correct tracking." The majority of 
modern gramophones are provided with 
what is sometimes termed a "goose-neck" 
tone-arm, or the end which carries the sound- 
box is set off at an angle in order that a short 
tone-arm may be employed. The effect of 
this is to enable the stylus to be at the same 
relative position on every groove. If you ex- 
amine one of the old-fashioned gramophones 
you will find that when the sound-box is 
placed on the first groove it has the plane of 
the sound-box at right angles to the groove, 
but as it travels across the record this 
angle gradually alters. The sound waves in 
the groove ai-e from right to left, and if the 
diaphragm is at right-angles to the groove 
the stylus may be moved freely from side to 
side. If, however, the diaphragm is twisted, 
there will be a difficulty in moving it in a 

Carry out this test at further points on the 
record right to the last groove, and if 
possible adjust the carrier arm so that at as 
many pointe as possible the correct angle 
is formed. If it is not possible to make 
your own tone arm track correctly, en- 
deavour to get the correct angle at the 
centre of the record, as it is here that most 
wear takes place. Owing to the size of 
the first grooves it is not quite so important 
there, but of course, if possible, endeavour 
to get the angle as correct as possible at 
all parts of the record. - -' 

Finally, use only the needles recom- 
mended by the makers of the 
pick-up. If no special needle 
is mentioned, use a medium 
type in preference to a loud 
tone. 

energized loud-speaker can be supple- 
mented by an external PM. moving-coil 
spedker to work separately, but never 
together, without interfering wjth the 
smoothing effect of the field coil when this 
is used as a choke. This scheme could 
also be adapted to switch two moving-coil 
type of loud-speakers. The best scheme 
would be to use a conventional choke 
condenser filter in the anode circuit of the 
output valve. The switch I have used for. 
this purpose for some months pasti, with 
success, is the Bulgin S89 D.P.C.O. switeh 
-F. S. Coorcn (Brixton). 

hZ4 
P,eL,o Coii 
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Correct Trackin r .................... 
----- .... sketch that this switching can be accomp. 

g lished by using a double-pole dOuble-throw 
'T'HERE is an important point which ! switch, and by this means a built-in-' 

.' : 
. The BOOK whick: 
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V : ..¼.l$:.A., s : 

: ' - 
. . 

: . . : . 

/ consult . . . get your 

&: . . .. , ' . . 

copy! 
r- . i4 . :/ Look through the specilleation of the most jopular 

. - 

.) , 
-'\ / receivers-see how often Wearite is specified. The - 

.. ,-'.. 
p.... .. 'd 

I;" 
' designer has made sure of unquestioned reliability, 

- . 
_s u 1 2!J \ J he has consulted this Wearite Booklet No. C.N. Be 

- . . «- - 
...1/ guided, have your copy by you when you build your 

/ 

(i / next set 
THE NEW GN- your 

- 

/ ,'q/ I ON' SELECTIVI efficiency in any set you - 

- .. lCONTROL AERIAL eonstruct.7Write NOW! 
- . - ..J' LEAD IN-it fits any 

- 

.v . ' window-no holes-no 
's 

- , tools-nd can be used - - - with any receiver. 
- - 

ros 
- Price complete - 1f- - 

- 
-- : 

. (with ,nchoring block for 
- -Aclij 

- osriol) .............. I/O 

i Use thiSWearito- 
' ii 3/6 - WRIGHT- & WEAIRE Ltd., - 

- 
- 

740. HIGH ROAD. TOTTENHAM. j47 

true piston movement, and the result will 
he a mutilation of the record. Unfortun- 
ately it is notpossible in a small space to 
accommodate an arm long enough to enable 
a sound-box or pick-up to be at the correct 
angle on every groove, so that a compromise 
has to be arranged. There is, however, no 
need to have a greater tracking error than 
2. To test the angle the simplest method 
is to place the needle on the first groove of 
the record, and to place a straight-edge 
from the point of the needle to the spindle 
in the centre of the record. The armature 
should be at right-angles to the straight 
edge. Now place the needle a few grooves 
nearer the centre, and again place the 
straight-edge from needle point to spindle. 

Switching Alternative Loud- 

4 OST receivers mith binit-in 
speakers 

ivi loud-speakers provide 
for an additional loud-speaker, 
which imposes an extra load - - - 

Oc' on the Output valve, and VRLVE quality suffers as a conse- 
quence. A true alternative 
speaker, however, is a different 
proposition, and would, no 

Li 

doubt, be welcomed by listen- 
ers who desire to switch from 
room to room without losing 
quality or volume. It will be 
seen from the accompanying 

JLJ 
¿.5. iV°/ 

ree' - 5u.' r .w 
ru-Nace' EN.O-RG/$EOO.Eé3W 

,Yp,vNeo ro 
- Oc-'rpur V,r ve 

I I rL.s7'92' 
_I f' TERNaI. P,li 

I wire' Me'rc,i'#ve 
'RN5F0ç'aiER 

Switching arrangement for 
alternative loud-speakers. 
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TAPPING A.ND ITS USES-2 
A Full Explanation of the Reasons for Tapping Coils and other Components 

and the Methods Adooted 
the tiret seetion of this article it wa - ' but is greater at the higher frequencies than IN 
shown how a battery or a resistance 

tapped in to full 
. it is at the lower frequencies 

; 
while, in 

By was order make use of 
a portion of its properties. Now, among 

? addition, the coil resistance varies with tho 
H BEAT HEAVYCHIJRCH frequency. Owing to the aerial coil being other componente which are tapped .mny 

. 
i ' . -. . . coupled magnetically to the tuning coil; the arncle on this subject be mentioned coils, transformers and chokes, 

and we will deal with these .fi the order 
' 

P*0s combination of the two coils acts as a high. appeared on pages383 and 384 of frequency transformer, and voltages are 
named, taking the tapped coil first, two 

¡ 

last week s issue. induced in the grid coil corresponding -in 
examples of which are shown in the accom ... ................ .......i frequency to .the currents originally gener. 
patsying illustration (see Fig. 1). . . . ated in the aerial. By means of the tuning If you examine the aerial tuning coil of dicated another circuit in which the aerial . ,ndeuscr,howver, we ae able to tune the 
your wireless receiver you will most likely is not connected to the tuned cirouit at ail, grid coil to the frequencyof the " wanted" 

. . 
find that, in addition to the top or " grid " but is joined to the top end of a small coil station, which. means,.thist . the, energy 
end, and the bottom or " earth " end of the wound on the same former, the bottom end picked up from. the wanted. station is; not 
coil, there is a connection to an inter- .. . .. , .. « . " damped ' or;dissipated, but is retained 
mediate position, and that this tapping is 
the one to which the aerial is connected. 

. . , . in the tuned-. eirouit across -which- a big 
. . . . signal voltage -is built ;up. ........ - 

Possibly there are several tappings, and - , j . The currents corresponding to the signals 
you will have read, or will have been told, ç" . . of ail other stations, however, are some- 
that if the aerial ja connected to the tap- 

nearest to the connection, 
. . 

. 
c what rapidly disipatd, and -th« coite-ges 

ping earth your 
set will he adjusted for greatest selectivity. 

. . j . of those frequencies are not so. great. If 
- the tunn circuit-. is really effiaent 'the 

and that the selectivity decreases as the . wanted signal voltage, built up 
. 

connection is moved to positions nearer the . " i0 this ay is so laxe coeiparcd 
' top of the coil. You wiil possibly have - ' , . with the signal, voltages- corres- 

learned by experience, also, that when the r 

'set is most selective the signal strength is 
- 

.pondingtotheotherstakionsthat .-- the latter will riot be heard in the 
considerably less than when the aerial con-. 

- 

' receivex. Why is it .,tht this 
nection is taken to a higher tapping. - 

. coupled aerial coil gives a 

Function 01 Tuning Coils - - 

All these points csll for sorne explanation, 
greater degree- of selectivity 

's. ' than if the aerial was connectel - 

- to the top end of the coil? and yet comparatively little has been grid 
- l"' The answer lies partly in the written on tise subject. To examine the 

details .. transformer effect, but chiefly thoroughly, it is necessary to draw 'l J - 

' 

. in the fact that because the 
- L / - 

- grid coil - 'or "secondary" is 
- - ,. tunttd, and because there is a 

- ' eertain degree of coupling be- 

¡ 

oneJi 

i'tt:?' iC c! JA ¿ 
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Fig. Ia.-(A) A tapped aerial tuning coil, and will have flowing in it currents cor- - - 

(B) a separate aerial coupling COSI. I responding to all sorts of frequencies, Fig. 2--A centre - tapped 
and the strength of the current due _!_ coil'used as an anode coil. 

what radio engineers call the "equivalent 
J 

to any one station will depend upon 
circuit." In Fig. la is shown the actual con- the original strength of tJse signal inter- sonance with the wanted signal, or, in other 
nections to an aerial tuning circuit with the reptad, and upon the impedance of the coil words, the damping with respect to the fn-e. 
aerial connection taken to a tapping fairly 

J 

at the frequency of that particular station. 
J 

queney to which the grid coil is tuned i0 

- near to the bottom of a tuning coil, and You know, of course, that the impedance of i greatly reduced. Another point that 
- immediately below this sketch in. I a coil to alternating currents is not constant, I should be noted is that the weaker the 

:144 

lET 

being taken to the earth end of the 
main tuning coil. This second draw. 
Ing shows the "equivalent circuit" 
and is well worth a moment's study. 
Every listener knows that the aerial 
"picks up" signals from many sta- 
tions at the same time, and that 
oscillating currents, corresponding to 
the frequencies of all these stations, 
are geneatcd in the aerial circuit. It 
is the function of the tuning arrange- 
ment to make the receiver highly re- 
ceptive to the signals of the "wanted" 
station and as unresponsive as possible 
to all other frequencies, and what we 
call the selectivity of the set is the 
extent to which we are successful in 
achieving this much desired condition. 

Now consider what happens, taking 
first of all the equivalent circuit. 
Because the small aerial coil is not 
tuned to any particular station, it 

tents and purpcues "aperiodic," that is to 
say, Its ñatural oscillation frequency does 
not correspond to any of the frequencies 
it is required to receive, it is forced into ro- 

f 
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- .- F1;P; T:%: Statióñs f ddPt U.1Z 
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i V 1 R 
' F GREATEST CHART EVER PUBLISHED- 
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:: rr1 
LÇ GREATEST SET EVER BUILT, BRINGS 

--- ¡yP 
H SUCCESS AT FIRST ATTEMPT' 

I. 

.r - 

: Here's a list of stations ! Actually logged by a constructor at the first - 

ç-- .- ' - . - - - 
tinte of trying. out a newly assembled Skyscraper ! What a record ! - - 

T . - 
- 

.What endless nights of entertainment ! And everybdy who builds - - 

- . . . - . , the Skyscraper gets results like this. Hundreds òf appreciafie letters 
:- - proie it ! : : . - - -- 
I 

.- - . Never befere was there such a vet within the reach of the home constructor. Never - 
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y 
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a 

- I I . - 
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A to B, while the grid coil is the whole of 
the winding from C to B, and that 
this latter coil is tuned by means 
of the variable condenser D. The only 

oscillation. By connecting the anode of the 
valve to the centre point of the anode coil 
a.s shown in Fig. 2, however, it is possible 
to arrange that a controlled amount of 
high-frequency energy can be fed into the 
grid circuit from the anode circuit via the 
small neutralising condenser N.C. This 
neutralizing current is flowing in the 
opposite direction to that fed back through 
the valve, and by suitably adjusting the 
capacity of the neutralizing condenser the 

harmful 
feed -hack, 
and the 
neutralizing 
current, can 
be made to 
cancel ot 
each other. 
The neces- 
sity of the 
neutralized 
current has 
been obvi- 
ated by the 
in t r o duc- 
tion of the 
screened- 

Transformer Tappings 
As aq example of a tapped low-frequency 

transfornier we will refer to Fig. 4, which 
shows a conventional push-pull output 
stage. Here you will see that the input 
or inter.valve transformer has the usual 
primary winding which is included in the 
anode circuit of the previous valve, while 
the secondary winding is centre-tapped and 
supplies the grids of two output valves, the 
grid-bias connection being made to the 
centre tap. In the output transformer, 
however, the process is reversed, the 
anodes of the two valves being connected 
to the ends of the primary winding, which 
is centre-tapped, at which point the high. 
tension lead is connected. The secondary 
in this case is a single winding, the power 
in the circuit being the combined outputs 
of the two valves. 

In the case of a pentode valve which 
requires a larger load impedance than most 
three-electrode output valves, the correct 
matching of speaker to valve can be at- 
tained by connecting a tapped choke as 
shown in Fig. 5. Here, for the sake of 
example, the choke is shown centre-tapped, 
and after having read the earlier portion 
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degree of coupling between the two coiLs, 
the smaller will be the amount of energy 
transference between the two coils, and the 
greater the degree of selectivity. 

So far we have explained how the coupled 
coil in the equivalent circuit effects an ita- 
provement in selectivity, but it is now 
necessary to show how the equivalent 
circuit is, in effect, really identical to the 
tapped coil arrangement shown on the left. 
hand side of Fig. 1. It should be quite 
evident that in this arrangement the aerial 
circuit consists of a portion of the coil from 

extensively used three or four seasons ao 
is the centre-tapped anode coil. This.was 
employed in the tuned incide circuit of 
neutralized three-electrode high-frequency 
valves, and its purpose can be explained 
by a reference to Fig. 2.. The trouble with 
the three-electrode valve when used as a 
high-frequency amplifier is that itselectrodes 
act as the plates of a small condenser, so 
that amplified signals in the anode circuit 
can be fed back to the grid circuit. A kind 
of spurious reaction is thus developed, and 
the circuit becomes unstable and falls into 

three-eléctrode detector valve owing to 
the damping effect which it introduces into 
the tuned circuit immediately preceding it. 
That is one of the main reasons why the 
detector circuit tunes a great deal more 
flatly than the high-frequency circuit, 
although the tuned circuits appear to be 
very similar. By having a tap on the coil, ' 
such as shown at C in Fig. 3, it is possible to 
reduce the detector loading and thus 
improve selectivity-hence another im- 
portant reason for "tapping." 

former coupling. Before leaving this par- 
ticular coil there is one other point which: 
must not be overlooked, and that is by 
having two or three tappings on your aerial 
coil it facilitates the use of the same coil 
on different aerials not possessing similar 
constants or values. It enables the user 
on sight to ascertain for himself which is 
suited best to his own requirements and 
will bring about optimum results. 

Centre-tapped Anede Cell 
Another type of tapped coil which is not 

so frequently seen nowadays but was 

system of inter-valve coupling, especially 
between the high-frequency and detector 
stages, the grid coil is tapped. One such 
example is shown in Fig. 3. By joining the 
lead from the feed condenser to either of 
the points A and B (taps on the coil) it is 
possible to bring about the auto-transformer 
effect to which reference has teen made 
earlier, and in this way increase the stage 
gain in amplification according to the degree 
of step-up given by the position of the tap. 
In addition, notice the farther tap C. It 
has been pointed out before in this journal 
that there is a very serious defect ist the 

-; H.r- 

- OL.T# 
Fig. 5.-An iron-cored choke tapped 
to ena&le a loud-speaker lo be matched 

- lotie output valve. 

! 
I ej/edo. 

difference lietweèn tIse two circuils in actual 
fact is that as AB is a portion of CB, the 
coupling between the two circuits is even 
closer than in the ease of the circuit B 
F'ig. i. 
Auto-transformer Coúpling 

From the foregoing e*planation it should 
also he clear why a tapping noaroy lo the 
top of the èoil gives a less degree of selec- 
tivity but greater volume. The higher tap. 
ping brings Cuss aeriäl portion of the coil 
nearer in natural frequency to the range of 
wavelengthi it is desired to receive, and the 
signal voltages developed acrees it will he 
considerably greater than in the case of the 
smaller coli or lower tapping, and these 
greater signals will be passed on by in- 
duction to the grid coil. So, as the point 
of tapping rises nearer and nearer to the top 
of the coil we approach more nearly the 
position which obtains when the henal is 
not "tapped in," but is connected to tise 
top end of the grid coil itse1f 

In truth, our tapped coil which we have 
just described at length is an auto-trans- 
former-that is, one winding with tappings: 
instead of two separate and distinct 
primary and secondary wimlings-hence 
the name sometimes given as auto-trans- 

grid valve, of this article the reader will have no diffi- 
but no doubt there are many old receivers culty in realizing that a choke so connected 
still in service employing neutralized high- acts not only as a filter, but also as an 
frequency stages, and this simple explana. auto-transformer having a ratio of 2 to i., 

PUSh'-PULL I, 

INTER VALVE - 

TRANSPORf4ER . . LS. -. 

Fig. 4.-Low frequency - 

tranoformer, tapped to Li: 
provide push-pull work- 

L8- L....,.............T -. r-i OH.T+ tion will, therefore, be not only of general 
interest but helpful to the owners of such 
oldsets. 

- I OL.S. 
Tapping the Grid Coli I) 

I 

Coming now to another case, an examina- 
tion of the circuit diagrams for different - L - L S wireless receivers will show the reader that - 

in the case of the choke-fed tuned grid 
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- 

with special potentiometei 

; 

RECEIVER. By rotation of the special 6 A R G U S potentiometer (which is tilted to the front panel of 
the receiver) you get real variable control, so that - 

for any particular item you can bring out deep bass 
or obtain brilliant high-note response just as your 
ear demands. . - - 

The illustration shows the -Lissen Inter-Valve Tone 
1 Control used inconjunction with a Lissen Hypernik 

Transformer. It is specially designed to fit under- - - 
- neath this transformer and is connected to the trans- 

t 
- former terminals by the special straps provided 

withit. --- - 

The special Lissen potentiometer is fitted in a con- 
venient place on the panel of the receiver and gives 
infinite variation of tone. Another special terminal i 
on the Lissen Tone Control, when cnnected according - 

to the instructions supplied, cuts out all heterodyne 
whistles and pick-up scratch on gramophone records. 

-- 4 

/ 

SSE?i - 

'1 
I, - a 

HYPERNIK L.F. - 
-- ¡f ' - ' - 

TRANSFORMER 12'6 f 
/I 

I ISSfl. 

TONE CONTROL I - 

AND INTERuVALVE TONE CONTROL 
- 

HERE 
is a component whichopensupnew possibili- New principle in 

ties of quality reproduction-the Lissen Inter- 
- Valve Tone Control. Hitherto the best you Tone Coinpenatioi 
could do in the control of tone was 'to attempt to 
correct in the output stage those faults of quality - used in the 
inherent in the receiver itself. Now the Lissen 
Inter-Valve Tone Control gives you SCIENTIFIC PRACTICAL -' WIRELESS 
CONTROL OF TONE IN THE HEART OF' THE 

HYPERNIK TRANSFORME 
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TELSEN RAbIO CÖMPONENTSARE.IOOZ BRITISH 
- ANOUNCEM.ENT OF THE 'TELSEN ELECTRIC CO. LTD. ASTON BIRMINGHAM 

Fuse. Soldering tag conneotiosas provided, noia, mounted on s bohelfie moulding. Very 
hut n'ire connections may lso be made convenient for aerial and eartb,opeclsrs-, 
under the clip screws . . . . bd. piCk-up, extra battery connections, etc. bd, 

TELSEN R.C. 
COUPLING UNIT. - - .p- v- 

A complete assesoably in a compact snd can. '11 rM ; 

n'! 

venient form for effecting Resistance Capacity r 
I 

i 

rrsis:P:e:dbyalLLt,Pe 
«i L t 1L1 fib g pd fpp sly 

between 10,000 and 30,000 ohms, and be con. - - - 

sopply niant RADIO COMPONENTS 

 

-(Jr. 
anise, of from 300 

r 

to 100.000 ohm,, at 
prices from bd. 

TELSEN GRID 
t' LEAK HOLDER. 

Si0Y '!!Z Holds any standard 
aise or type of Grid 
Leali. With spemg 

- 

- contacts and solder. 
¡ng tags io n.e piece, 
and eaaily accessible 
terminals and fixing 
holes ji i i bd. 

WTELEN PUSE 
HOLDER. A most 
ioexpensiee precau. 

¿ tion against burnt. 
net s'alcoa. The 

g' finnlyheld fuse bulb 
casares a perfect 
contact sehiclacannot 
become loose i bd. 

"DRUM DRIVE" AND "TELORNOR" 
CONSTRUCTORS' OUTFITS 

These invaluable outfits contain all the necessary requirementt 
(including baseboard,terminals,battery cords and all accessories) 
for the construction of any of the Telsen Receivers employing 
either the Telornor or Drum 'Drive and Condenser Assembly 
respectively-e.g. the Toben Ajax 3, Triple 3 and Nimrod 2 
(Telornor) and the Jupiter S.C. 3 (Drum Drive and Condenser 
Assembly). The various Componçnts differ only very ,l 
slightly in each outfit ............ - ......... 

TELSEN POWER 
FUSE HOLDER. 

Focmosmting theTelsessPoseer 

s , 

- tTh--'-e' U 

- - . TEI.SEN 
TERMINAL RLOCKa 

Provide, teso insulated terms.. 

w 
TELSEN SCREENS. 
Pro idod with serica 
of fizing holco and 
macable terminaIs. 2/ 

L-1 
Al.0 with hole for 
mounting S.G. valve 

2,6 horizontally . . 

TEL SEN SPAC- - - 
A 

ì o__ 

1; 

I 
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i 
ìj7hï BEGINNER'S 
kL SUPPLEMENTLM 

Conducted by 
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20 amp. hours, cation of which It can be used to amplify the signala I Fig. 2-A simple microphone amplifier. 
I i 

L. . V 

a 
Amperage 

: Refers to current in ampercs. 

Ampere 
. (Abbreviated to " amp."). The practi- 

cal unit of electrie current-that is, the 
Í rate of flow of electricity. It must nt 

I 

he confused with the unit of qesantity, 

J.- i which is the coulomb. If one coulomb 
I of electricity flows along a wire in one 
I second, a current of one ampere is said 
I 

to pass. In wireless and electrical 
, engineering generally we are more often 
! concerned with the rate of flow than 

the actual quantity of electricity. This 
is because a quantity of electricity which 
is static-that is to say, does not move- 

g cannot do any work. It is only when 
I j it moves in the form of current (measured 

. . i in amperes) that it develops any power. 
.. A quantity of electricity may be likened 
Í. 

to a tank of water iaised sbov'e the 
L, ground. As such it does no work, but 

! as soon as a pipe is led from it to the 
ground the water will flow and can be 

., i used to drive machinery. The flow 
¡ of water is equivalent to a current of 

I 

electricity. 

I Ampere-hour 
- 

¡ A unit of quantity. of electricity. It 
Imeans enough electricity to provide a 

. current of 1 ampere for oiie hour, or alter- 
. ; natively the same quantity would give 

I 
E an amp. for two hours, or again 2 ampo. 
I for half an hour and so on. When an 

! accumulator is said to be of 40 amp..hour 

- 
capacity, it means that :u can get from 

- itlamp.forforty 
hours or its equi- 
valent - say, 2 

L \ hours, multiply 
amps. (amperes) 
by the time in 
hours. An am- 
pere.hour is 
equal to 3,600 

I. 

I 
'' coulombs. 

Ampere Meter 
(See Ammeter 

This term is 
,,,../ used in reference 

¡ - to valves. It is 
rather diffiçpl to 

Fig. I-Ampere- hours explain in non- 
marked in an accumulator technical I a n - 
denote houp much elect ri- guage, but may 
city il will luid. ¡t will be expressed as 
give 1 amp..for. 20 'hours, the maximum 
the capacity is thus voltage, amplifi- 

THE BGINNERS' A B C 
F WIRELESS TERMS 

This special beginner's supplement has 
been int,odûced in response to a general 
request from hundreds of readers who 
have only just commenced to take 
an interest in' wireless construction. In 
it we propose' to 'explain. week Isy week, 
in Very simple language, facts about the 
various aspects of the practical side of 

wireless. To the many thousands who 
cannot yet understand the circuits or terms 
used in connection with wireless we extend 
a cordial helping hand. 

the valve is capable. A valve work 
by virtue of the fact that small 
changes of voltage applied to its grid- 
that is, where the signals enter the valve- 
cause. corresponding changes in the plate 
or output corsent. Now, changes in the 
plate current can also be effected by 
changes in the plate voltage. This latter 
fact you may have had practical 
proof of if you have at any time increased 
the HT. voltage of your set so as to get 
louder signals. You probably noticed 
that after doing this the HT. battery 
has not lasted so long ; in other words, on 
increase in. plate voliage caused an in- 
crease in plate current. 

You 'may wirnder what all this has 
to . do with the amplification factor. 
Well simply this, that in arriving at the 
amplification factor of a valve these cela. 
tive changes in grid voltage, plate current, 
and plate voltage all enter into the cal. 
culation. It may be expressed as the 
ratio of change of plate voltage to change 
of grid voltage, which will give the 
same change in plate current. . . 

It should be noted that the ampli. 
fication factor of a valve is not in- 
itself a sufficient guide to the practi- 
cal amplification you may expect 
from ;it under working conditions, . 

since other things, such as the impe. , 
dance of the external circuit, must 
be taken into account. It suffices TRA 
to say that a valve with a high 
amplification factor is not necessarily 
going to give higher magnification of 
signals than one with a lower ampli. 
fication factor. 

Amplifier ..- 
A device used to increase, or magnify, 

electrical impulses. A valveis he best- 
known form of amplifier used in wireless. 

picked up by the aerial, in the form of 
high-frequency impulses and before they 
are " rectified," or it can be used after 
they are rectified by the crystal or valve 
detector and are in the form of low or 
audio-frequency impulses. In the former r 

case the valve is called a high-frequency 
amplifier, and in the latter a low.frequency 
amplifier. 

Valves are not the only amplifiers, 
however. A transformer may be con- s 

sidered as an amplifier, in that it can 
be designed to give an increase in voltage s 

or in current, although it will not give 
both at the sama time. In other words, $ 

it will not give an increase in power 
like the valve does. For instance, 
if the transformer is constructed to give 
an increase in voltage it will cause a de. 
crease in current, so that the resulting 
output of watts, or power, is no greater 
than that. put in. . Now, a transformer 
used in conjunction with a microphone, 

I battery, and a telephone receiver, as in -î 
Fig. 2, can be made to give an increase 
in power. This arrangement is known 
as a Microphone' ' Anipliflér, and the 
increase in power is derived from the 
battery. Ois speaking quiètly in the 
microphone, thus causing small electrical 
impulses in the circuit, a loud response 
will come from the receiver due to the 
amplified impulses. An arrangement 
somewhat similar to this is used in some 
amplifiers for use with crystal sets. 

In the case of valves the term " am- 
plifier " is more often used to refer to 

I the whole equipment employed-that is, 
the transformers, condensers, etc., em- 
ployed in conjunctIon with-the valves, 
besides the valves themselves. Some- s 

times " amplifiers " are made up as a 
separate unit, comprising the valve or ¡ valves, the necessary couplings, and even 
the batteries. - ' . 

(Continued o,spago 456.) 
. 
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has to overcome each resistance separately, 
the total resistance is therefore the sum of 

time in conjunction with a condenser. As 
already mentioned E=IxR; so any 

j 

i TWO SPLENDID HANDBOOKS 
their separate values-not forgetting the change in anode current will cause a By F. J. CAMM i 

internal resistance of the cells, which are voltage or Ix R drop across the resistance j 96 PAGES ONE SHILLING EACH 
also in series. Perhaps it would be in- -this variation being communicated by i O 1/2 6 pool from Geooge Nownos. Lid.. 
teresting to see how we arrive at this, the condenser, creates a change in grid i 

0.11. Soulhompton Si., St,and. W.C.2. 

Ohm's Law tells us that the current (I) in potential of the next valves. A combina- i 
2 TESTED WIRELESS CIRCUITS 

a circuit is directly proportional to the tion such as this is known as resistance CHAR1N1ITZ.E AND CARE I applied voltage (E) but inversely propor. capacity coupling. The values of the ....... .._._.......... .... .. .... .. .................... 

- 

we purchase the component. 

Resistance in Series 
Having covered a little preliminary 

ground, let us venture to connect a few 
resistances of known values in series in a 
circuit, and see how we get at their total 
value. 

Here is an illustrated circuit actuated by 
st 10 volt, accumulator with three resis- 
tances of equal value. What we have 
done in this particular instance is merely 
to have lengthened the vircuit, and accord- 
ig to the above formula the total resistance 
increases as the length. As the voltage 

parallel has the effect of reducing the 
total resistance to a value smaller than the 
smallest resistance, which is the reciprocal 
of the sum of their individual reciprocals. 
There are numerous applications where 
we csn emplo' the resistance for radio \ 
purposes, one of the essentials being the 
grid leak usually connected between the 
detecting vahee grid and positive end of the 
filament heating battery. This aIlows.' 
to drain away the negative charge, whioh 
would otherwise accumulate and impede 
the electron emission froin the fllamenVto 
the anode. Another, by using it as a 
coupling device between circuits, but this 

CLIX 

CLIX 
SOCKET 

TO E TERMINAL 
OF SET 

i .IovH L 

Fig.I. 

the resistance of a column of mercury of 
certain dimensions and temperature, and 
by which we determine our various calcu- 
lations. We are not as a rule concerned 
so much with specific resistance, for you 
can guess that if we know the cross- 
sectional area (a), the length (I), and 
specific resistance (p) we can, by using the 
following equation :-(l) R=! arrive 

at the total resistance. But, of course, 
this is not necessary in practice, as it 
it is already nicely worked out for us when 

we have three parallel paths for the current i .... ..... ............................ .. .... 

and reverting to Ohm's Law again, we are AN ENCLOSED reminded that the total current equals the 
applied voltage divided by the total AERIAL-EARTH SWITCH 
resistance of the circuit, ie., I=; 

-. 
E E E hE therefore uy dividing both I ANEAT substitute for the usual lightping 

sides of the equation by E we get i 
and aerial-earth switch can be macle, 

as shown in the sketch, with a small 
+ + i wooden box, two sockets and a plug. 

3/3; but as is the reciprocal of R The sockets are mounted on the underside 
j of the top of the box, and the conneitions 

therefore R=3/3=l ohm. Now we have I made as indicated. The box, which should 
in addition i ohm internal resistance of! be made dustpioof, can be fixed below the 
the il) volt battery in series with the lead-in tube.-W. FREEMAN (Leeds). 
former, so the total resistance is 1+1 = 
2 01mm. 1EiO r amperes. Each LEAD PN 

An enclosed cerio! 
branch will pass a certain proportion of cariliing s4zrilci. 
current, depending of course upon the 

- 

resistance of its conductor. So we have 
noticed that this method of connectinc in TO ¡E TERMINAL OF SET 

opposing the passing of electrons through 
it, that we know as resistance. 

Specific Resistance 
Every conductor has a specific resistance, 

which means its resistance per cubic 
centimetre between its opposite sides, 
although it varies with different terepera( 
turcs. It therefore follows that we must 
have some sort of comparison whereby we 
can measure the resistance of any conductor, 
sind thus the standard unit called tise 
"ohm" has been chosen, which represents 

-. AMA4ETER 

OMS 0HMS 

therefore R=?=lO ohms. We know 

the battery resistance is i ohm, the three 
remaining resistances must necessarily be 

3 ohms each. Again 

i ampere, or E=IxR=1O=l+O=lO 
volts. You ee how nicely it works out 
when we apply Ohm's Law ..... 
Parallel Arrangement 

Now' let us turn our attention to. a little 
more complicated arrangement, this time 
resistances in parallel as shown in Fig. 2. 

Its first appearance seems to indicato a 
somewhat formidable aspect, but to the 
contrary, a little concentration, an alge. 
braical equation, and it is all simplified. 
Perhaps at this point it is,as well to recall 
formula I, by which we observe that 
resistance varies inversely as the cross- 
sectional area. Although the formation 
appears to have a larger total than before, 

OHMS 

1JTi 
- 

,4AIMETE'e 

Fig. 2. 

The Lamp Resistance 
Last, but not least, comes the lamp 

resistance, usually of the carjbn type, 
which we so often see on accumulator 
switch.boards for regulating the charging 
current. This, as well as the wire wound 
resistance, represents a definite expenditure 
of energy, but dissipates it in the form of 
heat and light. We can arrange them in 
any manner already described, and sum 
up their values accerdingly. They are, of 
course, so constructed to withstand various 
specified voltages, or we would perhaps 
have no filament left! 

(Coni înned (roen page 455.). 

Non-Inductive Resistance 
ALTHOUGH we arc continually using 

the resistance, both in radio work 
and in common parlance, how 

many enthusiasts have pondered over its 
various arrangements, its - arithmetical 
values and perhaps its actual meaning? 
Let us think for a moment what is meant 
by resistance in the electrical sense. AU 
bodies which are set in motion, whether 
they be mechanical or otherwise, have to 
overcome friction, and it is a similar 
property, possessed by a conductor, of 

A TALK ABOUT 
RESISTANCES: 

tional to the resistance (R) of the circuit. 
So we can from this form an equation 
thus;where I equals amperes, 

E volts and R ohni. But if I equhls-- 

E must equal I X R then R equals 

higher than those we have been discussing 
perhaps from 10,000 ohms to 3 megohms 
(3,000,000), but of course, it does not 
interfere with our method of calculation. 

ONM$ 

L.v ' 
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tor Vise purpose. 
i 
compro- Fig. 1.-Typical short-wave receiver of the simplest type. 

Imlee 01 - - Short-Wave Frequencies (sub-dividing it into four different bands, The chief reason for this is the extremely 
I using, generally, four sets of plug-in coils 

wide band of frequencies embraced by I s that purpose. what we rather loosely agree to term 
"short waves." In tite medium-wave I Coil Windings 
broadcast band, -between 200 and 600 Fig. 1 shows a typical short-wave re- 
metres, we bave a frequency band 1,000 ceiver of the simplest kind. The particular 
kilocycles in width-capable of aecom- 

I charm of short-wave work, incidentally, is 
modating 100 stations with a spacing of that the simplest apparatus is usimily the 

most effective. 
TRRNSP0.vME-v If the coils are carefully wound 

IWÏTTTTI liii ßErC ToR LP and equipped with plugs to make 

five will be requiréd to cover the 

[Jp 
them readily interchangeable, pply 

liii range from lOto 100 mêtres Wound 
on formera with a diameter of 2h 
or 3 inches, the coils necessary will 

F ()'F c,-o be two of three turns, two of six 
turns, and one each nine and fifteen Re/OCT/OfY 
turne. With a tuning-condenser of 
.0001 or .00015 capacity, -coils of 

T(.w,A'e these sizes should cover roughly 
the following bands :- ........ 

- Aerial I Gild Reaction I nangeT 
(Li) (L-a) (La) (In mettes) 

- - - 
- ME7flL- BAc/rifo PqAiif -lis s 1 65-100- 

9 6 I 50-65 
Fig. 2.-Layout of a two-valve receiver. Note the -. e - --8 --I- 194G 
- short wiring and the layout of the components. - - J.L_iÄ- ¿--1-- - 

A Two-Valve Receiver 
Fig 2. shows a layout for a two-valve 

recéiver which makes possible the use of 
very short wiring. The front panel is either 
of metal, or of wood or ebonite backed with 
metal foil. The moving plates of both the 
timing and reaction condensers may be 
directly connected to this metal, since both 
are at earth potential. This simple pre- 
caution, so often neglected, may prove to 
be the border-line between the success and 
failure of a short-wave receiver- Secondly, 
there should be no suspicion of "ploppy" 
reaction control. When the set goes in or 
out of oscillation it should do so smoothly, 
with neither a " plop" nor an audible howl. 
The latter effect, known as "threshold 
howl," causes considerable annoyance to 
novices handling a short-wave receiver for 
the first time, and may be due to a variety of 
causes. The use of a .5-megohin leak across 
the secondary of the L.F, transformer, as 
shown in Fig. 1, will generaily prevent a 
set from showing this annoying habit. 
Critical Tuning 

Thirdly, the owner of a short-wave 
receiver must remember that, although 

- (Continued on page 459.) - 

AFEW years ago the percentage of 
home-constructots interested in sets 
for the reception of wavelengths 

below 100 metres was very small indeed. 
To-day it certainly is not large. But the 
growing popularity of the short-wave 
receiver, and the growing number of short- 
wave stations, lead one to believe that in a 
year or two this branch of radio will have 
become very liisportant indeed to the home- 
construction nthusíast. 

The outstanding characteristic of the 
short wes is that the- are almost useless 
for the reception of local stations, but in. 
valuable for the reception of signals from 
great distances. During this summer there 
have been roughly one hundred stations, 
all over the world, broaddasting eguisr 
musical programmes on wavelengths be- 
tween 10 and 80 metres; and, with a good 
receiver, most of them can be heard in this 
country during some part of the twenty- 
four hours. Various properties of "short 
waves" make it necessary to use a some- 
what modified receiver for their reception. 
The ordinary broadcast receiver, particu- 
larly if it includes no HF. amplification, 
may be made to function qmte well pn the 
shorter wavelengths, but, generally speak- 
mg, it is preferable to design a separate set 

10 ke/s between them. Between 20 and 30 
metres only we have a frequency band five 
times as great in extent-5,000 kc/s wide. 
Between 20 and 10 metres we have a 
further 15,000 ko/a! The entire spectrum 
of " short waves 'from 10 to 100 metres is 
27,000 kc/s in width-27 times as spacious 
as the 
ordinary 

%J/ broadcast y 
band, and J necessit- 
ating 27 

J times the * 

care and - 

skill in 
y- tuning! 

reason it - 

amountof 

is quite 
For this 

imprac- - - 
handle it - L, 
tieableto 

all moue 
sweep of 
the tun- - 

and we - 

- L1 ing con- 
de n s e r, 

adopt the 

no "hand-capacity" effects. That is to 
say, that a signal should not disappear 
immediately the operator removes his hands 
from the tuning controls. Trouble of this 
kind is invariably due to instability, which, 
in turn, is usually due to a poor choice of 
layout. 

-o Lr# 

-iva a a ._ 

ITHE ABC OF SHORT- 
J WAVE RECEIVER DESIGN 

By L: H. THOMAS 

These ranges are, -naturally, only ap. 
proximate; but any deviations will be 
rather on the "wide" than the "narrow" 
side, so that there is no fear that the entire 
range will not be covered. Special points 
to watch in the operation of a short-wave 
receiver are these : First, there should be 
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_fi -i;;i - i 
The Source of the A.C. Output Energy 

THE AC. component of the output of a 
valve is the only energy available 
for sound reproduction ; the word 

component is used here, though it will be 
shown later that it is not strictly applicable. 
It is so often that in valve circuits of 
different kinds the valve is shown sub- 
stituted by a diagrammatic AC. generator, 
and this has the sanction of many leading 
authorities, that one very important aspect 

circuit is the same whether an AC. com- 
ponent exists or not (so long as the ammeter 
is steady) is equally unquestionable. So 
we fall back on an examination of the 
nature of the resistance. 

We cannot think of the A.C. working 
current in the case of a valve as being 
generated by a peculiar kind of AC. 
motor producing a variable R.M.S. or vector 
potential; we muet give full weight to the 
fact that the variations in the amplitude 

Specified for the 

"ARGUS THREE" 
You require: Two 4-PIN, One 5-PIN 
Acknowledged by experienced experimenter, and 
technical esperte to be the perfect volehold,r. 
Sturdily built, skeleton type lorneuelina on metal, 
ebonite er woed. Turned R esili, rit Seakol, gearsr.tea 
fall-surface contact with esery 
type nf calse.pjn-vekd or ether- 5 Pin Qd. 
wise. Eaey tnsnrttee; the en gun lPoel 
design et tte plate oliese sockels 4 Pin d. 
to mann laterally and cenere Mcel 
themselnes with valve - pirs. : ............... 

November.l9th, 1932 

Below loo Meters 
(C,ntin.e4 fr',, pag 458.) 

the ¶.' spectrum" has been split up into four 
bands, the tuning on each of these will still 
be five or six times as critical as that of the 
average broadcast receiver. This may be 
counteraoted to some extent by the use of 
a really good slow-motion dial on the 
tuning condenser; but even then the 
operator must not be heavy-handed. The 
golden rules are these-go'round your dial 
slowly; and listen to everything that yod 
hear. - 

- The, broadcast stations are grouped 
together in fairly narrow wavebands on 
roughly19, 25, 31 and 49 metres. Most 
of the space in between, these bands is 
occupied by commercial stations using 
morse. This accounts' for the usual corn- 
plaint of the short-wave novice that he 
"can't hear anything but dots and 
dashes.' -If you cannot teli exactly where 
you are in wavelength, listen carefully until 

PRACTICAL WIRELESS 

you find a broadcast station, and then, 
within five degrees or so on the dial, you 
should find half-a-dozen others. Once you 

,,have succeeded in identifying one of them 
you should have no trouble in spotting the 
rest. 

Practically any aerial will give good 
results on the short waves, from the long 
outside wire to a short aerial across the 
room. The larger the aerial, the looser 
will the coupling of the aerial coil to the 
others need to be. An earth is not always 
necessary. The only rule that can safely 
be given is: "Use an earth if it improves 
your results. Otherwise, don't 

Finally, it is as well to remember that 
those who expect consistent loud.speaker 
results from a two-valve receiver will 
generally be disappointed. There will be 
four or five stations that the average two- 
valver can handle on the speaker, but for 
consistent work three or four valves are 
necessary. 
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CHEAPEST PERFECT CONTACT 
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supplied cannot he doubted; that is so ObibI j9ll Nrst d WATES RADIO 
Secondly the fact that the energy per s m ,, 's! T s ¿ wc 2 ¿. V 184 8 Sb ft bury A 
second (watts) consumed by the valve _________________________________ Loudou W.C2, 

of the subject is lost sight of or glossed over. 
If an A.C. current be superposed on a 

constant D.C. current, the energies of the 
two are added in summing the total energy. 
The mean current is not affected by the 
superposition of the A.C. current, but the 
root mean square is, and it is the square 
of this R.M.S., namely, the mean square 
which, multiplied by the resistance, is the 
measure of the energy, and this, as stated, is 
the sum of the D.C. and A.C. componente 
taken separately. The resistance in ques. 
tion may include the motional impedance 
of the speaker, in addition to the copper 
ohms and the valve impedance, but we have 
not got to that yet; we are dealing with a 
simple circuit containing ordinary ohmio 
resistance. In such a circuit, it is correct 
to refer to the AC. component of the 
energy or power (watts). But we cannot 
think of a valve circuit in quite the same 
manner. The only power available for both 
D.C. and A.C. comes from the H.T. battery; 
and so long as the valve is operating within 
the limits of undistorted output the mumm- 
meter in the plate circuit stands steadily 
at the same reading, whether there is an 
A.C. component or not; that is to say, 
whether passing the normal steady plate 
current or whether a signal or broadcast is 
coming through, and the battery volts are 
unchanged. Hence the energy of the AC. 
component cannot be considered as addi- 
tional to the normal steady D.C. current 
energy, but rather as something taken from 
it. This looks like a paradox; it almost 
seems to upset the statement of the case 
and conclusion given in the preceding 
paragraph. We will examine the matter 
more closely. 
- Firstly, the fact that an AC. current 
superimposed on a constant current in a 
given resistance means additional watts 
loss and therefore additional watts to be 

of the AC. current are due to resistance or 
impedance changes in the circuit itself. 
Thus, if we denote the conductance of the 
circuit by e (=l/R) and this be taken to 
vary, then the current (for given E.M.F.) i 
will vary with e or = k e where k is a 
constant, end the "CR" loss will be 
i2/e=z k afo=s k; in other words, it is 
the mean current and not tise R.M.S. that 
determines the power expenditure, and this 
is m agreement with the obvious truth. 
The paradox is dissolved. To refer to the 
dissipation of a valve as being so many 
watts is misleading; it tempts one to 
believe that the useful work performed by 
the valve is additional. Actpally, as will 
have been perceived, the dissipation may 
be either the whole or part only of what we 
may terna the input to the valve, the balance 
being the (A.C.) output. There is no case 
for changing the accepted terminology, but 
it is important not to be confused into 
supposing that the dissipation is all dissi- 
pated, in the ordinary sense of the word. 

A Splendid Children's 
T" Qif t Book 

Tim the cat, 
Toots the pig, 

j and Teeny: 
- the duck are 
- a queerly 

assorted trio, 
and their 

Lora, Loss-Highest Efficiency. 
Fully lit unruled folder N free on request fruta 

LECTRO LINX LTD.. 254, VAUXHALL BRIDGE RD., SW.I. 
-- 

)1zu' 
iÇou) 

TEST ''k 
YO.'R° j ';u0 'Qt 

SET!' 
Makes all the difference to Enjoyment 
and Economy. No skIll required with 
this instrument. "The Wireless World 
describes it as " the most comprehensive." 
The ONLY popular priced instrument 
testing resistances, as well as voltage 01 
HT. and LT. Batteries, valves, trans- 
iormers, coils, condensers, short circuits, 
distortion, etc. FOUR readings on one 
dial (1) 0-150 y. tor HT. (2) 0-6 r. tor 
LT. (3) 0-30 milliamps (4) resistance test 
0-2,000 ohms.' 01 all Wireless Dealers, 
Ironmongers, etc., including 4-pago in- 
struction leaflet. 

WATE I2 

Universal Meter 
Moda in Britain. Fatty Goa,-anteed. 
3 in I POCKET METER, L.T. (0.6 u) 
HT. (5.150 v.)and 0.30 milliompu. 

Pocket case for ,me, 1/3. 
Explanatory Leaflets post feas. 
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Output Transformers 
ANOVICE friend asked me the other 

day a question concerning output 
transformers. "What," he said, 

"are they for, anyway?" I explained at 
great length that they allowed of matching 
the resistance of the loud-speaker with that 
of the valve, that they allowed of long 
leads being used without inconvenience, and 
that they protected the loud-speaker 
windings by diverting the high-tension 
Current from them. Furthermore, I told 
him that with an output transformer it 
did not matter which way round the speaker 
was joined to the set, because; as there was 
no direct current passing, there was no 
fear of the magnets of the speaker being 
dc-magnetised. 

He then went on to ask what happened 
when the output transformer tsas fitted to 
the lohd-speaker-as is the case with most 
modern moving-coils-and when he wanted 
to use the speaker in another room. That, 
of course, alters it, I told him, and it struck 
me that here was a point that has been 
neglected by some makers of moving-coils. 
It would be a great help if the output 
transformers were easily removable, because 
renention would be much better with 

Using a Scratch-filter - 

TALKING of high-note loss, I have 
found that, while the addition of a 

scratch-filter to a radiogram certainly 
removes the most objectionable scratch 
that some pick-ups seem to magnify to 
immense proportions, very often such a 
filter removes certain of the high notes as 
weil. This seems to indicate that if the 
scratch-filter were wired up with a two-way 
switch so that it could be thrown out of 
circuit as desired, it would be a desirable 
thing. With organ records, baritone, speak- 
ing, and some orchestral recordings where 
the majority of the stuff is well dowis in 
the harmonic scale, the scratch-filter does 
good work, but records in which there is a 
good deal of clarionet, violin, flute and 
piccolo work in the upper register the 
scratch-ifiter could be conveniently cut out. 
Most filters cut in about 2,000 cycles per 
second, and, as a general rule, record 
scratch lias a frequency of between 2,000 and 
5,000 cycles per second. It is true that few 
instruments go above 2,000 cycles, but, in 
addition to those mentioned above, there 
are many pianoforte works that have 
passages exceeding this frequency. 

new S.C. valve, it is as well to experi- 
ment with varions bias values. 

About " Motor-boating 
ICAME across a set the other day that 

had spddenly developed the bad habit 
of violent motor-boating after working 
satisfactorily for over a year. It was a 
set worked from the mains, and the owner 
was completely at a loss, especially as it 
had previously given him such excellent 
results. I found that one of the decoupling 
resistances through which a H.T. tapping 
was taken from the eliminator was unduly 
hot and, of course, I immediately tumbled 
to the solution. The resistance had 
developed an internal "short," and this 
particular decoupling circuit has ceased to 
"decouple." In the same way, the failure 
of a decoupling by-pass condenser would 
cause sudden "motor-boating," and I have 
found that falling emission of one or more 
valves will also give rise to the same 
trouble. In the latter case, however, the 
trouble is rarely sudden. Instability and 
loss of power will have been noticeable over 
a fairly long period, so that when motor- 
boating is set up from this cause you will 
have had sufficient notice that it is time 
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I secondary. When fitting a -- -- - attention 'ej po1ice and Daners bg 

____ . -. 

speakers on long leads if the transformer 
could be fitted as near the set as possible. 
With long leads a considerable loss of high 
notes is noticeable unless precautions are 
taken, due to unwanted capacity of the 
leads themselves; and by placing this 
capacity across the primary this high-note 
loss is accentuated. This will be easily 
seen, for, by removing speaker and trans- 
former to a distance, you are, by means nf 
the double leads, adding wire to the primary 
and, incidentally, introducing unwanted 
capacity in a very undesirable place. By 
removing the transformer from the speaker 
chassis and fitting same in or near your set 
this unwanted capacity is placed across the 
secondary, in which position it cannot do 
much harm. The only snag that comes in 
is when the transformer is virtually part 
and parcel of the speaker and where it is 
almost necessary to wreck the whole job to 
separate them. In this case it is generally 
preferable to purchase a i : i output trans- 
former, or else fit a choke filter output to 
your set. Either of these will result in 
much improved quality, apart from the 
fact that sending your HT, through long 
leads is both sibad and uneconomic prac- 
tice. In conclusion, it must be remembered 
that your quality can sometimes be im- 
proved if you feel you are losing some 
high notes by fitting a small fixed condenser 
across the primary of yoùr L.F. transformer, 
and the addition of such a condenser will 
often do much to stabilize your set if you 
are troubled in this respect. lt is across the 
primary of the output transformer that 
you do not vant this capacity, and it is 
interesting to note that on some trans. 
formers a capacity of .005 is equivalent 
in valuè to one of 2 - mfd. across the 

S.C. Blas Values - 

DID you' know that the insertion of a 
small bias in the control grid circuit of 

a S.G. valve often gives better selectivity, 
and increased sensitivity? Perhaps you 
did and, in any case, this provision is made 
in a great many 
of the modem set 
designs, but I' 
would like to tell 
you not to take 
the value of the 
bias recom- 
mended too much- 
for granted. 
Especially in thé 
case of indirectly. 
heated valves is 
this bias critical, 
and can often 
exceed the usual 
value of 0.9 volts 
with -- advantage. 
It is a subject 
that- will provide 

'you with ample 
scope for ex- 
periment, and you 
will find that too 
much bias is as 
bad as too little. 
In fact, you will 
lind that there is 
a peak point 
where an in- 
crease or decrease 
in bias value will 
restiltsin a falling 
off in sensitivity 
and selectivity. 

you treated your set to a new "set "-of 
valves! An old hint which does not lose 
in value by repetitiod is that valves can 
often be revived by disconnecting the HT. 
and leaving the LT. connected all night. 
This enhances the emission of old valves. 

(Continued os page 4-62.) 

Young Inventor -- 
1 

- 'a 
KENNETH CHEESEMAN, with his invention for stopping 
would-he car thieves. It is operated Isp a hidden electric switch 
which, immediately the car' thief puts his foot on tise accelerator of 
takes e.0 the bralge, causes an electric specs to shriek, illuminates 
a flashing red light in the !,eadlamps, and thus attracts the 
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ALL-BRITiSH NON-MICROPHONIC 

RDIO VALVES, 

Draughtsmanship. All branches Wireless Telegraphy and Tele- 
Engineering. All branches, sub- phony 

jeets and examinations Works Managers 
it you do not one poor own roquireneents abone, write to us on any subject 

DO NOT DELAY 
THERE MAY BE CHANCES FOR YOU TO-DAY FOR 

- WHICH YOU MAY BE TOO LATE TO-MORROW. 
EVERY DAY COUNTS IN A MAN'S CAREER. 

IT COSTS NOTHING Tb INQUIRE 
WE TEA CHBYPOSTINALL PARTSOF THE WORLD 

Alee ask for our New Beak-FREE OF CHARGE 

THE HUMAN MACHINE 
Secrets o Success. 

Nate Addrens Cuorefully ,-, - -; -. 

THE BENNEU ,i4M 
COLLEGE LTD. 

e"' -. °' SHFLD 
hH5FIELIO 

L 

Write foj 

Leaflet. 

You Cannot afford to operate your present valves 
indefinitely, unless you are satisfied with poor 
sensitivity, distortion and weak output. Valves 
deteriorate, gradually but surely, and need replacing. 

Substitute any one of your present 
valves with a Clarion, and note che 

- - difference. You will then realise the 
a5ss need for new valves, and not rest Content 

until you have an All-British Clarion 
in every valveholder. 

jceS fro 
CLARION RADIO VALVE CO., 
Tyburn Road, Erdington. Birmingham 

- 
- sadat - 

7, Duke St., Adoiphi, 
- London, W.G.2 

Mathematics - - 

Matricylation 
Accountancy Examinations Metallurgy - 

Advertising and Sales Manage- Mining. All subjects 
ment Mining, Electrical Engineering 

AMI. Fire E. Examination Motor Engineering 
Applied Mechanics , Municipal and County Engineers 
Army Certificates Naval Architecture 
Auctioneers and Estate Agents Pattern Making 
Aviation Engineering Police. Special Courue 
Banking Preceptors. College 01 
Boilers Pumps and Pumping Machinery 
Book-keeping, Accountancy sud Radio Reception 

Modern Business Methods - Road-making and Maintenance 
B.Sc. (Eng.) Salesmanship 
B.Sc. (Estate Management) Sanitation 
Building, Architecture and Clerk Secretarial 

01 Works - Shipbuilding 
Chemistry Shorthand (Pitman's) 
Civil Engineering .. Structural Engineering 
Civil Service Surveying 
All Commercial Subjects Teachers 01 Handicrafts 
Commercial Art and Telegraphy 
Concrete and Structural Engin- 

,Telephony 
Transport 

coring Weights and Measures "map." 

ca? 
¿O'' replace them with 

:. 

ALL' BRITISH 

I. N 
VALVES rnØWer 

"pl 

Unless you ace in WE DO NOT 
touch with all 
branches of industry .; 

PROFESS TO 
ACT AS AN EM- 

you cannot see the -..i' 'J P LO Y M E N T 
possibilities of em- 

'ployment, 
i AGENCY, BUT 

but with ' WECERTAINLY 
our gigantic organisa. 
tion we are in touch 

ARE IN A POSi- 
TION TO GIVE 

with every sphere of ï FATHERLY AD- 
activity, and we know VICE ON ALL 
that in many trades ftk CAREERS AND 
and professions there r 

i 
THE POSSIBI- 

arg more vacancies 
than there are trained - - 

LITY OF EM- 
PLO YM ENT 

men to fill them. THEREIN. 

We teach by post all branches of the following 
vocations, and specislise in all .. - - 

examinationsconnectedtherewith. 
Our advice is always Free. 
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. 

,Ç,.SSV G 

General Education 
Reating and Ventilating 

- 

Insurance 
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- 

AT TRAINING IN ALMOST ANY 
CAREER FOR A FEW 

HOME TIME 

'W 
SHILLINGS MONTHLY 

S4 ITMEBEYOURFATHER 
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I .fluxes can be eliminated, however, if you 
- first of all "tin" the aluminium in the 

place to be soldered by getting a molten 
"pool" of solder at the spot and con- 

. tinually scraping through it with the point 
- s POwt of an old knife. By this means the oxides 

- are worked to the top of the "pool," and 
for Heayberd soon the tin in the solder will be found to 

\ I handbook on i be adhering to the aluminium. The wire 
. i to be soldered can then be inserted in the 

- s iWflS nOr mg pool in the usual way after first of all 
-,.. \- I endose 3d. stamps for! cleaning it thoroughly. When making a 

\ New Handbook of Mains: connection to a screen by means of a 
Equipment. Packed with' terminal make sure that you have well 

,.\Technical Tips, Service scraped round the part where the terminal 
.--n--: Hints and dla9rams! is to be placed. Some screens are sent out 

- with a thin coat of lacquer on them to 
------ -.. pi-eserve their bright appearance, and to 

- tighten a terminal on this will result in a 
Address - ----------------- _.. very poor connection. 

PR:A -. - 

..s.._......-..;- Wirelesi at the Wheel 

F.C.HEAYBERD &Co., AN entirely new built:in radio set which 
10 FINSBURY STREET, LONDON, EC.2 will enable motorists to enjoy pro- 

One minute from MoorgataSfn grammes whilst actually ving was -- - announced this week by Philco. who have 

After darkness had fallen, dozens of 
stations could be heard upon setting the 
volume control about one-third one and 
rotating the tuning control. It would be 
useless to give a list of stations, as it would 
only take up a column which could be 
better devoted to talking about this neat 
little set, but it is sufficient to say that at 
least 20 stations provide a signal which 
would be more than enough for quite a 
number of people, and for the really inter- 
ested lists-ncr this log could be easily 
doubled, although some of the weaker 
stations require careful tuning. For this 
latter range of stations use must be made 
of the selectivity- plug situated inside the 
xeceiver, and the small knob which is 
concentric with the main tuning knob must 
also be employed to balance the two tuning 
dircuits. There is not the slightest difficulty 
in finding the distant stations owing to the 
calibrated dial, and there is no doubt that 
this is the ideal receiver for the average 
listener, and the price-enables :this 
little set to be placed in the hand of 
the ordinary man-in-the-street. 

4- 

MONARC + rHrMptNs. 

Specially Chosen 

i 
for the 'Alpha' 

A.C.-D.C. unit 
Always the choice of the technical 
experts, "Practical Wireless" have 
selected both the Heayberd Trans- 
former and Heayberd Choke for 
the ê.xcellent Unit described in this 
issue. The designers know that 
Heayberd Mains apparatus can be 

- relied upon for sound construction 
and efficient working. YOU can 
build this unit with the knowledge 
that Heayberd components are sub- 
jected to the severest tests before 
incTtssion in any circuit. For A.C. 
and for D.C. Mains components- 
Heayberd are specialists Trans- 
formera and Chokes are constructed 
from the finest steel and wire. 
British material used by British 
workmen- in a British Factory. 

}IEAYBERD 751 CHOKE 
Isd,cctasc, R,istse Me,. C,po,ity Pelee 
50 heierys. 800 ohms. 50 n. 12/6 

IIEAYBERD 71 TRANSFORMER 
OUTPUTS: Prie, 

-230+230v. 2+2v. 2+2v. 2 6 
30 ma. 1 amp. 4 amps. 

The 1933 
Haeedbook of 
Mai,, Work. 
¡sg girt, foil 
detail, of the - 

aboye co,,po. 
soot, together - 

with detail, of 
Cois piece 
Usi:,, Kit,, 
Co sdc er,. 
Charger,, etc. 

minra1 known as braggite in honour of 
Sir William Bragg, whose work with X-raya 
and with the atom has beenso successful. 
Its principal conotituents appear to be 
platinum and palladium, and the ores from 
which it was discovered were given by a 
large conceni of platinum producers. The 
discovery was made in the laboratory of the 
Natural History Museum, South 
Kensington. e 

Aersdrome Telephony 
¡F' you are in the habit of liatening to the 
I telephony sent out from one or the 
other of our large aerodromes, you will be 
interested to learn that another such station 
will be working early in the New Year. 
The station will be erected at the municipal 
aerodrome at Manchester, and the Marconi 
Co. are doing the work. The transmitter 
will have sufficient range to communicate 
with aircraft on the Irish Sea crossing and 
proceeding through the Midlands and 
Walés, besides maintaining an inter-aero- 
drome communication. The Air Ministry 
is responsible for the installation, and 
weather reports and other matter will be 
regularly sent out. The station proper is 
situated nearly a mile from the landing. 
field, so that the two lOOft. masts used will 
not interfere with ascending and alighting 
aircraft. Transmissions will be made on 
700 and 1,550 metres, so that if your sete 
will tune to either or both of these bands 
don't forget to listen. - 

Detector Hints - 

JF you are doubtful if the HF. side of 
I your set is working efficiently, dis. 
connect the anode lead from the top of your 
SG. valve, and connect it through a 
0.0001 nsfd. condenser to the aeriatterininal. 
If signal strength does not appreciably 
alter, you were correct in the first place, 
and something is wrong with your HF. 
amplifier. - - 

If you try soldering a connection to the 
aluminium chassis or acreen of your set 
you will find many difficulties. Years ago 
people said aluminium could not be sol. 
dered, but there are now many fluxes and 
patent soldera on the market. Most 

tension battery is fitted under the driver's 
seat, and both the receiver and the moving 
coil loud.speaker are placed -under the 
scuttle. All that can be seen of the set 
is a neat illuminated timing plate, fitted 
u-ith n- lock and key beneath the steering 
wheel. Built-in radio sets of various types 
have been tried out before in this country; 
but, owing to the noise generated by the 
electrical equipment and to constant varia- 
finn in volume, they have usually only been 
playable when the engine is shut off. In the 
new Transitone, it is claimed, these difficul- 
ties are overcéme. Special methods of insu- 
lation suppress electrical and engine noises, 
and volume is automatically controlled, 
The price of the new Philco Transitone is 
33 guineas, pins the cost of installation. 

. . 
THE NEW LISSEN 

3.V&TVER ' i- (Cootheoed fron, page 440). 

approximate wavelength, and a good high 
aerial was used. With the volume control 
at its minimum setting the strength of 
signals was quite sufficient for ordinary 
listening purposes. The volume control 
could be rotated about two-thirds of the 
way round before the set burst into oscilla- 
tion, and at this point the volume was too 
great for any but the "noise fans." Some 
of the dance music which was transmitted 
was almost sufficient for dancing in a small 
room, and the quality was really fine. 
Huizen was a good signal, although for 
this station the volume control had to be 
about one-third of the way round to 
provide normal room strength suitable for 
general listening. There were no other 
long-wave transmissions available at this 
particular time, so recourse was had to the 
normal wave-band. Here there were two 
stations working, Beromünster and Frank- 
furt. With the volume control about half. 
way round quite good signais were obtain- 
able, although perhaps not sufficient for 
most people. It must be remembered, 
however, that this was in broad daylight. 
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Radio Ramblings recently established works in this eountry 
These sets are a standard extra on many 

- - tContinocd from paio 460.)- I snakes of American ears, and are widely 
A New Mineral j used in an adapted form by the American 

1.' 
FAV T1 )(-RAYS, 

which are among those having I police. They are entirely unobtrusive and 
the very shortest of known wave I take up no room in the ear. The aerial is 

lengths, have been used to discover a new hidden in the roof; a 13-volt dry high- 
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minimum projection from the front of the panel. 
4n ingenious spacing tube and spring throws the bulb 
forward when the ocrev cap is removed permitting 
isstant replacement. The neatness nod effectiveseso of 
the l5.ttcssg will be esident trous an inapection. Price 
Is Is. lid. - 

PANEL MOUNTING DIALITE. - 

T'HJS very ingenious wireless accessory la manofac- I tured by Messrs A. F. balais and Co., and will he 
found a moot oaefsd addition to any set which has not 
illunsinated dials. It answers the same purpose as 
a motor-car dashlight, and, although particularly ornati 
and neat, gives so aide a diffusion of light that It will, 
due to the powerful and opeéially-ohaped reflector, 
illuminate panela up to 301m, long. lt lo finished In 
metal, and has one-hole fixIng. It sella at Go. 

PANEL MOUNTING INSTRUMENTS - 

ONIt 
can hardly overrate the convenlenee and Im- 

portance of getting correct readings of the ehr. 
rent consumption of your valves, condition of batteries, 

* etc, Theorie miniatore lmtruuients made by Messrs. 
Botola ore adapted for fitting to the panel, havIng 
an overall diameter of only ijis. and mounting pratt. 

"RADIO.OFF-GRAMO" SWITCH . - 

¡N these days, when everybody Is linking 
I np Radio sslth gramophone, this neat . 

rotaryowit.ehisouretobeingeeatdelnand. 
lt la of the double-pole type, with snap 

fl ,_ ---- -, 

- . 

action and self-cleaning contacts. It may J) 
he used also as a wave-change switch. the - f Si 

indirating plate being reversible and eu- I . f 

graved "shorl'si7-ioasq" on the reverse. j. 
Theprieeisfls. id.,andltis nsadeby A. ' 

F. Bulgln and Co,, Ltd. .; 
- 

1 

' - - 

SENATOR NICKEL ALLOY TRANS- r t) 
t 

FORMER 'S mUE Impulses which leave. the plate cf 1 

I 

, 'i 

a 
"7 

a the detector calve are comparatively 
weak, and must be highly magnified before - 

. - 

- 

they will effectively operate the loud- 
speaker. And tieharactorietiesosoat 
be carefully preserved throughout subse- 

- 
- 

, - '' " 
gisent stages if distortion is hohe avoided, 
Obviously, theeeihe'e, such a component 

s - . w°--a.. 
reproach. The Buben Senator s up The ¡anti ineeh,enossdedrte clnolrfne 

-I 
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h at we 
F:d,: 

. -' :- 
& - 

. 
- - tically flush with the panel 

. 
- - Th erearea -alt-meters, ani 

meters i . _- 
. (__ 

. .- - 

anU rntharneters 
a variety of rangen am 
aIea ammeters with 

- . central zem for lndtcatin 
* accumulator charge aia 

':n / dacharge.Thccantofthe 
. S 

S _ -S _ 
7e. Od. and Sa d. each 

S _ S We are aura there m - - 
IGRANIC CANNED COIL 

- - 
lac thousands of radio eu 

thusiasta who like to know what their oct a doing 

O NE of the screened dual-range coils manufactnred particularly in regard to HT. conaumption, and the 
S bythe Igrnic Electric Co., Ltd., hao been will welcome the opportunity of acquiring a reliabl 

tested and examined by as, and proven ta be a very lflatTUment at no low a price. 
efficient component. An eight-ribbed small-diameter 
former is used, und an eight-terminoi base io fitted. GOLTONE COUPLING UNIi' 
An unusual method of eoeatroction is employed In ¡N addition to the choke used for H.P. coupling pur 
this coil, the only windings on the former being the 
aerial coupling (Or reaction) rail and the medium-a avearec 

pases, a condenser, assd'aloo decoupling components 
equired for an efficient receiver. All these item 

S coil. For the long w'aveo a coil of the duolateral type have been included in one unit by Messrs. Ward am 
S 

S 

¡ fitted inside the roil former. An efficient wave- 
r 

change switch is fitted in the hase, and a coupling rod 
Goldstoise, and this is keown au the " Ooltoae " H.F 
Coupling Unit. This has the appearance oVan oedinar3 

Í through the mechanism muy be ganged with any sereesed tuning coil-compr)sing an ebonite hase ont 
number of coils. The price of theoc coils is 12s. Od. cylindrical aluminium cover. Mounted on the ebonih 

PIX VALVES 
base is a siotted former csntaining a very eillcienl 
high-inductance choke, containing fi,000 turns of win 

'T9h ."g. 
bave now turned their attention to the manufacture 

S 
of valves. These employ a conipietely new type of 

f filament which is triple-coated, and has as the active with an inductunci 
medium a depasit of neodymium and Mesothorium. - of opproximateli 
The result of this type of filament, according to the 

sens t th 
3 I) O, I) O O mIcro 

d D C 
Ui ole 

fiL gth m 
Tb lt,s tal ly ry tI f t y d 

S quality and distance-getting properties were very good 
indeed. Tb ceharac tenuti Cswere compared, and the 

ma 
th flu d p 

J - j hag resistance of Ouf 
il ulJl! ohms. Owingtothc 

makers' rating ssvere found to be quite uccurute. The I i slotted former, Chie 

i_S 

self capacsty of tic leoy 
of valve. II 

rf 
II l 

POLAR iWO GANG " UNI-KNOB " CONDENSER 
i 

) loss. 

\ 

; 
II 

condenser, whIch is characteried by a particularly F 

. 

: tubular non-Indue. 
d hOt t 1 co t )t h d 

l 

c D rtiffm d lluii 

dial. 
Trimmers ore fitted to each condenser, themse 

nfd rnpl 

11W,. 

and for the coupling 
th et hlg tI f40 I 

d 
nsicrsfacaals. The trimmer fitted to the front section 
of the rand coser bus a capacity variation of 35 releen- 

. S mlcrofarado and is operotcd by a umili knob srraned 

1' i 
EI 

.0003 mfd. condemai 
k O i 

is iitted. Where 
liii 

,5$ posabIC, the eon. 
S concentrically with the main timing knob, so as to 

a Cual tuning ad)ustenent to be suade and the 
nections of these 

. 

. - components are 
utmost signal strength obtained. The capacity of ru c u i i 

made on the actual 
each sectIon is .0505 nsfd. and the esnsplete condenser 
is moderately priced at 1Go. Od. 

. 

. amt, and euternal 
connectinnu are made to ternsinal nearri ed on extended 

RULGIN SIGNAL LAMPS 
metal aras projecting through ebonite bushed slots In 
the shielding Can. As the unit Is Intended principally 

f vario s stOrms f I I f foc SG. valves, a pigtail Is provided on top nf the unit 
AhANGE nsounting on the paei is made I the 1igin 

S 

and to ensure stabIlity this is fitted with an' earhed' 
The i Company. Outstanding amnsg these is the Flush Signal 

Lamo Nu. Du. which bus been desiened to have a 
metal-braided cnverin. price of a ingenious 

O C en componen 

which, wIth general excellence of design, gi ves ita 
primary inductance of 80.100 henrys. Its amphifica- 
tion curve be straight between 50 and 6,000 cycles per 
sec., and it has a definite stepup of 1.3. It is dmlgnest 
for a parallel feed circuit, the direct ET. current not 
being passed through the prinsary. 

Apart from it. ouseasaii inter-valve coupling, this 
teansformer is a spiesidid amplifier for a gromnphnns 
pIck-up. Used for this purpose, the pick-lip terminate 
are connected ta the primary of transformer, isile the 
secondary terminals go to the unuai terminals provisied 
nu the set for attachnient nf pick-sip leads. The 
secondary run be shunted seilh a coimee control. 
The case io of the ness universal mnussting type, with 
frosted niuminium finish, and it sello at the modeet 
price of Os. Od. 
POLAR STAR GANG CONDENSERS 
¡T is hardly an nver-ntatement to say test u set to I be emily up to date must employ ganged con- 
densers. For modern conditions necessitate selectivity. 
To secure this, multiple tuned circuits ore inevItable. 
and to tune each by means of a separate control Is 
inconvenient and clumsy. So condensers must be 
ganged. But, and it' saver y big " hut, If each of 
three or four Circuits are to be really e orrec tiy tuned at 
all points from nero to maximum, each condenser 
In the gang mast he matched not merely as to minimum 
and maximum capoeities, bot throughout its range. 
And this i, where tise ocio Polar Star scores, for mcta 
one of these condensers is matehed ta, an accurocy 
of one hnifnf one per cent., plus or minus one micro- 
mlrrofsrad, at any position of the angular rotatIon of 
the.nhaft. Variable minimum trimmers are fitted to 
mcli section, operabie without removing covers. The 
rotors have phesphor bronne bearings, and are spring 
controlled to prevent shake sr end play. The erctions 
ace assembled on a base plate of U-steel construction, 
with flanged edges and nl' heavy section. Indecd, the 
mechanical comtruetion is a sound engineering job, 
,,hieh will ensure perusanent alignment, rigidity, and 
freedoni from erar. The cost ofthe 3-gang .0005 type 
is 255. kId. Poise cnmponento, as most people know, 
are mai16 by Wingrnve and Rogers. 
ELECTRIC CLOCKS 
'THE Junit Manufacturing Co. Ltd., nec introducing 
I a variety nf attractive clock cases foe the Junit 

Synchronous Electric Clock to go on top of AC. 
Wireless Seta and RadIograma. The special models are 
designed to maCrh tise design of the set and ace carried 
out in similar material and paining as the cahlnet of 
the set. The clock and set can be run thorn the. name 
mains, thus avoiding soy further connection,, and 
these made), make very pleucing Christmas gifta and 
ohould be very popular for maim net owners. 

The sismicI Illustrated Is designed to match the 
Pye ' K " receiveea od tise price is 42s. ; other 
etectric clocks lu cases are suppiied to match ihn 
leading Radio sets such as Lotus, Ultra, eta. a 

S 

(Cn,iiinaed en page 465.) 
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GET IT FOR 7 DAYS' FREE TRIAL 
T.napoob B,o,on 
Snoba CId) UsIt I, 5,111,5 Made WATES 
als cbtd)nnbln SIted 

I 
UNIVERSAL METER V' tOteWal. Ith,tmnostticgee,i,lac I ast Cabinet at modem roll ce batt,eie,, ocies, 

dnslgs heIght 15I.; I oI,'Oiiit, and ali spaccad 
beocdth billIe,. depth 641e,. 4 eeadlnga on one dIn). j"' I 

039/6 'O 1 ¡6 
i 

, . 

pny'anel, nit, Cid. (Cc,), ), I (C...h 2/). I 

Sduyo,39,. 64.) 

E. J. HERAUD, Ltd., Dept. P.7, Number One, EDMONTON, LONDON, Nil 
Branches: 78/82, Fore S)., Ednoondos; 77, Wesd Oreen Rd., To)frnham 
34, S). Jaenes 8)., Wauhamalow; and 135, Redford Road, Enfi Id Wash. 

These famous filter coils in 
improved form at a lower 
price. The only effective 
method of ensuring perfect 
S'paration 'at small expense. 

Free wiring diagrams 
supplied. 

I Aerial ondAnode 
ff medels. From all 

- dealers or direct. 

BRITISH GENERAL 
Manufacturing Co., Ltd. 

Breckley Work n, London S .E.4 
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ÄMÄzINC BARGAIN 
1933: BROWN .P.M MOV C 
COIL UNIT &CHAS5IS 

LIST OUR '. s 
PRICE - PRICE - 

- , Here ir not-to-br-misted nppnetunity nf ebteisriseg 
7 r' ii o redly rst-dorr PERMANENT MAGNET 

II MOVING COIL S oker ot greet! rrdgerd 
1/7 ?l l II. prier. Thir èetireIt ne,, I33 BROWN Unit JI £4.. h IVR I I\!. od Chote!,, ,,,th topped Tronsf,,rmer, i, hofl' 

° 
M li etr,,ntnr. It i, highly troiteble te e,nrk tritle ny 

J II II Set, hiere 2 col cee ep,rordr, ticino deep, rich 

i (gI\\ 
toi, thet ,eII io-tently opprol te the horre ten- 

I tone sed reederful enterer reitheet dittertinn. 
L 1$ Send only 2e. 6d. deperit end try it for 7 dept. 

- ir IA ¡f .,..tA t ,..,,...I,_ .Il ..,., 0.-rh... 

501 th nl h b6 
m,rtthlyptyerrrtt nf 5e. (Ce,hln 7deye, 32t. 6d.). 
F del J1tre"t e'br- BRITISHGENERAL NEW COILS 

Yothe Tekrapb Ci rfLd,N 
Adoc, Lomkn, fi; 

Ask your Dealer 
Píoo ,ai a opfyaa Lok Th. Thag od coomallo f Radij Paca, If you have any dif&ulty in obtainipg 
Oat:. (a: bob ¡ oc oPovaaPc uocc1 ccdpotu. a copy cf this book. Fill in the coupon 

N 
andpont to us with six pennystamps. 

Add ................................................ 
Wcwill send you a copy byrcturn. ALLBR!TISI1 

. 

- . - 

- 

L___._ _ 

'HIS NEW BOOK 

:cÇ\ !II: 
k r dio With a chapte on DENSERS 

D.C. mains apparatus, this 
book should be in ELIMINATION OF INTERFERENCE. - 
every electric light users 

\ hands. Get your copy - FOUR I.C.C. POWER UNITS with \ . \, now I / itil constructional Details. 
\ .l.. \ - o- ROTATING RESISTANCE CAL. 

- 
CULATOR 
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011015 
w'e'°ar due 

to weight and friction is 
TAr ' Lilies" variable reduced to a minimum. Tise 
reedeesee Je, Casing pick-up alone costs 225. Cd., 

- i and with the arm the cost readies centro. is 32e. Od. 

MEGITE POTENTIOMETER 

T HE Meglte Wire-wound l'oteuttometer Is a neat 
component, designed on very sound lines. A asild 

babette disc bao a recrus running round pear the esige, 
sud the wire resistance io lbttesl In this recess. For 
contact purposes the now fsmlller "swasb.plate" 
principle Is employed, a ding of metal ever the wire 
being prescrit Into contact upon rotation of on arm. 
To geringe noiseless working, a non-metallic substance 
is used at the end of the arm, asid this works very 
amoothly. The electrical contact Is good, and proves 
quite noiseless In action. A bakelite cover io fitted 
over the component, so that It lo protected from tise 
atmosphere and dsot. In values up to 25,000 ohms the 
price Is 3s. 6s1., and over 25,000 obesa the price Is 45. OsI. 

OHMITE RESISTANCES 
ROSt various voltage droppieg purposes-such, 

for instance, as decouplers, acode resistances, 
grid lilao resistances, eta-the "Ohmite" series of 
reoistaoces will be found exteemely useful These ace 
small, cartridge typo resistances, fitted with most 
substantial terminal ends. The thread of these Is 
very securely held, and it la almost Impossible to 

1i 

í-1 
S('- 

1rr'(- 

f. s.5î. 

HE SNAP HJ. CHOKE er. The complete 
TO fi - mbIstag att d HESpIIF Chk 5 f ixsictntt dvitl 
ii ni tic ¿mi/leal b 

f *beut 400 ohms. The choke provides a high ira. BROWN LOUD-SPEAKERS 
edancc on both nornsal wavebands, and the self. 1t IIESSRS. S. O. BROWN LTD., the wellknewn 

I L 'phones tpacity is suiSciently loso to make this a very sound 
omponent. A neat bakeiite esse protects the wind' 

manufacturers of sud loud-speakers, 
have now evaded lucir activities In the Redis Trade. 

sgs from damage and the component takes np very The P.M. MovIng Coil Speaker, originally made to 
tUe room on the baoeboard. The price Is 2. sell at £2 100., lo now offered to listeners at £1 Ills. OsI. 

by Messrs. E. J. Heraud Ltd. This Sria is now 
PAGHETTI RESISTANCES speciallsing in mail order buolneos, and the address 
'PAGHETTI reelsiouces are representad by a very for this branch of their work is very cushy remembered, 
) novel line knewn so Flexible Reoistaace Links. namely, Number One, Edmonton, London, Nih. 
'hess are wound with nickel chrome wire, and have MAINS CONDENSERS - 

noci current-carrying capacity. The priucipal features OR smoothing purposes les malus nppsrstus it le f this particular tens are the ends, whirls are pro-sided 
sith tags sud rings (for soldering or terminal con- 

essential that s really good quality Oxed con- 
denser io employed. As probshly the osajorlty of our ections), and s this bakclite cog, threadesi ois the readers now know, on switchin on sueh apparatus esistasce so that the value, whIch lo stamped on the rather large surges of current ore quita common' 

sg. may toe easily determined, no matter where the and therefore there is risk of a badly made, or Insulfi. - eslotance ha fitted In the receiver, This IS, In our clently insulated, condenser breaking down, me pinion, a must vuluablo feature. The. price of this T.C.O. condensers have always had the nome for omponeat from 1,000 to 20,0110 ebene, Is is., and from reliable and high-elms componente, and wo have 5,000 to 100,000 ebano., Ss. Od. just received samples of the Type 87. This io the 
met.'sI'cased type, with solderIng logs instead of tar- 

- - minal connections, and in rated ata working voleage of 
300 The its. i - volta AC. 2 nsfd. costa od.. and usfsa. hi. 

-N '' 
- 

I: 

'j r . s 

J 

- I is ' 

C't- 
'1 

- ,' 
.. ,- 

- - 

The R.C.C. Unii (abend, and es lOe ¡cil 
" y 

a . .' - 

Ilse [sand casdessaec, Thi .'Soap' stoke ir 
- 

s/mn's ea 10e stahl., '- - 
. I 

- I 

The "Mrgile' valusse soufrai-a wire..'wsusul 
lsrssiaiuo Iessrwneol for various porraceo. 

GRAHAM FARISH COMPONENTS 
'l'RE house of Graham Fared lo associated with 

the "Goret" perhaps more tissu any other 
component. (The price of this component, by the 
way is Is. tel-nut lo., au erroneouaiy stated in our 
issue dated Oct. 55, p.206) This is an efficient, easy-to- 
its lightning arrester which baa to be attached to the 
lead-in outside tise home, and thun provides adequate 
protection against damage from lightning, static, etc. 

In addition to this item, however, Messrs. Graisam 
Farish also nsake a number of interestingcompondnts, 
such suo chokes, resistances, switches, volume controls, 
speakers, pict-aps, etc. 

PICK-UP 

j,KIS is made In two types, one .of which is intended 
for attachnuent to an ordinary gramophone 

tong-arm, and the other is complete with carrier urns. 
The actual units are identical in both 
cases, having well proportioned snag- 

Y neto and a very efficient armature 
movement. These units are noted 

for their large output, and 
u. for the exrcSent response W\ curve. The combined pick- 

1' Ise un 

he55Pl5 
l 

p-J ors to the arm. This results 
I' Â 

° is a rather unuauai appear- 
a ,,l unce, but in na way detracto 

I. from the performance. The 
- ¡f urns is fitted with bail-race 

of an ehunite base 
containing a fixed condenser, and two clIps ore mounted 
on either end of the base. Two "Obmlteu" may thus 
ho easily iitted. This unit cauto 40. Sd. 

THE SNAP TRANSFORMER 
i3OJtIow.frequency coupling the' Snap" tranaformer 

provides a cheap, and at tlse same Urne efficient, 
component. Although small in size tisSa gives resulta 
comparable to some of the larger and more expensive 
models. The overaS reproduction is quite level, no 
undue resonances being noticeable anywhere in the 
scale. Ta-o raki os are available, 3 to i or 5 to 1, and 
the price for cithec ratio is is. Sd. 

' T(L) -- ' p 
UTLOS VARIABLE CONDENSERS 
THE "LitIos" variable condensers are of the solid 

dielectric type, wIth log mid-line capacity variation. 
The vanes are uf flexible metal, with batelised separat- 
Ing plates, and connection to the moving vases is muds 
by means of a substantial pigtail soldered to the spindle, 
and to a strong metaL strip anchored under a ternainal. 
Stout bakelite end plates are attached, and the vanes, 
separators, ansi end-platen arc firmly fixed by means 
of eyelets. Tise result of this method of construction 
isa sound and solid component, efficient both mechani- 
cally and electrically. This component io made in 
the ordinary two-termisnsi or three-terminal (diflTcrcn' 
LIaI) types, and costs 2s. 

HF. CHOKE UNIT 

THE "Multiwsve" HF. Claoire Unit'la a complete 
H.F Coupling Unit consisting of condenser. 

choke, and grid eat. The coadenserlo moulded luts 
the base, and four clips (with terasinalu) hold tise leak 
and choke. The choke for this particular component 
la a specially wound coil, having sectionalised wiudingu 
to reduce peak-effects, and provides adequate choking 
effects from 50 to 3,000 metres. The peleo la da. lid. 
NEW CONDENSER ASSEMBLY - 
1'5IIESSRS. WILKINS AND \VRSGHT are about to I introduce a very Interesting new condenser 
assembly for the hume-constructor, asid s sample has 
been sent to un for test. This consisto of a Standard 
Utility Condenser, to which in fitted a ness- Straight 
Line Dial. This Is one of the moat ingeninus dials 
we. have yet-seen, and is a departure fruns the usual 
circular arrangement. A friction drive of orthodox 
design la eusptuyed, hut this is fitted with a cam 
operating between two parallel rods. These are 
pivoted at the base of the asocmbly, und rutotion of the 
control causes tise rods to travel through a elsurt are. 
To the top of the rods lo fitted a crossbar carrying a 
pointer, und this travels in a praccically utraight line 
over a distance of 4 ins. oc so. Behind tise pointer Is 
an le-orino box containing a lamp-holder for IllumIna- 
tion purposes. A seule 
numbered from O to 500 - - ra 

completes the buck of .s C..- - 

panel parts of this - - 

assembly, und it la ihn- s- 
lahed off by a nest 5. 

metal escutcheon with -- - 

glass window, which 
will enhance the up- ,ra,e-v 

pearasee of any reedy- - 

- anexperimental tyie of - - - 

receiver, special holders - - aravallable. The - 

r - Ohioste " resistances - '- - 

lIt Into the clips pro- 
vided on these, and 

- 
L. - Inti position, 'elther - 

horizontally or verti- - - 

- - cally. Where extra . 

. high rnrrents have to 
be carried, a special 
heavy duty Ohmite" 

- Is available. This costs 
ils. 3d., and the ordle- - '. - j -' a 

Ohmlte 

' 
I 

ce ca) 
- 

- acity coupling, a special 
. 

- 

form of holder Is em- 
ployed. This consista 

- 
s 
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Commenti onComponents Th O ii: 
- (Cootoced from page 463.) In a receiver. Soldering lugo are Pttcd, but where 

provided Joe mounting lo desIred to conutruct - . 
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Tune in' 

on 
FACTS ABOUT FRAME AERIALS; 

How They Work and Some Useful.Applications 
By ALBERT E. OAKLEY 

WHAT is a Frame Aerial? I am station lies to the north, and the one we are 
not sure that the majority of trying to get clear of Ijes to the north-west. 
radio users could answer this There are two ways to proceed. First; to 

question, for many have never seen one, turn the frame so that the wanted station 
while others regard it as a laboratory is in the strongest position, and tune it in; 
instrument, or associate it solely with second, to turn it so that the ssnsvanted 
portable receivers. Actually the frame station is in the weakest position, g.e., at 
aerial is a most valuable piece of apparatus, right angles to the frame. The latter is 

r 
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Cutting Out Interference wireless, and able to give her position. 
* Now, how does this help, practically, to 

cut out interference ? Well, it is a question Constructional Points 
of direction, and of careful operation and The construction of a frame is a fairly 

- 

-.- tuning. It us suppose that an interfering simple matter. The wiris with whisi it 

4,-, 

NEW 
WIRELESS 
INSTRUCTION 

The I.C.S. Wireless Courses cover every 
phase of wireless work, from the require- 
ments of the youth who wishes to make 
wireless engineering his career to the man 
who wants to construct a broadcasting set 
for his home, and, at the same time, 
to know how and why it operates 
and how to locate any faults that may 
develop. 

No branch of industry has ever pro- 
gressed as rapidly as wireless and the rate 
of progress is increasing. Only by knowing 
thoroughly the basic principles can pace 
be kept with it. Our Instruction includes 
American broadcasting as well as British 
wireless practice. It is a modern 
education, covering every department of 
the industry. 

OUR COURSES 
Included in the I.C.S. range are Courses, 

dealing with the Ihstalling of radio sets and, 
in particular, with their Serviceing, which 
to-day intimately concerns every wireless 
dealer and his employees. The Operating 
Course is vital to mastery of operating 
and transmitting. 

There is also a Course for the wireless 
salesman. This, in addition to'inculcating 
the art of salesmanship, provides that know- 
ledge which enables the salesman to hold 
his own with the most technical of his 
clients. 

We will be pleased to send you details 
of any or all of thee subjects. Just fill in 
and post the coupon, or write in any other 
way, stating which branch of Wireless 
interests you-the information you require 
will be forwarded at once. 

'5-YOU MAY USE' THIS COUPON- 

International Correspondence Schools, Ltd., 
Dept. 94, International Buildings, 

Kingsway, London, W.C.2. 

Without cost, or obligation, please scud me full 
isformation about the Courses, I have marked x 

U THE I.C.S. WIRELESS COURSES 

THE I.C.S. RADIO COURSES 

Nane. ............................. Age. ....... 

and should be used more frequently than 
it is. Among its features may be named, 

generally the better method; to concen- 
trate on cutting out the interfering 
transmission, then to bring up the strength 
of the wanted,station by careful adjustment 
of reaction, volume control, etc. Now 

about atmospherics- 

D- 

probably the most hope. 
less - sounding problem 

- which faces the radio 
engineer. If ata electric 
storni is occurring in the - - - E near vicinity, there is 

, nothing to he dono but 
. switch off and pack up. 

But if, as more often 
happens, the static dis. 
charges are occurring at a 
distance, then one can 
turn the frame so that 
they are at a minimum, 
or disappear, and tune 

in such station as is available in or near 
that position. . 

Direction Finding 
Another use, which is most valuable to 

ships, aeroplanes, etc., is the ability to' tell 
within a degree or two the direction of a 
station from which signals are received, 
and, better still, the exact position of the 
ship if two stations can be heard. (See 
Fig. 2.) ' This is done by finding the 
direction of maximum signals, and, as a 
check, minimum or nil signals, which, of 
course, should be 90 degrees away from the 
maximum. A line AB is drawn on the 
'chart in the direction indicated by the 
position of the frame. The ship is some- 
where on this line. Then a station at 
another point is tuned in, and the line 
CD is drawn from it. The intersection of 
the two lines at X indicates the position of 
the ship. One of the "stations" heard 

- Fig. 1.-A diagram showing the 4 comparative strength of sig- 
nals received while the frame S aerial is on the line W-E. 

first, its great value in avoiding interference 
from various sources, its ability to reduce 
or cut out atmospherics, and its selective 
capabilities. These merits are based largely, 
but not wholly, on the directional properties 
of a frame. Theoretically a frame will only 
accept a transmission from a direction 
lineable with the plane of its windings ; at 
right angles to that plane, no signals are 
picked up. Refer to Fig. 1, and let us 
assume that a' frame aerial io oriented so 
that its plane lies along the line west.east. 
The diagram shows, by means of a line 
forming roughly a figure eight, the corn- 
parative strength of the signals which will 
be received from any direction while the 
frame remains in that position. It will be 
seen that the signals wifi be at a maximum 
if from either east or west. Up to about 
22 degrees of that line the diminution of 
signal strength is not considerable. It 
then begins to fall off rapidly, and at 55 de. 
grecs is almost nil. At 90 degrees the 
point of zero signals is reached, and it will 
be noted that this is much more sharply 
marked than is the maximum point. 

The reason for this phenomenon is that 
in the maximum position signals strike 
first one side of the winding and, later, the 
other side, each giving an impulse. 1f 
however, the frame is at right angles to the 
direction of the arriving signals, then both 
sides are struck at the same instant, and as 
the two sides have necessarily windings 
which are opposed in direction, the two 
equal and opposite signals balance out. 
This effect is not quite perfect in practice 
for various reasons, principally because the 
windings have breadth, and the ends are 
connected to apparatus which upsets 
slightly the electrical balance. 

STATION'.C' 

STATI ON 'A' 

DIRECTION 
FINDING - X 

Fig. 2-how Iwo stations can 
ascertain (he position of a 3 
transmitter by frame aeria 

reception. 

may be another ship which is fitted with 
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: "NEW RADIOS FOR OLD"-FOR CHRISTMAS 
a 

WE BUY YOUR OLD SET & SUPPLY tt Please forward this INQUIRY FORM (without obligation) 

YOU WITHANEW SEASON'SMODEL t t ni f Y lic f th nw 

Liberal Allowances and Balance Rc pincel Sit u: Mcki ............................. Bxttecies Maies _ ........ .___. S 
Payable by Cash or Hire Purchase .. oecaloitci:et .... 

IIUNDREDSOFTESTIMONIALSFROMSATISFIED CLIENTS Ptas A. While cf balance in caph. S 

EVERY MAKE OF SET, KIT Plan B. While ccvx, teeket nianthe. 
I 

: OR RADIOGRAM SUPPLIED - . .,. - -. 
--------. -.-- 

I 
S Complete Transactions Executed by Mail . - - 7eeJmf RADIALADDIN, LTD. I 
5 A FREE QUOTATION WILL FOLLOW. 

THE LARGEST RADIO EXCHANGE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM, 
FREE Wireless Set to introduce the Radialaddin Club. 
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The MATHEMATICS 
of WIRELESS 
By RALPH STRANGER 
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dec euphoinod st nomo length, and tho aso of Logarithm, 
dud thu Olido 5,1, cieorly' ohoo'n. Fully illastrato. 
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RADIO AT LESS THAN COST! 
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SPECIAL OFFER OP KITS AND SETS-Kit, complot, with diagram,; 3-colee 10,. 6d.; 
3.e 5.0., lOa. td.; 2-e., 8,. td.; Short Woos III 21,.; Slightly soiled battcry sot,, ccsth eselo,od 
speokees and colee,. Limited ,sonib,a'. Stootgtst ito, 2h,.; SG, IM, 39e.; S.S. IV, 50e.; 5.-e. 
portable. 40s. Any goods seov 10e. oalae erst 0.0.5. 

CITT RADIO SURPLUS SUPPLIES OF 14, CURSITOR STREET, LONDON, E.C.4. 

THE CHEAPEST RADIO HOUSE IN THE WORLD. H,I:on2. 

aerials by the Lewcos people. The Litzen- 
dracht wire (a special "low loss" flexible) 
is favoured by some constructors, but the 
writer has found no advantage in this over 
a light flexible or even solid wire. The 
wire used should not be of too small a 
gauge, however. The medium and long 
wave sections are generally wound in- 
dependently on the same frame. The 
length of the winding will vary indepen- 
dently on the same frame. The length of 
the winding will vary a little according to 
the shape of the frame, spacing between 
adjacent wires, etc., but it will usually be 

efficient 
lines sho 
frame lu 
ted on it 
slot to 
winding, 
wide dm 
inch apa 
were wo 
28 gang 
pectively 
The fras 
vantage 
set perm 
wire the 

aerial for a portable on the -tE 
wn in Fig. 3. A light wooden 
d four ebonite strips moun 

s corners, with a wide shallow 
retain the medium wave 
and three one-eighth inch 

per slots, spaced oné-eighth 
rt for the long wave. These 
und with No. 24. and No. 
e cotton coered wire resO ______________ - LT.TAPPEO AT (EN po-r of the lengths given above. Fig. 4-The centre-tapped frame aerial. ne can, of course, with ad- 
be made larger if the size of the 
its, keeping the total length of 
same. 

winding when the latter is in use. For 
long wave reception the long wave winding 
is used independently of the medium wave. 

ebonite or porcelain insulators or plates at 
- the corners, and spaced one-eighth inch or 

more apart according to the size of the 
frame. The wire is generally silk covered, 
though this is not important. A special 
wire of flexible nature is made for frame 

I 2-" 

I 

J-j 
fLONG WAVE WINDING 

- 
h Fig. 3.-The best wag 

'j il of winding a "dual' 
- range frame aerial. 

cover the medium waveband, and about 
225 to 240 feet for the long waves, using, 
of course, the usual tuning condenser. 

The amount of energy which a frame can 
pickup is of course small compared with the 
ordinary outdoor aerial, and it is necessary 
to conserve it by careful construction, good 
insulation, and the adoption of efficient 
circuits in connection with it. The most 
efficient frame, therefore, will be a merè 
skeleton,. so that the windings will have a 
negligible capacity to earth, and internal 
losses and leakage will be practically nil. 

Selectivity 
The selectivity will be remarkably high, 

first, because' of its small size and low 
capacity, and, second, because of its di- 
rectional characteristics. 

The frame for a portable necessarily 
differs from the open-room type, and 
because of its smallness the wires cannot 
be spaced, but are preferably wound in a 
single layer, supported at the corners but 
otherwise airspaced. The long wave portion 
may be sectionized. 

The writer once made a' very -- 

Large fiipaes are generally tapped at 
various points for adjustment .purposeo, 
and a portion of the winding is sometimes 
used for reaction. An effective method 
for a small set is the form of Reinarta 
circuit, shown in Fig. 4. The centre - 

tapping is earthed (or connected to ifiament), 
the outer ends being treated as the ends of 
a tuning coil. A room frame aerial is 
usually connected to the aerial terminal 
on the set at one end only, but the opposite 
ends may be connected to aerial and earth 
respectively. If it is found-that. tile latter 
pian alters the tuning of the set too much 
a small condenser may be interposed 
between the end of the frame winding and 
earth terminal. In the case of a portable 
with enclosed aerial, this usually forms the 
tuned circuit, there being no other aerial 
coil before the first HF. valve. In this 
case, reaction is applied to the éoupling 
preceding the detector valve by any of the 
usual methods. The Eelex frame aerial 
has its long wave winding centre 
tapped and includes a switch which con- 
fleets it in parallel with the medium wave 
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is wound should be well insulated with 
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found that 75 to 80 feet are required to Frame Aerial Circuits 
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WIRELESS 
STEP BY STEP 

By "DICTRON" (Niath Ed(tion) 
Obtainable at all Newsageat, and Book. 
atnIl. Of pont free 2/9 from coarte 
SeWn,,. Ltd.. ß-11, saothompton st., 

Siraid, Ludan, W.O.2. 

bulletins are being broadcast. 
In each new studio there is a bench 

fitted with double gramophone turntables, 
so that the announcer can put on record.s 
to fill in programme gaps. The fifth floor 

216 is another "buffer" stage. Offices and - music library .help to insulate acoustically 

of 0.35 seconds. 3C io absolutely dead, 
while 3A, which is sometimes used for the 
Children's Hour, has an echo period of just 
over half a second. The gramophone 
effects studios, which are in frequent use 
in radio-plays, are, of course, untreated 
acoustically. - 

saeteaSen chas, th, 
deabi. garree at batthee nnd CherS. 
rata, gerree lee the raping tree at - I.e. lee baeaelea pietalep,, cte. 
There handled, el catee Ire the 
K,dffy. Bat it egret be KacISy: retare 
aab.tftata.. SeaS, nr many 1a,a.te 
arateh eewrdiag,. Stata reinar 

9 for 6d. 

KNIFFYPIriI 
KNXVETON CABLE WORKS LTD. 
QUEENSWAY, PONDERS END, MIDDLESEX 

cit w14ta Y(N/FFY.' 
LOUD SPEAtEREPAIRED. 4 

- (Bis, Spat a 5p,p(atct . 5/..) 
0cae,tormee 4/., a/i repaire aeaagsetieed free. Eii,eie. 

Sial Repaire quoted tor. 24 Roars Sere/te. Diaco,aut for Trade. Clerkeeweil 9069 

'+_ ' 
SET OESICNERS 

''1 -. SPECIFY 

ej e:ir SUPER 
Cocepeecerfs. TRAN5FOSMEI' 
SLEKTUN PROOUCTS . q-. 

21,OeuIIq$ St. Weet,au,aj,r,3i . 

Indispensable for Your Bookshelf 

Vaudeville - - 
We go a floor below to see studiQs BA 

and BB. BA is for vaudeville. Here a 
low stage has been fitted up at the far end, 
away from the gallery, and limelights throw 
a beam on to the artists on the stage. 
The big plaster dises over the ventilator 
openings strike a Futurist note. The 
second floor of Broadcasting House is taken 
up by offices and storerooms, so we are 
taken by the lift to the third floor. There 
are two double-deckers here: studios 3A 
and 3E. They take up the third and fourth 
floors. 3A, a plainly-decorated studio, is 
for the Children's Hour, and 3E is the 
religious studio. The feature of this is an 
illuminated alcove at the end, giving an 
impression of infinite distance. The three 
little sinle.height studios, 3B, 3C, and 
3D, on this floor are for talks. As part 
of the fourth floor is taken up by the tops 
of the religious and Children's Hour studios, 
there are only two studios on the fourth 
floor: 4Aand4B. 
S.O.S.and News Studios 

These are the " S.O.S " and News studios, 
a common anteroom of which is for the 
use of the News Editor while the news 

and the main one for radio-play work. 
It is the same size as the BB studio which 
Henry Hall regularly uses. This large 
studio will not be used if only two or 
three characters in a radio play are talldng 
together. Either the 6B or 7B studios 
will be used for this work. These have 
about a third the cubio capacity of the 
large studio and the reverberation time 
is just over half a second. These are not 
designed for music; piano music can quite 
well be - given in either of these studios 
on the sixth floor. The advantage front 
a radio-play, point of view of using sorno 
rooms without echo is that, when speech 
is going on in a non-echo studio, it is easy 
to judge what artificial echo must be intro- 
duced into the transmission (via the echo 
room) to create any kind of effect, from 
talking in a padded cell to speehh in the 
open air. Also, if. there is a perfedtly 
flat background, the man at the "effects" 
control can regulate the strength of the 
faked noises to a nicety. . - 

Talks Studios 
Three of the usual talks studios, which 

can also be used for radio plays, are very 
nicely graded in their amount of echo; 
3B, the normal talks studio, has an echo 

GRAMOPHONE MOTORS 
aol, by ih. Limaco GARRARD Co., cot aye cOrna, thn-wblt, ihe,togk latte-at eaty o tcact:oaalth,aeigioat 

Coa.Ifeteoitb autor plato, thee, thotiat op,ia Ocie, aita.' 
aired ergotatlac leere. cutely ieictiao clutch. ,etoet coerced 
12-tuch taeatablc, otacdiog haadte aal aatceaaatic henke. 
The tuecO osciag Geumaphaue Mulct otee cuate, oat Ideali- 
coHn chullas ta chace la ou, by the B.B.C. at Beaadoaebag 
Eu our,. 

Will play fout 10-inch t totO 
:1:3 three 12-inch records at any OPPrESS sr 

winding. -- 
Secare poceo now-before lito too 

- lots, or Write far I illustrated 
leaflet. - (CARR. PAID. 

CABARET ELECTRIC CO. 
1700 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD. oro iced, Out 

LONDON. S.W.1,: oid 

238. High Street, Lewiahan, S.E.13 poet. 

t DESIGNS FOR APPARATUS FOR ANY RADIO 
PURPOSE. INCLUDING TRANSMISSION. OVERSEAS 
ENQUIRIES INVITED: ANY APPARATUS SUPPLIED. 

CONSTRUCTIONAL WORK UNDERTAKEN. 
We eaodeetuha ta .otrOyuou Prahlenu., iaciocling ubtataiag 

ieoulear Truatogttdag Licence. Wtootovtc yooc dtlluatty, 

Cicaugea :3/-per qeeey. taos armors, hit euch, with diagramo. 
Radio. Technical .Agcnty (Dept. P.L..W.). 
2 Waitgate Chambaru. Newport. Mon. 

c--' IN A JIFFY 
fa WITH A KNIFFY 

e 
,,#::' mot': huh, qutokly. coolly oat coolly f-:f I',acNl esodo to "etoy put' n-heceyecjh la 

Not all of the. twenty-trao stu4ios are in 
use at any one tupe, and the real reason for 
having so many is that each is allotted to 
a.special broadcasting job. There is one 
for the Children's Hour, another for dance 
bands, another for religious services, another 
for military bands, and so on. To get to the 
Broadcasting House studios in the base- 
ment we can go down one floor in one of 
the express lifts, or by the broad, winding 
staircase. The big. concert studio is the 
chief attraction on the lower ground floor. 
As it has been built in the heart of Broad- 
casting House, it is wedge-shaped, and the 
"splay" of the walls makes the hail appear 
lotiger than it really is. The ceiling walls 
are broken up by stonework and plaster 
mouldings, resulting in a pillar effect, and 
the idea is to prevent echo. The architect 
of.Broadcasting House bes designed this 
big studio, and we must remember that it 
is specially licensed by the L.C.C. for 
entertainment, and provided with a ventilat- 
ing plant of its own; so that, no matter 
what goes on in the other studios above 
and below, the concert hall can carry on. 
Everything is quiet. It is entirely cut off 
from the outside world. AU the lighting is 
artificial, and there is no sound.outlet to 
the street. 

bells, clappers, and other noise-producing 
gadgets will be kept. 

"Effects " Studio 
Atotie'end df tise effects studio there are 

six electrically-driven gramophone turn- 
tables, and one or all of these can be used 
at once for "mixing e records for radio- 
'plays effects. Above this is the gramo. 
phone studio. Up on the seventh floor 
are three talks studios, 7A, 7B and 7C. 
Studios 7E and 7D are also to be used by 
the gramophone and effects people, but 
these are only single-height rooms. On 
the eighth . floor t the military band studio, 
8A, is the second largest 'in the building, 
after the concert hall in the basement. 
it is the only studio having connection 
with the outer world! Circular windows 
at the top, like great portholes, look out 
on to Portland Piace. On one side of 
the military band statdio is the small SB 
studio for debates, and on the other, out. 
side the studio well, the control-room, 
the electrical heart of all'the, twenty-two 
studios in the building. There are special 
rooms for wireless plays.-.. 
For Radio Plays and Dance Music - 

Studio 6A is the large productioh studio 

circumstance! 

. - 

The cIoong docco of one of the largest 
gramophone factoriea in the ceorid has 
enabled sso to purchase the entire clock ofthece 

BRAND NEW, TRIPLE SPRING 

IN THE B.B.C; STUDIOS 
A Visit to the Twenty-two Studios in the London Broadcasting House 

COME with me on a trip in the London the studios above and below. The lift takes 
B.B.C. studios and see how the us up to the sixth floor, where the musical 
programmes arc broadcast. There comedy and effects studios, 6A and 6D, 

are twenty.two studios in Broadcasting are double-deckers, running up to the- 
House, as against the former nine at Savoy seventh floor The effects studio is fitted 
Hill. Studio No. 10, the converted wharf, out with a water-tank, special floors of 
may not be used when the concert hail at wood, and stones for various concussion 
Broadcasting Mouse is in full swing. noises, and a rotating table on which the 

1 - . - 
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say, .000lmfd. or .000imfd. reaction condenser may be VA V S 
length orsler."-J. . (London, N.5). 

necessary, and we would recommend you to keepthe 
HF. choke In the cIrcuit. il f tulIsed I I 

This matter le now under consideration and an 
announcement will shortly be made rouscerning It. 

CHOKE FOR MAINS 
SO. ad decor stages, wing ts the sresu 
valves belog broken, and a desire to bring -the 'set ... ............ .. ........ -, 

I propose to build as AC. mains set, asid In the up-to-date. Will any alteration be necessary to the 
¿ 

I/st of parta required Is i output choke. I already set, orma I just lung the oese valves in place of the 
- 

FREE ADVICE BUREAU 
- have a new choke 40 Henries 4 mA, Could I une old ones? "-(F. R., Brighton,) i 

this? Ifao schere would I cousnectthe terminal marked 
I earth "-.A. ca. B., Canonbury, Nl.) 

The only prebautlón you must take' la to seo that 
the metallic coating of the valves is eartlied. You will 

- 

j This coupon is available until Nov. 20th, 1932, 
I The LT, choke which you have is not onitable for see that a small dise and wire are attached to the bulb and must be attached to all letters containing ¡ 

- snsoothing urposes In an AC. net since lt will not 
HT, seriously losing 

of the valve and this is Immediately sl)ove one of the 
filament -legfi. This leg muet be joined to' earth, 

; queries.. . - a 

i PRACTICAL WIRELESS, 19/11/32 t I carey snifiefent current, without 
I inductance. Sometimes the lrg te marked H to indicate which "..-.'-.- ........ .'- .... - 

................................ ... 

I-- - . 

-S 

speaker and kept near to set. 
REACTION CONTROL - 

I have a three-valve set of tise Pet, and 2 LP. 
style, and am qùito satisfied except far one thing. 
When tuning a station in the reaction is smooth up to 
a point, and then it goes away with a plop, and every- 
thing la distorted. The cosdenner Is a .0003, and I 
have a by-pass condenser of .0001. 1 also have tried 

sitting a choke In tise plate circuit of the Pet-valve 
but this does not help. Tise set lu two transformer 
coupled, and a friend ha.s Just told me that if I fit an 
1t.C.C. stage my troubles would be over. Also he says 
that better reunite In quality and volume wifi be 
achieved. Sorely, how-ever, there is a simpler way of 
curing my trouble, and I feel sure from the way you 
bave helped others on your Queries page you will be 
able to help me-KO., Dorklng. 

If your grid leak In the detector valve circuit is 
taken to L.T. plus sse advise you to try taking It to 
L.T. minus instead. lIthIuls not successful io giving 
you, smooth reaction control, we advise you to try 
different valons of grid leaks. Perhaps a lower value, 

minimum. - 

SHORT WAVEt - 

I hago a eommerelal'tss'o-valve set, det. and one 
transfornser. I am very keen on trying short wave 
work, and would like to try the following ideas sat. 
First, remove the tuning cosdcoser, and lit a .00025 
In its place, ss'ith a .00025 fixed condenser across it to 
be cosneeted ssith a awitch for normal broadcast use, 
Remove coils, and fit plug-in socket arrangements for 
coil changing. Can you suggest schether the above 
ideas are all right 2 "-(B. F. J., Rounslow.) 

Whilst the ideas you mention are in order, we 
would not advlse.you to carry theni Out. Firstly, the 
short waves are extremely critical, and as yonaré sesv 
to short waves, the 'use of a set converted in the 
manner you suggest would only lead to disappointment. 
Make np a reliable one-valve short-waver, and then 
when you have had asine experience in handiisg short 
waves, you r couvert it Into a two-valve act, and 
perhaps try to make afi adaptable set. Until you have 
experienced short-wave tuning, however, we do not 
advine you to try the conversios laica. 

Impruvcd, then you should arrange that the earth is 
kept moist. A chemical preparation is obtainable 
sehich asili mulotais, the earth in this condition. 

INDEX TO "PRACTICAL WIRELESS' "I note that many of your correopanatente suggest 
a weekly or monthly Index. Po you intend to issue a 
semi-annual index and binding cane with title page? 
If so, I do not see ashy you should asaste space with 
a weekly or usonthly index sa euggeoted."-O. B. 
(Darlingtean). 

We shall certainly issue binding cases, ClUe page ansI 
Index for the half-yearly volumes of PIs.ac'rscar, 
WnsELrSs, and when ready an announcement wifi be 
made. Is this Journal. It is not practicable for as to 
jeme a weekly or monthly index as has teca suggested 
by several correspondents. 

IDENTIFYING THE FOREIGNERS 
- "You would be supplying a msscli needed wasit by 
publishing a chart in PstAc!riOAL WIRELIISO, by measrs 
of which readers could iilentify the principal broad- 
casting stations in F,uratse, in their numerical, wave. 

BREAK-THROUGH TROUBLES 'I have already fitted a cerini aerial condenser, 
but ano troubled by break-through on the long wave 
section of my roll. Can you suggest any method of 
overcoming this trouble, which completely spoils toy 
long wave reception? If possible, I should prefer not 
to have to purchase anything, but would like to make 
up nome little gaslget, if possible."-(C. F. B., Woking.) 

What lo known as an aeti-bceak through choke 
would probably be the moat suitable component to 
rectify your trouble. This should be connected between 
the aerial and the topping os your long wave winding. 
Try different sized hunks of 36 gauge enamelled seize, 
wound to a diameter of oboist 1 inch. Try various 
values from 300 to 600 turns, and If pon can obtain a 
small piece of ebonite you might prefer to oectionaliso 
the winding. 
LOUD-SPEAKER PROBLEM 

"I liase a 3-valve act with tone control sernos LS. 
terminals. The LS. Is a .......... permanent magnet. 
Would it be an advantage or dIsadvantage to add Sn 
output transformer to the set, aol wish to haveextended 
LS. leads? Deco the transformer on the speaker act 
as an output transformer? '-(L. K., Whitotable.) 

lt wonld he advantageous ta use either on output 
transformer or a choke-capacity output luter, 

Yeo, the transformer on the bail-speaker Le an 
output transfocsner. When extending the speaker 
Iriads the latter tcanofocmee should be removed fróm 

DATA SHEET No. 9 

TUNING COILS FOR SHORT 
WAVE RECEPTION. 

Cut this nut ,ach week and pacte ittita 
r notebook. 

Wave- Number Spacing 
i length of between Reaction 

(metres), turns, turns. Winding s 

s StofiO 5 5-16m. 3 ¡ 

¡ 0to50 -7 lIn. 5 

SOtoSO 30 3-16th, 7 

The wire should be 38 gauge bare copper, 
and a .0003 snOb, tuning coadenaer should i 
be uted A toppIng clip from the aerial 
ternalnal may be clipped on to various turno 
foc aerial coupling parpases. 

glad If pou would tell' me what ta do." (W. B., 
Rlyth.) - 

A potentiometer, with a value of abont 30 ohms 
should be'Jolned arrosa the two 4-volt terminals, and 
the arm joined to eacth. Adluotmeist-af tite arm svitI 
enable a paint to be foand svhere hum lu reduced to a 

fartunately I live where there are no elettrlc light 
malas. I realise that ordinary NT, batteries dis- 
charge fairly rapidly, and so operate n receIver at a 
low voltage. My point Is thIs-Should I get ann' of 
the wet, or Leclanehe type batteries, or one uf the 
accumulator batterieo, so that I may have a good 
utenoly, voltage and current nupply. Yasir advice 
would be mast appreciated."-) W. M., Watfocd.) 

Whilst we agree that the accumulator gives the 
steadIest current, you must bear in mInd that It will 
require recharging, and this may canoe you 00mo 
difficulty. The Leclanche type will-prove, probably, 
troublesome to maintain, but the.aceumulutor sslll,be 
expensive in maintain. You will therefore be forsied - 

in decide between these two types, bearing In mind 
the charging difficulty of the accuinulutor, 

EARTH CONNECTION 
I have a burled earth, and do not think this Is very - 

efficIent, On removing the earth lead no dilerence 
In strength is noticeable ou either the local or distant 
stations. The wire io heavy gauge, and the plato la 
two feet square, with soldered connections, and every- 
thing lo apparently In order, Can I improve the 
north is any way, as I am sure that this present 
arrangement Is not etheient.'-(K. V. R., York.) 

lt io quite poonlble ta have a good lead, and goad 
earlh plate, and good connections, bot inefficient In 
resulto owing ta a "dry" earth. We would suggest 
that von tlsoroughly noak the earth, and If resulto ace 

r. - 

y 

IWe wish to draw the reader's attention to the I 

fact that the Queries Service is intended only 
for the ooiution of problems or difficulties 
arising from the construction of receivers 
deocribed la oar pages from articles appearing 
in our pages, or on generai wireless matters. 
We regret that we cannOt, for obvious reasons- 

(1) Supply circuit sliagrama of completo 
moitivalve receivers, 

(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of 
receivers described In our contem- 

(3) Saggest iaiterationo or modlfleatkns to 

(4) Answer queries over the telephone. 

uesdrr. Sred yaee guarica In The Lifter. 
PRACTICAL WIRELESS. Gru. Neuestes. 
Lid..8.Il.Southansptae St.. Sirand.London. 

W.C.2. 

When using the choke for its legitiñaate purpose 
(Lb'. coupling) the earth terminal slaould be joined to 
HT. 
OUTPUT FILTER- 

"I hope you ss'iil be able to show me how to connect 
an output luter circuit. I believe you have already 
given one, but I cannot Sud it, and I ssish to lit one. 
I understand theoretical circuits, so perhaps you can 
give one."-(B. P., Fulham.) 

An iron-core choke, capable of carrying the maximum 
current of your output valve, should be joined from 
asede to ItT. +. The loud-speaker should be 
oiued from earth to anode via a Inafd. condenser. 

POTENTIOMETER FOR CENTRE-TAP 
"I have a mains transformer, which, however, has 

nu centre-tap on the LT. 4-volt wisdingo. As I 
wish to use this component, and believe that hum 
trolabies Occur uniese a ntre-tap lu uaed, I should be 

filament terminal on the valve-holder should be joined 
to LT. - (and to ea4h). 
MAINS TRANSFORMER 

I have a home-made all-mains set, and am rather 
worried about a fault which haa recently developed. 
When switched on signalo see much weaker than they 
used to be, and a smell of burning rubber was noticed 
from the eliminator. I could not find any short- 
circuits, but I fooad the mains transformer was very 
hot. Cas this be damaged in any way, without any 
damage being done to other parto of the receiver I "- 
(lt. T. V., Peekhain.) 

We think you scull find that some of the torna on the 
windings of the mains ausfser are short-circuiting 
due to failure of the insulation. There io a possibility 
that the by-pass, er smoothing condenser, lias broken 
down and is so putting a load on the transformer, bot 
the former suggestion lu the most likely cause of the 
trouble. Test the reading of the secondaries by 
means of a. voltmeter, and you will find tlao winding 
which has broken down. 
WET OR DRY H.T. - '1 cm very teen on getting the best from nay set, 
and expenee does not worry nie very much. lin. 

- I 

RE PL .5 TO YOUR PROBLEMS . 
i 

U I and ioqV 
r I' 

- 14U If a patat ,eply 

, 

¡: 
bi, Our Technical Staff 
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All Mains Receivers] 

:N:: PraCjçJ ütters 

:T:L) Readers. - 

- .- 

SIR,-AS a radio enthusiast since the 
earliest crystal-set days, I welcome the 
publication of your new paper, PRACTICAL 
WIERLESS, which seems to cover everything 
that the average home constructor wants 
or is likely to want, set forth in a practical 
way, withoutany " stunting " or re-hashing 

. of old stuff in new-guises. If I may offer a 
suggestion, I think that, with the increasing 
use of all-mains receivers, the practical 

- information and construction side of this 
subject should be made a feature of, for 

. the growing number -of amateurs who are 
getting less scared of dabbling with mains 
apparatus. There are many of us, I know, 
who have not had any special electrical 
training, yet who would like to go into the 
theoretical and practical side of this subject 
*hich has revolutionized our radio and 
gramophone pleasures during the past 
three years. I would especially like to see 
a "small classified advertisements" section 
included in PRACTICAL WIRELESS, where 
home constructors as well as dealers would 
be able to advertise their surplus apparatus 
for sale or exchange, or their special wants. 
This, I think, would be much appreciated 
by a very large number of your readers. 
Simple competitions, with wireless ap. 
paratus as prizes (moving-coil loud-speaker, 
valves, transformers, etc.) would also be a 
great draw. In fact, I would even suggest 
that the receivers that are built and 
illustrated as PRACTICAL WIRELESS sets 
such as the "Dolphin" and "Express' 
sets, be given as prizes after they have been 
finished with. Possibly my suggestions 
are impracticable, but I offer them with 
enthusiasm for the new radio weekly, which 
I hope will soon rank as the most out. 
standing journal of them all.-F. Couoo 
COOK (Southflelds). 

The Editor does isot necessarily agree witt 

Moi Suggestions 

Ssss,-I have read with great interest th 
first six issues of PRAerICAL WIRELESS 
and can quite understand the great batch 
of enthusiastic letters you are receiving. 
I cannot, however, agree with your cor- 
respondent " Septimus " (Leyton) in his 
very narrow-minded Criticisms which I 
trust you will ignore. We, and I think I 
am speaking for the majority of readers, 
not only want practical instructions, but 
also information as to the principles in- 
volved, and such information to be of a 
nature that any novice can understand it. 
Another point which has been raised in 
your correspondence columns is that of 
specifying one particular make of component 
in your circuits. I think your present 
policy is the best, because one particular 
component is obviously most suitable for a 
given purpose. A constructor who. cannot 
afford to purehase the specified components 
cari use his common sense in the choice of 
an alternative. On the contrary, however, 
I do not agree with the practice of specifying 
special coils in every important circuit you 
give, as there is plenty of scope for home 
construction in this direction. Perhaps 
I am a little too critical, considering the 
short existence of your publication, but I 
intend being a regular reader if the present 
high standard is maintained. I am em- 
ployed in the electrical trade and I have 
been keen on wireless for several years. 
For the "not-too-clever" fellow it is fairly 
obvious that PRACTICAL WIRELESS is the 
journal. Wishing you every success.- 
"RAuloriss " (Consett). 

A Constructor's Thanks 

Sns,-May -I add my little appreciation 
to the legions of readers who must have 
written you concerning your new weekly, 
PI1AcTI0AL WIRELESS. The publication 

CUT THIS OUT EACH WEEK 

opinions expressed by his correspondents 

has been long overdue, and I only wish 
that you continue as you have began, that 
is, keep it a practical journal. I whole- 
heartedly support every word said by " Septimus " in your No. 6 issuC. There are 
many journals which cater for the technician 
and the theoretical experts, but we want 
practical wireless. 

What pleasure is there in buying a kit of 
pasts-with each wire cut to size and every 
hole drilled ready-which can be rigged 
up in about twenty minutes ? There is far 
more pleasure and satisfaction in starting 
a job on the bench and making every part 
possible oneself, and I consider that this is 
where the real pleasure comes in. Articles 
on making cou-formera, winding coils, 
making chokes, transformers, grid leaks, 
and other resistances, are what is wanted 
by the man who likes to tinker, and I hope 
you will continue to devote your journal to 
this interesting class of hobby. In so 
doing you will be helping forward the work 
of the experimenter, and it has been mostly 
due to his activities that wireless has ad- 
vanced so much in so short a time. 
Marconi, Prof. Fleming. and all these 
great men in wireless didn't buy ready- 
made components; they made their own, 
and in so doing laid the foundation stones 
of our present Broadcasting Systems. So, 
here's luck and every success to PRACTICAL 
WIRELESS, and may it continue to be 
practical-Was. B. ED\VABDS (Ebchester). 

Dfflculty in Obtatning Components 

Sra,-I have been interested by the letter 
from Mr. Rivett which you published in 
your issue of November 5th. I feel very 
strongly about the matter, being myself 
connected with a firm manufacturing 
wireless components. We leave had count- 
less cases of members of the public writing 
in to us complaining of inability to obtain 
our components from their retalles-a, who 
in many cases profess ignorance of their 

-S -- 
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An Appreciation 

SIR,-Afi an experimental wireless con- 
structor of some years' standing I feel I 
must write in appreciation of PRACTICAL 
Wnoxass. I have taken the first six 
numbers to give it a fair trial and find that 
it is just what the vast nuinber of home 
constructors wijnt, i.e., a paper that explains 
in plain everyday words what to do and 
how to do it. I cannot do better than 
advise all my friends who are interested in 
the practical side of wireless to place a 
standing order with their newsagent for your 
moat excellent paper. I myself am looking 
forward to receiving my encyolopiedia. 
Wishing your paper the bust of luck.- 

%TALTER W. BURGESS (Luton). 

DO-YOU KNOW? 
-That kiiocycles may be converted to wave- 

f lengths by dividing 300,000 by the number of 

That 746 watts equal i Horse Power. 
-That a good cone far a loud-speaker may 
be made fcsm Bristol Based (twa sheet thIck- I 

j -Tiat a rough method of ascertaining the 
T grid hiss for a waive in to divide the SLT. by 
j double the amplification factor. i 

-That a temporary 11.5'. choke may be made 
i from an old tuning coli. 

-That noIsiness In a set enrthed to a wutec 
main muy often be removed by using a buried 
earth Instead of the water-main. r 
-That for variable-mu volume control a ¡ 
graduated resIstance is preferabie. 

existence, in other cases claim to be unable 
to obtain supplies, and occasionally flatly 
decline to be bothered with investigating 
a new component. We have been before 
the public since the early summer, and ai-e 
doing business with most of the leading 
wholesalers, also we were careful before 
coming on the market to have a sufficient 
stock to meet any demand, and as we are 
in constant production there is no excuse 
for this attitude on the part of dealers. 
For your correspondent and those who have 
suffered with him, the solution is to insist 
on having what they want and to let thi 
dealer know that he je not worth his name 
unless he finds out where, and how, to obtain 
the desired components for his customers. 
-fl. M. GREEN (Hampatead). 
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hives a true reception; every one of them 
badly distorts. I am confident that if an 
electrician could invent one to give as 
clear reception as the wireless, there would 
be a. big demand for such an appliance, 
and it would be a relief to thousands.- 
H. BALL (New Cross). 

DX Short-wave Club 

Sns,-May I, through your valuable 
publication, appeal to àll short-wave en- 
thusiasts to come along and join the 
"Dee-Xrs. Short-Wave Club," of which 
I am Secretary - The Club is also deirous 
of getting in touch with SW. Transmitters 
with a view to co-operation. It is felt 

at the time and keeping a watch on main 
engines. However, after the War I went 
through the "wireless mili" from crystal 
to S.G.3's and am now back to a 3-valver 
H.F.-Det.-P., and it is my firm belief that 
the" trade" will ultimately "do the same;" 
What with "ganged condensers," chokes, 
"canned coils," resistances bere, there, 
and everywhere, we shall require about 
500 volts before long; each house will want 
a power plant to itself. However, I fear 
I shall be wasting your time. I may say 
that of all the wireless literature I've waded 
through, yours is the most sensible little 
book I've hadthe goodfortune to striker and. 
I mean that.-Qaas, HAwoavu (Burnley). 

The Plays That Have Thrilled Millions! 

MILLIONS of ,oireleo, it,t.meer, who hoyo bre, thrilled 
- by ouch ploy' ao" The Path of Glory -' e,t "The 

Mary Crlr,to on 0,0w rrod them i back 05m for 
bbc tirol tu,oe. Fice radio thriller,. lbS paseo. 

RADIO PLAYS 
By L. du Garde Peach. 

Obiai,idbte of idi frewoaeoto oed Sedi,- - - 
otaiia, or bco root 219. froae Uroroe 
fOrmero. Lid., s-if, Sottbonopiou SC., 

.Sioo,ci, LondOe. OVOS.. 

Please give us all the points possible about 
mains-sets, as these are undoubtedly the 
sete of the future. May I also add my 
agreement to your correspondent- who 
makes a plea for an index to each number. 
It is badly wanted. It is an onerous task 
poring through back numbers for a diagram 
and description of something one remembers 
seeing some time back, and if each issue 
had an index, the various numbers would 
form a valuable reference library on the 
subject, instead of being relegated to the 
limbo of forgotten things-R. E. Nacnoas.s 
(Leigh-on-Sea). 

A Good Hearing Aid Wanted 
Suc,-Being a registered reader of 'our 

new paper, I am very pleased to seo Mr. E. 
Wood's suggestion on Aid to Hearing 
appliances. I have beets hard of hêaring 
for a number of years, and have tried 
hearing appliances from four different 
firnis at prices ranging from ten to forty 
oounds. but I have not tried one which 

keep mm interestea ne neea.s stronger 
fare, and I suggest that if you give us some- 
thing on the lines I have indicated, you will 
soon have a rapidly-widening circlo of 
keen readers with a proud record of real 
achievement behind them. My best wishes 
for success in your new venture-A. E. 
METCAI.FE (Hessle). - 
An Old Constructor's Experience 

Snc,-I have read with great interest 
your publication entitled "25 Ténted 
Wireless Circuits," and was rather at- 
tracted by the Short-wave Two Valver 
on page 36. I may say that I am a 
mechanical engineer by trade- (or mis- 
fortune!) and was first interested in 
wireless when invited to correct a small 
mechanical fault in a ship's wireless 
installation during '17 or '18, I forget which. 
Like all bench-trained mechanics, I was 
duly awed by the array of gadgets, rotary 
codverters, etc., in the wireless operator's 
cabin. I was serving as junior engineer 

MORLEYS GUARANTEED COILS FOR 
YOUR SUPER HET. AND 
BAND PASS RECEIVERS. 

Intermediate Transformer 
I (Band Pass) Type SITS. 

!» 
rr 

- 110 KC or 126 KC. 
Doobir Cnpa I - 

city Coupled 
fl-Band Pata- - 

Filter. Corn- J I 

pact and folly 
, 

ScrronrdTypr I 
I 

DCBP2. 
Price 18/. pair. 
Apply far - 

dotailod lint. 

MORLEYS, 5, "_ -. 
Colin Parads, 
London, N.W.9 

users-a jolly good battery-operated radio- 
gram, of the screened-grid and pentodo 
type f-V. Coorssc (London, SW.). 
A Radio Engineer's Tribute 

Sus,-Having had the pleasure of starting 
from the beginning I wish to say that 
PRACTICAL Wnseasss is well worth reading. 
Being an experimental radio engineer, I can 
truthfully say that the paper will be a 
blessing and a boon to many. Therefore, 
I wish to express my heartiest congratula. 
tions to you all, hoping the paper will 
prosper in every way. In the near future 
I shall be making some of your sets arid 
will give you my report regarding their 
quality and capabilities.-D. J. Swyxis, 
MAI., F.M.I.B.O. (London, E.). 
Practical Pars Appreciated 

'Sns,-Congratulations on producing a 
really practical wireless paper. The first 
five numbers are full of the small pars 
with diagrams explaining in detail points 
irhich are so valuable to constructors. 
I hope the standard will be maintained. 
Small practical pars are worth pages of 
fulsome exuberance and are what we want. 

livIala-wofle). 

More Constructional Articles Wanted 
Sra,-I have just finished reading the 

letters on the correspondence page of last 
weak's issue and - wish to endorse the 
opinions of several of your readers, par. 
tieularly the one who suggests a Sale and 
Exchange feature. I think it would be a 
welcome feature. What lam most desirous 
of seeing myself is a series of articles, really 
practical, which would give full details of 
the building of such components as small 
power transformers, smoothing chokes, 
MC. speakers, asid such other apparatus 
which would not be beyond the range of 
the ordinary intelligent amateur. I may 
mention that, in 1927, I built a MC. 
loud-speaker at a total oust of about 30s. 
which, in my opinion at least, still gives 
very satisfactory service. Also, I have a 
pair of transformers in my A.C. mains set, 
which, although rather ugly in appearance, 
are still giving splendid service after some 
four years' use. To my mind, the ordinary 
individual of to-day cannot afford to keep: 
buying kits of parts, the building-up of 
which an be done in an hour or so. To 
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Sta,---I would like to second the sugges- 
tion that an index sheet be included with 
PRAurICAL WIxxLzss. This might be 
issued with each weekly part, or monthly, 
and I feel sure that this feature would be 
more than welcomed by your readers. 
The very high standard of the contents of 
the first four parts of your new weekly - promise to make it not only the leading 
Radio Journal but a splendid book of 
reference. Let us, therefore, have an 
Index and so spare the mutilation of our 
weekly parts. I would like to proffer my 
heartfelt congratulations on issuing such 
a 'wonderful three.pennyworth, and wish 
you every success. When are you going 
to publish something for us poor battery 

as there are a great many men and boys 
to whom "distance is no object" and who 
want to know just "what the short waves 
are saying." I might also add that we have 
in our ranks Mr. L. Saunders, who is well 
known as a pioneer of short-waves in New 
Zealand. Mr. Saunders was instrumental 
in forming the New Wellington S.V. Society. 
His reports on short waves in New Zealand 
Radio, the National Radio Magazine of 
that country, were always very much looked 
forward to. Mr. Saunders is now in 
England and is a member of our com- 
mittee. Anyone desiring information re 
membership may communicate with Mr. W. 
Barden, 9, Grecian Street, Maidstone, Kent, 

o is Hon. Secretary.-W. Bxozw 

SPECIAL NOTICE 
Electricity in your home? 
If yes.-save H.T. Battery costs 

buIld the 
ALPHA A.C.'- D.C. UNIT 
deser'bed in this issue, and reap the benefit of a 
steady HT. sup ty at the lowest cost, whether yo. 
are on DC. or AC. majos. 

PEAK. 
BRITISH MADE CONDENSERS 
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4HE MILNES H.T. SUPPLY UNIT - 

IN 
a new booklet si's hatee Just received from The 

loliindo Radio Company, full particulars are given 
of this unit which consists of indestructible nickel 
Icon cello whuòh are kept autopsaticolly fed from,the 
LT. accumulator, when the oct Is not being used, 
and Io always ready to supply â oteady ET. current 
when required. The only attention required Is to 
top up the cello with distilled water shoot twIce a 
year, and an occasional refill of electrolyte about nom 
In evcr' two or three yearo. There in no possibility 
of suiphation, and the cello may be overcharged or 
discharged without damage to the unit. Readers 
interested in trouble free HT. should make a poInt 
of getting a copy of thIs booklet, together with the 
technical dato sheet, which will be sent post free on 
request. The addreoa la Cottingley Erldge, ilingley, 
.Yocko. 

ERIE GRID LEAKS 
THESE grid leaks and reoistoro arc composed of a 

solid carbon and race earth composition havIng 
the property of carrying a high load without any 
tendency towards Olsen circuiting. The soire leads 
are soldered to copper which In forced into the ends 
of the resistor under intense heat. It in claimed 
for thgse resiotoro that they are absolutely silent and 
stable lause. A sinople colour code is used to designate 
resistance values, sad Is addItIon, the resistance Valus 

-io indicated on a amall label. Particulars of the full 
range of these componente are gis-en in a folder ose 
'have receIved from The Radin Resistor Company, 
i, Golden Sqoare, Piccadilly, London, Wi. 

RI." PRODUCTS 
A COMPREHENSIVE range nf ItT. components 

io shown In the latest catalogue recently Issued 
by Radio Imtraments, Ltd., Purley Way, Croydon, 

Interesting and valuable folder, No. Wa. 522. TIsis 
contains constructional details for several eiifi'erent 
bypes of mains unito, with théoretical diagram, 'wIring 
diagram, chart of D.C. output, list of components,. 
and vaionble technical detallo: in addition, there is a 
chart showing at a glance the Value of resistance 
required toop practimlly any voltage at any carrent. 
Copies of this folder may be obtoined by readers by 
sending threepcncc in stamps to-Messrs. FerrantI. L1 

SuaDen the nbove title, 'with the saoistance of a 
cecognized -authority on foreign broadcasting matters 
and a regular contributor to wireless publIcations 
both at home and abroad, we are Inaugurating a special 
identification Service, which should prove of great 
assistance to our readers. When' tuning In weil- 
known stations lt happens frequently that listeners 
pick op wireless transmissions of which they fall to 
recognize the origin. lt Is to solve these little ro' 
blems that the Brosdcasl Qoery Service has ceo organized.- 

in order that a careful search may be made it is 
essentIal that certain data should be aupplied to the 
best of the inquirer's ablifty and know-ledge. When 
sendIng sucio qoeries to the Editor tise following rules 
should be followed :- 

1. write legibly, In ink. Give your full name and 
address. 

2. Stote type of receiver used, and whether trans- 
mission was heard on headphones or on loud-speaker, 

S. State approximate a-svelengtlo or frequency tó 
which receiver ss-as tuned, or, alternatIvely, statebelorren 

Replies to Broadcast - 'Queries 

SIcCAtJxEv (St. 7ohnoton, Co. Donegni) (1) 
Apparently British Experimental trazionsitter in your 
immediate neighbourhood; cannot be identified 
unicos you pick up tbe'call letters; (2) Your question 
is somewhat confuaing, so If on 224 ca. cannot be on 
"long"- 'waves, but If weather report, either Resten 
Airport (833' m.) or Croydon Aerodrome (SSO m.). 

ONE VALVE (Letclsworth): -1f dial reading is 34 
degrees, ' station cannot .be between t seo read'g 
reopectively. 74 and 81 degrees; according to morse 
Interval signal (G).' Moscow so 46.8 ni. REACTION 
BEIDOETON (Glasgow): Prague; early morning 
tranaiolsalon, Cock-crow usesl so Interval elgoal: 
local time: one hour ahead of GIST. RAub ROAMEn 
(Botley. Rants): GBC, Rugby does not work on that 
ss'as'elength, but you appear to have picked up some 
harmonic of a leasg-warc transmission from Rugby. 
Ox TIlO SLt (Nottingham): WCAU, Plsiladelphla (Po.), 
on 250.is m. direct: relays WABC, Ness' York(Colombia 
Brosdôaotiag Network). T WUNDA (Acton): Moscow, 
now on 1,000 m or Leningrad on 848.7 m. SiAscsT 
(Spalding): Leipzig; new high-power transmitter 
on 389.6 na,; Fránkfurt-am-Moin is now on 259.3 co, 
Cotawax (Foikeotone): Cort, as stoted. The call is 
in Gaelic. - Tujiuig: ERAR. JtadiAt'itaiia. LISBON: 
Est.açion radio Lisboa. DuBLIN: Radio Ath Cliathe 
e seo (This la Dublin calling) or Se Seo radio Ath Ciioth 
aguo rodio Corcsuighe (These are the Dublin and Cork 
stations). KotalegoV: Norodnys radio Stoncbs 
Khsrksv. SCOEVEStINOEN-RATEN (Holland): Hier dc 
Zakkelijke Omroep te Schevenlngen-Raven. MOSCOW: 
Sloòtshait)e,' Rodio Stands Imeni Masks's (Stelina) or 
GsvoreetMoskvn Central (or Komintcrna) according 
to which transmitter io heard. - 

Sr S 

472 

.-ATALOGUES 
l,dVwlihY,EP 

- Eoathauplan St., Str std, London, W.O.2. Where i 

aderrtisers nah, a chatge, or reqntre paslage, this 
l&tOiild breneloa,d. 
THE PHJLOMEI. RECEIVER - .- - 

" OMETBING New In Itisdis -Sets" Ist tise title 
't of a atfolddr giving full particulars ofthe 
Philomel All-Electric Receiver. Designed on modern 
lines, It tucor )oratea all up:to-the-mlnute Improve- 

- mento, and is complete with enclosed serial and 
anains-energised moving-coil - loud-speaker. The 
circuit design provides for great selectivity and tonal 
quality, whIle screened-grid and - power pentodo 
8iages ensure ample volume. Pick-up -ternaisalo - are 

- litted, und the self-contaIned aerial pci-stilts the set 
to be conveniently used Jfl anyroom. This line 

- 
- receiver-which is obtainable, for either AC, or D.C. 
' -. ,worklng--lo priced at 17-. guingas.-- The name and 

- nddreos io PIsilonsel- Radio -Equipnsent, .Philomel 
- Works. Dover Road, Slough Trading Estate, Bucks. 

PRACTICAL WIRELESS November 19th, 1932 - 

Surrey. Tise well-known "Porafeed" coupling unit', which two stations (of which you have the condenser 
L.F. transformers, chokes for varions purposes, metal readings) the transmission was picked up - 

rectliier transformers, valse rectifier transformers,' - 4. Givo dato and time n-hen broadcast seos beard. - dual range coils and volume controls, -are all tisted.' Da not forget to add whether osi or p.ni. - 

Foil li-rtieolars of each component are giéen, together 
-with terhnical dala which enables thq constructor to ' 5' Gi - details of 'Yo ainiéie received 'red if you 
choose suitable components for any particular circuit. can some indication regarding the langue, i heard. 
A useful addition to the RI. Range isa ciné transformer 

- - 

6. ta us e cc an na ca w - g n 
designed ta meet the rrquiromcnts of possessoia f 
home pro(ectors for use on AC. saains. Also included 

kind of Interval signal (metronome, musical box, 
bells, etc.) between items. - 

in the catalogue ore the- Antinodal SW, Ampliner 7, To facIlitate publication of replies, append a 
Adoptar and n new abort-wave coil unit which has nota-de-plastie to your Inquiry. ' - - 

bren specially designed to eliminate threshold howl Although the service is mninly applicable to broaet- 
and other diaadantages that occur when receiving costing stations; wherever possible replies will be givela -, 
short s,'os-es lower thon the natural seas-clength of the in regard to morse transmitters (commercial stations, 
sinai system, in eases where the aerial io used mainly fog beacons, etc.) and short-wave broadcasts. For the 
for the receptionof the medium and long wave broad- identifiration,laowever, of utatlous operating on chan- - - 

cost bands. Particulars are also given of the " lladri- nela belote 100 metres it will be evident to Inqairern gai" Three-Valve AC. Mains Recels-or and a new that a closer estimate of wavelength must be sub- - 

six-valve super-bet receiver, a remarkohic instrument 
- mitt-rd than in the case' of broadcasts osi the medium 

which should soit the most footidious listener. Con- or long w-aseband if ouceessful identification is to - 

struOtors whir look for high-class workmanship and 
technical accuracy In their componints, should obtain 

be cOrned out, s 

- All Inquiries should be addressed to The Edidoi'. a copy of this catologsic ssithout cla1'. Pecnion Winnanso, 8-11, Souti-asiiptoa Slrtet, 
FERRANTI POWER UNITS - 

- 

load the ens-elope marked - 

TRE constructiou of moins unIto calls for a certain Stamped addressed envelope should tot be cncloaed. 
amount of technical knowledge and experience, as replies cannot be sent by post, but will be published - 

Messrs,'Ferrantl, of Hollinwood, Lauco, have apecialised 
io auch apparatus for years, and hove uresiared au 

in duo c'our'eé In 'each issue of Pnacrnic,sL WUhELESS. 
. - - 
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The woik conta na more thanatboosand i1uraons :. 
Nanw '... . 

charts and tablet. AI! the action photographs isave been taken in oisaerx' 1 .4ddre , -.,. ...a.. - 

shops, machine woadworking shops or on the actual building sites, under the . , - 

supervision sal practical men. Special charts have been prepared by experts. . -, 

WntcLrss 591X32 

the eary stages to the finished job. u- o . . . :- 

________ - _' _______ 

F' 

PracticaL Contributors include: 
R. V. BOUGHTON, A.LStcuct.E. E. W. TWINING. 
J. AMBROSE DARTNALL, A.RIB.A., 

P.A.s.t. 
F. E. DRURY, M.Sc. (Tech.). 
H. GRISBROOK, A.M.C.T. 

c. H. HANCOCK, F.B.1.C.C. 
A. TRYSTAN EDWARDS, A.Ik:iB.A 

H. R. HUDSON. 
W. E. WEBB ..... - 

A. MORA E. GRISBROOK. 
F. BUREEN. r. LINSTEAD. - 

R. H. IRELAND. A. S. HOAD. 
RUSSELL LAThAM. T. W. TIDMARSH. 
LLEWELLYN E. WILLIAMS. J. S. TARTE. 

A.I(.I.B.A. H. G. PARKER. 
C. H. HAYWARD. C. A. FARLEY, BSc. (Eng.). 
H. J. BUTLER. A. SHELDON. 
A. B. SWALLOW, A.I.R.I. (Tech.) lt G. GILDART HICHISSON. 

SEND for FREE FOLDER TO.DAY 

TO THE HOME LIBRARY BOOK CO 
(GEORGE NEWNES,LTÑ -. 

23-24, Tavisock Stréet, London, W.C.2 

Please send me free nf all cost and with na obligation, the 

I 
folder describing PRACTICAL CARPENTER AND JOINER, 
and particulars of the scheme whereby I shall be able to have 
the i;nmediatc use of the three volamos at an outlay of a few 
shillings per month 

: - 

. 
Prépared by over 30 Experts 

- ..f or the, Man 'in' the Trade 

- HE trade of Carpentry and Joinery is one which j - 

offers wonderful scope for advancement to the 

4Jot. 
man who is prepared to use his brains as well as 

his hands in his everyday work. 
- - PRACTICAL CARPENTER AND JOINER has been written 

purposely for those who want to get on by experts in 
branch of the industry. 

. ' ' ., All the articles have been carefully planned in such 
AcTwAL .. . a way that they place this experience at your disposal. 

CARJOS RACTLCAL 'In addition to fundamental principles, the work deals 
r CARPEN1ER ,CAPER ',.,.,- thoroughly with all applications-including work in the 

L JOINER I, 
J0AND --«- joiners' Shop, Carpentry and Joinery as- tipplied go 

1- AQINER Building Works, Doors, Windows; Floors, Roofs, 
,.. Staircssing and Handrailing, Forms, Morild and Shut.- 

. ', ' ' feting for Coñcrete Work, Cradling aiad,Bracketing, etc. 
t The work is equally important for reference purposes _________ to Architects, Surveyors, Timber Merchants, Pioperty 

Owners and others, who are. intimately, connected with 
- '-1 l,_ ",the Building.and Woodworking Trades. 

J "Okffl 
I - -- ' . . 

. ..... 
We have confidence that every reader who takes a pride in 

' EEitA - 'good craftsmanship will find "Practical Carpenter and, 
- 

Joiner" direciWuseful in his everyday work. 
PsAcric.uL CARPER. 

DJR 
Important to You 

tlsrce compact yslatses. - 

Tite cover is fuit bound You may be an Acchitece, s Master Us,ildcr a Generai Foreman, a 
e and Mischme Vood-svoekcr, a Carpenter, or a Joiner, engaged ro the in r - - ship or en building works. \ou may be an Apprersuce or Im- 

- is oil, acid and.water' ' provee in the industry. Whatever your status, sse are cnntldeest ' - 'proof.' - you wilL find that the s osey you tpend,in putthsssg this wsrk 

..A ICREAT. OPPORTUN IT fuEl 
FOR EVERY READER OF. ILLUSTRATED 

"Practical wireless" I 
DESCRIPTIVE 

This Invaluable New Work is.:Noth Ready. OUPON 

The PRACTICAL CARPENTER AND JOINER 

November 19th, 1932 PRACTiCAL WfRELESS iii 

I, 
7 
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'E..DiSWANRÄDO.V4A.LVES... 
BRITISH--Designed byBritisIi Enginéérs 

The Edison Swan Eecric Co Ld 5S Charing Cross Rd London W C 2 
5fed Rdiø Vales .amf,.aeeud ii CeseS &ataio The BeÍIÙI, Tbemsse-Jkastsu Cs. Lei., Lendso ari Rugby. - - - V.165 

"' 
Printed by NnwSEs & PEArSON PRINTING Co., LTD., xnsoor Street, Ladbroke Grove, .W.l0, and published by (tEORIE 
NISWNES, L'no., 8-11, Southampton 8treet, Strand, V,C.2, Solo Agents for Australia and New Zealand GORDON & GoTeo, 
LTD. South Africa CeNTRAI NEWS AGENCY, LTD. Practical Wireless can be sent to any part of tise world, post free, for 

17!4 per annam; ola months, 8/8. Reelotered at the (tenersi Post Office for Trousmlsolon by Conadiso MagazIne Foot. a,- _ ,.', '- -- -- . ,. -.. 

valve giving results fully equal to its AC. counterpart. ''' - 
' 

' 

THE DC 2/SG is for thos who wish to uz 'an '.... Th. amazing 
ordinary screned grid valve: ;' -- - S t 

THE DC 3/HL for the detector stage. " - - : 
THE DC 2/P or DC 2/Pen for the output stage. - .' S' 

FuIl:details of theke and.ot iu3fuI Mazda-types will - 

be found in the Mazda calalogue, sent FREE on request. ' - 

Mazda valves are fitted by all the leading receiver lUE - manufacturers. All good radio deaIers stock them. u R i TI S I-i v 

I 

pletely satisfactory solùfionto D.C. mains receiver 
operation. They overcom all the disadvantages ''' 
of high finning cost and low' efficiercy pieviously 
associated with D.C. receivers. 

The new Mazda indirectly heated 0.1 amp. valves 
enable D.C. users to enjoy, at last, the range and L K 

- 'qualify' given by A.C.' receivers. No other 'D.C. FOREPDY" 
4 'mains valves are so conomical. " - 

''IN YOUR 
- -.DEALER'S 

The Range comprises:- - 

. ' WßN'OW 
THE DC 2JSGVM a variable-mu screened grid "- 

' -: 1'H 

ÁBOUT:ÁE MAZDA! 
$D.C.MAIF4SRANGE.. 

- - 

L 
:-. 

A 

The Mazda D C mains valves are the only corn 

- -- --------- ----- .-- - - - 
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Build your Practicat Wireless" St with a 

PILOT AUTHOR KIT 
Ç It's Exact to Specification 

r 

e 

1 

Juwr 

- - 

GEORGE 
NEWNES 

I 
LTD. 

r 

VMBER26th% 1MÄk I Ì'I G "F H 
r sp - 

I -i II 

L1' 
I 

t. t. . ,,,... 'R 
I 

I - - - 

' A _- ____ 

Praaicz Wucless, Nove,,te, 2W 193?. 

OPERATING THE ARGUS FROM THE MA NS! : 

- 
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A 
Write for leaflets W.79 and W.81 
describing this outstanding tech- 

Cöss 
- REGD. -- - 

I 

PAdiCAL WIRELESS Noveber 26th, 132 
:;- 

:í .1 

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY and SMITHS LIMITED. CHURCH ROAD. LEYTON, LONDON. E.1O. 

nical improvement. t - 

T VARIABLE Po;ENTIOMETERs 
h, 

HIGH RESIST12E VI!EtffND VARL1LE 
POTENTIOMETERS J00000 to 250,000 ohio, 

- Constant Incrustent .,. 4/6 
Istcruasjng Incrument (Logirstt:iik) - .... 5/. 

- 

Fi 
;- -. 

L 
\ 

't 

H- 
t, 

ETER5. 
; 

L 

ii 

- 

':. 

-i 
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. 

LJ. LN$ 4 LN H . : : .. 

I 

AINS y 

r 
COM PON E NT 
SPECIFIED FOR "THE ARGUS THREE" f 

The increased popularity of all-electric radio has resulted . - . ' rin e demand for mains components of unquestioned . 

reliability Igranic answer the demand with products that 
are built, to the highest standards of quality and effIcieny; i' ' 

The Igranic Mains Transformer' is shown on this page. . 

The rimary windings ore so arranged that it ¿an be 
- -. - -- 

connected to any standard 50-cycle AC. mains supply r ' .. . : - - 

of from 200 to 250 volts The input terminals mounted 
- upon paxolin boards, are clearly marked in / s"-. -::;-- 

10-volt steps from 200 to 250 volts. Price - -': - - 

---.-- 
- The outpu terminals are also mounted upon a paxolin hoard - - 

- 

and marked with their respective outputs as follows :- ' -.. , . - - 

Sec. I -... - . -. 4 volts 3 amps, centre tap'ped. ' I - 

November 26th, 1932 

H 

-- _ WIRELESS / 473 

:' 
. t 

Write ,to-day for fully illustiated'Catalogie No. J:1217 - / 
of complete new range of lg?anic Quality Components. . 

( 
P 

4 Jg,anic Elm/sic C0.. Lid.. 149 Queen Vicioiia Sisad. Landen. E.C.4. \. r 

SENDFORTHE1932CATALOGUE ¡.: 

/ :- 

Sec.2 
Sec.3 

r 
Sec.41 

L 

6 volts or 4 volts1 amp, cenre tapped. 
. 4 volts 2 amps, centre tapped. 

250-0:250 volts. . 

TYPE C.H.2 . - 

Dt'-ÇDM?' CHOKE 
40 henries, 40 rn/A. 

- 

The type C.H.2 constant 
inductance choke is fitted 
with four terminals to enable 
coils tot be put in series or 
parallel. This choke main- 
tains a constant value of 

- inductance up to the maxi- 
mum current for which it is 

designed, so that the smooth- 
ing remains consistent up to - 

- the maximum carrying capa- 

. 
cityol the ohoke. 

9/6 - 

GRÀ-.Ni.0 
COMPÓÑ hiTs, wiU 

-BE THE. MA ING 
OF; YOUR SET..: 
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r 

THE ONLY 
VALVE WITF 

NEODYFI 
FILAM 

i' 

IVE 
FOR 

VRY 
V LVE 

HOLDER 

H 
rroauces 

EFFICIENCY 
TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH 

The original BECOL ebonite low loss formera are thoroughly 
reliable. They are used in all parts of the workk Look for 
the BECOL trade mark. Ask your dealer. If unable to 
supply, write direct. Send now, enclosing 6d. (post free) 
for up-to-date handbook of tuning coils for DUAL RANGE, 
BANDPASS, and SUPER-HET. cireuit. Fully illustrated 
with data. A very interesting handbook.. 

RODS. SHEET. TUBES. PANELS 
The BRITISH EBONITE Co., Ltda, 

Hanwell, London, W.7. 
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T E E' y QUALITY. 

u'hai this new 

ìk' ' . 
develovmentmeansto you... 

' L 

p - . 

The great ' W.B." discovery. . greater sensitivity,. and. more 
: ' . 

: The new ".Mansfield" life-like reproduction from 
, . (patented) magnetic systeni is your set, whatever the types 

I 
. : a startling advùi in Speaker than could be obtained from 

__4_ technique. It makes possible the conventional permanent 
.. 

a far more efficient Speaker magnet. '. 

thañ at the same cost on Further, it enables a steel chassis 

. - . . 
orthodox lines. Briefly; th to be used without magnetic loss. 

. - . 
, magnetic flux is concentrated SO freedomfrom centreing troubles 

. : r . . is not obtained at the expense of 
iti ., . . .. where the work is done in- performaice. The efficiency is 30% 
I . stead of being diffused over greater than the best cobait-stêci 

l . the whole system. Con- magnet of equal weight and ro% 

. 

i : sequently, a W.B. "Mans- greater than a chrome steel magnet of 

field" Moving Coil Speaker thrcc'tmes Ihr- weight! 

i. ;nùst give you more volume, -. . - 4 

/ 
He 13:11 gI dly let yott t y t 

y, \ ' 

%VHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO LTD \ \ 
1) tERd W k M fiIdNtt L J Of lO9Ki wWC2 

The latmt invention of modern 
science that given each Valve io- 
creased range, greater selectivity, 
more passer, and parer volume. 
Teat a Pio against your favourite 
Valve and you'll be amazed at the 
improvement and then compact 

has such a c,aderfs,l 
Valve been sold at such remertiably 
lose price. Modern production 
metbod ensure every Valve being a 

Every 'l,lve ¡s toste and guaran teed. 

WRITE FOR LIST 
GIVING VALVE 

FROM 
cHAMCTERJSTIcS 

4/BRITISH MADE 
BDiTl$P$ BRITISH MX Cu. Ltd. 

MADE (Dept. 287), 
112, Soathwark Street, 

Lonlen, S.E.1. 

etoroese VOLTS FlUOR 

PIX 210 5.1'. a 4/6 

pox S 
FIX 

D.8O. 
62F. 

s 
2 

ala, 
4/6 

FIX 4 

Fax 60 
6.0. 
1 

2 
0 

4/0 
8/6 

FIX 120 
rux 2610. 

0.832 
S.F. 

6 
3 

63/0 

0/6 

FIX 244 

FIX ti 

83.0. 

DILl'. 
2 
4 

21/6 
4/44 

FIX 10 
FIX 11 

62.1'. 

ILO. 
4 
4 

4/6 

4/0 

FIX 40 
FIX 140 

F. 

S.F. 

4 

a 
ff0 

e/O 

FIX 420 
FIX 40 

S.F. 
0.1. 

4 

4 
0/6 
18/0 

ALL StAINS. 

FIX 60 LILlO.?. 4 11/0 

Fax-loo 
l'lX 4F 

6211.1.1'. 

1.0.1'. 

a 1160 
4 1166 

FIX 440 
F1X40/240 

1_RetI. 
IilsTr. 

4 Ire/O 

4 561 

FIX 000 
FIX 

001400 

1162024. 

I1EOT. 

4 631)3. 

4 

MORE POWER 
--'' FORYOUR SET 

.134to a strokinglyeffective modern 
- set by incorporating, these new 

British General Dual Wave 
Cools. Enormous improvement 

- . an both power and selectivity. 

- 

- Convert the ordinary receiver 

Wiring diagrams free. Aerial 
44440 and Anode models C 

. (sutabte br ganging) 

B ITISH(JNRAL 
MANUFACTURING CO LTD 

BROCKLEY WORKS, 
LONDON SEA 
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'I 

. 

ing this Filter 
in detail. 

J 
33f6 

-- 

T,iplc Gc,, 

BooÎ-Pa, liait. 

4616 

-; f 
oa 

Q Q London Showrooms, 23, Golden Square, Piccadilly Circus, Wi. 
r t.ivi Head Office: Crown Works, Regents Parli, Southamyton. 

NO OTHER PART EXCHANGE 
FIRM CAN OFFER 

The" HALLE NGE r 
I cmakin 

I'Io4ìin.q foil. ¡istorj- 
Sweeping all before it, the incomparable 
R. and A. "Challenger" is the accepted 
standard in P.M. Moving Coil instruments 
by which all others are judged. Every 

- . .detail of design,. construction, materials 
and workmañship combine to produce 
this realisation of an ideal-a perfect 
reproducer at a popular price. 

November 26th; 1932 PRACTICAL WIRELESS 475 

EFFICIENT 

BANDPASS FILTER 

Bnd-Pass Unii 
S 

Sets tht are a year o5 so old can be ---- 
I 

made finely selective without any - 

alteration by the additioli of the / Band-Pass Filter shown on the left. - 

/ This hjghly selective unit provides - 

L 
the requisité selectivity and improvni 
tonal quality. 'Itrequires little more 

- f 
- than a Formo Band-Pass Tuning ' 

- - Assemby and has' been designed 
- s, by - a well-known expert as S 

- a simple and inexpensive way 
- - 

- 
to bring any set up to date, 

,, 

S 

- -g 
Article describ- .3 

- 

II. 

ADVANTAGES LIKE THESE 
I Pricos paid for second-hand NO RESTRICTIONS AS TO 
I opparatus are the LARGEST KIND OF APPARATUS Ac. 

PAID BY ANY WIRELESS PART CEPTED,Comnsercsa I recrwmrt 
EXCHANGE FIRM., ¿ntIed-oonpons,vaIo:s. 

2 
A firm quotation giren sothout otaken in 
any charge or obligation on DES- JI part eschooge for teoond.hnad 
CRIPTION OF APPARATUS T upparatut, 
ALONE. This quotation it sub- F SECOND-HAND APPARATUS 

t I . TAKEN AS FIRST ,PAYMENT P! P 0005g ON NEW GOODS. The bolaoce accurate and goods besog ran be spread os-er sis, nine or 
reasonable condition. toelse inoaths. 

WHAT WOULD YOU I AM THINKING ÖF-. 
ALLOW ME FOR BUYING:- - 

ON CASH OR. H.P. TERMS 
Cross out ,ohichever does not apply 

NAME............................................................................................... :- ................. 

ADDI1RS8............ - .................................................................... 

Post to-day to -Co-Radio Ltd., Dept. Ct., 78, Neal Stretti, \V.C. 
- THIS PUTS ME UNDER NO OBLIGATION. 

'COAO 
Showrooms: 78. NealSt., ShaftesburyAvenue, W.C. 

That .is why 1932 will long be remem- 
bered as the year in which R. and A. 
gave radio the incomparable "CHAL- 
LENGER," a re-producer in every sense 
of the word, and not merely aloud speaker 

3 5 
THE WIRELESS WORLD STATES :- 

"Tite performance of this usit is soci, that it 
,,,erhs di,cns,ian Ire,» 0,, absolate stondpoi,st arol 
without regard Soothe very reasonable price asked . - 

INCLUDING Over all se,,sittv,ty tightly breter that the 'arerage 

3 RATIO - . 
rcprodoctz,on of bass below los cycles qs:ee 

FERRANTI drjlnitely obste areragr ...... a result of the sell- 

TRANSFORMER 
, 'L YYt brn lop 

fulibd 

speech 3,atn,ral onJ'uuforced, and tite balance-i,, millie 
i,eoceptios.atIy good." 

REPRODUCERS& AMPLIFIERS LTD. WOLVERHAMPTON 

(HAL R 
P.M. -MOVING COIL - REPRÓDUCER 
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F 

-V, 

¡'. 
' 70 St atioñ s on loudspeaker-" 

f? - HERE ARE SOME OF THEMI t Here's a list 01 stations! Actually Wilno 
logged by a constructor at the first time Bndapmt -' ITHE ONLY SET 01 trying out a newly-assembled Sky- Sesodnvoll . 

Iyou CAN BUILD scraper! What a record t What end- Riga. 

E 
less nights ot entertainment! Ami Vionoa 

- 

1 everybody who' builds - the Skyscraper Brssosclo 
,.IEMPLOYING gets results, like; this. Hundreds ot 5'lorocsoo 

'-IMETALLISED S. appreciative letters prove tt! 
. 

huGH MU DETECTOR Never before na, therr sach cet Romo - 

It ECONOMY POWER 
this the reach 

b° 
the home mn; Stookholsos 

I?ENTODE VALVE -from aty battery cet. Never before KttOwiCO 
IL- - -. so many statlooc as the SkyScraper Radio Raiceo 

brings in. lt is the only cet on the Bssgharoot market that you can build yosirseU 
employing Metailined Screened Grid, 
High Mss Detector, and Economy 
Poner Pentode Valono. N0 factory- 
booeser seil equipped-can build g Lwon Te 'ia 
better receiver. No mansofacturer, AIgfe,o Lite 
honorer large, can prod ace arecrivor Stottgdt 110,-by 
whose recuits sui sorpass Obeso yoa 0,0e Gieioilo 
ciii get from the Linsen Skyscraper Bypp,lyns Teieotc 
youbuildyoar,elf.Itintheoalyyl,-ooboo,-gye,.,,,,,,,-g 
battery kit set that can deli ver sack t,-co Heioyn 
power-yet the HT. carrentCon,amp- 5,-copele LabeL, 
tion in far lesa than that of the oser- No, 2 RadiO Tapie 
age 3-salee set. - silbo ' Eiffel 
Licsen have made the baiiding of thé Pool e EOyr,- 

5 .' Skyscraper eatremely ,insple for pois. 1a,-ialcc 
Elaborate care has been token to Gotyboyg go. i 
ensure y our ss,ccecs by civing-'in the 0,-yea Notaba 
Skyscraper Constrc,ctio,sal Clsart- Oe,-de000 Moceo,,, 
sach detailed instructioni and such Tailis,s Popoli 
profsoce illustrations that everybody, ,,, 
with no technical koosoledce or skill B,'atioiaroc Klee 
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irregular periods during the day. 

,Switzerland's Small Number of Listeners 
T is somewhat surprising t learn that 

although Switzerland .hgs .two high- 
power stations in operation and is now 
completing the construction of a third 
transmitter on Monte Ceneri, destined to 
give a service to the Tessin district, there 
are only 201,504 registered listeners in the 
entire country. 

German Stations' VertIcal Aerials 
AS the Frankfurt-au-MaiM' and Stutt- 

gart (Mûhlacker) studioi exchange 
programmes throughout the day, and in 
view of the fact that broadcasts from the 
latter are equally heard in botls citie's, the 
power of the new Heiligenstock stations has 
not -been raised above 17 kilowatts. All 

public opinion has declared itself against 
any alteration Mi the present iystom. 

German Complaints of Interference 
ACCORDING to statislics published by 

the German Listeners' Association, 
durin.'g the fi±st hàif of 1P32 'tome fifty- 
three thousand complaints in respect of 
interfereñce with the receptión of the 
broadcast programme weta, dealt withby 
the authoritics. Of these, it was found that 
12 per cent, were due to faults in the 

-wireless sets, whereas 25 per cent. of the 
trouble was caused b other electrical 

apparatus used in the owiler's house: Ore 
the ,'othcar hand,, over, 9- per -cent. of the 
complaints were fully justified -in regard. 

expected that during the coming winter 
arrangements will be made to - relay 
rammes from Copenhagen. 

Sunday Morning Broadcasts from Antwerp 
BELGIUM possesses.a small transteitter 

which - only broadcasts, once a week; 
it is a-privately owned station Ct Antwerp, 
working on 206 m. Hallo; Hier Antwer- 
pen, Radio Eglise du Christ" is thg an- 
nouncer's call at 10.0-am., G.M.T. évery 
Sunday. The studio broadcasts a sermon, 
followed by sacred music, and closes down 
with the'playing of the Belgian National 
Anthem: - - 

Broadcasting in Egypt-r, 
BROADCASTING- has not' attained any 

.- notable proportions in.' Egypt, and 
liste'-rs are anxiously awaiting -the cons- 

between 500 watts and 4 kilowatts. 
Of these, ten stations are soieiy used 
for telegraphy, but the others have 
'recently been adapted for the trans- 
mission of both music and speech. 
.,They are to work with ORG, 
.Ruysselede (near Bruges), Belgium, 
through which channel it is hoped to 
relay the Brpssels wireless programmes 
in the near future. 

Test TransmIssions from Bouflarik 
(Algeria) 

T transmissions on about 23 m. 
are being carried out by the new 

Bouffarik (Algeria) transmitter, which 
has been erected for the establish- 
ment of a pu,lic telephony servioe 
between Algiers and Paris. For, thç 
purposes., of tests, broadèasts of 
gramophone 'records are made at 

. Zeesen S.-W. Broadcasts 

rWlJ 
Tflr' 'T' & 

Ji 'iIJ I I 
. VERY afternoon, at 30 p.m.. 

OEM.T., t fi JI'UJ1' - through the Zeesen short- 
wave transmitter on 19.73 in., the'. 

1'1rnTC A flF'ífVlD - 
. Berlin.studio broadcasts in both 0er- 

J[L' .ILLIJI. fil 3i[' . 
. man and English full details of the 

, . . ' 

IlL L U iI1E IN..AT]IT E S 
evening' programmes to be heard 
throifgh the Königswusterhausen long. 

ON A - 1EAP Broadcasting in Iceland 
i S the expenses' of broadcasting 

']IT1' 
," r- 

idEE S it Ait ION i '-in Iceland cannot be covered 
by the tax collected from listeners. 
the greater part of the programme 

YOU ARE RECEIVING :OefhcodptJ 
See Page 480' - - 

nent State officials are invited to 
give talks, but for, which no re- 

- muneration can be' offered. It is 

t 

ROUND the WORLDof WIRELESS 
B.B.C. Operatic Relays 
IT is good news to learn that during the 

present season of Gilbert and Sullivan 
Operas at the Savoy Theatre, London, the 
B.B.C. will carry out relays of certain per- 
formances. On December 3rd the second 
act of "The Mikado" will be heard by 
listeners to the National programme, and 
on December 9th, Act I of "The Gon- 
doliers" will be broadcast on the Regional 
wavelengths. Other relays are to be carried 

ut at regular intervals. 

8.-W. Transmitters in Belgian Congo - 

AT 
present there are over forty short- 
wave transmitters working in the 

.Belgian Congo on powers varying 

German stations of recent construction are to oscillation caused by néighbouring 
equipped with vertical aerials 

; Frankfurt, wirelèss receivers. 
however, still maintains its two lattice 
steel pylons, but the aerial is slung ver- Modern Dance Tunes Taboo in Russia_ 
tically between thesn. The station is LTHOUGH from tinse to. time both 
smaller model of the new high-powerLeningrad and Moeow carry out -. 
Leipzig transmitter working on 389.6 m. a relay of foreign broadcasts, iQ during suela 

a tour throm'h the ether the enginters come 
Proposed Tax on Dutch Receivers across a dance music transmission, they 

THE Dutch Government, with a view to arc compelled by the Scsviet duthorities to 
securing a regular income for the switch over to come other programme. 

broadcasting stations, proposes to levy a Waltzes, polkas and kindred steps are 
tax on wireless receivers. As the majority tolerated to a small degree, but such post- 
of listeners in Holland already subscribe war dances as the foxtrot, Rumba, etc., 
voluntarily to one or the other of the are drastically vetoed. In the opinion of . -. - 

Associations providing radio programmes, the Boishie, they constitute a symbol of 
the dccadcnce of the monied classes' 

EDITOR: E - i voL1.No.lO.VF.J.òAMMllNov.26th1932F T;I Staff: . 

I H. i. BartOn Chapple,Wh.Sch.,BSC.(Hons.) A.M,I.E.E. . - .. 
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........... this service, however, will be entirely woo the reason? 
devoted to charitable purposes 

- .... J 
New Television Tests 

of interesting experiments SOLUTION TO PROBLEM No. 9 ASERIES 
are, at present, being carried out in The fouit was due to a sagging filament.. As this 

Russia with a new system oftelovision trans- expanded when It attained its maximum temperature 
mission. Broadcasts are made at regular it sagged and touched the grid, resulting in the" cEck" 

intervals through two Moscow transmitters The following ras1er receive books in connection 
-namely, on 379 m. and 7O rn-the latter with Problem No. 7:- 
station being operated by the Central Post Mr. P. Booth, 273, Oldham Read, Limehurot, Asliton- 

Office officials Tests will also shortl be Lp L es 1yir113 

made on short waves. . Edgwarebury Lane, Bdgware. 

British-made coils will,be available shortly, 
when we hope to give a full test report and 
details of their application to modern 
receivers. 
Altered Wavelengths of Some Russian Stations 
IN view of imminent.tests to be carried out 
L by the 500-kilowatt Moscow-Noghinok 
transmitter, alterations have been made 
in the wavelengths of sorne Russian stations. 
For experimental purposes Moscow (TU.) 
hitherto on 1,304 metres, broadcasts on 1,000 
and Leningrad on 84.7 rnetres.-JAcE. 

Italy's High-power Transmitters 

I 
N the course of nine years Italy has 

developed a powerful broadcasting 
system. On October 5th, 1924, the first 
station was opened at Rome; last month 
when the Fascists celebrated their tenth 
anniversary by the inauguration of the 
Milan high-power transmitter, Mussolini 
launched his eleventh broadcasting station, 
of which at least two (Rome and Milan) 
can now be heard throughout Europe. 
German Variety Programmes 

AN 
agreement has been made between 
the Funkstunde, Berlin, the Hotel 

and Restaurant Proprietors' Association, 
and a number of Variety Theatres and 
Cabarets, by which the studio, as hitherto, 
will continoe to relay concerts and dance. 
music from these various houses of enter- 
tainment. The payment to be made for 

that these stations will operate on the 
medium waveband. Villa Acuna, Coahuila 
is already the site of a broadcasting trans- 
mitter owned by an American whose 
licence was cancelled by the Federal Com- 
mission of the United States. For the 
special purpose of transmitting sponsored 
and other programmes without being 

SOLVE THIS! 
- - -Problem N6. 10 - 

aman made up a two-valve receiver using i 
C au the LI'. coupling a transformer of well- 
C known make. As he was very keen on good- 

quality reproduction, be parallel-fed the 
tranaformer. All components were of good 
mala and were not defectIve, but reprodacton i 
was marred by a bad bass resonance. What i 

wavelength. In the meantime the station 
is testing on 1,275 metres daily between 
12.30 and 1.30 p.m. - 

New French -High-power Station 
D ADIO-STRASBOURG, the latest anti 
F%. most powerful station in the French 
State broadcasting system announces all 
items of its programmes in both the French 
and German languages; its interval signal 
consists of a deep buzzing note. The wave- 
length is 345.2 metres. 
"Ferroeart" Coils - 

AFEW 
weeks ago we mentioned the 

invention by Hans Vogt (a German 
scientist) of an entirely now kind of coil 
wound on a ferrous material known as 
"Ferrocart." We are now able to an. 
flounce that an English manufacturer has 
lately acquired sole manufacturing and sell- 
ing rights for this country. The new 

 Skamlebaek S.-W. Station I 1. statiöns are to be erected in Mexico, one SINCE the inclusion in the Budapest 
SKAMLEBAEK (Denmark) is known of. 12(Lkjlowatts at Piedas Negras. in the daily broadcasts of a special feature 

to the short-wave "fan" as the i 
vicmitg 0f the capital andôthof 54)() I dealing with unemployment, during the 

name of the Danish short-wave station i kilowatts atVilla Acuna. It i expectedl past fifteen months, the programme or- 
which relays the Copenhagen SKY POLICE CONTROL THE WAVES ganizers have found situa- 
programmes on 31.51 ni. In tions for over 12,000 persons. 
addition, however, Skamle- - . Nightly lists of addressès 
back performs a more im- 

. 

where work may be found 
portant service, as from the are read out by the así- 

- 

. same station weathèr re- 
. i nouncers. 

ports are broadcast four 
times daily for shipping in 
the North and Baltic Seas. 
The wavelength used for 
this service is 840 m. 
Transmissions of such fore- - 
casts aro made in both . . - 

Danish and English. - .' . - . 

No Political Broadcast in - - .a- - 

Japan -i- . __s 'i 
POLITICAL speeches 

may not be broadcaste_a, j 
in Japan, and the Nippon 
government has refused per- 

- * 
mission to install a micro- -- 
phone in the House of 
Representatives. As st is - 

deemed that the broadcast- 
Thereio an unojJcal laboratory in Berlin on the roof of the 'Reichspost- 

may not indulge in any kind 
of microphone publicity. 

Zentralamt at Tempelhof, where officials carefully watch to ensure that 
radio transmitters all over the world transmit on the wavelength as 

stipulated for them a! international conferences. 

Transmissions from Prangins 

IN 
view of its unsuitability 
for the purpose, the 

wavelength of 20.64 metres 
in future will isot be used for 
the weekly broadcast carried 
out by the League of 
Nations station at Prangins. 
All tranensissIons will nosy 
be given simultaneously at 
10.0 p.ns., G,M.T., on 31.3 
and 38.7 metres. 

Radio Luxembourg 
'THE official opening of 
I the Radio-Luxembourg 

statiosi has been delayed. 
owing to complaints received 
by - the authorities fr o ni 
official aerodromes in respect 
to the interference caused - 
to the services by the adop- 
tion of a 1.200-metre 

pletion of the high-power transmitter in 
course of construction near Cairo. Alexan- 
dna possesses three small stations, namely, 
Radio Voice on 291 so. (1,030 k/cs); 
Radio Fand, an amteur experimental 
transmitter working simultaneously on 
441 and 220.5 m. (680 and 1,360 kc/s), 
with a power of 600 watts, and the Alexan- 
dria Broadcasting Company, on 348.8 m. 
(864) kc/s). -Transmissions are carried out 
between 11.0 and 2.0 p.m., 3.30-5.30 p.m., 
and from 7.0-9.0 p.m., G.M.T., and consist 
mainly of gramophone records. 

r INTBRESTING & TOPICAL 
I PARAGRAPHS 

Porto Rico Transmissions 
Uthe letters WKAQ. the Radio 

Corporation of Porto Rice trans. 
mits a daily programme of concerts on 
242 metres between 1.0 and 3.0, and 5.0 
and 9.0 p.m., G.M.T. 

Super-power.Statlons for Mexico 
¡T is repórted that two super-power 

subject to any kind of restraint or control, 
he maintains his studios on the United 
States frontier and has installed the trans- 
mitting plant in Mexican territory. 

A Ventriloquist Announcer 

B'0 
(EAJ i) boasts of a 

ventriloquist studio announcer who 
fills up gaps in the radio programmes by 
imitating interviews with local celebrities; 
in the course of these dialogues he intro. 
duces a series of microphone advertisements.' 
Budapest Broadcasts Help Unemployed 
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L--------------By W. T. 

T HE neat loud-speaker- cabinet of -very modern -design described 
here is within the capabilities of 

any hand skilled amateur wood-worker. 
It can either be made in oak or walnut, 

- . but if a really attractive-looking job is 
desired, mahogany should be used, the 
main portion of the cabinet being 
afterwards polished to a rich mahogany 
tone. - The plywood fret and wood 

- thnament which goes beneath it should 
- be stained ebony and polished before 
- ¡being fixed to the front of the cabinet 

- with strong glue. Should this kind of 
¡finish be adopted, the combined 
two.colour effect of polished mahog- 
any and ebony will be found to give 
a very smart and pleasing appear- 

- ance, as seen in the perspective 
view, Fig. 1. 

If the instructions given here are 
,closely followed, no difficulties 
should arise when makine it. The 

. - - - cabinet, otherwise the general appear; 
- 

- anee of the whole job will be spòilt; -- The pieèe.marked A is now added; 
- this forms a fixing for the plywood-fret, 

t - n,iI than tha 1d ,lint}. 

- mitred around he bottom tè form a 
suitable finish. It should be noted 

I 
here that the return plinth B, see Fig. 3, 
has bevelled edges to the same splay as 
the face edges of the front plinth. - 

The next problem is that of marking 
and cutting ont the fret, and also 
the plain wooden ornament which is 

Iii fixed beneath it. Details of these aro 
Iill 

given in Fig. 4. The whole job can now 
iÌIii 

be thoroughly cleaned up with due 
IJU glasspaper, and pólished as before 

j described. The silk gauze, which can 
be obtained in a variety of shades, is 
then fixed inside by coating' the back 
of the fret with glue, using a fino 
brush for the purpose. All that remains 

- to be fixed now are the four metal 
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E- Fg I -Tie complet loud 

ti tenctwIuch arc screwed in place 

. . 'preventth:bottom frôm 

. 

: . IIIj' \\ scratching polished surfaès. , "S. . 

I/' 'iI'iO 1, 

' 

e 

204 8" 

;;2jI?/zLr:x::i::uit :çí1 

INDEI, 

. 
I I II . - 

BO1 ,/- care should be taken to get a i i 

. Lk =-==--' . 

;- 
í._À une joint between the edges SHAPED FLUSH - 

- FILLETS of 
h 

panels and the JOINT 

:: 

t*- I9f mi o,anyside of the " SQUARES > 
Fg 2 R a e w T 1 r 

1 
FILLET 

: tmber required je stated on the accom- t } 
I 

, 
r r 

: '-' B. PLNTh. 

panying cutting list. This material can r-1 -- - -i -' t-., i _ . . Fig. 3.-Front view. 
he obtained already machine planed _ , . j i j ) I 

to prevent the back frein falling 
I . from any ofthe cabmet supply firms, at 1 i . ' t out. This can be dono in a few 
I ' 

moderate price. i- -k -I- - - L .. 
i 
-i _.k ., minutes, after which the cabinet. si 

I Details of Construction L .1 _ .,- _ _ _ _ J 4 -4. 
I _! ady for the speaker. 

Start by planing all the wood to 
¡ I 

r Readers who do not wish to make 
. . a fine surface with a smoothing plane. j 

i 

L -_ J h!Ir ows frets may like to know that 
I When this is done, mark out on a - - ..- - -- L... T - - - -- -- 

ut i possible to buy fretted fronts ready 

, 

large sheet ofplywood or drawing paper L I 

I i foruse, although such frets may not be 
. 

a full.size outline of the front of the -I - - - strictly apphcable to this cabinet, Local 
. 

cabinet. This drawing will be found .... 4 . I 
- 

wood workers will undertake the fret 
. 

very useful for testing the accuracy of i 
I j i I forS you for a few pence. 

thesplayed mitred anglet, when mitre- 1 r ' .- - - -i 
' ing the sides together to form tha box. L. .1. i J i -t . ' CUTTING LIST 

. 

The corner joints should be held together i I i i 
I 

i Descrip- . Thick- 
with clean glue and fine panel pins ; a j 1 

I 

UsO. Length: Width. Dea Material. 

few small angle .hlocks being glued to --r - ' -i- 
the inside of the'mitred corners, for L J 

l 
I I. I i Sides 

F 'r 'T Mahorany. 
addjt,onal strength. 

. 

- 
i ' T 

'" Front 
The perforated plywood. back, which - -1- i - 4. . ..L Sha"er 

1 6 7 l 
is made removable, is then fitted to the ' I I I i PRath 4 0 7 Sf16 
cabinet, and the jin. by lin, wood stop r- -1--i-i - -t- r-i Ornament 0 7 i 
fastened around the inside to.keep the r_4._I_ 4 _1_.L _J_ - L1_. 

:--' 
Booaid 

1 9 11 -i Ocal back an position. Next come the deal 
L L 

Fillets .. 2 0 1 4 
fillets, shoivnin Fig. 2, which are fixed "-'1-. FI1TED TOI Sbus . 5 6 4 4 

to the bottom and sides to keep the __J_i___.1 _. St-IAPEDPUNTH hack .. .1 8 20 uly-4- Aider 

job rigid, also to provide a fixing for the 
i L L i 

I I Fret .. 1 6 10 
- "° 

Single- 
I 

- four rubber feet. which are put on to i " T - - T T 'i - I . faceil 

_L .4.JJ . . 

.. Moho- 

Fig. 4,-Design lar the freUed grille, L_:_d j_L] _L:t J_ L L] .J_ L_U Ail Prepared Sizes. 
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tray with metal foil as thin as possible, which will be U they must fit 
leaving a small piece to extend to the inserted t h& Part-of backof dial-repeater board. showinj natlr.bent tightlyandtho 
righthand lower edge of the. tray from plug with the- afternately, and two of the wires attached. heads. when 

name. 
Construct a wooden tray about hin. deep 

the lower edge 
of the tray 

inside, and to the measurements of the and insert the 
map, the base being 3116m, by 2ft. 4m, plugs. 
by 2ft. 4m.. The sides can be 4m, thick and The map it- 
14m, deep. Depth is slightly more than self is now 
the overall height of the bulb and holder, completo ex- 4 

Fit the map (acting as a lid) to the cept for the 
tray by battening the underside edge of the socket to be 
map with gin, by 4hs. wooden strips going fitted to the - 

ftilllength(screwed onfrom the top) hajfan right-hand - 

inch from the edge. These battens provide lower edgé of 
strength for the map as well as means of the tray, con- 
holding it into the tray. Lay the map fleeting with 
aside-cover the inside of the base of the the tinfoil, in 

thesemi-circie, 
insert as close. 
ly as possible 
Mn. wire nails 

WI NAILS ßEN (those with the 
AL.TERIATIVE.L & 2 0? smallest heads 

¡ 

¡-. m'E V IRES ÑrrqcHo. -almost hke 
brade). Itmay 

CAL.L.Y 

NAILS ARE 'WCH be found best 
to drill the CLOSER THAtI SHOPY!Y HERE) hQles for these 
at least three 
parts of the 

- - 
- O ' way through 

- the wood-but 

by drawing pins, described later. As an alternative, a 
Tise completed map connecled up lo the receiver. The bulb - holders all solid stud of metal about hin, square 

Do you wish to hear the programme 
from Vienna, or Rome, or Stock- 
holm, or Warsaw? With the 

apparatus herein described you need not 
bother to refer to any log, or trouble to 
remember dial readings, you just see the 
station illuminated on a map in front of 
you. Turn your dial knob, and in rapid 
succession the various stations light np. 
Select the one you want, Irons 
the map, without peering into 
a small scale on the dial. If - 
you can build a set, you can 
make and fix this map- 
always correct whatever the 70 f$AP. 
wavelength of the stations may be. 

Making the Map - To make the map, proceed as follows. 
- Procure (or draw) a large map of Europe. 

One can be purchased from the B.B.C. 
mounted on linen for 3s. Cut this down 
to about 2ft. 4mg. square, and back it 
with lin, ply-wood. With a 3116m, punch, 
punch out (map uppermost) holes of all 
stations that your set is capable of receiving, 
no two holes being closer than half an inch, 
for reasons seen later. If one town has 
two or more stations (such as London or 
Paris) place them as near as possible to 

being in posi- - I (corners rounded) could be inerted. At 
tion, to the screw at the side I the broad end should be a piece projecting 
of each holder attach a i enabling the whole to be fixed securely to 
length of the thinnest rubber. spindle. 

\ Dial-Repeater Board 
I Now to the dial- 

/ / 

proceed construct 
i 

repeater board which, with, the pointer, re- 

. 

I produces the dial readings along a row of 
t 

J 

metal studs. Prepare a well-seasoned 
piece of wood about 3/ l6in. thick (perfectl 

I flat), about 64in. wide, and of sufficient 
- - - - 

.- I height that, when fixed to the rear edge of 
I the baseboard there is about bin, clear 
I above the top of the pointer when the latter 
I is in an upright position. Measure the 

I i height of the spindle from the baseboard 
I and mark this exact point on the dial. 
I repeater board (allowing for the overlap 

View showing dial-repealer board lied I of the baseboard- at the bottom). With 
lo back of panel. f this a the centre and the length of thu 

pointer as radius, scribe a semi-circle, with 
covered flexible wire, just mare than long i a metal point. not pencil. This must be 
enough to reach to' the lower edge of the 

J 

done with greal care and very exactlY.' At 
tray. To the ends of these wires attach the the central point, drill a hole, a fraction 
smallest plugs . - larger than'the 
obtainable. F size of the 
Now insert I - 

spindle of the 
soçkets (openl - - - 

. condenser. 
each cud) in I ' - 

- No*, along the 
holes drilled in ' - - 

. 
line marking 

which to take a tappfng to 
vNNA the L.T. battery. Replace 

the map and, with a sharp. 

-ç'7' 

aRUELS Wsnw 

painted instrument, mark 
TOt)tØU5 

CHceESv through the holes the 
position of the broadcast 

stations so as to indicate 
the approximate position 
of the bulb-holders. 

Place the buib-holdets, 
which must be of the all- 
metal type with terminal 
at side, immediately over 

(' 
Ç Ç 

j 

TO AccUNLIL..4TOR 
the position marked. How- 

_________________________ ever, to obtain the exact 

- accurate) insert a bulb, - 

position (and this must be 

g 
attach two very thin tem- 

porary leads, take outside 
OSTIQT. the tray, replace the map 

a flash-lamp battery. Tern- 
and test the position with 

porary fixing of the bulb- _____________________________ 
- holders can best be done 

lead from the L.T. battery (L.T. -or +, 
whichever is not earthed). 

Adapting the Receiver - 

If the tuning condenser is of the hollow 
spindle type, remove the existing spindle,' 
obtain and insert another that reaches just 
beyond thc back (or side) of the baseboard. 
Should the existing spindle of the con- 
denser already protrude sufficiently beyond 
the frame, an extension can be added with 
a "gang coupling" device (obtainable at 
any wireless shop, price 9d.). If neither 
of the above conditions apply to your 
tuner, it will be necessary to substitute a 
hollow spindle variable condenser for the 
one already in the set. To the end of the 
condenser spindle must now be soldered 
or clamped an arm of hi-ass about 2in. 
long and narrowing down from about iin. 
at the spindle end to tin. at the point. 
The narrow end should be rounded offand 
the tip can be turned to engage with the 
studs of the dial-repeater board to be 

1 
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.1 '9QEK O 

/ BQASS SPADE ¿'SED 

Ld / 
TO MAP. 

Details of pointer. - - How to prepare the ends of spades. 

EQL/L. TO ¡-lE/CNT OF 
COi'YOEIVSER SPItYOL.E 
FROM BASOEBOPRO 

.3A5E5OÑRD LIME 
* Fròrit of dial-repeater board 

-S. 

then withdraw the latter. Section of tray with ciap, showing bulb and holder in position. 
IIi will now be found 
possible to slide the attachment on to the accurate tuning., But remember this will 
back of the stud. To the other end of the necessitate a longer pointer. 
wire attach a small plug, and insert into 2. So that the light from one bulb does 
the London Regional socket. For carrying not illuminate neighbouring holes, a piece 
the wires outside the set from the back of of black insulating tape can be bound round 
the dial.repeater board it is necessary to the bulbs, just leaving the top exposed. 
cut one large or three small holes in the 3. It would necessitate too complicated 
back of the cabmet. a system to separate the lighting of long 

As the spindle of a tuning condenser is and short wave stations by switching. But 
invariably earthed, the LT. circuit for the if coloured bulbs, or coloured paper, pasted 
map will be completed when the plugsard over the holes,be adopted; it can at once be 
in their sockets. To be able to switch the seen whether the station indicated is long 
map light on and off with the set, comsec or short wave. 

4. A sheet of glass can be placed over the 
r map, kept in position by a moulded frame, j which, when stained and polished, presents 

/ a more pleasing appearance. 
- q 5. Brass hooks and eyes are put rouñd 

of Europe has been made to date for thoso 
who have multi-valve receivers capable of 
picking up the majority of the European 
broadcasting stations. For those, howeveru 
who possess modest receivers and can only. 
get two or three English stations, the same 
idea may be applied to a map of England. 

'ì 9 

may present some difficulty. The writer, I radius of the actual dial. The larger the 
however, found the following method satis- 

I 
repc.aterboard is, the better and easier for 

factory. Insert the wire 
(bared about *in.) a short FRAME 
distance into an ordinary 
brass spade terminal, so 
that it is held by two 9 pj,y WOOD 
of the grips only. Break 
off the spade portion - 

_. ) 9775'[.j/ 

and take a spare nail 
(one of the sort used 
for the studs), insért in. 

liii the opposite end to the 
wire and close the re- Ii MTA- FO/i.. 

. reaming three grips 
tightly over the nail- -____________________________________________ 

required at one time. There is, therefore, 
no need to worry about the voltage drop. 
As the dial is rotated only one lamp is 
brought into-circuit at a time, and by 
choosing bulbs of the type mentioned, which 
only consume 60 milliamps, the additional 
load on the accumulator may be ignored. 

When a station for some reason of other 
changes its wavelength, the plug attached 
to the lamp indicating the station should 
be removed and reinserted in a socket 
corresponding to the new tuning point.. 

In this manner the map w ill always be up 
to date, and may continually be modified 
to suit the changing conditions of the 
European broadcast. The choice of a map 

It now remains to adjust the pointer. 
Loosen the spindle screws, turn the dial 
to read "O" and the pointer to the ex 
Creme left or right of the studs. Then 
tighten the fixing screws. Proceed to tune 
to local station (say, London Regional). 
It will be seen that the pointer is in contact 
with a certain stud (or nail). To the back 
of this attach a length of the thinnest Pos. 
sible rubber-covered wire. The length of 
this must be judged by the distance to the 
sockets on the underside of the map (leaving 
a few inches to spare). The method of 
attaching the wire to the backs of the studs 

tion. In this case ' 

inserted in tim 
a rheostat was 

( 

"I'ç' 
) S 

w/Q joirirnc 

negative filament n MET4L FOIL. TO 
from the map as L.7 CCVMVLTOì 

WIRES TO SET the full two volts 
was rather too Lower half of tray (map removed) lo show connect ions lo bulb holders. 
much for the 
bulb to work with safety. .... the edge of the completed map to hold it 

in position. 
General Notes I 6. The completed map can be hung 

1. In constructing the dial-repeater. I upon the wall or stood on top of the set. 
board make sure that the radius of the I It should be borne in sind that the total 
semi.circle of studs is larger than the 

I 

current of all the lamps will never be 

November 26th, 1932 PRACTICAL WIRELESS 

STATIOÑDICÄTÒR 
On the Mop the Station You are Actually 
by the Tuning Dial 

the nails are knocked home flush with the' tion can he made 
surface, must only just be separated. See, to the aceumu- 
however, that there is a definite space later through the 
between. By sandpaper or file make the on - and - off 

/ urface of the wood quite level. It will switch. For the 
later make the fixing of the leads casier if above oxperi- 
the projecting portions of the nails at the ment .06 fuse 
back arc turned alternately up and down. bulbs were used, 
Screw the dial-repeater board to the rear as they a r e 
edge of the baseboard so that the end of economical in 
the spindle just fits into the centre hole.' currcntconsump- 

'S 

:48r 
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Fig. 3.-The To MAINS pzuosh0 in Fig. 3, is simplicity itself, but 
wiring of ihr care should, of course, be used in selecting 

- 
- switches, etc. the wire which carries the mains " current Fig. 2.-The arrangement of switches. 

i 

the wireless - re- -O ¿ of the "bridge," and this1 
ceiving set to the 
trickle charger, 

_________ i °'o 
A'fA/NSA C FUSES 

- point should be carefully1 

borne in mind before 
and vice versa. - 

-. definitely screwing these 
To entirely eliim- Fig. l.-Jiow the switchs aie connected so thai particular components 
Mte these tire- trickle charger and mains unit mag be left pe;1 in Position. 
some alterations, nsanently wired up. T;/cLE CHAER 

The the arrangement. _________________ Control Board -. 
outlined below wifl be found extremely cated in the theoretical diagram (Fig. 1) I The control board can be fixed in a posi-, 
useful, and will certainly prevent many a will reveal that the outstanding advantages 

I 
tion adjacent to the charger and high- 

are (1) it is quite impossible for the trickle tension unit, and preferably on the side of 
charger and the HT. unit to be used the receptacle which is invariably used for 

- S,NG FLEX LEAO5 simultaneously, (2) the valves in the I housing such apparatus near to the wireless 

TicnzE 
receiver are entirely isolated during eharg- 

' 
To ¿ T- ON ing "Mains" 

I 
receiver. Whatever means are adopted 

CHARGER 
operations, and (3) the plug 

Rg-c-iv can be left in its socket continuously, as 
in this direction, it will, of course, be 

(Co,,tissued os, pag 484.) 

t - 

the current is made or broken by a switch 
- on the control hoard. SINGLE POLE Dou&.E-711,c'ow Sw/rcNEs 

- __ 1j'j Constructing the Unit 
U To make the apparatus the following 

comPonents will be required:- 
I Wood Block (say 6ta by 8m, or larger 

- ______ TO 
- 2 lL'batten bol- 

AccUMIILATOR ders. 
'VEO.. I Single-pole tumbler 

- 
. switch. 

- 2 Single-pole double-throw tumbler 
s itches: 

2 Fuse holders. 
1 Ebonite bridge. 
Wire.- Screws. 
These items can be obtained at a reason- 

able cost from any electrical supply stores. 
The disposition of the switches, etc., on the 

wooden basa is shown in Fig. 2. They 
should, of course, be fixed with ordinary 
wood screws after drilling the necessary 
holes for all wiring points. The fuse holders 
can be omitted, if desired, but these are 
helpful in safeguarding the unit and charger 
from any surges of current that may occur. 
The fuse wire employed should be not 
larger than 25 S.W.G. lead-tin alloy of 
3-amp. The wiring of the switches, etc., as 

o---. 
e 

--' 
°--i 
O--- - 

- - /';E;»\ SINGLE- 

8,4 TrEN 0, 
Sfrv,rcy-i. 

HoweRs 

o - 

o-e 

t- 

constructed wireless receivers can be "mainS" plug or 
retained, thereby affording opportunities lamp socket from 
for making improvements from time to 

F 

TRICKLE CHAP 
which the current 

GEIZ is obtained. time. 
A good deal of tiouble is experienced, R%wÌrcHONL When the wir- 

however, in con- ing has been carried out 
necting and dis. 4- -f and the switch covers 
connecting one screwed in position. 
piece ofapparatus ¿.TACCUIi4/L4rOR RECE, VE. the two switches at 
to make way for '-4- the top of the board 
t h e other, and - 
there is the ad- SPOT SWF7r _________ 

- should be bridged so as 
to work in conjunction 

ditional i noon - with each other, and 
vnienoe of hay- .t 
ing to change - 

-v 
.J1.TlJtwr 

here it is well to 
remark that the distance 

______________ over the accumu- SPSWI,-CH '\f between these switches is 
later leads from - dependent upon the length 

TRICK E CHARGER 

1 

Explaining How the Two Units 

A LARGE number of readers, doubtless, May Be Wired and Switched. 
i 

and should be carried out with well-insulated 
i material to obviate the risk of short- 

latter enabling them to maintain their 
Low-tension Accumuiators in firet-class will supply suitable wire for a few pence. 

are m possession of High-Tension 

By 'tv. i. M I DG circuiting. The electririan at whose estab- Units and Trickle Chargers, the 
I lishment the switches, etc., are obtained, 

condition. They arc thus virtialIy in wrong connection being made, with eon- 
I 

Good quality flex should be used from the 
the position of owning All-Mains sets, sequent damage to expensive apparatus. t terminals in the fuse holders, and this should 
and consequently the favourite home- An examination of the scheme, as indi- I naturally be of sufficient length to reach the 
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H T+ 
valve, a direct current voltage between 

I 
the two ends of the grid leak, this voltage 

I handled by the detector. By coupling this 

mu valve it may be employed as an adeli- 
tional biasing voltage. If the signal 

depending 

upon the strehgth of the signal 

voltage back to the grid circuit of the multi-. 

oui-pur strength increases, this extra biasing 
voltage is increased, and the effective 
sensitivity of the multi-mu valve is cut 
down until the volume again reaches 
normal lèvel. If, on the other hand, the 
signal fades, .the extra biasing voltage is 

INTERVALVE ' reduced and the multi.mu valve is made 
more sensitive. The only disadvantage of 
this arrangement is that while " searching" 

'\/\/\tS/\4i - - - fOr stations, the set is brought automatically 
Fig 2 -The push-pu!! arrangement referred into its mcet sensitive condition, with the - 

- 

Es in the text. - result that all "mush," interference, and 

November 26th, 1932 PRACi1CAL WIRELESS 43 

THE FUTURE of the MULTI 
'iP: 

;- 
k 

: . 

ELECTRODE. VALVE . . 

IT is but a few short seasons ago since the 
only valves employed, even in sets of H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE, 

'- . 

advanced design, were those of the Wh.Sch., B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G.I, three-electrode type. To-day, quite a D.I.C., A.MJ.E.E. 

: 

. 

large majority of wireless receivers contain 
at least one multi-electrode valve, either a 

grid, high-frequency valve or a exhaustive try-outs under practical working 
pentode-output valve, the intricate assem- conditions. 
bly of the first named being shown in the What Will Happen to the Multi-mu Valve? 
listeners, indeed, use both, and it is safe to most listeners are awa, the multi-mu / accompanying illustration, Fig. i . Many 

say that the development of these two types valve is the latest modification of the Barton 

has done much to put really efficient and . 
Chappic. 

pleasurable radio, with consistently good 
' ' from a 

r 

sketch lq., 
, . distant reception, in the reach of the ordin- . P. K. B. C. ary listener. In fact, some people go so . 

far as to assert that the only type of three- . 

present-day requirements as to selectivity, 
valve, and has the very use- 

.. valve receiver which can claim to fulfil - screened-grid 
h i g h - frequency 

sensitivity and output, is that employing 
the combination of a screened-grid valve, j 

sensitivity d e a re a s e s 
ful property that itsoffecttve 

a detector and a pentode output. 

Olymp offered a good opportuthty for 

f ,i . 

gain" is decreased, but at the same 

The National Radio Exhibition at ' smooth1' as negative grid. 
... bias is applied. By mercas- 

trend ofmodern radio practice, V. ing the grid-bios, therefore, 
and it was noticeable that, with the exeep- . 

V 

. the overall amplification, 
tion of the multi-mu valve, which appeared iW in quantity at Radiolympia for the first . . . time the valve is able to handle stronger 
time, ali the evidence tended to show that, signals without distortion. Such a valve, 
for this season at any rate, nothing very : therefore, is of great value in a receiver 
startling in the way of valve innovations - 

. 

wìsich requires to be extremely sensitive in 

V A very large amount of prelinunary work lt V 

must also handle the Powerful signals broad- 

order to pick up at good strength the pro- is likely to occur. But this must not be 
grammes from weak or distant stations, but taken as a sign that valve technique has 

reached a high-water mark, and that no 
V cast from the local station without over- further-progress is being made or is likely 

loading. V to materialiac in the not too distant future. 
In sosse of the most advanced receivers 

V fl certain very interesting developments J of this season, an additional refinement is 
has already been done, and it iscertain that employed in the high-frequency stage or 
the receivers of coming seasons will be very stages. Thu is known as " automatic gain 

- dijferentfrom thestandardmodelsofto-day. L control," and s a device whereby the 
... - biasing of the multi-mu valve is adjusted 

Likely Directions el Progress . 

I 

automatically, so that no matter how close 
Progress is likely to occur in three . . I 

or distant the station, all signals are repro- 
S 

different directions. In the first place, 
I 

duced at the same volume. Moreover, this 
every radio designer will admit that we I 

arrangement also compensates for the 
have not yet exhausted the possibilities of V 

variations in signal strength due to the 
V existing types of multi-electrode valves, so V 

effect known as fading. There is no doubt 
that modifications and improvements in , V 

that one of the most important develop- 

applications will be found for valves identi. . I 
COutmI in what may he called the " avecage" 

methods of operating them are to be . 
ments of the next few months wifi be the 

expected. Then it is almost certain that new . V 

general employment of automatic gain 

cal, or at least Very similar, in design to V . receiving set. There is not space in the 
those at present . manufactured. Finally, ' . 

I 

present article to describe in detail various 

V valve forms of almost startlingly novel V 

f 
achieved, and it must suffice to indicate 

methods by which this automatic control - it is well known in technical circles that 

type have already reached the laboratory Fig.' 1.-The electrode assembly of a modern one of the most simple methods. It will be 
stage and arc, in some. countries, being given Screen-grid valve. . 

agreed that in a detector circuit there is, due 
to the rectifying action of the detector 
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High-frequepoy Pentodes r, serious is the impossibility of using standard advanced design, will still be good practice 
A development which has been too tuning condeosers in which the rotors for next season and, perhaps, for a few 

long delayed, is that of the high-frequency are earthed. American s'adio engineers, seasons to come. 

' 

' r 

, i USING A HIGH-TENSION UNIT AND TRICKLE CHARGER (Conlinuedfrom pase 482). j 

. 

essential to provide TR/cn'L CHAPGER _____________ a simple opera- 
accessibility for the ., . . RecE/VER. i tion, as ail that 
three wiring pointa i necessary is 
of the top right-hand 2V 4V 6V Ftg 4 The complete scheme in : switch, which dis- I _ Ç , 

I tO raise the 
¿ t w o t o p 

tributes low tension - ( r piclorialjorm. O 1% switches by 
__________________ negative eithorto the %ï i I 
' 

:, the connecting 
receiver or the 7( bridge, and _____________________________________________ _____________________________________ trickle charger. The ¡J I 

_________ ___________ 
__________ turn on the 

flex leads from the // 
L____ current by the 

accumulator should ' , t &q/OGE CONNECTING SW/TÇHE3 
I 

lower switch. After charging has 
i be revised in accord- I been completed, the latter switch 

_______________ ance with Fig. 4, ['r should be moved to the " off" 
which indicates the I position and the bridged switches 
arrangement ready \ I I - 

----- 
I lowered. The receiving set is then 

for operation. ;-'c5h I I I i immediately available foi' receptio& 
The adap- 

( ) I,____ FROM UNIT i tor from the 
purposes, with the high-tension unit 
ready 'in circuit to give the neces- 

high - tension IíN/7 ' A CHARGER sary current to the anodes of the 
- 

untt should be 
I 

i valves. As is the usual custom, the 
placed in the batten 

h 2 VOLT 
U filaments of the valves should be 

I 1h11 first, followed by holder at the left- .---' 
hand side, and the .4cCL/MULATOR 

n switched on a turn 
of the switch controlling the"mains" 

one from the trickle current on the control board _fl charger fixed irs the When reception is terminated, the 
other holder. When "mains" current should be cut off, 
the bridge, which is either to one or the other. It will be 

I 

prior to turning off the ordinary switch 
fixed across the two appreciated that when the receiving 813t is ou the wireless receiver. it is a golden 
switches at the top MA/Ns PLLH I not us use, the,, valves aie isolated flous 

I rule to remember that in every opere- 
of the board, is - i the positivg side of the L.T. accu- 

I tion, the "mains" switch is the last to 
placed in the "down" position, the H.T. I mulator by the usual on-off switch. 

I turn on and the first to turn off. 
unit is available for use. In the reverse I 

the charger can, of course, be 
I 

Using the Unit Shocks from condensers are also avoided 
1xition, 
utiliscd, The lower switch contiols the 

I 
The practice of giving a few hours' charge if you remember always to turn the 

mains" current to complete the circuit i each day t the LT. accumulator becomes 1 filaments off after nthe H.T 

a signal is tuned in, however, this "muting" 
bias is removed and the station comes in at 
full volume. 
The Future of the. Screened-grid Valve 

With the rising popularity of the multi- 
mu valve, it may be thought that the day 
of the ordinary screened-grid valve is 
over. This is, however, a very mistaken 
ides. One suggested sphere of activity 
will probably be as an intermediate fie- 
tluency amplifier in super-het receivers, 
while it must not be overlooked that there 
is the use of the screened-grid valve as a 
detector. Sorne extension of the applica- 
tion of screened-grid valves to low-ftc- 
queney amplification may also be looked 
for, the circuit to be employed being, 
of course, resistance-capacity coupling with 
a moderate value of anode resistance. 

acts, to a great extent, in a way similar 
to that of a full-wave rectifier. Hitherto, 
all attempts at applying this system have 
been with two valves, a conventional 
circuit being that shown in Fig. 2. It will 
be agreed that this arrangement has many 
valuable advantages. - The full-wave recti. 
fication is highly efficient, and free fi-orn 
distortion, while the high-frequency cur- 
rents. in the detector-anode circuit ase 
practically eliminated. Moreover, owing 
to the centre-tapped arrangement of the 
intervalve transformer, the magnetizing 
force due to the anode current of one 
valve is cancelled out by that due to the 
anode current of the other valve, so that 
distortion arising from transformer satura- 
tion is also avoided. The arrangement, 
indicated in the diagram, has certain 
disadvantages among which the most 

standard detector arrangement in sets 
of really high-class design. 

Finally, lest it be thought that this 
article savoure too much of "off with the 
old love and on with the new," let us 
remember that the use-of our good friends, 
the screened valve and pentode valve5 

have not been exploited to the full. There 
are thousands of listeners still in the 
"detector and L.F. stage" of developments, 
and it will be several seasons before most 
of the devices suggested in this article 
become general practice, before some are 
even introduced on the market. Those 
who are desirous of improving their recep- 
tion, and who have not yet used screened- 
grid high-frequency os- pentode output. 
will be well advised not to delay on the 
account of possible developments, but should 
remember that what is the best in to-day's 

known by the name of "noise suppressor." 
In one form this consists of an additional 
valve, usually of the screened-grid type, 
connected in a special manner. The grid 
of this valve is excited by the voltage 
existing across the grid leak of the detector, 
while its anodo. circuit is used to supply 
additional bias to one ofthe low-frequency 
valves. When no signals are being received 
during searching operations, the bias to 
the auxiliary valve is small, - its anode 
current risos,' and increased bias is thus 
applied to the low-frequency valve, suhl- 
cient to render that valve inoperative and 
practically shut dowu the set. Immediately 

mathematically, that a high - frequency 
pentode having characteristics of an order 
that can be quite easily achieved in a com- 
mercial valve, and operated with ordinarily 
efficient tuned circuits, may well have an 
overall gain, half as much again as an 
ordinary screened-grid valve, while with 
tuned circuits of super efficiency, the gain 
may be two and a -half times that com- 
monly obtained in a screened-grid stage. 

Valves for Push-pull Detection 
It has long been recognised that an ex- 

tremely good form of detector is the push- 
pull detector in which the detector stage 

wound side by side. it is claimed for 
there valves that they possess all the 
advantages of the two-valve push-pull 
detector arrangement, and give excellent 
performance, both as regards quality and 
amplification. Although them must be 
an inevitable time-lag between the first 
publication of this invention and its practi- 
cal application, in even the most advanced 
receivers, it is most interesting in these 
early days to do a little more than speculate 
upon the possibilities of the new method - 

It is not unlikely that in a season or two, 
valves operating on this principle, or some 
modification of it, may be found as the 
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unwanted noises are amplified to the fullest pentode. Valves of this type have a much however, have developed valves for full- 
extent, so that tuning-in becomes a rather higher amplification factor than screened- wave detection, which register a decided 
unpleasant process. This will be overcome grid valves of the tetrode type, and also advance. In one form, known as the 
in the acts of the futUre by an &rrangement a much higher impedance. It can be shown "Wunderlich" valve, there are two grids 
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I" 

It is true that few households possess two 
receivers, although exceptions must be 
made in the case of an additional portable; 
but there is no doubt that at times the use 
of a smaller yet efficient set would prove a 
boon. This argument leads to the conclusion 
that to receive the local broadcasts a big 
receiver is not a necessity, but it should, 
when called upon to do so, be able to 
provide alternative entertainments if a tour 
around the Continental stations is desired. 

In this respect the Atlas Two, which can 
be supplied in battery, D.C. and AC. mains 
models, will fill a long-felt want. They arc 

the listener, but it -ist be borne in mind 
that to obtain ad the advantages of this 
small two-valver, a good outdoor aerial 
and earth should be chosen, if at all 
possible. 

The circuit is a perfectly straightforward 
one, offering no complications likely to 
cause trouble, and makes use of two Mazda 
valves, D.C. 3111L as detector, and a 
D.C/2P as power output, feeding a mains 
energised "Atlas" moving-coil loud- 
speaker. With an outdoor aerial you are 
given the choice of two sockets at the back 
of the receiver, namely, A for the reception 

TesteI 

JE 
addition, Oslo, Motain and Hursen after 
dark. Daventry National provided a 
good signal throughout the day and even- 
ing On the medium waveband, London 
National and Regional were free from 
mutual interference, and a number of 
foreign broadcasts, including Poste Parisien. 
Leipzig (new transmitter), Brussels and 

a 

I ., 
$ I 

but with an outdoor aerial it coil speaker, being priced at £6 lOs. Od. 
was found possible to log Radio- (without batteries or accumulator). The 

The very aUractive lay-neil and high degree of Jinish Paris, Eiffel Tower, and even Alles Two-Valver is a well thought-out 
of the Clarke's "Atlas" two-valve mode! R.D.2 is Warsaw on the long waves receiver, economical in upkeep, and can be 

- apparent from this illustration, during daylight hours, with, in recommended for its all-round efficiency. 

inexpensive, yet capable of giving entire 
satisfaction. They are so simple to operate 
that as a "stand-by" receiver alone, 
they would prove a valuable asset, but in 
addition, their efficiency is such that any 
Atlas Two will readily provide for its owner 
alternative entertainments. The D.C. 
mains model (type RD2) under review 
gave a very satisfactory peribrmance. 
Made to operate on voltages between 200 
and 250, it requires, to suit any individual 
mains, a slight adjustment to the terminal 
strip at the back of the cabinet. It is 

of distant stations, and AI for local trans- 
missions; although test was carried out 
at about fifteen miles from Brookmans 
Park, the second alternative provided 
excellent loud-speaker - strength for an 
averaged rizo living.room. The mains 
aerial, if required, is connected by merely 
inserting a plug into the socket marked for 
this purpose. In this instance, no other 
aerial is necessary, but it is obvious that 
such an arrangement necessarily limits 
both the range nd efficiency of the circuit. 
It is, however, a useful "stand-by" in 

case of emergency. 
The controle on the receivers 

are very simple to operate; 
- there are three in all, and these 

- are placed immediately under- 
neath the rondenser scale. That 
on the left operates a two-way 
change switch; when turned to 
the right the long waveband 
(1,000-2,000 metres) is switched 

t in; when turned to the left, the 
receiver is set for the reception 
of stations working on wave- 
lengths between 200-600 metres. 
The centre knob controls the 
tuning condensers, and moves the 
indicator finger over a scale 

- clearly marked in degrees. 
Volume, once a station has been 
tuned in, can be increased by 

- means of the right-hand knob act- 
ingas a reaction control. For the 
capture of local broadcasts, even 
with an indoor aerial, very llttle 
reaction was needed, thus fur- 

j nishing ample latitude without 
reaching oscillation point for find. 
ing more distant transmissions. 

From such a simple two.valver 
too much must not be expected; 
it will not bring in all Europe, 

Prague were tuned in at a strength which 
classed them as "possibles" under favour- 
able conditions. The selectivity of the 
Atlas Two is good, inasmuch as with some 
little care in the use of the controls it is - 

possible to cut out such powerful transmis- 
sions as those from Brookmans Park, and 
to receive broadcasts from foreign trans- 
mitters: the reaction control is exceedingly 
smooth and greatly facilitates the 
work. 

The moving-coil speaker was of very 
pleasing tone; in its reproduction of musio 
the quality was all that could be desired, 
for speech it struck mo particularly in 
regard to clarity. Although boxed into a 
small cabinet, there was no boom, and 
mains hum at no time was very noticeable. 
On all models, two special sockets are 
provided on the terminal strip for the 
connection of a pick-up, with the addition 
of an external potentiometer-the volume 
control on the receiver is inoperative when 
a pick-up is used-records were strongly 
amplified and reproduced without dis- 
tortion. Moreover, provision has also been 
made for an additional loud-speaker; it is 
only necessary to plug the leads into the 
sockets at the back of the cabinet If, 
however, the second speaker is used at some 
distance from the set, one lead may be 
connected to a terminal of a 2-microfarad 
condenser, the other terminal of which is 
taken to the upper LS. socket on thu 
receiver. The other unconnected lead of the 
speaker is then run to the nearest earth or 
water-pipe connection. 

Finally, the receiver is housed in a taste- 
ful cabinet of good appearance. Made by 
H. Clarke & Co. (Manchester), LW., Atlas 
Works, Eastnor Street, Old Trafford, 
Manchester; both D.C. and A.C. models are 
sold at £10 lOs. Od. complete; the battery 
model, with permanent-magnet moving- 
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How to Modify OurWonder Receiver (Described in Last Week's Issue) 

A NUMBER of enquiries have bee 
received from readers who ai 

building the Argus, asking if it ca 
be worked in conjunction with a mail 
unit. Other readers are anxious to use ti 
receiver in the con- 
struction of a radio- 
gram. Unfortunately. - 

there are thur positive 
HT. tappings for this 
receiver, and one of 
the voltages is rather 
critical. A mains 
mit to give the volt- 
ages required is imot 
easy to obtain; and 
,therefore a special 
unit has been design- 
ed, and this article 
is written for those 
who wish to make 
both the mains unit 
and the radio-gram 
version of the Argus. 
It has been decided 
not to convert the 
receiver to all- 
mains "operation, as 
this would entail a 
completelyre-design- 
ed receiver, and, in 
addition, with two 
SG. valves, the 

Unit. No Modification to the Actual Set 
n not wish to discard any of them. There. is provided, one of the larger types of accu- 
n fore, it will still be necessary to use ais mulator may be installed, and will only 
n accumulator for lighting the ifiaments of require recharging at long intervals. Froiw 

is the valves in this electric version of the the illustration it will be seen that the weil- 
te receiver, but this is not an expensive item, known Adaptagram eabinét has been used, 

with a Simpson's 
electric turntable and 

- Igranic pick-up. The 
receiver is exactly ais 

- - has been described in 
the last two issues of 
PRACTIcAL Wcnx- 
LESS, and no devis- 

- tions whatever are 
required to this 
receiver. The mains 
unit is made up as a 
separate part, and 
isstood atthe bottom 

- of the cabinet, the 
battery cords pro- 
vided on the receiver - 

reaehmg down to 
- the unit. The loud- 

speaker is fitted to 
a small baffle behind 
the speaker grille, and 
a mains on-off switch 

- is attached tothe side -. - - - - 
. of the cabinet. To all 

intents and purposes, 
the re- 

Thc .'lrgas as fitted into tie attractive Clarion cabinet special/i, ceiver isan all-mains 
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1.:.:EL.EC RIFYING 

receiver would re- designed for it. radio-gram. - 

quiré very careful construction and elaborate and as only a two-volt accumulator is The Mains Unit 
screening to prevent instability. This neded, and a large radio-gram cabinet The first item to receivè attention is the 
would lead probably to such modification of - mains unit, acid it will be noticed that a 
components, etc., that the Argus would lose FOR WIRING DIAGRAM AND mains transformer is employed which is - 
its identity. In addition, no doubt a good LIST OF COMPONENTS OF THE provided with two unused windings. The 
many readers have already started purchas- MAINS VERSION OF THE ARGUS reason for this is that, with the progress 
ing the necessary components, and would SEE PAGE 488. which radio makes in these days, it is quite 

- ,.- - 

' .J . - -. 

- . -. - 
r Rear VieW of the Argus. 
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length offlex cut off which will reach from The mainsleads for the gramophone motor of the panel cut-out. The receiver should 
oue oj'the terminals to one side ofthe switch. should be joined to the two terminals which then be placed in its position, and to 

single length of flex must then be are mounted at the end of the baseboard- avoid movement it is advisable to attach 
out which will reach from tIse switch to the of the niains nuit. In this way the act of small brass angle brackets or some similar 
house plug which will be employed. From switching on the receiver also switches on dévies at the sides of the chassis, and, when 
this plug a single length of flex is then the electric supply to the motor, the separato in its correct position, screw it down. 
required which will reach to the remaining motor switch being then used to start or Connect up the respective leads, joining 
terminal on the baseboard. When these stop the turntable. the battery cords to the terminals of the 
lengths have been decided upon, they should The leads for the motor should be twisted appropriate voltages, and set the potcn- 

- be-plaited togethr, so that the final effect with the other mains leads. tiometer on the unit about one-third of the 
is one length of twin flex, with the switch wiy round. Join up an accumulator to 
inserted in one wire. A small insulated bell 
'staple 

Mounting the Receiver Chassis the LT. cords, and the receiver is ready for 
/ should be thiven into the i-ear - A small piece of wood ins, thick will testing. - 

upright just above the switch to firmly have to be placed on the receiver shelf, - 

I hold the flex and prevent it being pulled which is supplied in the adaptagram Operation- - 

off. It may also be -attached along tise cabinet, in order to raise the chassis so that The instructions for operating are exactly 
leg of the cabinetwith staples in the same the on-off switch will clear the lower part the same as for the battery set described 

- last week, the only differences being 
in the battery voltages. H.T.+, 

- 

H.T.+2 an4 H.T.+3 ere already 
: provid&i for in the unit, but HT. 

-. 

- 

- ("-. - ±lwillirequire 
I ".,, adjustment on 

-- - the potentiome- 
-. - -\ I. ter.toget anice, 

- ,' p - - 
- smooth 

- control 
- 

- 1' k f the reaction. 

- I - 
O 

- f 
- 

__,»- - I - 

,- 

j-.- -- 

- 

- --- s,____________ - 

- 2'hrec.quartcr riar'vicw of the Aigus. - 

', 
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THE ARGUS 
for Mains Operation, by Means of a Simple I . 

. - - . 

Is Necessary : 

' . 

. . ., '. 

conceivable that befoie many months have way. Next mount the choke, fixed cotí- - 

elapsed the reader will be desirous of either denser and other components on the . 

' 
remaking the receiver portion of the set baseboard, adhering to the wiring dia- - -. . 

,, , or trying out some other mains apparatus. gram and using the Glazite wire which 
The provision of the windings on the trans. we specify. The panel must be drilled 
former will, therefore, avoid any further nd the terminals and potentiometer 
expense, and at the same time a transformer mounted as shown. 
is obtained which js a thoroughly reliable 
and well-made article. The eliminator win The Gramophone Motor I 

prove a good investment., - theiefore, and The electric turntable will require to 
should be constructed exactly as'described. be mounted in accordance with the 
The baseboard for the-unit is 12m, by Sin. maker? instructions, rand this part of 
The mains transformer is mounted at the the work will be found exceedingly 
end of the base, and the flex which is simple. Use the template supplied 
attached to the mains side of the trins, with the pick.up when mounting thh 
former should be anchored to the baseboard carrier arm, and pay particulaf atten- 
with a strip of wood in order to avoid it tion to this part of the work, as the 
being -pulled off and so, producing a short. life of the records will depend upon 
circuit. It will be noticed that a length of accurate tracking, and this is only 
flex is required, and that the switch is obtained when the unit is accurately ' . - 
wired in one of the leads. This is best mounted. The leads from the pick-up . 

carried out by attaching the, Belling Lee must be long enough to reach the pick- j 

terminal block to the baseboard, and join, up terminals on the receiver 'chassis, ' . 

e, auirac ive iiaaptagram 
ing the two terminals to the appropriate 
mains transformer terminals, according to 

and they should be twisted together. 
No mains interference should be expe. cabinet, which completelg r 

- the house supply voltage, The unit should rienced with this receiver, and thefe' is oases the- rgus, turntable, 
and mains power unit, thus converting il info, an then be stood on the baseboard je, the therefore nonecessity toemploymetal. radis-gram. 

position it is finally-to occupy, and a single ,shated leads forthis part of the wiring.. JJiCiCflt 
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Four Lewcos Spaghetti Resistances, 25,000, 30,000, ¡ 

50,000 and 80,000. 
One Telsen 4-pin Valve Holder. ¡ 
Lewcos 50,000 ohm Potentiometer. 
Igranic Pick-up and Tone Arm. 
Cossor 506 BU Rectifying Valve. ¡ 
Becker Mains Switch, Type 475. 
Peto-Scott Adaptagram Cabinet. 
Goltone Combination Mains Plug. 
Two yards Twin flex. 
Simpson's Electric Turntable. 

TiT ItI 
Thcortiical circuit of The Argus Mains Unit, 

work gramophone motor, there is still ample space he- 

¡iIPD O 0 0 
tween the motor-board and the top of the set to accommo- 
date it. The manufacturers of the Adaptagram cabinet 

, t MÑ MFD will supply it with turn-table, mtor, etc., complete. 
We should like here to stress the fact that we have 

-J 
-O 

been to enormous pains to perfect the Argus so that it 
would satisfy the most critical home-constructor and -- ________________________________f listener, and it is very desirable, therefore, when writing 
to advertisers, to order the parts we have actually speóified. 
If you do this, you are bound to obtain from this, the most 
modem of ali receivers, the same remarkable results as 

- 

- 8OOOO OHMS 
- -- we obtained. 

IIIIIIiIIllI 

- - 

- - 
Do not hesitate to wrIte to us if you encounter the 

Ii i' iii 'fl Rffcr/Pr/NG slightest difficulty. 

lulIl' J7L.iE ._ ................................................ _ ............................ L11 ¡ 
ADDiTIONAL COMPONENTS REQUIRED 

'11H - - FOR THE CONVERSION OF THE ARGUS j 

llHHUDl. 
IIIIIlIIIHIII 

, - \ 71-fREE. jI 

Igranic Mains Transformer (Cat. 2250-24).. 
IIi!ll IllIH I \_./ J Igranic Choke CH2. 

1LllilllliLllhll1IIlluJH I Two Formo 4 mfd. Fixed Condensers. 
I 

. Three Formo 2 mfd. Fixed Condensers. 

PANEL LAYOUT 

ELECTRIFYING THE ARGUS 
(Co,sinoed from rege 487.) 

The receiver should, therefore, be adjusted to a weak 
station, and then the potentiometer turned slowly, 
trying the effect of the reaction control at the same time. 
A position will be found where maximum results are 
obtained without the receiver bursting into oscillation. 
Once this position has been found, the Unit will not 
require touching again. It will be noted that we have 
specially selected an Adaptagram cabinet for the Argus. 
The photograph on the preceding page indicates the attrac- 
tive lines of the cahinet, and no difficulty will be experienced 
in fixing the set into it. When the top of the cabinet 
is lifted ample space will be found in which to accommo- 
date one of the electric turn-tables of the induction motor 
type ; or alternatively, if the reader desires to use a clock- 

'I 
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IRAc I A. C. Cosso, Lod.. Highbo,y Grove. Londoss, ¡'/5. Defoiss su Btrsnsngtsavs. Th'sstot. 
Gtsunw. Leeds. Lives/soot, Manchester, Nessicnotte. Sh'flie!d, Betfost vnd Dublin. 

'i 
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exactly spaced.... meticulous accuracy accuracy 

that ensures that your Cossor Valve wherever 

you buy it whatever its -type - is the exact 

counterpart o the original laboratory-developed design. 

ro A. C. COSSOR LTD., Melody Dept, Highbury Grove, 
London, N5. 

i 
0i ti. 4o.p Coi Vd ord 

Wink,, Book Br?. i 
- Nana,..... .................. - ............................ -...- ............ 

Add,e .................................... .,... .......................................... f 

Srrd w,fr. ines nl rhi 4O.pgs Coon, Vair, ted 
Weal,,, Book ohleh onuS nl iwnoleg 
nid toolai olnieiaiiOe enlodI't Redo OrReitino,-.- 
U,rfn1 Ci,00iu-Lio ni Stttioo. iii,,,,. rlroo. 

Cu 
meticulous . 

microscopic.. 

.tAACHINES whirr . . . . filaments finer than a h&r 
I . . . . nimble fingers work . . . . grids are wound.... 

dnodes pressed... . à hundred opérations ..... nothet 

Cossor Valve is made .. . . made with the precisionj 

of a watch . . . . accurate . . . . mkroscopic distances 

[1 _- 

I1i 

c1 / 

I 

1: 
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A Simple Time Switch 
THE accompanying diagram shows how 
I I work my automatic time switch. 

Iti s very simple for anyone to fix, provided 
they have-the necessary alarm clock and a 
picco of stiff wire. When fitting this 

lENGTH OF SToarlY/RE 

- 

lii!' 

'"! - - 

'o& .Mkj: 
Swirce' 

A simple lime LEGS 0/-CLoCK 
switch made from Sa,6,arLvSatvK//, 
an alarm cIsc/i. Woo/iRR/Ø/r 

gadget I found it necessary to replace the 
usual push-pull switch with an easy-action 
toggle switch. My object in devising the 
gadget eas for it to be possible to have 
the set switched on at the right time; 
for instance, when I did not want to listen 
to a particular programme but did not 
want to miss the beginning of the next 
part, such as a vaudeville preceded by a 
talk. To operate, the clock is set to the 
required time, and when the alarm is set 
going this causes the "key" to revolve; 
in turn the wire is carried down with 
sufficient force to knock the switch on. 
The wire then passes over the switch knob 
and down on to the shelf or whatever the 
cabinet is resting on. To re-set, all that is 
necessary is to bring wire up again, which re- 

THAT DODGE OF YOURS! 
Eve rr,der of "PRACTICAL WIRE. 

S LESS' inott have originatid tome little 
dodge chich ,cotiid intreott other reader,. 
why not pat, it on to itt? For every item 
pobli,hed o,, thu page- ice ciii pay half t 

gotee,. The latest batch it poblished heloic. 
Torn that idea 1 year, to accoont by tend- i 
ing it in to as, addeested to the Editor, 
"PRACTICAL WIRELESS," George i 
Neones, Ltd., 5-11, Soothampton Street, 

S Steaad,W.C.2. Pot yosse name and addreti: 
on every item. Pirate note that every notion 
tent in mint be oi-igisal. Mark envelopes i 
"Radio Wrinkle," 

A Uselul Accumulator Tray 

THE 
following suggestion may prove 

useful to readers whose accumulators, 
when delivered by the local accumulator 
service, are genet-ally covered with spilt 
acid. Obtain a piece of thin sheet lead 2m. 

bigger on all 
sides than the 

/tjli base of the ac- 
cu mu la to 

PtTIT 1in. from 
each edge and 

1I' bend themnctal 
I' 

up on these 
lines. This is 
best dono by 

VI placing a block 
i of wood on the 

VI 
marked piece 

/ Ii of lead, and 
tapping the 

:>lead 
up to it 

with a light 
mallet or 

This arrangement makes a very damp and 
efficient earth. Instead of the canister, a 
large cocoa tin can be used, but this, of 
course, would not last so long as a copper 
container-H. CASE (St. Helens). 

Cheap Grid-bias Current - 

ACONSTANT 
and cheap supply of grid- 

bias current for the ordinary type of 
screened-grid valve is assured by the little 
device illustrated herewith. it is simple to 
construct, and a fresh cell is easy to replace. 

SPRINGY BRASS 
CONTACT 

HO'U°lN 

FLASH LAMP Il II 11111111! 6 B A 
CELL(ZjNC case) 'iEWED ROD 

- '-- I_JIIJ .JIJIILIII. EBONITE / cr - - - -. a BASE S- 2-s 
BRASS FOIL S - - - 

POR NEGATIVE 

Using flash lamp cells for grid bias 

I have been using this idea for the last two 
years, and have foutsd it reliable in use. 
The ordinary flash-lamp battery, after 
doing its service in the lamp, will generally 
contain one or two cells which register i 
to l volts, and these-cells will give a bias 
supply for three to four months. To re- 
nlace the cell, swivel the brass contact 
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.IA. 

winds the alarm automatically.-F. GAGE. 
Cone Washers for Speakers 

FINDING the usual type of metal cone- 
washer apt to produce rattle, particu- 

larly with linen-type speakers, the following 
idea occurred to me, and worked well in 
practice. I made up a number of washers 

Anti-rattle cone uashers made from elsenits. 

in thin sheet (veneer) ebonite, by the 
simple procss of warming the sheet ebon- 
ita, cutting out discs, and clamping 
between two metal cone-washers of the 
required size, warming again, and screwing 
up tight and leaving till cool. I find that 
watherssnade in this way:are completely 
free from rattle. When warmed, this thin 
veneer -ebonite becomes quite limp, and will 
be found to cut quite easily with a pair of 
scissnrs.-R. L. GitArRE (St. Albans). 

Fig. I. 

A handy accumulator fray. 
hammer. The metal will then assume the 
shape indicated in Fig. 1, with projecting 
luge at each corner which should be 
flattened as at A, and finally bent ovcr to 
complete the tray as shown in Fig. 2. The 
result is a neat acid-proof job which can 
be used for LT. or HT. accumulators. 
Care must be taken not to pierce the metal. 
in bending it up as the resultant leak would 
render the tray uaeless.-O. S. Ficwscanee 
(Birkenhead). 

SOLDER OR An Efficient Earth 
II,/TERMINAL'OR the past 

I twelve months I 
: have been using the earth 

- -. system- shown in the accom- 
- panying sketch. A copper 

canisteris filled with salt and 
bits of copper wire and foil. 
The end of the aerial wire pas- 

ses through a hole in theid, 
A novel earth, to which it is well soldered. 

pound. Any cónvenient number of these 
holders can be maçie, according, to the 
voltage required.-J. C MNTCALFE 
(Beverley).., 

Fitting Nuts n Aw'kward Places ' - 

HIS-simple dodge enables - nuts to be 
easily put on the ends of terminal 

stems, or other eel-ewe, in places inaccessible 
to pliers or the hands. Cut off the tip of an 

CUTENDOF A 
PENCIL To 
APPESI. SIZE 
OP NUT HOLE. 

A pencil makes a useful holder fer nuts. 

ordinary pencil or wooden skewer, as shown 
at A, and push tise end about half-way 
through,thc nut. Hold the nut against the 
end of the screw, press slightly, and give 
the pencil a twist. Screw up from the othee 
side, and the screw will push the pencil out 
as it engages the thread of the, nut.-. 
H. Lvvit (Warrington). 

I 
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TELSEN LOGARITHMIC 

VARIABLE CONDENSER 

The Telsen Logarithmic Variable 

An Uluniinateci Dite D,iye embodied mto 
Condenser is a component whose 

snsssmalfr h,sdtsmo osiditod precision, allied to its sturdy con- 
TELSEN DRUM DRIVE AND 

CONDENSER ASSEMBLY. 

1. 

- 
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TELS E N RADIO cOMPoNENTSÄRE'I00%BRiTISH. J 

ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE TELSEN ELECTRIC CO., LTD., ASTON, BIRMINGHAM. 

L___ .: 

essstchsc,n piste, cowpiete with artistissily 
eroeped Volome, Titniug, On-0ff. sod 
Posh-Pull controk . 7/6 

fr:. .1 TELSEN jI jj s DRUM fl r7 rit' DRIVE' 
III Embodivo 

..\ti Ç" 

f' 

rtde 

1Aj 

struction, ensures years of faithful 
service. The sturdy frame is braced 
by three solid pillars, and the vanes 
clamped at three points, making dis- 

tortion impossible. The rotor is also 
built into a rigid unit and the vanes 
held at both ends, generous bearings 
preventing backlash or endlay. 
Cap. .00025 ... ..... ' 4/6 
Cap. .00035 .c- 4/6 
Cap. .0005 ....... 4/b 
Cap. .0005 (left-hand move- 

ment with.trimmer) 5/. 
Cap. .0005 (right-hand move- 

ment with trimmer) ... 5/ 

:RADIO COMPOÑENTS. 

A complete drum drive and garera con. 
dessero tuning susit, with a handosme 
etsstsheon unshod in ozidised silver. An 
esea,ssie (marked in onavclrcgths) is 
supplied free . . . i i i 17/6 

TELSEN SMALL 
FRICTION DISC. 

Alow priced diordrive - 

for aosilisry control.. lt 
i. estremely robust nod 

' - 

may br sotad for main 
tuning condrcsero where 
roosiderations of space 
make it desirable 2/b 

, - 3(i6 thick . 

r 
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j CUl- P,c'Q,4 3PLY 

J 

---T-"____________ 

4 method o; making-lead terminal-togs 
- - - for accumulators. - 

battery chargers to al- 
ways have a fully charged 
battery ready at a 
moment's notice, just by 
throwing over the knife 
switch and plugging into 
the respective sockets, a 
matter of a few seconds. 
The cost of this con- 
veinent device is about 
one shilling, and reference 
to the sketch will show 
how it is constructed. 
All that is required is a 
double-throw double-pole 
switch, and three old 
plug-in coil bases, 
mounted on a piece of 
wood. Even -wheu bat 
tenca are charged -else- 

I ciuit.-D. H. ALJMNGTON (Brixton) 

'COIL Ì COIL 
PLUGS.1 L7_j9,' ¡PLUG - l 

71. Q.J1At'J slr - 
R1I IZT; 

- II ' -',-'- - 

-I-) j- 
TO TO CHARGER ACCUMULATOR 

ACCUMULATOR 
A handy switching ariaizgrment for battery' charging. 

An ejJiiient method of breaking the circuit. The ordinary 
I 

y arranging a short earth control switch should be in the off 
lead, position when the automatic switch is be- 

ing used. As shown inthe sketch, the switch 
ventilator with the aid of a lenéth of stout is m a position such as it might occupy be. 
wire with a hooked cud. Secure the end of I fore makmg contact for about two hours'dur- 
the wire to an earth tube driven into the ation.-\V. H. M. JAME5,(South Norwood). 
soil close to the ventilator, and you have a i 

short añd efficient carth.-M. F. Ds.w 
i 

Battery-charging Switch 
(Dartford). - - 

'J'HE accompanying sketch shows a very 
cheap and convenient switching - - 

arrangement, which enables users of home 
Making Lead Terminal Tags 

'J'HE bugbcar of corroded terminalsdn 
the L,T. accumulator can be obvi- 

ated by a simple attachment. All that is 
necessary is a small piece of three-ply wood 
cut out to tise shape A in sketch. To 
each sidc of this is placed two plain pieces.. 
of plywood of the same overall size and the- 
whole is then clamped or tied tightly to- i 

gether-this being the "mould" for the. 

- of lead and place in the lid of a tin to 
J extension arms. Now obtain some scraps. 

which a lip has beeñ shade for pouring. 
Heat over a gas ring until the lead becomes 

- molten, then carefully nonr into the mould. 

Socaesrû CCisVfNSER 
iIISWER.5 T 74KeNa.e's4.c Fig. I. 

ri 
- i 'i' f'/orc,e-,ws 

£ 
[pill 

/R,56 

_ -4!i_ 
- . 

- 'Fig.2. - 

fl HT*fs - 

f 7w. 

at the' V-shaped - Ttsi I' f/fl -COLLA5 TO 
- Details ola useful rotary switch. The 

FILAMENT lower diagrara shows its application. 
SWITCH 

sketch. In one end a hçlosufflpiently TO 
will be a casting as indicated by B in.the 

EBONITE 
to the grid of the first valve thus large is made to fit, on the accumulator- FILAMENT /// _______ avoiding H.F. losses. In the illustra- SWITC5 ?/ì STRIP terminal stem, the, other end, having a tions, Fig. i is a perspective view of terminal fixed on forwiring to set. A slotted the completo switch, showing how the alternative end can be made, as indicated by jacks and rotor are mounted. Fig. 2 dotted lines in sketch B, enabling quick shows the notches for making and 

release from- accumulator for- charging 
purposes.-E. DAVEY (Plymouth). 

Asirnte automatic remote control switch, breaking circuit, and Fig. 3 shows the 
I application of the switch in a detector 

a small hole in the floor as close as possible 
to the ventilator in the wall, as indicated in 
the sketch. Push the earth wire down 
through the hole, and then, from outside 
the house, pull the wire through the 

Hce.ea', Foo. - 

i -. EwRn'i W/I?E - 

key handles of the clock are removed, 
and pieces of thin brass rod fixed in plan 
of them. The alarm side is fixed and the 
other side is a good sliding fit, a collar bein 
fixed as shown to make a stop on one side, 
The switch, which is connected by shori 
leads across the filament control switch, 
operates as follows: The clock is wound 
and the alarm being set to the time the 
programme is required, contact B is set iii 
such a position that it may travel on the 
contact for a pre.determined time where the 
brass rod will drop out through a hole ir 
the ebonite strip, thus breaking the con- 
tact and switching off the set. The rate 
of travel of contact B may easily be cal- - 
culated by timing the clock over a certain 
period and noting the distance travelled. 
Thus, when the programme is due to 
start, the alaren is released and the brass 
rod makes contact with the fixed contact, 
thus completing the circuit through A and 
B. After the required item has been 
heard, loose contact B should, by then, be 
approximately ready to fall out, thus 

ready for immediate use by taking set leads 
to knife terniinals, and battery leads to each 
of the respective poles, no plugs being re- 
quired for this-A. K. V. Sssn'u (Swans- 
combe). 

A Useful Rotary Switch 
T'ROSE constructors who have jacks of 
I various types from old receivers will 

L 

probably find the switch shown in the 
accompanying sketches an improvement. It 

L 

is fitted with an extension handle which 
L 

snakes it possible to mount the switch close 
EBO/virE Roo 

CRaW / 

- 

SCRO ¿' / Zace,vce Co,a 
o 

- 
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A Short Earth Lead Auto Remote Control Switch where, few listeners who have a stand-by 
AVERY short earth lead can be pro- N the accompanying illustration, which is battery make use of this type of switch. 

vided in the following manner. Bore almost self explanatory, the winding The batteries can be connected to the set 
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Since 1887 the est1n.!heWo d 

WIRIS - - - 
15 Performance Trade Mark 

Pocket Lamp Batteries. 
. D RY CE LIS & BATTERIES 

POLAMP -------- ¿' 6d. 

RECORD ----- 4 9d. Longer a n d . 
i 

- '88 - 

Cycle Lamp Battery. B e t t e r L i f e #1 
IN ThE 'Nv . 

POKEL -. - - m 3 9d. - 

0 HELLESENS LIMITED, HELLESEN WORKS, 
General Purpose Cell, raundtype. 
TIGER ------ 1 19 

S e r y c e MORDEN ROAD, S. WIMBLEDON, LONDON, S W.19 -' 
. C 

A few typical examples of 
the new British-made prices 

High Tension Batterien: "ReCesen Standard" C 

Tyçsn Vaitt 

WIRIN -.. 60 

WIRUP ------ 99 

WISOL - - - - - 108 

WISYP - - - - - 120 

apacispe 

P 

12/6 6 
1316 

161- 

Made at the new British factory and 

f 
encased in a new style container. .. but 
the same superlative Hellesen product 
that has stood for so long as the world's 

standard of dry battery quality. 

Special Bsì'tterics fin Portable Sets. - 

McMICHAEL - - - - 120 16/- - --.- 
'-PYEQ -.- -. -. 126+ 3GB. 17/6 

Sheer 
.- / 

¡ I 1g BURNOEPT - - 118-i-18GB. 186 g 
Dependability - S 

Standard Gi-id Bias Batteries 
- t 

WIROF - - - - 4- 
WISIX - - 6 

9d. 
1/- 

-s - 

p ¡TIS H 
WIRAY ..... 9 1/3 Consistent 

' I 

Heflesen Works, London BATTERIES AT THE NEW 
A model factory set in ideal sarrosindings. 'BRIT1SH -. MADE" PRICES 

__i' 
TheHe1Ieen TigerS 

BRITISH - MADE HELLESEN 

H H 
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before any departure from the specification 
is attempted. 

The reader who is creating his own design 
has such a wide choice of components 
available for use in hi circuit, that it will 
pay him to give very careful consideration 
to his selection. Quite a numberof excel- 
lent designs and circuits have been spoiled 
by the choice of a component that is not 
quite suitable for its ;ob ; it. may be. a 
very excellent article, but the disposition 
of its terminals may be such as to lead to an 
awkward layout, often resulting m in. 
stability. I must not be thought that 
there is an abundance of "dud" com 
poneut,s on the market awaiting a home 
with the unwary purchaser; whilst such a 

A standard 

h. 

"give" slightly when in the make position, 
thus ensuru)g a sound and reliable contact. 

Valve Hslders : Good Contact Essential 
The importance of good contact is often 

overlooked in the design of another 
important component-the valve holder. 

capacity being somewhat higher in value 
than it need be, resulting in a limited 
tuning range. The .bearings for the spindle 
should be large and of such a type that the 
spindle cannot develop end play that might 
resait in the vanes touching. The move- 
ment should be free from any "jerk" and 
should be quite smooth in action; it should 
not tighten at one end, ad not be so free 
that the moving plates tend to fall under 
the action of gravity I . - 

The manner in which the contact is 
taken off the moving plates should receive 
special attention. Côndensers relying on a 
terminal secured to the metal end plate to 
provide this contact, are very often noisy 
in use due to the HF. currents having to 
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SoME. NOTES QN THE CHOICE , 

1 . 

OF COMPONENTS j 

By R. . S. ROBERTS 
. 

; 

S 

;:ii 

,ç 55 S Points which the Amateur Set Designer Should Watch 
S- 

screened coil of fairly large diameter to Variable Condensers - S 

* 

obtain the utmost efficiency. let us consider variaNe condensers. . t The question of wseve-change switching when considering the purchase of this 

iIIlj- 

!i;(I t 

be considered together. The coil may have satisfactory and reliable article will Le 

for the coils and layout, should generally important component it will be found that a 
- S.,- a built-rn switch of the push-pull type, obtained if the choice is limited to the more - T..- : e whilst the other controls on the panel are well-known Britièli makes. A number of : . .--.r. of rotary type, or vire-recia ; we may find' cheap foreign cohdensers are offered -to s s _- - that we upset the symmetrical arrangement the publie at a price that seems attractive, s - n m o d e r n of our pael layout if we te' to but is in reality a poor investment for high : creened coil. use a coil with a bui+bin switch, we then electrical losses and eventual -mechanical have no slternative but to select a coil with failu The electrical losses are usually 

\/\/HEN 
you have settled on tise the necessary terminals to connect .tç a concentrated in the material that is used 

J 
design of your new icceivei switch on t-ho panel-of the type wo require t insulate the fixed from the moving the number of valves and the be it either push-pull or rotary, and we plates, this psaterial is therefore of the 

J 

circuit-you reach the point where the put it - to the position we choose to utmost importance if we are to obtain the individual components have to be considered maintain our "clean panel layout. greatest possible efficiency from our re- 
- 

in detail. Shall I use A's choke or B's? Regarding coils with built-in switches, it u ceiver. Bakelite, Paxolin or Ebonite aro C's condensers or D's? In the case of a well worth our while to examine the usually quite satisfactòry, but compounds receiver design published in PRACTICAL 
i 

switching mechanism before putting the of doubtful nature should be avoided. 
J 

WUcELRSS the question liasdiy arises, coil into use. Anut or screw may have The mechanical features of the condenser The designer, after careful tests and con- become loose during transit from the manu- are often the items that "let down" an sideration, has decided that certain corn- 
i 

facturer - to the dealer; the movement otherwise good component. Most eon- ponents are suitable for his design, so be should seat into its position yet be fi-ce in denrs now have plates shaped to conform * - uses thons. The reader who decides .to action, no harshness or grating should to a "Log" law, but in some cases the build the receiver may wonder whether be accompany a rotation of the spindle, moving platés do not fully disengage from can use any components that he has by otherwise trouble is almost certain to arise the fixed when the dial is turned to O; him' it will be shown later that such a in due course. The switch blades should this, of course, resulte in the minimum question iseeds very careful consideration 

state of affairs may have existed some years 
ago, it certamly does not exist to-day. 
Keen competition and progress in design 
in this country haro resulted in a largo 
rango of reliablo components that are 
excellent value for money, and second to 
none in the world. 

Tuning CaL's 
Let us consider what might be termed 

the ai-tory of the receiver-the coils. We 
can obtain coils suitable for almost any 
purpose; we can have them screened or 
unscreened, we can have them with built-in 
wave-change switches or we can arrange 
for wave changing to ho accomplished by 
switching separate from the coil. There 
are several generalisations we can make 
regarding coils. The most important is 
that. a "Canned ".coil is Less efficient than 
an unscreened coil of the same overall 
dimensions; this implies that with the less 
ambitious receiver of the "Det-L.F." 
type, we have nothing to gain by using a 
screened coil (unless we are using a pair 
in a band-pass arrangement)-in fact, we 
have everything to gain by using an un- 

The resistance due to a bad socket between 
the socket -and the legs of the valve may 
causa quite an appreciable voltage drop, 
resulting in the valve being under-run; 
this is especially important where mains 
valves are used. The voltage drop due to a 
resistance-such as a bad contact, is 
directly proportional to the current flowing 
in the circuit ; it will be seen, therefore, 
that the comparatively heavy current taken 
by mains valves results in the éffcts of bad 
contact in the valve holdersbeing far more 
serious. Another important point arising 
out of the question of valve-holder contact 
concerns the two types nf valve pin. 
Battery valves kre usualli fitted with pins 
of the split or " bananes" variety and good 
contact can generally be ensured by 
spreading the leg with a penknife; mains 
valves are fitted with a solid pin and good 
cóntact can only be obtained, therefore, by 
selecting a valve holder with a socket that 
grips the pm. It should be pointed out 
that a few battery valves are fitted with 
solid, pins and their holders should receive 
the same 'àonsideratióus as for. mains 
valves. 

traverse the bearing surfaces before reaching 
the moving plates. . Some manufacturers 
overcome 
this diffi- - 

means of 
a flexible 

VÌtL'ttS -. connection 
between 

... 1 

u 

the end Çmi: 
J 

pin'e 
i n s u ch '- --i fr- 
cases it is - 
advisable ' 

to examine ..,j -L)' - 
this con - - 

nectinu . 

u 

very care- . 

fully, mak- 
mg sure ' 

that it is . . 

réáliy flex - The arkMe condenser of the- 
ible and slòu,uinotiòn type. 
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Or 10 monthly pay. Or 7 monthly pay 
monts of 11/- ments of 1119 ..- , .... . s .( .. s, .. 

Obtainable from all leading Radio Dealers. To RRADY RADIO, LTD. (Book Dept.), Eantnor Heme. 
-. Blackheath, S.E.3. i 

Please stud ne full dihaii, of poor OCios anti teli me about i 

EADY ADIO 
dU 5km II ld aanptm 

..................................................................................... 
Announcement ti READY RADIO LTD.. EncInar Hounc,BlockhcorÏs, S.E3, Telephone; Loo Grato, 5678, .Tdárorns; Readood, BIac.Itvil, London. 

.. J 

V (A Penlode may Da 

Or 12 monthly pay- used, it desired-- 
V V 

nsentsotllf- 8f9eatra) '_ 
V 

V VVV ç-. 

V 
V V 

/ 

p V V 

V 

Built.in Twenty Minutes 
V 

V 

TIIREEO-THREE V 

- 

The most efficient type of Detector-2L.F. Set. 
Complete Kit 

V 

- Remarkably selective and sensitive, giving an 
V 

V 

V 

V 

excellent choice of home and foreign pro- 

- V 

V 

- V grammes with superb moving coil quality. - 

a - incorporates the unique Ready Radio Dual 
V Range Coil fitted with four-in-one Control 

V 

MODEL A MODEL B - (On-Off, Wavechange, Selectivity and Volume 
a 

Complete Kit with V. Control all operated by one knob). Only five 
set 01 three MuStard Complete Kit with .. V components to mount and five wires to con- 

set ne three Mallard V nect-you will build it in twenty minutes. 
Valves 

- 

- 
t? - 

Full instructions, diagrams and photo-plans 
V net 

- 
Speaker £3 - io --O 

V 

- V 

V 

with every Kit. 
V 

£6-17-6 - - * 

r 

Or deposit ot 20/- Or deposit oC 12/6 - 

and 11 monthly pay- and 11 monthly pay- 
ments o! 211- meets rs 1319 - - - - ./. - - 

- Z 

'EADY'ADIO 
Meteor.S.G. 3 

Completn Kit 

£ -5-3 
Or 9 monthly payments 

- 019/9 
MODEL A MODEL B 

templete Kit with Complete Kit with 
set of three Mollard set of three Muhlard 
Valves and brachial - Valves (Metasised 
walnut cabiseet htted Screened Grid, De- 

t h Permaoosst teclor ved Power) 
Magnet Msvissg-Coll £5-7-6 

Or 10 monthly pay- 
£8 - .7 -6 meets 0112/C 

Built in Two Hours Twenty Minutes 

The only kit set to give you all the 
wonderful features of the S.T.300, plus 
the ádditional advantage öf ultra-short 
wave reception òf stations in all parts 
of the world. Super sharp selectivity; 

- 

huge volume; a minimum of thirty 
stati?ns guaranteed. Moving coil 
reproduction. Very easy to build- 
full instructions, diagrams and photo. 
plans with every kit. 

CATER FOR EVERY 
EDY AP!9 

S.T. 400 
Coinplste Kit 

£4-Il 6 
Or deposit et 9/6 and 11 
monthly payments of 9/9 - 

MODEL A MODEL B : 

b 

Complete Kit with 
and beautiful walnut tour specihed valves 
CabInet fitted with 
moving-cod speaker -w £6 - 16 -9 - 

£10-1O-O 

UTh 1t 
Built in Three Hours Twenty Minutes 

A new 4-valve set which will give you 
over one hundred programmes.-more 
than fifty at ' local' strength. Amazing 
selectivity and sensitivity-wonderfully 
fascinating to build and operate. You 
must build it. Full-size blueprint and 
complete instructions free with every 
Kit. - 
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may give rise to noise; loud crackles 
might be caused by mechanica weaknesses 
that may causo no trouble whatever 
when applied to condensers used for long. 
wave Working, bearings are the chief 
offenders and there is a lot to be said 
in favour of tho few short-wave tithing 
condensers that have only one bearing. 
Another cause of noise in a tuning condenser 

- is our okienemny 
-dust. Most of 

ÇI i- the good modern 
'ijoei _ - eondensèfis are 

now fitted with 
i) Ji covers which 

- serve the double 
purpose of ex- 

j - 
eluding dust and 
maintaining a 

r.. 
neat appear- 

! iii - ance. 
- 

I - A word about 
- trimmers be. 

ihre we leave 
A fixed condenser of the the subject of 

Mansbridge type. variable con- 
densers. Trim- 

ming of a modern ganged condenser is 
usually achieved by varying the distance 
between two small plates, insulated from 
one another by a thin sheet of mica. The 
adjusting screw should show no tendency 
to overturn, and the mica sheet between 
the plates must have plenty of overlap to 
prevent the plates touching and resulting 
in a short-circuit of the condenser section. 

indirectly heated valves are used in the 
receiver. These valves take some time for 
the cathode to become sufficiently hot to 

.ailqw any anode current to flow, and during 
thi time, if the power unit uses a directly 
heated rectifier valve or a metal rectifier, 
an excessive voltage is being applied to all 
the condensers connected between H.T. 
positive and HT. negative. This voltage 
may be as much as twice the normal 
working voltage, due to the fact that the 
voltage of a power unit rises when there is 
no load on it, the load, of course, being 
the anode current taken by the valves. 

It will be seen from the foregoing remarks 
that condensers for resistance coupling, 
transformer feeding or any position in the 
circuit that causes the Ifl. to be connected 
across them, shmiuld be carefully con- 
sidered. As a rule mica condensers should 
be used in preference to those with paper 
insulation, the insulation resistance being 
very much higher and the risk of breakdown 
lower. If a receivdr is fitted with a choke 
output circuit, the condenser feeding the 
-loud.speaker should receive special cois- 
sideration. In addition to having to with. 
stand the normal working voltage (and 
any increase due to no load on the power 
unit), high voltages are being developed 
by the L.F. energy that is feeding the loud- 
speaker, and may quite easily cause a break- 
down that may prove disastrous to the 
speaker and possibly the Output choke. 

Transformers 

system is preentea by the oltage drop 
acrees thè coupling resistance preventing 
the valve working at the same efficiency 
as it would with a direct-fed transformer. 
The whole question of the choice of trans- 
former coupling beeòms very involved 
when considered in detail, but sufficient 
has been pointed out to show that a designer 
who specifies a particular L.F. transformer 
has good reasons for doing so, and any 
alteration may lead to a loss of amplification 
or inferior quality. - - - 

Volume Controls - - - 

Finally, a word abdut variable resistance 
volume controls. These are génerally to 
be found in two types, either with a wire- 
wound or using a carbon element in some 
form or other. - The most important 
practical considerations for the selection 
of wiré-wound controls ate: 

(1) The wiper or contact must not drag 
or otherwise strain the fine wire 
forming the element. 

(2) The element should be completely 
enclosed to protect - it from damage 
and dust. Dust on the contact track 

- will result -in noisy operation. 
(3) The "wattage" rating of the control- 

should be carefully considered with 
due regard to the amount of current 

- passing through it when in use. 
Insufficient attention to this pomb 
(particularly if the control is to be 
used for varying the bias to variable. 
mu's iii AC. sets) may result in a 

-- 
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that it does not take a shaip herid at any positive bias tends to cancel - the normal any, variation of anode current duo to it 
point. It should be realised in this con negative bias we arc putting onthe valve- being isolated from the plate circuit by 
nection that, mechanically speaking, the it may even cancel it entirely-resulting the côndèisrdi; only the AC. representing 

- variable condenser is probably the hardest- in the anode current being very much higher the low frequericies we are amplifying is 
- . -- worked component in the receiver! Con- than it should be, arid the quality of repro- allowed to flow through the primary, which - 

. densers for short-wave work should be dqction being very much below standard:. thus maintains the high inductance so 
examined very isitically for anything that The second consideration applies where essential to quality. A snac with this 

i 

i 

r nniiìd when selecting condensers for these it, and even amplification of all frequencies 
i The Low Frequency Transformer. Note the 

I has a slight leak-even though very small- of the valve; it will be realised, however, the core. 
a current will pass through it from H.T. that we cannot take advantage of the . - 
positive to HT. negative (an examination I increased amplification offered by, say, a circuit wherp they will be required to pass 

I positions. The first is that if the condenser I 
depends ton large extent on the impedance terminal at tile side of this model for earthing 

I of almost any modern circuit diagram will 10-1 transformer and hope to retain the a current exceeding about one milliamp 
I . snake this 'learl. The effect of this leakage I jiigh quality of a 2-1 ratio. - unless a defluito power íating can be 

is to put a pocitive bias on the grid of the 
I 

With class 2 transformers, the in. obtained from the manufacturers for the 
- ssusceeding- -valve. ...... This unintentional- i -ductance of the primary is unaffected by particular type. -. 

- . 

Condensers -In All-Electric Receivers 
With all-electric receivers and sets that 

derive their HT. supply from a power unit-, 
a considerable amount of thought is usually 
given to the smoothing condensers in the 
power unit to see that the correct" working 
voltage " types are obtained; it is not often 
realised, however, that some of the moro 
humble condensers in the receiver proper 
have to withstand the full voltage that 
the power unit will deliver. 

Let us considèr, for example, the reaction 
condenser in the detector anode circuit of 
a simple receiver. One set of plates is 
usually connected to the H.T. positive- 
as a rule through an H.F. choke, and 
possibly the primary of an L.F. transformer, 
another set of plates is connected to H.T. 
negative, either directly oi' through the 
reaction coil. If the detector is working 
on the power grid principle a voltage of 
anything between 100 and 200 is usually 
used. A breakdown of the reaction con- 
denser's insulation might result in a burnt- 
out H.F. choko, transformer, reaction 
coil, or the whole lot I -- 

It will be realised that any fixed con-. 
dansera that are used for resistance coupling 
between valves or resistance feed to an 
L.F. transformer have to withstand the 
full anode voltage, but there are two 
imnortant considerations to be borne in 

The selection of L.F. transformers can 
sometimes lead one astray, chiefly owing to 
the large number of different types that ase 
available. Transformer coupling can be 
grouped into two classes: (1) direct-that 
is, where the primary is connected directly 
into the plate circuit of the preceding 
valve, and (2) resistance fed, where the 
primary is fed from the plate circuit by a 
resistance-condenser combination. - 

The chief difficulties with class i 
transformers lie with the choice of ratio. 
All ratios are available from 1-1 to 1-10, 
and the constructor is often bewildered by 
the variety of ratios available. Unfortu- 
nately, the whole question is too complicated 
for us to lay down a hard andfast rule and 
say "A l-1 should be used here and a 
1-1 there"; but probably the most 
important item to consider is the inductance 
of the primary winding. Generally speak. 
ing, it can be assumed that the transformer 
with the lowest ratio has the highest primary 
inductance and the transformer with the 
highest ratio has the lowest inductance. 
The inductance of the primary has an 
important bearing on the quality of repro. 

.duction and-again speaking generally- 
the higher the inductance the better will 
be tise amplification of the low frequencies. 
The position is somewhat complicated by 
the facts that the inductance varies with 
the amount of anode current flowing through 

burnt.out or over.heated volume 
control. 

Regarding carbon type controls, the 
manner in which the contact is taken off 
the track should receive attention. If a 
wiper is used to rub directly on the track, 
the resistance value will, in all probability 
change with use, unless the contact 
itself is graphite or soft carbon. If the 
element is made by impregnating a strip 
of paper, it is almost certain to absorb 
moisture from the atmosphere and cause 
the resistance to alter. Carbon type volume 
controls must not be used in any part of a i 
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tREENEDTUMN 
L i 

- HE result of much research and 
experiment, these coils embody the 

- ultimate efficiency attainable in a 
perfectly shielded inductance of 

moderate dimensions; Provided with sepa- 
- rate coupling coils for medium and long 

waves, they are suitable for use as aerial 
coils or as anode coils following a screened 
grid valve, giving selectivity comparable 
only with a well-designed band-pass filter. 
The coils are fitted with cam-operated - 
rotary switches with definite contacts and 
click mechanism, and axe supplied corn- - plete with aluminium screening cans, 
bakelite knob and handsome "Wave - 

Csange" escutcheon plate 
- finished in oxidised silver. 

Telsen Scriened Coil S 

S. 'Ii 

¡ 

- S 

¡I 
J 

S _r. 
s Li - 

- 

r - 

November 26th,..1932 - PRAÇTICAL WIRELESS - --- 
J 

 TELS EN RADÌO COMPOÑEÑTS ARE IÒOZ BRITISÜ 
ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE TELSEÑ ELECTRIC CO.. LTD., ASTON, BiRMINGHAM 

t, 

' Ts.ris Mskhd Scrseed Full instructions are supplied with Cet ............... 25/6 
every Telsen Screened Tuning Coil - 

showing you the alternative - methods 
of mounting the coils, either singly o 

-5 
- ¡n twin-matched or triple-matched 

S 

- 
form, as required. - 

- - - 

ILl 
S 'jTweMskhsdScresed 

RADIO-COMPONENTS - : 

S 
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)- L THE EMPIRE SH( 
I 

I 
_, A Fine Short wave Receiver Which Will Rec 

-. - - - Full Loud-speaker Strength. Wirin Diagram 
- be Given Ne 

- Ti - - - LIST OF COMPONENTS FOR 
Rea&,-, -de-ing hQ 

- - - .00025, Jackson Bras, variable coñ 
I - - denser (Cat. 2,045). 
i ¡ .0002 Telsen reaction condenser. 
- Utility Micro Dial type W181. 

R.!. Antinodal coil. 
Siektun Short-wave H.F. choke. 
Lissen Hypernik transformer. 
Telsèn output choke. 

¡ - Three Graham Farish Horizontal 
- Holders. 

Three Graham Farish Ohinite Resis- 
tances, 100,000 ohms, 1 megohm, 
1m''hm. 

. 
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i . . : INTRODÜCIN- . ,.. 

I 

- - - - - - 

T 

, Right side View of the Empire Short-wave Three. # T.C.C. fixed condensers. 
i' A ¡HAT is the Empire Short-wave The aerial coil will be seen to be in series Two 2 mfd. Type No 50. 

I V V Three ? How does this re- with another coil, and it is this latter which One .0002 Type S. 
.y . ceiver differ from other short- 

ti 

males all the difference to easy tuning I 
One .005 Type S. 

wave receivers ? These are two of the on short-waves. As eso doubt the majority Lissen 400 ohm baseboard mounting 
J questions that no doubt Il como to the of short-wave enthusiasts tbe I 

potentiometer. 
minds of some of our readers, so we wifi re certain points on the short waves i 

Ready Radio On-off Switch. 
commence this article by stating that the where the frequency of the aerial circuit F 

Two Bulgin Rotary On-off Switches 
Empire Short-wave Three is simply a is of such a value that the damping due 

I 

Type S.85 . 

three-valve receiver for working on the to the load which this imposes on the tuned I 

Short-Waves, but it has been designed circuit becomes excessive. Dead-spots 
; ' 

- : jfl such a way that it overcomes at one threshold howl 
; weak reception points, 

blow ail the shortcomings of other short- and some other difficulties are caused when 
wave sets. There . is no hand-capacity using the ordinary broadcast aeiial. There - I 

effect 
; 

there i no threshold howl ; - are, thei-efore, two switches for this coil, I . : 

S there are no " diad spots ; and finally 
I 

one for changing the wave-band over . 

it covers a wave-band of 12 to SO metres, which the coil operates, and the other for - 

iand employs a switch for stave-change bringing into operation the aerial loading L Top . . : 

ipurposes 
It is obvious, therefore, -with- inductance. The detector valve operates I rear view - 

out studying the circuit diagram, that 
_I 

on the ordinary leaky grid principle, I oj the - 

r 

. . 

there is something new about this receiver. with the leak taken to the arm of a Poten- 
I - Empire - 

ifl 
The photographs and illustrations bear tiometer in order that the valve may 

ShOTIWUVC . 

I 
out this statement, for it will he noticed be worked at its most suitable pomt 
that a new and novel method of construe- The coupling between detector and first 

I 

three. 
ton has been used for this receiver. Two LT. is by means of resistance capacity 

- - . .,: 

. . 

ï 
ebonite panels, instetul of the . customary coupling, and in view ofthe fact that the first . 

I . .- . ' - 

one, have been called luth use and the valve is of the RO. type, having a large I - s s 

- 
. 

actual controls are mounted on the rear amplification factor, quite a good step-up 
I - - -- 

- . 

I 
panel, with the control knobs on the front is obtained. . The first L.F. valve is trans-1 --- .. 

panel. The coupling from cOmonêñt 
- s - 

to control is carried out by means of ebOnite 
former coupled to the output - v&ve, .-. 
and is also decoupled to avoid instability. 

I 

- - 
r - 

- - - - .-. . 

- 

I 
extension handles, and -this method of The output valve, a Mazda P.220, is fitted I - - 

. . - 

construction definitely ovescomes all hand- with an butput ifiter, so that the receiver 
I . - 

i capacity effects. The tuning coil is a is not simply an experimenter's hook- 
I - i . - 

, j 

i 
special comportent which has been desigrs&1 up," but is a carefully designed receiver, 

.j 
-1 -- 

and developed by Radio Instruments, 
-- - - 

employing the latest and best witvlcs 
I 

V i ' 
- a name which is certainlynot ness to practice. s - .. I 

- 

radio. This coil is the- fesult of much 
"dead The Layout -, - - - research and overeonies the spot" 

I effect wlich has tffl now bcénthethúse tùm ag to the layout, it vil1 

- 

- of tho failure óf thany short-waye receivers. be noticed that spdcial rotary switches 
- I - 

- 

t are ethployed for the wave-change and 
- The Circuit Antinodal switches, and - the extension - 

- 

- Before further -discussing the - Riesign handles for these two components are - f 

of this receiver, if w6uld be as well; perhsps, slightly different from those used for the 
- 

- to examine the theoretical diagram. The other components. These particular handles 
coil it will be noticed, hasa secondary 

-, 

are provided with a small fitting at one end, 
- 

- 
win1ing, exactly similar to - the - ordinary-- 
dual-range broadcast coil, that is, it con- 

-which enables the small switch-knob 
to be attached,- and- this keeps the panel s,- 

- - slets of one large winding with a switch nice an& heat. The tuning condenser-is - A A 

- 

for short-circuiting' a section - of' that provided' with -a slow-motion drive, which - 

-- winding, for use on a lower wave-band, has the remaikahle reduction gear of -- 
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)RTWAVE 
veMany Short-wave' Transmissions at . - 

rid Further Constructional Details will i 

................................ 
:....,i :: ¡ 

!EEMPIRE SHORT-WAVE THREE. 
kIST t/,a: thee parts bz sspplied. 

X Lissen Spaghetti 10,000 ohms. 
Three Eddystone valve holders. 
Two Bulgin extension handles. EH2. 
Two Bulgin extension handles. EH4- 
Two Ebonite Panels 14in by 7 in. 

I Becol. 
Three Mazda Valves, H.2, L.2, and 

1 P.220. 
Eight Terminals, Aerial, Earth 

H.T.+, H.T.-, L.T.-, L.T.-, 
L.S., L.S. Clix. 

Three Grid-Bias Plugs. G.B.+ 
G.B.-1, G.B.-2. Clix. 

Two Peto-Scott Panel Brackets. 

THREE 
- 

s.' - 
4 

* 'il 

Left side view of the Empire Short-wave Three. 

November 26th, 1932 PRACTICAVWIRELESS 49 

OUR SHORT-WAVE SECTION 

Wooden Baseboard 14m, by 12m. 
V Two coils of Glazite Connecting 

Wire, Flex, Screws, etc. 
One Terminal Strip 14m, by 2m. 
One Osborne No. 237 Cabinet. j 

120 y. HeLlesens H.T. Battery and 
9 voLt G.B. Lissen 2 volt Acc. 

Ormorid R.452 Loudspeaker. 

1. 

i i 

\4 
i' 

H 
t £ £ 

, 

70 to 1, so that there is very little chance 
of passing a station. The components 
on the baseboard may seem rather cramped, 
but with this particular receiver there 
are no troubles from this cause, and they 
are not so close that wiring.up is difficult. 
There is very little else we can say about 
the receiver, so now we will proceed to 
describe its constÑetion. 

The Construction : - 
The first part of the work to be doue is 

to remove half an inch from the edge of 
one of the panels. This is so that it may 
be mounted upon the baseboard, and not 
project above tle other panel. The 
çxact amount removed is not critical, 
but less than half an inch should isot be 
removed, as the baseboard will be at least 
j of an inch thick. Mark out the uncut 
panel in aecordance with the panel dimen- 
sions, and drill the two centre holes of 
an inch, and the two left hand holes 
5-16 of an inch. The smaller panel should 
then be marked out in a similar manner, 
but care must be taken to seo that the 
centres of these holes coincide with the 
holes in the other panel. It is best, 
therefore, to mark the centre of this panel, 
and then mark the centres of the holes 
the same distance above this line as you 
cut off the panel in the first instance: 
Another method of doing this marking 
out is, of course, to mark it out before 
cutting off the edge: The exact method,, 
may be left to individual taste The holes 
in the second panel will not he the same 
ae those drilled at first. The two switch 
holes are 5-16m, in diameter; the hole 
on the right is jin. in diameter, and for 
the 'centre' the temulate súppliêd with the 
condenser muit be called" into usc. It 
will be seen that a centre hole 5-16m. 
mn diameter is required, with three small 
holes equally spaced round it. These 
latter must be carefully marked and drilled, 
as there is no margin for error here When 
these holes are satisfactorily drilled, three 
small hölos, for wood. screws, should he 
drilled along the bottoni of the large panel, 

and two small holes at each side of the 
small panel for the panel brackets. These 
latter should be marked out by laying the 
brackets on the panel. Attach the bushes 
to the large panel, noting that the bush 
for the centre hole is put on back to front, 
that is, with the nut in front. This is in 
order that the tuning dial may be attached. 
Mounting the Components 

ATTACH the two small rotary switches, 
with a dise of ebonite or some 
similar spacing material at the 

back of the panel. (If this is not done, it 
will be difficult to get the panel close 
enough to the front one bu attach the 
tuning condenser spinifie.) Attach the 
Tuning Condenser, Reaction Condenser ànd 
Panel Brackets, tightening up the screws 
for the latter whilst the panel is standing 
on the baseboard, so that the brackets are 
in the correct position. Now mark a line 
3jin. from the front of thé baseboard, and 
arrange the coils and 'other baseboard 
components in the positions shown by the 
illustrations. When carrying out this part 
of the construction, do not screw any part 
down until every item has been laid down 
and you are absolutely certain that there 
is sufficient clearance everywhere. Place 
the rear panel in position to make quite 
certain that the distances from the pencil 

'line are O.K., and when you are absolutely, 
certain that nothing is wrong; then screw 
down the 'parts. - ' - 

When all the parts arc ín their correct 
position the, two pañcls may be fitted, or, 
if. preferred, the front, "Or_main iianel,- 

I may bó' left nistil the wiring' has' been 
completed . - ' , - 

To attach the tuning dial the instruc. 
tions,, which are included in the box, 
should be carefully followed. ' Thé nut of 
the small Bulgin bush should be treated 
as the nut of a one-hole fixing condenser, 
and used in conjunction with the largo 
washer supplied with the dial. The instruc- 
tion for wiring and wiring diagram, together 
with further constructional details, will 
be given next week. 

' ... 

i 
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attached to the condenser 1) by a short 
piece of rubber covered flex passing through L_.}______________________ - - 

¡..f 
I 

oOo,W - the panel. When tise screened-id valve ______________ 
is in nse, the wander plug is allowed to 
hang loose. A simple "on-off" switch 
could equally woll be used. It is assumed RER,L 
that there is a filament rheostat F in the i 

circuit. so that the screened-grid valve can I - Fig. 2.-7he allernalive mel/tad which culs ouI ¡he valve as well as I/te Iunin5 circuits. 

concern when batteries are employed. 
In the accompanying diagrams are shown 

some simple alternative methods of dis- 
pensing with the use of the screened-grid 
valve when listening to local or other 
powerful stations. The circuits shown in- 
corporate the well-known "Q" coils, but 
the methods are equally applicable to 
other arrangements employing "tuned 
grid" coupling between the screened-grid 
valve and detector. In Fig. i is shown a 
coupling between the aerial tuning coil 
and the detector coil. It consists in making 
a temporary connection from the grid end 
A of the aerial coil, to the corresponding 
roin of the detector coil C, through the 
medium of a condenser D, a suitable value 
for which is .0003 microfarads. The writer 
has used a permanent connection from A, 
to a socket B, oi the front panel (if this is 
of metal the socket must, of course, be 
insulated), connectión being suade, when 
required, by means of a wander plug 

lID oo03F 

Fig-l--A simple method of culling out tile H.F. valve. 

attention to the local station, and for this be completely switched out when listening 
purpose a screened-grid stage is by no to the local station. A pecuiiar feature of 
means necessary. In fact, in many cases this arrangement is that the two tuning 
a difficulty will be found in reducing circuits are interdependent. For example, 
the volume from the local station without if the dial readings for the local station 
distortion, and the usual methods of volume with the screen-grid valve in use are 55 
control may cause a considerable wastage and 52, with the special connection in use, 
of pow-er. This will not worry users of one condenser need only be set approxi. 
"all mains" sets, but it is a matter of some mately, say, at 60, and the other will then 

the grid connectiop C of the detector 
coil to the socket G through a 0001 con- 
denser, and using a short supplementary 
aerial for listening to the local station 
This aerial may consist of a shoi-t wire 
suspended from the picture rail and plugged 
into the socket when required (H, Fig. 2). 
A suitable length for this wire is soon 
determined by experiment; in the writer's 
case it is 3ft., the set being located at 
Highgate, where the "Brookinan Twins" 
are very powerful. If there is no filament 
rheostat for the screened-grid valve, an 
"on-off" switch will be required at this 
point, as the S.C. valve must always be 
"off" when using the detector only. 

which 'is fixed in either socket according 
to whether the screéned-rid valve is to 
be used or not. Alternatively, a two-way 
switch can be used for snaking the connec- 
tion. This method dispenses with the 
aerial tunilig coil completely, and is less 
selective than the first mentioned with the 
type of tuning coil illustrated. This effect 
is minimised, howéver, by using a lowet 
value, say, .0001 for the condenser D. The 
tuning of the detector in this case is un- 
affected by the setting of the aerial coil 
condenser, so that it is equally suitablo 
if the condensers are ganged. - 

The third arrangement is in some re- 
spects, the simplest aud consists in joining 

ASCREENED-GRID valve is generally 
¡ regarded as a "sino qua non" for - 

sets which are intended for receiv- 
ing programmes from other stations beside 
the local. Nevertheless, the majority of 
listeners probably devote most of thcir 

:'7 

Simple Methods of Cutting Out 

an S.C. Stage when Listening 

to the Local. 

-ByR. H. ALLEN'- 

tune in at about 47, i.e., the suns of the 
dial readings is approximately constant. 
This is a great advantage for a "family" 
set with separate tuning dials, for one can 
be roughly adjusted, and correct tune 
very easily obtained with the other. 

Omitting AerIal Coil 
In Fig. 2 two alternative methods are 

thdicated. In one case the aerial and grid 
connections of the aerial coil and detector 
coil respectively, are permanently connected 
to two sockets, B and G, fixed on the panel. 
The aerial is connected through the usual 
pre.set condebser, to a wander plug 
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TO YOUR FRIEND OVERSEAS .° 

THE BEST OF ALL GIFTS 1BU 1EysBd,pI - 
He must have one when the B.B.C. 24 Hour Empire flTLT+: pOtI55 2 

Short Wave Transmissions commence shortly before rsn 
- 8 1 yStstto, Fsdn 

. PMS2A 2156 .......................... -- mas. 1 i39 ssbIst 1 0 0 f8 is o 

We attend to oil packing. shipping and in. ............................................................................................................... 
sarance details rightthrough to destination. : CASH, C.O.D., AND EASY PAYMENT ORDER FORM 

. To: Direct Radio Ltd., 159, BoroughIlighSt., London Bridge, S.E.1. 
cOMPLETE CATALOGUE : Please dispatch to al toce 1/ic foticwiofgoods ............................................................ 
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t ht 
b1 } L 
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W11h 5tt1líoed Vo 

i DotocIO V,tho. Po 

CaSseS. Coh P01cc. 

i in it moatbit poymi 

O R MELODY MAKER 
MODEL 335 

cc, SpOÚCC OOd psid.Sect toy. i 
PlotS-no o*oat nl 

toolo, sod Poonec 
017/17/6. Saloitne 
0100114/10. - 

O R 
MELODY MAKER 

MODEL 334 
D&ioDed. panlago 

ohio-no 5.6. ont et°s ° 

io'- I 

RADIO for THE MILLION 'Et 
"STATION MASTER 3" 

i MODEL °A" With toton, sod Cbst Oso i 
i BATTERY Batt,y se. Koch P01cc Li/U/O. - i 

TYPE ClZTt0110 cod. 

i BOIOSPC 0 flpoocthlppopneoho!1O/2. 

RADIO for THE MILLION 9Ç 
"STATION MASTER 3" 
MODEL ¡Ø" Aotol"A"bnIoltbSpcùCoin lt 
BATTERY 00,00110. CoboS. CooS 00 COD, 

i TYPE Cooeccge Pact. £0,5 Polco ElIPSIS 

i Balaste loU000athIO poymetct.eotll/-* 

READY RADIO "METEOR" S.G.3 
The nabo opeecoed-peld eepeieee 001,00100. PactOS I 
WITS ¡VALVES. CABINET. 'oct. Boot pot' - 

i PERMANENI'.MAGNET,MOVING-C011t neat o! 
t SPEAKER. C000e.ohoet. oncdt000 and 
i Sog n0000 115001 0011 chaoPiap. i 

Pooh Folto. Caocc000 poid, ¡So/IT/O. 
i Eolcoce ¡n U montoip SonnonS o!141. i 

I READYRADIO'METEOR"S.G.3 I 

'i T occb000co,000d-geld DeScoced. 0000*000 

i Cooeeo aScot, 000diooc nod bcccgooeoo PO 0% lOP 
o-ithoot poil obooglog. Coch p,, caes o 

(Poet Vatoco. tnt Kabinett CoedS, Paid. i a5'lt/i.Bslnncoicliococthlgpoy- , - j 

R & A "CHALLENGER" PERMA- - - - 

OÑLY FROM PETOSCOTT 

QN GENEROUS EASY TERMS 
ING-COIL SPEAKER P.M.2. With 

input transformer. Cash Price 
lin 

fa1rva(,i" paid (o you, vloor 
Balance in 11 monthI payments of 7/9. - -. ' - 

CELESTION PPM. PERMANENT MAG. BLUE SPOT PICK-UP. MARCONIPHONE PICK- 
NET MOVING-COILSPEAKER with im- Seed With arm, rotating head Send UP K.17. With counter Send 
pregnated diaphragm and dual-hope- j ¡ and volume control. iQ balanced arm and rotating 

Price t3/3/O. Car- f bead. Cash Price £2/tb. dance input transformer. Cash Price, 
Carriage Paid, f2/T/6. 

r' 
only 

Cash 
nage Paid. Balanceinil only Carriage Paid. Balancein7 only 

Balance mil monthly payments of 4/6. .nnnthlypaynuentsof 5/9 monthly paymets of 5/9. 

GARRARD INDUCTION GRAMOPHONE 
MOTOR. Por AC. maies. Model 202. Send 
Mounted on 12-isrh nickel motor plate 

t 

with fully automatic electric starling and 
stopping suitgh. Cash Price 02/10/f. only 
Carriage Paid. Balance in ii monthly - 

payments of 4/7. - 

GARRARO JUNIOR 'B" SPRING Send 
MOTOR. Complete with turntable. Cash i 
Price £i/i3/6. Carriage Paid. ¡ 

Balance in 5 monthly payments of 6/1. only 

W.B. PERMANENT MAGNET 
MOVING COIL SPEAKER. Type - 

PM4. Complete seith transformer. 
Cash Price 02/2/0. Carriage Paid. 
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 
5/9. 

on first payment of vertised, less Valvea'F I carefully selected Power. Kit" A," less on first payment of 

Ii' Pricé,CarriagePaid, e p p ar Cash or C.O.D,-' i: 
,and Cabinet. Cash th i 

Valves and Cabinet. 

- £3/1710. R 
giVe YOU Carr. Paid, £311916. 

Balance in 11 moi!My payments of 7,- XMAS. . 
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7i3 

.............................. . . ............................................................... 

B1.UE. SPOT SPEAKER UNIT "rn E'A , ' NFR GARRARD AUTOMATIC RECORD Send 
ANO CHASSIS. TYPE 100U HANGER80rA.C.matns. Mounted 

hPri 61/12/6 CrrtgP LISSEN 551k tOt d 1816 
.f 5/2. 1O/S/O. Carriage Paid, only 

BLUE SPOT UNIT AND CHASSIS, Type Send 
Balance n 11 mosthly payments of 18/f. 

hP ce COMPLETE WITH n'ttiypym t is/s 

ROLAPERMANENTMAGNETMOVING- Send 
COIL SPEAKER FG. 'With ottiversaf 4'G CHASSIS KIT 

sue11 Cash Pesce with (Lissen) S.C., De- 
lfalanceiiall mostlily payments of 4/6. Detector and Pentode 
EPOCH '20C»PERMANENTMAGNET Vatves. Cash Price, 
MOVING-COIL SPEAKER. (New Sensi Carriage Paid, £41916. 

a'i Casbh1ic5eC1/i5/h1Carriage !6 Deliverdcarriage'paid, 
Paid, only on first payment of 
Balance in 5 monthly payments of f/f. Balance in 

R & A "VlCTOR" PERMANENT-MAG- . 11 monthly 
Send payments of LUXE. With 6ratio inrnEsormDe 

and, protecting grille. Cash Price 8/3. - 

63/10/O. Carriage Paid. ' only 
Balance in 11 monthly paynuentsol 0/5. 

VALVES S.G.3 

CABINET 'KIT 
wish (Listen) Valves, 
Walnut Cabinet and 
npecial Balanged Arma- 
ture Loud-speaker. Cash 
Price, Carriage Paid, 
£65f0. Delivered, car- 
riage paid, on first pay- 
ment of 

Balance in 
11 monthly 
paymentu of 11/63. 

NET MOVIN8.COIL tPEAKER, with 
unisersal input transformer. Cash 
Price 61/12/e, only 
Balance in S monthly payments nl e/-. 
ATLAS ELIMINATOR, Type A.C.244. Send 
Three tappings. SG., Detector and 
Pouce. Output 220 suits at 80 rn/A. 
Cash Price £2119/a. Carriage Paid, only 
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/f. 
HEAYBERD HT. UNIT D15& Tapped Send 
variable 60/120 s'., variable 0/150 used. 
Mas., 25 rn/a. at 100 v.20 rn/a, at 155) 
Cash Price, Carriage Paid, 64/6/O. only 
Balance in 11 monthly payments 018/lt. 
EKCO A.C.lt HL ELIMINATOR 1er SentI 
A.C.maiiss. TappedS.G.$Os'. 120/150 
o. at 12 in/a. Cash Price, Carriage Paid, 
£3fl/e . only 
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/3. 

01 ST ESTABLISHED ADIO-BY- IL SPECI Lisis i T S JOUR L 

O' DE Y REOW 
lEISEN JUPITER S G 3 SLEKTVN SCOUT S G 3 
Sent Carriaee Paid Comolete Kit as ad- the world - have - S.G., Detector and Sent Carriage Paid I 
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ANY ITEM SUPPLIED SEPARA1ELY-ORDERS OVER 10/- SENT COP. CARRIAGE AND POST CHARGES PAID 

"G" PYE 
Voelnble-MO SEND ONLY 
Pontade Oeetpot. Sand-Pa,, 
Turing. gooplcte Ready to 

initia Rosine - coli 
Speaker. Onsh or COD.. 
£ 18.18-O. 
Balaoca in 17 mont/alp payments of 24/3. 

- TELSEN 

'MACNRMARA' 
Screened-Ovid. Detector red SEND ONLY 
Pentodo Canon ste nit/i 
Vaines and Mocing-coli 
Open/are. Ready to Play. 
Cash or COD.. Lis-15-O. 
Balance lo 17 monthly payments of 20/.. - 

S3nstnined Calalnet Model. 
CanIn 0e COD.. Lia-12-O. 
er 58 man/atOp payments of 16/- 

ARGUS -. 
CONVERTINÓ YOUR 

SHORT-WAVE 3 
- 

. 
APlIQ TOA MAINS 

lilT 'IA" DeiÑered CAR- - RADIOGRAM KIT A Dcliaered CAR- 
- RIAGE PAID, A t. t fit D - d AR Author's Kit tO filAGE PAW. 

AUthOe'S kit of CASK er C.O.D. nf Specified Corn- RIAGE PAID, specified corn- CASK er COD. - 

P 
dy d 

£5 12 0 PET 
CASK 

6 
d 

:1 :d £4 12 0 
and cabinet. poylaaeala tflO/3 

. sae9 foe Argus nr 12 sI/ant/dy OasCtudsng 12 eaoaalhaiy 

Spacifiad Vainas £2 10 6. Mains conner- payincats of 21/- 
C b 

e I .p/oyiswnls of 8/6. 
Spacified Cabinet 15/- siMia . Sat of Seerciflad Volcan £129 

¡ÑÏRTANT flkP497I 
Ltd, fills. M/scellnnseos, Wnst End fihnwnoornn: 62, Nigh Nofboen,,Lnndon, W.C.1. Ta/a-planner Thihora 
fi A S) S -Pl se nl m CASH/COD/HP 
Ion CAtIS, coo. on H.P. Ifornnhich I cog/one a. al. CASH/H.P. Depos/t. Atto yesal your FREE 11133 

ecPaymosls.Sosd 61/aonio Catalogue. ................................... I 

IDSS............................................................... past ah neyes paid. ...................................................... 
. ........... POW. 25/15122. 

soilS 'Folseo. l0uttyelyo 081 
Âee000lotore, onith 0105- 

i1 =yy Ceuh op 

Bolooeo in 14 monthly poyments of 14M. 
Ayoodyne All-MoHn Modol, 
Cech 00 COD., LiS-15-O, 

18 monthly peymonto of 20!-. 

BATTERY 
LISSEN 

Metolfleed Scesonod-Ceid SEND ONLY - 

HF.. Pooenr-God Dytoytoc 
sod Loy-cononmpti0O Pelo- 
todo. Comploto mith Voleen. 
Spookse, yod oil Sottecino. 
Coeh 00 COD.. LB-17-6. 
Botonen io 14 monthly i0yneoto of 1314 

POST - . . 

.. Fro,o all Boobstall, and - - 
f - - Shopo, W. JI. So,oi,b and 

-Son,or dioecf from.. 
FREE Pceo-Scott 

DISCOVERER 6.0.3., 
Thin io one of the 00001 
mugnifi000t 0.1. those- 
guIso-yo coro deolyned100 
ohoot-ooneo o-ock. flennt' 
bltyo oli thy ad060t005b 
of high rfficlysCy 0.0. 
omplifisutlot sottO 
iog eimplieity of 

xi-r 'A' Ptlot 

830 A 
Serernod-geidP000py001d SEND ONLY 90/- 

- 

.0 12 010nLIdYpoV!tieflto 
pot. CooipleteRcodyt0 

- 001o:: i' 
Colosse o 17 monthly poynosnin of 2116. 

COURIER 3.- 
Anongoitesot iosg-sgo 
3-gobe oloost-ooyeyrs- 
coince copublo of tre- 
mo-ndoun golonie Iront 
etoti0000 thouoonds of 
001100 0000y. Alourdie 
oimpletohoodlyondln. 
OSp0000ies to build yod 

15 toseeIl oser 100 

"A" Pilot 
Anotbop Kit Of opeci. 
ite&paotn inns Vamos, 

nod Cn000et. - 
CASH OR CoD. 

Carriutlo Paid. 
73/2 

oc 12 noontbly pouyments 
of 6(9. 

2 

lVoye Book. 

TOURIST TWO- KELSEY SHORT-' 
WAVE ADAPTOR 

This roesiser ii tito- 
gether diCo-ont trono Oho 
cenai coin of 2-calecen, 
and hoots mho ouI 
0000eioto millo 2 ne 
Pro-cominos oith thin 
toumhorofeoiec-oi.uoso 
600'y hiC enepfine in 
stoos gyhen they opyonto 
tio"T000iet Tono' 
KIT 'A" Pilot 
Atothop Kot of opont- 
fool poso-to loon Voleen 

nod Cahinuot. 
CASK OK COD. 

Cao-pingo Paid. 
48/6 

0e 8 Soothly psymetto 
Of 6110. 

Atioplrordineupesuleo 
11111e soit that oct11 
Hable solo lo loor pro- 
go-otomo-o to-soy eli esco- 

bo 050 rAd oit color os ist- 

Pilot 
Anothor Kit of upon1. 
fiod parto. lots 
Cabinet (Valen not 

reqonio-od). 
CASH OR COD. 

- Caro-iRgo Paid. 
30/6 

or 6 mo,othlypnymenfo 

PILOT AUTHOR KITS- Exact lo Specification 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY-CtSH, C.O.D. OR H.P. 
BUILD YOURSELF 

ULTRA TIGER' 
( 

A 

- Sd-iid SENO ONLY I - \ -.. 
J - I 'Ç\ 

c' SHORT-WAVE ,_.. 

RECEIVER - 
- '1 

ULTRA 'LLUE FOX' : 
i 

t°iJt SENO ONLY G. T. KELSEY, p. 
Ming-yoi! Spok. CO. I Wone Enpett. Con- I 

_\ -. 

'1 15'9 f 

\ \ 1 
Bloo n 14 monthly lmmente of 1519. o KeheyS.W.Adoptor. 

[AERODYNE 
BATTERY 

- 8END ONLY ADAPTOR. - 
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The new Ediswan "ba!anced capacity" accumulatotceIl 
is an entirely new development. Careful re-designjng 
of the positive and negative elements to ensure an exact 
electrical " balânce" between them obviates theuneven' 
charging inevitable with "unbalanced" accumulators 
and greatly prolongs their life. Consequently they are 
especially suitable for slow discharge work. 

Every feature of the new Ediswan cell bespeaks atten- 
tion to detail. British containers of clear glass, moulded 
ebonite lids, screv,red vents, non-corrodible and non- 

interchangeabe connectors and a carrier which fits 
neatly under a rnoulded projection of the glass con- 

tainer. In addition the E.L.S. types are fitted with 

The Straight Line Dial makes every other type of 
tuning obsolete. A moving pointer traversing a 

stationary scale which is always in full view is surely 
the best method of tuning; but you can only get 
it with the Utility Dial. 

From your dealer or post And ln,Is at the 

Free From the makers. PRICE 
EMPIRE S.W.3. 
For the S.W. set in this 
week's issue, the designer Complete as 
specifies a Utility i8i Slow illustrated. 
Motion Dial. Split hair 

o I 

504 : PRACTICAL WIRELESS.i November 26th, 1932 

Designed on a 

J1 1E PRI N(PLE 

16 give 
. LONGER 

LIFE and H 
I HIGHER 

AMPERE.. 
j 

HOUR 
\,CLM4EFFICIENCY 

Toi" E.L.9. 80 a/h 
1 2'3 - aapac!ty - . Price I -. 

-- o- I 

TODe E.L.S.7. 12/6 

THE. I 

PERFECT PAIR: 

'I 
ibi,i, 

203040 50 .60 70809f) 
Ii Jo 

ii 

I O i 

i- - 

/ 

L _ 

at a price no higher than you would pay for an 
ordinary condenser you can buy a Utility .0005 COn- 
denser complete with the Utility Straight Line Dial. 

¡ 

"grease-cup" pillars to 'prevent' acid creeping. See 
them at your radio dealers. 

A 
AC U.M(ILATO S 

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD. 
t55 CHARINOCROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2 

I tuning is imperative for SW. 
reception that is why the Utility dial is essential. 
Ask also fr Utility S.W. condensers specially made 
for the purpose. -Utility W.i8i 7/6 comp1ete. 

WILKINS & WRIGHT LTD 
Utility Works, HOLYHEAD RD., BIRMINGHAM 
London Agent: E.R. Morton, Ltd., 22. Bartlett's Buildings, 

Holbsrn Circus. E.C.4. 

H 
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- - S- - -? e(tibina?ì. - - 
S - 

- 1.000. -' 

-4-- - S. .,----m-'. -- - 

piece of flex must be (ABO VE)-A plan of the complete 
joined to the terminal ___________________ the compact lag-out. 
which corresponds with i 

the voltage of your own 
sup ply 

tshowin 

mains. If 
there is no 
terminal 

-. ll 
The' theoretical cr,cuit of the complete AC. 

to the transformer terminals marked 
4 y 2 amp. The voltage obtained at 

terminal 3 may then be in- 
creased by removing the 5,000 

o ohm spaghetti resistance, and 
lITI.! connecting the choke direct. to 

the transformer. In this case it 
may also be necessary, or even 
essential, to substitute for the 
spaghetti resistances some more 

t. substantial wire-wound resist. 
anecs, as the currents from the 
mains valves may be greater 
thais the spaghetti resistances 
are intended to carry, and this 
will lead not only to damage to 
the resistances, but in wrong 
voltages at the terminals. The 

!f 
values for the resistances can be 
ascertained quite easily byclivid- 

H.T ing the voltage, which has to be 
dropped from the total output 

Lof the unit, by the current in 
mnilliamps, and mu1tiplyimg b 

tus which is rendered obsolete by the 
change, but this unit conversion goes one 
better than would be the case if the local 
authority simply replaced the D.C. unit 
with a similar AC. umtJ The mains trans. 
former which is fitted to this model is 
Provided with a heater winding delivering 
4 volts at 2 amps., so that if, at sorné friture 
date, you wish to redesign your receiver 
so that it may be made an all.mains 
model, the winding is there all ready for you. 

Neiessary Alterations 

The illustrations and photographs show 
that the only extra parts necessary for this 
change-over are a mains transformer; 
another 4 rnfd. fixed condenser; a valve. 
holder, and a rectifying valve. Them is 
ample room on the baseboard for these 
extras, and they should be laid out exactly 
in accordance with tise wiring diagiam. 
If you lay this diagram by the side of the 
diagram on page 432 of last week's issue, 
you will see that in addition to the extra 
wiring, there are one or two slight altera. 
tions which have to be made to the wirin 
of the DC. section. First of ail, the wire 
frdm the fuse-holder to the negative HT. 
lead must be removed, as must the other 
wire on the same side of the fuse-holder. 
To these two' terminals a short length of 
twisted flex must be attached, and the 
other ends of this flex must be joined to tha 
primary terminals of the mains trans- 
former. You will notice that there are 
four of these, the top three bearing the 
figures 230, 240, 250. One of the pieces of 
flex must be attached to the bottom one of 
this row of terminais, and the remaining 

which does agree, use the next válue above must then 1)0 joined to the two termials 
that. voltage. For instance, suppose your marked 4 y. at the opposite side of the 
niaisa are rated at 240 volts, you would use transfornier, and these are takén across 
the 250 terminal A length of twin flex to the "F" terminals of the valve-holder. 

- 

. The two terminals marked 250' are 
- connected with Otezite to the "G" 

. 

tsm. and "P" terminals of the valve- 

-4 '' . - 

holder. The terminal in the centre 
gi- of these two latter mains tthns- 

- ' - former terminals must be jòined to one 

- 

side of the added 4 mfd. condensei, 
i 

i 

andthistermninalshotildthenbejoined - 

¡ 

to the HT. negative terminal of the nearest - 

- - 2 mfd. condenser. The spaghetti resistance 
..,,-,4 is attached to the 'centre' terminal of the 

' r 4 volt filament winding, and is joined by 
j means of the screw ois the baseboard as in - 

4 
, 

the D.C. unit, to one end of the choke. 
When driving this screw home attach a 

- 

' short length of Glazitd under the screw 
. 

. fl - head, and take this to time free terminal 
'i 

i - 

of the added 4 mfd. condenser. 
LI ' Using the Unit 

D ' 
This completes the alteration, and the 

.1 ' 'diagram should make all these alterations 
j and additions quite clear. Plug a Cossor 

into the 
' 

.506 BU. rectifying valve valve. 
- holder, and plug the mains plug into a 

- The -- ' 

. 'S 

convenient socket. switch on the 
enables the unit to be switched 

- 

panel now 
on or off, and the voltage dropping mais. 

t " Q' tances are still of time correct value to give 
' practically the same readings as shown - 

on the circuit diagram last week. If it is 
desired to employ this unit with an all- 

- 

- 
mains receiver-that is, one employing 
indirectly heated valves-two additional i 

terminals should be attached to the panel, T'4 "S,.J and twisted flex used to ioin these terminals - 

dYC7IINS UNIT 
AST week.we described. how to make. Hoi to' Co'nvet the -'.J - . 

L, UI) the DX. part of this mterestmg 
unit, and we shall now tell you hw. 

. 

D.C.. Unit which was 
._. 

to convert this for operation .frdm AC. Described Last Week 
. - 

mains,- a -pröceclure which .isessential..f - . . 

. 

, 

you move from your present address, or By.W. J. - _. 
have the D.C. mains changed over by the . ".d 

iocaVauthority.' It is true that in the DELANEY . - - - .. , -. 
majority of cases where the conversion 
from D.C. tO AC. takes place thé 'local. 

, . 

- . 

This p/iotograp/m. 
,,_ shows the csmplete DC- 

authority makes good all domestic appara.. . - . ..---- A.0 Mains Unit. 

/ 

Nóvenber26th, 1932. PRACTICAL WIRELESS .5O5- 
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(Conznued from 
)page 505.) 

Wiring diagram 
of She complete 

AC. unit. 

The following parts are required for iwo yaros gooa quaiiry nex. 

J the D.C. section of the Unit Wooden baseboard, 14m, by 7m. 
One Heayberd mains choke,Tpe 751. One coil Glazite, screws, etc. 

DOITIONAL COMPONENTS- One Bulgin Twin Fuseholder, Type A 
QUIRED TO CONVERT TO F.14. RE 

One Peak 4 mfd. 1,500- iolt test -- -. A.C. 
condenser. (Described this week) I. 

Three Peak 2 mfd. 1,500 volt test One Heayberd Mains Transformer, I 

t condensers. - - Type 715. 
t Three Lewcos spaghetti resistances, One Peak 4 mfd. 1,500 -volt test 

5,000 ohms; 15,000 ohm condenser. 
* and 30,000 ohms. One 4.pin valveholder. 

Five Belling.Lee terminals, type One Cossoe rectifying valve, Type 
"H" - H.T.3, H.T.2, 506 B.U. 
H.T.i, H.T.- and Earth. Short length of flex, (ilazite, and a 

One Becker switch, Type 46. .. - few screws. . 

+ t between them might he insufficient. 

¡ 
TUNING CONDENSER In the former case, the lower bush 

must be removed and the surfaces "ATMOSPHERICS 
L _.,______.J weil cleaned with emery cloth, but 

in the latter it might be necessaiy 
VARIABLE condensers are soto -dismantle the condenser and 

reliable nowadays that one increase the power of the pressure. 
sldom expects them to be the I 

spring by carefully bending it. 
cause of trouble. But they can be a j Sometimes the crackling is due to 
nuisance, and many of the crackles j 

the ta o sets of vanes touching at 
sonne point as tine dial is rotated. und artificial atmospherics thal are I This can often be detected by in. heard probably have their origin in 

J- speetion, but, in case of doubt, a 
one of the tuning condensers. 

J 

definite test can be applied by 
Crackles (or, in other words, bad connecting tine condenser in series 
connections) originating in a vari- I with a grid-bias battery and loud. 
able condenser are generally only speaker. There should be no click 
noticeable when the dial is being in the speaker as the condenser dial 
turned, but this la not always the I is turned; .a click would indicate a 
case. When a condenser is wrong, -I short-circuit. When it has been 
the fault can often be traced to a I established that the vanes are 
bad connection between the spindle touching, a cure can generally be 
of the moving vanes and corre- I effected by screwing the lower bush 
sponding terminal, lithe contact is I in or out. If the short-circuit is 

506 'PRACTICAL WIRELESS November 26fb, 1932 

MAKING A D.c. -AG. r 
THE D.C.-A.C. MAINS UNIT OneGolton&combinationmains plug. I 

.4ÍAI]/S U/VI? (Described last week) Eboit panel,7in. by 7m. 

F -000 

a frictional one, the rubbing surfaces due to bent vanes, however, the 
may have become corroded by latter should carefully be straight- 
damp or by the gas given off from oued with the, blade of an ordinary 
an accumulator, or the pressure table-knife. - 

i -. 

4 
t.. 

This illustration shows the complete AC. trtclle charger. 
described ¿ej F,anh Preston in tIsi November 19th issue of 

Practical lVireless.' 
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i000/ BRITISH-Designed by British Engineers 

ihe'Edion SrIec' Co. 55 CharnosgR. Lnon.;WC..2 
Mad. V.Iui.na,.klaaand i. Gn' &iiif, Bdthb TbAQz-JigkJiQ C,. Cd. L,dt diy. - vios 

/ 

.1: 

- The amàzing use the spècifie Mazda VaIves 

H2 - PRICE 7/. 
I L2 -PRICE7"- 

urisu - -P.22 - PRICE 8 9 vIVE S; and make sure of the best resuk 

- - 
Mazda 2-volt types will be found in the 

.Mazda Catalogue, sent FREE on request. 

- - Mazda Valves are fitted by all leading receiver 'r - 

I, - - -. - manufacturers. All good radio dealers stock them. 

° 
For your 

t EMPIRE 
SHORT WAVE 3 

FACTS 
SHOULD KNOW: 
ABOUT THE MAZDA 
.2VOLT RANGE 

- j In this exceptionally efficient rane of 2-vo!t valves will be ; 

found types to suit all battery operted sets. - ."-_ 
j 

. THE HL2, an outstanding çxample of Mazda.. sensitivity, is an excellent 

- cumulative grid detector. Amp. Factor: 31, Imped: 20000 ohms. - - 

. 
t THE S215 VM, is a new variable-mu screened g:id valve of extreme 

s' i ;' 
sensitivity and low inter-electrode capacity. O 

i. THE PEN 220 and PEN 220A are two economica! pentodes, whIch . 

' I 
- will give ample volume with avery low signal input. 

i s''" , . 

.:- THE P220 and P220A will operate balanced armature and moving coil 
.- speakers respectively at full volume with extremely &onomical anode 

- 
- consumptions. - 

,A ' - Full details' of these and other useful 

0 
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new and important features to assist retail 
traders in the, com'se of their daily business. 
This is the ninth successive year of its 
publication. 

A new addition of great practical utility 
is a section giving condensed but complete 
specifications of the most popular receivers 
and radio-gramophones marketed by nearly 
100 well-known manufacturers. The 
directory of mains-supply voltages has been 
brought up-to-date in accordance with 
changes made during the year. The sec- 
tion devoted to practical servicing and 

testing has been extended by au article on 
guarantee and service schemes. "Accu- 
inulator Charging," "Electrical Interfer- 
ence," "Valve and Speaker Matehing," and 
"Instability in Receivers" are other sub- 
jects dealt with in the technical section. 

Each of the four trade directory sections 
is printed on different tinted papers. The 
directory of manufacturers includes names, 
addresses, telephone numbers and tele- 
graphic addresses. The directory of wireless 
and gramophone wholesalers! lists alh- 

wholesalers auhscribíng to the recently, 
introduced "Fair Trading Agreement." 
Some 1,300 proprietsry and trade names 
arc contained in the next section, which is 
followed by an 80-page buying guide to 
goods supplied, arranged under more than 
200 different headings. 

The price of the book is (Is. (Id. post free 
with a special rate of 3e. (Id. post free to 
subscribers to "Trader" joumals. It is 
published by The Trader Publishing Co., 
Ltd., at St. Bride's House, Salisbury Square, 
Fleet Street. London, E.C.4. 

of the distant station isi kept prac- 

vantages of local station reception be- - VALVE, 
cause fading has been overcome. The 
only hint that an experienced listaner 

tically constant, and one has all the ad- 
L.....j 

j - CONTlO1 

tise slight rise and fall of the back- 
would get of the fading cifeotwould be 

ground noise. All that is required is _________________________ 
another valve in parallel with the de- 
tector vglve and a slight modification 
of the circuit, as shown in Fig. 2. -a- Fig. 2.-Showing how the volume control valve is connected in circuit. 

'TRE 1933 edition of "The Wireless and I beticaliy and territorially practically every 
i Gramophone Trader YEAR Boow AND A Valuable Year Book I wholesaler in the country. To this section 

DTARY," just published, contains many .1 is added a list of the manufactureis and 

the resistance R. There is also useful in keeping volume at a pce. 
Fig..l.-Diagrammatic illustration of the effect discussed, is a certain signal arranged level for home use. 

this. Even if one could follow ac- 
curately all the changes of signal 
strength by adjusting the volume con- 
trol by hand, there would be no time 

-. left to appreciate the programme. This 
is where the advantage of a continu- 
ously variable volume control worked 
automatically by the signal strength of 
the incoming station shows itselL 

Overcoming Fading 
In America, where long-distance re- 

ception has always been "the thing," 

in the olina set. The sial strength 

this idea is in common use, and after 
testing it one finds something lacking 

H.F.WUPIING TO LE 

mereased power of these stations tise sot valve decreases, the bias to the H.F. valve 
is often overloaded. One real difficulty decreases, and its amplification increases. 
witht the enjoyable reception of these Let us see what happens when a station The converse also holds, and thus the over- 
Continental stations is the fading effect. is received. The signal passed on by the all result is practically constant reception The manual volume control does not provide H.F. valve affects both the detector and strength all the time. Fig. i illustrates 
a satisfactory means of compensating for the volume control valve equally. The in diagrammatic form exactly what 

_____________ happens. 
i F I 

The receiver should be sufficiently 
i 

- 

i . - i I 
powerful so that the loud-speaker will work 

i i - i I I 
on a weak station. Thus the receiver will 

- j j only be working full out on the weakest 
I signals. Also R should be of the semi- 

H,F STAGE. DET STAGE.. AMPLIFIER.. variable resistor type so that a value may be 
& REPRODUCEP. selected for the best operating conditions for 

the H.F. valve. 
- - - - - 

- detector valve, however, In conclusion, it is probable that this - passes the signals on as method of control will soon come to the 
AUTOMATIC CDNT1OL L.F. current, while the fore because of its usefulness in cutting 

L BIAS VARIATION - VALVE.- volume control valve out the peculiar rapid fading which is met 
- -s------ vanes the voltage across in long-distance short-wave receotion. It 

L UTOMATIC' 'VOLUME CONTROL 
'". . MostReaders Know FowAnnoying '" 

¡OW-that the dark evenings are with t Distant Fading Can Bé- This Article strength to the grid of the control valve, and 
I N us, we are getting an increasing this determines its anode current. As this 

number of distant stations coming' Tells You How to Overcome It. current varies with signal strength, so the 
in at loud-speaker strength, even the i voltage across R vacies, and with it the 
modest three-valver being capable of By E. G. ROVVE grid bias applied to the H.F. valve. Thus, 
twenty or more stations. In fact, with the ¡ as fading takes place and the signal strength 
improved reception conditions and the B.Sc.(Eng.), A.CC.l. decreases, so the anode current in the control 
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UTWARDLY a fixed condenser is sone of the most 
. 

; 

a condenser used where high voltages 
are employed, it must be able to stand simplest and INSIDE OF A a large " breaking down," 

,unimpressive of wireless rcom- 
ponents, and yet for all this it is a preciso 

! 

i i'ri CONDENSER 
strain without 

that is to say, it must be able to resist 
I and very carefully-made piece of appara- 'Y tendency for a spark to pass through 

' 

tus. Let us examine one closely. . ! 
from one plate to the other. 

Before actually picking it to pieces 
s perhaps it is just as well to know roughly This special begínners supple'mcnt has Three Types. 

what to expect. There is no need, of been introduced in response Io a general Bearing these facts in mind, it is easy 
- course, to go into the theory. Briefly, request from hundreds of readers wio to under- : 

l, a condenser have only just comnsenced to take 
/f 

stand why . . 

consists in 
- . its simplest 

an iflierest wireless construction. In 
it we propose to exPlain, week bi,, week, 

care and i 

pre ej s i on - s-Le 
i __- 

fonn of two in Very simple language, facto about 1/ic are necess- . . 

e fl 
: . 

metal plates 
s separated by 

various aspects of the practiçal side of 

Wireless. To tie many thousands who 
ary in the 
manufac- 

' 

- 

.. , 

an insulator cannot bet understand the circuito or terms turc of a I 
. 

such as air, used in connection asili, wireless we extend fixed con- ç l 

a cordial helping hand. . denser. For 
j 

il 
\ 

'r 
odensers F g 5 - I 

. i. are graded there is the nature of the material The large , 
} 

t 

s i 

according to separating the plates. This is known 0mo o//ii n g I 

I their capees- as the didectric. It can be a gas, like air, condense rs I 

Ip, that iS to METAL CL/P iifOyan:I: 
brdg n 

,Q toe 
umt of capa 

_______ 
city is the ..j - 

- example, m order to obtain a large teapae-I 

F t_T ti farad. How- 
- ig. . WO O 

- ever, for 
arate . y ap ate O e onite. wireless pur- 

\'irÀ1 o 
Ì.& ,fI 

sty,and at the saona time keep the whole 
I 

thong as compact as possible, the plates 
havetobeveryclosetogether. Thismeans 

posse this unit is much too large, so we (JP' that the selectric separating them must be I 

use the micro-farad (one millionth of a 
- 

very thin, but at the same time must have 
'u!ilriu 'T/NFO/L 

good insulating There farad). . 

The cajacity of a condenser depends 
. 

properties. aro - 

- . 

. rincipallythree ways of obtamsng this. I 

- to large 
i on three things.' Firstly, there is the Fig. 3.-The inside of a fixed condenser, with the Une is use a number of small 

size of the plates. The larger they are Wax filling removed. plates instead of two large ones, and to - 

5 
the greater is the capacity. Secondly, a liquid, or a. solid. In fact, anything of separte them with very thin sheets I 

o noca (one of the best 
i there is the distance they are apart. an insulating nature, but the point insulators 
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BEGINNER'S , Ak 

Fig. 2.-How an ebonite case e used to house one plate to the other. Fig. 4.-How small fixed condensers are made up. This shows 
ihe fix d co denser °snotherthmgis that with how the plate are ini i aved ed epped j 

'j 

that some materials give a greater capacity 
than others. For instance, if you had ti/CA 
two plates fixed a certain distance apart 
in air, so that they had a capacity of, 
say, one micro-farad, and then you slid - 

a sheet of ebonite between the plates -< 

without moving them, you would find 
that, although the plates were still the -. 

same size and still the same distance 
apart, their - capacity had increased- - 

slightly (see Fig. i). 
Besides the capacity of MICA - M/CA- TINFOIL j 

the condenser there is - / 
also the question of ita effl TI A/FOIL _____________ 
ciency. iTlus is largely - 

'- 
- - 

dependent on the dielec- 

i_-. - _______ 
wise a current of electricity 
will gradually leak from - 

- à 
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with strips of specially prepared waxed I of them are connected with one terminal 
paper between each plate. The third and half of them to the other, hut each 

COMNECTINC WIRES group is separatedfrom contact with 
the other by means of the sheets 
of mica. This is the usual arrange- 
ment for condensers of small capa- 

- O.OEA the fundamental arrangement of 

city. The details may not be quite 
the same with different makes, but 

alternate layers of metal foil and 
WRXED PRPER mica is always to be found. For 

example, gerne condensers have 

-. 
copper foil instead of tinfoil. Others, 

- again, do not have the metal clip - round the assembly; 

co5 be,9f 
unwrappedts - 

show the method 
of construction. --..--., 

way is that employed in the electrolytic 
condenser, in which the dielectric is 
produced -by :efrctro.chemical action and 
consiste of an exceedingly thin filin of 
insulating material, so that the plates 

. Paper Condensers - 
The next type of condenser we 

shall examine is that shown in Fig. 
5. Its capacity is .05 mfd. Here 

is more difficult to remove the 
wax, since there is only a small 
Opening at the bottom. Of course, 
the manufacturers, when they made 
it, di& not-intend that it should be 
pulled apart again. It was quite easy 

for them to insert the condenser in this 
small opening ut the case and then to seal 
it up with hot wax, but we have the job of 
removing this wax, now that it has set, 
before we can get at the condenser-itself. 

been removed we discover that ths 
single strip of paper has been 8Upple. 
mented by three others. Thus we are 
unwinding a layer of four strips of paper 
at once. These are interleaved with two 
stripe of tinfoil. Fig. 7 will make this 
clear. The strips of tinfoil are not com- 
pletely covered by the layers of paper. 

510 PRACTICAL WIRELESS November 26th, 1932 

known). Another is to use two large plates, of. foil are so placed that they project of the waxed paper we are able to 
but to construct them of flexible material alternately from one end and then from peel it off. It commences to unravel 

I euch as tinfoil and to roll them up tightly the other end of the sandwich. half as in Fig. 6. When a few turns have 

] 

s 

PAPER - 

TINFOIL - 
Fig. 7.-This diagram shiws the arrangement of paper and tinfoil before wrapping. 

can be quite small compared with those However, let us assume that by gently 
necessary when even the thinnest mica heating it we have managed to remove 
is used. sufficient wax for us to prize out the 

"innards." 
The Mica Condenser This time we VENT 
Now let us have a look at the condenser find a little . 

in Fig. 2. It is of .0003 microfarad oblong a ifa ir 
capacity, and is of the type gentrally wrappedropnd - 

j used for grid condensers and by-pass with waxed 

LOCKING 
NUT 

Fig. 8.-Electrolgtic condensers. 

One projects slightly from one side and 
the other shows a thin edging of bright 
metal from the other side. It is to these 
exposed edgings of tinfoil that the con- 
necting wires are soldered. On completing 
the unravelling we can see exactly how 
the whole condenser was built up. It 
flow consists of a long belt of four strips 
of paper and two of tin-foil in the order 
of a layer of paper, then one of foil 
(slightly offset), then two of paper, 
another of foil (offset to the other side), 
and finally a layer of paper on top. It is 
clear that this arrangement, when rolled 
up, asit was before we uswound it, gave 
two thicknesses of paper between each 
strip of tinfoil. 

When the condenser - -was assembled 
by the manufacturers, it was not simply 
a matter of roiling up the foil and paper 
and popping it in the case. The whole 

(Continued on page 520) 

a condensers in HF. circuits. If you exam- 
ime it closely you will ndtice it is sealed 

paper and with 
the connecting 

ELECTROLYTE 

underneath with wax. wires soldered 
In the interests of investigation let us one t o e a eh 

I carefully dig out this wax with a pen- 
knife and see what is inside. We shall 

e n d. T h e s e 
wires are in 

have to go warily, in case we disturb turn soldered 
I something vital. However, by carefully to the termin- 

feeling our way with the point of the als so that. we 
knife we shall finally uncover the whole must cut them 
of the interior, as in Fig- 3. This reveals in order to free - 

a metal clip A, which is used to keep to- the little pack. 
gether a sandwiish of alteinate layers e t frbm t h e 

flN;;E..Ti 
of mica and tinfoil. The sheets of mica case. When we 
are wider than the tinfoil ones, but not have done this 
so long, so that the foil projects in the we can tackle The dcc- 
form of tabs from each end pf the sand- the packet it- 

- 

trolytic condenser - - 

wich. These tabs are soldered 10 the two 
terìninals. If the âlip 

self 
By inserting 

opened. The left- 
hand we prise open we 

shall see the exact arrangement of the 
-- 

the -blade of - 

view shows 
- 

- Iisw'the anode is y 

- foil ad mica sheets. Fig. 4 shows this ou r penknile,,- 
- 

-' pos/Y/ve - TERMINAL PP insid 
clearly, it will be noticed tsat the strips upderbe edg. - 

the electrolyte. 

i 

H' 
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I 'ft:05'; i :'° I FOUR T.C.C. POWER UNITS with 

NAME full constructional Detailsn 

I ................................................ ROTATING RESISTANCE CAL- 

......................... 
CULATOR. 

EE. .... 
L:i.,..... .. :::::-:. ... J ALL-BRITISH 

NDEN ER 
9isoo 

DO NOT DELAY 
THERE MAY BE CHANCES FOR YOU TO-DAY POR 
WHICH YOU MAY BE TOO LATE TO-MORROW. 

EVERY DAY COUNTS IN A MAN'S cAREF,E. 

ÍT COSTS NOTHING TO INQUIRE 
I WE TEA CUBYPOSTINALL PARTS OF THE WORLD - 

Also cok for our New Book-FREE OF CHARGE 

THE HUMAN MACHINE 
Secrets of Success. 

I- 

------I 
COUPON ¡ 

Jipi. 2/i T&gipi. I 

Rd.YÁa:ï.Li,,5i.W3 

-r' ' i.t.t Pipy ;f yiii I 

CONTENTS - 
RADIO POWER UNITS-and how 
to build them. 

NOTES ON AC. POWER UNITS. 

OPERATING RECEIVERS ON D.C. 
MAINS. 

ABOUT T. C. C; ELECTROLYTIC 
CONDENSERS. 

ELIMINATION OF INTERFERENCE. 

Book-keeping, Accountancy and Radio Reception 
Modern Business Methods Road-making and Maintenauce 

B.Sc. (Eng.) Salesmanship 
ESe. (Estate Management) Sanitation 
Building, Architecture and Clerk Secretarial. -, 

of Works Shipbuilding 
Chemistry Shorthand (Pitman's) 
Civil Engineering Structural Engineering 
Civil Service Surveying 
All Commercial Subjects . Teachers et Handicrafts 
Commercial Art . Telephony and Telegraphy 
Concrete and Structural Engin- Transport 

eering -- Weights and Measures "Insp." 
,Draughtsmanship. All branches Wireless Telegraphy aisd Tele- 
Engineering. All branches, sub- phony 

jacta and examinations Works Managers 

It you do not see your awn requirements above, write to us en any subject 

/ r 

This ook wIave 
you money 

's ITH electric' light in the bouse 
-with ample poweratyourelbow, 
why use costly and inefficient 

batteries? From' the moment "you 
connect your batteries the power starts 
to decline reproduction suffers, and 
soon-replacement-I Get a copy this of 
book_it will tell you how-it you are 

Ask Dealer your 
if yass ham any dMcuky in rbsriÑe1 
espy rl thu bark, fill In she eanpan 

and informative chapter on D.C. 
apparatus. If you have electric light 

rod pais ta in with us pen.sy usuapS. you need this book. 

I STUDY YOU CAN HAVE A COLLEGE IN YOUR 
AT TRAINING IN ALMOST ANY 

I 

CAREER FOR A FEW 
LME SHILLINGS MONTHLY TIME 

LET ME BE YOUR FATHER 
Unless you are in . ' T"'i WE DO NOT 
touch with all 4 PROFESS TO 
brunches of industry l ACT AS AN EM- 
you cannot see the 

I 
PLOYM ENT 

possibilities of em I AGENCY. BUT 
ployment. but with l WECERTAINLY 
our gigantic organisa- II ,I ARE IN A POSI- 
lion we are in touch 

I 
TION TO GIVE 

with every sphere of II k ;t FATHERLY AD- 
activity, and we know /.II VICE ON ALL 
that in many trades u1:t CAREERS AND 
and professions there J.THE_ POSSIBI- 
are more vacgflCies - j- LITY OF. EM- 
than there are trained PLO YM ENT 
men to fill them. 4-fr THEREIN. 

We teach by postall branches of the following ,. 
vccatioñs, and speciahse an all yo 
oxaminationsconnectedtherewath. .- . - 

4% 
Our advice is always Free, cOs 

0oS 

'iO 
1% çOt - General Education . 

Heating ànd Ventilating 
GV ' Insurance 

- . a Mathematics e 

Matriculation 
Accountancy Examinations " Metallurgy 
Advertising and Sales Manage- Mining. Ail subjects 

ment Musing, Electrical Engineering 
AMI. Fire E. Examination Motor Engineering 
Applied Mechanics Municipal and County Engineers 
Army Certificates Naval Architecture 
Auctioneers and Estate Agents Pattern Making 
Aviation Engineering Polite. Special Course 
Banking Preceptora. College of 
Boilers Pumps and Pumping Machinery 

; L 

i" 

. 
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LIStEN SLOW-MOTION DIAl. aednatnehalde, i will have less chance of spoiling results. After 
'T'REttE ere a great many types of slow-matiod testing both models we are of opinion that the makers 
i dial on the market, all differing In slight details. removed may then be put on the baseboard for the çlaims are well iustified, and that the development 

ffhe Liasen dial L, a massive allait containing mounting output valve and this will usually be found quite of this new system lu a valuable contribution to moving- 
plago for two condensera. Thefront of the dial consistaof simple to accommodate. The hace- of this -isnit-con- I..coll epgatertechnlqar. 
a bakelite jslate carrying an qblsng eeeutcheon window tains a fixed condenser, and clIps at the aide acrom- I Full teat reports of W.B. Modela lnrorpoating the 
and ii smallcóntral knob. Atthe ta*Ck there isa massive modate the two resistancew As supplied, these I Mansfield" magnet will appear in r inter sasse. 

IGRANIC OUTPUT UNIT : - 
YIE havo'èonstantly advised listeners in these pages 

VV to fit an output filter, and the usual metho 
consiste simply of a good LT. choke in the onod 
circoit with the'loud-speoker join from anode to curtis 
ris a fined condexiser. The Igranic Company have 
developed a eperlal wilt for this purpose, which not 
only avoiclo the purclsooiog of the tato necessary 
componente, bot cives In one csseareslly universal 
errangement. It reuniste of u bakeite case which is 
provided with seven terminais and s flexible lead 
provided with a spade end. The tenninalu numbered 
b and (I cae joined te the loud-apesker, no matter In 
whet manner the unit is used. From terminals i to 
4 there is connected on Iron-rare chokt with a "Bi- 
met,sl" rare. This cliche will safely carry a current 
of 30 mA, sod ta therefore suitable for sil normal 
requirements. The flexible link muy be joined to 
various terminals on the unit to provide n number 
of different ratios, and, in addition the unit may be 
toed ase p'ushpuli outpot choke with u centre tapping.' 
This w,ll.be found te be s very useful component for 
tise experimenter, sud the price, lIs. lId., is quite 
moderate, when one cansisteru that it incorporates 
o large fixed condenser. 

RI. POWER GRI9 CHOKE 
\Y7HEN seing power grid 'detectIon, the ntandlng 

one4e current should lie,of n high order. This, 
eneaile the use of s very large battery if the correct 
value of resIstance la included in the anode rirruit. 
Tlsisis,ofcourae,sdrawbaekte this particular method 
of detection.' as 'one. Is forced te use high tension 
batteries totalling 300 volte or so, or to compromise 
by using u small anode resistance end thus not getting 
the brat from this feature. The special choke msnu- 
factored by Bacilo Tnstruusrnts, and known nu the 
power grid choke, is designed te overcome the draw- 
bark ui voltage sirop, whilst st the same time giving 
sigh impedance in Oho anode circuit. This component 
hass nickel alloy roce of very high permeability which 
results in s neat and email dime.sasianed choke. The 
wmnd.ine Is carried on a oectiooslised bakelite bobbin, 
and this reduces the self-rapacity to a minimum. 
Tise Inductance value io 300 henries, sod the D.C. 
resistance is 2,900 ohms. lt will carry a maximum 
corressi of 10 mllliampo. The size of this choke is 
letta than lins. square, and it takes tsp very little room 
on the baseboard.. The price io 21s. 

short wave edil, choke, condenser and the other 
elements of a combined first detector and oscillator, 
sod o Manda AÇ2I{L valve. This vulve j',of coasse, 
ot tIle indirectly .frated. type, and therefore requires 
a 4-colt i snip. lsr.uter supply as well as ita necessary 

-high-tension'nupply. Tisis Is presided for inside the 
unit by means of a moins transformer und a metal 
rectifier whlrh is mounted directly upon the tenni- 
former. By this means it is only necesoary to join the 
plug provided with the unit tos convenient lampoock- 
et and tise unit Is then in u working condition. The 
'aerial und earth leads aie detached front the broadcast 
recOiver, and attached to the two requisite sockets on 
the strip at the rear of the converter, and thcre are Oses 

.plugs attached te a flexible lead at the back of the 
converter for attachment lo the aerial and earth 
terminals of the receiver. By setting' the tuning of 
the .brosdcast receiver to 2,000 meteco the entire 
assembly becomea a most cOudent super-bet working 
over s wavehand of 12 te 80 met,'éa, Owing te the 
special Antinodal coil employed in the unit there are 
no dead spots, and's perfectly omooth control Is pror 
vldcd through the entire range. The price of this unit, 
complete with valve ready te John to your reiets'er, 
is only LO. 

COMBINED R.C.C. UNIT AND VALVE-HOLDER 
IT.is siten found necessary to add a volve te an 

existing rrceleer and difficolty is fannd io accom- 
modating the varions porte on the existing baseboard. 
Tise Dobillor Company have peoslnced a combined 
valve-hoister and R.C.C. unit, and ail that has te be 
done is te remare the present valve-holder and lit 
the unit baits piste. The valve-holder which lias been 

THIS unit Is probably one of the ainahiest whIrls lu 
made, but one would not realize it to judge by Its 

perfurnunnee. It Is totally enclosed, as can be seen 
frani the illustration, and it i. saver y sensitive unit, 
although on nasali in'actoal dimensions. Tise netusl 
manufacturing design lu very original, not n single 
screw or bolt being employed in the make up. ft is 
different from an other unit on the.market, batirlo 
construction add principle, sind gives wonderful 
reproduction of both high and low notes although 
uosmsiil. 'Tlaeprlceioio. lid.,andltwiil find numerous 
isppiicotiona, eIther for portsble receirers or for larger 
Instrumento. It is g,saranteed loe one year, and is 
munufae-ti,red by J and M. Waiter, Ltd., 3la, Farm 
Lane, Falisam, two. ' ' 

THE WB. MANSFIELD MAGNETIC SYSTEM 

A N importent advance in the design of permanent 
magnet moving-roil speakers has bren made by 

the Whiteley Electrical Stadio Co., Std., the old- 
established manufsetarers of W. B. producta. This 
year's "Mansfield" models Senior and Junior, 
isscorporste an entirety origiaa magnetic system whirls 
farms the oubiect of u patent applitastion. On trat 
it gires au astonishingly high flux density for the tise 
of magnet used. The unusuol 1serfor,nanre is iSsir 
te an unconventional arrangement of steel alloys 
which eutedown the reluctante (or magnetic resistente) 
of the circuit and reduces loases due te "stray" 
nsagnctic fields almost to 'nothing. The 'bark of 
the magnet, instead of consisting of cobalt steel, 
io made fram a different steel alloy which is s far 
better ' conductor' of niaglietista than cobalt. 
The .pole.pieee, which' narmslly'eonshta of soft ie9n, 
is in this oyotem ¡anote of steel basing a very hIgh 
cobalt cocitent. ' This actually forms the magnet, 
the bark acting simply sa n return-piece to canspietti 
tise circuit. 

Thus leakage serons carnees af tIse magnet Is reduced 
te a minImum, and less energy la waated in over- 
consiug the reluctance of the circuit. The majority 
of the flux Is concentrated in the gap, and a small 
poplilarly isrlced moving-coil speakrris made to perform 
in a cray which would not have disgraceR a larger sind 
expensive Instrument a year sgo. An incidental advan- 
tage claimed la that a steel chassis daube bolted direct 
Io the magnet without loas of etlriency. The extra 
strengths of the framework is usrfsl In reducing tise 
riot of bad centering mused by distortion of the frame- 
work. Rough handling in transit or over-enthusiastig 
use of the screwdriver whim mounting on's baffle 

HEAVBERD TRANSFORMER 

TEE LT. Transformer illustrated, a Henybeni fyjie 
723, is designed todeliver 4 volts at 3 ampo for three 

indirectly heated 
'enivra,- 

and is provided with a ,Ç-.t 
centre1ap. The primary 
is fitted with three tap- " 
pingo, for 200, 230 or ags. 
250 volta. Tho compon- -- 
cnt is excellently made J 'up, and fitted with o --W J1 "j 
provide adequate ves- 55,, 

tilation, and trepo the 
instrument quite cool In ,. ' . L,,J tineIg I5 ',, 
of wire is sufflcient)y 
heavy to give good -- 

voltage regulation The 
price is 12s.' Od. - . HcoyI'erd LT. o-qnsf armee. 

aide of this o piece of the 
metal is bent inwards oh- an angle of 45'. TIsis - ... 

' brings It behind the . transparent tuning scale, 
nod therefore hds the eitert of giving o very bright 

'' . . " 
- 

and, st the sante 'Ojinc, even illumination of the nonio. 
The movement'is deiightulIy susoe,th and velvety, r"° - and enables two ordinary condensers l.a be joined 
together for ganring purposes.. Tise prier of 4iais 
component io So. Od. ,.. n 

AC. SHORT-WAVE CONVERTER ' - . . 

t, 
IT-isas hero prc'ionsiy pointed out in those pagea, 

that the converter foe short sesgos possesses the - 
adsautage of enabling the brgadcaot receiver to br 

r ititJastiper-betWh:is'aunasreciverioms 
W,tIe' far broadcast receytiosi it io a ratherdlfticuit matter 

to orrooge for the addition of the necessary short- -. ).L..S. asti. 
wave converter as there are the various potentialo - - 
tobe supplied to the mains volve in the converter '- - 
Radio Instruments bave now .developed a mont - 

WALTER LOUD-SPEAKER UNIT ' 

d. 
LL 

'-'"z. es,, 

'' 
metal mounting plate carry- bave values of 1 und 2 meghoms, but these arethe 

' ing o large druso driven by ordinary snetailized resistances ansi therefore oro 
farm a'ò 

-...._ 

,- 
"-.,.' 

I cat-gut. Tiija of drive Interchaasgeabic. Terminals are provided on the 
Lu very poultice in its action, unit, and it is connected into circuit quite aisnpiy. - -ansi has shsolotely no back- The price Is 5u. In addition ta this special caso- 
louis. The got isanehorcd binrd unit, the Dabilier Company nianuioctures 

t nt one end to a spring, so complete lt.C.C. Units oit exoetly the name linen 
1 thrt. oli nlackness is taken as the ones iilustrated-with the exception, of up. A small flashlamp bulb the valve-holder portioss. Tise price et these unito 

holder is mounted at one of la 5s xnslj the resistances arc' cspabe aï easy - the sido plateo,' sad at the adjustment to salt individual rcoiiiremento. 
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.00O1(ma,)and .000005(min.) I , I I 

iT'S THE LASTI N,G EFF!CIENcY'THAT: COUNTS 
NNOUNCEMENT OF THE TELSEN ELECTRIC CO. LTD. ASTON, BIRMINGHAM 

- ___ 

TELSEN MICA CONDENSERS that no less than 98% of 'Kit' Sets 
Reprosentaniinportantadeoncein ' and home constructor receivers are TELSEN GRID LEAKS 
teehniqm resulting in the sirtuci down' in efficiency through faulty ThiS nov type of improved eflid- 

I m t n f H F i n Gr d L aks and M ca Condenser y b 
b1 bi h 

d 
nsoalded case,, adaptable to flat Telsen Radio Engineers set to work to 'aoce be,g unaffectedt by the end certieni moenting-Grid leak. discoverthecauseof,andprovidearemedyfor, plication of dffceoot voltage,. cli 

h t) 
" 

I d f s'th ti, th s rap d d t r ration and on equ nt I of 
ì' nd 

d t 
d' p" ',maiiarcapaoitio,. Made - efficiency. Their tests embraced every known duce no npaity effects. incapacitie, nf from make of these components in conjunction with Made in capacitien of °d'!":. 1 /3 every type of receiver and it isas a direct result from 5 to S mogs. 

- ' of their successful investigation that the new 
t Telsen Mica Condensers and Grad Leaks were - 

introduced. They have been designed on en- 
tirely new lines, being madeto a standard and 

1 not to a size, overcoming the numerous faults 
disclosed by the investigation and embodying ,-- 

- the principles formulated to prevent deteriorn- e.o. 

- 

tion. They give lasting efficiency. 

- 

TELSEN TAG CONDENSERS. 

SENPSCO SERS ly dad: 

provided soith locking ring. Made .002 mfd. . in ,nfd. capacities, of from .002 - 

(max) and .0t025 (min.) toi I . - 

i 

¡H 

I//E °'/ dERENcf 

y 
T EN 

- - - 
-- 

71PRO.PAT. 

1 - /I/2O287-3O 

'1 

,REG9DESIGN' 

t 

, 
I'ONENSER 

$* I 

LSE ,- 

'OLLowING. 
Ofl th 'Ceut d Scovery 

a 

'I 

I ICA CON DE 
AND GRID LE4 

0I 
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s / 

Run your Radio, aU ov the house. Think 
of the increased usefulness 'of your set when 
you can have other iñexpensive loud speakers 
in your bedroom, the kitchen, children's 
room, etc., AND TURN ON AND OFF 
FROM ANY ROOM WITHOUT going down 
to the set itself. Wates Distance Switch, cost- 
ing only 9/6, allows you to do this simply and 
easily. Equally efficient with All Mains or 
Battery sets. The'operating power is merely 
a flash-lamp battery - 

000 DE 
YOUR SET SWITCH 

without recource to main Set. 

With WATES .DISTANCE SWITCH the cheapest bell wire 
makes efficient leads and the press buttons are s for an electric 
bell. No danger or complication. Passes Electrical Regula- 
tions. Obtain from your wireless' dealer, store, iroümonger or 
write to us for name of agent. 

.: WATESUtADIOITD 
184-188 5HAFTESBURY AVENUE LONDON W'C2 

.t 

A Complete and Up-to-date Cuide 

- 
by 'RALPH STRANGER i 

8/6k":'' 
Obtainable at zll Booksellers, or post free 
9'- from , George Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, 
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2 

FOR THIS SPLENDID NEW 1933 

L4'BLUE SPOT" SPEAKER. 
NEW 1933 PERMANENT MAGNET SPEAKER No. 99PM. 

- 
' The COstei, le os ostotosdiag eoseopl, si fleet- she 1h, 

y,stege o! Cobalt, lo oo500ethelty e,o,lt,00. 

"BLUE OPOT" Sseokee sols ,,p,odoc,,e,oy ' e 
Frye, soy Set. atl-,1,ot,io o bsttooy. tOpe 

debit otopeosh o, posais to peetestiso. Ooeyslt , 

depth 55to,., Ov,esll It-oat,, S io,. lesI 0,05 
o 2e.00.depsejlto,7day,' tojal; iteati3Oed, psy . $ 

II.. tooth,, 3,. Sd. st eno,. theo O soothly p510001, '' 
o!7,.6d. (Caehio7day,. toted.) 

- o., 
I ' Tb, ers 'SLUm SPOT" Spsokce 

1(toU et ,ethoo,d Idaol foe tO5 te 
sopolypy yoseteo560t. Msistod toeba,,t, sod tesoro, no 00t.shteg 
teaostoss,e. Send 2,.Sa for 7 toy,' tels); If eotlet.,d, tooth,, '-- ?fpop q,,. 
3,. Od., theo 6 ,00rsthly'poyeoeote of),. Od. (Cash, SOs. Od.) 

E. J. HERAUD, Ltd., Dept. P.10, Number One, EDMONtON, LONDON, SIS 
Branches: 78/81, Fore SL, Edmonton; 77, IVes) Green Rd., Tolleeeham; 

.. 34, Sl. Justes St., WaWcs,nsto,e; and 139. Hartford Road, Ret/laid Wash. 

/ p 

wreicss off u tie dsg-rOon. 
practice, and this "Outline " is 

COSTS ONLY filled with knowledge. It should 

ft be on every enthusiast's 

9'6 
bookshelf. 

Coisists of Automati - L Ç 
Relay comietelyen- Y 1/ 0 U T L I N E 0 F 
case, size4X2X2iflS. ('_ 
Simple instructions in- (( 

cluded. tiOw. "Joh,, da-liog, jusi rech ou4a1 
press Liz, bollos." - O 

»klance Switch 
r - morethaM 
L: DoubIe 

Your. 

Pleasure. 

THEN: Joh::. dear go a,:d Orn the 

ABOUT YOUR 
WIRELESS 

Whether you are beginner 
or expert, study of this corn- 

prehensive and up-to-date work 
will result in both pleasure and 

rofit. Its author is aclçnow- - 

ledged to be one of the most 

brilliant exponents of Modern. 
Radio both in theory and 
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In fact the large number of proprietary 
crystals which were on the market at this 
time, and were usually disguised 
under some impressive name 
ending rn Lite, wore mostly 
nothing more than galena. 

Home-made Crystals 
Besides the more orthodox 

crystals there were also a 
certain number of rather 
unusual types in use and 
many amateurs dabbled in 
the construction of home- 
made detectors often pro- Fig. 4.-Even a potato has been madi lo work as a detector. 

TRANSFORMERS 
Li,t p'i. 1710 7h. P,&tI 2-1 'd 4-1. 010' 

pdo, 3/3 oCh, o,oìo poiS U.K., ,ottb ordo. 5t4k 
io,ft St 1006. O,do h good tilo,. 

Pio,,, Rodio M tifLcltli Ci,., Ltd., Copi/i Sleet, Ni 
O,food Streit, WC. Moie,, 9607. Teed, rebino, iioit,d.1 

10,000 GRAMO-MOTORA FROM ATOCK 
BIG CASO DISCOUNT ALLOWED' 
MiSt a O,a,00ihee, Or Radiogiam. 

dt Lt ti 
to edil BruiS 

di lt 503. 

Th, REGENT FI1'1'1N53 Ca; D,285, 120, 014 Street, Loodsn, COIL 

tion of L.F. amplifier. 
In some sets two or more 
valves were employed 
in this way, although it 
was not usual to reflec 

time performed the fune- 

more than two owing to 
the complication. In- 
'genious devices of chokes 
and condensers were 
used to direct the signal 
impulses to their some- 
what hazardous course 
through the receiver and 

itt 

to keep the HF. and 
LP. components each to 
their own part of the 
circuit. 

I should .. imagine 
more crystal detectors 
were used during the 
reflex craze than at Fig. 3-The mod- 
any time before era detector valve. 
since. There were many 
types in use but, undoubtedly, the most 
popular vas the natural mineral galesa. 

well as a silicon 
detector but not - 

quite so well as 
galena. . 

"Cokeite" .:. I - 

Amongst ¿he Fig. 2--Early form of many weird detector. 
substitutes for 
crystals which have been tried are included 
a piece of coke, the carbon granules of a 
microphone, a piece of potato, a knob of 
sugar, and a gas flame. 

No doubt he close resemblance of coke 
to some of the proprietary crystals suggested 
its use in the first place, anyway " cokeite" 
did actually "work "-if you got hold of a 
good piece. 

Electrolytic Action 
As you know a crystal works by reason 

of its offering a low resistance to current in 
one direction but a high resistance in the 
opposite direction. Some of the freak 

(ontinurd o,e cage 516.) 

FROM ACCIDENTAL SHORT-CIRCUITING 

'Ia. 
All 'BUSCO" 

- ...- ---;i. -., 't Souches hase 
Self-cleaning Contacts 

and" Set Crackling" is 
J - Each - Safeguarded through the 
Peat Fr Vice-like Grip at 

Centact Paints. 

BUSBY & Co., Ltd., Price 01. BIRMINGHAM. 

mocan 5o.m'n05,, £5 CBr 65 
- SEVEN DAYS' FREE TRIAL 

r- i . (OR 10/. MONTHLY) 
I - Pn!tniad O.k i and Placo SolitI 

TSe anaantle Tone br/cgo a finn 
Shrill. Mckee, to lladio-P,,aa. 

- B.B.C.. 3.000 el/eol,i, - si -. .. Other Modelo 35/. to £15. 
\ :j Ptotneaptza and List P151-5 

PICKETTS 
a (P.R.J Albino Rd.. Beatebeatt,. 

An Interesting Retrospect 

-------By W. B. RICHARDSON- 
one almost takes it for I ducing some very weird arrangements which NOWADAYS 

granted that a valve will be used I would undoubtedly "work" but whose -as the detector even in the simplest efficiency was usually open toquestion. 
sets, and yet not so very many years ago I remember making one or two ele- 
crystal detectors were used extensively. mentary experiments myselL My chief 
They were not confined to the crystal set aim was to "manufacture galena, which 
pure and simple, but were often used in is, I believe, almost pure lead sulphide. 
conjunction with valve amplifiers. Reading from notes I made at the time I 

About 1924 
they figured I 

find that in my sisosI successful effort I 
used a mixture ofyed lead (lead oxide to the 

largely in the chemist and designated Pb'O') and sulphur 
- -ro a n y ' re- i in the proportion of about twice the hulk 

flex" circuits of red lead to that of sulphur. This was 
z. -- which were in heated in a covered 

- ' vogue at that I crucible so that the - - - - - time. These mixture fused and was 
C' . . - circuits were then allowed to cool - 

- something of I slowly. The result was 

- - - 

- the nature of I 

- - ... . - - an economy I 

a grey substance not 
unlike coke in (/ - - - - stunt in so fa-r I appearance but 

- - - - - - that they were I with a slightly 

- 
- - designed with I metallic lustre. - - 

- t h e I Some of it was 
F,g. I .......... - idea of 
The electrolytic ELECTROLYTE k. I 

powdered. How- 
the ma 

,i'eteclor. mgone, 
ever, solid 
part was dug out 

valve do the work of two. The poor I and tried as a 
valve was expected to work efficiently I detector with a 
both as an HF. and L.F. amplifier. I "catswhisker." 
First, it amplified the- incoming signals. If my notes re- 
This was followed by a crystal detector 

I 
cord the honest 

and then the rectified currenti was fed 
¡ 

back to the valve again, when it this i 

truth this" es-yo- 
tal" worked as 

. 1 

TI 

IP 

. ì:-.--. 
CLIX IMPROVED 
PANEL TERMINALS 
FOR THE CONSTRUCTOR 

Prices: the T & Bulla- 

Type B with heaS- Radia Soei,ty ,l Ut. B,-itain): 
suaI she der ' What we particularly Ilk, 

bach thin ii th, tact that the 
- 4d- 

bOdY in pen,ldcd ccitt, hesa- 
c'a uhauldee no that it ras h, 

- 

held itt i apencar chile the 
nata behind cro ciada tight' 

Type A- 2d. li cern,nat, neo sicuro- 
j , , ,,an-cem,cabls head,. Red o,- 

bloch. Fall nega of ea,iiy 
-cad marking,. 

LECTRO LINX. LTD.. 254. VAUXHALL BRIDGEROAD. SW.! 

PROTECT YOUR VALVES 
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184-198, Shaltesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2 I distortion and tonal reproduction which I or no trouble; 

5 5 

We provide personal attention and show even 
Bigger savings ou your battery expense. ¡natal 
the Standard which lasts for years, begsuse it re- 
charges itself when the set is shut down. This' 
PERMANENT saving is enjoyed by thousands o 

enthusiasta. Ample level current brings in 
:difficult stations without background. Eventual 
replacements merely a matter of changing cart- 
ridgès at a few pence èacla. Such great promise 
deserves your investigation. DO IT NOW. 

STANDARD BOOKLET POST FREE 
Popular Type Battery for OrdinarySets 

Any Voltage Model HO, No.8 size, 12,500 milli- 
Any Cnpaci*y amp capacIty, 126 

5 
,volts,S4ceUs. PrIce, 

completeaithouttrays 
Tray contai ners ex tra 

Down if required. 
Other capacities, 2,000 to 25,000 milliamps. 

STANDARD BAT1RY CO., Dept. N.W., 

an "at home" feeling at every meeting. 
The man possessing a good knowledge of 
radio is ever ready to assist those who have 
no knowledge, The Editor tells me he will 
be pleased to find space for any Radio 
Society publicity if the, secretaries will send 
along particulars of their activities regularly. 

A Word of Advice 

¡ F you are buying a loudspeaker, don't 
I follow the example of one of my Press 
friends. He toddled into a radio store and 
heard several demonstrated, eventually 
choosing one which appealed to his ear. 
Arriving home with his new treasure, he 
forgot about dinner in the haste of testing 
it out and surprising the family. Imagine 
his surprise in finding a terrific amount of 

Short-wave Receivers 

SHORT-WAVE 
receivers do some very 

remarkable things when carefully oper- 
ated. They bring America, Australia, and 
other far outposts into our homes, and offer 
the greatest opportunities for radio thrills at 
a very small cost. With the introduction of 
Empire broadcasting, a new vista of radio 
utffity will be opened to us for further 
research, and no doubt many surprises for 
the curious. There is much real pleasure 
to be had from short-wave reception, if 
you are so inclined, and the making of a 
receiver is quite a simple matter. For those 
who prefer it, there area number of excellent 
short-wave adaptors on the market which 
can be used in front of an ordinary screened 
grid type of broadcast receiver with little 

r-1 

30" Pnce Reduction 

o 
_s - 

a 

Leclanch 
PERMANENT . Self 

'ILT. BATIERY p Charging 

.S.TANDAPD. 

small metal point (P) just emerges from a 
glass tube (T) immersed in a solution which 
constitutes the electrolyte.. The point (P) Fig. 6-The crystal here is a knob of sugar. 
forms one contact and the container of the bulb. I wonder what is the correct ex- 
electrolyte forms the other. The action is pression to use when one -breaks off flush 
explained by the alternate forming and with the bulb! 

Why Not Join Your Lcal Radio Society? was not a patch on what he had heani at 
are clubs and societies in almost the demonstration. It was so disappointing THERE 

every town where members. meet that he not only lost his appetite, hut his 
discuss, or listen to lectures on radio. Very tempqr as well. Now here is the advice. - 

often well.known technical men from When buying a new speaker it is always 
leading manufkcturers give admirable de- advisable to have it tested on your receiver. 
monstrations. The subjects dealt with .are' The reason for this is, many receiving sets 
varied, and always interesting. They deal are designed to suit a particular range of 
with set operation, technical faults, and frequencies, and distortion may not be 

noticeable with one tylc of speaker. With talks of an elementary character, which 
enlighten the listener that he is soon another, which is more sensitive, the im- 
enabled to correct faults in his réceiver perfections may he accentuated consider- 
without having to run round with his set ably. Keep this m mind and don't blame 
to the local radioengineer. Usually the the speaber. . 

social side is well catered for. and there is - - - - 

ii 

FOR THE - 

.cWORLD WIDE 
SHORT 

4) 
WAVESJ 

SIÍKTUN 
SHORT WAVE 

H.F. CHOKE 
as- Specifie.d 

- An nfilci,nt ,hnrt 
H.F. nhokn for rrrrow, 

thr 5-lOO 
,o,trns ,orrn,bnud. 
Con brnrndeffro- 

tiody os HF. ted 
rhok,, dntnctnr 

. 
a HF. trtr : 

in loudsp,&krr 

bstEKîUr 
COMPONENTS 

Plenos wehe fo, co,ople!e 

¡ici of Sieht on Conctoonacts. 

SLEKTUN PRODUCTS, LTD., 

21, Douglas St., Westminster, S.W.1 

detectors I have just mentioned, such as ASiginglIame? 
the potato, worked on the electrolytic 

The gs flaiíe was the blue flame from a principle. They usually needed two dis- 
similar metals with which to make the Bunsen burner. Two wires were inserted 
contact. The action would be similar to. in- the flame and connected to- the sect. 

that of the electrolytic condenser wheh This type apph.sentIy depended for its 
- being "formed)'- 

The passage of a 
aotio0 on the ionisation of the gs.ses in the 
flame. Whether a polarising voltage was 

A- current in one direc- necessary in ordar to start the action I am 
- 

- f \ 
tion would cause the: not certain. 

. tion of a high Although the valve detector is almost 
- 

resutance film of universally used at the present time it is 
some kind vastly different in appearance and con- 
or other, stì'uction from some of the earlier types. 
even per-' Compare, br instance, the speoimèn of 
hapsof gaS, about 191fr vintage shown in Fig. 2 with a 

- 
. as in a poi- modern detector as represented by the 

arisd bat- Coisor valve in Fig. 3. Fundamentally, 
, 

tory. This, of course, they are both the same. Each 
- 

- however, has a filament, a grid and a plate, but there 
would break down on the resemblance ends. Notice, for in- 

- the change in direc- stance, the way the plate and grid eon- 

Fig. tion of the current, nections of the, old war-time warrior 
A js a s - SO that more current are brought out through the side of the 
flame de 

direction than in the - 

I 

F 
would flow in one I 

lector, 
other thus producing 

a direct current component. This, of 
course, wou.d be modulated in the same 
way as the original carrier and would 
tuerefore çperate the 'phones. Needless I 

to say most of these were not efficient - 

enough to give results a Ioñg way from a 
transmitting station. 

Of course the electrolytic detector proper 
was known for years but was not often used I = 
by amateurs. A diagrammatic representa- 

I 

tion of one tvoe is soiven in Fie. 1. A 

C S 
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6IAH* IARI%H, LJP1 IA1Ot IIULIp, BRO#IIT, IttPI 

r 

in wiRr WOIJD 

1 

(CMIDLLTE 

Simply bury the copper receptacle containing the won. 
derful FILT chemical which spreads through the earth, 
sttraeting moisture and making a highly conductive 
area several feet deep. FILT keeps moist and highly 
conductive, earthing your set perfectly and giving you 
every ounce of power, range and purity. 

1%1. 

Filtie s. pseuted device and proceedings 
,.ilI bg takeo in all eases nl iufcingeosest. 

The popuJar and efficient resis- 
tances for all general purposes. 
All value 300 ohin to 5 megohms. 

- 
- 116d. each.- 

The "Empire Short-Wave Three" specj. 
-fies 100,000 ohms and Two i Meg. 

- 

Y 

F - 
- 

You'll never know bow good your set can betillyoufit Oj, -1 i - 

w 
LT FILTrn:nffithing- 

ki 
'k VE il 

Hundreds of listeners bave expressed their surprise at- -- '-,_ - 
I the improvement obtained by EILT. - S. 

'MCIF CuT CA TI1AIAM: 
I don't know what tests you maite of the Components you - 
bLIy, but I do know that every one I sell is tested far more 
stringently before it leaves my factory. It has o be not only 
capable of doing the job for which it is designed-but it has 

* to bear electrical stresses greater than will ever be required 
in practice before I allow it to bear my name. That is why 
you can trust every Graham Farish product to, the limit. 
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The Proper Care of Aerials 
THE time of the year is upon us when 

both reception improves considerably 
and when insecure and indifferent aerials 
and masts fall down. Journeying by 
train through a populods suburb last week, 
I saw the first-of the wintér crop of fallen 
aerials, an annual event that marks 
with unfailing accuracy the advent of 
stormy weather. Considering that even 
in modem times, with modem sets, our 
aerials are after all the only means wo have 
df connecting our sets to -the ethereal 
vibrations that mean so much to us; 

1considering all this, I say, it is a wonder we 
do not as a class give more attention to 
their care and upkeep. It is a super-fan 
who, painstakingly, dismantles his aerial 
year by year, cleans the insulators, renews 
the wire, and carefully examines ropes, 
pulleys, and the mast for any possible 
defect. Even so, you know this should 
be done, and there is sto gainsaying that 
the annual overhaul pays over and over 
again for the comparatively small trouble 
it inyolves. Human nature being what it 
is, however, I suppose we vffl continue 
to put it off until the aerial falls, and we 
go to efforts out of all proportion to rein- 
state the fallen. A few hints might not 
be amiss, therefore, that will enable 
you to forestall a catastrophe of this 
nature, and at the outset I would advise 
you, on the first fine Saturdayyor even Sun- 
day, to make sure that the rope which 
supports the aerial itself is in gobd order. 

If it is rotted at all, cut the poor piece out 
altogether, making sure that - sufficient 
rope is left to allow of the aerial wire being 
let down to the ground. Failing this, 
purchase a new length of rope of ample 
length to allow of trimming and cútting 
next ytar. Do not let the old rope 
run through the pulley without thinking, 
or else you might be faced with the prospect 

reach is too often neglected. A very good 
plais is to drill a small hole obliquely into the 
mast, about six or nine inches from the 
ground, as shown in the accompanying 
sketch, and periodically squirt into this a 
few drops of creosote previously put into 
an ordinary oil - can. After, a while, the 
creosote will permeate the whole of the bot. 
tom of the mast, and it will be as rot-proof 
as you can make it. The 'secret of doing 
this little 'job uccessfuliy is to give a little 
squirt elke. It is no good pouring half 
a pint around the hole and forgetting all 
about it. A drop or so every day for a 
month is the correct method, and you 
will beamplyMAsr 
having a 
well - treated j mast that 
will -itand 
for years. If 
youwantto 0(1 

IL CAAP 
make areally Cot.o-A,rnÂ 
good job of ' CR 
it, it pays to 

pliî of wood 

repaid by 

makeasmall 

EO$OTC 

to fit the 
hole; this can 
be removed 
when insert- 
ing the creo- 
sote, and 
will keep all 
rain out at 

too large a //// 7/ 
other times. 
Do not drill 

bole or you 
will weaken A method of preventing an the cross aerial maI from rotting. 
section of the 
mast-about a quarter of an inch diameter 
is asnple - 

will result. I cannot say much more about 
aerial systems now, but one day I will 
put before the Editor an article showing 
how a perfectly sound aerial arrangement 
can be erected at low cost. - 

B.B.C. Quality-testing Broadcasts 
Well, the five million licences' have been 

achieved, but there are stifi approximately 
a further eight million houses in Britain 
which are not fitted with wireless-or, at 
least, have not. taken out licences. It is 
estimated that the change over to electricity 
of large numbers of houses is accounting 
for the large sales of all-mains sets, and that 
crystal-set users are more inclined to pur- 
chase valve sets when there are no batteries 
to worry about. Even though this is the 
electrical age, over nine million houses in 
Britain are unwired for electricity and six 
million of these bave no wireless of any 
sort. The remaining four million houses 
are wired for electricity-a very small 
proportion really-and half of these have 
wireless. So, you see, there is still a large 
potential market for wireless sets, and it is 
in the interest of all radio enthusiasts to 
procure as many new listeners as possible. 
More licences will mean more and better 
programmes apart from the increased 
number of workers that would be needed 
to supply the wants of an increasing army 
of radio fans. There is no doubt that it is 
a desirable thing for the proportion of 
listeners among our population to be raised, 
and there is a way in which every amateur 
can help. How? you say. - Well, by only 
putting out the very best quality your set 
is capable of when you are demonstrating 
it to any non-listening friends. More 
harm has been done to radio by distorted, 
screechy outputs than can be estimated, 
so never mind getting Timbucto-cum-too- 
much-reaction. Tune in the local añd let 
all nossible converts hear real c,ualitv- 
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- befôre, and thé two wires soldered together. . 
A Mast Hint . The soldering can best be carried out Static Discharges 

CONTRARY to popular belief, the place by melting a small "pooi" of sòlder in a Some furthér interesting papers have been 
where a wooden mast invariably boot-polish-tin lid, sud allowing the two read at the International Congress of 

-rots and breaks off is where it emerges ends of the wires, which have been thor. Electricity held in Paris, and a section 
from the ground. Great and justifiable ougbly scraped, and twisted together, has been devoted to lightning research. 
precautions are taken to ehsuro that no to dip into the pool of solder. In this way Anything dealing with lightning and 
rain enters the top of the mait, by the the solder will cover the whole of the joint, electrical discharges in the atsïsosphere 
fitting of a suitable knob or capping, and if it is held still with a pair of pliers should be of interest to radio men. and a 
but the part of the mast within immediate until set, a perfect crackle-proof" joint considerable amount of work has been 

., - 

- t 

ot a risicy clime up a neueste mast, ana 
amateur aerial masts are rarely of suffi- 
cientstrength to make shinning up them a 
sinecure. A much preferable way of fitting 
a new rope is to tie a long piece of string 
to the free end of the old rope, and-pull 
this through the pulley. To the othèr end 
of the string attach the new rope,- and 
its turn pull this through the pulley and 
then affix to the aerial insulators. It is 
a good plan to make a knöt in the rope 
in such a position that in the event, of it 
breaking or running out of your hands, 
it will stop against the pulley while still 
leaving a sufficient length for yoq to catch 
hold of. 

The Aerial Wire 

HOW 
many times have you been told 

that it pays to use enamelled aerial 
wire? It only costs a few pence more, 
but it is worth it, for the coating of enamel 
rsists the corrosion that invariably takes 
place in smoke-laden atmospheres in a very 
short time. When using enamelled wire, 
however, care is necessary in making the 
joint with the lead-in wire. If you attach 
the aerial direct to a lead-in tube, care- 
fully scrape ail the enamel from every 
strand before connecting up, but if the 
aerial is first joined to another lead-in 
wire, every strand should be scraped as 

good bass and iome high notes ís weil 
and an output as realistic as you can make 
it. If you make a PRAcTIcAL WIRELESS 
set you can do. it-orn Technical Staff will 
see to that-but the handling of the receiver 
is your department. -The B.B.C. are now 
giving valuable assistance in the matter of 
quality, and you will notice that in connec- 
tion with a series of new talks a series of 
quality-testing notes will be broadcast-in 
fact have been by the time you read this- 
with a range of from 50 cycles to 6,000 
cycles frequency, so that you will be able 
to judge the high and low. "cut-off" of 
your set. 
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records, leaves much to be desired. On 
the other hand there is no other station 
giving out so much piano.accordion music, 
and this ijistruinent seems to imbue 
the spirit of Paris like no other instrument 
does any other locality in the world, not 
even the Negro "twanging" string instru- 
mruts. In view of my remarks a week or 
so ago concerning the growing practice of 
building the transmitter outside the town 
of its origii and sending the programmes 
into the town, it is interesting to note that 
the new Toulouse is being accommodated 

designed, nd made, valves I TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED 

ByF. J.CAMM I ,.,, 
j 25 Tested Wireless Circuits, 

Accumulators, Charging, Maintenance, COMPONENTS and Care. GET THE BEST OUT OF ANY SET 
96 P00,. 1/. each, or 1/2 by post from WATMEI. wIRELEss 00., LTD., IMPERIAL 

Gea. Nests,,, Ltd., 8/11 Southampton Steet, t WORKS. MICH ST,, EDGWARE. T,Iephae, s Edgsa,eet323 
Strand, W.C.2. 

.... 
. 

's 

Radio Toulouse 

AS I mentioned before, reception has 
been steadily improving of late and 

more and more difficulty is being found in 
separating the high-power stations. That 
real old-timer, Radio Toulouse, who has 
been on the air almost since broadcasting 
first started, is raising his power in the 
ciad race to make themselves heard that 
stations al-c indulging in. His new power 
wffl be some 60 kW. and, in comparison 
with his present 7 kW., is a really tre- 
inendous output. I have always had a 
warm corner in my heart for Toulouse; 
he is always dependable, and seems to be 
always working, both early and late. 
Otherwise the station has little to commend 
it; for I know of no other station so prone 
to quick fading, and his programme 
material, most of which is gramophone 

cay i 

British Artist for New York Radio City 

IAM 
almost beside myself with joy to' 

hear that the Americans have em- 
ployed a British artist to decorato the walls 
of their colossal Radio City now building 
in New York. The wonders of this 
edifice are legion, but I hope the least of 
them wifi not be the mural - paintings 
depicting the march of American progress 
by Mr Frank Brangwyn, RA. That thiy 
should have to come to the "old country" 
for someone to show them how America 
has progressed is encouraging, but Mr. 
Brangwyn is already in trouble with a 
little difficulty of finding lady models 
sufficiently plump to be a°true representa- 
tion of old-time American ladies. It won't 
be long now before the USA. will be 
appreciating the advantages of British 

NON-neDucrIvE. 'riti, i. b toan,. the ,-,oi,io,,ee elentont io not .01ro. 
2 Forth et-mot-e, the tetre contacto 

chotee nett contact teith tito 
-otietnoo element to that tito 
neving contact doct not near ont 
the element. ThiS gt,araotteoe 
teen and contact ltlWay,. 

3 otreefiun and even con. 
toot nith the elentest. Titi, i, 
obtained by a Otto patentod 
clamping cono Which directly it 
leocre.00ddocenfo,-ceothcoprsn0 
oCtct-nai ring ogainot tito toit-o 
hood, 'l'ho prectnrc i eosgr000 thtt pee'foct cil-retond contact io 
ende ocith th element ehiph nil) 

4 Soll - olenoing .ciping oofltete. 
'l'bit contorto perfectly Clean tOto 

5 eni'.,eratioo. 
6 PRICE - - - - 

We recommend thi tretiotanco 
iType 3) only for value. abose 
50000 ohmt Where nieo-nottnd 
potectiomotero at-o not roqecirod. 
Potente ter thit nett recictonco 
hase hecto opt-lied for. 
1/ veo iseo osy diffleoits fe ebtefnieg 
iVoc000i Çce,pceoetc, WRITE DlI.00f TO 

some sort of connection between the two 
facts. Very interesting are the attempts 
made to measure the energy of a flash, and 
m'esulta obtained indicate that the energy of 
a flash is in the region of 10° Joules. The 
greater part of this energy is dissipated in 

- heating up the air along the path of the 
flash. The Joule is the work done by 1 watt 
during the time of one second, and as a 
lightning flash takes but a fraction of this 
time, one can gather that quite a useful 
job of work is being done which calls 
for the release of at least 10,000,000,000 
-.Joules, or about the same number of watts 
per second. If this were harnessed, how 
long would it work your wireless set? 
No prizes offered for the solution excepting 
a headache! 

few years -ago. 

Election Results via Poste ParisÍem 
¡N this election-mad world you probably 
I heard the German election results 
and probably those of the New York 
presidency. Ordinary listeners heard the 
latter results. vsa Poste Parisien during 
the early burs of Wednesday morning, 
November 9th, although the real radio ama- 
teur was probably only satisfied with receiv- 
ing them fresh America direct. The Poste 
Parisien broadcast was arranged by the 
New York Herald, for the benefit of 
Americans abroad, and they say it was a 
good broadcast I received the results 
free from fading or atmospherics with 
remarkable clearness-in the papers next 

\_ 

ADVANTAGES: 

and splutters come flow the speaker 
quite separately from the large crack made 
by a flash itself. A M. Dauzère has carried 
out investigations on the flash itself and has 
found that lightning essentially consists of 
a transport of ions at incredible speed 
through a narrow channel. A considerable 
difference of opinion is held by various 
schools as to the polarity of a lightning 
hash, but M. Dauzère believes in common 
with several other great scientists that the 
discharges are mostly positive. Experi- 
inents with localities most prone to lightning 
discharges havi shown that granite is the 
most susceptible rock to lightning, as are 
the various clays that are the product of 
decomposed granite. Strata at the other 
end of the scale-the calealarious formations 
are the least dangerous from a lightning 
point of view. It may be a coincidence, 
hut I believe I am right in saying that the 
granite clays, in fact most clays, make the 
best wireless earths, so that there might be 

film. He had thirty records made-at 
ten pounds apiece-and on these the 
whole of the play and the applause was 
faithfully recorded. Those laughs cost 
him some three hundred pounds, but if the 
filin is a success as a result of the enterprise 
he will have the last laugh after all. All 
this brings me to the fart that some records 
have been presented to Mrs. Enrico Caruso, 
the widow of the famous tenor, on which 
is recorded sorné of her late husband's 
mOst famous arias. These records have been 
made from old ones made seventeen years 
ago, the novelty being that new synchro- 
nized musical accompaniment has been 
added. The method employed is a secret 
one, but it employs the modem method of 
electrical recording with "mikes" and 
valves. As a novelty it may have its 
appeal, but it strikes me as being rather 
similar to the unsuccessful attempt to 
popularize a modem "Hamlet ' played in 
evening-dress clothes which was tried a 

ii,h,d. se It saa qeticki glee ycu 
the cater tclioaicg tatter, 
1. Ceerr,at. 2. Watte. 3. Volte. 

4. Ohme. 
Deep aie d Saul cand 
yate a oepy. If yate are thi,tklag 
et 2 teeactitg a cet at the pet time. ecatideretciag 
WATMEI. Ceetepcnantt-' They get thcheetcctctaetyaet."a,tdac -. 
hace three spacialitice at the 
precent eiomect-Petctticoletert- 
Remeataucce and Cmlt 

: 
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poroso cos,t, 
theist .çOs, 
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carried out by an enthusiastic band of in an old chateau some 20 miles from 
scientists with instruments known sa Toulouse. I wonder if he will fade as 
oscillographa. A Dr. Norinder gives the badly as the old station? :ftj important statement that he has found - 

that 

a lightning flash, while appearing 
I 

Records Made by a Secret Process 
to be one discharge, is inrfaet merely the 

large 
yOU all heard of the method employed 

culmination of a series of partial 
discharges. If you have listened dunng a 

by a Hollywood producer to judge 
the laughs and applause given a London 

CALCULATION RESISTANCE C CHART! 
r 

thunderstorm you will have isoticed that play by the audience in order that he1 
praqtically the whole of the time crackles t might estimate its box-office appeal as a Thi, c vouasIe ,h,te vet eh- 
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once again proven to ne in'- 
dispensable. This tibie, Practical Wireless 
dèsigiie/s have secia1ly selected the 73e 
Choke and the i5 Transformer, for the 
OAlpha" Mains Unit, convincing evidgnce of 
their confidence in}leayberd Miins Products. 

The finest British materials are used by 
British craftsmen in the production of these 
components. Every article is tested thor- 
oughly and Guaranteed. 

- HEAYBERD 751 CHOKE 
leductance. Rrsistaace..Max. Capacity. Price 

50 heneyc. 100 ohms 50 ma. 52/6 
HEAYBERD 715 TRANSFORMER OUTPUTS:' 

230+230c'. 2±2'. 2+2i.. Price. 
30 ¡ra. -5 amp. 4 ampi. 20/6 

F011 ditoil, of the 

Hdh"k 
EA OERJI 

- MosaecHoeme NAINS. 

05 I 

-. 5oun'Mti \for Heayberd; 
J \ handbook on 

I 

MainsWorking 
I enclose 3d. stamps fod 

,\ 
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EleetrolytiôCondensers 
When it come to the larger capacities 

j such as those of about 4 or 8 mfd., the 
- paper type of condenser becomes rather 
bulky. A much more compact component 
is the electrolytic condenser. This has 
certain limitations hut is admirably 
suited as a smoothing condenser for 
rectifier, decoupling and filter circuits in 

mains 
units and the power circuits of 

mains sets. In appearance it is cylindrical 
and somewhat like a single cell from a dry 
battery. In its construction also it is not 
unlike a dry cell. 

Electrolytic condensers are of two 
types-wet and dry. The wet ones 
actually contain a liquid, but the dry 

iones are not strictly dry, since they con- 
tain a moist paste or similar substance 
for the electrolyte in much the sanie way 
as does a "dry" battery. They differ 
from the other types in that when first 
assembled they have no dielectric like 
micá or paper. One plate of the con- 
denser is in direct contact with a liquid, 
the electrolyte .just mentioned, which 
also forms the other "plate." How a 
liquid can take the place of a plate is 

- more easlly understood when we remember 
that it is a liquid which will conduct 
electricity-not a liquid like oil, w hieh is 

- an insulator. .The two "plates" thon 
are in contact. Nose, in order to convert 
this arrangement into a condenser it has 

Now, having olea-ed away ,hic some-p 
what technical preliminaries,' which 
nevertheless are rather essential if we - 
are to appreciate fully what we are about 
to find inside, we can get down to an - 

examination of an actual condenser. Let - 
us take one of those shown in Fig. 8j 
First of all, the inside is far different from 
that of the previous two types. The 
"core" of the whole thing is the anode, 
which consists of a coil of aluminium 
wound round an aluminium rod. The 
lower end of this rod passes through the 
bottom of the condenser and is fitted - 

with a terminal (see Fig. 9). The alu- 
minium anode is coated all over with the 
thin non-metallic film just mentioned, 
and surrounding this is the electrolyte- 
a special liquid, the exact composition of 
which is usually a trade secret. We arc - 
assuming now that we have chosen the - 
wet condenser for examination, but in 
the case of the dry one we shou]d probably - 
have found either a pasteas the electrolyte 
or some absorbent material soaked in a 
liquid. The liquid electrolyte almost fills - 
the space between the anode and the ease. 
This latter is of metal and serves to 
contain the liquid and to make contact 
with it. Another terminal is not used - 

in the particular model illustrated, as it 
is intended for one-hole fixing direct to 
a metal chassis. The locking nut serves to 
secure it in position and to make contact 
between the metal case and the chassis. 
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assembly was compressed until it regis.- 
!tered 

to be "formed." by passing a current 
through it. This ALPHA the correct capacity and also all air 

bubbles were expelled; it was soaked in 
causes an electro- 

chemical action to take place, with the - 

-A-C -D C .5 
¡paralfin wax to ensure that no moisture 

- 

- 

result that-an exceedingly thin film of-I - 

- . 

- :," 
. 

or air:could gain - in entry once it was 
sealed, and the 'tinfoil projecting from the 
ends was carefully hammerdd over to 

- non-conducting material is deposited on 
the one true plate or anode, as it is called. 
This deposition is similar to ordinary - 

119T 
- 

I 4 

malke a good soldered connection .with 
every turn of the foil and not just here 

electro plating, except that a non- 
conducting and, not a métallie substance 

- - - ___________ and there. - This last precaution is taken is deposited. When forming is complete I . 

s ..' chiefly in order to mike the condenser as we have a condenser composed of one 
Chosen by non-inductive as possible. It reduces the metal plate, a dielectric consisting of a = 

expert Tech- chance of the coiled foil acting as a tuning thin, non-conducting film on this plate, 
i 

nicians after careful test, ! coil, which would lessen its efficiency as and - another plate which is really the - 

- Heayberd components have Ía condenser. . liquid surrounding the dielectric: 

4.0 x 4.0 MId. specially made for Westinghouse length. . When two . - - 
S 4 d block 

sut 7/3 
1 MId 9/9 tunmu coils are used - 
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Address 
PRAl 

F.C.HEAYBERD&Co., 
IO FINSBURY STREET, LONDON. EC.2 

One minuté from Moorate Sin 

DESIGNS FOR APPARATUS FOR ANY RADIO 
PURPOSE. INCLUDING TRANSMISSION. OVERSEAS 
ENQUIRIES INVIrED ANY APPARATUS SUPPUED. 

CONSTRUCTIONAL WORK UNDERTAKEN. 
We CRist, So niée roes i bl,oe.Iieledisg Sbt*ieiN 

Ansteer T tenis/Sai Lktsee. Whteyet pete dlmesny. 
teOt. 
Cs/sun :3/. pee eeery. Ioornms,e, 2/N tait, with ilegrim,. 
Radio Technical Agency (Dept. P.L.W.), 

.2 Wesigete Chambort, Newport, iRon. 

SERADEX FILTER CONDENSERS 
(Osatesleed see pese). 

See test report in PRACTICAL WIRELESS, 6.11.32. 
Type B. 800V .D.C. test. 400v D.C. working. 
1.0 lIté. .. l/t 2.0 lUd. .. 2/3 
4.0 MId. .. 4/5 8.0 MId. .. 7/I 

---------.-.! 
i Simtle Arrangement for Automatic Tuning 

y7HEN n small set is used near a Regional condensers can be used, even though a 
VV station, and all that is wanted and station comes in high up on a .0005 

can be received are the dual programmes, tuning condenser. - W. M u IR H E A D 
automatic tuning is an advantage. If only (Falkirk). 
one tuning coil is used, all that is required , 
is one push-pull switch and two pre.set _._E? condensers, as shown in Fig. 1. With 

10M ave--- - 
ser,theiivith C i. J 
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- 

 A SIMPLE SCRATCH FILTER 
"I hove fitted a pick-up to my receiver, but am very 

dioappotnted with the reproduction. The sus-titee 
noise from the records io terrible, and if anything 
st scemo worse than a cheap geamophons'. is there 
anything I s-an do to cure this? My LS'. stacca are 
lutte aU right foe broadcast reception, and I do not 

want to inteifere with these if it esso be avoided. 
Perhaps you cao suggest some scheme which Con he 
uwitchesl in wises using the pick-up so sa not to spoil 
my broadcaat .progratnifles."-(It. 8., Hendoh.) 

The simplest remedy, io for yost to connect a hieh- 
resistance across the pick-lip. Tise enact value will 
steps-nd upon the pick-Up- and the omoust of tsp 
note eut-oit. which yost can put sp with»' If you use 
avaeissble reototance having a toaximuna value of 
100,000 ahuso Yost can bin tisIs oeros tite pick-up 
teensinain, ansi titen act it to give the reproduction 
you require. 
IMPROVED AERIAL - 

I have been reading tise hints in PnÂcrrcA.L WiRr- 
stud beiieve,that nsy aerial inauisstion eosslsl 

tse issipeovesi. j have got simply one small insulator 
s,f the-egg type at cads end 01 tise wire, and think 
that perhaps more would be advissbie. Shoulsi I 
joIn these., in parallel svith the one already there, 
or in serica? I should he piad of your remarks."- 
(fi. B,, Whltchurch.) 

If the oes-ial insulator to not too ssnil, it should 
tse sufficient for ordinary purposea. However, if you 
wish to be ou the safe side you sssay add sdme more, 
hut sto not include these in parallel. They slssuist be 
joined ist series, that lo,-in chain forosalion. 

t employ-isa' air foc the dielectric. Tissu, a coo- 
denser with the IsIttes separated by utica I 

would have a capacity six times as great as 
ose employing ale-provided the plate s were i 
of the same size and basi the same separation. 

I purchased another eliminator, lsut the set would 
not oek, until InuertAt a grid leak in the screen grid 
liT, cad nl shown on 'the attached sketch. To-o 
days ago the set o-cnt right ut, and-i found tise trossbie 
was, in the grid leak. Hot haein another one of 
the sante value by me I used a higher value, but the 
set gradually lost Ito power, and T had to use another 
Irak, which again cured tise ouble..Now scheu I 
adjust the volume control, which io a potentIometer 
in the screen gril circuit, I geta s-cry coarse rumbling 
noise from the act. - I would be lslease if you could help 
me coge hay troubic."-(S. W., Wqod Greco.) 

It scouhi appear that the grid leaks u-sed au a resist.. 
tutee have isst aulilcienLeaparity to stand up to the 
job, and they will 110k otand even the small current 
passing ttuosgh them. if you have them hy you 
try 2go P I-meg. leaks in parallel, or better, a spagisetti 
or other typa resistance of l00000 ahuso. This 
should otand up to tile work. 
TONE CÓNTROI. - 

e In the Long Range Fnpeeso Three' elaborate 
arrangements are made for tone compensat.iou, and in 
the drsrriptlon yost say that ail loud-speakers except 
moving coil ti-Iseo require this. Why then do you 
recommend a moving coil speaker? Would it not 
be better to connect the primary of the loud-speaker 
transforseer In the -anode circuit of the peotode in 

You Weou5 ssake a trosoformer na desrrihgsl lu 
PsssccsCsi, Wsnrtnso No. 5. The primaryws'nding 
os-sold require 1,760 turno; the UT. Secondary (foc 
205 voltsi 3,200 turujo, and the LT. Secondary, sixty. 
four terno. In each case the wire woukl be as specified 
In tise ccsnulructional article. - 

The tranoforsser should be connected as ahown in 
t)te wiring pta55 on page 220. -- 

MILLIAMMETER AS VOLTMETER- ' 
I propose building a Four-range Test Meter 

following your. description in this oveet's. PotgcTlc.sl. 
WIseLnas (Oct. 20th),, The nailliamsoefrsr' I bave, 
hoss-ev, reasis'frotss O to 30 ioilltemps,.and I Should 
like it to give:- ' - 

Oto 10 miiiiaulpd 
- 

- Otolvolto. - 

Oto 30 volts. - 

- Oto (iso volts. - -. s 

Based on yotsr ronstrisctional article,, .wossid you 
kindly tell toe the correct resistance valsse-s."-(L(. P.; 
Soathnsnpton) - 

We give below the resistance to be used in series 
wiih your mJA for the readings you require. 

0-30 mIA -. No resistance. - 

0-1 volts .. 100 ohms. 
0-30 volte - - - 1,000 ohms. - 

0-100 volts - - 10,000 olear, 

S'REE ADVICE BUREAU 
COU PON,J 

IWe wish to draw the reader'o attention to the - 
Ifact that the Queries Service is intended only 

- for the solution of problems or diticulties - 
Iarising from the construction et' receIvers 
doserihed In our pages, from articles appearing - 
in our pages, or on general, wireless matters. 

- We regret that we cannot, for obi-ioda reasons- 
(1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete 

multi-valve receivers. - 
(ii) Süggeot alterations or modifications of 

receivers described in our conteis- 
pacaries. 

(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to 

SHOCKS FROM THE SPEAKER 
I have recently fitted nip receiver with in output 

luter circuit, employing a good.'mske of choke and a 
good elate of fixed condenser. This has a value of 
4 mfdo. Whilst trying oat saine dilTereut stakes of 
speaker the othcr night I receis-est a nhoc)c, io both 
senoea of the wonT That Is to ssy I touched the 
tino loud-speaker terminals and received a deflette 
electric shock, .cesrdin to what I have read in 
your pages, the idea of fitting a filter circuit into avoid 
the current running through the load-speaker, and it 
was fer this purpose that I fitted it. fi shall he glad, 
therefore, if you ran explain the 1s3)lsircnt contra- 
dictlon."-(F. P, O., Bogmior.) 

There is no contradiction, F. P, O. The fitting of 
au output filter doca remove lise direct current from 
the load-speaker wiedinos, and there is oothlng 
wrong with 3-our components. The matter io explained 
muite simply, sisen yo remember that ihr signal 
impulses are In the form of oscillatory currents, 
Now pose receiver la no doubt a fairly large one, 
,tnd you were prohably receiving a fairly strong signal 
sehen you tourhed the LS, terminals. The aignul 
vsa-rento ace, thcrefoee, ouilielent to give you quite a 

eso,i shock, and-In feet can bccauseil to light a lamp 
it it In ieels,dcsl io i)laee nf the uDeaker. 

LId., 8-11. Souihae,pioe St.. Slrand.London. 
W.C.2. 

bobbin? Should both be wound tise sanie way? 
Whatgaugc svirenhoukil use° i amareguiarreailcr 
01 PnAccicso. WIIIELtOS, bot have flot been able to 
pick up peints on this cuject. J enclose a sketch of 
the unit."-(T. 7., Ncwhur(', inerko.) 

These coils are icouieI sv(tir an exceedingly fine 
gange wire (probably No. 48 oS iii gauge) if, as we 
assume, it lia a 'high-reaiotiance speaker operated froua 
set dira-et without a step-down output transformer. 
The total resistance of the bobbins is probably 4,000 
ohams sOd misy be macbed O0 tise speaker. This is-Ill. 
need IlsOydasoabsut i-Thoz. In silk covered, if No. 
48 lu uscii Jlsydsoaabout (or. Tho wire Is divided 
between the two Iiobhino, which are sonad in the some 
direction. Your easiest plan is to purchase wire 
to the pattern ut that nosy on 'the bobbluvu, and liii 
thema as they are at iireacnt. 
WRONG RESISTANCES 

I am experiencing sume ta-sable esito nmy net, 
S.C. det, suit pentode. When I first made she set 
I ran my IST, fa-sul an eliminator oIT AC. ¡saint. 
I have since basi to moi-e to is'liere the supply is D.C. 

j' DATASHEETNo.1O L 
DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS i 

(othcrwiye knosvn au Specific Inductive 
Capacities) 

- i 
Cut this nut each ,ueek and pa,te it 'in a i 

i - natobunk, 
lielec- Dia-hic- 

Material teic Con- Material trie Con- 
stont staat 

I Air .,. 1 Paraffin,, i 
I,iqusd 2 s 

i Castor ail -. i Paraflin iras I 
i Ebonite . - 2.5 Rubber, pnrc 2 i 
i CInas . . ' 0-10 Shellac - - 3 i 
i Mica -. ti Sulphur -. 4 

Paper 2 Wood . - ta i 
(waxed) 

l'use dielectric eonatajst is the ratio of the i 
capacity of a consteimaer nting s particular 

s material ai comoaced with s ilnailac condenser I 

and we frei sure yen will agree with us that the best 
mnethad is to include ihia teno control, although It 
may not In some cases be required, rs,ther than leave 
the tone contrai out, and se neeeuuiiate having in - 

quite a number of iostanrco to show readers how a 
tone control cas be connected to tise set. 

THE GRID BATTERY AGAIN - 
I hare a - set which I bought just over a.vear 

ago. It was excellent when It was new, and lIas given 
yeoman service until the lait few monihm, when it 
has gradually developed a horrible scratchy tone. 
Speech sounds sort of muffled, and when load muoIa-al - 
passages come through, they seem as though they are 
coming through thick blankets. The ET. was re- 
neared less than two months ago, hut it is no bétter,1 
I should he glad to know boss I can Slid what bas - 
developed, as I am becoming teen on understanding 
the.inslde of a receiver since taking in your host. 
I de not, of course, wont to take the setto pieces, as it 
Issu factory-made receiver, bist fi orn only just ' nitling- 
up and taking nstloe,' - and do not know the mase, 
likely place to loot for the trsnhle."-(G. B., Watford.) 

You say the set is just user a year old; that the IST. 
ssaa renewed hies then two nsonths ago. So far, au 
good, but What about the grid battery S This ie,oul,1 
seem mott cee,tssiuiy to he your trouble. You wilt fiad 
lt tucked away in4ide the pet on the right-hand. nitin 
behind the large transformer. You have probably 
not cecognIzd lins, u.s it is not one of the canai Il-volt 
celis5asitisuhtappesl, and was iliade uiaeçiafiy fog those 
portscula.r receivers. Roweveg, the voltageT is I) volts, 
sa you omet emisor the tsi'o plago ateach.end,.aild fit 
a new battery, inserting the positive p!ug (toed is, filio 
red one) at' the cad of the battery marked'-a-itli the 
pius sign. The black pise theo goes into .the,pther 
ensi of the hattery, and you ivill then find thu ceçllivçr 
s'IU'heasgsodaa'new; 

MAINS-TRANSFORM ER.WINDINGS, 
iteadiag peur article on She construction of Matas 

Elliuiuutor; could you picaste astsise me wimat would 
lime dilfercnceia the mains lran.sformer be,to suit nip 
¡nains 110 Volto, 25 cycles. As it Ii difficult-to bhtaln 
an eliminator fsc these couina, ivould it be possible to 
make one 2 "-(W. P., Wcst Smethiclek.) , 

You can obtain the same osate of transformer, 
designed for operation frsmu 110 s'oit, 25 cycle uWine. 
This i,'iil be somewhat niore costly, einer the seean,iary 
windings wilt require twice au many turno to give the 

UERIES and 
Ihn 

-, ,. : II UuI% 
, 

- bi, Our Technical Staff 
to Tuo Edito,. i who build this receiver will be ucing all types ot 

PRACTICAL WIRELESS. Coo. Noweou. 
I 

moving coil speakere, with dillèrent rntjo traneformere, 

p - 
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t needed want by publishing a chart in I ..-. [not concerned with the furnishingof broad- 

L 1 ___ - 

expensive, will give good results from the 
local? The demand I think is universal, 
for there arc many wireless enthusiasts who 

- have been "hard hit" by the "Govern- 
ment's" economy stunt, and to those it 
would be a boon. 

That, I think, is the only thing wanted 
to make PRACTICAL WIRELESS pvrtbct.- 
GEORGE (Northampton). 

Really Practical 
Sm,-Just a word about your new 

PRACTICAL Wmxuxss: after the fourth issue, 
I have come tothe conclusion that it really 
is a Practical - Wireless Guide, it is a book 
that gets out. of the rut, it breaks away 

- from that dreary sameness. I look forward 
to every Wednesday with more pleasure 
than before.-H. G. STEEL (Poplar). 

- identIfying the Foreigners - 

Srat,-You wodid besupplying a much- 

gas leakage 

CUT THIS OUT EACH WEEK 

DOYOV KNOW? 
-That a short-wave converter lu preferable 
to an adapter foc using your own receiver on 
short waves. 
-That when two coils are coup!ed together 
so that a change io encrent io one colt pro- 
ducen an E.M.y. lo the other they are oaid 
to pooncas "mutual Inductance." 
-That ordioary wire netting may he used 
for screening purposes lmtead of sheet metal. 
-That the Inclusion of Iron io a solenoid 
iocreuoes the inductance of the oslensid. 
-That a fuse for battery-operated recels-ers 
should be used to join HT.- asad LT.-. 
-That an MT. battery should atas be 
shunted with a large-rapacity fixed condenser. 
-That n burled earth may be greatly im- 
proved by porting the earth plate with rock 
salt. 

Cheap Portable Wanted 
SIR,-Let'5 haves good,cheap and power. 

ful portable in PRACTICAL WIRELESS as 
soon as possible. S. G., Det. and Pentode 
and adaptable for outside aerial and earth. 
If you can give us something round about 
£5 I think it would be very welcome to 
thousands of your readers. I have tried 
several "contemporary" portables bitt 
theta is always something lacking in those 
which the average working man can afford 
to build. He feels he has not got value 
for his money. I'm not going to eulogise 
on PRACTICAL WIRELESS. Any fool knows 
whén he's got value for his money. I'm 
after that Encycloptedia.-" PORTABILITY" 
(Felixstowe). 

A Reader's Thanks - 

S,-Your excellent paper iá both 
practical and wireless ail through and is 

hit the happy medium and, if you will bear 
in mind the requirements of the more 
advanced-student, your journal will continue 
its prosperity.-R._JACKSON (Hesw all). 

Reasons Why! 
Sns,-CongratuIatons! Your new paper 

has created a record; below are my reasons, 
which I think are shared by hundreds of 
other readers. 
Il. You cater for both the beginner and 

experienced hand. 
2. The quantity and quality of your articles 

are irreproachable. 
3. The diagrams are clear and understand- 

able, while the reading matter is 
explicit as possible.. 

4. Your query section is free. 
5. Your sets seem to be of a high standard 

and of a moderate price. 
- But-thece is a but. Could you not 
publish occasionally, only once in a while,.. 
a super.cheap set, one that although in- 

earth effected through a gas pipe is much 
less satisfactory than the normal type. 
I am sure it is very nice to feel that the 
Gas Association has the interests of wireless 
listeners so much at heart, but the fact 
remains that however badly the joints are 
made from the point of view of conductivity 
(as Mr. Walker would have us believe) 
practical experience shows that a gas pipe 
usually makes a very excellent earth for a 
receiving set, quite apart from its con- 
venience. For instance, comparative tests 
show that a gas pipe earth is often far more 
efficient than a metal rod stuck direct into 
dry earth. It is certainly infinitely better 
than no earth connection at all, s hich is 
the only alternative in the case of some 
flat dwellers. Regarding the resistance of 
the pipe joints this is actually comparatively 
very low as the joints are screwed metal- 
to-metal. The red lead . used does not 
make the joint but is used to fill up any 
little interstices and so safeguard against 

Another Suggestion 
Srss,-Allow me to congratulate you for 

the best "Practical" wireless journal yet. 
published and also for the high standard of 
your "Complete Wireless," of which I am 
aleo a reader. What I like about both 
these journals is the way things are backed 
up by diagrams which are far more under- 
standable than mere words. Now may I 
make two suggestions with regard to 
PRACTICAL WIRELESS? First, thatall advert. 
matter be so placed that it may be removed 
at the end of a volume without disturbing 
reading matter. Secondly, that a complete 
index be published to each volume. No- 
thing is more irritating than having to 
scour through a dozen or so weekly parts 
for one particular item. Well I won't take 
up any more of your valuable time, but 
please keep up the good start you have 
made.-E. RnxswAY (Hyde, Cheshire). 

S1R.-f you maintain the standard for 
this journal which you have established, 
you will increase your subscribers. It is 
difficult to please everybody, but there is a 
real need for a journal which sets itself out 
to provide not only elementary information 
for the very keen student of wireless, but 
information which will be of interest to 
more elementary enthusiasts. The obser- 
vation of a correspondent in your current 
issue that technical terms should be avoided, 
and that point to point wiring should be 
substituted for technical circuits, will cer- 
tainly not encourage the type or man who 
is anxious to progress. I think you have 

Gas Pipes As Earths 
Sca-As the author of the article 

referred to I was particularly interested in 
Mr. Walker's letter in PRACTICAL %VIRELIISS 
dated Oct. 29th. I am fully aware that 
the Gas Association look with disappro- 
val on any fitting attached to their 
supply,pipes other than those supplied 
by the Gas Companies, but it is Mr. 
Walker's explanations of the Associa. 
tion's objections which I find need rather 
a lot of swallowing. First, he says that 
the experience of many users is that an 

does Mr. Walker really expect us to believe 
that a leakage of current from the electric 
light mains due to a defect in an all-mains 
set couhi possibly be so great as, not oiily 
to heat the pipe but actually to melt it? He 
seems to forget that the electric light mains 
'are fitted with fuses w inch would blow' 
immediately a small leak occurred, let 
alone the enormous current which would 
be required to fuse a pipe. In short I 
challenge Mr. Walker to -produce evidence 
of a single instance where.damage has been 
caused to the pipes or joints by leakage of 
Current from a mains reeeiver.-W; B. 
RICHARDSON (Chiswick). 

Elementary. or Advanced 

.-rom . 

Readers. 
'\ The Edilor dei not necessarily agree with ¿piion5 expressed by his còrrespo'ndeta 

PRACTICAL .WIRE.ESS, by. means of which Now as to the question of danger. First 

, . 

readers could identify the. principal broad. of all I would point out that I recommended 
casting stations in Europe. in their the gas pipe eárth in connection with an 
numerical wave.length order.-J. JONES indoor aerial so that the question of damage 
(London, N.W.5). by lightning does not arise. Secondly, 

í4, 
- 
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the screen of five-eighths of the total 
voltage of the battery. This is, of course. 
incorrect. The facts are aS follows 

Assume a battery voltage of 150 Volts. 
Thenthe totsi current drawn by an 80,000 
ohms potentiometer will be 1.875 milliamps 
and the upper arm (30,000 ohms) will be 
carrying 1.875 milliamps pins the actual 
current taken by the screening-grid itself. 
This latter current may be taken to be some 
.6 inilliampa under normal working condi- 
tions, and therefore the total current 
carried by the ppper 'arm is 1.875 plus .6 
millampu. The voltage dropped in this 
resistance is consequently thirty times 
2.475 milliamps, which equals 74f volts; 
leaving 75 volts to be applied to the 
screening-grid, which is appro±imately 
half the voltage of the battery, and ssot five. 
'eighths. The correct procedure when 
ascertaining the voltage applied to screen. 

interest. My suggestion is that you should 
includo in youg pajer.a .spaqe for listeners' 
notas. The reason is that there is now 
such a variety of materitil offered to listeners 
through National and Ragionai programmes 
that very often an item which is looked 
forward to may be missed, through the 
time of performance being forgotten about. 
The advantage of a space for notes would 
be that the listener could insert, nuder each 
day, the time and nature of special items 
desired, and have this ready to refer to at 
a glance. Alternatively, this may be 
designed to take the form of a small 
booklet, which would cover a certain period. 
This, I feil sure, would find a ready sale; 
or, if cost permitted, might be offered as 
one of your usual supplements. I think 
that something on the lines suggested would 
add to the value of your already valuable 
paper.-Roaav STrASS (Kilbirnie). 

Lyong on your memory. 
'' 9 No more getting out of bed to 

,o'itch off your cet. 
- No more keeping aocoke till 

the cony boone of the montiog 
to get foreign etotions. 

I UTEX DOES IT FOR YOU! 
Ufou coolo. flodol f, your ,occool 000oy othec Ouooufooc. 

11 WILL opitch oo yooc deotcho hotU, foc oocfy 
coocoiogt,eocbccìelofostfo hod. ¶ 

fT WILL cheleS cf! the ooc.cy lighto o/ter life 
kiddie, hou-e gocce to led. - - 

IT WILL ,o,-heohoo cod cf! rocce ehopuocd el go If hto. 
I1 WIIL.oedtth oc yooc cIeco/lo 000kco Of 500f! - 

hoi! 5gb! e, 
IT WILL .00ltcb 00 yoUr coo Il eSte. 
Iioeey h/co, you coo oocfectolo coo/fob thl oh of !TIEX. 

Co/cfpfot0 Io hou ocith helf f t,tcootteoc 
Eotfeey model 2/6 Nec/cog o,odel 5/6 

M000t,d oc b,ocuOiIoml ohccccf clock, 7/6 & 10/0 eo.peetfcef y. 
D.: Loco, Modof foe Mocos Podio ceody to plug lo. 15/0. 

Foc Soto oith eloolcootole, HT. & LT. ecocoted on lOok. 1211. 
Foot Foce. 

Satisfaction guaranteed or money and 
postages refunded at once. 

UTRX MANUFACTURING CO. Llá. (Dept. 15) 
Teleylcoce I Choocec-y 7MO. 351001/cocco V/Must, Lochen. ECl 

. leccio ilogoSMo iccOod. 

UTEX NEVER FORGETS 

usea are maae ny LOTUS. sow trns os nos 
correct, as having made up,. sold and still 
stocking these kits, may I point out the 
followin'g -75,000 ohms Spaghetti by 
Messrsl Lewèoa; one i 'rnfd., ooe .0002 mfd. 
and one .006 mfd. fixed condensers by Messrs. 
Duhilier; three grid leaks by Messts. 
Graham Faiish.-W. 3: MATTTIF.WS (South 
Norwood). 

"The S.C. Amplifier" 
,Sue,-I trust I may be permitted to pomt 

out a small error which appears in Oct. 15th 
issue of PRACTICAL Wiaxnxss, in connection 
with fixed potentiorneterssupplying voltage 
tp screen grid valves, under the heading of 

The SG. Amplifier," by L. F. Thomas. 
Mr. Thomas says that if we used a fixed 
potentiometer with the two arms made up 
of resistances of 30,000 and 50,000 ohms 
respectively, we shall obtain a voltage on 

not always t1e sanie size, and as a rule 
not of a suitable colour to match the 
cabinet, simply because the set designers 
and component manufacturers do tiot 
co.operate and let us have what is wanted 
in this line. Until this happens rm afraid 
our honie.construeted seta, while being 
very efficient; will still look homo made." 
Wishing your paper every success and 
trusting you will be able to wake up sorno 
of our component makers-A. B. TOLLzR. 
TOE (Crowborough). 

Space for Notes Wanted 
Sue,-In the first place, allow me to add 

to the congratulations. PRAC't'LCAL WritE. 
LESS 5 establishing itself firmly. I have 
a suggestiOn t offer, but it is editorial, not 
constructional. It may, nevertheless, be of 

RADIO TI 
SWITCH \' Switches radio 
o and off 
automatically! 

SIR JOHN REITII. THE DIRECTOR GENERAL OF THE 
B.B.C..oaid l',-ug,eomoo co,,nut bu eeoudulh,d 
o,, fed iuidool desire. They shuoold bu etodiud 

odeoece sod o selucoiue eeoodu of th,o iieeeon 
whioh will bu of ieturesO.' 
UtexTime Switch, ingenious, sistple, Complete 

fool.proof, attached to your ataron 
clock, switches your radio on ami 
off at whatever tiene you set the 
clock. Anyone can fit Utex. Nothing 
toga wrong. Lasts a lifetime. Post Free 

i No more frai of missing yoor 
favosrite progromme by res 

ions for adapting your circuits for portables, 
frame-aerials, etc. I do hope you will do 
this. There is a surprising dearth of good, 
practical instruction in homemade portablè 
sets in the wireless press-H. F. (North- 
wood). 

An Appreciatiòn, and Some Criticism 
Sns,-May I offer you sincere congiatu. 

lations on your production of a weekly 
for the non.teohnical, as well as the technical 
fans of our great brotherhood. I particu- 
larly wish to stress the importance of more 
publication of the "Facts and Fallacies" 
of our hobby and may Mr. Richardson 
expose still more in further articles, and 
so let people know Sects, instead of re- 
nîaining in ignorance of many old fads and 
fallacies. I have in every instance of 
conversation with many of my non-technical 
customers told them of several of the items 
in the article mentioned, and has-e in- 
structed my junior service staff in this 
respect. I have one or two little moans to 
make, the first being in referehee to your 
article in No. 3. se valves in push-pull and 
parallel. Your correspondent states, when 
mentioning necessity for two snatched 
valves, that any valve manufacturer will 
supply with a pair of valves so matched at 
sso extra cost.. This is misleading, as 
manufacturers will not do this, but will 
charge 24) tssr cent. extra for matching, and 
they are permitted to do so in accordance 
with B.V.A. Regulations. Secondly, in your 
test report of Lotus "Landmark" Three 
Kit, you state in about three places words 
to the effect that the whole of components 

working conditions (this information may 
be obtained froue the valve makers' leaflet), 
and then divide this figure into the voltage 
required to be dropped in the upper arm. 
The result is the resistance of the upper 
arm- The resistance of the lower arm is 
then found by simple subtraction. The 
example quoted above is self-explanatory. 
With best swishes for success with your 
excellent new wcckly.-HAsI0LD Smu'g 
(Fareham). 

More Co-operation Wanted 
Sne,-I have read with interest the first 

six numbers of PRACTICAL WIRELESS and: 
must say that they promise to provide 
something of a long.felt svant in the way 
of a wireless journal -nOt too teehnical. 
The sets so far, published are quite up to 
the standard of modem requirements, and 
looking at the chassis construction, have 
quite a professional appearance. The same 
cannot be said, of the panel lay-out, which 
has still got the home-constructed look 
about it. Take, for example, the Long 
Range Express Three (battery or mains). 
The appearance of the panel on both these 
receivers could have been much improved 
if it were possible to fit a bakeite escutcheon 
to take the two .0005 mfd. condensers, one 
right hand and one .left band. Also, why 
not a multi-point switch which will give us 
wave change, radio-gram, and on and off? 
These would enhance the look of the 
receivers without inpairing the efficiency. 
Most keen radio fans buy or make a good- 
looking cabinet and then proceed (through 
no fault of their owol to fit-sevex-al knobs. 
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easting studios and the personal descriptions 
of nklio "stars," which some other papers 
seem to favour. For this many thanks. 
I was particulas.ly glad to read in your 
tirst number that you would give instruc- 

PRACTICAL WIRELESS 523. 

tag-grids is as follows :-Find the total 
current passed by the potentiometer by fi dividing its resistance into the battery 
voltage; add to this current the current 
taken by the screening-grid under normal 
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tiar prices of tee are mcladed in the book, which alio 
costalas many useful hints and tipo on short-wave 
working and several illustrations of the wand's' beat- 
knows short-wave stations. Priced at orse shilling, 
this useful handbook is obtainable from any bookotall 
or direct from Peto-Scott Co. at the address given above. 

NEW BLUE SPOT RECEIVERS 
ivi a 1010er we nave juat reccivgal iram roe British 

Blue Spot Co., Atal., particsilàrs are giren of -two 
new receivers incorporating the popular Blue Spot 
ioad-opeakeea. One receiver (R252) io s table model, 

- 

and io fitted with a No, 100 U npesker. The other 
model is of the pedestal type and is equipped as Itli a 
BIsse Spot prriaanent magnet maclog-coil speaker 

tise Leweos LT. Choke yee listed. These ramlormero All inquiries should be addressed to TSe Edilor, embody the Iatrst improvements in design and ace 
POACTIOAL WInELEEO, 8-11, Saslhoanplea Ms-ree, prosided as-slh a nickel Iron core of ample propar- 
Sirand, London, W.C.2, sud the envelope marked tinos. The Lesrcos L.F. Choke, s,'hlrh bas l?ren Jdroodrost Query Sersirr, in top left-hand corner. produced to meet tise demand for a reasonably priced Stamped addressed envelope should noi be enclosed iegb-class component. is metal shrouded, and the as replies cannot be sent by post, bist wit br published sa soling io centre-tapped. Thu uddeeno ia Church in duo caurse in each issuu of PastcvsgAL W IRELESS. iload, Leyton, Londas, ESO. 

Replies to Broadcast Quefies 
D.J.W. (Bush) : WPG, Atlantic City (N.J.), Columbia 

UNDER the sbave title, with the assistance of a Broadcasting Network on 272.6 ni. iB. M. (Glangvw): 
recognised authority on foreign broadcastingjssatters VOC2ME, Sydney, N,S.W. (3128m.). 

TWO NEW HIGH VOLTAGE RECTIFYING OSTA CAN UNIVERSAL VALVES FOR A.C. or D.C. 
TYPE hG. 40. Voltage doubler. Requires na slep-ap ____________________________................,j FslhneilnrVoltsgeindierctlyl,euseslnionesfi. Nu,u,aleatmn,foe,sre 
se mains teanslorther. ne break-dos-s rnsletaoo.s required. carenat essssopion rua thou 

TYPE V G 45 Tb fi t f Il w R tidy g I H I G H 'V O LT A G E A 5.0 
mao Esas ko y sun seas li 

working direct from your mains that dors sot reqwre W.31o. B.0 ---------- 1716. E.O.iOO. lOIns. Half Wnse 150 
any maim transfornaer, and esly the minimam al OPIO. LS. - -. -. . - 17/e. 5.5.40. 40n.s.Vsliani/dsublee 281- 
smoothing.. - . . . L.l520. Pasee .... 18/-, VOta. 41ss.a. lull Wave 4O- 

f 
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POaOTICA,, WinEauss, Ges. Newsra, Ltd. 0111. 
Sostho,eptoa St., StrasS, Leudas, lV.C.2. 1Vh«,t 
udeeetiozeu,sokc aehsrye, oc eeqaies postage, titis 
ShoalS becscleaed, 

PETO-SCOTT'S SHORT-WAVE BOOK 
A LL home constructors eontemplatiag the boilding 

ola short-wave receIver will lind a latine of niteftil 
information on the subject In a well-printed bòok just 
lsssesl by Peto-Scott Co., Ltd., 77, CIty Road, London, 
ECl. Fosti particulars together with lista of com- 
ponents, are given for floating a goad SW. Adapto1, 
the Tourist Two, Courier Three, und the Iscooree 
S.ci.Threc. The author io a recognized authorltj' on 
nhort-waso work, and his adaptor bears the stamp of 
simplicity and ellicieney. A fall-size blue print of 
the adaptor is given Irre with the book. The Tourist 
Two will apl,eal to constructors requiring an inexpesi- 
cive set ersisablo of trans-Atlantic and Continental 
reception on the loud-speaker. The Courier Three 
is o long-range short-stove recels-ce, himplo to handle - 

and inexpenhis'e to.bulld, covering wavelengths froth lIto over 100 met,res.'The volve combination consists 
of detector and two.L.F. atzgeo,ond the circuit is the 

- sense of nlmplicity. With regartl to the- Discos-cree 
this lisse set rei,resents the lost word in 

SW. receiver design.' lt combinea all the 
sdvusitagrs of SG. amplification wills extreme -sins- 
purity of operistiou, and is in every wnya remarkàble. 
oct. l'hotogr,,phs of the conapleted sets, together with 
theoretical and wiring dlogranss, ore gfven in tite book. 
Full-size bise prints of all the seta -see available, end' 

PRACTICAL' WIRELESS 

Each receiver is battery operated - and sotilizes two 
of'thé latest type' tumble-mu 'oCeeened.grid valves 
detectoc, and power salves, Provision is modi 
enabIIng the smc of a pentodo output-valve if desired 
Both receivers' cover a toning range of 100-1,001 
metres, and aro fitted with gramophone piek-stj 
connections. Housed in ottractls-e cabinets, Lbs 
table model is priced at twelve guineao, und Ilse pedesta 
model at sixteen guIneas. The address ii, 94-9e 
Itonoman Street, Roscbery Avenue, London, ECl 
CELESTION SPEAKERS 
A COMPREHENSIVE range of loud-speakers Is 

sho,rn in the latent folder iosurd by the Celestion 
people. Mostly of the permanent-mngeet moving- 
coil type, the models include the line PPMS9 opraker 
which has remarkable sensitivity, Ita large "Rylex" 
diaphragm gives a wide tonal response, A universal 
transformer la fitted, svhich allowa all valves to be 
accurately matched. Aoother model ss'ith high 
sensltix-ity,- great Itandling 'power, soil a fall tosai 
response lu the PPMO, a little giant sinoong moving- 
coil speakers, and priced at only thirty-five shillings, 
There is aise a moro poseerful model in the PPMI0, 
a high-class moving-coil speaker with a massive robait 
magnet and a loin: diaphragna. Tas-o very moderately 
priced D.Crspedkersare also lIsted.', Celestionaprakeru, 
which ore the outcomo of careful research work os-er 
a period of rotore titan severi years, can be recom- 
mended 'to the discerning intoner sebo wisl,oa foe 
"true ta 'life" reproduction, The' address io London 
Road, Kingston-on-Thames, - -- - t 

LEWCOS RADIO PRODUCTS - - i 
DARTICULAJZ8òf the Leso-os Wire-Wound High- 

-- Reslstan Pothntiometern are given in a folder 
we have received 'from the London Electric -Wire 
Company sud- Smiths, Ltd. These potentiometers 
ara supplied in varying ranges from 100,000 to 150,000 
ohms. Other folders deal a-itt Lesrrori. Dual-Stange 
Screened Coils und Spaghetti Resistanths and H.P. 
Chokos. In a faon-h folder, 1F, transformers and 

-s - ' 
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: 

and n regalar cnntributor to wireless publications 
both at home and abroad, we sec inaugurating a epetial. 
Identification Service, -which should prove of great 
assistance ta our readers. When tuning in well- 
known stations it happem frequently that listonera 
pick sap wireless transmissions of which they fail to 
recognaze the origin. It is to mire these little pro- 
blesno that I-he Broadcast Qaeco, Service itas laven 

ornder thnt a careful rcsrch may be maslo It lo 
essentIal that certain data should be eupplied to the 
best of the inquirer's abIlity and ianowledgc. Wlacn 
sending noch queries to tite Editor tite folloas-ing rules 
ohould be followed :- 

1. WrIte legibly, in ink. Gire your full name and 
addrasa, 

I. Stats type of receiver used, and whether trans- 
mission was heard on headphones or on loud-speaker. - - 

3. Slate approximate wavelength or frequency to 
which receiver was tuned, or, atlternatleely, state trios-eat 
u-hiela two stations (of which you have the condenser - 

readIngs) the transmission wits picked sp. 
4. Give dato and time u-hen broadcast ssas heard, 

Do not forgef to add whether am. oc p.m. 
0. Gis-e details of programme received, und, if yost 

can, 00mo indication regarding the language, if laearsl, 
0. State whether and what call woo given and/or 

kind of inteival nignal (metrononts, maisical box, 
bells, etc.) between ltcmo.- - - - 

7. To faciiitatq publication of replica, append a 
sont-de-plame to your-inquiry. 

Althaoaagh the cerchee is msinly applicable to brood- 
catting stations, wherrs'er possible replies still t'e given 
in regard to morte transmitters (commercIal elation', 
fog beacons, cte.) and short-st-see broadcasts. For the 
identification, bosses-oc, of stations operating on cuan- 
nets helme 100 metres it sill lie evl'ient. ta inquirers 
that a closer estimate of -savelengtla suet l, sub- 
ntlttesl than in the rase sI broadcasts on Ilse otetiltem 
or long was'eband if successful identilication is to 
becars-iedoat, 
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/ AND BE DOUBLY SURE OF EESULTS 
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overcome short-wave reception diff i- 
- --.. culties and has definitely revolution- 

-. ised present short-wave practic ________________- 
WHAT"ANTINODÄL'.. - Suìtahl for i.".Ethpirè Threè". 

- 

P 
dh1h0r I HYPE RMITE 

- L.F TRANSFORMER - . 

f 1o1H actPprr:dde 

can be tijned_in_ith ese 
- «Hyperte,» which is 

Ask Jour dealer_ or write to us for the specified in moderii cje- -L Ant d ¡ bookl t wh h d ¡ fully cu Is for it h gh primary 
ah shoJ w p bI us a d th ¡sitio inductan e g ne?al sup r and describerin detail the Ant:nodal. 

- iority of performance and ( - Short-Ware Coil Unit. - ' small sizel for compact 
Antinodal" Short-Was'i Coil Unit .f assembly. It is thêbest 

/ L t N 0ßY B 2l nickel iron alloy I 

- core - transformèr 1 

IL 

-, -- ' - at its price. .. , 

L 
- &t 

'Ll - 

- Weight - 
- - 7ozs. 

:,. 

r- -- - ---- -i-- 
;- - --- -- -- - - - : - - 
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HORT WAVE COi/I/Ai/i 
-hèuIéîrtÒf-'tJié; 

N \IT:4MPIRE, 
-. -. 

-. T R-E 
- - - - Specification of the "Antinodal" for 

thePrectical Wireless "EmpireThree" 
I ,-.. was made obviously because there 

- - - - 
- is no other short-wave coil that can 

- \_ - - - 'Y give such even reception and -- f = - 
-r \ =- - - - 

y smooth reaction throughout 
- '=' - the entire short-wave band 

\ - its critical handling of nil the 
- - i ,/ ,À short wavelengths from 

=-' - 

- 12 to 80metres 
- 

;- is universally acknowledged by ex- 
- =- perimentcrsnnd others as iImazing. 

k ' / By itscritical tffnin, they h-we bien 
- I - / -li. able toí-ecèive and sepaiatc shrt- 

- 

-qfTP ' 1- - vave stations fromall over the wrld. 
r , - Thus "Antinodal ' has absolutely 
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